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a few remarks I want to make about the precedure I want to include in the outline, so

this course then, Introduction to the Pentateuch, will have as I, Introductory, and under

that, A, The Importance of the Subject. D. L. Moody once is said to have made the

statement that early in his ministry he found that everyone to whom he spoke knew that

they ought to be saved. They said yes we have never accepted the Lord though we know

we should. The Bible says this and we know it is true, we ought to do it. He would quote

a verse from the Bible, that settled it, that's what the Bible said, it was a matter of

whether they were willing to do what they knew was right. But he said tla t toward the

end of his ministry he noticed a change, he noticed more and more that--when he presented
0

the Bible teachings, people said yes, but how do we know this is true, how do we know

that this is the word of God? There was a spreading doubt about the dependability of the

Word of God, about the fact that what it says is true. Now there are various problems

which have contributed to this change of attitude throughout so much of our world. But

no one of them has been more important, (1 3/4) as import

Tjree
as the effect of the higher criticism. ,'hundred years ago the people believed the Bible

was true or they believed it was false, but in the last 300 years there has sprung up a

C.
method of approach to the Bible which is superficially called the higher criticisnig here is

no harm in using that for a name
,thoug1

it is not a strictly accurate title for it, but it

is an approach, a study, a criticism--there is nothing wrong with the word criticism of

the BibleIand there is nothing wrong with the word "higher criticism" because higher

criticism means the criticism that is not dealing simply with the minutia, to know what

the text exactly is and what it means, but to know where it came from, who wrote it,

when it was written and how dependable it is. There is nothing wrong with higher

criticism, but higher criticism during the last 200 years has Ø swung very strongly

against belief in the eye Scripture




J
And brought forward an approach to the Scripture

which was previously unknown. This approach has resulted in an idea that the books of

the Old Testament were mostly written by many writers, instead of by the ones whose
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names they bear, written at many different periods and in sections of different periods.

For instance Gen. 1 might be written at 600 or 500 B.C., and Gen.2, perhaps, 400 years

earlier. And that the book, or different verses, or even parts of verses were written in

egitors
or

widely differMg periods, and then were brought together later by eultliiy LILLI redactors,

into the volumes as we have them today. And this idea has come to be accepted by most

scholars, in nearly every university in the world where anything is taught about he Bible,

today the higher criticism is taught. And nearly every theological seminary that is over

25 years old, this higher criticism is taught. I was at a student conference in Canada

where there were students from all over the United States, and I gave them, I was to give

some lectures so I iave out a questionnaire, to find out what they knew, what their

background was, and I asked "have you been bothered abe by questions about the higher

criticism, and I found that out of nearly 150 students there were not over 5 or 6 who said

yes. The rest never hdad of it. But as we went on in our discussion I found that, though

they hadn't heard the name "higher criticism" their viewpoint had been affected by it, at

point after poirt they had ideas in their mind which are the result of the development of

the higher criticism, which were taught in classes in English, in Literature, in History,

in varioud other subjects, because the teachers in these lines to a very great extent,

go to the recognized Old Testament scholars to get their answers to these problems. And

this higher criticism has been applied to Old Testament and also to the New Testament,

and today there is hardly a question, hardly a page of the Bible you can take up but what

you will find books written which divide it up into sections, and analyze when this part

was written, and when that part was written, and when the other part was written, and how

they came together by a natural process, which leaves God altogether out of the account.

So the higher criticism is one of the most effective forces in our world today, and it is

something which you may meet many people who know nothing of it by name, but you will

meet few people who have not been affected by it to some extent. And if you become the

pastor of fine Christian church somewhere and your people are all very godly people,
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perhaps people who don't know a great deal, haven't a great deal of education, but good

Christian people, if they are they will go ahead economically, you will find. And before

you have been there very long you will find that some of them are sending their children

to secular colleges, and before very long you will find that these young folks are coming

home with questions about Lhe Bible that their parents are unable to answer, and if you

can't answer them you will lose these young people, from your church. I have run onto

many pastors who have been in exactly that situation. Taking a church which seemed so

absolutely devoted to the Scripture without a trace of unbelief in it, but soon find that,

as the young people go out to college, they have these questions, and these doubts, about

the Scripture, about which they have to have an answer to, or else they soon get the

attitude well these people are just old fogies in the church there, they don't know anything

about modern thought. Now that is true of, I should say, about every page of the Bible,

that this has been done to a greater or less extent There are two different areas in which

people's faith has been undermined, in the Bible, one is particularly in the historicity of

the facts, and most eipecially in the early chapters of Genesis. Now that is discussed in

the course in Old Testament Histay, which goes into those problems rather fully. We do

not touch upon those problems in this course, but the other problem which also is very

important and perhaps more pervasive thi n that one, is the matter of the documentary

criticism. The question of whether these books are (7 1/4) written

under the inspiration of God's Spitit, by the men whose names they bear, some of them

of course bear no names, but written as unifed books containing the truth of the things

with which they deal, and dealing with many matters which are direct communication from

God to them, or whether they are the result of people thinking along different lines,

brought together more or less in an accidental sort of fashion. Now if we were to take up

the whole of the Bible and to look at every page of it, and to see the evidences , pro and

con, we could easily spend every bit of our three years on it. But we do not feel that that

is necessary. We do feel that it is vital to take one section where this approach mainly
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began, and the section which is the place where people begin to accept this approach,

as a rule, and to take that section and really learn to understand it. To learn how the

higher criticism of the Pentateuch developed is a standard example of the methods of the

higher criticism, but more than that, it is the place where it began, and havi ng become

convinced that it is valid there, scholars then extended it to every other book of the Bible.

That is where it began. That is me of the prime examples of its method, if it is valid

there, if it works there, it is reasonable to think it will work in other places.

On the iher hand if you can find that the methods used are erroneous there,

then we will find that we have little reason to worry about them in most other places.

A little tiny smattering of the arguments of the whole Old Testament would not be a

fraction as helpful to you, as a thorough understanding of just what the higher criticism

of the Pentateuch means, and upon what rase's it rests. Now there are fine Christian

schools in which the people know nothing about the higher criticism except to have it

occasionally sneered at andj ridiculed, and students go out and talklo other jtudeii1

persons who already are of the same view as they are, and they sneer at and ridicule the

higher criticism. It is easy to do that, but it is easy to ridicule anything. People ridicule

our Christian faith and it is not difficult to do. You can take ignorant people and you can

LaKu increase their loyalty and their support of you by that sort of an approach, but if you

are going to be effective working for Christ in these days, you're going to have to deal

with young people who go to college or theological seminaries, you're going to have to

deal with people bf intelligence who read magazines and books today, and see the ideas

there and who will not be satisfied with simply brushing it aside with a word of ridicule.

And when you meet theme people, if you get the value you should out of this course, you

will have a tremendous advantage. You will have an advantage not only because you know

what it is they're talking about, but because you will know the bases of it better than they

will, and that will give you a tremendous advantage. T'he higher criticism is a growth.

It is a theory that today is taught in practically every theological seminary over
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30 years of age. And in practically every university in the world where anything is taught

about the Bible, if these theories today, that are today taught-j, would have been ad-

paid
vanced 100 years ago, people would have just put them aside and payed no attention to

views/them. It would have been too big a feb jump from the view they held to these vlews/

But it gradually developed by the presentation of evidence which seemed to people ab-

-ri
solutely unanswerable. I think one of the saddest stories I ever heard is the story of

Franz De1Itch in Germany. Franz Delitszch was a great lover of the Bible, he tranklated

the New Testament Into Hebrew for Jewish evangelism purposes. He was a very, very

ardent, intelligent fine Christian man, but Franz DelItszch,(riedrlch, l his faith.

"l jFriedrgh became one of the great founders of Assyrlo1og But Fdrich ' became con

vinced of the high criticism'wrote books and articles to prove that the Pentateuch




- /
was made up of different divisions, different sections from different times. And his father

couldn't bear the thought of such an idea. To him the five books of Moses were a sacred

0
work that had been given iirn by revelation of God, they were so sacred, he loved to study

them, to try to fir o at they mean to apply them to our Christian lives, but to

einhe way that his son was doing seemed to him terI1e.
them

In fact, when 4j finally

felt he had to make a study of them from that viewpoint he told someone he felt as if he

were starting to dissect his grandmother's body, hat' s the way he feJ taking up what

11 t




/: L-
was so sacred and examining it from the viewpoint of the higher critics. But as examin-

ed, he found himself unable to answer the argument, and the result was, being a man of

A ;Lgreat honesty ,nd great integrity, that FrazDeiitseh said, .these arguments ( cannot1

answe they must be true,, and he changed the last editions of his commentary on the

Pentateuch to be in accord with the main position of the higher critics. Axrd hE dith

saewIthië7cm! Isaiah. The commentary still contains great amounts of

line Christian study, very valuable, but he was simply unable to answer this and gave in

to it, being a man of great honesty and of great integrity. Yes? (J.Guelros: Dr. MacRae,

would it be interesting to made distinction right here between a destructive higher
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/criticism, and a constructive higher criticism?) )Ø' Yes, well, we will do that. Thank
/

you for the suggestion, Mr. Guelros. I did aay a word a few minutes ago that higher

criticism is simply the study to see what the facts are as to origin, there is nothing wrong

with higher criticism. But I wanted to speak about the way that most of the higher criticism

had moved, and so when we call It higher criticism we are using the term rather super

ficially, but the greater part of the higher criticism today has moved in that direction,

\esttive is what its result has been, and...

\p.2 (3/4)J
/"

-6f the higher criticism cf the Pentateuch. Sixty years ago--even forty years agoo--

you go into most any theological seminary, and you would find the students all agog, is

this true, or isn't it true? Was he Pentateuch written by Moses or is it made up of

sections written by different people at different times. The professors in those seminaries

today are convIned of the higher criticism, and the students who go there are mostly con

vinced of it, or at least are ready to take what the professors say, and there is no great

argument aaitjt . And the result is that you take any student from a present-day liberal

seminary, or who has studied religion in a university today, and he is convinced of the

higher criticism, but he is largely convinued of it because his professor told him of it.

He is convinced of it because he is given a few argunrt s for it, which seem very strong

to him, and he has assumed that is correct, he has not gone into it very much. And if

you simply come along with some ridicule, he puts you down as an ignoramus and that is

all there is to it, but if you know more about the real basis a which it rests and the

guments e which were advanced a hundred years ago, which carried the day for it, if

you know more about it than he does, and then you can go on and show that, though they

have much in it that's very strong, there are very great weaknesses in it, and to

show what those weaknesses are, and to show some of the newer recent developments,

that are not usually taken into account by those who are convinced of the higher criticism,

you have a tremendous advantage in dealing with it.
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So I feel that, rathee than give you a little bit abai t all the books of the Old

Testament to show that they are dependable, if you can take this one vital section , the

Pentateuch, and can see how during the last 200 years the higher criticism went through

these different steps and (2 1/2) , see the views that were held in one

period or another, how they gradually changed and what the arguments were on wht h thçy

changed, see the basis on which the whole thing rests as it is taught today, if you can

get an understanding of it, you have something which will be of tremendous value to you in

your Christian service. It may be of great value to you now as you deal with individuals,

or you may have very little use for it for three or four years, but I'll guarantee you, if

you get a real knowledge, that within the next ten yeas there will be many times when you

will find this tremendously valuable, to have not just a superficial knowledge of it, but

to have a really good understanding of wIt the destructive higher criticism of the Penta

teuch is, how it has developed, and why it is wrong.

Now this is a matter which we could spend courses on, and we feel that our

prary task in the seminary is o give you a foundation of understanding of the Bible,

a foundation in methods of doing Christian work, that you can go out and serve the Lord
-.- .-)

effectively, and we confine ourselves on the higher criticism of the Pentateuch to is one

course. Therefore, in this course, it is very important that we get a very clear under

standing of its main points, that we get a very clear understanding d these, that we get

its principal features solidly in mind, so that you will have them when you need them,

even if it be five or six years from now, and I think it is helpful that you realize that this

is not traw man, some kind of a fool idea that a few people hold, but that this is a theory

built up as a result of very brilliant minds, examining a large mass of data, and coming to

certain conclusions of which they are thoroughly convined, and that while they are wrong

in their conclusions , you can deM with them much more satisfactorily ifyou realize the

force of the arguments with which they deal and realize the strength of certain aspects of

the data that they have and the Importante of certain other data that they are apt to overlook
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that offset those data which at first sight look in the directi&n in which they would argue.

To get an understanding of just what it is and how important it is, and why it is wrong,

would be worth a great deal more time than one course, but it is very, very important, and

therefore, this is a course in which I feel you must stay right on top of the course right

from the beginning. We must hold the course thoroughly in mind. This is not like the

course last semester: Old Testament Introduction.

There we dealt with separate sections, and each section was more of a unit by

itself, and some of those sectibis were very important, but you could know all about this

section and nothing about that ne, and we could know all about that one, and nothing

about that one. Each section was a more or less watertight compartment, though there

was some overlapping. And dealt with the critical theory of the canon at considerable

length and I hope you know the answer to that, because tia t is a matter which may become

tremendously important at any particular time. At present it is not under much discussion

and it might be many years before it comes to a great deal of attention. Whereas this

is a matter which will hit you in the face whenever you're dealing with people with any

modernist background at all. Or whenever you read magazine articles by anyone who has

done any work in the study of religion other than from a fundamental viewpoint, and this

is a matter in which each sections builds on the section before. It is more like Hebrew

in that regard. If you don't get the first ones, the second ones will be meaningless to you.

And if you don't get the second ones, the third ones will be ijaningless to you. It builds

right along in sections. In the last semester, I tried to be very generous in allowing people

to be late with papers if they were in beginning Hebrew and beginning Greek last semester.

This semester each part builds on the part before so we cannot get behind at all. We must

keep up to date, we must be resent, we must be on time, because we have too much

material to cover to watte time repeating things that someone misses through hot being

here for the firtt two or three minutes, and if you don't get the discussion of the first few

minutes you may not have the background for the rest of it.
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I'm going to assign seats in this course, so that I can take the roll as I did last

semester and know whether you miss any particular time. If you miss maniy, it simply will

be very difficult to make them up. This course builds, each step on the step before, and

it is tremendously vital material. Some of it is difffcult to understand, I think I can make

it clear so that anyone can understand it, but I can't do that if you're not present to listen

to it, and paying close attention as to what I give you about it. So we are going to assign

seats in this class so that we can easily take the roll and be sure that everybody is here.

And we are going to give a very sizeable number of quizzes as a little extra incentive to

keep up with the material that is given in class. It is a 2-unit course but we are meeting

three hours. But of these three hours, on Monday and on Thursday, we will always have a

little quiz'in the last part of the hour. Now sometimes, rarely, that might be as short as

five or ten minutes, it will never run more than half an hour. That is rarely. I might once

in a while give a h ole hour, but it will be rare. But we want to give you this incentive

to keep up with it, because each week builds on the week befcr e, arid these quizzes will

always includ what has been covered in that day's lecture. I don't want you to be wonder

ing about reviewing the day before while we're covering that day's lecture. That day will

always be included in the quiz. So much then on A, the Importance of the subject.

B, The Importance of the Pentateuch. This --4l, Place in the Old Testament.

The Pentateuch, as you all know, I believe, is a Greek word, which means five-fold.

The Pentateuch is the five-fold book. It is the five sections that make up one production.

Just like the Pentagon is the five-sided building. Now this book is divided into five parts.

The critics no longer talk of giat a pentateuch, they talk of a hezateuch, they combine

Joshua with it, and then divide it up the way they do the rest. But we call it the Pentateuch

The Five Books of Moses is perhaps a better way to call it. It is the beginning of the

Scripture and everything else in the Old Istament looks back to it, the Jews very properly

gave it a place of preeminence, in their synagogue and in their study. These five books

of Moses are the foundation to this day. The Jews always read from the Pentateuch in their
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services. They read from other books, skijping through different sections, but they go

straight through the Pentateuch. It is the foundation cI the Old Testament, it is the law

upon which the rest of the Old Testament stands The Pentateuch has its place in the Old

Testament, it has its ph ce in the Bible, of similar importance. When Jesus argued with

the Sadducees, instead of taking arguments that would have been clear and easillven

from later parts of the Bible, he gave arguments from the Pentateuch that were a little

more complicated. And the reason wa&fiat he didn't think they believed the rest, but that

they realized the primacy, the solid foundational nature of Lhe Pentateuch , and therefore

he rested His argument on immortality, not simply on the resurrection, not simply on the

clearer statements in the last pt of the Old Testament, but ai the statement about
&od

being the God of Abraham right there in the Pentateuch.

The Pentateuch is foundational to the main principles throughout the Bible. They

rest back into the Pentateuch, they are introduced there, they have their start there, and

they develop fran that, and if you can blast the Pentateuch into a thousand pieces, you

have disrupted the foundation for the rest of the Old Testament, and of course the New

apostles are
Testament claims throughout tb be based upon the Old. The A'puuryphu constantly say

this is what the prophet says, this is what Moses ss, this is what the Old Testament

teaches, they are building upon the Old Testament. And kith Old Testament the Penta

teuch is primary, so that the Pentateuch has a place in the Old Testament, and a place in

he Bible which gives it a very special importance, we study its contents to san e extent

in the course in Old Testament History. We are not interested in this course particularly

in its content, except ttthey enter into the questions of the higher criticism . And

the higher criticism deals with authorh1p, though not exclusively with authorship, so

C, The Importance of the Authorship of the Pentateuc. Now who wrote the Pentateuch?

Well, you might say, what difference does it make who wrote it, God gave it to

us, it is God's fevelatlon, and if we accept it as true, as what it says as correct and to

be believed, what difference who wrote it? Well, the higher critics do not accept it as
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true, they do not accept it that we can believe it, because they believe it represents

human ideas at many different periods, combined together into one rather heterogeneous

collection. But it is important that we believe 14 9f I It might not be, if we

believe it's true, what difference does it make? Who wrote the book of I Kings, who wrote

2 Kings? Who wrote 2 Samuel? How many here think Samuel wrote 2 Samuel? Nobody.

I'm glad there is nobody because it all deals with events after his death, during the time

of David, so I think it is perfectly obvious Sam/uel did not write the account of events

after his death. It's a crazy title for it, 2 Samuel, a book about ITavid's reign. It's a

crazy title, it doesn't meai he wrote it, he has nothing to do with it. We believe 2 Samuel

is true but we don'tI'now who wrote it, and it doesn't matter. Who wrote the book of

Hebrew Nobody knows, but God gave it to us. It is God's production, the Holy

Spirit led him, and that Is...

P.3. (3/4)

" . all who accept the higher criticism believe that at least portions of the Pentateuch are

entirely contrary to fact, and that some of them believe that most of it is simply mythology

and legend, I would say. There is a trend back to accepting the main historical facts,

different from 40 years ago, because 40 years the effects of archeology had not been

felt to the extent it has today, and 40 years ago it was comparatively rare to believe

even existed, or to know practically anything about Moses. I heard a professor at the

University of Pennsylvania quite recently speaking very, very highly of Moses as a great

founder of the nation. He believed thoroughly in the greatness of the man, but he says

the only thing he did was to found a nation. He says that is enough greatness for any

man. He says he didn't make laws, he organized a committee that gathered together

some laws from some other nations, put them together and made a rather poor combination

of laws. But he believed much more about Moses than most of the higher critics would

have 50 years ago. So we'll look into it step by step and see how much we can see.

But right at the moment I'm asking this question, does it matter vho wrote the
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Pentateuch? Well, it wouldn't if God didn't tell us. If we believed it true, that's all

that matters, yes. But if it is true, then its particular statements are true, and in Exodus

17 we find a definite statement in the book of Exodus, in v-wi-ut chapter 17, verse 14, we

read: And the Lord said write this for a memorial in the book, our English version/tri'a'book

the Hebrew says, in the book. Write this for a memorial in the book and rehearse it in

the ears of Joshua. There Moses is commanded to write the acoouht of the event that has

just occurred in the previous verses.. Now that is a claim that Moses wrote that much at

least down. Ex.l7.l4.

Now in Ex.24 we find in verse 4 that we j' read , and Moses wrotéll the words

of the Law, and rose up early in the morning ancui1tan altar under the hill. And t'-ien,

verse 7, we read and he took the book of the covenant and read in the audience of the

people, and they said all that the Lord hath said will we do, and be obedient. What is the

book of the covenant2That is Ex. 29r23. And we will refer dozens of times to th.i*s

.stØthe book of the covenax.2O-23). Now it says here that Moses wrbte thi.

all the words of the Law, and it says in verse 7 that he took the book of the

(I
covenant and redd in the audience of the people, and they said; all that the Lord hath

said will we do, and be obedient. So -we-a-ve- these two passages in Exodus,...w4h

w read:
claim that Moses did some writing. in Numbers 33'(And Moses wrote their

goings out according to their journeys by the commandment of the Lord"

of the various places thathe Israelites visited on their travels through the wilder

ness. goings out aoeotg-to their journeys,-rtheThmmandment

QLth1i. orioy,ridn D rv-stteie9tj7 Deut. 31.9

l2''Moses wrote this law and delivered it unto the priest the soof Levi, which be

the Ark of the Covenant of the Lord unto all the elders of Israel. And verse 11 says, that

Moses commanded them . .when all Israel I s come to appear before the Lord thy God in the

place which he shall choose, thou shalt read this law before all Israel in their hearing.

Gather the people together, that they. ear, and that they may learn, and fear the Lord
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your God and observe to do all the words of this lam(. Deut.31.9-12 says ,.-t Moses

wrote this la cOmmanded it be read to all the people.<and read in subsequent years to

them. Does that claim the whole Pentateuch was written by Moses, or does it just mean

the book of Deuteronomy Well, it is pretty hard to think of it as being less than the book

at any '7
of Deuteronomy,4. rate. In this same chapter, in verses 24-26 we read.,- it came

to pass wthen Moses had made an end ,lcf writing the words of this law in the book, until

they were finIied, that Moses commanded the Levites to bear the Ark of the covenant of

the Lord, saying)take this book of the Law, and put it by the side of the Ark of the covenat

of the Lord your God, that it may be there for a witness against thee Deut. 31-9 -12 and vv.

24-26, say that Moses wrote the book of the Law of God and commanded it kept by the Ark.

Was this the book of Deut. or was it the whole Mh At any rate the claim is made that

Moses wrote a very substantial amount of material to be kept by the Ark. We are also

told in the passagewe notice in Exodus and in Numbers, that he was told to write certain

things and put them in the book 15 do not have a definite statement in any of the first

four books that Moses wrote this book in its entirety.

inter

under Internal Evidence is £, Direct Statements of Authorship, I have

read iko to you. Small b, The Pentateuch claims to contain information that came through

Moses. You'll find repeatedly in various books of the Pentateut'1iáhe Lord spoke

Moses, saying? You find this statement over and




The statementhat Moses

actually wrote are comparatively few, yet there are if them) as I have read to

you. But the statements that God spoke to Moses are numerous, and there is nothing in

the last four books of the Pentateuch which is not connected with a situation where Moses

was present,* and would have personal knowledge of it, according to the account the way

t4&ttt stands Now somebody may say, well, what about Genesis? Does Genesis any

where say it was written by Moses? No, it does not. There is no statement in Genesis

thatwas written by Moses. Well, then, maybe were the last four books written by Moses
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and not Genesis? Well, that might be a question that you would find it interesting to

try to figure out, but it would be a theoretical question, not a practical question. Because

there is nobody that I know who believes it. The higher critics, for instance, who divide

it up into sections believe that sertain parts of Genesis and certain parts of the other books

g o together were written by the same individual. The believe there were many points where

you have close contact between certain sections suggeste.d and certain sections of the

other books. Genesis is an introduction to the other four books, telling the history of

God's dealing with mankind for that time. If we believe that Moses wrote the other books

it would be quite natural for us to think of it as at least highly probab9that he wrote the

first book also. That is as far as we need to go at this pointon that. The internal evidence

then is very strong that 1%' Deu1ronomy claims to be written by him. It's definite that

parts of Exodus and Numbers claim to be written by him. It's clear that Exodus, Leviticus,

Numbers and Deuteronomy all claim to contain great sections which it says the Lord spoke

rk3?dL
to Moses ., And that everything in these four books, at least after the very bglni.Agthings

of Exodus , which would be before he was born everythlng else is something..-he Moses

was specifically and directly connected
y4th..it

and it is not at all unnatural, though not

required by any specific statement in the Pentateuch to believe that Moses also wrote

"'-
Genesis and prefaced this to the rest. Well ow, just ajide there, onL

towhat we mean by Mosaic authorship. Does that mean Moses wrote every single word

I
of thes Personally, I think he did. But I would not 4i1e jhat -pointJ argue ãoutC

4 .;-üt -ey'"+ No, I shouldn't have said I think he th-A there are one or two cases where .-j.t_jme a

town, wti1Th g1ve-4ta name which
was1use'later onimy guess is that Moses used

1
the name the town1in his time and that later on somebody put in the name# the place

?1' 7;Tg
4teryboiy knew that-placé "as . )F.or-inatanc, if you would read that somebody came to

O JY
New Amsterdam 1650, 'il. yot'r wriflng'än account)cf-44, you might say he came to

QFfi' 7fJC
New York

j
It wasn

ttNew
York then, but the plc-me call New York is the place to which

he came. There are probably--I don't mean to be dogmatic on it, I say there are probably--
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places where certain names may have been changed later so they would be inteäigible

to people using the later names .Now personally/ I have no difficulty in believing that

God may have led Moses to write the account of his death, just before it happened.

I don't see any difficulty in believing 1that Moses may have written the

last half of the last chapter of Deuteronomy, telling how he went up in the mountainI and

died. God told Moses what was going to happen.. might have had him write it in the

book before he went up tere and (11 1/4) That's possibre, ost people say,

r




rit, -they-'think that Joshua added that aftere&t'. I esn'tmatter, it doesn't

affect the atithorship of Moses can be author of the book eYran-be small

W V
changes made in it later on by others who also were under the inspttation of the Holy

Spirit ankept from error. We believe that the Pentateuch as it was in the original

manuscript,-That ePantateuol was inspired of God and free from error hatwe beiieve.

9 .c.,
JUaA if .there are sections that were put in by other people than Moses, we bieve they

were also put in under Hi2Acs




.12 .4 t That is not our queslion in

this course. Our big question is the authorship 'of)Usa whole. I incline to think

practica1lyii?h in it, maybe even every word, is what Moses wrote .7lNow if somebody

wants to sa+think that when it Vi sayhat Moses was the meekest man on eart1?

thrrk Moses would have been terribly conceited if he wrote!tathink that Aaron put..

tha-L.. or Joshua put that 4t In later. I saif you wart to think so, I don't object to

vo 6ivfiht/
your thinking it, so ldng a God inspired the man h o put it in. Personally, I think Moses

& - T_Y) - _ ;A

put it in, because I thinkjin: the light of the context, e was amazed at the meekness

that he had shown ixi teituation. I don't think anybody else would show such meekness

whent! people were criticizing his wife the way they did, And he

sat back and left it in the Lord's hands and the Lord took care of it entire ly)without Mose

lifting a finger. And Moses was amazed and he wrote Moses was the meekest man on earth.
___ t3v1 .iiui

And I tFthk he was. you want to think a Professor '-Gh of the

K/h
Free University Amsrdam sayhe say

sfrioses
never could have written tThatAsomebody
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V2 cJ: h &Qi-ef 91
_elseput it lfl) I don't object, 'itou &tnk somebodyeF -wrote--4t +'io&-t. -i4M4Ik-MQ

-dtBt that's not our point. Our point is that the authorship of the
bookA

4t most of

what is in it, I would say'practically everything, but if fohe bulk

'tt came from Moses, and that the whole thing is true and describes events and

gives ideas that God wants us to have.--ecry?-..43 /4

P.4 . (3/4)

-t--w1L that' ttfor-----"-----rofessors wiit'.d be glad4ote,L

don't thtn1&''better take the -ti-me of-the-clas

I would say that the Pentateu, as it was in the original manspt and substantially

r
as it was in the time of Ezra, and almost as it is today, -th--z a few minor errors of

copying, but except for that I would say that it is true and it God's Word aAd,1ntirely

d ependable, that I know. -.owJ 4&t*ant to et into. othrv1ww,=we-.hye-so

mucta.,rr 'd rather

" We have much grciind to cover, if there is something I haven't

made 1eaL]t. take-a minute for it. Mr. Abbottf -(1 I4tu the title of this section

is The Importance of the Authorship of the Pentateuch Now that you've given all this,

could yoJ5tate it in a sentence?) The importance of the authorship of the Pentateuch,'

I just took a minute or two to discuss what I meant by authorship but I didn't necessarily

mean Moses wrote every single word, though I don't see any reason why he shouldn't

have writtai practically every word. But-the mportane-o thauor.hip.is-l Internal

Evidence; a, direct statements of authorship; b, the it claims to contain information that

came through Moses. Then 2, The Attitude of the Lord Jesus Christ.,-anrhis is of tre

mendous importance. I really question whether many people realize just what the attitude

of the Lord Jesus Christ was. Because if they did they would feel that the bery basis of

our Christian religion is at stake in this question of whether Moses wrote the Pentateuch

or not. In Matthew 8.4, Jesus said,go thy way, show thyself to the priest, and offer the

gift that Moses commanded. Did Jesus Christ know that this thing that the Jews thought
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came from Moses came from an unknown writer of a thousand years after the time of Moses?

Did He know that and still say the gift that Moses commanded? Certainly He implied that

Moses had actually commanded that this be done ,Mat.l9 .7-8: .they say unto him why

did Moses then command to g1v writing of divorcement and to pt ft away? Jesus said

unto them, the reason that that's contained in the book of your law is because of the hard

ness of your heart'. He could have said that and that wou1de sidestepped the question

of who wrote it, but Ne did no sidestepping. Jesus said, irerse 8, Moses, because of

the hardness of your heart, suffered you to put away your wives, but from the beginning

it was not so. In other words, he applied it to Moses specifically as having done it.

Some people sa(that's just a term for Law, they say Moses did it, they mean it is

written in the La. Well, we don't use*rm for Law t t
waYJ

we don't say for Law tha

rr




ilast year, 'Blackstone commanded' or'i(lng George corriaanded' don't &, that,

and it is ridiculous to say that that's what the Lord did. He certainly thought that Moses

had commanded when he made that statement ok at Mark 12.19-26X

04)

/~,

The Saddees are asking Mm a questiony Preferred to a few minutes ago about

Lthe Resurrection. -AJesus sal 9n verse 26, as touching the dead that they rise havle~

bush
not read in the book of Moses, how in the 13 God spake unto him saying. Now He

could have said, have you not read inthe book of Exodus, how in bush God spoke to Moses

saying Then it would say nothing about who wrote it, and nobody would be excited about

it. He wouldn't be saying they were wrong, He just wouldn't be discussing the question.

1 //But when Jesus said, have ye not read in the Book of Moses, He was saying, This is the

book of Moses' In Mark 7. 10 there is another ference to what Moses commandederhere

are many
suchAl

will not try to give you nearly all of them 'ut I want to give you a few

outstanding ones. But Moses said, honor thy father and thy mother?' Did

what is in the Ten Commandments,4, God said it. Why did He say Moses said it? Well, it

means that Moses wrote it in a book in whichsLthat God said this.fluke 16 is

a very interesting chapter. 'LlIL-P 16- In I read about Lazarus who had
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T4444
gone to Abraham's bosond-The Rich Man in his torment, I he asked that'he----

-~4ito4WA-Atow--go AA, ni`fzv~o`therj,--ft~ Jesus saidf(braham saith unto him they have Moses

and the prophets, let -hear them? Why didn't he sayhey have the books of the Law

and the
ProphetsTat

wouldn't imply who wrote it. He saithey have Moses and the

Prophets, and he said, nay, father Abraham, but if one went unto them from the dead they

will repent, and he said unto themif theyar not Moses and the Prophtets)neither will

they be persuaded thought one arose frm the dead. Jesus explicitly said that Moses

wrote the Pentateuch. He put the sedlof His authority upon this fact, and so.~Pis not

() merely he question at atakeQs to whether the Pentateuch is written by MosesAk~.s at

stake whether Jesus Christ is the Lord of Glory or is not. If He were the Lord of

Glory and knew that it was an old superstition that Moses wrote the Pentateuch, which

wasn't true, but t was a good book and wr*ith their reading, lie could have easily side-

f cxid.
stepped the




A ime after time it that Moses

cf (I
wrote it. John 5.45-47 is I very good illustration. Do not think that I will accuse you to

the Father, there is one that accuses you, even Moses, in whom ye trust. For had ye

believed Moses, ye would have believed me, for he wrote of me, but if ye believed not

his writings, how shall ye believe my word? How could Jesus say that if he knew that

Moses never had written it at all? _4 any of the higher critics have believed that

Moses never wrote anything. They used to even believwriting was unknown at that time.

Now d course that is quite given upw because we have much writing from before the

time of Moses. t'4f ye do not believe his writing, how shalL ey believe my word The

attitude of the Lord Jesus Christ is very clear on this point
/hd

therefore we can't say,,,

"well, let's believe in Christ, be safe in Him, but what difference does it make who wrote

the Pentateuch? If Jesus didn't know what He was talking about, how can we be safe throu4

believing in Him? The foundation of our religion is ataE stake in the question of whether

Moses wrote the Pentateuch,,
?

Now I don't kiean we should go out to the unbeliever and

try to convince him Moses wrote the Pentateuch, as a way of bringing him to the Lord.
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man needs to see himself as a sinner and -he-nee" to see Jesus Christ as the all-

sufficient SaviouçTo be savedto be convinced of the authorship of the Pentateuch.

But after a man becomes a Christian then he needs to know e-O

get/his knowledge of Christian-1. And if he is a Christian he will want to follow

the Lord Jesus Christ an &know th4sa'ct, that Moses wrote the Pentateuc because

Jesus explicitly set the seal of His approval upon it. we will se more

and more as we go ot isn't just2e questio wrote the Pentateuci, but is the

Pentateuch true? You cannot hold the higher criticism an believe that the Pentateuch is

true you can't do that. But it ceflters around this question of the authorship. Is it

written by the one man, at one time, giving the ideas God wanted him to have, or is it

written by many men at different times, with different sections brought together into aome

thing that is entirely different from what any of the writers ever imagined that the book

would be?_ei._%-3--theci

3, The Authority of Jesus Christ. Wia t is our attitude toward Him? The

question isn't what think ye of Moses? It is what think ye of Christ? But if you think

of Christ as the Saviour, if you think of Him as the One who truly is the Lord of Glory,

and knows all things, then you have to believe what He says, and when He says it as

clearly and strongly as this, and bases so much of His teaching upon what Moses said,

there can be no question about it.

'1roposed Attitude




rnn-m4ft& t

Monlay
so. I can do it then.-'--8o wewilF-contiiue rjjere

last 1lf-hour, it might be 25 minutes, it might b 15,

'so a-iittle-uiz Monday
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cf_ aurtripftePenththuch7 41:3, the Authority of Jesus
V / - -- -- i- /

/ U
Christ is involved. Now und r this, small a, Proposed Attitudes 1'There are four attitudes

that are Christ's statements about thiPentateuch. _a4es~')suggestedl

~~(1),ThatJesusChrist\esamereman.Nowthisisthepositionwhich'cQmostmodern

scholars take, that Jesus Christ aff was one among the millions of men Wi o have lived upon

this earth
,,t

t he was a very outstanding man in many waysme Jews ha even called

Rim the fattest flower of Judaism) and have tried to show tia t He gave teachings which w& e

gathered together' that which was best

Judaisthat He represented that which was the best of Judaism6ther Jews course

take a different attitude very antagonistic attitudward Hiut the ideahat he

was a mere man, even if he was one of the finest men who ever livecI,,what difference does

it make whether he thought that Moses wrote the Pentateuch or not? If you ask me..4he

George Washington ever was in Elkins I might tell
you7)w

he was or wasn't , but my evidence wouldn't be on -UrL

earth. I was not here at thtime, I ha no way of knowki whether George Wash

iV)
ington went through this propertr note 3 years agoç Jesus Christwas a mere

mrr-walkin aeut an tctlkirt, and bag-active in
PalestineKln

the first century A.D

what. IT e know about things 1400 or 1500 years before? It'tdmake the slightest

difference what He said about the' If He said He saw something in His own day, /His

witness would be of importance. W1t C gray,J4.JcjeuJosephus

man...

P-V2e is a firsthand historical witness. Thcrc9n his book against Appian he tells

about the views of the Jews of his day, and what he says is of primary impottance on th

subjiect because he tt,lrp knew it from firsthand information.




Lam' '
Men Josephus

talks about the antiquities of the Jews) V-and when he tells us what Saul said when he saw

the Philistines comin,iç'e
stood and said, "fo be or not to b that is the question.

Shouldf
I till myself and save my honor, or should I let the Philistines catch me and take
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V1 W-P,
me as a prisoner?" and,g1ves the soliloquy that Saul expressed, ie know that

0vMt
Josephus is using his imagination. *44t is interesting to see whet Josephus th%gaSaul

might have said, but Josephus had only the Old Testament from which to get his information,

so anything that Josephus says about Old Testament times is not a source for knowledge

17is only what is in the Old Testament that is the source, because Josephus knew nothing

in addition to what he found in the Old Testament. It was long before his day he had

no access to any evidence about it. Now if Jesus Christ was a mere men, it is

altogether natural that,)would refer to what Moses wrote, that He would say that you

read this in the writings of Moses, and so on, because He thought what everybody else

thought, that Moses had written it. And if scholarship comes along today and proves thf-7L

Moses didn't write them, we are no more surprised than if He thought the earth was flat

dr1axMD-t&day v ul4-Q it wxc'-' We( i'T1biize Julius Caesar if he

thought the earth was f1athe didn't knew anything particular about it. h And if Jesus

41

Christ was a mere man, we 't exPecti)to know anything about it., -end 1Iietence

e . Ut most of those iho have been greatly interested in

this question have been people with a Christian background, and Christiaaity is based

upon the belief that Jesus Christ is not a mere man, but 4-t the Lord cf glory. And

so a century ago, when destructive higher criticism, began to be

ttr" ' 11
Germany and other countries, there were ardent, earnest,

Christian people who did not see how they could answer the argument, and yet, they said,
I'

we believe that Jesus Christ(wa the Lord of Glory, H vas the second person of the Trinity,

and HeJ speaks of these as the writings of Moses, whaJl we do? Shall we give up our

belief in the eity of Christ? They said, no, we have to find a way out, so they advanced

a way out, which came to be called th$enosis theory,.that is (2L.

1) KLˆK Thi
....&-thIs Kenosi theory is based upn Phil ."Z. We read in our English Bibles

Phil.2.5-7, Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ Jesus who being in the form

of God thought it not robbery to be equal with God, but made himself of no reputation.
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71
G Jt,jJ

- rst!mpt1etI him-

el oLn

reek

reelit erallould ',

t/but emptied himself, and took upon him the form of a servant, i d was made in the likeness

of man'? So the pious German scholars who were earnest believers in the deity of Christ,

and in His Atonement, 'a4 in-h-5 jrt jsatjn doctc., but who didn't see how

they could answer the arguments that were being brought against the Mosaic authorship

of the Pentateuch, said re is Lhe answer: Jesus Christ the Lord cf Glory emptied Himself

when He came forth nnd thorofeu e0As God in heavenew everything and had

been active in the world when Moses was here, and knew all about What Moses wrote,

- or didn't wrlt%when He came to earth and was incarnated, He emptied Himself, and there

' fore in this regard He was just like any other man. He only knew about great spiritual

things, and when it came to history, geography science, He knew no more than anyone
9 4tIT

else, because He had emptied Himself.
f[

e Theory of Kenosis is not a theory advanced

by unbelievers to desparage the character of the Lord Jesus Christ, but it is a theory ad

vanced by godly Christian believers, trying to make it possible for them to retain belief

intI deity of Christ, and at the same tim5ccept what they considered to be the proven
S

truths of science, that Moses did not write the Pentateuch. Aihis attitude was taken

by many in Great Britain fine Christian scholars adopted

the Kenosis Theory. Today you find t1at it has largely disappeared. We will not take

time in this class to discuss it at ength i i matter for New Testament studyrather

than for Old Testament study, proper , e Kenosis Theory,,. 11 p"- ,irt in

people who are in that position of trying to

find a way out- 4d therefore the theory of Kenosls hasrty largely dIsappearec rf

course the
theopL)was

strongly attacked. DiiIng those years there was much

of It, discussion back and forthdne reason why it disappeared is that there ar e very

few people seeking that sort of a loophole today,et,41ct her is that it didnot stand up

under investigation. If Jesus emptied Himself, what did He empty Himself of The King
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James Version assumes He emptied Himself of His standing as God, of His appearance

God. He was mdde in the likeness of man. Peoplw Him,saw a Galilean peasant,
/' /7

they did not see the Lord of Glory. He made Himself of no reputation is perhaps a little

too weak, but it does put the stress on the fact that as the appearancnvolvedhat

/He did not empty Himself of Himself, He didn't give up His personality, He didn't give

up His divine attributes, He didn't give up His power, He didn't give up His knowledg

40%h& He gave up His standing, the reputation, the positiorhlch everyone would have

h to recognize Him as the Lord of Glory.

1r'h; -fILUV, h it pIjQpj __-the

c1KIL_w,a-t A4U7_____h11t in 11.1 These were people who were

convinced by the arguments that Moses did not write the Pentateuch, but they saidwhat

Jesus said has nothing to do with it, because He had emptied Himself._

QOl_ th______LLLuW!r__Iu1r!T_dttht7__Mr No*nobody who

believes in the deity of Christ would say that He so emptied Himself that He knew nothing

except what an ordinary person would know. He could not be the Saviour If He Ern ptied

Himself to that extent. '.++¬,ertainlyanyone who believed in His deity would have to be

lieve that He did retain some spiritual knowledge that was beyond that ordInary peoples

Zs.~W couldn't say He emptied Himself of all of Hi

pl#d +h

s?
knowledge.)hey

~~ WaSA~te emptied Himself of His divine knowledge of matters aside from His own

direct sphere of mission. That would be their view. But it is one of the reasons the

Kenosis Theory didn't last, it was impossible to define with any accuracy what He emptied

Himself of. They say He emptied Himself, therefore, le didn't know Well, what---

did He empty Himself of? There is no definite defining anywhere, and if something so

important as that is taught in the Scripture, we'd expect it to be explained more fully_

8R_9

/~~q, the
e conte1

the word seems to mean He emptied Himself of the glorious standing
woela.

whlc1ma it obvious to everyone that He was the Lord of glory. &King fame sAsays He
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'- //
made Himself of no reputation ,1 I think that is too weak, it doestt't mean that people hacbt

-1 1v t 441
heard anything about Him, it means that people dldxtiobserve wherr they looked at Him.

VAA < gwa4ipk, that is the Lord of Glory, that is the Creator of the Universe.. You

/
certInly\ 'ould say that/if you saw Mm in His heavenly state, but horlnàry person

looked at Him, He was just an Qrd4nry man, He emptied Himself of the appearance of

9
(77 deity, but He certainly did ticLQbedeltyJ He didn't empty Himself of His divine

power, His divine knowledge, fanyothe attributes of deity. he Kenosis Theory

hoh,4e could spend a long time looking at the history nd looking at the various

evidences about, but that would not leave time for our proper Old Testament study in this

7 ____course, the evidence on the Pentateuch Itself, we jList want here to note -te-ct that this

42 ____the questio of
is one of the four attitudes gQI4g-to-Me" that-have been taken toward/the authority

of Jesus Christ. And that this is an attitude which was taken by a great many peop1(

years ago, but which is taken by comparatively very few people todays ere are many
- _? --

books written on it, ere J.ong discussions and doubtless(ave a sumn ry of it in

courses in New Testament and in Theology, but
~~~L&-an attitude

-been-taken toward--Vie authorlty- f O-h4st
./Yes.

He is God, He Is the

Creator of the Universe, -He--is-the all-powerful supreme Being, but when He was incarnate

emptied Himself, so He didn't know any more about Moses than you or I know. Well,

if He didn't know any more about Moses than we know, how was He the great spiritual

leader that people He was? They would have to admit He had some divine

/
knowledge. Well, they say, matters of criticism, matters of science, these didn't enter

in to His mission. It is not a satisfactory escape, it is much more logical to take the

first attitude, He was a mere man, He knew nothing. But that puts you outside thqle

of historic Christianity,(u take that attitude oIthere is a third attitude, which

is taken, by some today, -thTh

7 b&-seme btn4my. The third attitude toward the authority of Christ, is the view of

accomoiodatior-Accommodation.
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According to this view, Jesus Christ was the Lord of Glory. He knew all things,

lie w s supreme He was the Saviour, whose death would save all who believe on His

name,, but- He not come to teach science He id tQ 4e4.ach criticism, He did

not come to teach us wh wrote the Pentateuch, He came to teach us spiritual matters.

it
And when He refers to the Pentaeuch, He just adopts the

-nz24e-/
terminology of His dayJ* this does not mean He agreed with it,e'.t paid no atten

tion to 1tL tiat He came to teach us That is the theory of accommoda

tuett

t proOloem

LWd U pep4e-o a course

in Old Testament criticism,. to prove e that Moses didn't write the Pentateuch.

4i
iiat wasrt is purpose, a He just referd to t j kcall

4"t
1-y}AyJ&e., W411uw

"4'Je c4' 44_¬1iJ,-7( A(C t i ' ''
41

this s no immediately so éthing th t is impossible.
-' 4 La444 t44

theytrytogetyouintoan
074

IC)
V-




argum nt about whether it was possible for-,

a whale to swallow Jonah, you re-rether foolish to take a long time arguing about th

P.6 (3/4)

" that doesn't mean that it would be right for you to aypomething dxpressj

4- - A tC A 4-A4'd-/ Y_4
'

that you knew to be false) Po &urse tTer was no way for a whale to

AI
swallow Jonah,Athat is just an old myt Ihat is important is o learn about Christ. If

Foul say tat you are taking a positiozi, w believe in Christ,.

'1ecãHe refer to Jonah and to this 8vrTf as a)iistoical event. You iot-ta*e-&t.

I




t have to discuss this matte youe try to keep them on the main trends.

441~~

~f

they come to believe in Christ and Uaved through Him, then it is 1good to go on

to show them that they should accept what Jesus Christ accepted, andbe1ieve in the books

that He gave us as our rule of faith and lifethe vIthle o the Old Testament. It is all

right to sidestep the efforts of people to get you to spend too much time on non-essentials,

but that is a differant thing altogether from making a statement that is contrary to (1 1/2)

Jesus Christ tould have accommodated Himself on this matter.

We don't find anywhere in the Bible a clear statement that the earth is round. I am sure
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He knew it We don't find any placHe made a clear statement that the earth goes

around the sun, instead of the sun around the earth. I' m sure He knew it does) because He

had arranged it that way. But we do find c rtain cases where He says things that imply

Vv




&noteen

ije tAteit.-4e certainly never said anything

about the earth's being flat. But that is a matter which Het of that was not part

of His mission. Well, He could have kept out of the matter of who wrote the Pentateuch.

He could have aaid'it is written in the book of the Law if they will not hear the wonderful

laws that God has given Israel, if they will not hear the testimony in the books of Beginning

--He could even perhaps have referred tot he Book of Moses, meaning not the book that

Perhaps

writing itHe saysIoses wrote of me He doenn't say,J the book cf Moses you will

'V ti
find things referring to me, He says Moses wrote of me, He sayslf you will not believe

Moses ow shall you believe Me? e definite statements which cannot be reason-

ably understood in any other waythan as showing a specific belief that Moees was the

one who wrote these things and who gave this law. Yes? (3 1/4) No, we are basing this

on the verses I read last week. (stu.) Yes, I would say that when He said the Law and

the Prophets, that doesn't say who wrote the Law. He could have said the Law and the

Prophets, it is written in your Law, once He says it is written in your Law, but that does

not say who wrote it. It is a Law, He could easily have sidestepped any specific state

ment that Moses wrote of me. Or that if you won't believe Moses' writing, how shall you

believe my word? You can turn that around. How are you going to believe Jesus' word

if you won't believe Moses' writing. He explicity refers to Moses as the giver of these

laws, aa the author of these books, as the one who spoke about Him, about 1500 years

in advance. So that we have many explicit statements by the Lord Jesus Christ, which

cannot be reasonably understood, as sidestepping the question.
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fV!,/c..e
"accommodation" goeeyondidestej2 Accommodation suggest. tlnt He actually used

tJ c%ro
terms that say things that He knew were untrue. WMl, w e-you believe in Him as the

great Lord d Glory, the great Lord of Truth, ande,-&d believe that He sakt things

that He knew were quite false when He said them. He couldn't have accommodated Him

self in that way. Tho-soro t idea of accommodation is not one to be cast aside when

you first hear of it, as impossible, but 's one to investiga.' and see whether He simply

sidestepped the question, or whether he actually accommodated by making statements that

He knew were false'erde find that statements4-ad.. imply very clearly that this

book is the book that Moses actually wrot4hat these things lie refers to were given by

Moses personally. 4 ving said such things as that, if He accommodated Himself, He

J4O4F




§ayirg what He knew was false, and thd Lord of Glory could never do anything

like that. So the view of Accommodation is just as impossible as the vi w f enosis.

u:flre there any other areas in which those who hold this view Jesus
(6) Wel4,-thm art= u!rnally nrt lnng r1iriiss1on of this used the same method.

That is, are there any other places where he adopted the terminology of the day ell,

there are usually not long discussions of this subject, but just brief statements, like in

C
Briggs' book on the,liigher priticism where he says well, Jesus wasn't there to teach

criticism. He 'aan't there to give them historical information, so naturally He didn't

talk about those things, He just used the terminology of His day, that sort of thing. He

doesn't go into it. Now He would probably say the same thing on another subject if lie

was talking about that, but the fact of the matter is , of course, tia t Jesus didn't come to

teach these other things. He doesn't tell uvhen Hammurabi lived. There is a big argu-

ment today whether-i 1800 or 1700 B.C. ei Hammubi lived\ We don't know.

:-u
Jesus didn't even mention Hammurabi, but He certainly knes hincërtainly could," if

He had wanted to. But this matter is right at the very center of the Jewish religion, and

the center of the predictions regarding Christan-4f-it diWi -müt¬-LG corainly could've

So I feel it is very important

that we examine the statemenismade and see how specific they are and then see how im-
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possible this view of Accommodation is 1iere is a 4th attitude toward Chrisl ed

rtf'.J
±t-i-s...(4) that He is the omniscient Lord of Glory, 4..L4t i s the view which the Christian

Church has historically held, that He is the
omniscientA

that is the one who knows all

things, the Lord bf Glory. And actually there are only two views that can be logically

held, because the second and the third views do not work out.Ajesus Christ was a mere

man and wia t He saidoesn't
matterjQ

things that He didn't directly seer Jesus Christ

was the omniscient Lord of Glory, and whatever He said is true. Now that doe sn t mean

that we can take a word that Jesus Christ said and squeeze it ogether and get an answer

to a cure for eancer out of it. Or that we can determine from it just how far it is across

the Pacific Ocean, or that we can deal with a thousand other rtters of science and

history and literature that He didn't deal with. If His Word seems to touch upon them, we

mist examine the words very carefully before we draw conclusiorr them, and see if we

are not reading something into it, which we can easily do, but if after careful thowugh

examination we find we're not reading anything into it, but it's What He actually said,

4/(147/2)47
then let us stand upon it as being the Ward of God and qi(att




oft it is truer14.tif all

science should differ with us on it, let's just wait a little while till science learns a

little more, and they will find it is true If it is clearly and definitely stated by the Lord

1 v¬4
or anywhere else in he Bible ju-t.-.bdarefül 'ou-d ead things into the Bible or get

things out of it that aren't actually there. So there are really two vie))
j

Jesus Christ

a mere man, then what He says doesn't matter; i Jesus Christ the omniscient Lord of Glory
V -

,ts then Moses Wrote the Pentateuch because Jesus speaks of it in ways that are

absolutely impossible to interpret reasonably other than He believed that Moses wrote the

Pentateuch.

Now Jesus nowhere says Moses wrote every word of the Pentateuct. He nowhere

says everything we have in the Pentateuch today came from Moses. It would be possible

to believe that there are certain insertions put in later, by people under the inspiration of

the Holy Spirit, and part of the Bible. It would be possible to believe that and still accept
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thInk
what Jesus said. I ntt.plc rytbe14ve11- personally betreve that we

can believe that everything in the Pentateuch came from Moses with the exception of an

6441 a
occasional place perhaps where geographical termr

el 1-1 -) k

er. -to?m substituted wlt

would be mo e understandable to the people of a later time , W9xcept for a very fww

7W~
things like that, I don't bdlieye it is necessary. "Jesus Christ never sai dtery word

of the PentateucIcame from Moses, but He did set His authority upon the u tontia.J fact

that substantially the h ole P Pentateuch is from Moses, that 1% he is the author of it,

-1 8nMrQ
and that he was the one who wrote about the Lord Jesus Christ in the Pentateuch! cui

r4411 44iJW4 -4
- - /

is a native thing to quite an

extent, that is, it is a keeping from error. And therefore if iar'which was no longer

t,useubstituted for tQceffiew 'e new name of the particular p]e

if that was dpne under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit 'Iat means that the man who did

_____ __-it w.t mistake/and
gpt

the wrong name. If something happened in

South Philadelphia, and




d-r later on somebody says h1r

t1kins Parhe i'ng about and substituted Elkins Park, that would be clearly a

mistake) Kd it would be possible for a mistake like that to come in in any boojut

mistake as
we believe that the Lord prevented any such#iithaoming in. Now we don't

believe there may not be tiny textual errors that crfie in in the course cI time we are

quite sure there must be some, but the number is very small. n-ow the fcuj-ij-io-s then,

dDcj ?s&s Atrth, &fl j we The Ir

b, The Authorship of the Pentateuch Is Vital to our Faith Some people say.why

(
do we care about Moses., Christ is what matters. But Christ cared about Moses, so if we

care about Christ, we are interested in what He cared about. Who wrote 2 Samuel? No

body knows. God did not give the information. It would be very interesting to find out,

but people can argue about theories and it doesn't rrtter in the slightest. Who wrote

Hebrews? Nobody knows. Some of our greatest Christian scholars have been absolutely

convinced Paul wrote it. Some other equally great Christian scholars 1 ye been absoluty
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convinced that Paul didn't write it. We don't know who wrote it, but we know it was

written by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, and it is part of God's Word. But who wrote

the Pentateuch does matter. It matters because Jesus Christ explici.y refers to it as

the work of Moses. It matters because He did this not merely once, which might possibly

involve a textual error in copying, but He did it on various occasions. It rrtters because

it is very clear thi t that is what Jesus Christ believed, ei th!rT?+ee f He was wrong on

something on which He spoke so clearly and definitely as this, how can He be the Lord ct

Glory and the Creator of the Universe?...

P.7. (3/4)

(;) .L A i .3)
fine young PeoPleAbeliev1.s strongly in Christianityhen we send to unbe

lieving schools to study, and there they have presented to them great masses of evidence

2iL
-proof that Moses did not write the Pentateuch, we cannot simply brush $t aside, and

say9N'el1 if they believe in Christ, that's what mattersN e'e~ they believe in Christ

they will continue to believeIvloses wrote the Pentateuch, or if they give up their belief

ihe Pentateuch written by Moses, they will logically come(and usually do
cot

in time to give up any true belief in the deity of cIst.

ship
4, The Question of the Authoz1-'-of the Pentateuch forms the starting point for

the Bible up
the Divisive Theory. '-k'rtl today critical scholars divide all of IaIl into sections. There

is not a book of the Old Testament that they don't divide up into eticn intp different

parts, by different people, and consequently none of them have very much authority. 'B*

is began with the question of the authorship of the Pentateuch. ne of officials

hog at them1nary, Not nyars ago, moved to this are a' his daughter in the

high s

her boots end. he saw.-the banks,




that

the ~i4`h~'Pcriticism of the Old Testamen1xjlicft' auht'g

past of the tachin high-s tioit werUpOe' to
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4eam..jer-e-hae-4rlght in the high school e in this township, in the book

that 4ilt ir(t:creauired to learn. Nw4t shows how widely

"
taught, dthese divisive theories', 'had their start in the atttHide tQwad,the Pentateuch.

So it .4mpörtanot merelythat we believe in Christ, w& must believe

that Moses wrote the Pentateuch t it is important that we djectively and disppsslon
:

ately examine the evidence n-rd to-sée that,,fod had not simply given us something

to believe on authority, but mething there is clear strong evideticehat can be examined.
/

.And-therefore-is able to Yelp people when they begin to have difficulty,i. showing them
/

how the evidence really is. Yes? I am glad it -t-.asabout.

three year-&-.age-when that w-b-4o jQgJ-1neely piptt a ii1rati..that

ein*&o4,-.Jt.was talking

w ith.a person, few year ago who was connected-w. ith a schQol o catiQn in a big

(62
univers1tyand'th±nn-wa.Aa professor of Lcation &cr-terrad been asked to work with';

44Jj
~reparKg

li.>/d
a textbook or high school-s. -And said.-th he ent rough

, / t/fCtcc c''

1this b -ths t4br.mA had preparedin modem history ound in it this state-
-; \

1 - ZL)
/ment the invention of printing did more for the common man than the Law and the Gospels

)) 0
together. .A -s&-t1t he begged the-in,-t.e'4t out of his book, the author. .e-

J?
~n

6u e oiVds t a&66~t y

t4temert hke "tha Attack-,JudaIsm
and ChristianIty1t? *tde thought 1-a had

done a great thing in getting that statement taken out of the ho,--)k. Personally, I think

c4 It would have been much better if Z State had been left in1. Because a book which

wouldC lekfàtantatement l-i that , attacking tndatiorof Christianity,Christianity,

woukAcontain nany subtle statements that would put unbelief into people's minds without

their realizing iy -er .e-been t?kn out -a-nd some

I

the problewhIch faces us today.) '-I.øw we
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ground to -cover. I.hadn't better-take more- t1Z_this___.__point_ right no 12

o'clock and we're going to have a little win lesson, so I better -let- you.-do -it-immediately.

I 6 1/2) .. . so this matter of the authorship of the Pentateuch is a matter of very great im

portance.. Now to understand it we want to see,the movement ae4-t develop the movement

which is today so very influential. But we will not come to the history of the movement for
"

a little because we-have-&ti11more introductory materlal1we haciat1ook at. &oie-g-en

D, ATSey of the Contents of the Pentateuc. Now this will be a very brief survey,

bcause you are familiar with a good deal of it , I trust, and also because this is not a

course in the content of the Pentateuch, or its teachls, but a course in the history in the

rise of the Divisive theories, and a study of just what these theories are, and how much

truth and how much error is in them. However, there are a few points of survey which

would be useful for us to have in mind and we'll take just a fe1nutes on them. Under

this, Survey of the Contents of the Pentatuch, we will-menn, 41:1, Types of Material.

As you pick up the five books of Moses you find that there is quite a variety of

material contained in them. You cannot simply read a few words somewhere and be sure

that you et an idea of hat it Is all right, you have to look at more of it, before you can

_,
.

do)t. When I was first in Germany, one noon I was eating at a restaurant, and I

,/'happened
to get to speaking to a woman who was eating there at the same restaurant, and

'she told me of a very unpleasanhe had the evening before. It seems there was an Amen-

' can named Frank Harris, who had been editor of an American magazine for a good many

(5 years, but who befcre ti-a t had studied in Germany, and this man, Frank Harris, was giving

some lectures in Berlin at this time, and a friend of this woman's had urged her to go and

hear them, and she said , but I don't know any German, I can't understand German. Well,

this woman said, I heard him last night, the first lecture, it was all in English, and you

could understand every word of it and it was very interesting. So she said, well, then

I'll go and hear him. So the second night she went and she was delayed in getting there,
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she was late getting to the lecture, she got there and stepped in in the back of the room,

a nd she heard Mr. Harris speaking in German. She stayed for a half a minute, and he con

tinued in German, she couldn't understand a word he said, she she left the room, we-i t

downstaire and said to the man at the desk, give me my money back , this lecture is in

German and I don't understand any German, I was told it was in English. Well, the man

said, it was in English last night, must be that he spoke in English last night and in

German tonight. So he gave her her money ba& and she went home. The next morning she

saw the other woman, and the woman said well why didn't you come to the lecture,it was

a very, very interesting lecture. Well, she said I don't understand any German. The

woman said it wasn't German, it was English. Well, she said I was there and she told

her experience, how she left. Oh, the woman said, Mr. Harris quoted a German poem.

He took one minute reading a German poem, that is the only word in German in the whole

evening. Arid she came in just as he was reading this German poem, and that's all she

heard and she thought the whole lecture was German. Well, in most anything there is

going to be a variety of material , and you can't take half a minute or a minute of it and

get an estimate of the whole tli. ng, and in anything as lengthy as the Pentateuc and cover

ing as much material as it does, as many different important matters as the Pentateuch does

it would be strange indeed if there was not a considerable variety of material, and so at

this point it is usefulr for us tojt glance very briefly at the type of material there. And

I'm going to mention four types. First, the type that most readily occurs to your mind

artht"± narrative. -You r-ead Genesis. If you open Genesis at random you might

n 01happen to hit Gen. 49, and you would predictions poetic form, bout the descendants/

7\of Jacob and you ay, 'oh this is prophecy, very difficult prophecy to understand You

might happen to open to Gen. 36 and read the list of the kings of Edom,,you'd say oh this

is just uninteresting lists of kings. You might happen to open to one of the geneological

sections, and say oh this is just a list of geneologies. But the chances of that would

not be great, because nine-tenths of the material in Genesis is naitiveb.and so narrative
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Qerto11simm'edtat4y. , so put small a, Narrative, as the type of material that you

find most oommonly m in the book of Genesis. Now you go on to Exodus and the first

nineteen chapters is still narrativ t ats,'practical1y all of 4.'hapte 15 s a song &f

poetry, celebrating the deliverance b the Lord at the Red Sea. ide from chapter 15,
/
/
I the whole first 19 chapters are narrative. When I was 12 years old I began to read the

Bible through, every morning and every e g I read a chapter, went straight through

4Genesis,enjoyed the narrative very m ch wasn't m ch encouraged by the few geneological/
- -

/ sections.1
into Exodu'p to 9 , eà the law~4~~~, but there

are occasional chapters of narrative, then the account of the building of the tabernacle.

'
Go4-into Leviticus, to the account of the sacrifices, whet to do with the livers, and what

to do with the kidneys, what to do with the and ie fifth chapter of Leviticus, I

got bogged dowx)X4'si think it was four months more before I picked it up again and con

tinued, wt on and finished. there was a marked change in the type of material.
-

p unto that point, the pf it is nauAUA~e_ Now there are a great many people

wh don't read the book of Numbers, and the reason is that as you start Numbers, you have

lists of how many people in this tribe and how many in that tribe and how many in the other,

and who is going to carry tMs thing,and how they're going to do onthe march. But you

don't go through rrrv chapters like that bers before you strike extremely interesting

narrative, and about half of NWners is narrative and about half is other material. So iL-

, the book nine-tenths narrative. But if you take the Pentateuch as a

whole I'd guess offhand that na ybe a fourth to a third is narrative.3Jarrative is a very

important type of materials and it is the narrative w,h-ich gets by far the greater part of our

attention today. However, nobody writes an important book of history that is all narrative,

there is always other materia1rrev1t&1y. We like to put it in an appendix in the back,

if we can, but if the purpose of it is an important purpose, not just for inrest, a good

deal of it has to be interspersed through nd si, Geneological Lists, Enumerations, etc.

You have,/,%eneologica1,)Idstearly in Genesis, the descendants of Adam, descendants of
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Cain, descendants of Seth. .,._




00,
this sort of thirg, there are quite a few chapters t-ee this.'IThq. ITM we

3 would find that sort of thing9n an English boo1'arge1y in the Appendix, or it might be in

£,.footnotes,,,

.t ccasiona1ly you f1ndchapters given over to
-1W ~
book of history,

buf
nobody says it must be by a different author, even though it sounds

very different'ls much hard r to ready ee.&&Jr gtt brgpd "w' 1t h& recognize

that that sort of material important t i u-ø---,f it I anything 1eu ak-, andLp

ere is a fair amoun the Pentateuch this second type of materlageneo1oglca1 lists)

and enumerations, and so on) ,AAgLtht C: Law. .d If we were arranging material

according to thaer bulkTt, we would have put this first. I didn't because it

/4f7'
doesn't really start until you've gone through a book and a half, but Law is the large t

type of material in the Pentateuch. There is more Law than anything else. In fact, the

IL
Jews called the Pentateuch the Torah,.the Law. That is their name for it, the Law, or the

Law of Moses, and in the New Testament it is often referred to as the Law. The Law or

the Law of Moses, and so Law is a very common type of material. We start with the &e-..

build th thWFflr1c r W4'd1.Jhit1

h'the ten commandments, and then we have the book of the covenant -1-/4

en several chapters of instructions/?ow to build the tabernacle en Leviticus,

Laws for the priests,,l(ws about how to make sacrifices, AlArsTcow to take sanitary

SIR dew rz~)
measures, hygienic measures, all sorts of laws. Numbers lo" new laws 4giverlo--Deuterono

woreans the second Lawj irepetition of the Law is Moses' ethorta-

______ comnionet
tion, in which he repeats great portions of the Law -& Law is the pr mcicut type of

material in the Pentateuch. 'Jis very interesting to read a good narrative, but you're

not apt to read a law book, just for interestA'unless you have fallen afoul of it in some

say, and then it can be very interesting but ordinarily you takeLaw book tudy

rather than read it. It's a different type of material. But the same person4..óei4'
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rite it.-.Mr,. MKeen?-f1/4) we dr th -eremeM&4

i-thii'yp of-mteTtI --ere i fourth type 1J1 is LL'JL L.L'11LLL1JiL

nu'J2hit f w ie small amount' that-is d, Poetry. nd I

have already referred to a few of the outstanding sections of Poetry. Gen.49 is a poem

in which Jacob predicts the general course of the future of the tribe. In Ex. 15 4e-

celebrate the crossing of the Red Seaitn and others sang ndt1sy sang .'1thj4

.Lt1 wj ~o~etrv and

pnhaxr7w[r
it - iiiri diffrn frr *rsl rrtye

We have the song of Moses at the end of Deut.

We have occasional sections of poetry celebrating grant victories, or making predictions

about the future, so that poetry is the fourth of the types of material we find.([ The third,

gre deal of material, half as much as

__rthere is of Law, fthenthese other two"'-Much less but yet a fair amount altogether.

those re the ty gcfim tprL1 t1 -r friiin4

___z,q941I
. ,P&5S

May be just a word more or' the third .eflem Law.'- Law
Ain

the Penta

teuch4 findkt certain groups d The first of those is the so-called book of the coven-

ant, which we've already noted. This term.)book of the covenant is a Biblical term, not a

term that somebody made up to describe it is a Rib

ee.4Ex24 we-'uL It c-y¬ that Moses and the elders of the people took this

book of the covenant, and that the people agreed to follow it, and they made a sacrifice,

and they established this covenant, and in v.8 Moses took the blood and sprinkled it on

the people and said, behold, the blood of the covenant, vth ich the Lord made with you

concerning all these words. And this was the book of the covenant, the Law which God

made with the people, contained in the four chapters, Ex.20-23. Then we have

glanced at the Law of Leviticus
I,\
detailed laws for Lhe priests. Nobody would expect all

the people to learn the laws of Leviticus the priests would have the book before them.

Here are different kird s of sacrifices. You wouldn't expect to remember the diffif ence

between all these types, you have the boolcto con su1ttalook 4t-t. Full instructions
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about feasts that occurred once in a long time they'd look it up whe, the time came.

The book of the Law for the priests was found in Levitlcus. the wordfs you know, ooino

YcrneS JtigtelM4

A
from Levi, the tribe which was set apart for God's service the Levitical legislation the

Law for the priesj. _rrThen in Detiteronomy, we have Moses farewell address,, 1(,

.Mf,St 1c1Lewdl udaress, 1 three main addresses, "and in th s7Te first

..rflhm recapitulated the history, tr the second and the second recapitulation of the

LawY' it goes from Deut. 5 to 26, and-tr--VtI wiIs is not Law

for the
pstsyLaw

for the people. ..s Moses'-grg go through the Law to

stress t wh the people are to remember and to observe. Wehus these three

main types of the Law in the Pentateuch.

_vv
I ddn'tgi,'e-.tat a special section in the outllné the three min groups of Law,

b ut it is very important , so I hope yoU4, it and recall it, as it is a matter with which

we will deal repeatedly in the course of the year. -- uh-eer--4-

JI 42, The Five Books of Moses. In$ very early times e the Israelites came

to refer to it as the fIve.82,A of the Law.
,>c1ether

it originally was written as

five distinct book Is hard to sayertainly Genesis is a unit by itself, glvhe

history until they went to Egypt. Then %u jump forward to Exodus, there is a big break

In time* ad Genesis iy forms anatural unit - me-wã.tht Deuteronomy-Datit.

A IsAMoses' farewell addsses the account of his last days before going to his death.

7fams a unit. But when you finth with Exodus, you go right straight into Leviticus.

Exodus tells how the tabernacle is made and set up, Leviticus goes on and tells what the

priests are to InLt. It continues right stral ht on w- Q9e originally a new book

Wh_
-' tarted there We have no wa has been divided since ttTe very

early times into a separat boo
1

xod and LetIcus, Ut it reads right straight forward

" L'rtt±s_a flntmriy th 4e-tt-abk hae -the jawftr-the

priests and you start indirecUoflQr,.qpntinuj ths.mrQhether there was-

brakknallWe have no way of knowing At any rate, we have it divided now into
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five bookspathese five books W?Tf -v .v.e-rrw 4 give Greek narr s to four of

_1~n our English Bibl~~4 bad we don't give them English names, but we don't,e

give them Greek nan s. We do not name them the way that the Jews do. The Jews did

nbt have names for these books, they simply named them after the first word of the book.

For instance, the book of eneis starts-ã the11LLew (
ftVw GO f 2 Vc




In the beginning God created the heaven and

( he earth. o




VI -




which mean

/ c4 L"1740
th 1'sk !h-.t name it by its first word

1
69

X'111




j

i a good title 1so'Ne)callftt the Greek word "Genesis" which means beginning.

So outit11s the same as butoursis a summary,e1 Lof

wish L1 call it the Book of Beginnings, instead of Genesis. Most people

know what Genesis means,'-e why speak Greek when we could just as well speak English

.44' describing a part of our English Bible? At any rate we use the Greek term, Genesis, and we

need to always be reminded that means "The Beginnings." veiyLlduy tcf4S

T




N'Genes1a,.-7r containsIn its first eleven chapter -44, an

account of the creation oie workl1and ci God's dealing with People in general4 -tKo first

__Ct,)the flood, e"rg In g.nol Then, with chapter 12, you

~~eone family on which God'secia1ized/His attention. _AchefamilIe set aside'

Xkeep the knowledge of God alive in the world, and
throug4to

bring His Son into the
worldX

as our Saviour. oml2.) tethc-onditiia1kinout this hmiL God's dealings

with this family and their relations with ot1er people Genesis we have the account

of this family, Abaraham, Isaac, Jacob Joseph, .êending with their going down into

Egypt where God had prepared a place to keep them alive through the famine,a place where

they could grow in numbers, wit great econo Ical advantagd which Egypt had for

this purpose. N.Gw the second boo lalsy its reek name. The Jews call it

by its first two words.
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names of the sons of Israel who went down to

the names;

litra-1-ljt 1 "th W11

)or just "the names.. WULUO E!S.

of all the poor nanes for a book you could ever think of,,11s is one of the worst (not the

worst, but one of
2er-The

namwhat does that have to do with the Book of Exodusr

nothing. It merely describes its first few verses. But It's the Hebrew custorr,Not only

HebrewAlt
was used at that time in most writings. They didn't give names to writings,'

they used the first few words to designate them,'e Babylonians did it constantly. The

0
Babylonian story of creation is called ("When from

abov9"
"Enuma Ellstbecause those

are first two words,Ht. That was customary then, to name writings by giving the first

couple of words. So. to this' day, the Jews speak of Exodus as j/11J
1Z1;J- 'f"

"the Names." '4-th1s hrrd "t-h we calj' by the Greek word which the
2

Greeks gave to describe 1'ck and it is a very good description,

Exodus Is Greek for "coming out "
ˆmetImes we'e the word in English 4d

("1 )\ ____.ppe-r he made an exodus. We'tsay4th wws something happened in that meeting




-

people didn't llkthere was a great exodus. We sometimes use it, but not h. It is

really a Greek word, rarely used in English except as a name for this book, "the coming

out." Again, I say, if we callen English, "the departure from Egypt," that would be a

description of the book, but we use the Greek wor,&41 knciw4L

8tS-_.-

P .9. (1/2) fl T4

.-.-,-c1--rted' and called God to Moses, and the Lord spoke to him fran the tent of meet

ing. A-it oo---o--a.x gives the Laws that God gave to Moses. So the Jews call it (3/4)

_ei

47AX thw first words, "and he called" Now you might say that is not

such a bad description of Leviticus, because Leviticus Is the Law God gave for the priests.

&aJ'an-h' i-11i1 fg not ton h-rtig But yohavto have
/i explained to you
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dWitP-S Now if we called Leviticus "the book of tie pries," that would tell us

whai/ in It--thç account of sacrificial and other law5important for the priests to have at
/

hand. er1 Th' -But we take a Greek word, LevItio which means the book

for the Levite
4,The

Levites -e-cciur-e were the tribe from which the priests came,

so Leviticus, if you know what it
means1ls

a much better description of the book than the

Hebrew word "and he called," but it's not-.r17 jo-_W et understandable to the

average person. You say to the average person, we're going to study the book of the

Ag would fir
priests, and th4t,tt4- know what you're talking about.

7ou say, we're going to study

Levltlcu the average person who hasn't been a student of Christian things wld have

no idea what you're talking about.

Now we skip the fourth book for a second, and glance at the fifth book. The

--eethiaj.Mft--ths m&en tkijik-g iif thtit1 i-if it-- fifth book begins in

th Hebrew with the words, "these are the words which Moses spoke to all Israel beyond

Jordan' So the Jews call it "these are the words" just "words." You say, what

book are you reading now? Words! Well that's not much of a title for & book, but it's

the second word of the book, so that it describes how it starts. Actually when you tlink

of it a little, it's not too bad a title
s

Weirdo* because Deuteronomy Is Moses' words.

Moses' ewellldresL'ould be a much better tltle)(2 3/4)

but we use the Greek) Qhich is a good description, "second law,"

,wó Euteronomy, ke cw'1 rr'r' the-w,-4

\
other words,1ose Farewll Address, where he drove the law horit to the people.. So

Deuteronomy is a pret title, but most people don't have y idea what it means, unless

they know Greek. Why don't we talk English and say "Moses rewell Address" or "The

Second Presentation of the Law"? Well, somebody says,r-fã.glit w.uiy it is too bad,

we use Greek when we speak about these four books, but at least there is one of them

we use English for) that's the fourth on
e,we

call that by an Englihh aame, "Numbers.'

~6he fourth book, for some reasonht''not take the 4rt word'
xA or
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41AOAv~,

,ft begins'and the Lord spoke, _.@4 4h@44 too much like Leviticus, "and he called"

Or Deuteronomy, "the words.'And t e Lord spoke unto Moses in the wilderness. So they

take the fourth word "in the wilderness)"
,/id

that's the Jewish title, "in the wilderness."

And if only we had taken the Hebrew title here, we would have a good title, ce

VEtQgv Ht1 Numbers is description of the wilderness journey

of the people of Israel. The book of the wildernes ~;~ "the wilderness journey," would be

an excellent title. But we don't do that, we the Greek t1t1 -Iic L1it-Ire

is the poorest title the Greeks't for any of the five books. They call it *4-~~,

and we don't stick to translate it into 'imbers." dIhere the Geeks

have got first-class titles r1keExodus, and Deutemnorny, we keep them in Greek so the

average person doesn't know what they mean, but where the Greek has a very. poor

like (4 3/4) t/j4 wby we translate it so everybody knows what it means, but

knows nothi g a Ut the book e'af all the poor names for a book in the h ole Bible

there is none othexperhapYas bad as Numbers. It doesn't fit the book. The first chapter
census census

gives the ttee and later on there is another 3effleiiue, and these two chapters are

the only chapters in the book that the name "numbers" fits. And to call the book




Qp)
"Numbers" Is like calling a history of the United States, ArIthn,tlc if the history happens

to start 'eIze of Columbus' boat' Inry f -4&1

way it th s boc i

average person wouldn't think of ArIthmetIc,#he'd just think of some kind of a jumble like

244 ft )
he4when he hears Deuteronomy, and he might look into the book to see what is in it.

But when he hears Numbers he is fr1ghtened the average person doesn't' get half the

value out of the book of Numbers he ought to get. Actually the book of Numbers is in some

ways one of the most important books the Lord has written in the Wi ole Bible. You read

Genesis, it is the story of the Beginning, that's very important and Interethng, but it's

all past. You read Exodu an It's the story of how God delivers them, and the Israelites

could never forget God that delivered them from Egypt, and they shouldn't. And we
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Christians should never forget how God has delivered us from sin, bud brought us into the

kingdom of Christ, through the death of Christ. We should never faget this&,, 4410-, Our

departure from the power of
slnqls

the foundation our lives is very important, but it

is past. 4MAXileVis tremendously important, we have a present life to live and that's

what Numbers is: The Wilderness Wanderings,, .d7at is exactly where the Christian is

(f 10
today, in his wilderness wanderings. So there are more lessons for the present-day life

of the Christian in the book of Numbers than perhapsany other part of the Pentateuc.

There is many a Christian who is always thinking of the dominion of sin over his life, and

how he must get away from it, and regretting his sin, and be back in Exodus. He is think

ing he is back under the power of sin, when he should rejoice in his freedom id rejoice

in the fact tFat Jesus has saved him from his sin, and it's under the blood, and go forward

to live as God wants him to in this world today. So Exodus is tremendous, it is vital,

but we shoulth't live in it, we should live in Numbers. And then there are other Christians

who think they're already in the Promised Land, they think they're already perfectly

sanctified they think they don't have anything to worry about today anymore, and they

are mistaken too' the Promised Land is a long way off. We have departed from Egypt,

we are saved from our sin, but we have a wilderness journey, we are pilgrims and strangers

in this world, while we live here, looking forward to the Promised Land to which the Lord

is leading us. So Numbers the account of how God led the people through the wilder

ness, hcde taught them how to make preparations for their life there, the various experl

ences they had, and there is hardly a bit of Numbers, at least of the mrraUvebut what

is filled with vital lessons for the Christian life, but how many a Christian misses them

altogether because of that very unfortunate and misleading titl,Numbers, and perhaps also

4~~"the Cffct that the first two or three chapters are chapters of enumeration, insteade

__ as
Abe -much.--f-the chapters of vital interest ferness journey? At-sd-we serve the Lord

between our salvation and our eventual entry into the promised land. So here is the one

case where the Greek gave a very miserable title, and we translate it into English so every-
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body can understand it, and be misled by
it./ 44t's goocf'we know a little about

theee five books, what they are in the Hebrew, what they are in the Greek, how we call

them in the English, and to see something of the trmendous blessing God has for us, not

Ferely

in Genesis and Fxodus, but very, very much in this book of Numbers. Woll .&l-s

1r fl4 thebook It

IF
stands-mg to for11s tp n unit , from the creation, the beginning, on up through Moses'

Farewell Address just before they enter the Promised Land. ire-mi' ,r-.._--

1/4 hQu class also.

p- tiw1 t saithr- Fg iI nkit ____ ___ ind I

r#-1d 1fl1eh tLi en t Nowhere in Genesis does it say that Moses wrote Genesis.

P
There is no mention of Moses in Genesis. Genesis simply gives us the account of events,

unte eath of Joseph in Egypt. -Weh&,e ExociIoses4s a

character, rbm there on, ry prominent and very important Iow W2 9f you take

the vth ole thing as one book
lAthe

five book,ç'lTese are thbook of Moses. If you're going

to divide it up into five separate sections, who wrote the firs there is no edence

but it was a1wys assumed by Lhe Israelites that the introduction to the 1a the account

of the history of the beginnings up to the law, contained in Genesis, was written by the

same one who had written dus, the account of the experiences in which he was person

ally, vividly concerned. Zh"We'n Jesus referá to the writings of Moses, He sometimes

roquotes from or refers to matters in the book of Genesis. Jesus refers to a unit whith

came from Moe es, so I would sy that , thereby, Jesus confirms the attitude vdaWla the

writj.ng S
Jews had taken that Genesis was part of the e of Moses. Now I lhtnk it is good

have thJ'tuation ts.re well in mind

t~_

it i' notan extre
%. jj~WW7 ~P4,4

mely inportant nutter for

this reason
A

those who ehe Pentatuch from' Moses tall accept Genesis

as also written by Moses, and those who deny that Genesis 4ritten by Moses, also
-1 1

deny that most of the rest of it is written by Moses. not a point of
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/
controversy with some saying, ,Ioses wrote four books and not Genesis, and others saying

Moses wrote Genesis too There is no
such division

of thought. .4-is I..uLsIdeTed as

4?-




SeEltifflf

thin whole
thi.g.(f

Now, of course theEls a difference, because evrythin after

Exodus 3,&om Jttosesd enough to know everything in

(5)he Pentateuch could have seen,

I;Irved,

talked with the people concerned)wfUt

_vmmen odUb
..give-n trom personal experience/ - Genesis and the first two chapters of Exodus ac-eme-

that Moses could not have seen or known from personal experiences 4body says

that Moses saw what Abraham did and wrote down what he saw. Bu at s was the

one who put it into the fosubstantially,hat we have it to ay,
4r
~those who think that Moses wro 4

wrte these things down. Don't you think Abraham wrote down some of the,ealings efths

'd with him? Don't you think that a good bit of it was written before Moses. Maybe

all of it was written before Moses, but I don't think it was written in this form, or in this

J7
precise style. (12 3/ifl mn Gnis?._W saying that the bookof

z
Genesis which we have today, was written by Moses. New whether Moses incorporated

-into it aterial vrhie6-waQ written at the time, there is no way cl proving en&waa*-er-~into

just don't knowi but -w do not hold that Moses if e4 hI'magin-

ation, or~&a direct revelation of God, wrote down a whole lot of material that nobody

t




W;6
aovwelse knew anything about do not hold tha not deny the possibility.

q &ci ___God tbld Moses, to 1n rxn1y down and God -- dictated the

whole book of Genesis. is entirely possible butPIiot a point a faith,/'

P.10 (3/4) ft'WtCt6 Iiut

--vqhieMci i w-ws wIthMm-most -o--tha

(1) . ... . 'Matthew,..they all.....




y/o:)u reMYes? (1) That' 'xactly

;wh/a/I

said when w began this urse, I'm gl you re mbered63' c

correctly. That~'s a very d book, y e way:. Sc tz's The Old T6stament peaks.

Very good summary, U he has studied the recent developments. Excellent,1 And I'm
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glad to see that a lot of Y9U think that he got it from my classes. He did not cast aside,

but 'ent forward (1 3/4)

We the summary then, lookedwe ve D, Survey of the nts, and the,

ticu1arl what Iaid.out the types of material' ill be very important as we go on,

later, into the critical theory. Now Wtke up E: I

E, Early Questions Regarding Mosaic Authorship kd_her Ihcitt. I had great---------------------------------------

stirring of thought, last week, over whhther to call this E or II. Finally decided to call it

E, because, that while it is quite different than what we've looked at thus far, yet the big

thing we are interested in is the movement of the higher criticism. And wili t we're going to

speak of under E is earlier than the higher criticism, and while some people may today

think of it as if it is part of the higher criticism, it is really distinct from it, so I'm going

to keep tt under I, which is Introductory. J1

The movement of the Higher Criticism which we will discuss later is a movement

which began and spread suddenly through the world. It is a big movement with tremendous

interest. But what we speak of now is the idea of the occasional individual, which had

little influence upon the world at large. ,,And would probably be of no interest to us if the
/

higher critical movement had not come. Jn view of its 'having come, it is important

to glance at these matters. can hardly think of an idea

that some individual hasn't thought of and written down at some time. So it is not at all

strange that before the higher criticism began there were inividtia1s who questioned the

Mosaic authorship, Q~some of these individuals thought of ideas which were later taken

up by the higher critics. So I'm going to call 41, Ibn Ezra, Spinoza, and others. There are

a few others that you will find mentioned in books about the higher criticism because they

at some time wrote the statement that they did not believe that Moses wrote th; Pentateuch

Ibn Ezra was a very famous Jewish rabbi at about 1100 Ear

-4t~ commentary on the Pentateuch which is so highly thought of by the Jews

tht
kbbinic Bibles contain it in the margin,

AWW-ortwo
other commentaries




IA~
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,4K71 t3)e'
___marit e-t rabLi1de Th1t Zh 'è4ot this commentary on the Pentateuch ann

ideaTmus, any of them, re considere3r excet. He was a good studt grammar,

-stdrof the content of he Pentateuch. ,e wrote long time agothere is a tremendous

amount of materdat he did no know ut htb book is very highly regarded by the

Jews, ~e died at 1167n this booen he discusses Deut.l.here it says that

Moses spoke these words"beyond Jordan," Ibn Ezra Q.and if thou understand-

est the mystery of the 12 and Moses wrote "and the Canaanites were then in the land,"

/? )7 (/in the mount of the Lord it shall be provided, and behold his bed was a bedstead of iron,

thou shalt discern truth. th,ie made s commentary on the

words, "beyond Jordan" in Deut.1.1. I don't think many people his day had much

idea what he was talking about, but 500 years latex SPinoza,-the-cinnnPr cf pantheism
7

a Jew who had abandoned Jewish teaching and b.e developed the theory whichls widely

11)
1

known as pantheism Sinoza wrote a book in which he

strongly attacked Mosaic authcrhip of the Pentateucl n this book, Spinoza quoted

these words of Ibn Ezra, and said that Ibn Ezra did not dare to speak out the fact that

he thought Moses hadn't written everything in the Pentateuch, but that in these cryptic

words that he questioned that Moses had written it. Now that is

his interpretation of Ibn Ezra. -And I don't thi

at one place, IbnEzra wt-te quotes from another Jew, otherwise unknown, who made a

statement that a certain chapter couU not have been written by Moses, but must been

v&Z4J 1j
written at the time of Jehoshaphat, and Ibn Ezra id this is wrong. He criticized this

Jew for denying Mosaic authorship d that chapter. But what it may mean is that Ibn

Ezra thoig ht, that when it said these are the wcrds that Moses spoke "beyond' Jordan"

that Moses didn't write that, but t4.t was a heading somebody else put in later. And

these other statements , now he says, "and the 12", "the mystery of the 12", w'12'

wTr Spinoza suggests that 12 might be the 12 stones put up beside the Jordan River. Or

he suggests two or three things that were 12, but his final suggestion is that it probably
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means the last 12 verses of Deuteronomy) Because these 12 verses tell about the death

of Moses. So his guess is that Ibn Ezra eLwhen h said, "if you understand the

mystery of the 12," that he meant that If you understand the fact that Moses didn't write

ie account of his death but this was added later, so what it adds up to is, that probably

Ibn Ezra thought there were certain verses in the Pentateuch which had been put in later

than Moses, but he didn't want to ayjtri4n't wI-te arouse discussion and argument

a bout it, so he just made this cryptic reference at this point in his commentary.

Spinoza however did not hesitate about raising arguments and discussions.

Spinoza wrote very.-strongly about these things, he is very,..,ecritical about the

book of Genesis,- the whole Pentateuch, and some vr-1w writings that came after

144-
ward, to-k-..irry oritk1 t4e&, said it is full of contradictions, m1sstate ments1al1

k

sorts of impossible things .od ook very extreme hostile attitude toward the Pentateuch

____Bu.tliewtter, Spinoza and th@ec others d..t4the verses Ibn Ezra had
A

-411 cvlia t7
certain otirer verses, and they'd say these verses couldn't possibly have been

written by Moses. _N.Qwt1ese occasional writers, through those centuries, had little

influence on the world. Very little attention was paid to them, but now that the higher

ctttttsm is a great influence, the arguments they gave are sometimes used today. They

certainly are not arguments for the higher critldsma'These men never heard of the higher

criticism, but they may be arguments against Moses' having written those particular words.

So I want to look at a few of these verses, because they are verses wh.ichi,-...

trwlax wiii
'enter into discussion some time.; and occasionally somebody 1 -we'1-1 quote one of

as if this proves the higher criticism, which it certainly doesn't. {they are

matters with which you should be familiar. 4kl4

2, Discussion of some of the verses involved. And there I will mention first the

verse at which Ibn Ezra made this comment. a, Deut.l.l.&c-(ll) I kn't

want t 1 t1aIb.

atpput.11 §akd.
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th 1tD7 he might

t Moses wrote some- seoU.ori biL(tu. -41 sul dance

--has. dthjg very crypt4c.siat £

anti-Jewish and anti-Christian. Some# writers today say he is one of the bestJv's and

best Christians who ever lived.
(But

that shows you how
muc1

Christians they are, when

they can write that about him.) rte was a great thinkea'abJe man/4'e wrote'±s

book aainst the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch. H 'the Pentateuch had great

spiritual truths in it but when it came to physical statementsat it wasp unreliable

03"metter
writers? these wri-tch said that Moses wrote a good bit of the Law but

that it was in separate small writings and that Ezra took all this stuff and put it together

and wrote the Pentateuch. Now that was a theory advanced by sone men, but it is not

the higher criticism, and it dthdn't have much influence.

Well, now let's look at a few of these verses. The first, we call small a, is

Deut.l.l-andlis is one you're apt to hear a good deal alDut, because if you meet

somebody th o knows a little about the higher criticism they're pretty apt to be familiar

with this verse, These are the words that Moses spoke to all Israel, beyond Jordan. ow

4enetl~lne King James Version says "on this side Jordan, in the wild erness." But

the Hebrew word there which is generally translated "beyond Jordan."

argument based upon ii
~~,

at whoever said that Moses was "beyond Jordan" when Moses

said these words, must have been in Canaan, and therefore Moses cculdn't have written

them. That is their argument. Well, of course, it couki$
bef

title at the beginning of

the book, put in later. The book of Deu. ,u could
have1a

title put at the top, these are

the words tI-s t Moses spoke beyond Jordan. That would be a possilility. teem

ui U1UC1frrr s1LJ¬-p'r.



w1ch is us ally translted "beyond Jordan." But-±i8 "at
'

he sidey"it is used in the Scripture, t3 4bw-wed to indicate either side and tha

Fihnot usually admitted or recognized, but

make it v clear tet-X is used sometimes for one side, sometimes for the other side.

_ven




if it meant beyond Jordan, 1tcould' bden used by Moses
Mose9n-the

'sense, bev4 dai" because Moses thought of caaan as the land God had promised

to His people. 't is made very clear in Genesis,, God promise

-b 4ioid4 rLn. ,

o Jd' Moses could speak of 1t as "beyond Jordan," just as we would' were

°




e~~Tra jordnia. It is now called Jordan, but it was called TransjordanJ until about

ten years ago, ar}d we called it Transjordania, Transjordan. We might say j

--I'm It is strictly speaking not logical but it is the way we do.~or'ean

We give a name to an area and then use it simply as a aame. But I don't think that is

the case here because the W rd is used 4or sometln one side and sometImete other

side. It was on the side of the Jordan, whether this side or that side.

I have a number of references here to the use of the term, where it is used for

the various sides. !w Deut.ll.30 is one of quite a ni4iber of instances which can be

used for one side or the other ethls phrase. Deut.ll.30. Moses is speaking and Moses

says it shall come to pass when the Lord thy God has brought in unto the land whither

thou goest to possess it, thou shalt put the blessing on Mt. Gerazlm and the curse on Mt.

Ebal, are they ntt across Jordan, on the other side of the Jordan? And there it is used

to describe the ec-e4eof--the-,rdn-r4ha-the side that is called "this side of the

Jordan" but t e other side was the side where Moses was then? 2I.sTi d In one verse,

sidesNumber 32.19 sntc for9h

pides here' the English Blblesays For we will not inherit with them
77-

on the other side of Jordan, or forward, because our inheritance is fallen to us on this side

Jordan, eastward) whh~~~ literally in the Hebrew it is, we will not inherit with them
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across Jordan, westward, because our inheritance falls to us across Jordan, eastward.

(The same phrasexactly.et s used bw t-{ $s-rF---Uiese -the messagthat

oeeebeyondordan, !Lis.sed in .thi ese.-or both sides So it is 'on the side

Jia.Tocia&r It can be this side or it can be that
side.,5h

the sid'e
o41)APt to be the

opposite from the one where you are, but not necessarily. In this case he uses eastward

and westward, We won't inherit with them across J rdan, from us,

over there, because we already inherited across Jordan, from them, over here, So that it

refers to the one side or the other side of the Jordan. is often said that th't

mean the other side of the Jordan from where he man who is speaking ,,at ther fore,

Moses could not have written Deut.l.l. WL1 be a tit e put in

later, at.'-i but I don't think necessary in view of the use of the

word. I think it entirely possible, that Mo es, thin A.', the fact that they're down

there in the plains, next to the Jordan, t3&ye oon going to cross the Jordano conquer

Canaan,, puts a heading that these are the words that Moses spoke when he was here

at the side of the Jordan, or "beyond Jordan" from the Promised Land into which they are

.'some morof
soon to enter. We a 00 huday. Mondays

geng to't itr'i utthe !Id of the hour tfr less

ten n longer than half an hour.




uraalso

'the 5j14) -4 ginnrngaain at 6)

f,
assi,,?tr this going to assign a two-hour lesson4 I'd like you to

have this ready by next Tuesda ),"e. Take a sheet of typewriter size paper, or note

book paper, and head the page, Designations for God in Genasis. Then Mart in-please and

look at the beginning of Genesis ds_aa41Ø/n the beginning God created the heaven

and the earth. So you put 1.1 God, because in chapter,1, verse 1, you have the word "God."

Then verse 2, it says the Spirit of God moved, so you put 1.2 God. And then you have

1.3 God. And so on. Now when you get over to chapter 2, you will find a atatement re-
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LOfl) IORJ
ferring to the God, and there the word "tei Is all in capitals. Be sure that you

copy it that way, all capitals. Because in the Hebrew there is a word Adonai which means

Lord and if you have that word, in your English, it will be ford in small letters. It might

have the first letter large or small but the rest will be small. But when you have LORD,

it does nd reres2 Lord at al1 It represents the name of God. God is a title,

just like we say there is a man, there is an elephant, there is a horse, there is a cbg. It
. :

I s a designation of a type of being, not a name* e4 9h a country which has

only one king, you may address him as 1'and since there is only one God we can simply

say God, meaning ft one god, but it is a name of a type of being, rather then a proper

name. Thiebrew word "elohim' is also used of other gods, which of course do not

b exist,
bu7

It is the regular word used for God in the Bible, "elohim." Now the-other

rayou have LORD, it rppresent the Hebrewwnrd which has the consonants, jod, he

wau, heh. Jews we- hin1 pronounced that worjorlglnally,

-pronvm but we have many proper names like Jehoshaphat which starts witht?iar,4)

a nd which means tha/jiiis name for Go7has judged. And we have Hezeklah, ending with it,
'

which means&lis name for God 1s strong. - ndw ha.v many names which Included the

this name for God. About 100 years ag
- >Wft)

some of the critics decided that the name originally must have been pronounced Jaweh so
?1, i

in their books they always refer to it as Jaweh. About 50 years ago they decid%hat was00

wrong, that it was pronounced Jahooj, so critical books written 40 or 50 years ago, refer

to Him as Jahoo, like the beginning otehoIakiml' vh ich means the Lord has established,

Ult




they have that idea up and wentp back to he old Jaweh. F1ther it

jueank,4a4, ~~,~ZVT-know-, we don't know how it was pronounced. The Jews

decided at a rather early tIme,e don't know how
earlyAperhapsthe

time of the Exodu,

that it was dangeroqs to take the name of God on profan9 lips, and

therefore they discontinued pronouncing theme-,- and when they would~ in reading the

Bibleomoto-M..they would just say,thenGmo. yte-w,rd tt1.-' "The name
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has been very good to me. "The name" has done thl4 1 will trust in the name." .t

at wasn't very satisfactory, so tty(soonthestopped sayir "the name' and started

saying the Lord vhen they would come to this name of God,,haew-6&1" -sayM7~e

name, !'.they-would say Uthe LordY There are cases where they actually use the words,

"the,ord' In the Hebrew, those cases are represented in English with smal1J, .t,.wJiere

as a noun, when they Wa11rd -}odheh,wau-, her It is thought thain the early

middle ages who knew a little Hebreot mu
_jch

came to the consonantin the Hebrew

Bible'bf the name of God and saw that th4' had pit th vowels .eft-4t of the word Lord

,, 7/ eu.s'ê 4t
nd didh't realize they were the vowels of the word Lord, and therefore were pronouncing

the consonants of one word with the vowels of another, and

_Th t at t44eway the pronunciation Jehovah originatedj th-obin

ion It Well,- personally, I feel we don't know how the name was pronounced,

anyway. We cannot say the name of God because we don't know how it was praio.inced.
.

I hate to saJawe becau ~ t4he vio rd is used so

2'"' ''-4v4-4 "1*
ing aLout"Jaweh, th tribal god;?Jaweh the thunder god of Sinai,and all that sort of stuff,

k hate to use the pronunciation Jawah. We're sure that wasn't exactly the way they pro

nounced;(in fact, 'the pronunciation is always changi iveçy langg,.zd fhe pro-
L3) ti

nunciation may have been similar to that, quite 4ni1ar, . certainly wasn't exactlytykJ

those exact sound
s,wë

have today* they wouldn't-have -had-even 200 -years go.

Sounds are always changing. So I like to say Jehovah, because it is a

and this is a name. When you saythe LORD it soundslike a designation of a sort of being,

rather than a name, and this is a name. The ordinary reader, -reading thBib1 when-y--

ç
A

readGod thr think "have a name, when eqread"the-b d'kthey thin they'have a

L4PJtitle, when oetUy it is exactly the other way around. When you come to theL.d in

capitals, it is "the name," and when you come to God, it is a title or a designation.

--Nvw he result"e-that is, that tT people are in confusion alnut it. Nown translating
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the Authorized Version, they found that the Septuagint had been translated by pious Jews

who when they came to this name just put the Greek word which

means the= Lord, and consequently the Septuagint nearly always translates it

unless you have it preceded not by the word God but by the word LORD, and in that case

they translated it God. utth ptuagint as.4t.e-trns1ation LORD for it, and rhe king

James Version translated it LORD, except in, I believe, four cases. There is one case

where he says they will praise me by iy name, and then it has the first two letters,

a nd that in our English Bible as "by my name Jah," but I think there are three or four

cases where t4frhev the word Jehovahñthe King James Version,'-thr'ee or-four. The

American Standard Version, 1901, tried to substitute Jehovah all through, and I think there

was a great advantage in that because what is namein the Hebrew would be repre

sented by a name in the English

P.12 (1/2)

anyway we don't know what the

correct pronunciationk
44-. 'If you want to write Jehovah on this paper, like the American

What
Stnadard does, I have no objection. t I am interested in is knowing what the Hebrew

has, having a word which will designate what it is. But I want you to make this list,

and to put in about two hours, and in the course of thi two hours, I want you to indicate

every verse which calls God son9iing, whether it calls Him God, or44RE

HthO1tt8y Almighty God, or something et,. I want you to represent the verses,

from Genesia.,-f4hç on, and then you will how they fit together. This is very im-

portant in the history of the Higher C riticism. And rather than my simply td ling you what

1 s there, I d rather you would discover it for yourself. So we will eventually1 tee-ft over- a

fairly large part of the book of Genesis.

-'-w11-1atr asirrrnore, -'so- there is no obJ ei.on to your continuing.-futther. _Youwill-

-quite, 8, bit--but 'two'?IUr U be sufficient for this time. -N'ow-of-crze-'f4-.

UrM that there are afe of you who cover about a fourth as
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as most of -yo do, I'll think that those few probably s ent three-fourths of the two hours

sleeping, a I'll ask you to put in an extra hour or for the next lesson to catch up.

Mr. Brown? (2) If you want, make columns, but don' make over two columna on a page,

because you might want to put a little further discussio on it. (more remak on columns 4'

and other q estions.) Well, now that is the assigr nent for next time, I took a bit of

time expla fling it for the explanation is very important or our whole consideration of the

we will not L
higher crit .clsm. This is one of the most important fac ors in it, and =t4=_ have to

explain th t, when we get on with it, but we will have this chart which will make it easier

to understand our discussion. The papers which were turned l last Monday on the quiz

some were very excellent, and some were not at all e cellent. I think on the whole they

were quite good. I hope that those who did not have very good, will review that material,

I'm going o ask those same questions again someti e within the next three weeks, but

I want you to have them thoroughly because they ar basic to all our subsequent work in

the subjec

Now we will continue th with our considerati on, were on section i,

tOCC-3-fld under tltet E, and we noticed, ud-i-,1bit cths,
N (i)1J-

ii3!±cx thabn Ezra made a very crrptIc statemenr Deut.l.1in which he :-




!

quoted a few words from a number of other verses. Y--1e sentenceegTe-,.fr

tvwth
doesn't make ,rty sense it is just a quotation of a few words from each of several

Verseskltl~j anyone who eamInes it carefully, let him understand what it

) ______________ L1P 'C7//V /'l Vt (77f
means u that e dkl not take a positIon'iatt,but'he

called 500 yearsyears

that Ibn Ezra meant he didn't think that Moses wrote the Pentateuch.

Mes ivIoses

dij wrte thesc




____ oannot do any- rth yu-orrth't.

'i sn

1dW4-an&vter,--be or

Ibn Ezra refeto -inL-4-e aid hatanother
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/
have been writte thetitn bfJehoshaphat;ar Ib Ezra saidhe-dsagreeièrlcal

books 1l say n Ezra also referred to thther passage and points. out.tht rabbi Isaac
/

had already said it couldn't-have1een wØten by Moses, thoggh of course that is not

wJatJJrn F t he'd pe4 t- e, <W_ging to look at that and

few

fert-Butas4-wntonad to--you, these hy ne had very little influ

encet-n -the You will now hear them given sometimes as arguments for

the Higher Criticism, but what we call the Higher Critlcism),had never been heard of by

h . S'
these men. Therewereqne two of thes en sug e at Ea wrote the Pentateu,

y sai t}r ws s .m&er1a1 -Mses passed down from Mosesd Ezra wrote
/

the Pentateuc. Nobody today ijLmost choars in the field fofl1

Higher-Criticism-and that'w' are leading up to. -But PhronoFogica1ly-we war te4ook.

4t-eome.-ofthese .va s. --42-we already -mentioned i dieusion

nuo1ved AndI'm going to 1okErlt,.ges.
c,c'h 6W'

passages out of the Whole
2ST101j,

out of five long books, averaging about 40 chapters to a book very little Ulem

seda s but n t many. They

e-.adq-4 c1Qsz These are really all of The rg 8-that w re

sented that amount to anything. I mean there were general statement , like, " he Penta

teuch is full of contradictions," and questions about the historical of

certain matters (7 1/2) by some of thes anti-Ch stian

writers. But the passages they refer to to prove that Moses couldn't h ye writte it

were very, very few. But we want to look at these.

We look first, briefly, at rth w-*rt 1Jut.l.l, where Ibn Ezra made his

much is made1 o-aiMteronomy could not have been

written by Moses because it begins with the words, "these are the words which Moses
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spake unto all Israel, across the Jordan, in the wilderness. Or the King James Version

says "on this side Jordan." But the Hebrew simply is




are thera

or "beside." ALJtJs_aa-ht$ utter Israelite history the

I,
region east of the Jordan was called the region across the Jordan, he region beside the

Jordan 1the (8 1/2) - -t-cathtbe

(f )I ~W Pd
So,' 4hoy-e~ajyh5 :)uWow c( MosesAe;;7 who neve.ras on the west side of the Jordan,-ever

-wa,s-tfrer4o in his life ew d1hese are the woroke across the Jordan?'

(9
That givenis Li)s a ig arguments by manyep}e

9But I do not think

that it is such a big argument. In the first place, as I mentioned last . me, supposing that

these words weren't written by Moses. Suppose the h ole book of Deuteronomy is made

afld (1
up of the speeches Moses gave, and then that somebody put a title on

it4,said1
these are

the words that Moses spoke to all Israel on the other side of Jordan in the wilderness.
AL

,iiiwi-rrcn
ç'riu-t wouldn't disprove Moses' w t4'ie book'-,. for somebody to put a title on 1)

expressed from VAL~~: B* I don't th ink it is necessary to

id.Q of
hold that,1 Canaan was the land promised to Abraham: the land/Canaan centered lnthef-

west of the Jordan. Canaan proper is west of the J rdan, though the land can be thought

3) J/fçQ LSef
of4e-includ tome of this territory end the Jordan. rrr Genesis tells us how God

promised Abraham &d this land of Canaanand tWe' frere headed for this land of Canaan,

they weie' ready to conquer4land, but they did seize a certain amount of territory

on the other side of the Jordan. Now from Moses' viewpoint, Canaan is where they

going, Canaan is the promsed land, Canaan is their center, their headquarters 5

-azo-gtrrg., the promised Landrto
include some territory on the other side of Jordan. Why

should notijen ha, $ár1h thoi4ght ofhother side of
Jorda4"ve

used that term,
76

for the region where he was, said-we are now on the other side of Jordan,, we are in the part

0
of Palestine onthe other side of Jordan from the main cart. -it would nobtrane at all,

for the term to be used in that way by Moses, with his thoughts centering in Canaan the
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way it did. So that it would not be at all strnge for him to use it that way he

as at, .4 if tst~%ear RVAmea'nYngtk"~' th_eAtW11iVe_f oes n sarily

where is used for the west side of the Jordan, ses

A)07 t~419_,V "A4,,0 011, 1.1, P_t,




aTil rfi_:n! ~sa JQ%Oa~ he-jerdarp/,-t~~he-e"t.

which is beside , LQfl jde.-t-racou1d be used

-24 -42M
for either side. Its ordinary use

A4c
the sine t the east, but it could be used for either

side. c W1ia-w.od h.st1Is irh variety of ug-and-.an vc i the ctrictt_w7
W'Aq

that-the critics -m±ht4hInk.oAt4\ven in the strictist way it;' wu1d not e out of place in

Moses' s pea in the

steftifth5 Jtndau wliei thIee

4ncI a it

shou.l4 a title s.mndy put o ii w'"l-ns'¬ jpri-rc that a4 t e of the book

$
-

a 442it ____ ____ Q
was Ween to mt1 It is a rrttmeM-t4 has een uiai over-

stressed it you tvilt~across it




/:
ich7-cse it is one of the things that people point to immediate1'-, to s Moses

cou1dn have written tMo esnevf was(Jver there, how could he say,
thj,s

is hat I

said on the other side of the Jordan. 1W l, he c uld, o ourse, An 'ust as one example,
U*1a )j a 44J4

-




n1à/ ___ _ __caIL4Geti-F±rn,1udes--not -enly Frai c bu alsi etvf the

northern ezd of Italy, the Romans cal1e thi.
S

4'
i çl$lP Gaul:, that is, the part of Gaul oi/ this side of the Alps, and the part of Gaul that

was beyond the Alps they called, 'Transalpine Gaul the part of Gaul across the Alps. So

Julius Caesar's most famous wor& his commentary on the Gallic wars, the account

of his battles in Transaljne Gaul *i hg-wtt

-Of V"~-Vekt he W the view-

W1r-
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/
of the Promise,, which was their objective, rather than from the particular point

at which
h,)PPened

)to be, He might, from the point he ha9Red to be, but it would not

be at /nusual for him to, think of it the other way, agr would it for any of us ....

will be Gen. 12.6 .dJhi&_is-orie which Ibn Ezra mentioned and one of which a great

deal is made today. Gen. 12.6 is when Abram first came into the land of Palestine. And

we read that God is telling him to go into the land On t God is going to give him, that he

c ame to the land of C anaan, verse 6, "and Abram passed throught he land unto the place

~~atof Sichem, unto the plain of Moreh. And the Canaanite was then in the landV' A~isthatisagainstMoses'havingwrittenthePentateuch.

tffdhe Canaanlte was then in the land .rerbook*y e conservative writers w441 say

c>
-

4eU?1 442
not have been written before the time of,Soomon1.00-04




uht-CanaanItwa.z stillstill
,.

in th,p land7right up to the time of Solomo so he1- s4*- the Canaanite was then in

he land, ,èan4 that Qew the Canaanlte lnt Inthe 1andA"herpfore Moses couldn't
'

A(iIt1t. 14
have written it. type of argument --te does not prove -'l1

,i,
Ergwhat they claim to prove by it. How âo the Israelites

,$pt
kriw whether the Canaaniteç

w in the land in the time of Abraham or not? Hw-d they knowtht'?-The story he

that God said to 0 Abram) that God set- "come to a land that I'm going to show you

and Abram left Mesopotamia tri and came across tb this region,

cvJwinhe4-4 found a land with many cities - great many people

in itle"&WVas a stranger and a pilgrim in the land. He lived in tents, he had no

settled dwelling he didn't own any of that land. God promised to give it to him, but he

gave it to his descendants, a couple of hundred years later. He did not give it immediately

to him, He followed God's promise and came to Canaan and when he got there he found

that there were many people in he land, and he lived there as a stranger and a sojourner

among those people. Now if this was written in Palestine as the critics were saying, the

people might be expected to know the history of Palestine, perhaps, a good deal more, but
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#vi
these people down in Egypt, and now they're in the wilderness, and Moses is writing

ç/y
OXthis story.it is imPortantyth.atJh4 understand the life of Abramj..at-they know that the

Canaanites were in the land.Te don't know when the Canaanltes went into &ie 1anc-i

-L
e there continued to be Canaanites there tb4h¬ very d -h4 though they were

conquered by the Israelites and probably greatly reduced in number, LLthe fact that

when Abram came the Canaanltes were ere in the land' is important to the full under

standing of the story, -&i4-especially to people in the
wildernessA

not kno'lng a tremendous

lot about Canaan, and introducing Abram's coming,

t1one ofth+t-is

ter! them

e big arguments against It does not seem toMos

me to be much of an argument at all against Moses writing this. But if somebody feels

the Moses couldn't have said the Canaanites were then in the land, supposing that later

on,. after the conquest, after the bulk of the Canaanites had disappeare be,

uFt P' Icw'e wee nc A'




Iidin4everytMi'tg
"4 4AJ1

i

-fr4ht -h± 4n rffisyf-tt/e peop1e--4e er4faéI.ft ut

-




'a Ace QQt"44e-thfn im

-1ot4n the mam tngthci .t-t -
ian1te' Z{

I3LtFJ 41L" ."'C'1 'Y
r'Din the margin later.included in the text. Suppose that was so, it was a true fact-

.
-

8pILll 111-God keptfrrn errer nothing false was put there, it

"was true




u1dn't interfere with Moses'

14 A
_94"Iwc

n writieAnVs0oa whole Jitt I don't tk%necessary hlnk
~~,jIon1t

see

any reason whY Moses should not have written
t)

I144._Now-smali c is

Otlh;4i4Vs-ainotheV~t`ffat a great deal is made of''Gen.14.l4, all of the

them) this is the one that strikes me as the most likely tAaer change7,4_

1lkdy-Vrse how Lot was taken prisoner by the kings from

Mesopotamia these kings started to return to Mesopotamia Abram took his

servants ari'4r them1to rescue Lot 4'4e read in Gen. 14.14,41iwhen Abralu

heard that his brother was taken captive, he armed hrtained servants, born in his own
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house, and pursued them unto Dan. And he divided himself against them, and smote

them and pursued them unto Hobab, which is on the left hand of Damascus1

this word Dan,,.$è sy,1caxihave been wriften'by Moses And they havet

-gcod-rte-for-4




rl
OA-111

an excellent argument. rThtt fiLy




judges l8.29<

-ter4tri&a statement that the tribe of
Da3which Joshua had placed in southern

Palestine, was unable to drive out the Canaanites from that section, and therefore

left the section that had been given them and migrated to the very north of the land,

we read in verse 28 flat they came to a valley up there and built a city and dwelt there
,,and

Verse 29 says that they called the name of the city Dan, after the name of Dan their father

who was born unto Israel howbeit the nane of the city was Laish at the first..;, So judges

18.29 says that there was a city in northern Palestine th ich is the direction in which

Abram pursued these people, which was called Dan in the time of the judges, but formerly
lei




called Laish dlierefore ti say, how could Moses, a few

centuries before, have said that Abrahi puraued them to Dar?
F "

r.
A'ffaveried to answer this by saying'w4, he may not refer to that Dan h zefer to

iPiitt¬ 1/7' .'' iother Dan. -ëthtle word Dan1 means judge, and it is a very

v(se4
common name jr connection with cities p1aceijudgment. rz'I a;area you

ffk+',r finhre is a central place,ˆa place of judgment just 1}k we speak of a

county seat wehave-thnlLtcounr,J is the sort of name that might easily
-

Vhave been in
Post any area, so it is not impossible laceca led an.ere

at the time of Abram d. referred

b w ar trildthat a town.c tb111Të there- latar-on,-end-that

foFneri-bn r flAJ .4 seems to In east possible that some

other word was used here by Moses .

rte13 place-way up thQ-r- tr th north and then later on then of Dan-s settled

c) (iJu
aTid thr4...mek to beAL regular term fohe whi le length of Pales tines )from

Dan

to
BeershebaAh'

way -all -book- that is escribing the
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s from Dan- to e'ersebe- and Dan is the extreme-- fl
-

we1k-he-wewo the north'f Palestine and then pursued h-m,ç rtea o Damascus,

is not at all impossible that someone at a later time, seeing ariie

here which nobody understood because it had w disappeared And knowing that Dan was

the name used.-1 that
areapw

substituted Dan don't think tikcan be proven, r

think it is still possible that Moses wrote it, but if somebodylater substitiJd a later name,

,why-it doesn't seem to me that it k&untn it--tMi we --4t4 Inter

feres with Moses having written $ as a whole. If somebody would say tha the Pilgrims

wErTher came vvec to this country, they thought of settling in New York, but'thon they

decided irad to settle in Massachusetts e

tha-ta-teme -a- some cnpy that time vrheti,
WA
was no New York it waCL Amsterdam. _gutlf yai-sta.te-

-ment today(tney thought of settling in New Amsterdam, it wouldn't mean anything to"1people
p

today1at name think it
wasAl664*

'+-4t--wteriIl English

k6111 (6)
-earne--t the little Dutch settlement of Newnsterdam and seized '4-riaiud It ft-the

~*named it New York. ~L~~

irterdiir y we

sahe went as far as New York4 w-wn1rln't n-aari1y mean that thcd n&QW iid

- &11-it this -us I were asked to guess, did Moses write Dan or was Dan

put in later q1'guess it was put in later, but it is only a guess, dLL L f1-t

all sure. Sombbody else thinks Moses wrote it, I don't see any way you can prove -he-

fididn't/\bu don't think in either case .ta.t1t proves whether Mosefrrë the book of

Genesis. . m.LtmQ -t it is an argument that is vastly over rated.,, Thm-f9T.

oSs t, me a cro

trn argliui1iLL.




22 .14 1re is another of the cases to which In

Ezra referred in his note/ on Deut. 1.14-tw frçm few e1r-ve-- He didn't
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give references) because there -u,,chapter divisionsfT-w tnce

ccflit he quoted a few words from a number of verses, and one was

22:14 , where Found a ram caught in a thicken the mountain to which God had

led him, where he offered Isaac, and it says/'and Abraham called the name of that place

Jehovah Jireh, as it is said to this day, in the mount of the Lord it shall be seen? He

called the name of that place "the Lord will provide," as it is said to this day, In the

mount of the Lord He will provide. He will provide His lamb He will

it shall be seen "
see to it. Our translation here just says Me-ci tu it is the same verb. Now they

say the temple was not built on Mt. Moriah till the time of David so how could Moses

41
call that the Mount of the Lord? Well, If Abraham offered Isaac there, ande offered

Isaac at a place which God showed him, designated to Him, made him wqlk three days

to get to,
/A

out a specific place, it would seem rather natural , after Abraham's

experience,that they would refer to that place as the mount of the Lord, even if the temple

wasn't built there A to sais couldn't have been said until after the temple was built

is certainly making a very big assumption. But it is one of the main arguments made

this section.
against Moses having written_the e " en.

(fliJ.2_3/4 I diLL.t tht t--4di t-nerstan4th ~Irtg~. thank you

for attticmn----Th prêbY ara othra titfter-and td to

have attention. Lled we' II take another minute on it.

f\Gen.22el1s u-t.how*Abraham was told by the Lord to take his son Isaac and

to offer him on one of the mountains whith I will tell thee of. !ffTh,--2,-so

Abraham takes Isaac to a place that God is going to designate, in the mountain of Moriah.

And the word Moriahmeans the tOLd Th mountain of the Lord, tTththcwould

.Td04*.
9 4-ca, Abraham)(." makes this trip with Isaac, comes up ere-n

offers Isaac here Qn, the mounBut before hillsaac the Lord stops him and says "I

see now you were not going to withhold anything even your beloved son from me...
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pp jn experience on a Táce which the Lord

&Med--tt7?TThr. An,1 he went God provided sacrifice, -p4et9a ram,

(zrrIt9and Abraham called the name of that place, Jehovah Iireh,j
Th6

is one of thiaces whev f'ehova1ese.e, the Authorized Versio&h

,d Jehovah Jlreh means the Lord will see. It is "the Lord will see to it, he Lord

will provide!) The Lord makes the provision. And of course the Lord did make the provision,

\)
for our salvation through sending Jesus Christ, to die tin tills general area, for our

sin




T~41J _VP

;A

te prefi ng Abraham take his son up there and be just ready to

sacrifice him? and then "provi4#tsoacrifice
hr us4o one of us can provide

a sacrifice that can atone for our sins, it has to be provided by the Lcrd, and the Lord

provided a as tyjifying His only begotten Son, Whom He would
provid7

not Abraham

son, but the Lord's Son, Whom He would provile. çuljar verb here,

yolve -1I iead beeau-L bt-ff-eriybud liere aefatledt read the

c-ie4-1hreugh by this. time t of you ha,ve"redit Uuh1theSI think

"JA.4A
'd

r~,,)'Iike
~--verWUd~here has read this verse, but I doubt if many of you haki~derstooAil

-ha the Hebrew transliterated. - Jehovahjt'lii means

t he Lord will provid the Lord will see to it4#M.A ra am called4t the name of the place,
> ' '

7' athit_sy"ãs it is id,In the mount of the Lord it shall be seen.' Well-

Tj- wi 1L -tmniinLoI eLpd_iLwilL You see it is sjt Moses

is saying, here is the place where it-h)happened and that place is still called by a name

going back to what Abraham did. Now the Jews believe that 2at that4'very plactht

0) Solomon built the temple We don't know whether ft'wa or not, but it certainly was rthe

somewhere in that general area. It may be that this was the very spot of Calvary,

rather than the spot where the ddnt know.'-thriral
(i. ,,Af *frPTft2JI4Lh ,J-

-a--\hey'?ght near each other in any evenbliagenra'i. area th God pointed out

7:2o4>
to Abraham, aid Xbrá amt1 to make his sacrific

'1~ U.
Ix

to give Abraham this

lesson to be a lesson for us ever since then. .-&eMoses said, And Abraham called the name
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of the place Jehovah-reh, s it is said this day (the "tot is in italics), as it is now

said, In the mount of the Lord it will be seen Jeiow much the Israelites remembered

i t
in Egypt or as they came up through the willierness about thisin the life of Akam,

don't know. buthose who

&that all ancient

tV 4-
think-fAa.Jth1nk thv hero a good source for the origin of the story"lthe fact tha the

C-77




em le was built in that area,* They can assume tht-, but they can't prove it. It just as

possible thawmernberedrom the very beginning ''e the place wast any rate,

there is something ci a mystery in it, but there is certainly no sufficient proof to say Moses

couldn't have written it. MT.'rwui-4 how gr 4-.-ITLK thrt cdl you we-hVe

tTht-few ef ','ou" helr8 eve -w rt,c4-4 eur..td Lh -.hpter

__ 1 vo read he chapter straight through withou ,thls verse, ippo

/\somebodY
Inserted this one verse later, at the time of Solomon, it would not mean that

Moses hadn't written the rest of the chapter. epee-o'these eleven verses we're speaking

&4 t'
of wro afl inserted later It wouldn't prove that Moses didn't write the hundreds of words

in the Pentateuch-4 to-a I don't say it's necessary to think

that. I don't see any reasor4tiIoses couldn't have written them, but I don't te'l anyboqy
kCtL

11




J tee¬ iAfir4'M
can prove that he didn't c4 the 'A1 don't see how that would prooses

didn't write thebook of Genesis. WMIT, tht d.

e, Gen. 36.31 . ftyrd Gen-36 Is an account of the descendants of Esau,

Attt4
probably one of the chapters that you r&.s know least about, because it is one of the

ACA
chapters of enumeration, genealogy, lists of names,

king-1Ler E 1 d LL, d-'-4,en interesting

1)vers Verse 3id these are the kings that reigned in the land of Edom, before there

reigned amy kLng over the children of Israel.

2a4 ) ___a hundred year Ibn Ezra?( said, atI--bn 7Th tQJ.s u

hat Isaac Ben Jacob1d(that this chapter, thirs




Ci)
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er
1ist5t-descendants of Edom, must/have been written iea4ec-thai the time of So1omon

*cause
it says that these were the klngs before there was any king of Israe1. and there

ha b en any king oIsrael till the time of Saul had

a ki ydr rr',dd"re writtn th 4tm But Ibn Ezra

sa




W3, I
id1.h not agree with that.

J Today you will find many people saying,. wefl., ow

could Moses write the Pentateuch? Look at chapter 36 with it s list of the king; of Edom,

1Ow-cotd±Mos'es-ve--Ff¬.' That couldrt have been written till the time when the

Israelites had kings too.




I_
,

i. suppose it was true. Suppose that this

All
list of the descendants of Esau) this list of the kings of Edom to th ich m t of you have

! r

paid very little attention, and you read Genesis a second time you robab1y sk4o
ver

11 aI"
suppose it was inserted at this point by somebody, who thought whenlc-teUing

about Esau w&¬ in chapter 35 we4l let's insert list
- ô'i

of his descendants' it would be of real interest. 'ombbodV Put it
intlateri andtit's

a true

list, ppIrattothe Holy Spirit,E n'iLwas. ept from errortt is txu- it--tr&t--

4ng -supe thi-imf-rffiati r, that would not dis

prove Moses having written the

But I don't think it is necessary to assume that it waswritten later.
I' -

__Moses4'w several generations afer the time of Jacob and Esau, anvToses

.e'had to leave Egyptou rememberAwhen Xhe got into difficulty there, he fled into the

w1ldemes and ¬ lived ,p in ho v -duni-a there for 40 years, -lièw¬ia near the edge

of the land of Edom, and
,ie

could very easily, as he pastured his flocks there, have come

in contact with people who would tell him all about developments in Edom, an "he cou1d

have been interested, because Esau, after all, was a brother of Jacob. AA;4.WhAe could have

-4erse4--d gathered all this information and had at hand

.4 Moses '#-thi-t tini already knew the material that is contained in chapter 35, the chapter

before this, he would 1 ye read verse 11 &n which God appears to Jacob and changes his

name to Israel, anAtv a , le al to Jacob* am God Almighty be
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fruitful and multiply', a nation an4 a qompay atlons shall be of thee, and kings shall

-out of thy loins,
'Sf\tL5ld

Jacob that his descendants were to be kings, and several

hundred years later Moses, in the wilderness, recalls the promise God had made to Jacob

and he realizes that Jacob's descendants are prisoners in

wreea]p, 4t-a4

Egypt do

while tk are du1 t.at. Edom has already had king

and Moses haa list cI the kings of Edom. So when Moses included this list in the book

of Genesis, he remarked in v. 3l, these are the kings that reigned in the land of Edom

before there reigned any king over the children of I9ae 1. The critics say this couldn't

have been written until the Israelites had kings. But the Israelites had been promised

Mekings and all these centuripasand they dtthv an yet, rd'Edom h4-thee.

J 'ir
So even if this chaptth Inserted later, which I think extremely unl&ely, it would not

disprove Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch. But I personally see no reason rth

-we" why Moses could not have written it. 7(e-3/4- Wt d111L kiiw-----yGu 3Ce-7--th4s

çf Ecicuu - a hQUt them. t-I--w1d

aythere-wa- nn reason_to thtnk any of theere

Idenc o ceur tiLWould prove tim

therwre 7OtFOô-fl W c-boè any UlL

-ü--ü-n p ofj eat 111iu,

(stu) Well, they did, but this says before Jacob had kings. Israel had no kings yet.

__ king of
There th 4 re there wsre ki1 uf Isii et .1

Israel, when they "hadxtft had.ny yti- t-se-ttth.

artn1ry?-1T___wet iuo in-1ir r-ta. (Suppose

I were to say)John Fitzgerald Kennedy was president of the United States bV'eL

You would saythat's a rather silly statement. Why would I say that?




-M-'-- ident,.

LthaLL




there is no reason to think ever will be. But if 200 years ago,

the Lord had predicted to my ancestors that there would be a MacRae who would be
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preslden then it would not be a silly thing to say, because then I would knw there

was going to be a MacRae president. -tte.-Ii)'-_OFr yc so

ong on this point. I wa going to have you write for 15 or 20 minutes and there is only

five left, so we can't do uch writing in five, but

te
things have written out for you

today wouldn't take abou 15 minutes, which is veryj bad. I'll ave to instead give you

just one question instead of two. And that one que ion till cj e the same for everybody,

which I don't like to do. tName, today's date, and
4
en mentlo the types of rraterial that

I




we have in the Pentateucl and say as much about e4ch as ou an in fair mingites.

P. 5. 2/5/62. (3/4)

tet our papers back
krom

Pentateuch. It
seem1

rather sen eless to do the work for

nothing." Well, I don't 4ppreciate anonymous iett4rs, aithoug when you have something

to say you think is importa4t and you don't want to give me your ame, don't hesitate, I'd

be glad to have your opinio4 anyway. But I appreciate it better i it's signed, but that

doesn't mean that I'm goingto tell the rest of you whb signed it. But this question here

made me wonder about one t-uing because all the papers thus far I Pentateuch were put in

the boxes last Thursday morning. And Mrs. Baker put them out a the particular name

signed to this she specifically remembers putting in the box, so sie said she could have

put it in somebody' else's bx, I hope you would've put it in the right box. One could

make a mistake, but they wre put out last Thursday,
t
after class. I intended to have them

finished by Wednesday and put out so you'd have had time to look
them

over before class,

and I could've discussed thm with you, because I do want you to inderstand just how I'm

marking them. As the the O.T.Introduction, we're In a differait sluation there. There

the papers were long, require considerable work. (2)

but I have to have them before me in order to matk the course proprly, because you can't-

say somebody is right between two marks, I want to have all the nterial about that person

\to look over and be sure I give the right mark. But sometime before the end of this semester

I will make the long papers of O.T.I. available to you if you want tc get them.
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/ when I them out on a table, half of themretaken

usually and half f them ar e never take/i So if you've got this, 'material in
Ycflr

he d it

doesn't matter o much whether you gt the paper or not, but, hey will be av lable to you

later. But Pentateuch it is my hope to get them back q4,tite promptly, nc/ alwas easy

With class of this lize hc do not expect you to

be able to understand the succeeding work in this coursee4-# 8a1ting a-etrc t6?Fw

r4thsfo4 if at
72

911 understood.

1o-se7-bww have is quite important for understanding the relevance of

ive u -the s-e pap-5-aek &d I nT xpla±irttrjrhow

I marked them. Th quiz that I gave you St Monday was, half of it on mat rial done

before. That is, o long questbn on mate al date before, one short questi on material

that was taken dud that day. Now that s cond question half of you was o kenosis,

what it is, and the ther half on accommodaton, and considering you'd have o chance to

bad rec lecXionread your notes but 1mW to hear it in class
1
I thinknost of you very goo arid under--

standingstanding of it. Th re were very few whom I Id not give full credit to for tha 2nd question

Now on the first qu stion,-(exp1anation, 3 31q,--e-th-Q,-rmarking-') though, th was an-

-9&y imnortan uestion the guestion4i I Lu'The question

there
that I gave half the class was, what evidence 1' Moses wrote the Pentateuch?

Now you know that includds the word wrote thM--Mos-e3--wFcte the P tateuch You will

read-c4*s-about Moses in the Pentateuch, that doesn't prove he wrote it. What evidence

is there in the Pentateuch that he wrote it &iu

teve h rtTt ell,

did mention that there *ere frequent

mentions of Moses in the last four books, being one through whom most of the information

came, one who was connected with practically all the events,wOu1d know by first-hand

observation what happened* hat is important support! ng evidence as to his ha'.L ng written

it Out that wouldn't come undert question. That question was, what evidence is
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there in the Pentateuch that Moses actually wrote the Pentateuch. '*In4l class I gave

you a number of specific verses, in which it is said that Moses wrote somethin,4Lve

is important to know that the Penta

teuch actually says that Moses did some writing, an d that he wrote me of what is in it

/ I
,Ae Pentateuch nowhere says that Moses wrote all of it. PL V"-ti trei the

,Dn4 4IfWerrav U,iher-vtd nce wo

But 1 e Pentateuch says that Mo es wrote/some of it! so I wa ted you to say specifically,

what he wrote, and the japers th were given into ni on that uoted, --oh, by the way, I

didn : ask you to memorize the rse or the referenc , so I to d you you could use your

BngliJsh Bibles, and that way yoi could fi Ld Lhe refe very quickly, so if you knew

the ssage, the reference woul4l be very asy to fid. I'm no asking you to memorize

the references, but I am asking frou to renmber wh4t the pass

says that God commanded Moses to write the story of the warfare against the AmalekitesV

rNew-L y_tthat I wr 1lthjLe marked yoj dcnr' £ nst tvn th 7ice

It states in E
110-




x?24 .4 that God,,Øommanded

Moses to write the words of this book of the covenant, and 1- verse 7 of that chapter-dt

sasfrIoses
wrote the words of this book of the covenant. We I explained to you e

book of the covenant is.2O-23. Onel(dAthatE*.2d=23 is the book of the coven-

ant, which was given through Moses. Well, :.hat didn't prove Moses wrote it,A I couldn't

live cr edit for that. He had the idea, but ncI the specific thing 'thef related to the question

which was, wl t evidence do we have that Moses actually wrote But in chapter 24 we

have these two statements that Moses wrote the book of the covenant. You rnember there

praeg a statement in Numbers that Moses wrote in the book the lists of therches airtti

±hy thTn Deuteronomy there is the statement that Moses wrote these laws,

God commanded Moses to wIte these laws. That is in two different passages in Deuter

onomy. z_-th rravet&pojs..Q_thj 1JestiQ1 If y-1' ri a codtTheftt-the

if you
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discussed, given or erred to. If anywere missing I took,i*~me dawn for it. Mos fdiscussed, give or erred

you on this qu tion got ten or e or nine, though *6re were a few sevens o sixes and

dawnaw for it. Mos f

few sevens 0 sixes and

a very fe ho were much loWer. Now, incider*ly, the one who asked t s question

hv0just~.I a just referredreferred tq-ybu, he got an eight on the quiz, which I thou was very good

Now the other was what is the New estament

evidence that Jesus believed Moses wrote the Pentateuch? .WWti re important

for us than the other The fact that it says several timea Moses wrote parts of it may

suggest that he may have written the At ole,Al doesn't prove it. But we know that the

ret of the
Hebrews believed Moses wrote it all, it iW referred to many tines in the/Old Testament,

as the work of Moses. It was Jewish tradition
)believe

c?L irKe Jews till very recently

that Moses wrote all the Pentateuch. It has been the tradition of the Jews and of the

t 1VYZ
Christian Church. But to us the thing that

determlnesAis4'Jeus
Chnst said that Moses

wrote i!that I gave you specific references.

reLeren

I found that some quoted Mat. 8.4, some xMat.l9.7,8, some Mk.7.10, some Mk.l2.l9-22,

some Lk.l6.29-31, some Lk.24.27,44, and some Jn.5.45-47. Now there are other refer

ences which I did not give, where Jesus referred to the Pentateuch in a way to imply

He believed Moses wrote it, 1i some of these are very expliclt' a'Moses wrote of me,,

1If you won't believe Moses' writing, how will ye believe my words Statements like that.

Vexplicitlyh'te Lord-took the position that Moses wrote the Pentateuch. ____

made a list of the passages which were In your a per-th8 seiej

frrcd t eey refed je

lfft five. if f1b - th111 fTi d to , and a

centTio of tflëlfl7 n1 dIsu,le,n e I m1a -t.Q1ntS.

ia w re only four referred to I gave 90 points, with three gave eight points, and

so on d1vn. So that's the way4' marked these papers then, and many of then were very
/

good/ /
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Now in the that I gave you last time, I intendecLt-o ive a sizeabiè quig

chotice hawjast the clock was mQving, so instead I just gave you a brief

Now on this question

of ~e types of material in the Pentateuch
1I

had told you of four types 4'-hii n--

]thicT6iTof i-t Mydi ti f if liwQ4,d th -fu-uttaSome of them occurred

a great deal and some very little

it morning

d'1I'four o th. .. hat he had discussed, de-scribed

win t kind oj 4ITàe, but he didn't say which was comzncn and which were un-

common, he didn't say how much, ane had beer rked

could be logically'tereted, "describe" as not including ow much, though I had

stated that and mt nded it to be included, so if any of you ave a good description of it,

and named all four but did not include how much there was f each, let me know, hhow me

your papers, and i that is the case, I'll add two points to t e mark in that paper. Because

it would be a vali interpretation of the question, as I gay it.

Now those four I didn't mark equally, I gave a diffe nt number of pbints to each

of them. If you ha them all right, there was a mark of 9 o the paper, and incidentally,

I noticed that the an who gave me that question I read to ou a little ".th lie ago, did get

8 on it, which is a am the same mark he got on the other per, very good mark. So I

don't think it was nseless, even if I hadn't turned it
back

to him. But the first of these,

I only counted 2
poInts1

the reason being that it was the m t common, everybody ought

to know it, narrati e, so common that I didit think a persor deserved a great deal of

credit for remembe ng. I think everybody did remember. B t this question, narrative,

naturally to explai , narrative means an account of evm ts, but then practically all of

Genesis and the fir t half of Exodus were narrative, and shrter passages (13 1/4)

that was all stated, that was points.

Now the second question was a very important one, and conequently I counted
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poln/ for it, and there was one very excellent paper, in all other regards, which

complete/y omitted the second, and I hated to take three points o4'her excellent

paper,
/or

forgetting genealogy...

P.16 (3/4)

... and that sort of thing, genealogy, enumeration, lists, all that sort of thing. There

is not a, well, if you include the list in Lev. of what you're going to do with the caul of

the animal, what you' e going to do with the kidneys, the liver, al that sort of thing,

it could be quite a it, you might think that was law rather than e umeration, but certainly

there was a good it under this head, quite a w clapters. That was three points. And

then the third qIestion for which I also cou ted three points, isLne which should have been

obvious to everyone because the very na/eJ6f the Pentateuch, /is the Torah, the Law, and

the third wa Law, and at leas t half/e Pentateuch, probaU a good deal can be put under

the categ of Law. You might say his one and the second verlap, because
7u

can have

Law whih flow rather freely, and Xou can have laws which e 1, 2, 3, a, b, /pretty mu*

like eiumerat1on. But this third was Law, aID ut half of the Pentateuch , nd then the last
/

one only g-ve one point for. So if you had the other thre and not tI last, there was

o one point taken off. That was poetry. Poetry doesn't go under/any one of the others.
I




cvte
Bat here were comparatively few chapters of

poetry1,
There a e the blessings of Jacob,

in Gen.49, song of Moses, and-ai--n thQr_ a few/çchapters)Hko th t-a-nd mostly

celebrating some great event,j is not particularly important in relation to the higher

criticism. 1N fact it doesn't fit into the et critical theory at all,,Se 19

portant to rea1iz therei t fit into-the- theory, -but' the reason it does

not enter-into t ntf the- thory;' I only -oourited-one point for that. Now

that is a lot of p Ants, nine, to give for about e last five minutes of C ass, and so I'm

sorry I didn't notice it earlier and give you lo ger, as I intended to do. Now, those were

that
quite important tters, all four were dealt, a 1 five ,v'ere dealt with in t ose two quizzes,

and I will ask alifive of them again some tim again during the next six weeks, because
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have -questfvn-s-ebout-thT~~~'get them--straight., and

eganen4he ec.o4ptit \Jnder capital E,

Early Questions regarding Mosaic Authorship, I mentioned that the early questions
av

did not produce any great results. They did not cause any great stir no great number

of people followed them. Today the Higher Crlticism\which is followed by a great

number of people)incorporates many of those arguments. But those arguments didn't

lead to the Higher Criticism. So in a way you ijight say they're not as important as

cP ______what is coming, but still they are quoted od r&forrodto today,a good bit
*,und

mof

we get into rather close

reasoning.

7 We get into a brief section here in which someone said, how can you have some
/

,hlng as closely reasoned as this, as logical. Well, if you all pay close attention I th1nI

/ we can get it clearly in mind. But I'm going to speak briefly about each of those we've

already spoken of and then go on to the others. They're not nearly as important as the

material yet to come in this course, but I would like you to get a gooc understanding.

The first one was Deut.l.l. The problem in Detit.l.l Is that the Hebrew saysttrë

iese are the words that Moses spoke unto all Israel- v "1

çA
That is the rpbt NQw-t King James Version got around the problem very nicely.

They just translated72).A' as"on this side of the

Jordan," which is not a translation it is a paraphrase. Actually the translation

, might be a little difficult it

Wvt 444t/ tt"
in view of the ways used. It is generally said that

means "beyond Jordan." çn cy "aside Jordan"/would not be too far

from it ir "on the s ore of Jordan," but perhaps it's a lLttle nearer "beyond " 'ecause

from you, the other side.

So the argument thatJ.ee-._that Ibn Ezra perhaps had in mind that Spinoza stressed,

was this: if Moses who never crossed the Jordan, never came into Canaari,,was always
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east of the Jordan, or rather south of Palestin4'\if Moses said, these are the words that

were spoken beyond Jordan
5
w1y-4t shows Moses didn't write it, because Moses never

tic
was in a place from whch he would speak of tfl'a as beyond Jordan." It is as if I were

to speak of the other side of the Mississippi River, when I was in California. t,ow

that just occurred to me as an illustration Now that wouldn't be so impossible)at that.

I was brought up in northern Michigan and I had lived the largest portion of my life,

by far, back here in this area. Now suppose I were to retir e and move to CMifornia.

And suppose that someone were to think it worthwhile to write a story of my life , and

were to come out there to see me in California and discuss matters. Well, it would be

quite natural to say, I was brought up in northern Michigan, I spent most of my life in

Delaware and Pennsylvania, but I spent a few years on the other side of the Mississippi

in California. It would not be at all unnatural to say that, even if I was in California

when It was said'ecause the greater part of my activity would have been on this side,

fe
,
vievptht of the thing as a whole would be the other

side.(/w
that is an argument

which I think can legitimately be given aboti t this. Moses is writing this for Israel to

which God had promised the land of Canaan. The land of Canaan.s mostly west of the

Jordan River. That is where the center of the life of Israel is to be. That is where

D




-21 -
A raham spent most of his life. That is where Jerusalem was to be where David was to

be the great kin the side of the Jordan which is I toward the Mediterranean the western

"3)side
is is princily in your min?As you think of Israel in Palestine So

it is not at all unnatural to speak of the other side of Jordan as where Moses when he wrotE

this, ven if Moses has never been on the western side of the Jordan, he

is writing for Israel, from the viewpoint of Israe God's dealing with Abraham, with Jacob,
r4jVr

Ith Israel afterwards it is not at all unnatural for Moses to day it that way. And then

I mentioned to you that though this is entirely reasonable if we take the word as meaning

"across Jordan", usually used of the other side of the Jordan, yet it is a fact that the word

is sometimes used of either side of the Jordan. Across Jordan is sometimes used of one
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side and sometimes used of the other side,irnd4ght inthis-.th book of Deuteronomy

we find t1t in third cpter Ht the phrase is used of both sides. In Deut.3.8 he

says that he took it that time out of the two kings of the Amorites, that land that was on

this side Jordan--tht is the King James translation,

the 1aTa ih b-JUL dcILL ai a . _ht ]k11 t JfMub 1Pui Well,

now let's suppos that Moses didn't write t
/e

Pentateuch, and suppose t1 t across the

Jordan always means the other side fro here you are, as the critics try and point

out. Well, i it does, whoever wrote Mo s' speech, if they were writing in Palestine,

they were riting what Moses would say ver there, and in his speech over there, to

the peo e, to have him speak of what th y had already conquered as across Jordan

at. t speak of it

as the area across from the main part of the land that God had promised them, on that side

of the Jordan, t(aJ,L2 is entirely natural and in Duut.3.8

in Moses? actual speech he refers to tt as the the

region east of the Jordan, while in the same chapter, in verses 20 to 25, he refers to the

west side as "beyond Jordan." And there the King James translates it "beyond Jordan."

That is when Moses tells the people, you are to go over beyond Jordan and there you are

to fight and theryou who have land on this side.are to come back to your possession,
/

bth First you must go and fight "beyond Jordan." he prays to the Lord, he says,

(let me go over and see the good land that is beyond Jordan,.&rti there he uses it of the

western side Tus the phrase "beyond Jordan" is used of either side. -*rtd

-+s-aft argumentwhich you' often hear, if ke almost any Bible course

L7 toda
)lfl

a university, th± is apt to be given as a conclusive proof, Why Moses

couldn't have written the Pentateuch) because Deuteronomy begins with the phrase, "beyon

Jordan' and Moses couldn't say "beyond Jordan" when h was on that side. But 4.3G

given as--cchr± rgtflfft,bj.a I hope you see/1Lt is not a conclusive argument
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at all. And we can go one step further even if it were so, the fact that the title of the

beginning of the book of Deuteronomy says, these are words Moses spoke to all Israel,

on (11) "across Jordan." That wouldn't prove Moses

didn't write the book because4t oakl be a title :e put at the toy somebody else.,,

later onI don't think it was. I think Moses could have written it. But if you want to

take this verse beginning, as a title given by somebody else, it does not affect the

Mosaic authorship of the book as a whole. Now this one is very important, this Deut.l.l,

that's why I repeat it again, what I gave you befae about it. If you get in a big discussior

of it sometime in the future, A ha a student in your church 'i, has gone to a univer-

2f(. J'
sity, where he is facing this problem, you have to deal with it more fully, get cut your

concordance and look up the phrase..(U-t7'2) -7
17 7 i'm not

going to take time to give you all the cases wh it's used in the Old Testament of this

type and,he other type. You can easily find it in any good Bible concordance. I have

given you two or three good examples, but in a big discussion you could then look up

and find the other statements, because there are quite a number Gases

for cases for thype. ) stu.) Well, on this
p7ticular

point, I don't

/
think ele nt come(n to this particular point. The l9ation might. But I was

/
saying there is, at s far as the locat,ton is concerned, lt.ould be used from the lo

cation where t ey happened to be at the time of writings Or it could be used with thinking

ca on wh - 4e-th h ule




f Israel (12-3/4)

Now that was a. Now b. And by the way some of you I've seated up front and

some of you quite a ways back. It's easier for people up front to ask questions than in

the back, on account of distance, but if there is anything I don't make clear, please

don't hesitate to ask me, no matter whae you are sitting. If there is anything I don't

make clear, please always ask me about it. If you think that there is a very great
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weakness in the argument given at any point, please don't hesitate to raise the point.

P.17. (3/4)

_,&l b I mentioned Gen.12.6 L2,4 kbra}n passed through the land

].ace of Sichem unto the plain
unto the ?1at-ehcliuzit of Moreh, and the Canaanite was then in the

land. I ffbutP44a4 aptttte: he

land, The critics say that when Moses did any writing,

the Canaanite was then in the land, so why would he say at this time that the

Canaanites were in the land. They say this must have been written after the conquest,

after the Canaanite had been completely removed from the land. \' Else why would you

say ththe Canaanite was then in the land? But it never strikes me as a very strong

argument

is bringing

2Ip4 _ lid
out,.1t whebraham c&med said Come to a land I'll show you, I'm going to give

I

to 'ou and your posterity,-- y get there .a1 the Canaanite,iin thO-land and Abram

s




o1e time there. So it's a good thing

to remind people of, even if they alady know it, that the Canaanite was in the land,

at the time of Abraham. Even if he is still in the land when it's written, uflteeaffy

?ersonally I don't see any force to this argument, but it is one that : Ibn Ezra uses,

and one that you will find frequently referred to, so it is -t- t1-i--very important

that you be familiar wlth4' '

Now c,1qa Gen. 14.l . Abraham pursued the kings from Mesopotamia

as far as Dan.4- 15 says he divided himself against them and smote them

and pursued them to Hobah which is on the left hand of Damascus. Now everybody knows

that Palestine is pkk spoken of as From Dan to Beersheba. Dan is the eireme northern

end, Beersheba is the extreme southern end. So if Abraham who is encamped with his

flock and herds in the southern part of Palestine -tfAliiciham is said to have pursued as
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far as Dan it shows he went clear up to the northern end of Palestine. It is a very

natural way to tell how far he pursued? Doesn't say anythLng much about the city or

anything, 4 is nct the city,,e
is interested in, it is the general area, as he puraued

1 /7
in order to rescue Lot. So there it be no problem with

this verses
if it were not for the fact that in judges 18.29, we have an account of a

migration of the tribe of Dan)( from the southern part of Palestine to the northern parL

52They founin the
sout1:9\t1ey

couldn't fonquer the Canaanite5ieie.., so after they left the

Canaanites were still in the11 land down there, but they wenrto the north thereth
()

3settleay up th and we read in Judgesl9.29 they built a city and dwelt therein

name f
and called the name of the city after the name of Dan their father, howbbit the c-t

the city was Laish at the first, -do it is usually considered that this verse says, that

this place up there wasn't called Dan<'until the time of the judges, but was called Laish.

And here it says that Abraham pursued as far as Dan. Well now does that prove then that

Moses couldn't have'1t. ~n answer to that I pointed out that the name Dan

means a place of judgment and consequently eventhough they named the city after their

tribe Dan, there's no reasom why there could hot have been other places named Dan,

there
so there might be another place in mind. But that if 4t was not, if it is this place which

d idn't get the name Dan until two or three hundred years after Moses' time, that it could

easily be that a copy of this book, coming with the Laish, which if he said he pursued their,

as far as Laish, and the Laish was forgotten in their day, and he is not talking about the

city anyway, he is talking about the area, how far they went, he would substitute the word

Dan which would be understandable to everybody. If so, that would be a change made at

a later time, to keep exactly the same idea, but to na ke it easier to understand. It would

not change the fact in the slightest, so that there would be no problem of inspiration, no

change of fact, but simply a change inthe way it is said to make it clear. Lile if you

would sy that Columbus did not sail to the region of New York but only down further
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southwhen he camethtw. There was no New York in the time of Columbus, and

when the Dutch settled it they called it New Amsterdam. It wasi'4rafter l66jhey
AAA

called it New York, but we toda ,seakIng of the place Ight use the term New York"

for the area, so this is a case where I don't think itnecessary to believe that Moses

didn't write it, but where it is not impossible tiat the word was changed at a later time.

Just the use of this word doesn't prove the whole thing was not written till after that

time. We.LLthait
.tc411

t-Gen. 22.l4, .ad there w re-ad-no4çhis one I dodt

seem to Ive gotten the idea as clearly to you, and perhpps it is understandable why,

because the verJhs it stands not easy to understann the English translation

The English -translation oLJ.X.J.n4e. King James Version 49-. "and Abraham called the name

of that place, Jehovah Jireh, as it is said to this day, in the mount of the Lordit shall

be seen. Now anybody who didn't know any Hebrew would naturally say, what on earth

is that '6u1l -4t-jel &'-tireh, as it is said to this day, In the mount of the Lord

}thltbe-seerr; o all of you here, knowing Hebrew as you do, immediately

(r142t
recognize that when it says Jehovah-i Ireh, that means the Lord sees, -nr1 LQrcL.e., '

as it is said to this day, In the mount of the Lord it shall be seen. And-tM-e-4s the account

i
of.we Abraham took his son Isaac to make a sacrifice to the Lord, but God gave him

a sacrifice instead of Isaac, and saIdI see,you didn't even withhold from me your be

loved sonIsaacAI see you really love me, Ud.; was a test of Abraham

than that, it was a symbol, a prediction of the way in which the Son of God would be

actually offered/not merely partly offered, and then offer a ram
inste4

but God's

Son actually would be offered for the sin of the world. It is a wonderful type of God's

sacrificing His own belo,4j-ed,'otten Son, that we might be saved through Him.

Well, now the problem here is, he says, as it is said, in the mount of the

Lord, it shall be seen. Well what does that mean? As it is said in the mount of the

Lord it shall be seen? It isn't clear what it means. But the best sense that can be

derived from it is, that Moses is saying, that this place in the mountains of Moriah,
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where Abraham sacrificed Isaac, is a place which retained the names The Lord see to lt

The Lord Provides, that that name remains on the place, and the objection to it is, that

it was on Mt. Moriah where the Temple was built in the time of David, and so they say,

when it calls it the mount of the Lord, it must be referring to the place where the temple

is, and it wasn't there till David's time, so how could Moses have known this? Now,

it doesn't seem to me that that is a very strong argument.
:

many places in Palestine which were named after what Abraham

'-K
did there,, 'arid this was one of the most important events in Abraham's life *As offer-

'5
ing ef-Isaac, nd Go4/proyidjng a ram in the thicket in-h± plac caham-w-uld

p~h namemMe *c?e n"do,- I d the place where Abraham offered

Ja i1
Isaac, that is ca ed, in the zñount of the LotU it will be sen. ThatJ.s the place

4C s id
where Gocbvided it~ even if there was no temple there,

for another four hundred years. It doesn't em to me that it is much of an argument.

claiey couldn't havthat name there until the temple was

builyther
but God knew where the temple was going to be built when He told Abraham

0
to go and offer Iaaac in a place I will show you, in the mount of Morlah. God knew

tCtJA
the temple would be built there later. Awe don't know, 44!s the exact spot of the

this wasn't the spot of the temp wasewhere in that

area. J", instead of being the spot of the temp1e1was the spot of Calvary.

Z4W"-A"'O'~%he very spot where Jesus was Crucified,We don't

general area. But nobody says this wasn't written until after Jesus was crucified.

Nobody advances that argument. There is no reason why it couldn't be a name given

to the place in the time of Abraham. +-think 1 r h

.n it if I d1dt.hy..(J,O.4) trW--n2.i4,

qu o-i irnint, please it because theyh,e hot

all thoroughly understpd that.

Then, next is Gen.363l. whole chapter is the story of the
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descendants of Esau -T-ffst--of--Et1.escendarrts, fol1owrlght after the

with LC/)' ___________account of Jacob and Esau' s relation tre: other, and wiere the two'bf hem-get-i together

, bury Isaac. rrI--.th.n3t -te& e'¬au$ endnts-an1t lists his' leading

descendants, and it Lit.s the kings of Edom -arid in v.31 It says and these are the

kings whojelgned In he land of Edom, before there reigned any king oveç the children of

)
Israel. say Moses could not have written that 4ew4eT1 Moses-was

4i-e
,them there war1Gçany king of Israel, so how 4ould yi say, these are the kings of Edom

before there was any king of Israel? Why thee...wacn't ' ycit £r a long timaftrwai

They say this cou1dbe written till the/actuallyldhatr à king of Israel, ar th -kiags

rry-kTi tfl T'sreL%

Well, suppose ico they wer to have kina,nd thefre 11 to

fly S in Mexico, and-yeti would say
,,t_7r

hese are the kings that reigned in Mexico
1

? "IQ%1 I
before there was any king in the Und State'ou would sawhat a silly statementthere

LD
isn't any king in the United States. So the critics sa)rt"must e tIt ~~~itten

after there were kings in Israel,, fhat is their arguments and t you will

often hear. Well, now, suppose the argument is true. What mean?

prove that chapter "inserted late account or

itJniht
simply

prove this one verse winserted
- -

--ee-Ye'se-wd=put

is true A there is nothing uninspired about it
,nspiration

means kept from error,

and it is tnXere were these kings ?ore there was any king Israel. So it would not

-±-\t u(6 aL'
be an incorrect or false versewl&zb.a,çmuch Inspired as anything elset

uppoomebody put in this verse lat'is rmarkable' they had all these kings

before there was any king in Israel,,,e-Ptt$3 ID prove that Moses didn't

't'Cv
write Genesis or the Pentateuch.j But I do think youhave to admit an tI t the verse

'
might have been written later. It is not quitei thesit e4at it wo Id be to sa

these were the kings '.o- Mexico before there1 was any king in the United States. 4.tA1s
not

\d
___________tlt situatIon)ecau-oe the chapVer, before

19
4 the ,er shipt'r be ft nd I
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-4 Eapte-beftr--Moses ...

.e*d among-4ho&o promises he-sa4d- nati d rmpatiygf ntio -H--bt of-thee, /

and -seed shall- come of thy 1oi. mies-gn 'r'rfhapter 3 hat there -ar /

gigto be kings the descendants of Jacob kings--ar ngg to be descended from

- r ç

Jacob. ThenX(chapter,. 36>e'~f tells about Jacob's brother E-a-au aftd-he tel ow EsauOC

ob's, descendants were stI1l--4my slaves in Egypt iUQ1lL tike

t Ith heyLve been promised they
rt

-e. going to have kings. ai4/ow the' coming out of Egypt, and Moses w;:4

-----M descrie descendant I4'ia uup l jj'
J7

A4




77
*Wilderness 40 yearje had had plenty of chance to learn all about thi on the

border of Edorn Moses could easily say, these were the kings of Edom, before there

was any king from Israel? It would be a very natural thing to say, because God had

J 1cobn the 5 )7L
said there are to be kin e-e very chapter before this, the-

r )




Now that I think,is quite important

L1( xQtnL ILQL2 wak a the

9 7r'L higher criticism bec.s..-that-al builds one thing upon another, -ar4TIX

ht in a form that has spread over the world,

has taktp-thos ents and uscd -thsm but thcJ ignlad_inthy44].._

ou should understand these argument
s/

and be able to discuss

CL
them if they't brought u&o you, as they will beqf you have any dealings with students

/ I I
in liberal seminaries, or if you become pastors of churches injvhich you have studak' who

fr
/

go to
universitiesK

and take any courses in BibM e--in4ve,r if you are in

missionary work and your people begin reading books about the Bible and-they pick up




/
some of these critical books and they come to you with their problems, you going toj6

some of these ppo answer,, So it is very vital to have -i understandingj4'W-( 1( -
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'vbr g -l. 7k C)l4 T
Now that wao-e an argument of very different type an argument which

~ Z.- -

~C_ f~

was not raised by Ibn Ezra, but one which we find used quite a bit today
-tt~~~a

there are quite a few people today who say Moses never could have written Num 12 3

W hxu i__
P1Rd yo read N.eTbrf Iow the man Moses was very meek, above all the

_1~1 ~an~

men which were upon the face of the earth.4" hat le w1atJt 1oe-o heca., I hav

J Ct1Ub1
a book here, "A Short IntrcV to the Pentateuch," by Prof'ge of the Free University

of Amsterda Aa very godly man, a very great defender.of the faith but th1 matter if
F ..1(tf(-1

4yL. - 7V4l /Mt In
the-Me4e-fPf!T\ I think he has gone astray id hI-1i&I-on t hbenies the

( higher criticism/( tries to answer it right down the line, but then
,some

of these verses,

have been written bçMoses, .aZt he 3aysje thinks that Moses'

) icv ) r-a
Ta') 1awwerpresere&nd-4ffferthit th1ngs1 but that somebody in the time of Dav19 put it

9"n-I 21~"J
all togetheç& . WJI I donthInk his arguments are valid.

This particular argument seems to impress him very specla11,ee-.,

fr)lt
3says, it two pas sages,I%Xdes is described , In a way that implies another

wrIterAMore_

over the man Moses was very great in the land of Egypt, in the sight of Pharaoh's servants,

>) 9- q41(J
and in the sight of the people, Ex. 11.23 nd the- &4-t--ree-yeu, Num. 12.Now the

((
man Moses was very meek, above all the men which were on the face of the earth. Prof.

aays these words cannot be ascribed to Moses without accusing him of matchless

pride and self-conceit, Ls witaL lt -Now I do not think that he is right

at all. I took so much time in discussing your last paper, which.1 would've taken last

F áy but I didn't have- it ready for you, to get it to eil by Friday, I thj.nk maybe we

point---
- better pos9orIë the quiø till tomorrow, ajid continue on this -ig1-now, for today. So,

i re is no objection, e will do that.

says; ese cannot be ascribed to Moses without accusing him of

maximum pride and self-conceit. -?e'-sonly I don't think that is so. I think one of the

remkable things about the Bible is that the Bible states matters as they are it does not

-,h$'i- .A .fi
twist things around to make them different than they are, the way that w eiiid today.
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For instance, the Bible tells us that David was a man close to God's own heart, the

Bible speaks very highly of David, yet the Bible tells us in the plainest language how
-i" 1'ct

David was guilty of adultery and murder. The Bible gives the ad and the good about

$11 '-
a character.




JUIL Moses is QIto have become angry at this Egyptian

I murdered s-nd to have fled from the country, that he held back and refused to serve
A-

the Lord, Vsend anybody you want, but don't send me, so God practically forced him
Al,!,-. /

to go back and bring the peoples hat Moses lost his tan per and said to the people,' you
A ~ 14

rebels, shall we get water out of the rock
foØ-ou,

and that God condemned him for it, and

told him he wouldn't go inthe promised land. We find Moses' faults brought out in the

T1'i) -J C'.Y
clearest fashion. Now if his faults are brought out in why should

not his virtues also be brought out clearly and plainly? That is to $ay, we feel that we

should not say anything that sounds good about ourselves, abeut our good qualities,

we 0 re
people will think we" conceited, we hope somebody else will say them, when we don't

say them ourselves, and then we try to cover up the worst features abou. seites, But

the Bible
speaks plainly and directly and gives both sides.




6e tv- se two verse do

z
(9inot thi Wow self-conceit at all. aThe-o" that e wiotes in Ex. 11'.

3,says,

that Moses was very great in the land of Egypt In the sight of Pharaoh's servants, and

in the sight of the peoples this lsnt saying Moses is a wonderful man; this is saying- A

Moses is a man of great standing, he was great in the eyes of Pharaoh and in the eyes

of his servants. You can't understand account in Exodus without understanding this*

a A
here is Pharao1, the greatest monarch of the

daJ1
Moses comes right into his cour

a rid rebukes him) tells him God says lie is going to punish him' tells hi odoa1l

'
on 1ito let the people go htp atedl Ytry to do that to resident P

KeMody,, and see how far you get. You may get into the front room of the White House

but you won't get y further than that, and after you go four or five times, theyJ. lock

you up. You have to have an appointment in advance, and he has to have a definite

see you. Pharaoh was the same way, only more so.
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?,After the miracles he did, Mocs after the way that he authenticated himself,

('hwas recognized there and was able to right in. Pharaoh was afraid of him' he
/

said let him come in', IU4 hear what he has to says e was very great in the eyes of

Pharoo17 of his servait 'iave to know this fact to understand how these things

could happen as they are. Xt--there is no self-conceit in it. fl the same is true

of the statement in Numbers.
elfLyou.

read the/passage I think you* see how it is.-

And if you take the statement
VTN

what it means, it's not giving an overall judgment of

Moses but is a statement of his conduct in this particular situationb ht ill take

hr-ni1t] minutG OCV f-&Ld v ±v rkyb-3& tt;"±thik I'll

ytt4llof.,Then w& 11he qffionffoW

1/4)... these verses which certain mesuggested to show that Moses was not the

authcr of the Pentateuch, tat it must have been written later. .These have been

taken up by the higher criticism, but they did not lead to the higher criticism. It is a

separate development altogether thi 11&eul nave lead t ust at te

end of the hour 'we mentioned Numb.12.3, and I read *vu how Prof.4fc?ffd

Ex. 11. 3 which said that Moses was very great in the eyes of Pharaoh, and I discussed

in general the




441irr that the Bible speaks more;?4'ents evil than otherkok, Tit

does not paintperfect it shcyven the best of its characters,

stakes1ç eor'why should it not also yá ˆstatexet the good

things about them. - ±i4d-.t-e,-i-±nt r1ntrr!.xudu Ilicil v

," was not one of they earlier verses given

I pointed out how the context required it, and the

same is true in Num.l2.3 this 4s one wM-w has been pointed to for a

long time, but I don't think-that it is valid at all.

And Miriam and Aaron spake against Moses because of

the EthipIan woman whom he had married, for he had married an Ethiopian woman. And

they said, has the Lo indeed spoken only by Moses? ~as he not spoken lso by us?/
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And the Lord heard it. Y. 3, Now the man Moses was very meek, above all the men

which were upon the face of the earth/ V.4, "And the Lord spake suddenly unto Moses,

a nd unto Aarom, and unto Miriam, Come out ye three unto the tabernacle of the congrega

tion. And three came out." "M& thaLL-I1 rmir that the Lord

spoke to them and the Lord ctttlclzed then their criticism of Moses, and the Lord

struck Mithin with leprosy1Jou romember Moses did not lift a hand in the situation.

Now Moses was not a gentle fellow he was not an easygoing fellow.

,!('fI \! Jt)
Ihen hebecme angry at-the Egyptian who was persecuting the Israeli -rd killed him

1ater on, you remelmberK how he stood and said,"you rebels, -hall we bring/ '
r 7

water out of the rock for you? And God greatly punished him ft. ,,4nost
17

m en get angry and upset about things, and arousBd about the progress of their work,
174

19 c7
as Moses did there, if someone were actually.te-e crItici.ng-te.r family, speaking

Aid
about the{r wife the way these people wa speaking about Moses' wife.(criticizing him

for having marrie Ethiopian woman a thing which after Al was between him and his

wife and the Lord--if they had been doir!sE Qnould have gotten
A

aroused and angry, but Moses got aroused when he thought his people were being wrongly
k1

treated
y [his naxi3 he got aroused when God's

honour,4e thoughtwas being injured.

But here was a situation where his family and his personal s.tution ithi proil honoi,__.

was being criticized and attacked in a way thatinost men wouldbecome_extremely angry

and upset, &froses did nothing, and the Lord called them ou'an

tt$I(UtJJ4t ''7Tci,
I can well imagine Moses, a few years later, as he was putting the finishing touches on

"I
'

this book, looking back and saying, my, my, people wn't believe that They just won't
S

believe that when they think of the errJ losing my temper a4 not getting a

I
chance to go into Canaan and the way I killed the Egyptian, hey won't believe

that I would e that. Well, he says, Now the man Moses was very meek, above all the

people on the face of the earth. He doesn't mean that was his character' but he means

M4=
~J

that on this occasion,-' thI3 when he was so wrapped up with the cause of the
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(
Lord and the work of the Lord, he showed this tremendous wa.ness in relation to his

own personal situation, his own personal choice, his own personal honor, and his persona:

relation to his wife, tne Lord said Miriam's going to make 8uch a fuss because of

L, I,
the dark skin of Moses' wife, if she thin that whitaaess is so important, we1 give

her real whiteness r

P




"




-7 a7t~




rse is necessary for

the understanding of the situation wouldn't fiPherwistwe would expect in

r

general, or what we woul expect of Moses. Nw,,9ou just grab the verse out of context,

I and think that he was saying, I , !tses, am the most gentle, meek fellow that ever
-'11 1 1'4-

lived, hc frangto gy doesn't fit with the other things

out
we foundbout him. But in relation to his own personal honor, on this particular

occasion, he showed a meekness which hardly anybody on earth would be expected to

show. 4t-explain' the situation. 4l VSL _-ZOU sposih1"-

(on
/,tv'ery one

of these we have looked at 4(t is possible that somebody put it in later on, as an explan-

ca
ation, which was a true explanationr/t was not false it was inspired of God

,)prts

,kept Yom error it was entirely trues,, hut g_n xp1an'itinn which hid rirt h.n (1 3/4)

would not interfere with the Mosaic author

ship as a whole, But I have not seen a single case where I think it is necessary to believ

Iit was put in later The one where I come nearest to thinking that-t might most

likely be later is aRWeL $êcause we have a definite record of4haAname being given to
Th\

a town on the extreme north much 1ter. There it seems to me-P-47-/4

that that name 4a




4' 1
dhanged, ,after all, we are not told what happened there, but just

(/t 7 t1 Li&
how far north he went1 that name was

changed-1çto
the name that would be

most understandable to the people of the time. I don't say that necessary, but I think
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that s perhaps almost probable. But in any of them I thin It is possible)" they do not

affect the integrity of the narrative. You C traiiht Monc7

If not -themo




wxot £ Well that then Ic f Now

G- Numb.21.14. here is one of the earlyaaihat was raised; I think even

Ibn Ezra referred to this "Wherefore it is said in the &ok of the Wars of the Lord,,,VKat

he did in the Red sea, and in the brooks of Arnon.' Here he Feec-_.tc tells of an eventk

aenterf
Pales in and then he says, erefore it is said in the

'ook of the"Vlars of the Lord, what he did in the Red sea, and in the brooks of Arnon.1t

Well, they , how could Moses have written this, there wouldn't be any>18fs to

refer to then, this must be written at a later time, referringi to a book that was used as a

source. But this doesn't say that this is taken from that, it refers to another account,
A

and with these tremendous events of coming out of Egypt and coming into the promised

land, - with - people who had lived in where writing was common-where it

was customar to make monuments for any great event that occurred, it would not be at

all strange 441a, other accounts were made and ._" distributedwere not inspired

of God1t ey wae accounts by people who told what they had seen.wo elebrated the

Wars of the Lord, celbbrated the victories and so on, and Moses makes a reference to
.f)

one such book. It does not mean,AtMt book is inspired. By inspired we mean kept free

from error the book would probably be mainly true because it was what somebody had

observed, but it would not be kept from error, as Moses' writings were. It would be a

us gbook which people were and Moses makes a reference to it. It does not seem to

me that it proves that this was written later. But there again as Mr. Crcory ju,1puIrzttC

If at a later tim% somebody wrote in the margin at this point, w?4at'what you

find mentioned in this other book--The book of the wars of the ward of the LordA this book

that is widely distributed in Israel If somebody wrote that in/he margin and it got copied
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into the text, it would not interfere with the integrity of the it would be perctly

tru there would be such a book which had this statemen if there wasn't it never would

(it t
haw been said. It wouldn't be%' contrary to fact at all, nobody would write such a

thing in the margin if there wasn't such a book in existence. It would be a perfectly

true statement in such a case, but it wouldn't interfere with the Mosaic authorship of

the book as a whole. I personally see no reason why Moses might not have written it.

But again if it was a later insertion, it does not affect the Mosaic authorship

Qt h
stu: The point that I have in mind is regarding the inerrancy of the Scriptures,

- -i
(j. G

when we start thinking of these interpolations. how can we then cmproMso this

idea of the interpolations with the idea of the inerrancy of the Scriptures?*

cases we have looked at so farI personally do not see that in any one of them it is

necessary to believe that Moses did not write it. But supposWddid 1uppo that they

were written later, ~q~ any one of them w -introduce rror into the Scriptures?

Is there any one of them which contains a statement which is not true? The Scriptures

are just as inerrant with these statements in as they could possibly be with them out.

They do not introduce any error. If they were p1 in at
early

by some later writer,

the Lord kept that writer from error in putting it in. There is nothing in

~Til
that contradicts anything else inhe Bible Qny one of these particular J-efhk-u~ or

~A~_
~ , Lv~,

V

that adds to or that contradicts our general knowledge of any sort. M-1---M&Keen2.

(-3t) Well, we'll have to ask him, some time, but at present all we can do is to

I




make our guess from the sound7of the words, and I would say from the sound of the

words, that I don't think that those words fit with the idea, that Moses wrote a few laws,

d aW was added to it later, and then a whole book of which Moses

might have written one-tenth was called the writing of Moses--I don't think Jesus' words

fit with that at all. I personally think it extremely likely that the whole Pentateuch, as

Lwe

have it, vs written by Moses, but if somebody else wants to say that ji Jesu//

refers to what Moses wrote, /çan mean tia t Moses wrote the bulk of
ix

Say, Moses
1\ ' 6 7
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wrote nine-tenths of it--these are things that Moses wrote, it is substantially Moses'

wrltin ,ut that under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, God allowed certain things

to be inserted or added later, I have no quarrel with such a person. I say I do not

see that it is necessary , from the words of Christ, to think that every word of the

Pentateuch is wrten by Moses in the first place. I do not think that is necessary,

though I personally see no difficulty in thinking that,is probably the case, t-to

Whteh of th- -rtr tieus remark -r ziyt.iIjt

~a 4hen interpretim- rd, we read the (ord

Ala
and use our own judgment as interpreters

)
But I don1/4t ic,we can reasonably use our

judgment to say that in spite of His word, very little of the Pentateuch is by Moses./

I think that it is possible.Mc1fp'tti r ?t-wod-that all is by Moses, but f-th+rrk

is a required interpretation that most of it is.

AOryocIt is altogether possible that Moses a consider-

amountamount of




wrote the account of most of the events

;QLCOWrlife and that Moses eeeed what portions dircdQut of-k to include in Genes4,

__-.-.tht-1e might. h ye had something that Isaac had written, or something that Eliezer
7F

-
of Damascus ha d written "Memoirs of some-94' experiences while Steward of Abraham, some

'r for
thing like that4t' not at all impossible/

T myJiaii had sources -fwnt Genesis.

1O-t// C
when we get hefe to Numbers, Moses was there, Moses himselM-was the

important character, d throfore could he-ve ask9c lt did -

___
A1414

7,4jmember Just how something happened) wherie ws in one part of the (JOY r -'

(fl




Ale. t,
~'L-4theotherm-tJtTharnp"methnco?i1deaskedsomebody

(
t4r1'at he wdtUd" used written sources for thtwhere he was present, I just dont

\ j'1V'-.. (51 ,
think t al f re to write a history o Napoleonic wars, you would

,be4tes-terd i frterctp1 what
u,y

I used.wat

first-hand accounts I read by people who were
therey4BIf

I were to rite a history of

Fait Seminary, you would know that'1iIne-tenths of what was in I had personally/\
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-ya and you would know thatbeen unclear in my recollection of a

-P i/f (è4t -&4. :'
few thindasked some




the._pe-ep1-e a few questions as to how they remembered4t/

and checkedi Abyyq~r4ollectioni at I would look up any written account -e'

7




in order to get material for mugha book.

would be extremely unlikely
-41

/
-6e4 ourCés-by-M.Q in,çnesis,44j

_
books the

ucj

after Exodus 2,W1iiere is no reason,ør-Itcrus wrote tHe Pentateuch.

) .
h.jreference here is where I got this -fro. then it is indeed an argu-

ment against the Mosaic authorship. But if it is simply as it souØnds.Thp1y well you
/

will find another account of this over there all he says.," cwherefore it is said in

the book of the wars of the Lord, what he did in the Red sea, and in thee4cs of Arnon,

and at the stream of the oks that go down to the dwelling of Ar, and lies on the border

of Moab , it sounds like a reference to a book ofjpoetry, celebrating

*the victory, rather than book of facts from which any knowledge of it would've been

gained by Moses. M-wa-g-j Numb. 21.-14.

-3* Deut.2!,12j' Ie have been
,

these,in straight Biblical order, except.8-'i

Deut.1. 1, 3.eAWe aead 1&t as'a. "h then t /2'b7','/Z
find a statement

cu

that the lso dwelt in Seir beforetime, but the children of Esau succeeded them,

--ˆrt
when they hid destroyed them from before them, and dwelt in their stead, as Israel did untc

wh ic.1 -,
ftTAQ-. 4/4/J

the land of his possession,viiich the Lord gave unto them.

tlJ
Nowthewordere of which considerablea-made by certain writers 300 years

F'

ago4.'os., "as Israel did unto the land of his possession, which the Lord gave unto them."

They this
ttp~4te iTready conquered Canaan when this was writte.

nis referring to how the Edomites took the land of Edom) -ho--oo like Israel did..._-

'e-wthis is an account of the Israelite coming to Edom on their way to Canaan, and

it seems like a rather silly thing for somebody later to say, that when the Israelites are

coming to Canaan and yet taken their 1and)w.y, that the Edomites had taken the
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domites had taken thatland of Seir, as we know they had, 300 years before this, tA'e

s Israei' the land of his possession. It-Q----mn If Moses did write

to s __ay it,
W C,Y11- '4it ii it was written by somebody 500 years 1ateta quee __

is n t something which sounds as if it were written at a later

time t rather than thpLtimE butJLjjoui' like a case where the Hebrew perfect has

44' dei/a different sense than our English past




happer),in the..p.&agos-.---Ood




'ONa, sLV
esablishedA they are c1ea, lkoy are mentioned in them

Prophets in the perfect,, CdU it is God's definite promise, it is just as certain as if

it had already happened. Newe don\use the past tense in English in that sense, but

the Hebrew perfect is used that way repeatedly in the Prophets, -,o-it would 300W to

-mo-that'.a better English translation would be as Israel was to do to the land of his
m'1-

possession'Y Th_i hT 1t áiLntt Pi1 s-éo It wasn"t yet done,

but it was already establishd in the mind of Go4 jt seems to me t interpreta-

t ion
QJ44i

ecessaryf is was written later on, as it would be if it was written by

Moses. In either case, you wouldn\ say that the Edomites had done it as Israel had done

it when Israel hadn"t yet done it no matter when you"e telling it. So it does not seem

to me to be much of an argument against Mosaic authorship. It is simply a place where

It is difficult to qe the exact sense of the Hebrew perfect into our
English1

44e tenses

Hebrew, of which a great. 'this not one of th"
tare so fferent from .5ha T

- -.i-,-,




4-1
deal is made, but s one which)at first

sIghs
rather difficult just what to dow.tii

this is cnetthat Ibn Ezra gave in his list,sma Deut. 3.11. -9y;

l. Ibn Ezra said, if you can understand these verses th




e,ç
YOU

can see the solution of certain things. -4i t?tr, We di. tell us what4t meant
1

but he lumped them together in such a way)( that




t writers say', this is what

he meant. XyZat the verse says is:
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"For only Og king of Bashan remained of the remnant of giants; behold, his bedstead

was a bedstead of iron; is it not in Rabbath of the children of Ammon? iine cubits was

the length thereof, and four cubits the breadth of it, after the cubit of a man.

ˆz-




-ewflQ4 had an iin bedstea hQ.y-.y how could Moses write a thing like
1

c,'-
that, sounds as 1t s preserved hundreds of years later in museums o-d-So blow

13u.1'
it 'øe be written by Moses who was there when it hapened Moses is not here

telling us about the conquest of Og king of Bashan T1 told in Numbers. --an he

__ j4,l
i s not telling it as part of his history, -hare giving us his arewell address. A1à

,.. his farewell address to the people, a very few months after'happe*ed he is re
ie i5

mlncthg them of these -thing-s-, an4 rcminthng thcof the way God has been with them.

tf,;VU)
He says God enabled you to conquer eg king of Bashan, and he says Og king of Bashan

had an iron bestead, big as this, wj 1e sayhert is,Ight in Rabbath Ammo,

fl/ow
which was one of the towns in Transjordan that the Israelite- s had taken over. T it

is the capital of the kingdom of Jordan.1!4 ]5Qday. In that town,

evidently , where Og had been king a few months before, they had destroyed most of the

things of
the king of

Edom1but they had preserved this iron beds t4ad-for tWo reasons. First, becau

it showed the tremendous size of the man, 1ower of these people whom God

had enabled them to oercom , and second, because it was made of iron which at that

timewas a very rare metal. - '1ti2- gins to come 1nj use in Palestine at about

this time, and the iron age was not 11 r full swing till two or three hundred years.&ftcr

--w" the king of this land able to import so e hi g of

this metal whic?rat that time,was very rareX And MosesLi-s that it something that

tL.
wdl impress the Israelites with the way God had blessed them and led them, and w411




I
enthuse them for going on to conquer Canaan,.th-Gthe1-s-ie of the Jordan ave he ref

4"
to this .t1i-g which they have kept. Newlo say that this Og had an iron be.stead, Behold,

"
It' still there to this daythat that would have to occurjears

:'a-tnó'

reason in the
f1/4 /

world why he could not have said i,t a few months hsuW Wife
..M.'/'/)'
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Ai/rc4 44
our graduating class gave us a very nice tape recorder to the students

'nsathe next fall St year's class gave\ their graduation gift
3 OF

a very fine tape
recoe2çe

it is, look at it. ldayta




Thut4.aM It

-r Itrt require years tçmake a statemeht like IMI 1T ifew

thonth§ would be a-i ough




e tone of-this,is the tone of looking1

back, way back Og king of Bashan, only' he remained of the remnant of giants, behold,

his bedstead was a bedstead of iron, is it not in RabIth of the childrej of Ammon~ They

sal1y would anybody say that only a few months after it happened? They say that,10




I

sounds as if it were referring way bac% George Washington slept. Well,

somebody might sae is where John Kennedy stayed when he was on his campaigç.,
tLL(.

of the country Th4 hYrislQp his campaignY could still

that no president ever visited before, or probably ever will again. You canhat

after a few months: it doe si have to be years and years ago, y cin mako Itqud

t1hIc,JweTr _Deut . 1t is one of

right at the




next one in the same chapter4it c Jair the son of Manasseh
y

took all the country of Argob unto the coasts of Geshuri and Maachathi, called them after I

hi o name, Bashn-havoth-jaIr, unto this day. They




,gay t Q11i1thi

unto this day
)"

Weil'tmust be centuries later. How could Moses say nto

this da when this




tAon y few months before? How could he say unto this

dayV if he is writing ts or stating it when it occurred only a few months before? Well,

"Fqent into Germany rightwhy shouldn't heV Why shouldn't I , as sO'mebody

haTgLshortly afterthe allied troops




cross tht-4.bricig ye-re6mkec----4ht

Vt t)bdg that was left and they got across .pquickly on it, and then shortly after,e

1' -
thing collapsed 4')hy shouldn't somebody say, why there was this tremendous idjt

push across and they got across here into Germany, et=he='ø (record unclear 8 1/4)
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7tL 4?'




till see the_posts of th b he we

) .t-




h ay ew mo SgOer, "unto this day,'_\4~~
*Vo V,

imply a few centuries? That is 4Ae argument when he 'says "unto this day," it

a4J1 44 4A4diC('71 "' 1,1

must mean centue later. Just a fow dayc lator0-(,8 1/2

riair conquered 14t` ild 11

called by his name ?H.e-ga-ve his AL-m-6 it1 n eall&I IJy ULJU ILa-1.

mI4The




s t at youAWi




a phras like tbW , "unto this day," iJtI'rr

______ 84
,4l-vary from place to jlac, apA yu fi,t people in one section of country who

{'c v
wouldi4 use a phrase like that n anything unless ihappened centuries , u

e a few miles aw'y rr fihd people usØing,a term 4k.o-that for something thahappened

a4ift; Tb e
____o year . You cˆ1$ te s rules as to how people -go4"j--o use terms like this.

(if e.-. s ;IS phr-D'ses vanes ___________
LaMefrom group o groupJ 'uilc this di-y-iew

- - - iL
,




_jCZthat aea zde thczig..J

t4rwa.y fr-Mr---M
err? (9 k No, the s-tha isJs evidently

I I I
s1nat14Rg thai i4pcns ior4g lgo er 44-ei -"unto-t1+ "--

__Well, tD-t 3 re is o e-¬ .k men -c-you

f3L:I_jJrpoJ1j
Pti®r4 D' Ihis- nntherts referred to by I

-t'he 11)/c [ 4-i; -e vt
cu ays 'iho understands the mystery of the l' knows for sure what

that means. Spinoza' s guess' that.Ameant the N. verses of Deut. 3

tell how Moses left the people, went up-min o..
-

Mount Nebo, looked over into the land, 'A-Ad died there,.,and the Lord buried 'him

Moses was 120 years old hen he didd and his eye was not dim,'Ø his natural force

))i , t actM

/)




abbted. r1hee9rse re t4 obituary1 QL4aa._.J.t_is usually held that

some LUved

J7 "
t1o

101~1 j I

ses wrote the rest of the
Pentateucp-±ells

liuvv he lefthg-e1e

-cgi---up-b-rEoi1, LLUiioa kLL-Jvv 1LL h L! L
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.
iyi/ff( omhMy 1 wet From very eariL there have been people who thought

th hi -rr)P&iPS /
.

that Joshua wrote ~t a~~ter =P. ~4 FT H, he did,4,t~4 IA




don't know.

e4.acw Mo went up into the mountain;-how he stood there, what the Lord showed

I LI
m +-e-trrdsaid to hin, n1ow dibuld Joshua know

at3,ç7hey saj. Me

cou1dn tell in advance what was going to happen J1 e_cJ.d't AnitE could

Joshua '-e11 what happened. Moses told Joshua what to write and Johsua
thc

wrote it after Moses he didn't, -Maybe God led Moses to write in

d D ,'it
advancekwhat was going to happen. I2do.know. It does 'affectJthe authorship of the

book. I don.ee any more iiwof that Joshua wrote it than that Moses wrote it, or that

FM1Q ,q /2 te,- fiitd
body,.4a.e wrote it

4TEl
Trueãs been kept from error, it tells us things that

4t4')
noody,4could have known at time.,eii cul have v444* -it d ftherefore God

A -d

either reveMed it to Moses ahead of time, or God revealed it to Joshua afterwards, or

God revealedo some later person. In 14 event it does not interfere with the Mosaic

authorship of the Pentateuch as a whole. I see no objection to thinking that Moses

wrote this last chapter. But if somebody else doesn"t think so, I see no objection to

believing it was added later. hat is important is that it was written under the in

spiration of the Holy Spirit and is free from error., arid that what is said in it is
V,41 ij +-k rt1rwh8r

they wouldnt say much about that, because there are

many books that are written that way. This book of Deut°.tells what Moses said in his

?/S4L5C Ptv/)ts'ft
farewell address and that part is in the first person,'atpo4s1 "Iv but the rest of Deut\

tY)
is in the third person a 4ny people write thlngs'n the third personbout themselves'ç

S ,." -

3 That not uncommon, it is more usual writ1 about -rse1f,_4-.wrtte in the first person

ˆ0., not 74 D 1-
but if Ing to write a long account in which you dcImany things, people dct like

17 - -- it: "
the sound of I, I, I feople today who wrfte accounts of1tUaflunt?1t-thy

t4\
-and4t-1n-hird person. I never heard that 1347L4) used as

(;e
an argumentbefore..

Zep7
(-13 1/2 tw -Mece, nswers that we have been

16Ivtthes questions dtationo those of us
'watt X~f ;v
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vhh-f--t11s lb Lh tctrfle of lnsphtt -oocry -to th txplciratft,fr-I't

rf..(-s-ttt--.) "We4J. An relation to this last one, unless you believed in the

thatwdoctrine of inspiration you cannot believof
V4

e have any way 't know this last s
A

true, because nobody was with Moses. But if you don believe in the doctrine of in-

spiration, that doesnt mean you have to believe somebody made up a story a long time

I,)
after. You could just as well believe that that' what Moses thought was going to

A

happen, and he wrote it down, or that Moses told Joshua what he thought would happai

0~rv~a nd Joshua would write it down, as to believe somebody imagined it later. I oaft

thinPö'e particular question of whether Moses wrote it,hat inspiraterfriit-

- rif I thin em QuL n1 rrnr irndcrthprling -f it.ins2ir&ltion enters

in nt rh-i not feL4si 1tQg9hsr ¬r rnuttei

/) the question-& whether Moses wrote these particular statements or not. iM3w-'

J6 9-880 various *OF" 4n n tw/D4

InVUt. AJL

(rr 5'Cm
1___-1ow-4-wnt to lust mention very onclusiongarding thes(rses.

djhere are three points '1or the conclusions, QLwb4t-1.The first two -r-,into the-rr

/-Wscussed in connection with almost every Pne of.a th rs. met

£ moslY.caso¬ there is 'ittle difficulty in




I
irne4L2Qu?/ ___

accepting the idea that Moses wrile it. The only one thet-I1LU uch difficulty with-

,-'
-

kmom
!L7I L1 I4i paW

? is the mention
ofWe

iteet least aby tha somebod'ater ohaned

V L V

Kthe word to-Ie-eto.un -&tand. It doesn't change the thought or the (2 3/4f
M411O

i4rt4n most cases there is little difficulty.j/I do say there is no difficulty.
rt

kaydofrkt say we can prove that Moses wrote any of these books, but !4 ay that I dor see

much difficulty in thinkin e wrote any of them. Tho omzil-1 b=-

b. Even if some of theshould be later inrrolations. their number is far too small

to disprove Moses' authorship of the Pentateuch as a whole. After all, I only mentioned

to you'r4.. verses 4-'ve s-of thi3 te,1eci which arguments like this were made there
I..
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,jfl/L
would be-edoub1e that number and I dont

know1ny
others that would seem as stng

4as these. Spjee there w 2 verses in the Pentateuch, which were written later and

inserted, 10wouldn'-4 disprove Moses' writing the book as a %hole. lVpft-evey small

flvw of Vow
&nont on which questions of this type have been made. 439-that I do not say that 1 have

any objection if somebody wants to believe every one ci these verses is a later insertion.
A

Any
No one of them cou1d t2t taken out without affecting goes rig1it along

4jc*''(to
smoothly without them 4aay essential to the id . They could easily

be later interpolationsA I don( think they are. I p ersonally think Moses wrote every one

of them, but I dothink that is a point o

/ 49A ¬4owii &A
C 1-

4:- 4-1, Id

A* A

~41would
not grove the critical theories hat are taiiaht today --.7

&nall e 1t3 more imp-Fta nt -thae-a-tr-kr.-~fn~swe s~to tlese arguments were
g~iAe Fo

or

three hundred years agof'y godly men in answer to the-Men who'Taised these

questions. there were a few radical anti-Christians ~n those days who whole
I ~e

Pentateuch was just a mass of inaccuracy, confusion, contradiction, and so on. But there

weren&t many. ere w-oe a somewhat larger number who said, Moses couldn's have written

c-ovtWic b 41
the Pentateuch because it ¬-e these verses, ,it must be

late,A.Bt
there wecompara-

tively few who wrote like that. The mass of thinkers were not affected,b it. +ineathere

were non-Christians who would say bthe whole Bible is just a lot of t&) 1/frf7'

1,Thtth.t but most people, even those who were only very

nominal Christians, considered that the Pentateuch was true, and that Moses had written

It, ithese&4tribt±e-fdid not affect any great number of peoplej,n those days, and

QqrtL0(these arguments, nonQ of them led to the rise of the higher criticism, which ha such

tremendous force In/he last hundred years. The higher critic1sm,,rose from an entirely
"fl4&/ 4f&))P

different place. M'4.eAhiher
criticism,-e-4t got thoroughly under way, -ei It

incorporated sqrne of these arguments J.t, but they were never proven.

4isv4S3 i




LQr

xD )7c. htcf(5 .t! 5)0/iS
what we are- is much more lmportan ,,, onto
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ri!eJy C
will build very steadily, and it will be 9aimportant to get it in proper Un-

derstanding,,.ro.e. orde o capital 117 'ou-s-&e this ap a 1 boon Introduotien-so-

4.




II, The Rise of the Theory of Partition: hhi Jr. what I want you to understand

how itoset how it developed4)( step by step. So you can see, how theories which ad-

k d,vanced (7 1/4)
''

seemed wild and fantasticA have gradually been adopted

because of what has led up to them, and the way people have gotten used to one idea dnd

then gone on from there to another idea. the first of these,....A,, is the least import-

ant thing under II, yet it is one which you must get accurately, because it is frequently

reversed.




1-753
Astruc's Clue. 'A*4 I want you to remember the date,, not because of its im-

- -

portance, but because it is much referred to. The date of it 1753 Astruc wrote

a boo which is often thought b be the beginning of the higher criticism. Now 44

about
i< Who Astruc was: Almost any conservative book you




iof
a profligate French physician, or a French physician of profligate life. Well, I don't

think that if he was of profligate lifer that' necessarily proves ta.t his ideas on a

rv 4Tt,
scientific matter were incorrect. I don think we have any proof he was of profligate

life. _bik-te--Frefteh-pecha-ps-.ire nd were at t1ime-, and this fellow was quite

a fine scientist and an expert in venereal disease, and he was personal physician to the

1d
king of France, so e was a man of real scholarship and real stadding, whether he had

a profligate or not is something I don\t think enters into the argument. -as far as I know
a ce 1-L

thoro is no-pr-ee -h- -11-4 ha-.--Beom-¬ he was a man who did scientific work that wasA

highly recognized at that time. trt AstrucwasHy a Jewish family who had

become Christian two or three generations before him, and his father had become a

£4
Huguenot pastor, and -ort8O years before this time when King Louis XIV destroyed the

Nuguenotslered that everyone must join the RomanCatho1ic Church or be subject

to torture and persecution, thousands of Huguenots escaped from France, ard fled to
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Germany, 'Ho1land, )q Switzerland, *° South America, North AmericaL and you- -
iI.

0kfind their descendanto this da.aThousands of others were hunted down in the

Ltv .
forest and e killed, e terribly mistreated. A small group managed to survive in the

OF e-
kaccfores,and some




,descendants of thorn have lasted to this day and remained true to their

Christian teaching until within the last '30-d1r 1' years when mcst of them adopted the

higher criticism and the modernist view. But there were a great number of Huguenots who,

in the face of the persecution, recanted and joined the Roman Church, and the son of this

Huguenot pastor, Jean Astruc, khe son joined the Romanist church and became a Romanist,

0,9_1 iKIL
but he became a student of medicin professor of medicln,and personal physician

LlS0
to the king, and he wrote books on medicine which were widely recoggized, N.ew I

wouldn be surprised if there-w"- -ihis-mnd4 when his

IVI 1ja.'
fellow Protestants had suffered and died for their falttfh, or had fled the country, this

co pletely Plc'4
&4rrg given up his faith in this way. I wouldrt&t be surprised, I don't know.

fWt&dUi4 -
Z7

%4Y-V C_ ~~L4t - ?'
wrote a book which he called some eorüetures bout1the ources -fom

Now that's not the exact title, it's

approximately that, because it was in French anyway, a-nd4--eouLd give you the French

It is a book simply giving his

theories about the way that Moses wrote the -P tateuoh7-&--th'-Genesis, not the Penta

teuch,

-




and the words Moses wrote Genesis is included in the title of his book.

- ,N.ewti-ifs book came out in 1753, it got very little attention, and actually the

higher criticism began.4G- years later, but it followed the line Astruc had pointed out, and

so it is necessary to know something about him, b 4-see that clockismovin-g7 w-4n't

have -deel f-tie--fouUttl u4-sewll--vs--to speak abou-Phttrstiay.

To you what he is and I ma 4kyo.1Who he was ThuIs,y, but7s to what hhe1d, we

look at t Thursdays and now wou1 you please write on yo aperyo-riame h4 the

number of-the Set, in which you are sittin<iat is row A, B,




'6"&J, G, and H,--some-
---- ----- ---

V
1ave slipped back a ways, but we haven't many backsliders inthis class, aid put the
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bQ-ef--the seat (further instrut+eng..

z22--(I/2)

.rise of the partition theory, and under t)iat we mentioned Astruc's theory,

Andand I think 1 mentioned 1, Who Astruc Was. I told you,a little bit about the man

his h,itory, and so on, most tt you read about it inthe average conservative book is

,-e is a profligate French physician, and I don't. think that is quite the way to refer to

him because I don't think his personal chafacter is particularly important inthis connection

I don't know of any proof that he i profligate, but there may be proof that I'rr6t

familiar with But I do think e had something of a. gnawing of cons cj.erice in the way he

'deserted the
faitlyei1is

forefathers. }(nk that made

b-rwre-eeneerz4.,-_UG- has been greatly over-rated. The fact that he

presented a point which became tremendously important in the higher criticism later, is

what gave him his tremendous importance and therefore it is necessary you know about

this, because anyone who is talking to you about the higher critlcthm and knows anything

about it, has probably heard of L4c. afi44-gv-ye--the e-whe he-wrotc4--bkq

115-3-1-d--thic date474eweremeierth----NQt--tremendou&1y4mportt -buLitj s

Th/ 4)&(i1 'Y3 I3 ! kwftt
kvv1'¬M1,

usually referred to as beginning of the higher criticism, -i-7-&3... A4Jt so happens that

iV" 4rW
another tremendously important date in the higher criticism, far more than this one, caem

0LL'44L4.1.A'
exactly years later. W dates

-sme except -feeM-o4-1&5- -Nw4

2, Astruc's book. Now his book, as I mentioned, did notlve much interest.

A few people read it some liked it; some that we would be apt to think of as radical or

rather
liberal referred to it with Fe4

contemptuousr1S.
Most people ignored it. It was not

an influential book, but it so happened tia t the theory it presented later became influential

that is why it is niu in,ttek

'lILAstruc said that Muh r in Exodus 3 and..following e things he had
M it

seen, s~e could hot possibly have observed the events/.'
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codus 1 and 2. Therefore,. he said, Moses must have hadGenesis, or even ç,f

written documents before him. Lhls point I have no quarrel with Astruc except

perhaps with the worth "must have had, 4ou1d say Moses may have had." It is

tiat
altogether possible that God dictated Genesis to Moses,/God revealed Genesis to him,

a s0 et th en
~6~twords

or in pictj.4
Th',ci*

wte d w.rote dawn what he saw. 44 Is possible but I r-s'lLy think it

Atut
extremely unlikely. My guess is that Moses had rittenefore himo I have no quarrel

A Ll
struc's conjecture that Moses may have had written documents

OA~11

('~70n~re

-WZ!L1dethat Moses
.sd,çhese

documents without chang

k-L




thirty lives of Martin Luther) and-tIwfft-m-,Lt a man,wr1te a history mi

y4u
44~~~~write

a new one,ost ould be taken from the books

had rea but it would all be in *our own words )(oh' could t\4tpOUt reaearch

what1
ip

-frorn--thi-s _what_you_ from theother




,

ga term paper, -or- a pop"
1l5Q. Lat tk
'4oeisound like the sort of language &t I expect th student

tha




two or three paragraphe has copierbatiom a certain

RQ~V_US~e

d then I w44. find

book, and then two or three from another book, and then maybe two or three

e t,IiOw hat not writing a paper, mat's just copying some stuff out of a book, J2t
13 \I1J




may be,'good exercise for you in copying but it is not serving the Purpose of

510 !!1!
1 r OW

writing a paper which is to think the thing througI

materials, and,1glve in your own words what you find Nevertheless, if Moses were to

tell the story of Abraham, and if Moses had Abraham's account of the experiences he had

and á-.h also had 446 account rof




Damascus,. of the experiences he had while

ose to copy a whole paragraph from one,><he was Abraham's steward) and if

Mo3
a nd then a paragraph from the other, we

Ahave
no quarrel with him :-. that .-tll_ea

is not our present-day method of writing, but if Moses chose to do that, we ot

V'! ttobesure
object, provided the Holy Spirit oversahat he dIdn"t copy anything that was erroneous.
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9~~ 'o~
Thawhat he cop ed we ree from error. It W a correcrue statement, w btttv no

matter where Moses got it. So if Astruc wants to consider that perhps-brthia-m7--perh-p

Moses copied verbatim what Abraham and others had written, IAhave no quarrel with him

hsc)
excep think that here he is making a guess which4 Is quite improbable1 't I do
-

A'dPdk " °-" ''
not ay mpossible. But t1 when Astruc says we can figure out the different

#LS' i,20;h,
sources that Abraham

usedje
can. ethatthreae certain sections *-h4ø go together

&tL r
to make one account, and r-e certain eis go together to make a differai t

that
account, ande can put these together and. reconstruct thsourcesAbraham used.

Well, y, if you can do that, it is very interesting, I don't object.o.t to your trying

O1Wk44IL44
to do it) 1'ut I question whether it will be possible. Of course it,ll depend \Moses

np1y copied wor for word from two different writers who had very different styles. .-

be possible to separate them. I don't question that such thing might have
occurr9..

lniti skeptical about he possibility of our proving or

them out if occu




. "(-4-ferd-e-th poiiIity

w4-en things- dewi nd- p fly-Mos -might copied -them. -So used .the

AhaeretI---an4-a saAbcm-whe-met-M¬s8&.---I dithhoth._-SG4-hope

4
"




OCCUA

-we-ble--to4Igtwe h I m S am wr

wrothestot

e-pefhs--been-d+saa ±rIgthetheory now -

the1±±ngyou-What,
at

Js But-what his theory-is,is-'thi s:

4hfAstruc said that wh-er yeu h-k nf you can separate
1'

CaI 6.e C'404-(
book of Genesis into two main documents, which 'e41 the A document and the B

document .""e said can see that Abraham had an A document and e had another

n_ thd '-öo'l.
oeftt,-4e B document, and Abrabam copied from one ys and then he copied from

/,aM.'i Acciotth




's theorythe otYiei1 -wai '

are two documents -of GeneMEwhich Moses put togethe5
and t we can

separate them. es-? (8 1/2)-If-I ay--t--aiy ti11e that wrotc -th-e--steFy-ef-Jacobs
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please wri oses down, dt writ'raham. But &struc' s theory is

had two d uments, and he cop194om one and he copied from the 90e-r, and he coed

one anf1 th JU- ____WIIr

Aid-tdôn't safl4%i s-thde, tla t Moses might hav-häd two documents,,--but I say it

is extremely that he would copy word for word in '1 such a way that we could

separate them out,'.a."-gat pgj -jIL
V It I

-N Astruc's clue
1'5 t-Lt .ii ca,i
booki&.a theory that 4y-y"J- .i1lcI seate the documents.-wa according to

t'h




w-he/kefena"
to God. &.Lid Genll




#d




God , God spoke-

it is all Elohim(brew wcrd for God.

,, MAP -r
''eJtnd Mm flhykIl -a-id Ee4 God said., he wd?d,ORD.Ls-1rO-g in our English

wh&eh




il in
stands for the Hebrew Jod Heh Wau Heh)which is name of God. 'She say,

chapters
Is by a writer who refers to Him , not as God, but as Jehovah. .Mdie says,
- .

chapterL tells us -IT story of creation, and chapter tells us Aloe story of creation.

So he
says you have the story of creation as one writer told it and then you have the

crF
story of creation as the second writer told it, ..d Moses didn want to decide between

/

the two so he simply put one dowrt and then he put the othere down, and

copied the whole of both document copying from one and then copying from the other.

Ad Astruc's clue I the variation cf the divine name.

NoQv Astruc saysIn his book, *Some Conjectures on the sources from which

Moses wrote the book of Gene sis,-tR44''you can divide up here is coript

document Ar and he tells yeHA 1. 1- 2.4, eise i 4n-4tand

wsy 4ma-A-.

____±hri he dhrwp document B, which starts-a-- the middle of and then goes

£'t' /k9a4 it
on a certain distanc thftMui 1.*!!'

T-tIjc,1 -V4
hegavyou-4eeument- Auensectowhere a couple of

verses to as much as verses) n iffrntaeetipno that he caildnprove were in
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one document or the other. Pe said thë,e wereparate little writings

like the list of the kings of Edom -U MIL-t!ftl

-&t Moses had incorporated his two main documents

prhat--VAstruc's

theor-en&-4t would be of no importance to us if it were not for the de

velopme9 t came later, but in view of them it is important to know
i-k

about, . (1 1/2) Wt±r-_wu1d say that in some cases Mme-s- one verse

,/
p6one, one er'tr91e other, one from one, one from ebther But he would also

f ''ytat th 1a possibility that in some-p<ses the source that uses the na.¬ 711ovah,

might have,4ccaslonaUI used the word God, because it_webe thinking of him, not

Je




------------
hov t fnd of the men woëelped but as the God who created the

aethig & Hi power, itmlt ord God once in a while, but

rafe That would

L.aa. (1/23




v14 1a7 w 1rxw44 1w-

. basic idea5which still accepted today by all critical scholars..s? (stu)

I don't think, would say th y're a1togtherthe same fhe wou say that they

ractt\Y the same. Oh yes, Jhth there is a great diffe nce, and we will

go into that, Iatik you for ing the question, it. is a very important e, and we willwill

g-1_ t j t rjo 1-h-io that. right at t s point, -the thing I watLt is to- be sure you nderstand what

AjrtI's 1w\a_-aiidi
clue

general wt his theory was. That-I's 2, then Atruc's,.bcok.

-_ _IwtIt Consideration &44g Astructs Theory. And-ttrtder-tht

()is.Astruc accepted vIosaic authorship of the Pentateuck He not only accepted it, he

o
insisted upon it. You see how different Astmc's '*i1ew,from th$se points we'vd been

looking at' which were evidences to show Moses couldn have written the Pentateuch.

Those were given a couple of centuries before Astruc4 e VUL

' whkcL sure to review??c kee1mind, ana-I sii 1-ecca iona-11y -te-s-t

yu on -them to -3OO 4f-yQlJ arQ revi9wing

fjt) c1-.- Astruc never questionefts6d Moses wrote the Pentateuch, but he
)
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wanted to find out what sources Moses used-a' I have no objection to anybodVs. trying

to find out what sources Moses used. My only objection is when somebody insists that

7A/E /rik c.n-)
I must take his theory as to what the sources werebkunless he gives me absolute proof

r44- ihis theory is right. I don\ object to Moses having sources in writing the-ok--of

Genesis. And that- Q Astruc extended his theory only to Genesis and

e did notmake anj. sugestiqns about anything after that. 1 -3--/4)!-7---f-.,-
A-ricwe 1eghtWd h'

4.h&t41Jth Holy Splried Moses) in telling about Abraham, to t4ke-u hr'ck that h' 11A ri

f2ooV-or4wbks copy a paragraph from this .oe and a paragraph from th't,

4pm thicê prjjph frmJht. with the Holy Spirit overseeing that he .'hot taketake

anything that was erroneous. After all, Moses wou1dn" know what was true and what was

mv- c31 tI,?
false, because he hadn lived

Athat i-ortI but the Holy Spirit could. The HolySpirit t+-...

inspirMoss, keeping him from error, in what he said. I would sy that that would

iwiLK
be just as possible a way of Genesis being written as any other. But

______________ ci _____ecL how do ou know that how it happened
haPPenecj,ave4P ,r ,

L~absolute
proof before we're sure. It is one theory ao-ontoL.. how do we know it true?

cwj) bA ai
-)

&bt wben i a-y there is anything wrong with such a thry, so

long as you give it as Astruc did, merely as a suggestion of a possibility. He was not

dogmatics
he just said here is a conjecture . 4t.-poosihiliL LuL .ii- a.Ae the

L!.Vtd




-4 rli wher-ths -4eec -b-th...

,P-therr-c, Astruc admitted that ten sections of Genesis would not fit into either

of his two documents . And theft-d:

'$ Astruc's theory rests on the assumption that Moses copied the material

frbd
directly from his sources, with little or no change. -go much -yes? ç/4-±t

seems to me tia t he is making Moses more an editor than an author) because tia t would




-
indicate that somebody else had made more research r4-J.e than Moses aic

_________ 1;vav'/ £VW
No, not necessarily, -Wuld&'t think An author in our present-day &erre is apt to be

p1'
-




A.
IIAOSO~

a man who makes things up. Moses didn't make anything up about Genesis. What-ic-ia
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___________ wh31 ic
-eRe3i. Ire had no way of knowIn\excet that either God revealed it to him, or

he copied it from what somebody else had written. He had no other way. So I uld

say that he was an edito aka fiction writer,

thdL




h tf jy fr.1d13 he had fifty looks on that subject -o-ro4 he

could have read b.-bks and then put the th whole thing into his own words, but I

donN think there were fifty book'I In existence at that Umebout Abraham. I question
T

if there were more than four or five at most ut we donst know, but we must mQ,e-

next -ona M-.-Mac.Keen?-W"YesywrIt1t

ea-u-&e-I must- move-bii.

,2cfobod91odaol1ows Astruc's theory, so it is not important thit we go into \

1 details ct- It is important that we give him ge.t credit for the first -wt,-

ciuq was followed




as to general approach. -Well w_2.Js muc1ijnprapeant.

@




Eichhorn Who Eichhorn was* Ne Eichhov~ lived about--H years

after Astruc. haiijva - a Germaf~5~f=~__ ro
ess,52iGoTtingenA

the university

in H anovehe Duke of Hanover wat that tim Ing of Englanremc ws George III.

.&t Elchhorn,-th9 prfr in the university Goetigei was a brilliant of oriental

IDI wJ
languages 47he wrote a book4n 1783 on .the Introduction to the Old Testamen, -1743

ewte-h4s--first edition --,s- boGk on 1ntFe-. -ì billint-

had a tremendous influence., Eichhorr1more than Astru9 Is the

father of the higher criticism, bec'*ic hi thira hd f1i,cn great 4nfluefi¬e.

re-,book went through four editions, the 4eurtti one 1823. ou ooo span of 4.-years

Iva
,14 covered by the four editions through which this book wenin t he dealt

k',V4
with all the books of the Old Testamert .n4-he had great insightM'rd is highly regarded

by scholars today for the theories which he advanced. aresd in his theory

q7- bQyt
/11




V
-rhlsabout Genesis. s Theory Genesis. s

was substantially the same as Astruc' sthough Eichhorn does

not admit t1 t he got anything from Astruc. I think he was an honest man# I do not think
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hag-
he would read it in Astruc and then say he originated it himself. Yet it is possible he helY

had.4rr1 r.F4t_ read it and forgotten he read it,. Whbther he

got 2rom Astruunconsciously or not, nobody can say. He presented it as something

he had thought out himself~) 4" w at he presented was substantially the same as Astmc's

SovYC
clue,there are two documents and you can recognize the two documents by the

names of God On t are used _ti tir more

T, VO_4~materialintothedocumentsthanAstrucdid.Fe-somesectionsiecou1drgetin

but not as many as AstrucA divided Genesis aid Exodus e-4Jw into these

two documents, the same as Astruc. kfl4.jius far we-cimoLth,t what Eichhorn advanced

4t10ecessarily wlcked1said Moses wrote ije did not deny the Mosaic author

shl Bible teaches Mosaic authorship, I doi sasaic author-0 ii - fyo

ship Is nearly as importaMaAs41& under the inspiration of the

4pirit, e"correct and free from err




0 &ORZ 44a9-J
t he held that. was a book by Moses, Moses

used documents. Wesi & th& M1e y.btim

-

Now Eichhorn gave new names to the docnuients, e named the part that uses

the name
Elohim49od

call4-4t the E document( E being the first letter of our wstem

transliteration of the word Elohir . I-tthdume,--atd heithe document

that has the word Jehovah --cJJs the J documents -44.e two terms are used up

for
to the gesent day, though noexactly the same hIn e used them for, but somewhat

the same. document-and

ta4du._N-avThus far, we have no great quarrel with what Eichhorn did, if only

itik{ A1W"( &/
he wUl not be dogmatic about wdl sayAthis is a possibility. Perhaps this is

where Moses got his material. th.1M L,-1I ,i&y-h& vJ We have no great
CAK

I i
YSMT

quarrel with that, as a possibility, so long as/you'çe not dogmatic
anc5'ay

your'e sure

1,K
it is so. We don't mind .wu'* saying it is sure if you can find real evidence that is

absolutely convincing. But until you do, we say, dor be dogmatic about it. -But
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Lu advuxz itYCY -went




Lhej I hi -it

Genesis then consids thatj

y-the E-an J eu th flrct

P.24. (1/2)

.take a second here to point out what some of you may have noticediinohp r 2

speaks oft___ God

speaks of the *Th term-Lor G
77




odis not used very much. So Astruc

and Eichhorn advanced what seems to me a very reasonable theory, t that

with __you start calling Him Go-J not &e,t.e1 sure the,ad ance this theory It may have

been advanced by the early father hte theory

*.hatter 2 Him Jehovah, for a while it calls Him Jehovah God, simply to

bring out the fact that this is the same God as in chapter if Moses

got it from sources he would have put in the word God th in chapter 2, simply to

I7 would just have said Jehova the øource. from which

he got It That is very reasonable theory. I don'Lbelieve there are

70 0such sources, but I thoses when wrote *s about Go the Almighty one, the

U
Creator, the one who controls nature, lled m God1 end thenwhen He began

p I3
telling us about God's relation to mankind more specifically he used the term which

Jhows God in Iiis-redeem
.
ng qua ity in relationshp with




man indX called Him Jehovah 'i

t*iin-dm tchapter thth8 alls h-word

f f'J? 4f £Zf!/f-.4
VVhi($J3odth the word Jehovah H-UIo tii 4o so we would

understand1he
wasn talking

aout twbout tw ds but was referring to the one he had already called Godo e

or
VAA,%"A~ explanation of :F-h- fut-of having the two names together the thin reasonable

l
one.




Eichhorn' s four arguments:

These are the four arguments on which the higher criticism, as far as the docu

ments are concerned, as far as partition is concerned, is mainly found. will
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al~~lW*
devote many hours to the discussion of these four so it is extremely

_11~
I

vital that you know what the four arguments are. -r&I want to mention them now in a

____ I
certain order. 44en- -care Prt1utarlY-hat7out ow-te--er4ecT.4 think

I ad -maybe fthene -eet4pi of days if- shø14 ive--secen4-l rgwiient,togiiea

the-

_01t

-ourth,, -.you.- should Lb -give, -which L.ni"n-,-4n the r I give ein. But
~ow




c'all- trr two 15F all- them~ftrit-Qi_sacond

gme.nt7 F-li -eaii--th ffrbyt1Tena1n.

Now the Ar, 1_aunrler_3-1s~, Argument from Divine Names.

U Ais is simply Astruc's y play ownW-4, crit.

and say that"f a very small part of the criticism1 yet in their arguments they use it

extensively,,nd4 d-1ri4.. when you find LORD you know it a J documen<

for Jehovah, jod, heh, wau, When iind Elohimordinarilr it is not

the J document but they will admit that in the Jehovah section the word God might be

used occasionally. Jehovah spoke to man and told himyou must not eat of the trees

of the garden,, -t-wen it ay-5-4&t Satan ap.k -t4n said, Hath God said? Satan

doesn't call Mim Jehovah there; he calls Him God. Well, that's reasonable,
/hat

in

the Jehovah\ section tt you dont put the sacred namn the mouth of Satan
J11'
'TJJ-t&. But there are very few such cases. U-l/4 It uId 1d

F th.jz jr -At?t''hen Abrahamwas speaking to Isaac you'd expect Iim to ay

of God, but if Abraha spoke to a heathen, you'd expect him to just refer

God.
/1at

u1d be rather natural,F, should think (stu

4 now e four arguments are a, the argument from Divine Names d I think

yo1ow sufficiently what this argument
i5hag

we4l have much discus
sio\y

before

we"re thrQugh b1 Argument froCpnt.thj. atlve. eNeww &y Jilt!t1öÜS

J'!Jis means thV if you take the sectiors that say God and the sections that say

ehovah and out each of them by itself, you can cwr4t,'4*-.

'mhj e Iea4&rrUp har,-ill




-an-44

54b?771
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eonLu±y i I jiJYlliit E

cu±-&1-tLhe 1iTIT- t_

t

7-a,7~~
I ~ Is awl

1S .
-1t' { '2

that-4 a very important argumentA that you can read it.straight alon-4t's' hompiete"




old f- (7
'4t doest need the other. that there is a whole story in each one of them, continclous

narrative. etreejif the first half of Genesis used God and the second half used Elohim,

s
.,

1wouidn' be true ~-kaut if you 'e a complete,xntinuous narrative in w4 of

"
them, thet-4 a very strong argument. erta1nly not a conclusive argumen but2a strong

ci-

one. he Argument from Parallel passages. wthic

1iiere is -o-pec&e* today, many an unbelieve; JtLhft4f
14ItCct3, f /

'. L( uv4
elieve in the story of creation in the Bible, -the--swhich stofy of ore

creation do you believe, you believe the one in Genesis 1, or the one in Genesis 2?

WeI.,- Genesis 1 says E1ohirn Genesis 2 says Jehovah 'atwostories

A'
'

ts 4
of creation, one in Gen1 and one in Geny2. that is a strong argument for two different

( S
documents,, -'o contradictory stories of creatio*J hardly

think Astruc or Eichhorn would sthey were contradictory stories, because after/ all,

they both believe oses wrote and would&~/~--C~"e o contradictory storiez4-

1probably thought that the stcries just gave different details, but

c r e c
two stories of creation. r,t




JIV
a=a




g in Genesis e+,4-.tli'

____ 1+
t.ke the Flood story and thit 4s divide up into twd, They y e-two Flood

L '5:7
Stories, one*e-J and one't

E,3Y-3Z1ZOU have\story that Abraham went toEgyp

and'. lied about SarahSarah a±she w 's his sitter when she wahis

-IJat Abraham went to the land of the
PhilistinesN

and about f his Awifheret

Jshe was his sister, instead of his wife. So they say) here are two parallels, one

source had it happen in Egypt, the other source had it happen in Philistia, but it"s the

same story,.(rgument from Parallel Passages is
:N el

trorgt. one of the very strongest of the critical
arguments5

Wt it is an argument which
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is hard to fit with belief that God inspired4r and kept it from error. -Beeaut-e--the

VtM !.
J paraller passages t-,otttrequlréf1t these parallel to some extent, at leaste

; jtradict each other. So here you getting into the area of denying the truth of the

Scriptures. -N-ow I am not sure whether Eichhorn got into that area, at least in his first

edition, but Eichhorn became gradually more
4eral in Y?e his

ionfour edition

Now th fourth arumt Argument From Style. dere is no doubire

Aala thing asárgument from style. Twenty-four years ago,Sunday School Times

asked me to review a book.
,flrst

time Ii ever written anything for Sunday School rimes,

toAk44-_ 7
They said plccwi.te a thousand -word review of book. I wrote

L1

tba~~~,

jhls book is not one you,want to play up. I simply gave a condemnatory judgment of the

book 200 words and sent it to them. They wrote back and sàidJit-we.e want it

bL4- p/eu re ht wvii frflhi 4 /1o46tJ"iøe.
A

written sp fully9 ty-said-,----&&-wite-s-t-eef-thtuTIdwrd I wrote a

thousand words on I




WAOk- 011A
t sent it to them, [hey wrote back x said we wish-you'd enlarge this

I A A I
- J4L

part and this part and this part, so that made it a little longer, then they said 74á&w41

Arun it as a front-page editorial. Well they ran it as a front-page editorial without my name

anywhere in it. I never written an article for the Sunday School Tim s before, the-t--w&&

Atirié47 r' tj 'a/J7
tfir&t year-,-I -bel-ve f-the-Sremiy. Walked down the street in Wilmington

,4JZb1i -
feJ1ews was sitting on the porch of the dormitory saw me come by,

(1
, said, Dr. MacRae>54ust read/your article, .n the Sunday School Times. tçI never

QA iIi.
had an article -thrbefore, this d1dt have my name on it, he" been listening to me

A

lecturin for about months-"4$e said he recognized my style as soon as he began to

r
read the article. Se-4e Eat was the strongest evidence I1 eap seen tM-44e

that there is a distinctive style by which y might recognize,pne
uhor as distinct from

JIere are people today who will ctato-mt that the difference

between the two main documents of Genesis is as great as the difference between Caucer

and modern English) - pt,p4e who make tla an extreme statement are
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difference I
talking utter absurdity. There is no such h4ti as ti-a t

-thet---- doubt scholaiw±H make extreme statement thtfr but there
4 lALf i- A 4 A- V-4W ,-v, i C)4V 'f

-re popular writers w.bo will t the argument from Style ± that tetcLis-a

a different person wrote it

0-differe=net~#e

i&jjjis4r

~~f

course

)j7Z'ic
actually the first argum nt is part of the fourth yu bee th ?hfirt 4 &-ly-pr-t-of

s the first ILO h'n y, vrnortant

ount it as a separate argument, -t4cually t part of the fourth.:

v '.Wf'I1 (1
Fritaee hejlay Gen'Th $ says that God created man, male and female

- (rcreated He them. -*rtd then yc'uSd read in chatter 2, that they were naked , the man

and his wife, and they were not ashamed, o they say,, the method of the E document is

()
to say male and female the method of the J document is to say the man and his wife.

Ak _______-then they- go through and see how many times ou fl:rtd male and female in one~
3 A

v-C'4 )\C1 -tel?.' <S2

A many times man and his wifeAin the other, and
say1this

is a difference of style.

K) o
41f.1Hiundreds of words,have been checked and analyzed that way in order to show what

are the p words and what are the J words, what are the distinctive words of one document,

_tA -01
and what are the distinctive words of the other documents. That is the method w4i.Lch has

j A'v9 .fW4A>4 f,rj.4A
been used o&the éompa-risoi1-the style- #rcinrrt4tj These four

I I'
arguments are veryImportanti 1N4i4c.-ta

di-eoti7them1l fd4y you- bIfI

discuss e en one of thi fully
jwith

ou oday won't havehave time
ffrotirlrt

cw. TI

haventgi4en you a
h&_hrf4izyet

11 - e ofThese days. ut today we have ten...

/ P.25. (3/4)

" .11 was the dQv pe Par 1' - -xmder

which -was tichhorn's Documentar erv.On that, at e -Vthe hour, we mentioned

'
Elcbhafrs ag ênt_a 5-- arCjijmr-ntS_Wh44* I would like you to remember

in the order in which ave them! -EQI)s)t , Argument from Divine Names'

1 ()
-,

rgument from Continuous Narrative;
A4%ir&

Argument from Parallel Passages;-th,------

(4)
-tArgument from Style. 1Ithese four arguments will be of tremendous importance in
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LalQfrcn (jL
this course

r1al
we will examine each one of them at some length.3*th lcu.ei-.- NOW

(isvery importantt
I a+
this poinhat you know what they are, fhat you have a little

understanding about them. G- four (this wasthatiam&em)

-trW
14 . 44, Brief Discussion of the Four Arguments. have eesive diuss1onf

kit i0-tot i ui gumn, p4 the fir-qt nf

j avj"-eI'dd
LOX




Argument from DivineNuiu NameLfh1s Is not a new thing with Astruc or Elchhorn.
"

\-j4ou




1k V"o 0-1
notlce,that the names are used in a rather unusual way &-wa nrHzd..k the early

)/ )fJ (4)
I 2I Christian fathers, n&it w& discussed -t r-±-±- remarkah5l I trust

y all noticed a you did this acIgnmcnt-crncernlng

rmRrkabt4s you go through the first chapter of Genesis a you the wad

(tdtd t Then you-o the fourth verse of the

LDPL)
4444

~~~~V_________second chapter and Ne is called the 4,er Go'4'ftr-tWu ut th1 every

a chapter or a little more hen

wJ
theA God is dropped and it is just LORD from there on. AL1 some of theearly church

44) .kudfathers commented on.4t -end they ein44cc1 that as long as it was speaking about God

in relation to the universe in general)or
even he creation of mans it called Him by the

gee generic term God, suggesting the grt powerful mighty one who controls all things,

but th-ndwhen'trs tarted-




iff chapte-1.d d4 ctI'-w±4W s personal relations

(;)
to mankind it used the personal Name,-= Jehovah, which is represented bapita5 //

LORD ixur King James Version personal name continue put
AA 14--t

God' beside it for about a çihapter, 4.05t to make absolutely c1ea4the same one

-h 164-
bout, and t thereafter generally use.this personal name. t*w-t-hat ot

1S riot
at all a strange thing to do, to use two different terms.; in the same writing. If I

run onto a relative of my wife)* I w+Vsay Grace was speaking of you this morning.
(1

Then if I speak to one of you about her, I may say Mrs. MacRae asked me to give you
IM

a message. *n then if 11/4i speaking to someone else, I may say my wife said

;4 yh&s
may use different tern to refer to her. In a certain circumstance one term
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is rnatural another circumstance another isjona'tu a4r6T~~ 1:0 d TS'M.

refer Lo people in different waysAe don4.t always use the same term. NQw7here

is
,1a

reason why we use one term or the other but there are many cases where al y

of two or three terms would fit equally wells there

may be no special reason to pick one cause any of the three would fit equally well, we

L
may use the one were just been using unless there is some particular reason for a change,

____
()

It is not an unusual 4.-to use different names r
Qtar

'4ere terms, fn fact, in present

day writing, it is quite a fad lo change the style by using different terms,J34ce you-U

read in a college newsppper,' O'Callohan made a homrun yesterday. The prominent
rr ricer

Tigers baseball player followed his usual precedent. Then they'41- use another

7 WL
term for him a'they'Il boit eight different terms?ometims, one after the other,

(A1O
1)1 referring to etn individual. That is term-us4.g to an extreme,PW471dis rather common, or

k- yiY12
at least was when I was in college, 414LbeJt_kchaned since that time, but then it

was very common.




1-A1 '-pe-
Now here we have these different terms usedA the fact that -sjfens

rf4A- cidic.
that rit at the beginning a w'hole chapter' eb!,t)r le hai1 er

-
'

(t
strikingjthg.. -AH4J Is only strange that nobody thought of

Astruc's idea earlierLi is then not difficult to go through the books of Genesis and

put all the material with God Ln over /here, an ,dIkD ove1ere)and see if it looks as if

they make up two different documents. 36 will have much to say aboutlateron

Y-Mr. MacKen-?_--lNOW tha't's aryurutrit twp -ai-1 want-te-e id

ahpqt. Argum-nt n4g-the-N&me. Armn th

The Argument from Continuous Narrative. he

atyof-the41ood

oi4y hqeie'- ?t,iksâ tethkon .other uldr

0 reasbi

aw lser=~~




that -they ori/
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..efme wo igt tL18eu..Le1t -rew4h (Zrd anrLe-wtth Luiw.w±hcnt

,2A;.:) f: i"aQ
Eichhorn.H.t if you the Eldhim passge the Jehovah

pa s sage

He sats tory of




creation

t use thev- r-;411 the Elohist said chapteg1voo ou tho s1to-of 7

WI±

44

-¬i then when u cqme to the few verses --+t-h God In 'and y

a few verses that .be LORDj4M an4if you take all the God cs you have an

CU'! 1
a cc9unt of the Flooçi,, all the LORD passages, you have another accountA .-/you -

hai 4-LLJLy f ULen. dthv T,yQuôV8 Pw MY1tirtOUS

Unaye7ri na fnt 'No4-y want totake your sheet that
" a
I'-will give back to yo. A A /

atirat rt-)irty tod1am-
7s




ssAçn4-n it. thatwod be -the-n

irrst±rrg-that you test it

/




.1oking at £icIthorn' s- viow, and-w .intoieMd4zi views

that r1 kø -ftday- hu]t B ifltrest
h 7

, 4t-4oi4rg h arguments, bère

hav iisjroe4s m
_______




Pi 1 %41

from -i.td4o--understand thatJ want you to understand j±t..

/
Stheconc1 is

Z1 1he Argument froqi Parallel 't sees=
re

like the same argument, is a very different argumen ay deal with

the same material rom an entirely different viewpoint,f 1-hp rn
1

ypara twe tjt here h vn fmn P ul eut --A I-- you

4
4z174-.

4vt&t t




AOO
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411
-

4 5/ya Ac ?
that the Argument om Continuous Narr4tive. If you pAull them a rt, then what you

1 s-fhave on both side makes nuous narra lye.
v ( (

if




that

it makes a c plete story,
youto-1ointfy

have pa1ta11els th arguthnt from
* ThA- / rrr.

parallel pass ges is is not on complete orlgil thln7s we h ye it
tdaj

because

-
I- i 5 -

same thi is repeated,bver7 a"y-- Tfy tell' you thing, then y tell! you all

you have th same thing -Thats he argunent. The

iovera in. e11 s -you the st y of




creations t&-4t over again, the Story of the
4,/4 11 *tir cc ,..

-.1oo theughthce the two re intertwined insiead of ohe given fir and then the other
1' -

tells y about Abraham lying about his wlfe,-erriy in one case it_says he

pla'"sEgyptOA
"L ILL-z2k%e_




ame storyin the other case_____Phills different

it happened infu_AG~ hey say thtwoAaccoiints
of the same

Egypt, one says iThappened in Philistla.
> e.

t:)jhey'sa9yXeere are-t4" many!where yeu
e eaE'(

have te thin44r from a different viewpoint. -Nowèiourse e questlorALeI'




L4




Did he do it once in Egypt,.J 4tt immediately ask




did Abraham actually de-the-thing twic

___________ JMrce', c,
and thçI he do it once in Phllistiaj ? iL it not a parallel but simply anacount

we !rnieLy ck9F




VA_ V.Cae,4
of two different things.




When yeu cornet
A

the creation
'atcoo",
, we ask the question, are there accounts of creation,*




FIR
-there rt That4 a matter for examination. Rift tbs., th--th4c4-tremen4e.y

'9 rk jLaP1jut4tk* 15" c-.,

®important
argumennot because4- evabe It goes a long way et toward

-pzsva
estab1lshing the existence




independent documents,-but
$Jestabli

shing the in-

4-off4-off V'~
correctness of




-

-1i --
thing, but the wrtter thought was-a different

thing,,
)
the can be true.(m47L4)- ------- This argument from parallel passage

can easily reach the point where it undermines the .w-hl-mttef--of dependability of the
t'

tfqL
s s)thE? 4'o- the pIr& nd

t Im

f ~L

portante or-vtWpoint feurh;C~




, the

fLLargument from styl laher2the argument from style04 $fcannot
brush aside
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(.9 tei,(P . -. '(1
'

/
jj.ahtlv,, 1LQ-?e,differences in style. Tr tiricthr. .Zrt j1$jIp mu_,ch

in atvlp




betwn different writers .ax41w much difference 4n-ty-1e
may there be

in the style of the same writer at different periods,




or 1i discussing different subjects.

It is not a simple

ned4 we -e




41
hmatter.

au.
ˆ11 On'Ra ,

other. use ~yo us cem40~~ any o us cen change gur habits as far as individual words

ve a reason it better to use one term

'7
in a certain a ntttn and her tee.a ij.te.ict fr~'UTh om style is the most

difficult one to examine accurately and fairly .ftd44
.

very important tfttTrj,jff yu

1>s-t
ii

to .exa4ne the Argument from Style fairlyA_l1ave
a considerable amount of

1-31material mrVacvrite a book on subJ!imi1arnd you had h¬eio
1:iook

carefully.1 seeijbooks in front of you, youJook-hwo o4ia a study the

differences ofstyle. Then if u.-re a third iwritten by one of the two

men, yo ve a basis on which to determine which of the two men wrote it. But if all

vvf'J4l(v 1s4( ci/t*
you has a paragrapom a manthen it is pretty h&r to determine whethernother

paragraph is written by him or not. u - Eichhorn




had a pretty good situ

.4
ation for examining the argument for style, because hethe E documen

yh m than half nf fh hçjçjQeiJ ' Genes'E do nt,

30let' S or 35% the T document V

ho

, MAu!(L, i& ft'i 'low C'.*~/t
E always slays male and female- and J always says/he man and his

" CCI ,.

wife

go1 through and see if thattmeé_yp_ list of 40 different words

pical words of the E document, 40 other typical words of the J document. My1e

through and see




i_whether can test

mount of material. his argument wasarguments if




A&

made' there was a fair amotAt of material" the amount gets much larger when the theory

is exte ded to the whole Pentateuch,, 9eve

tJkLv
2U we look at this argument later on, we will have many important things to
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say about t1s argument, but we will not be able to examine it .-ail exhaustively be

cause it is m chtoo large a to examine the number of uses of every wordy
nd

a-Il thet,woifd take a.to.s-ly long time. Yes-? (±&17'2) tT,),tu~,p
far...

X-26. (3/4) j it4- MzL £y& £ˆniIr-' -- TL$e

arguments.-we-do not-m&e-en-exterrsIve-dicu-ss-ienof -4t1w because, as I said,

n9body holds Eichhorn' s theory today. Eichhorn sAwas the beginning and you cant

un !a &MY.FOO" V#*-Ly46d#yLs position without knowing something abouttrstand Rablo

Elchhorj
______Uch

it developei

ff of Elchhorn s bcumentary(heor
1 C -1 (

f

;t

MyMer that,-#4.
4-o~




Extension to the Rest of the Pentateuch eterih ef-4t-

V4.11 the rest of the Pentatef irdffficult to determine whether EichhojId4d-that
0<h

o not.
tin
He did not 4. .i-s first and second editions of his book, and'Pci not at all certain

ever did.' ld~~ - et.s o f flowed him did it very soon If he didn't-do it-
t




?I AO_C~' chapters
6t1atverything thus far has -44ettn-o Genesis and the first two vi

of Exodus. t-n mebody, whether Eichhorn at the end of his life, or some other

writer soon after, 4M"quZes~Zed ti-a t this division into J and E documents which_oal~

P\ n is. be carried right rn through the rest of the Pentateuch .

'e-W-&~Theovdifficulty

of the name lt 1i11.rthe later books altogether differ so

-_- I I

1ter pler'J --trr fflTh4-4n
- '"

a.l-4H th later name Jehova m&t-Of tht4me.1.

The name Elohirn which is used the majority of times in Genesis, is used

Corn-4-. "
paratively nlI otin the other four okd 'that criterion is-fi-o-t-o useful for

___ ear- 44d) r- Ac/5

n making he division .W!e.Q./JJ.wo'.ror ','ou have ew in Genesllistntial

1r -. ill C/ W-k
amount of materIa1 e-yo4-t determine tY type

-1-D see ifjj-gt the same type of styl1ate4hey sa±d that-i- types

of style,t_-tt-ti.ae
interweave

Exoduand
~.ev

ti



P.26. /

E source)ftoy ay-, and-Numbers ug&irrte ound difficulty in applying
7

it to Deuteronomy, though there -are some sectioz?shey divided up.

FoUh .-,different of divine n ms citer'4-

b, The Effect of this Extension on Belief in Mosaic Authorship. A1hisis
s yc

tremendously important. As long as somebody I can divide Genesis into the sources

'whttth Moses had, I say you may have a hard time provin e-m.you can do t But if
re

.

you can probe it. there4s no haiih in it. I nterested to know where got h4s material,

ttvt
,Jvt f4t.-&&




CAV-11
you admit t what Moses put down is free from error, I'm perfectly willing to

J?/
adim1t-iey have had various sources from which he drew the n terial. But when you

tc'y)

jc say1we' two complete p-cag which Moses put together in Genesis, &tyou say

he did the same thing with the rest of the Pentateuch, I say on earth would Moses do

that, when he saw these events himself7'hy wouldn't he just write about them himself?
-t:

Mdzt when you ay that one document says Abraham lied about his wife in Egypt the

2i
1

other sayi±b er in Philistia,




p/Ae;;
'




6k Rther---

with the idea of its being an inspired book. .d4 tusây_w.eJI, Moses was mistake

Moses thought there were two different accountswhen they




6ti
when. -actual ly t wa two accounts of the same thing. That' what yeuiclaim. - when

_____
,

you get into later books &ud ,u find that yçu Jay you have two accounts of the sending
m4-

of the spies ,_-wh-i¬h contradict each other Wei-l Moses wouldnt put in two contradictory

accounts of a thing w'tere he been right there. That is certainly impossible. Oh ce
711

you extend 14 to the rest of the Pentateuch, the Mcaic authorship automatically disappear!

aad While Eichhorn and Astruc had no questiorttt-wftat Moses wrote it,een

-n th wnr1"at least in th1r early writings,, those who extend this to the rest of the

Tkv jjrCet
Pentateuch haye 4.lIompletely given up any idea that Moses wrote it. -4 sbcffmits 1[

rJ
a t a time far later than

authorship, -fflsaPPeared) sort of incidentally) in4i&e- the developmentcf'tA#'
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Well that was b Nc27d

Claims of Contradiction and Disagreement between Documents. Well-r

I /ttention was called to Exodus 6:2-aD this verse-Alt-became very important

in the dIscussi God says to Moses in v.2,"I am the I RD, isf am

jehovah)4we i-~~449-Le~,Jhe King James Version continues, 'and I appeared

to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob by the name of God Almighty, but from my name

Jehovah was I not known to them Wt±,u read-back in Genesis that Abraham made
/ '-

6V '1
an offer to Jehovah,A that Jehova* appeared unto Abraham, eti read in Ex. 6. 3 that God

(2) c'( ))1A)
said to Mosef was not known by this name Jehovah,1o Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob

32 So they said here is a sharp disagreement between the documents.




-they this

.-tt to-cu(, iL'-
very easily understood; et'original .iettr Elohim document has Abraham,

A A v . IL)-
Isaac, and Jacob all usirg God, and then , they saidA God said to Mose9, I appeared unto

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as God almighty, El Shaddai, but by my name Jehovah was I

i'
not known to them: H revealed name to Moses b therefore, iettr Elohim documen

(9now that God h revealed His name as Jehov6an oi and call Him Jeho ah.
I Is 1,

But your Jehovh', .wr±t±ng,at a later time, was confused on this point.point.

thought Jehovah had always been the name of Go so when he wri-te.-.c story of creation

he simply call Him Jehovah. So
)u.--ee. accordin9 to this theory, ,-I'eve a contra

diction between the two documents. ccording to oneA God is always called God. &ccord

TLc.4
inthe btheHe might be called God, -but would be more apt to be called Jehovah. ''

one document thinks that\theme Jehovah was not made known unti1,thie time of Moses,

and after that it used it. e'ar criteriof the divine names is not much use after Ex. 6,
'4

but before that it is their criterion(, according to their view it .i.s-a sharp contradiction

between the documents.




God says to Moses," am Jehovah, and I appeared to

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob by the name of God Almighty, but by my name Jehovah was I
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not known to them. We,L,Ehe argument is that the E document said
X

that God made

known His name of Jehovah to Moss in the wilderness, and therefore the E document

always calls Him God before that, because the name Jehovah was not known) 'ut th

J document contradicts the E docunmnt)t11at it has Abraham speak of Jehovah, and calls

ij'i' tfr(q
Nim Jehovah before the time of

Moses.f
Is that no;-)-All right , we'll

God said to Moses I am Jehovah, and I appeared to

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob by my name God Almighty El Shaddai, but by my name Jehovah

was I not known to them. Well-now if one document says was not known to them by the

name Jehovah before Moses' time, and another document says Abraham said Jehovah t

4 him th#s, there is a arp cpntradictlon. If I wato say to you, I have just found out-A:1-s,




___ (j
Mr. Jogs Guelros h 4s real name isr Gueiros Smith, ed
-( 2OW "

-! -'& 6péh nAhouit,-We41-thenfrom now on, I might always call

(
him Mr. Smith, but if somebody

te1-1vlQ5t yrTITéd lhfid flèThThflr . SrnIth, -you would say

tl.ee is acontracUQtlon, beuse I said that ITmVr Tnew±t befo?e-that-hi-na-me---was

'aid here somebody says that last year I called him Smith, so-there would be a

contradiction. -




1r. then theory -ye- that God revealed His mme of

Jehovah to Moses anhe Jehovah document calls Him Jehovah all through the book of

Genesis, s this is

say there is a contradiction between the two documents.

They say one of them says that God s called God until Moses' time, and then He

bt (fl __
?Ad' J~J

revealed His name unto Moses he othei'that the called 44in Jehovah right from the

start. So they say, there is a contradiction. ',aO~ -11, t

Tht thr-you-+tave Jehovah used

this-.-VItrile brk E documefltXLSe Elohim.
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( u)Tht-
I II III

1115117710II~~




w&, Ilie vtw-of Elchhorn, that the I document was written

Arid the J document was written

later

re more uses of Elohim than, theeofJehovah(stu)

P.27. (3/4)

-(-gtu)'You if you h Gen. 1-nd--it uses the word Elohirn, and Gen. 2 and-t3

useft twoZuzients, Gefl5 1

v ??

Then

says that He made them male and femal. r.étt-fook--t Gen., 2 the man and his

J wife. hcriro) ahead-aid wherever it says male and female,
p

74




Joe the one
documen5wherever

it says man and wifeV it must be the other.

aM the 4 -.the words, the typical forms cL.b -o.es inGen.-

'44e.e are characteristic of this document, /2)Ptu Yt-i-4rom hr on only-,ty1

today most scholars will say Wa- style that the difference in divine
:
hames is just one of many different elements in styleJuthe way it started1(}-3/4)

:' ________ /4 V
WtI LLTTjW his argument thwa-thet nWsimply, the-y-a-rfwo different

documents, one of which to the term Jehovah and the other .-rheh re4e-.t-

the term Elohim but the.- two contradictory documents, because according to one they

eeW9d didn't know the name Jehovah until Ex,yile according to the other,

they called Him Jehovah right from the start se44&
moanwthc-YA

contradict each other on

this çfrom e on/the claim was made more and more that the two documents ntra
/') .

112. r'/r
)dict each otheiJconstantly. Atdfor instance, theyMj say according to one document

/
-

i
the Flood was 6omparatively short, according to the other it was very long ., Acording

/
to one document 'Abraham lied about his wife in Egypt according to the other1t was in

Philistia that he lied about here. case where you read that Isaac sent

Jacob away, to get a wife yau the land of Haran, and yu..maber the

storjells us -t-tEsau said he was going to kill Jacob. So Rebeo called Jacob to her,
wr
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1.
and Rebecca said to Jacob .&1e said I think Esau is ey angry about the way that you

tricked him out of his bthright. 1ew e-jiI! and visit-w44h my brother u in Meso-
-i (J-ttfd

potamia for a while, till he gets over his anger1 then you come back. Bu she went to

(I
Isaac and said,, ,y soul is near death because of my disgust at these wives that Esau

Ltc
has taken from the people in the land here. -Now he-id cn!twe send Jacob up to

Mesopotamia where he can marry one of our kindred and Isaac satd fine and called
'

17 J4 in and blessed him and told him to go to Mesopotamia. 11\Qne document-dt

the reason they sent him away was in order to keep him from being killed by Esau; ad

,vt .41
the other document they sent him away wo. in order to get a wife 52)

-r7
Ls. there is a contradiction between the two documents. --thy yu that wy-&r¬I they

point out dozens and do.errz of alleged contradictions between the t*O,q They look t G'n

A '._thQ.y say you have plants createthen ye-he-ttre animals-ea4o4, then.4ie-h"

man and woman creed. _e-y- y7trtt,thet Gen..2 yuJa.te macreated/T
theb

4J
you h& ______

you

..ka.ze_the plants e.te4., then you animals then you ho woman, cteat&I

-and thus 1ir e dozens and dozens of alleged contradictina-s

9 T4 (à v.W'J
,-t is very different from Astruc and Eichhorn' s original view, that document

1) oses uee-& in
putt us a correct true histor

we have false documents which contradict each other and nobody knows which is true,

and the way we can tell they are different documents is that they contradict each othe)

('(' (t)
and you see) all1dependabllity k the Pentateuch .when It mve this-f& and

what started as a-e harmless thing( though it would be very foolish to say it was

true unless you could get real proof of it, but otherwise entirely harmless) has developed

into something which strikes at the very root of all Biblical dependability. We--..uch

tIen for C -the4 the dev&cipme*cfrhor-cttmeritrythei,ry. -New-f-1Tpe-tI

T-t4 f1"V
ii.H- get this material well in mind because it is background to the succeeding es--

vX
, and without it it is impossible to Le w-te,--n&understand them correctly. tt-here

I think we can start--maybe we better not start D todayjhink me of you would rather
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/

show-me-how well last week than to start D. So we'll
sta7'

tomorrow, and

today we will hav4iough time for you to show tla t you real'know omething of the

material we hre already gone over. So please write down the estlon as I give/It to

you.. I ked you last Tuesday to 4k'cuss the first and fifthyoks of the Bible and there

wer just one or two who thou'{that the words "fifth bk of the Bible" me/nt fifth Iok

in the order in which I dIsed it. That's not what he term book of the ble
meas.

It means book in the o er in which they are in th Bible. And careful egesis is mport

ant. I couldn't gi credit for the wrong one b cause the statement s4Y'very c ear.

There were ye few who made that error, b I'd like you to write wn the ques on to be

se there ill not be an error with it. e odd ones will please ke this ques

DIscu(ful1y with scriptural evldence (you may use your Bible) /what was the4t'titude of

Je,4's toward the authorship of the Pentateuch?

And the first )kj uestlon for the even is: Does the Pentateuch anywhere say that

it was written byMôses. If so, where? (stu.7 3/4) Brief discussion. Take abut 10

minutes otvthis first qnestlon. Then,just about at the very end of the hour I'll give you

ettnt47

A-
etw

arts




as
claimed that these documents exte'the rest of the Penta

teuch, then the idea of Mosaic authorship has automatically disappeared. There was no

/ longer any question then1 f being written by Moses.
\'

.p
And tt as that happened, tms'-of contradicUti

ij _V114
and disagreemenbetween documents. The original idea & that one writer simply used

the name Jehovah, and the other writer simply used the name ElohIm. But noN It is

(I claimed , on the basis of Ex. 6.3, that accordIng4ie writer that used the ward Elohim,

the name Jehovah was not known until the time of Moses, )Wiiile according to the other

writer the name Jehovah was used right from the beginning. that is a tremendously

important d1fferente and if the two contradict each other on such an important fact
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e
____as that, how can jz-4i±st either one of then Well, ew& the end o G now we

take up D:

D, The Fragmentary Theory and other developments in the early part of the 19t

Century. t~'w~e




c °-A"-r t?the...& 4ei& AlexRrrd.u G'''

Alexander Geddes was a Roman Catholic Priest in Scotland,-and this man
I

J.kSotTand wrote a book in 1790 on the Pentateuch, following it up with another in 1800,

V4n these books heu~L positlen beyond the position of Eighhorn and

ci
these others. that the A

-_ 'thftldocument and the B document contradict each other, '-&nd he showed that

9




nAAeOW
could use the same kind of argunnts tocontradict sctions within theˆ. -ee-h' said

't¬ä4 there were 38 different documents-that w' used in writing the book of Genesis.

That why they ca&The fragmentary theory. Some of these.-i only a few verses
1

O/t S t.ii / d'r
some 1ght-&a couple of c1pters. B-thee-were- e sai 38 different writ-

?/a /
ings from which the material was gathered to write the book of Genesis, ándthe same

' ------would apply to the rest of the Pentateuch. L4z} -&&fr.r EJn&ei 30 tii'e

you were to be given

a hundred thousand dollars by the Rockefeller Foundation in order to write a history of

some institution
y

-earrtosuy raith 8omlnar I t they weul 11 for that

] iprse4f.-heydI&, you would then have to assemble material, and

___________________
4

y u would get e-rl tcti.& ,-ou .i idlettes from ppople who

v1dg M1I1dUtt




Ile

P'-n

J"-en J LrLd yve he-nw s that yer uight t newspaper artic1e,

iu1-gbt get artiele l atien1 rell ieugapine but th minar '(ou would

probably hav(or mayb19Q ˆIqcuments before you +fy!1I' jf fill I
L (t /

YOU oke-t the documents, you would get th facts in your mind and you

v
would write them up in your own words, e.'ou footnotes howing the
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sources fm m which you got particu1aevidence eddes' theory was not simply that

the writer of Genesis had a 1o of material from which he gathered facts, it was that he

-Th)\/ 1t44
ed-4ttrthe writing 4i~corporated, tiJ-f lrou wl'l occasionally find a

(r. ____book written today t-±like that,_aJ.t is usually a pietty bad hodePod ..o4e

body --gets- ot4 oeko whèré' h quotes.

1se.'i ±rmiiy like lhat-;- in

46mla:46QA,-1 17




presented in his own words. Geddes' idea was that was what was done
t4vv(i J, 41 At

t

in writing Genesis
A

s frggments from-wh11i ci cëiain
p4[EW

were put together to make up the book of Genesis. to Geddes

received great criticism from his ecclesiastical superiors and ordered not to write any
p-I

9 A

more ,thIe did ..rto HQwev. what he said did not affect the supremacy of the Virgin

or _____
"

Mary the importance of purgatory or any other frth vital doctrine'0Ij was only a

veo whether




the Bible was true or no 3o1seq-ont1y the church authorities,

with h.mz4 told him he should not write such things did

\A ˆ ______not do anything drastic
j&rdHrg btm--ee

this Roman Catholic priest wrote thIs

mate-&-4-4 whtch had very little influence in the British Isles, but w was widely read

by scholars on the continent, and which had a very great influence

____k/iFrench and German scholars took up his ideas and wrote themin their words T

ies2_(o-tu. 1_3)-He-'±vt-up 1he-dea--of the original docurnertts ---see Eichhorn

,y2divides-them
into the E document (or I guess he called it the A document)-the L document

id Elohim,, the jued
14

TJGeddes diddup the E and J documents into smller ones,-44-4brTflie

1/4) 7 but

UOUS but1*Ig

;I Irk, L4flr7..
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I
Opt

about 4s,
4te-¬f

sectii telling
abo.jt

th4 )1±ke we might thi there was an account

of the l.fe of JaccJb in Ha n, that would be a separate work, wr ten by a differ ent

writer. n th account of Jacob andj Esau in Palestine before e went to Haran, there

might b two dif erent ac ountsf that parts from one and ts taken from the other,

but ther is no l ng docuhient, any mo , from his viewpoint. It s a series of fragments

which hve bee put together, large-er mall writings. .-es- (2 4 Yes well my

tromondous ctr ss on the-number7-tut

w&1.4y
it-rs

ath4&
2t '1bidcument,

ne frament ch was taken and lncorbratedbythewriter... hen h noes

another writer and he tèl t4ef1p?they ate. But 1e sa these are-different

- that4-,-±t-me

i-th view that Geddes presente was takerrn G ermany

/ by two scho1ars-9ateç/and Hartmanfl -*14'lrl~A

Vater wrote his-w4tth.g very soon after G.eddesthd t had a very considerable
. , 4

influence. was in 1805, i.44'ee8l very soon-ywa after Geddes wret

________ L
that wrote ' HartmardithnQt write, until quite a bit later

t (1) I Li
Vaterta'48e&. .by thôrtime Wnw.the,4heory was on-the way out. But

;




VateVwas-MOD who had much to do4i' spreading this theory, e divides ' Genesis into

38 fragments, varying in length from four .IYti'c.e verses to several chapters divideV the
A

other books of the Pentateuch in similar fashion. any scholars felt that 4s was

"(It
right. Eichhorn had shown that it wasn a unit it can be divided there are contra

dictions between different sections s why stop with jef two documents'Actually you

can divide i further by the same principle, .fnrther.still, and you have all these different

documentspso many that it came to be called the fragmentary theory. r a time

'1 amogg the critical scholars, -this was the dominant theory<he fragmentary theory.

3 4I3, Ilgen. -Aft Ilgo, I questioned whcthcr-to putiiTh here under the

fragmentary theory,-or vrh5¬her to --so I made my t4*e D include other
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developments, in the early a rt of the 19th century. L..thin1 good argument can be

made for considering Ilgen as one who advanced the Fragmentary Theory, but since the

line along which he moved was no whioh was picked up '8-ears later and was very

important in present criticism, he is given an importance far beyond what he de

serves. e aUth&4Wc-iters were making theories in all kinds of directions, and

ci >d-
Ilgen made the one in the direction, picked up-64 years later,buNis so often mentioned

we.-ˆ?iTöüld ment434i he e7-ecu'ee-ef- the.-fact tht he gu tdsehdid not divide I

into as many fragments as the others Ve still thought there were main long documents,

but he sáhe E document actually had two kinds of material in it, and

divided.-the________ 'LPALX.I i4
the-E-4eeitmcnt into a first Elohim and a Second Elohim. su i1*was the

J av:(((. 17c'? ) c1çi
f document thWi-aE±tt 1o ard See E.ohifi4 thpt WaG hip ugge-stion

W1r.




ts, but Ilgen wroteS 'e; -Qne_I)LtbeM.LMQ__tW

didft4 have much influence




w. Amd=he soon left the
. P,Aor(

field of Old Testament
studYK

went into the study of educationian ~#came quite a

did

7PEr,co'

prominent 1eader ±te±dian4 hia.i flueee-idrit remain

t FIa.E1QhL t'ye 8eeoft betweeii

He made a very detailed division.

Methe4st writ.r A fv years ag wroe.-ek

9ad 1gen' arg ntth zi

shows in sevjUtcas adv n-Mtal--method-over pr&tt1'!"

permitted his critical faculty to become subject to a preconceived notion of the functions

of the different writers, and carried his theory of the characteristic distinctions between

the two Elohists and the e I to unjustifiable, almost/ridiculous excesses. This

tL" J
led him to see the hands of two different writers in Vérses, sometims on. reasonable

A _____

grounds, but often for no apparent reason aave to support his theory.

ctehoi cri±zin e . ehrb4-th book was
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very detailed, he div1dd intp tw. d1ffit (stu Ilgcir

jowt-is ok in-W-9' Well the ene that eømes s1 years later we'll diu ltra

,gnwas-1--O-8 pn44n t ±hjnk his bpoJcj&oi.IJ.d-hae-1L&1 great lufluenee I d-Gn t

Mn±t-did




4561;-Xvieirs later a new theory was advanced which swept the world

and is believed by all critical scholars today, and-t? people looack and found

4a v¬
that Ilgen had written something very similar in 1798, so they44vc Ilgen a great deal of

me outears later people hd ven.fogttëñ flrr

lo 44i4e-boca fo s

similerth&b-4.--1,ent -he-imptsart--oL thIs j-rnr -& o firthr.

diV4 thmWould dw 'If you have an Ej document, which includes

more than half the material in the book of Genesis, .&&m:h rnu tlrnt tile

and if you have a J document which includes over a thI'rd you've t twopretW

'b± bodies of material to compare for style, for usage,nd U .LL tot!yt 80-4t

is a continuous. iiarrative. if you t4 the E document rdivide into two parts,
U t&L Jtç/

tunning c.1eai through, we-l-l you ve-'g9t less material to compare,
A

Jyou fragmentize it you reduce the evidence on which any reasonable decision can be
/'\ 9erf*ffq(
made. .-it__4_s..e iuuilciut Lharr Ilgeii

j.' 4, DeWette. DeWette is recogriized$ by the critics as a very brilliant scho1ar

JLA)O
iJt DnW"tt4 for a long time,l11'gerDetween the documentary hypothesis and the

fragmentary hypothesis. Sometimes he seemed to be favoring one, sometimes the other.

k.
t'D¬Wett made one very definite suggest ion,-a-nd -ono which has been followed by

--------- ______the critics to this day. T-hiswac in hio bok in4&85 In 1805 Wte wrote a book

in which he said the book of Deuteronomy is an independent part of the Pentateuch, com

posed in the time of Josiah, a little before 600 B.C., at-4ea.zt 60Q,. me 800 years

after Moses. DeWette said the book of Deuteronomy is not written

it i______
/d

by Moses, written by the E writer or the J writer( osf of it wiitten at
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_____ rr'vtJ' I dLcu4 4' -.

about the time of Josiah. Then Kings 4h

hávjrrg 4empe,-*iy rfp the-fmd a document
-.''. 'iq

A readit arr&they said' great harm has come to us because we havet

been following this 4tnd-they C 1'dtJQJJw
-

-gin1ng 41 thLrcanrrj hi hc aid wasiDeuteronomy there is no doubt that Jas±h's
:,J}!'

re,formation was tremendously affected by the book of Deuteronomy, no question that

)
trny either .w the book found in the tan pie or was- part

,7 '_

Awat the whole Pentateuch. any rate, euteronomy was therq,. It.ro1cy was

influential at that time, ,ctw DeWette ' when Deuteronomy was written.

the fifthafte\he Pt.h .uing

over. hare ji

differeM s tremendously important in

Ail
the1opnent

--(/'-P

of th~eUle I appz~~~~UU IZ LILU _Uft%ji QP~Ck

three documents: the J document, the O' E

document,,. andthe book d Deuteronomy. Ih whet -t - y-re

D most of Deuteçonomy, ie
; 'r




- Well now yotr'-re gdttin'g iway

-, ' xxiain thing ciri whchJtecriti-e44--&9ee, rnt the pw.uL on wh4ch ix1eraenc

Tj 1A
Hilkiah *rote it and frfdit in the tern Ple any' pretended

tf 4w found it.was a pious fraud, for a good purpose'Tn order to advance a good cause

1 -- :
1he told a lie about the book,'ecause he knewrif he told

Josiah&frrrote
the' book,

WI'
wouldn't, pay any attention to it so he told him it"s an old book Moses wrote and Josiah

swallowed it. Many of the critical writers .we saic .L pious fraud.

Ut t
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___.a'-the ètitie1 rguJnr1t that 4ha,ithe book cund in the tple, We have no

7




was the large influence in Josiah' s reformation, when they say Deuteronomy was not

written until that day, why fc c that i& something whio makes Deuteronomy a lie
k 1frht'

because 4)Ssays that Moses wrote it. s8 (1 M bases theory in--thc
N A,

-firr3t pia.ee on the fact tInt this book whfeh-ws found in the Temple contains-thvry

orders to do the thing/which Josiah did 0q/4jwh ild i' (#t'if is 'i 'j't6le, 4f
k- o 'lo bk jrnpvat'Ie' ji- *oT t1.'
He-b33.c3 t- th.t. Then ho haa a lot -' ..
42jC lye ."
wh4eh we will tfl-t we-Of three veeks to at th ad QthL tcr T hy e-

few-hour 'whtchi do&t -U-ke-t-o do-i- 4!4aThe..gi it

14/li b ' 1.1 1IV- uL-! Henry Green's book on the Higher riticism of the Pentateuch never men-

tions the problem of Deuteronomy think 41L_., very unfortura te because it a

/Ict 4'
-'very vital part of/)

vo4 LjH __
YOU-101-9 the P entateuch

itijheoIDPntQronomy 4s-vital why w piif it hrt it prnper

J.aca,-We are not looking at the arguments yet' we are at present just seeing the devel-

opment toJ rtI1 claim 4-1/4 ,4 (7

fits Josiah's time perfectly and could ave anything to do with tre earlier period,

we-ea look at Deuteronomy that fit the earlier period

ave nothing to do with Josiah's time. W n dc that- nc[4t_i a big lisou

-I- o44_eek irlere sting tMj4i
Z(. &'

thrtht .
zjumprits

he critical view of Deuteronom. -heen given by scholars in recent years3
f4L. /' Wao
&}4-*s-'4jthey tenaciously hold WA-1- dat-Q, that 14- J- that 4aM period. e

f Pcnnsy],ya etcnLi-thrs j.-tti f the

_____ -----The bk f
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o t lanuae of tut_ iiu&

cptrLh JJ tho eritia1 Gh91rfhat thjt1 l!i wreuj re_i.-gret

nv asto whether it was written. iebtidy in. the southern

,1JI' : t2 c7< 'I:
'

((
kingdom or,t'he northern

kln7dom,
çit was wr1tteh.u red years ear{i9. V,We,

cAl -
believe there is no proof it wasn(.j written by Mose,Ve think that Moses wrote It,. that

I'

it was in the Pentateuch from the beginning. JtWe will look into those arguments later.

At this point, I just wanted you to see how the theory developed. Mr Mlllr (3 j,L4.)_

n




thQory
ere are two main aspects in the study of the crltlthe Pentateuch irst,

the ,divIslon 4e secondthe dating. en the

AaIl kind of various theories axe advanced. It was not until 1875 that there was any

,AL4&Umt1.f4 i'
6 about dating. From about l875v1ew on datIngs estab1ishedhIch is held to this

) i'-,
-)
dayjby

most of the critics<But we'4't¬r leave that to discuss, spend
1' "V V . VVV

.-o mon '.t it

ttho imee of tile-p'obiemr'La.pp at thQ-qth hut mean$ha-'e why --.a&t

QC) int -wta-ke marc time n it 1at. (4 1/4 JeWette was a student of history,

I- i mat V,41
(? )

rather than a student of doctrine. t8-,4 rar-e,4ome men viba ard interested In the

jf-
literary division! s this by two -different writers, and so on$' DeWette was thtorotod in

w¬ mostly interested in the historical aspect, and he said,' Deuteronomy just

fits the time of IsaIah 71iat when it was written. 2Trw DeWette said, read Elchhorn,

and he talks about the two documents' sounds very conyincing, I think he is right.

Then a little later,1--says,, I read Vater'about,l these fragment very convincing,

''dVL
..4.4 I think he is rights few years between the two and doe sit make up

his minc 4U.l-nally he accepts, a third vlewaltogether different wiU we come 'To

elatedefinItelto both IMZI W40
-.

'u nty intere5te&in faI1ewin

.q thi

01




5r pucsc)J is yey jqhc$ jpt 4the pe t14at"4oe-of-yQ.LWho Me

aIf
'eyee ir gtnth M*gdontba woirid tQo çot tA

DeWette' sde
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be i--

veryvita1 8e e me&L1uii here cr-4t4 we ment*ciia4 DeWttr ___________ti FLe

on Deuteronomy w4 was soon accepted among critical scholars

and is held in its essentials by all critical scholars today. It is one of the few things

advanced that early thti11 s. held with little change, though today there is much dis

cuss ion over features 1otff i.tlip nc.rth rn -fro L,4

i) OwA1f / the
that-it--wag wr4' .4 eWette said the' 'Lr'Deuteronomy is, *'centralization

of worship in
Jerusale5.

there are 104 who satiis is a mln& tM'r Wand just

attached as eert of an afterthought
.,A-,

-w-øMy at8r they WELT ui ef Deutrr1QIny

-t"y_be71__ IC 1/1 steft4ho ftnderpinnftlyb oil whic1rth-theory.is
b14i1J

Well

s Refutation of the Fragmentary Theory
pLr sq1

ow ysu -o-s that the Fragmentary Theory was e logical develop me'lf the docu-

CQVId
/1

mentary division. If
y1u

prove that two-.men tiocuments were it together to form

Genesis hw1iuw-eamQ..xitencs. But if the

two
evidence on which you divide it into two can just as well divide each of thsse into five or

six otherand each of Lhem into two or three, you have started a process to which there

seems to be no end. what the fragmentary theory seems to me to demonstrate.

fQ ha
TunAes-yu-t id

A?,
enough to prove that there -some differencbetween two parts

(S
--y -there are two diffrt .-cumitg TheR-1t tve that h we rum-e1td1&how

the x4uzo-if you-Fe going to divide and di'ckle and divide until

you.t-4ttet litle fragantsww4 it t-Aellec'et?1e whole thing to absurdity. -And

Geddes and 'JA'ter and me others held very stron11y to the theory which reduce

7W-

(ci




too




¬copied a 111JL e0J
4Jed

%4 and anr could they prove that

-1




1,10
?i15.Ewa1d)who was one of the leading German scholars oft(!

th.efirt 11 U 1ct first haf the 19th century, wrote his doctoral disserta-

t
ion,ç

in 1823, on "A Refutation of the Fragmentary Theory the Unity of the Pentateuch.",/
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A1 1895, ProeWIlliam Henry Green of Princeton Seminary said that Ewald's criticism

of the Fragmentary Theory is still worth studying for its brillant refttion of the Fragmentary

Theory.Ewatas a young m9n l823.rote this dissertation on the caim.

II Y'4 -OhtY'
that Moses had written GenesiWe did(ry long tMoses had written Genesis,

IP -/( t

31
but he did at that tim that Moses wrote Genesis and that Genesis was not made up of

" WTo kt 2"Y i#sy,I,g#
just a lot of little fragmentthat that diJn1ake is a unity to

j
5/it and h Athe parts 'c-±t thto which ivide i--J1 thiy rf t1am

,)
________ron make any sense unless they presuppose other part;whioh arc cannot be__\ J &

t.9 çithplyparate accounts ,, there is a L unified plan r

tm
4-e- progress te4&, Ewald said,...e 3cIi this fragmentary theory

is just utterly usonab1e, aad~e wrote this in 1823 and gave the death blow to the

fragmentary theory. It lingered on for a while, but lost a great part of its influence. And

JI 7j , (J.J fl
book by Prof. Briggs 9f Union Seminary, writthtn 1893 trongly supporting the high-book

er fragmentary theoryøeys that it was a very bad and harmfu]

and that it ia an excellent thing to show that it was simply not valid at all.

" feel that the present critical theory has very much in commonaL41. with the

fragmentary tJieory,-t the fragmentary theory, tarting with the division,-

went reduced it toyou-aii~~ absurdity and critical
I

4- / A(
scholars reacted strongly against .&t. Sor e movement). back in the direction of

oc$7J more unity to the Pentateuch' the' see a unified thread running through iEwald's

I
refutation in 1823 was very influential . other scholars, and eventua1ly.errtTh1

to the end of the fragmentary theory. No one today speak rcdlly wA1 t,4 the fragmentary
dw4i

.tieory,as held at that time
./ L I w

Discussion of the Fragmentary Theory.- It died so completely1there be
I'

no point in discussing it, if it were not for he fact that the present development is very

similar in many ways. cQnsequently It is very helpful to see ham it developed then and

Ilk

to see the parallel to the 8rxt development.
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William Henry Green has three very strong points at which he criticizes the

fragmntry theory familiar with v~~ll

It assumes the existence of many different writings from that time. of

YVk
which we have no other evidence -e a8--umpt1ufl of the ter of aii tt!!t

ejs-.e would expect to d some evidence somewhere of the fac4 there were

,1-:ver.e
thi many documents at that time, from which a man could-take-end draw th.t frgmht tht

mtj-4d is an assumption of widespread literary activity4

IAI y 0+ 't k4 or 1n
yd'- evideice -of-for that period. A number of interested in

Ji4%




thee iJus

Al A

tldiiy Li uiu w1iiIi

theseassume there wetwo documents 4hcrewe an E documen4
94




a J document. We have no evidence they existed

but alLit4s 'Only assuming two thingthatwere then combined into one &t FO
itrv ot'-' '

assume different documents, of which there is no evidence, is a tremendous

assumptior o hat is a strong argument against the fragmentary theory, .w1èh is equally
6 'A

strong against....ef the fragmentizing theories which are commonly taught today.

Jon

not make a unified work like we have in the Pentateuch. There is an orderly

tr-

- . /




arrangement in the Pentateuch, ~i FlUPULMOn of i

Is more loosely bound together than our western writings usually are, but there is a

continuous structure which could hardly come into existence just from taking a lot of

different fragments and putting them together ti-feow_oncao-44-JLu--werk
L.

later-oa-wre &om1entar,ij-1e was very interested we & commentary
.' '

on the book of Ecclesiastes, I told him,-I 3a±i study Ecclesiastes thn otudy it

thoroughly,. think the thing through, andWrite _c.conc1usions. WSU... he wanted to

JiiI) r\r
terse;

.
.7

quotequote1öu1dx write as well 4t7'2 as other writerse;ters, uInbe4y,

so aQ rr,trnif4g book'




fill
d of &H the miserable hodgepodge yUr-f vv,ff_

nin)jj
.
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i.
say Eccieslastes, and then he1/4 say so-and-so says, then he 4 paragraph, so-and-

cwL#e) 4)
" :T.

so says, .t a pragraptJt was ust a series of quotations, most uninteresting

th.Lto read, without ra-progress ft -At youe going to

write something that is worth reading, you have to think it through, put it into a unified

method of expression and have a systematic developmentere. ..d)ust a series of

MtWY, Y-44
quotations will produce anything that gives 4t unified impression that the Pentateuch

/ r '-

gives, aid,the steady progress from one theme, from one development, from one context.

)4?t4ohe aentarY theor Ewald showecdoes not explain the -fact-e-the systematic

arrangement of the Pentateuch, with progress from one idea an development to another.

Mdthoc ]flwald pointed out that ihe Pentateuch youind section after section which

tivl I4{1v1I*
-

,cF w1
refers back to what previously was said. It w4kl be quit9erstand&e if you -dorft have

the~,~reviou %~k~Sn i U tr-Qae~~errted. Things are brought in which

I O(
you e been told'before.how they came t be, where they came from details about them.

Them is a building-bok on.prev'ious statements there is a relation the Penta
A

teuch, which is quite impossible with just te series of fragments put together into one

volume.

klOb these three arguments I think are equally valid against most of the critical theories

1k9
today, - they certainly are valid against the Fragmentary Theory, which reduced to

Lgreat series of fragments. I think the present theories do the same thing,
_- -itCAN 13 13T1L iY they eovi p tpe of

TA4A
E, The Supplement Hypothesis. pot e developmcnt-

t1 c-(cv practically
wh+eh naturally-&me out of the-, wa view,..-.. held By/all the critical scholars

for nearly &ø years It was the dominant view in the critical sôools in most parts of the

au
world and so we should know something about it because of its Importanc13A3torialty

and also because of its important place

in the progress of -the development from Eiçhhom's original theory, up to the theories
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11
which are/,taught as the assured result-of modem scholarship,tey. The Supplement

Hypothesis was advanced by very sizeable number of scholars, and RieiltionGhe of

L /
the outstanding ones a man named Bleek. .Do-We-tto howcv-e-+ TT YTThn

ha.bo DWette had not been satisfied with the Fragment Theory or with th Duu

01 j1r)mentary Theory e'Eichhornand had wavered back and forth between thenflte jumped on

the bandwagowith both feet, of the Supplement Theoryand was very strong in its de/e4I.

Tc" Ewald,who had argued for the unity of Genesisas against the fragmentary

theory, fell in line with the Supplement Theory to quite an exten .ed $ i*ai.â td it

4 24 tI 2-e9I -r-.'i
A extended to joshu LÔ". -Lie saiEi _nut

( a Pentateuch) -but of a Hexateuch,nd that ist they speak p'today. If

you look in most critical Bible dictionaries today, you won't find any article on,Pentateuch,
1¬ 3

yct-will-rtthft on IThxateuch. Hexateucl%fs you know, means the six book Pentateuch

the five book hey consider Joshua as part of the same thing and claim that these

0.4
documents extend to Lhe book of Joshua, though they have-a -mu9h harder time proving

it of Joshua than they do of the others.

he-whkh ws avni-d by ci le came to

11"et Y be -We- better

Nature of the Supplement Hypothesis. he

Supplement Hypothesis which wa minant view for at least years1J back to

Eichhorn. It up idea ofa fgmeits

te4- progress , Uoc structure. s, iEfrhhorn' s E document

s13 UU1




_ theBIohith

dwmn~~m& hate the original struclikre. The E document tells Lhe creation of the

world in Gen. 14 it teL_Qf the Flood l.3-s the Covenant with Noahs

" kc
series of covenant4it tll ysu Jçthe progress wkioh wag ibot

two-ULhdb of cenc.l aa.*iay it thu -progr of the story the original,

ie-B-document -hi!--s the first writing. Eichhom saidiere are two
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t 1 ingw. Th1iflt,

demphcjy c- said, the E document is

the or1glna'd t-.t¬ J Is not a separate document but j0c4 t??nent '

ta-s the ocument before him and he s insertions into it.

444t4e*e---H5 reads about the creation of the wr1d in Genesis l,-t" he add more
c-)

detail on the creation of man in Genesis
2)

an he story of the Fa11hJistht.fr.

The
-03

E document how the world was created and then.&.s arrd the world was filled

1Z 4k W"16(
with violence and God ent a flood' 4tells how4 came to be filled with violence,

?" '
the story of the fall. a~1he J

througIhe E document and add sections here and there g rea-so fo ihi v1W

(




U9
-

n the J document here are statementhich do make any
tsp 1I (fl

sanse unless you know something 4..t bore wiffh is -y41n.the E document -6e.-

they sage writer of the Jehovtd the E document before

-4cenrE-nd--iimat-h±s-4ehimert1öiT-e J was a supplement, not a separate document. te.o-1

QQphti f1it't 'cwt1 j7j
Mr- xTfTT172) No,yam s,1this iriôIüdes the whole Pentateuch, 44e-whc1e

Pentatcu-if Moses d4-4 it would jus! 15e written down from his knowledge. If it is a

compilation it must be by somebody later. Some o_f 4!en said that a great part of it came

from wrltings1ltoses had written, 'l incorporated ji wit thç

giatly as to the time/ft was written. Some saf'the E document was written shortly aft r

the time of Joshua some sait was not written till the time of David. nuldIT TAT

,-a--tnre-wre more conservative scholars who accepted

the final written at the time of David there were more radica @R" who would have

the E docum time of David and the final written later on~.(~ he time

of the exile. more than 1ears4-wek practically all

r41.
0

critical scholars agrehat the E document is the b.




Aigives the of the material in the Pentateuch, xu~more than ha if of
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Ca4l
Genesis, give- perhaps two-thirds of the rest of the oo nearly two-thirds of the

~Xe~




#t44I1fiL
whole Pentateuch(xcept for Deuteronom) the E document u4.-t the JehovahtJc.j

here rrnarobaby

ooks written during those fifty years, going into detail on all these points ----

d 11ha n -I could




\
-i

-
,

\
th ;gabry4 . hc me Jhrsy3 w d by eveLyb,dy an h mi his

-bh4 erd.jn .4,e the




7~
h 1. 1--A

b -4r rL1me ew th grr Qrg 145 çjp iLLQ

çi h

rwr1n L. hia 1. !l!cit 1:, flU fr what. thcay wuI __ZIA

-"god ftild tb

But I have a know de of the

whole thin enough to ke pretty good gu sses on a particular question




z' u

like asked,

\

,anyof which I t "nk would prove out that way. So any question ] ke tha that

of you ha , don't hesltat to ask. I ma kn w he answer, Mid I may n t, and be

t 'rn -,- i
able as in his ca

of the Suppi ifference between it and the Documentary

11)1

mentgYWHypothe is,

Theory. two documents, ne original dbcume t, and then insertions .iw1 you see
I. 11/4

the reason f it, the J docume t, which is the shor r of the two, ht ma] (assumes things

which are ex lamed in the E do ment. Therefore, th y do not feel that he J document

12
could have ar sen as an mndppen nt document, but rath r as an insertions supplement,

I
-to the E do ument. They<-ary tremend sly. There areomeoflh

A

who would Dut he E document, som quite conservative me accepted the heory, and

they put E docu ent perhaps right in ) ' tim and the J doctment in

David's time. T en there were much mo liberal men who put t' E document in David's
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(2)
or Solo on's
/time nd the ocu nt maybe j.iring the Exocju.s-. But they wouldn" call it document,

) ) 2
the wo d call i

-
P.31. /4)

thisWn 17!m*eory, ion dQçment4he German word "Grunds chrift,"

ground-writing, foundatim document, which /4) constantly referred to, is the E document,

the document that use the name of God as Elohim.

A .4?tP 'v4"
s time went on people began to see that

kIT1heory
was not satisfactory

eof41e 4tthh fQflL *8UTh

were not jus i e J document assumes are explained in

E the E document ass mes #90 _W &A-W-we that are explained in J. d-hcney also
-"--

found t at -a -take the-I 4esumntj and the J 'nt the style$of the-.&-4Q"llment 1-

i z,1you say here are two distinct styles, the

_______
'

style of the J document and Lhe E document, proti you1flnd parts of the E

document in which if you just change the namb-ehovah to Elohim, evoiyb4r I mcn the

ai'sunJh would say ltrt of the J document. They fou$nd many

rats of the E document in which the style was absolutely indistinguishable from the J

document, except perhaps by having the name Elohim occur maybe once in twet$y verses

40
or so ething like that. So'There were difficulties whh people gradually came to see 4-

and it as felt necessary to make modifications

3 Criticism of the Supplement Hypothesis TIwsr tt-

a It does not fully explain the interdependence of E and J sections

L The same type of division could be extended to parts of the toundation Writing--the E4-

document

i-*rtdThere was an English bishop named Colenso He was ai1agJAih mathematician
t4D

''" ''

iho we-nt into the Church of England and was madet4ehWof a section of Africa. flc woe

40'
k

ssionary hbh(:)p C-3-ns wrote a criticism411
141

of the Foundation Writinqcr.tiri -$e E documen)). MTTro claimed that though
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the people who hold/the UIEUM Theory 4tI that the E document is the original

history, he egcLe find all kinds of unhistorical things in it in-

accuracies, contradictions, an so on. "SoCo wrote a strongly critical book attacking

the historicity, not of thaditions, but of he actual foundation document itsel
C?)

'7'4J 17 Colenso' s book had quite an Ge1
influenc




F

attempts were made to revise the Supplement Hypothesis.

~19__
we will alf+4,-temted RevisiongpEwald~-.Re Crystallization Hypothesis.

q

9
E"'yn 18 book in which he extendge supplementation still further.,wald

that there ..s a first document and then there a suppleme 3tr that, and

then there sup 1int ur that,




Lid
use4 and then 0 use' Jehovah and uwlWs insertions,-

__ A4 _then one who w14'te E and w4t.s insertions, and then Iie another who=-a

4442el.L _____
4Ej




series
J and *4e5 insertions. Thus you have a 4uui-y of supplementations, one after the other,

A1flr
"

4swrecked
'T!the beautiful simplicity of the Supplement Hypothesis 4o by Ewald' s feeling that

S
one supplementationw do it, .41e here a whole series of them. A I gm''

fr14r tr1 w- 1&ip-.-ijj g i- ti&] I gc fttç

4-epe ytt v ill embtr wê±1 *tat ,-e hd tor hcjis

=on or (6 3/4) for o11 tb -4g

111sta-14--7 l/A)oThis ws taken as the Foundation Writin the Grundschrift,

L'aè4t theory I*as s- te rktk
thajfor

a period of half a centuryjLwac

almost undisputed among the cthtical scholars sonservative

scholars in Germany we-were attacking it 4-w quite a few 4-t- &rme of

them wrote very strong books opposing it, bu it won the among the critical scholars

(,)and great numbers/cf people came to accept it as-s fact about the development of the

document of the Pentateuch .77Firs l' the Grundschrift, the Foundation Writing, recognizable

by Elohim instead of Jehovah, and then the Jehovah sectio inserted by/
ft/V +sCnt'

the Jehovis later. Thyduiie tht __ utQed
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7
J41OV

_______
/

to use
,,for

God I fl!ed-4&-tI---flrnt did.t notice that it said-th4, in

a4/teJ
Ex. 6.3, that hadt be used before,so he simply used Jehovah in the sectict-is he

put in. hese are not small interpolations, the$è'are big interpolations
0ftki 9#4Js

This-& maybe one-third i i'e+ ttr The Bible
A

teaches that Moses is the authcr of the Pentateuch as a who1eThL nowhere says

every word of the Pentateuch came from Moses. I personally see no reason why it may not

be that every word did, but I dot find it an
40V

jwhere in the Bible taught that that is some

41U4
4'

thing we oughtt- believe. 1merefore if somebody an argument to prove that an/
r) ra

occasional word an ccasional sentence a later time btt under the inspiration

the Holy Spis kept from erro that that contradicts iywhere

in the Scripture. That is to say, I would fee]. personally all of it is by Moses,
p

even the account of his death. I would feel it extremelyi'kikely that there would

or aO-words L403
N'- that were inserted

1ate5

under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. But if somebody feels that there is as much as 1%

-(-a/-44 tt' I still dotsee how it would contradict anything

taught in the New Testament or in the Old Testament about the Pentateuch. But this view

was very different from that, because this view held that about two-thirds was written

olb~ (D
by the original E1ohist Aid that approximatel the book of GenesisA/

1was inserted by the Jehovist who had various misunderstandings d who put in

contradicted what was already there)without realizing the contradiction, and who

J-1
gvo-a extra things that were alrIy told 'and thus introduced a lot of confusion into

the fine original account of the Elohist. That was the view.

Nthe Supplerrntpothesis was far nearer to a conservative view than the iewˆ

d7/
which the critics hold today4 4&r-nearer.




.fnt4trLJ.4e-e'e&.Qw4

-vr a period of between 40 and 70 years, varying with individual dh iolars, the

critic.,- were satisfied with the Supplement Theory Tthat 4!, was the true

view1aniat they could defend it against others. ti.&1l2r
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thç.S ent-TQry I1Q1th nimflt Wit uiément-

or inal thi
ations. (at4 Ye w,i4-bte.- he/Wocumentary theory hold

are two documents, which were nthineel... 1nterwoven. The Supplement Theory holds

there is one document with supplementation added by the Jehovis1the one who used

the name Jehovah. Mr. Mackey? (11 3/4) The view of the bulk of those who held the

Supplement Theory, (not all, there was considerable variety) but the view of the bulk of

them was, that the Jehovist was a man who took the writing which was there, the Grund

schrift, the Elohim writing, and me t-ancLthat one man made additions at

maybe 50 places 4 in the Pentateuch as a whole ( In the book of Genesis maybe

20 or
39-...fhat

he made additions to it here and ther4 . sometimes these additions

would be as much as four or five chapters, sometimes 4y'-be only half a verse, but that

he made additions throughout. cording to the view of the Supplement

Theory, the original writing uses the name God up until Mosed his revelation from

in the wIldernessL 42,
God amlehe _aitflen when Moses gets tF revelation, that Jehovah is the name by

t/) ---/
which He is to be called from.xw onklt usually calls Him Jehovah, All throug1he,o'ther

four books. Jehovistccording to that was a man who wanted to

fill 1nith newT "WtMoAere and there .4 ecntthtnwhlch he thought were

true! .-wi4-e-tTT.

P.32. (3/4)

-1-.iint&±he tl1Le 00 pbed

We could take a month trying to show weaknesses in the Supplement Theory but since the
/

Supplement Theory waslven up by everybody the main thing I mtt you to see is how it

developed into what they al1rnel1eve,
and to see tharit seemed satisfactory to all these

n/ 0
critical scholars, for nearly fifty years. eeQ-H4I_. e-wU, between the Fragmentary

f7) YCO 07
Theory and the Supplement Theoryere is a vast difference o I want to be sure everybody

understands.
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wm2
According to the Fragmentary Theory, there aLa a large number of separate small

writings, which somebody took and put together. According to the Supplement Theory,

'gI1
the&was one long writing , maybe two-thirds of what we have in the PentateucIè

/ L1 p
'

supplements-4 various p1ace1hogIiut. The
.at~~~~IIX484

dj~
m self P""I t L

ri?r\b __Fragment Theory dj4 la
strongy4-wasrrathut&

v& -Ie ecau se most scholars

with the
saw that it was utterly impossible to believe that a book wunIty &f-FeitL1Ch

teady progress of the Pentateuchjcould have come together simply by taking
WI_Thç

__
th I;

a lot of isolated small tncjd)and juct throwing them together. They saw thaUk was

imposslb1eand it was speedily given up, but it was 4 logical development'..eut f the

original documentary theory. f'en the Supplementary Theory was a swingr-.ie

in the conservative direction1en th Frmjrr

Nuw ciS we meritiun -idcay,wo things we mentioned yesterday are very import

ant and need to be enlarged a 644" bit. One of them is the fact of the extension of the

documents to the rest of the Pentateucl3r-_XL-);tal__I~~ done,-hat deU-_

the time the Supplement Theory began the extension to the rest of the Pentateuch

jIL !w
the Law was divided into two main rt,1if there are really three but the book of

Deuteronomy was separated ouJhe-ooi f utefbiroi4' not included in the Supplement

be&azøL /Y ieI/
Theory-4! recognised as being a separate work. Many w.uld foJ. DeWette had

proved that it was the work found in the temple in the time of Josiah, and probably written

at that time. Others mi-gh2k it was written much earlier.




Elohis t starts with Gen.

rd so m Gen. 1 -et the type of terial the Elohist i1!g-o±ng_4o have.

?-
yeiihy wer e44-+I-oJtofddnc7 saj tø-ye-i&

three or four chapters of the Bible, and y what kind of literature they contain

among the four types memb IIL

were to you Gen.2, you,yi3uld immedlatUff say, iarrationthe account of man in

the garden1 Gen.
3,4
the account of the Fall. There is

,the
account of JacoI,,in MesopoX
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'

1" is-
tamia. Ther' are the a'riint rf diffrf

/rration in a great many
i20t

chapters .11/f I were to give you a list of the king of Edom you1/4 immediatel y say enumer-

ationVtenealogY~1~. If I were to give you the ten commandments ±, you'

t11 ç-'__wi/I yOc.)
immediately say Law. We4 wheji 4ee.k/'t (Zn1 il1h a ('u pit Gen.,?

wff,~~
--- SOWV ff

ft I

,here might 1isagreernent1tiere You might saen .1 is
narrations

it tells about

10
events, about what God did. But Gen. l teUstt this in a way different from almost

any other chapter in he Pentateuch. ijzabe Gen. 1 s4 that God said, let there be light,

and there was light, and it was evening and it was morning, one day. And God gave

another command and the command was fulfilled, arri God saw that I t was good, and there

01
was evening and morning , a second day. You have those phrases repeate

first day, second day, third da through sevep days.

fiji _-a big argument could be made that Gen. I not go under tteditg of narration<' but

under, W2s%r-
'

_
;fi wht-i1 fIL t-tM-Abrham 4id--4urii%hTh first -i

\ ; cmk -

, (.) cide,'to leave Ur of the Chaldees.-e
1e5

t he-wrrtˆ up to Haran What-± the second

A
( (big step in Abraham's lift leave/Haran and go over to Canaan. What is the third

kihc1 7itë.
/big step? You do.t have that eecf of used except in this first chapter. $Qhe

y)
first chapter is a sort of a bridge between narration and enumeration.

atlook Gen. 1 and Gen. 2 tt-&ft- does

the w in Leviticus be1on immediately sa4 Leviticus tells about one kind()
''(1

of sacrifice, what are you -goino do with the kidneys, the liver, the caul, the skin,

when are you going to make the sacrifice, and so on. Then it tells about another kind of

sacrifice, what are you going to do with the liver, ddneys, the caul, the skin, and so on.

1000
It 1~~in this enumerating style of presentation, which is much more like Gen.l

than like Gen.2. 104W the great body of law in the books f Levitic and Nunbers was

iive 'ti'cy(
considered to be part of the E1ohrsdocumen to go with-s 'Ti_very Important to

the development ( to-havenderstanding in minc ow t the E document, as
/
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It extends through the Pentateuch takes in a very large part of Ex., Lev., t,4 because

it includes 'naterial goes in more or less one-two-three--four fashion j~9

includes the lengthy law books'. e That material is part of the Elohist document. .Nei

Qie4i --------




Is that on

)Y
account of similarity of style?) That is the argument advanced similarity of style. It is

______enumeration type eerthan type ,.-Mr--Cro
- (73/l)----N.o.r4!m paki

f fyp jfl QJzal tr,'inte ±V the ClLal I& Wt-i4

dthi1s nf it which hrsIGc-P-

ft-WC -VE -44e t n1tfl giving

tediej-o have maifri rt pl

c1-4u-&t btt1T r@ay -t




17

tc1 th& a wu e "n1i, P The ttoeullLCflt8 -were-
A




threughe -h !,vv want te me4 1*&r iha wa In ____

eflA. -es-?4j tereu Lt-the first few chapters ci Exodus, the E document

can no longer be distinguished by the names of Gods kut the distinction whI-his used is
- ç -.

the 4t of enumeration t t.4e-2-3-4 U st the
V"a~

('i)
complicated law is all considered part of the E document. -3e&--9-tiA4)-ffThe Supplement

Theory considers that the original E documenhIch was supplemented by Lhe Jehovist,

ran through Gen., Ex., Lev. , Numbers and Joshua. 4.t might have a tiny bit in Deuteronomy,
\M

0
A A

burnost of Deuteronomhey considerecF(o have been a separate productig . . )

1-ebeuse
-

4e-ths-qn.tIon i--h 4he n5to-uoh oomo hto -e3dcIøo? According to

-a c> /kMte 4 -a ClO CVII' -

- Supplementary Theoty, Into existencfIrst?by the Elohisn being writt,

Then the Jehovist making supplements, and then by the book of Deut.

j being added, *44iit in1.Jt -NQw-Mr-Fo Gue#,,pb you had your hand up 00 V,4

II Qups1-o' ,.
might call Deut JOL another supplement, but it is so long,

that they dc mention it specifically as
supplementation,,

ibe
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yuu

;sbi upplomon, k-i t th vry n& [he matter of time

does not yet enter in theSupplement theory. Different people hç d different theories.

7ime -net-yet be4mel very important in a lathr step, but not yet.

J wazi,ted you to baye 12ii' YIP
Now,,41t 1n mind triençe the content of the E document , as it goes .through the

rest of the Pentateuch, whet-it wao Andhat this Supplemitry Theory was/i exactly --

\ kñ
(1Yt is important, its held so lcnthough conservative scholars attacked it stronty

~N'40k
liberal scholars were quite (11424 e it, and they were growing in numbers,

1'fThey were convi g a satisfactory explanation of how the Pentateuch came

V~into existencet-or that period of
I

C' (F1rik*)
s

(I

ye~- I~s .

was talking with one of the leading archeological scholars of Alnerkfa/\some years
3A JAL.,

ago1a man who is somewhat liberal, 4f'"maWrpeept Of

him as conservativ hirh_ee.-ccin rvatjve th uo.atj rh rlØt 4fltiQfl

y ozie - -wel4 f-gutse -that-was bcfa.-Pncetcn

-w- ten 8V81 1hejririi I mentioned to him how Union had gone into

modernist hands about 1900 or a little
beLreft

e said b me
it
oh no, during the last

century ._ Princeton held its old strict -4.&tT±te conservative view which they

stuck to without anY change, '.tk I Union Seminary

cDb tAt101
the century followed the varying shades of critical opinion in German, in its

gera1 viewpoint, LL- + what hp- -said

-1eencz__ii' t1g '%nioand many others were tremendously influenced as

they followed these shades of changes, but the thing I want to stress is that for

years or more the Supplement,Ø Theory seemed satisfactory to the critics., ..They were

satisfied to defend the Supplement Theory against a number of very TLJL-i able

conservative scholars in Germany, who were strongly attacking the Supplement Theory.

fter good many years it began to be apparent that there were certain

weaknesses in the Supplement Theory that the Supplement Theory doestrt fully explain
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statements in the E document that assume things that are in the Jehovist and therefore

0of
+r could'.-.,he have been written before the,ehovist supp1ementatlo

0~~ _r~l _t~




to take just the E document and look

forth.e contradictions in it and-he thought he fouØ'nda gc-d many1 hJ a (he,

i-se g 4-the-rIk ween the B ann the j duumern a -mL1f

Qf pro oH4-ie, txp
/

-i"+ great-bulk ofcholars were satisfied just to stand on the Supplementary Theory

i.JhjIf
and defend It, th wre trying to find an answer to these problems.

..t




LV




Ewald who had been the one above all

othas who had destroyed the Fragment Theory, and who had had so much to do with the

foundatbn of the Supplementary Theory, in wtIwald advanced in 1843 an attempt to solve

the weaknesses in the Supplementary Theory, ~4i1.e attempt w e-he-me did not get

-a
y wide acceptanc%ttk ~oming from a maize/his standing and h4' scho1arshin

-hu ejpt
man who had so much to do with founding the theory,st &nd was noted

vo&1tY -jIh"
by everyone at the time. This crystallization hypothesis of )Ewa1drs-t8-se%1w-

i'i -r
c-exp cvQry'rg by Lace i the E document, -e4-y-g

in-sertedparts of Jehovlts
(

then Elohist insertions,

iwRW more Jehovish insertion

1the, epn, you hay !riem.

X
And

tte theoryremendously

theiQ'

Y

nd 4#-shows '*eaknesses that he felt,.were in the Supplement Theoryt here is a unity
I'

through the book of
G9rlth

many parts referring back to other parts, and the

assumption that were all added at one time _ijjn ng-fT Just

dldwork out. So he advanced his crystallization hypothesis, but it did not get
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much attention, nor did the next attempt to solve the problem, but they next attempt to

solve the problem eventually was accepted, and is held todarA Fp

.çii i±- haA - Th tt1!nd

Under II, F The Modified Document Theory of Hupfeld thpt r

T411FIá , gn 1853, exactly 100 years, after Astruc's

first writing in 1753 Hupfeld issued a book in which he said that he h&dAthe real truth

origin of the Pentateuch. He said the origin of the Pentateuch is not satisfactorily ex

plained as a supplementation. He saiá'4he document hypothesis which preceded it is more

a-




-03




, __along the right line. rth.t seemed Jo many people at that time &-going&in -boei a reaction-

ary attitude, going back to the vieof h sixty years beforeJ'tupfe1d saiqie

supplementation doesn't workthere ae separate original documents which were

47
combined, instead of merely supp1ementationp t Hupfeld said we 4e1øe- modify the theory

of the documents. He said instead of two documentsctuaIlRhere e4.4-'

main documents et4 not counting Dutiteronomy. . eeam,ee said,

__ *41
w hen you the E1-thLt ---7'u look at the E docunt% it is true you find

.4. /-
M,#(enumeration style/ lst day, 2nd day, 3rd day) SAnd you find that style in the lists of the

kings of Edom, -sad you-i in various things in connectioi with the Flood, arid - 44.d

in the'-complicated laws of Lev -1,( that enumeration style ich is typical

of the E document, but-ein many other sections, he,'cxI particularly from Gen.20
,'. \

4'.'-t
on, -he .,ei-dif it.sTrLt for the rop- name, you wou1dt be able to tell the E document

from th J document. He said most of

c4/1 il:,70
Genes9.s,there is practically no difference in style between the E document and the J docu-

ment, except for the matter of the divine names. ¬I therure)he said , this ground-writing,

this foundation work, this E document which for 50 years has been considered to be the

foundation work which was originally written, is 4i-i. !4aId ctually made

____ p
up of two which were combined together .e he saidthere are two etcincns E1ohists ee

the first Elohist and the second Elohist. ~ithe first Elohist
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enumeration. He writes Gersis 1 the &t7& h rr&ts the genealogy of

QA-qj IJA
the kings of Edom, he writi the lists of the detailed laws of Leviticus has an account

of the Flood different from J's 1Mt he is more interested in the size of the Ark,

the number of days the water was coming on the earth, and

all that.-he-say's-44.4.LaQ 9g &iis first Elohist is interested in,e._kL,dof

~MS~I_e~genealogy,enumeration,'VeAr4eo'lisasecondElohist,

doesrt begiff'ft,lGen.2O. But te Gen.20 ohe took practically everything in the
A

first Elohist - . except for an occas1ona, chapter like -a list

O44I'ic
of the kings of Edom,.1±irk from th firt P1rthi4 and ho a'qj' the second Elohist.

&r1' saik second Elohist included most of the material , commonly thought to be

-t
the Elohist, from Gen. 20 to the end of Genesis and & wj Exodus. Ye-9.--(8
"-..

That's the . Ilgents theory had been forgotten, nobody paid any attention to it.
/

Hupfeld didn't think it amounted to anything, but today when they all accept Hupfeld, thy

look back and find Egen presented very nearly the same thing ,D years earlier, but nobody

pays attention.to it. Well, they didn't to Hpfeld either for a while, but Hupfe4's theory
/ /is todayaccepted by all, so it isimportant that

~you

ee how it developed./Hupfeld's

L'thlory: the Elohist divided.




-

'J,, korw~et's see 4w.hat that does to four argument
'

chi2,t
originally f9r the partitior4 The argument from divine names,..

c) ______, two docuint s,ran recognize-them by,,divine names. Now hi-ye three docu-

ments two of them havethe same divine names, se that-4@ no ie"er et he

Speeav th ririi iithey say >that between the second Elohist and the J docu-

m ent there is so much similarit it is very hard to distinguish them. Li..At11 -bile"

divine names are the n' thing by which you can tell the difference,- e-tases J

P
I; .

'±-mny -Of eotn,e-j1(OW they a whole lot of theoretical additions to it.tht'ze'

-g
11,




threedocunts, two of them4one divine name and one the other,
accor4'
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Let's see what that does to the argument from 1tR continuous narrative.

/
According to the Supplement Theory t e E Document gives a complete narrative

/ - /
"ki1a the J cuU1ent gve Qwwhat complete story but notes complete as

the E Document. 1 'c7 *e see the effect on this arqment of the idea that
'-h#i JwJlS5the E Document has to be split into two parts Instead of complete

story in the Exx E Document 'the whole situation is change .!e one that come

nearest to being a complete story is aQ the J Document, which-t.41"'u .r,lste

more nearly complete than either of the two parts of the former E Document

The argument from con&,nu9us narrative is thus greatly reduced in strength. It w&i

thought at one time iiseSe-w±tb the E Document,-t..e continuous

narr.tiveand ectlóns -th!--wct had been inserted into it. Now the

3iI the nearest they have tcontinuous narrative and each of the two E parts is
tJJcpmuch less complete than the J It takes a lot of twisting to get a complete

narrative out of either part of the E Document after it is divided.

Now, what about the argument from parallel passages? That is the argument

that divides up more and more because every time you find igñhtiigsomething

that soun &jjihttg told twice say thesg. aio different

documents Now athree different ones to compare. ay.4e

ttstvcy:5:~ Abraham lying about his




"%~ve three accounts of-tht.tha3 ,

3wiferThat would fit ii with the idea of thr documents, wouldn't it? But the trouble

lawo of them are'1t?} of th!ments4uZe-41r,m,ther!,er-..,au.t.tgAo 11%
Uia. more you divide it up the more you can imagine that you find parallels between

some of the parts.

Nowat about the uir (-2c fourth -(+) argument, the argument from

style? Well, if I had a whole book +tec..written by Mr. Hoff and another by Mr.

ugx Po Gueiros) kould %-a4 these two books and compare

their style and study their methods of expression. Then if I were shoull-be

given another paragraph ght---e1fl and told that one of them had

written 13 I might be able to &Ll discern right away which one i'roe Lt

I would be able to say1,"Here's a long book by Mr. Hoff) which discusses all kinds

of things. He talks about cars a great deal but he never z uses the word

fautomobile.i' And here's a book by Mr. wt Gueiros which keeps.. talking RgK
about autonbiles and never calls one a "car." kother

)paragraph can easily see whether t uses the sord EXX1 "car" or the word

"autohobile" and this may give a hint as to which of the two
wyte

t. But the
Jewless material I have from each of them, the less I am able to

Q.J)
particu],ar stylistic peculiarities the ue', w ci
w 1r C- . Ii ìted . -A' e

eE
tii (tfl(

one cmight1use'two synonyms rather than k eo a.




* 1AThe more material you have the safer it is to make definite about het
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ps style/tthemore you cut it up into small sections, the less you can
i A

be hgt. i-4ee specific style.
I.You might say 'A would never split an infinitive; such cultured people

as he would never do such You find a paragraph
that has a split infinitive, you C.OK We4L his can't be by writer A)

because he never splits infinitiv s, but then you found aletter he wrote and nc
£ rtiit 5 -

''J-t it 6e split infinitives. th vae t
--91° p' y'4-i ite might rarel split infinitives3 but the fact

that you would once find split infinitive wouIt neIe that must be by

another writer. In order to an make an a1'ument from style JQuave to have a

large we enough amount of material to be able to b certaie the special f'e3tW
3 1'i style ir.& -1ia'tá -a .p.,Mttng Otter-1&e an what particular

lift he never

As long as you have a long document, which you call the E Document, you can

go through it and say, "Look, it always says, 'male or female;' it never says
can and wifer /And here is the J Document; it always says an man and wife';

it never says male and female. But when you cut the documents down to half i'1r

Is4)&44 length you do rtft; Ax enough material to make such definite statements

about the use of words.

There have been many books written in which the words f/t9fferant

documents have been listed and the number of,isça-4 been counted, and they say)

'1this is 'P'word and 'this is a Iwor th divide i into these

-,smaller divisions it ifficult to make

tt: ''k4/

JP70
- t,~,

'n they lit the E Document into two parts they immediately cut in half the

"UA~~ style So)you see
j

the cutting the

E Document irjtowo parts greatly reduced the possibility of being sure that one
i 1 "

could prove .q there actually were different documents or not. i , }

people thought that Hupfeld 4.r?- had made a retrograde

movement in inttoducing'is modified document theory 3. It was

twenty years before it came to be accepted by the bk. majority
and perhaps forty years before it was awe accepted by all But today

every critical scholar a irthe world accepts -73- it. The reason

was not t Hupfe1L had made .siaeh a strong

argument; 4he a- be at-tot- later development t

urre a devslepmeni which affected the whole approach--a development which 4. 3A

the uniting of the divisive theory with the effecof the theory of

ul evolution.

TE1period'* 1,f -theA Orrsetwativ

sd9s L1/
,,

9Hupfeld's ItC'' theo9was at first not am widely
accepted4td1

"61" pointed out that the more divide dt them the less you can be sure
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abouhe
/\}e

Jehovah s1e and the Elohist stylestyle

40~*xMn many sitionslmost identicaJ. e argumanIr the use of divine names

had to be given an importance than i really
Wtrn

here were x some conse,çative schol1s'7n the period when the Supplement

Hypothesis was so w dely helc ho tried to take the view that Moses wrote the
9 ct4Wr

original Elohi1 tt the Jeho'h wincörporated late

but this was not




,.Z, Aupfeldqj ._p.eented_4t,

widely*"_*~,,




and many of the critics _______

first and second Elohist were far more different from each other tkan the
1'

second Elohist is from the J Document. As far a tyle is c nc r sd,

only way to d1jtinguish the J Docuemtn from o dmitted

the divine names.

Th fl4'fhat txWp Hupfeld h-presnted was &&te widely

received among the ctitics. Probablyiring the next fifty years there would have

been another four or five views,: and I t.iat4me the whole thing would probably
have been given up if it hd èt not----

r±t.s eventually b11CPIP,e.lb

ber'g united with the theory of evolution. Wh ritical theory of the

Pentateuch was joined with the theory of evolution th 4ava1opmst fixed it into a

form that came to be established and was held by most critical scholars for many

years tbercc.ftcL. In fact it is still held twm tenaciously by most critical

scholars today.

ffUta4.
ccept for Baany's (4)r De Wete's theories on Deuteronom t was

çmainly
a matter of diiing doc ments by literary zwziE anaiysiJ1 Now a big

change came throul it ited with a theory of development. ts This

put it into line with the thoiht-feeling of the day and gave it a push which

caused th prticular form of theory that Hupfe]4. !))'J f*¬&26)1j_t!T.J....45." < ThaT PwOW/__' c. 2.nAfr
last right-h ai the present d*yJ4I

itzt*xaii pract1,lly ó$Iritical
scholar accepts b1.&-fst as proven fact the existence of these three main

documents. f Before that happened) t,e'r w one more great vv revolution eer3dib42Id
4ka te. end,.., 1,

G. X1WXXXU The Graf-Wellhausen Theory
9cr
]f mention the Graf-Wè1lhause1i.Theory to almost any graduate from a liberal

1x seminary today,,-1-thiai he wtsay "What do you mean, caling that a theory

That is the fact about how the Pentateuch came into existence."

We are now approaching the atm climax of the development of the critical

theory 'rittes-1Th- of the Pentateuch. hasten the long series of

changes in the theories as they were raised and di8r Now we are reaching

the development of the form which came to be united with the idea of gxi evolution
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HupfelcL1hays 4.t-de to the continuóus
narrativy,

Well, the theory ---yes?

Yes, the divin'hames adcordingtoEichhorn, all the''_yu\could sephe
/ /

j thcumçztf by the fact that otised one divine ˆne and on the

othethree1ocumentsbut yow6niy have two divi'mes, o that e divinname/is a

help but not as mucIi of a help as before/Yes? (10) No it is Parats.

NJot---1-uk it Th krguent front Continuot }Ltlve According to the Supplement

Theory, yu lai.'.u E documentwh±sh contains all these sections,

_eird

Ow- -run alona

.thand g1v a complete narrative,, c4 y-4'iev-t+w J lmeftta-

tã.ariand the cnp prjhi ti cn -__




) 4I -c
1hy saldthe E document is a contlnuoustorycomplete he J supple-
r; pf ç- oLjci'-u

mentatloh rer completes nt not 4u1t HIct -net as complete as t1

E.--yes-91-cutInto two parts istead of having one co lete story in the E document yo-cut

u4nt t4"r twu-now 1 nowJwhich comes nearest to being a

(continuous narrative e-J &e.-t because nokhe j docume'ls much more complete

than either of the two parts of the& ç- She argune nt from continu-

ous narrative was thought to apply perfectly to%the E document. But the J document, it

applies fairly well, but there must be parts of the J that have been left out, when they

were put together. But now you divide E up into two parts, and the result is that the best

you have n from Continuous Narrative is J, and each of the two E parts, pretty hard to

get a complete narrative, they try to do it by dividing verses of it and giving a few words

of one, a few of the other, so when you string them together you can get a ccmplete narra

tive. But it take a lot of twisting to get a complete narrative out of either )part of the E

document, after you divide it. -Nuw--hutlie

Now what about the argument from parallel passages? Well, you might say that

argument is the argument that divides up more and more (12 1/4)
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becaise every time you find something that sot'nds like the same thing told twice,

why you say there are two different documents, why you now have three different ones

to compare with, and so you've got--for instance, you find he story of Abraham lying

about his wife, you've got three accounts of that, so that would fit in fine with three

documents, wouldn't it? The only trouble is, two of them are in one document, and

one in the other. But the parallel passages, you see, the more you divide it up, the

more you can use that argument.

Well, then what about the fourth argument? The argument from style'? Well,

as I mentioned to you, if I had a whole book here, written by Mr. Hoff, and another

one written by Mr. Po Gueiros, and I would look at those two books and compare

style and study their method of speaking, I mean of writing, their manner of expression,'

their words...

P. 33a, (Boundscriber bulk burnt out, so scale numbers are approximate: 1/2)

... another paragraph I could tell right away which of the two wrote it. You see, I have

enough material to notice, here is a long book by Mr. Hoff, which discusses all kinds of

things. He is always talking about cars and he never uses the word automobile and there

is a book by Mr. Guetros and he is always talking about automobiles and never refers to

a car. Now when I have another paragraph, why I can easily tell by whether it uses the

word car or automobile which bf the two wrote it. But if I have only half the book by each

of them, I couldn't be so sure that he always says automobile and not car, far as I know

he might sy both of them and just happened in that half of the book to say one all the

time. You see what I mean? The more material that you have, the safer it is to make

definite rules about what people's style is. You say now , split infinitive, Dr. MacRae

would never split an infinitive, of course. Cultured people like he never split an

infinitive. Therefore, when you find a paragraph and you find a split infinitive in it, you

say Dr. MacRae couldn't have written that paragraph. But now, if just the minute before

you found a 1 etter I wrote and you found three split infinitives in it, you'd say that
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argument is no good. He doesnot split infinitives much, but he does once in a while.

Now you take somebody else who splits them all the time, but once in a while he doesn't.

You see what I mean. In order to make an argument from style, you have to have a large

enough amount of material, together-wIt11 sufficient data to know what the style is (2 1/2)

And as long as you've got this great long thing, this E document, you

can go through it and compare and say look at here, here is this E document, it always

says male and female, it never says man and wife. And here is this J document, it al

ways says man and wife, it never says male and female. Well, you'd have to admit there

are two cases in the opposite, but then those have changed in the course of transmission,

those couple, but most of it, there is the same rule followed straight through.

Now you come to a new paragraph and in this paragraph you find one phrase or

the other, you say that shows which document it goes to, but when you split the E docu

m ent up into two parts you immediately cut in half your certainty of the ground of style,

about anything. So you see how this has been a very severe damage to the argument from

style, the cutting of it into two parts. The smaller your section, the harder it is to na ke

a valid argument from the viewpoint of style. So the division of the E document into two

parts , I would say, reduces by 50% the possibility of being sure on the basis of the

evidence you can gather from the documents, whether they actually are different documents

or not. And many people thought that Hupfeld had made a retrograde movement in intro

ducing this modified document theory in 1853. It was twenty years before it came to be

accepted by the bulk of scholars, it was perhaps 40 years before it was accepted by

all scholars, and today every critical theory, every critical scholar in the world, accepts

(4 1/2)

and we want to see how. Yes? (stu) Yes, it is a name w$ith about 30 German words to it,

which I could read you if I had it here, but I don't think it would add anything. Just that

pf Hupfeld a book, and that is sufficient. ou can find it. Yes? (stu) That was

the problem that (5) dealt with mainly. The problem that Hupfeld dealt
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with mainly was the fact that people pointed out that the Jehovist style and the Elohist

style in some sections were almost identical. So his answer was well those sections

were another document. Not differ4ng much except in the use of the divine names.

That was the (5 1/2) Yes, Mr. MacKeen? (stu)

No,

There were some conservative scholars who--in the period of the supplement hypothesis

ttied to take the view that Moses wrote the original Elohist, and then the Jehovist was

incorporated later. But that was riot (6)

But now you see, you have your first Elohist and your second Elohist, and your first and

second Elohist are far more different from each other than the zaond Elohist is from the I

document. And Hupfeld brings that out. Why hadn't people seen that all these years?

Why have they said, E document has this style, J has this style, two distinct documents,

now you say you pick up this and this and this part of the E document, and the style is so

near the style of the J document that you can hardly tell the difference, without the divine

names you'd practically be unable to tell the difference. That is what they came to believe

But not immediately. That is what Hupfeld presented, and my guess is that Hupfeld' s

view was strong like the previous views went, and then the next fifty years there would

have been another four or five views, and by this time the whole thing would have been

giver(up probably, if it were not for its becoming united 'with the theory of evolution.

And the thing was taken up by the theory of evolution, fitted into the theory of evolution,

and that was what made the difference, that was what formed it into a form that came to be

established and fixed and l held tenaciously Ibo the present day by most critical scholars.

It was that addition. You see, up tot his time, except for DeWette's theories on Deuter

onomy, it has been mainly a matter of dividing docum by literary analysis, but now

it is united with a theory of development, and that I s what puts it in line with the thought

feeling of the day, and gives it a push behind it, which took this particular form of theory,

that Hupfeld made and made it last right through the present day, until practically any
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accepts
critical scholar, OwpL the facts of these different documents, but there was one more

great revolution 'et to take place. The facts of the documents is held as held as Hupfeld

presented it, but there is an important change, a tremendously important change, yet to

take place. That is G The Graf-Welihausen Theory. If you mention that to almost any

graduate from a liberal seminary today I think he'd say, the Graf-Welihausen Theory,

hpw
what do you mean, that is the facts about Pentateuch came into existence./iT

1won't
have thie' today to look at that because if

we1did,
I
wouldñy

] ov
-
how' 11

you're keeping p on the work thus far. We cannot çá lot of wri ing in that ti e Df

8 minutes. Th se two questions last time which wer so important I gave you b fore,

abo ut the Pentajeuch, how we know--what does it cl im about Mos/s writing it ad what

does tt claim, wFt does Jesus hold about it? -- s very a.pointed to find that quite

a few did not,hve the verè itrniiid .You d 't have toñimorize the vrse but have

them so you ~an find it quickly in the Bible. Manfr did not ha*j-e them well in in.d, and

they should 14e thoroughly in mind because they are basis to his whole study,/ and so i
I I

will reverse he two of them for today. The odd c4ies take the question the e en had

before, and I hope that now you have it,tughl in mind. For the odd ones Does the
I I

Pentateuch clam to be written by Moses. Give he precise words. You may use your

English Bibles . As for the even ones, what wasthe attitude" of Jesus toward he authorship

of the Pentateuch, precise verses. I' ll\give yot the whole vemaining ten mirJutes on just
/ /

the one questiorL I hope every *ne will have i perfect.

P . 33b. 3/4)

a number-ofejyseats -here_baqqu today is perhaps the most important we'veh

are now coming to the climax of the development, that we have been looking at.

Hope to finish that in the course of the first half of the hour today, not sure I'll be dhle

to do that, but I hope I can.
fMter

I do, then we take up each of the argumeits separately

so from there on, each separate argument, as con\ideration which will take an here from

half an hour to two weeks, eac separate one will e a subje t by itself. If you xhiss one
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of those arid get/Xt rest exceiientiy,ou still have
7

great deal, but the lectures recently

and today's cture{, they are the' foundation tod.L of that And they are continuous, one

biil1iig on théother, so it_ii_ixtremely important to getthem in proper shape. I trust

that you all have clearly in mind the original document theory of Astruc' s iltug suggestion

and then Eichhorn' s development of the suggestion. Then the coming of the fragmentary

theory, turning it into such an extreme that all scholars reacted against it violently, this

dividing it up into little fragments. How could you ever get a great unity like the Penta

teuch out of such separate diverse frggments. Then the supplementary theory which for

half a century was accepted by practically all critical scholars, and seems to them to be

the answer to the problem, but then they began toe serious deficiencies in it, and we

had Ewald' s attempt to build the crystallization hypothesis, whicIdidn't datisfy people,

then we had Hupfeld' s modified dcUment theory, going back to the old document theory

of Elchhorn's, but dividing the original E into two parts.

Then that didn't satisfy people either, but the next development utilizes that,

so at the end of the hour we were just ready to take up G, the Graf-Wellhausen Theory.

A few years ago, a professor at Crozier Seminary whom I used to see at the

U. of Penna., he has more recently been a professor at the Pacific Divinity School at

Berkeley , California, told me that Professor Pfeiffer, professor of archeology in Harvard

University was going to give a lecture at Crozier in Chester, and wondered if I or some

of our students &uld go. Well, I knewPfeiffer would be very much worth hearing, but I

was tied up tlu t night, so I announced it and I think about 20 of our students went, but

they were late ij4etting to the meeting, and the man who had told me about it, Professor

Pritchard, the author of Ancient Near Eastern Texts, with which I hope most of you are

familiar, Prof. Pritchard presided at the meeting, and the students told me that when they

came they came in to the back and hadn't yet entered the meeting, I guess they were

taking their coats off out in the vestibule but they could hear what was said, and they

heard Prof. Pritchard introducing Dr. Pfe1er of Harvard, and Prtichard said, Dr. Pfeiffer
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you will be happy to know that everyone here completely accepts the Graf-Welihausen

Theory, and then Pfeiffer got up to speak and then our twenty or so students came in,

took their seats along with the 35 or 40 others who were, so I'm afraid Prof. Pfeiffer

was under a misapprehension when he spoke, thinking they all accepted the Graf-Welihaus

en Theory. Well, the y said that Pfeiffer started in giving illustrations from archeology,

discovered in recent years, showing the accuracy and dependability of various sections

of the Old Testament, and he went through these one after another , showing the depend

ability and accuracy of the Old Testament from archeological discwiers recently, and

our fellows felt that everything he said was just grist for our mill, his defense of the

Scripture was very excellent, but when Prof. Pfeiffer came to the end of his talk, he

concluded it with saying, that all this of course shows the remarkable facts of historical

truth in the Old Testament we had never noticed before, but for real understanding of the

Old Testament, we can never cease to give thanks to those great scholars who discovered

the truths of the Graf-Wellhausen Theory, and that was his great conclusion to his talk.

Well, I give that illustration which happened about ten years ago, in order to

hhow you how vital a force the Graf-Wellhausen is in the world today, and it is just as

vital today as it was ten years ago, perhaps more so. We Fave been looking at the

succession of theories about the cridkism of the Pentateuch and we've been seeing how

one was adopted and another was adopted, this one followed and that one followe4 and

seeing the progression of thought in it, but we now reach the stage where this progression

of thought came to a point that came to be so accepted, that for the past 70 years I believe,

more than that, for nearly a century now, for nearly 90 years, the great bulk of critical

scholars in the world, have accepted the Graf-Wellhausen as the result of the --final

result of sdholarship regarding the origin of the Pentateuch. And today you go in to most

any university, anywhere, where there is any course that deals with the Old Testament in

any way, and the results of the Graf-Wellhausen will simply be stated as if they were

solid facts and there was no question about them.
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Now since it is so solidly entrenched and has been for so many years, it is

a very vital factor in the religious life of our world today. The average rson knows

nothing about the theory, but anybody who has ever studied at any liberal seminary,

and that includes practically every seminary that is more than 40 years old, anybody

who has ever studied at any such seminary, and anybody who has taken courses in re

]ion at any university today, has had a very considerable part of the teaching of the

Graf-Wellhausen Theory given to him as solid established fact, wther it goes by that

name, whether he is familiar with the term or not.%.bout 30 years ago there appeared in

the magazine,The American Scholar, an article by Prof. Albright of Johns Hopkins University,

in which Albright gave a series of recettly discovered archeological evidences of the

accuracy of the Old Testament. And they were very excellent, very well-given, but after

giving them, --he'd been asked to give an article on Old Testament scholarship today,

this was his material,lj all these wonderful evidences of the truth and dependability of

various sections of the Old Testament,-but after he had devoted I guess thirty pages of

the magazine to giving these very excellent things, then he concluded with about two or

three pages in whifh he said, what is our conclusion, we must never forget the great

debt we owe t4 Graf-Wellhausen T1i..ury and these other great scholars who gave us

our true understanding of the Old Testament, and in his book on the archeology of

Palestine, Prof. Albright, after giving quite a number of evidences against many of the

extreme positions of the critics, then said, however, of the original independent existence

of the great documents, J, B, D, and P, and the order of their development, there can be

absolutely no doubt. Now many people speak of Aibright ase was a great conservative

scholar today, and he is very conservative in comparison with a great many critics, but

he holds tenaciously as do most scholars in any of our universities today to the main

essentials of the Graf-Wellhausen Theory. It is a solid fact today which we have to face

and wiich we have to meet and you can do work in a church, among people that know

very little about the Bile, and never hear the thigg mentioned or come in contact with many
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of its viewpoints, but as soon as people begin going to universities and if your people

are interested in Christianity, some of them are going to take courses in Religion, and

they're certainly going to hear some of the chapel talks there, they are going to comeI up

against the views I've given you. So it is vital that we know how the Graf-Wellhausen

developed and wia t it is and what are our objections to it, and I called it , you noticed,

the Graf-Wellhausen Theory, a term which is very freely used today among Biblical

scholars for the first view of the Pentateuch. Now this view is sometimes called the

Graf-Kuener-Wel1hausen Theory. Don't bother about that now, because I'll tell you

a little more about Kuenen in a few minutes. Actually he was more important than Graf,

in the development of the theory, but is only in quite scholarsly books that that

term is used: Graf-ienen-Wellhausen Theory. Usually it is called the Graf-Wellhausen

Theory, and occasionally just the Wellhausen Theory. But the theory we will look into

its background now.

1 Rise of Naturalistic Theories about the Origin f the Pentateuch Now by

this heading I mean to suggest that I'm going to look briefly at a small group of men which

went
on quite independently of the widespread movement of analysis of documents at which

we have been looking. Comparatively few people knew about this other movement, but

took
it was this other movement which pat up the documentary movement, and crystallized it

and made it permanent. Now this other movement perhpps we should start it with a refer

ence back again to DeWette. You remember of course that DeWette was the one ith o in

1805 suggested that the book of Deuteronomy was the book discovered in the Temple at

the time of Iosiah, and that it was written at that time or shortly before, that it was a

pious fraud, in order to develop good things among the people and to make them think

that Moses, centuries before, had written this code of law. Well, DeWette was

thoroughgoing in his insistence that the Pentateuch was not a book that told about

history, it was the development of people who had things they wanted to put across,

so it doesn't tell us much about the times of Abraham or anything like that, or Moses,
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but it tells us a lot abai t the later time when they wrote these books, and DeWette' s

theory-he put Owur these theories and they influenced certain people but then he devoted

himself to the literary analysis, and eventually became quite important in the advance

of the supplementary hypothesis, as we mentioned. But I should iie ntion here a man who

was not directly of much importance to the theory and yet indirectly of great importance.

His name is I.euss, now Reuss was a Hegelian scholar, one who was interested in theory

of development and historical progress. And in 1833 Reuss wrote down certain propositions

about the development historically of the ideas and laws of the Pentateuch. Now he

never published these until 1879, so they didn't have influence in the world except on

his students, but Graf whom we're going to look at later was one of his students, and

had been great1yffected by him. Now Reuds said, that the Pentateuch grew, just like

any other book, by natural processes, we must look at the Pentateuch just as we would

at any book of religion of Greece or Rome or China or any other place and see the...
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ausrme you fething that sounds like the same thin ce,
C1 -~Z 1-1

there
are'fferyV

cumW(h 93Vnow
have

'ifferey4
to

compare wi , and so y ye got- for insta e, you fin e story o rahizn ipg

abou s wife, y ye got ee acc,nof that, that woul it in fine three

dunts uldn' t? The y trouble i , two of the are ki. one ocument, nd

one he oth . But thallel pa ges, you e, the mo you divid t up, the

more y can use t argument

Well, th what abo he fourth gumene argume t'ˆm style? ell,

study r method speaki. mean of ting, the manner expre ion, their

P.34. (3/4)

... he was interested in the development of ideas in relation to history, we will not look

at his ideas much now, because we look* at them when they came to have great interest
C

to us. But hwwas followed by i3atke. Batke is a1ws mentioned in lists, accounts of

the background of it, but not a great deal is said abut him, I'm not asking you to bother

much about him, but to have him in your notes. tke, 1835, wrote a book , claiming that

it was a natural development of ideas, along with the (1 1/4) principle.

Yes? (11/4) Now that would take a long time to go into and probably it would be taken

up in Apologetics, but Hagel was a very prominent German philosopher, about 1800, who

has exercized about as much influence in the world today as any man perhaps who has

lived since the time of the apocrypha. Hegel--I heard an interesting story about him once,

he was at Leipzig, writing on his great book and he worked for three days, night and day,

finishing up his book, he paid no attention to anything , just worked on it, and when Hegel

finished his book, he heaved a sigh of relief as he wrote the last work, stepped out in the

street and he saw great c*ols, walking back and forth, and he said, what's the matter?
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WhatYs all the excitement? Excitement, they said, havai 't you heard the cannonade?

What cannonade? Why Napoleon has had one of his greatest battles, just outside the city,

the day before. The whole city was in tumult, because in this battle Napoleon had been

defeated, the battle was one of the turning points in the history of the world. Hegel

didn't evai know it was going on, he just confined himself so øompletely to his work on

his book, and his book,1as had an influence such as hardly any book except the Bible has

had, in fact, the communists will claim that they have taken Hegel' s theories and turned

them upside diwn, or they say they turn Hegel rlghtside up, and dialectical materialism

of the Communists, they will say is directly based on wt they call a true understanding

of Hegel. On the other hand, a tremendai s amount of our modernistic theories of the

background of the evolutionary theory, comes frcn the application of his theory, the de

velopment of forces from thesis, antithesis, and then synthesis. Now it's a long thing,

a development of evolutionary business which you get quite a bit of somewhere in Apologet

ics, but which we can barefly refer to here. But it was influential in affecting the minds

of these people who developed these theories, these Hegelian theories, but they were a

small group of scholars, a far larger group was working on the documentary division which

we've been looking at, it is the union of the two forces that produced the Graf-Welhausen

Hypothesis, and Kuenen is a Dutch scholar, actually more important than either Graf or

Weihausen, to the development of the theory. Abraham Kuenen, professor at the University

of LIp Leiden in Holland, in 1861, he made suggestions almng this same line, was

a thDroughgoing rationalist in his view on Scripture, but a very keen mind, and his book

had great influence. Now this is a development of an entirely separate movement, a small

movement, tfluencing a few scholars and their pupils. We have been looking at the

big movement, EIchhorn and Ewald and the Supplementary Hypothesis and they-things

which people were interested in, which they wanted to know how did Moses get the

material or whoever wrote it, how did it come to gether. Now this was a separate move

ment, but the Graf-Weihausen theory is the bringing together of the new movement.
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So we go on to 412 K H Graf and Abraham Kuenen. In 1866, you see quite a little after

Hupfeld, and Graf was not much influenced by Hupfeld, Graf however in this year, 1866,

issued a book of the Pentateuch and in this book Graf said the great legal material which

forms the bulk of the central books of the Pentateuc, particularly Leviticus and Nulibers,

he said these extensive detailed laws of sacrifice and laws of life, people, these extens

ive detailed things, which were part of the original Elohist, you might say, which were

part of the Grundschrift of the Supplementary Thary, he said these laws are not the be

ginning of a development, they're the end of a development. They are the climax of the

development from simple to m1ex, along evolutionary lines. They didn't use the word

m uch then, Darwin's book had come out only about six or sevei years before, but he said

they are the climax of the development, not the beginning, and so Graf said, the critics

are right that the Elohist is the foundation, the Grundschrift, that comes first as far as

Genesis is concerned, as far as history is concerned, he said when it comes to law, these

laws are not the beginning but the end, and they were written he said even after Deuteron

omy, he said they would come way at the end of the exile, after Deuteronomy. Well,

these are theories which t had given in class thirty Wars before but they never had

been published much and never had been combined with discussion of the Pentateuchal

documents. And so Graf' s writing in 1856 aroused great attention. But most scholars

said this is ridiculous, this is absurd, they said, Graf presents a very, very imptessive

argument, that you have the simple laws, the (7 1/2) then you have

more complicated laws in Deuteronomy, and then you have th4 most complicated laws of

all, the laws of Leviticus, the importance of Numbers, and that section. That sounds very

reasonable they said, simple to complex, but they said, look how the Pentateuch came

together. Your E document is first, your Elohist, that's the foundation, and then comes your,

J Supplement later, and then comes Deuteronomy, and they said you can't septe this

Elohistic section of the Pentateuch that has this 1, 2, 3,4 enumeration, first day, second

day, third day, He saw that everything was good, and the evening and the morriin were
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the fourth day, and the fifth day, and so on, Gen. 1, and the genealogy and all this, this

you can't separate that, they said, from these detailed laws of (8 1/2)

they are by the first Elohist , no question about it. So Kuenen, in Holland, made a

suggestion to Graf, and Kuenen said to Graf why don't you take the bull by the horns, and

say that this part of the Genesis also is (9) Well, that's a complete reversal

of the view that two held for fifty years, that this first Elohist was the very foundatlo,

iw you take
the earliest writing, thlu -"y it and put it at the very end, and make it late. Some

people called it a Copernican Revolution. Well, Graf died before he had opportunity to

do much writing about that, but Kuenen in 1869 himself wrote a book in Dutch, which

among scholars had g very considerable interest, and Kuenen thus was the first really to

write up the Graf-Welhausen hypothesis. Kuenen here adopted Hupfeld' s modified document

theory, that is to say, Graf had said the Elohist here, the first Elohist, the Foundation,

we take out the laws and put them at the end, but the rest of the first Elohist is the

history, the beginning. Nowuenen said you don't have to take that whole first Elohist

and ptt in one place, the whole complete Elohist, because he says, Hupfeld has pointed

out that a large portion of the Elohist is just the same in sty as the Jehovah. So he said

that part you can separate from the other, but he says the enumeration, first day, secorxi

day, third day, fourth day of Gen. 1, this man lived so many years and he died, this mai

lived so many years and he died, this man lived so many years and he died, all this

material of the foundation writing, he says, you can take that along with the detailed

laws with which it goes, and put it at the very end, so Kuenen expressed the whole theory

in Dutch, in a logical form, which attracted a few scholars to it. Yes? (10 3/4)

Yes, he is recognizing Hpfeld's division of it and he is only putting the first Elohist last,

few the whole thing. (stu.) Well, he is revising it. Yes. As I told you, each week builds

on the other, and if you don't have last week's lesson in mind thoroughly, it is pretty

hard to fo1l, because this is a progress which, if you have a full understanding of it,

you're in a position to speak intelligently with the people you will meet who have only a
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fragmentary understanding of it but who are very dogmatic on it, because their professors

would be very dogmatic, but it is vital to see how it develops. And how the Copernican

Revolution was made. Now we'll say more about that. I want to tell about the next step

in its spread. And we'll come back and look at the details more. But the next step in the

spread rid like to mention, well, maybe we'll take just one minute more going over it, to

be sure you have in mind the basic fact of what this suggestion was.

It is the middle part of the Pentateuch, that detailed law which was part of the

Elohist because it is enumeration, statistics, what you do with the liver, the caul, the

kidneys, how many years you take before you let the land lie fallow, and all the extensive

detailed laws, the middle part of the Pentateuch. It has long been called the priestly law,

it is (12 3/4) It is the book that Moses gave, not for everybody to

memorize, but for the priesto have before them, to look up and check on these things

when occasion rises. This was considered the first because it wait with the Elohist

in Genesis. Now he says it is the last because it is a more involved complicated law

than that of Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy, as you know, is the people's law, it is what

Moses exhorted the people to remember and to keep, the thing that everybody should have

in mind, not that they should go and look up, see? So now this (13 1/2)

Hupfeld division, the first Elohist Ioved to the very end in the-,-e theory, that's

the Graf-Weihausen theory. Copernican Revolution which...

P.35. (3/4)

(stu) Yes, now here is the Supplementary View. E, your foundation writing, the Grund-

schrift. Then J, supplement, and/ D, Deuteronomy, the second law, written much later.

was
And there weFe great variety of opinion of when E was written and when the supplement

was added. Now Hupfeld said, no, this EWIs divided into two parts, the first Elohist

and the second Elohist, so now with Hupfeld's theory, you have these four, -the first

CQ CM4
Elohist, the second Elohist, the Jehovist and the Deuteronomist, not
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but all separate documents, which Hupfeld said,

and were all four combined at one time into one big Pentateuch. But then, scholars differ

about dates. The first Elohist is first but which is next, is it the Jehovist or the second

Elohist, and many of them say, the Jehovist is the second. So it is the first Elohist, and

the Jehovist, and the second Elohist, and the Deuteronomy, and the Jehovist and the seconc

Elohist are so much alike that you can hardly tell them apart (2 1/2)

so much alike that it's just a great question what belongs to one and what belongs to the

other. the difference between the first Elohist and the rest they're unanimous on,

because this is the enumeration, titthe tabulation, the listing, the statistics, the detailed

laws, all that sort of thing, but this is the foundation (2 a'4)

Now, this first Elohist which contains the law book of the priests they come to call,

not First Elohist but P for priests. It is the law book of the priests, and then you don't

need to call the other Second Elohist any more, you can just call it E. So you Iwe the

law book of the priests, along with the enumeration, the statistics of Genesis, and so on,

that we call P, the priestly book, the law book of the priests, with all these detailed

enumerations in Genesis. Then there is Jehovist, and the Elohist (which was the Second

Elohist of Hupfeld), and the Deuteronomy. Now Graf says, take part of the P and put it

to the end. uenen says take all of it, so now you have the Jehovist, which they said was

a late supplementer who inserted some stuff into this (4) foundation writing. Now

he is the earliest of all. And the foundation writing, which was the foundation of Genesis,

that's at the very end, you see. that is a view which all critical scholars today

hold. That the oldest is J--for many years there was question which was oldest, J or E

,but they all hold that J is the oldest, E is shortly after, maybe a century later, D is next,

and P is at the end. Now that is the theory, the Revolution in the dating, complete

revolution in the order. Yes? (4 1/2) All liberal Jewish scholars today accept it, the

average orthodox Jew knows nothing about it, but if h students want to go ahead and get

any advanced degrees they go into the University and I myself within the course of the
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,t4 4-,it
and became solidly fixed and ws held in that fixed form for about fifty years.

(It is important to keep in mind the development weh up to this point,4ti+j'

g-with Astruc's suggestion and Eichhorn's development of the suggesj.oa'
This was followed by the r--* &iery Fragmentary Theory)11

carried to sucl
violently _______an extreme that all scholars reacted/against itxxti the idea of Ihe

pp-n t, gx*.tx dividing up the Pentateuch into

little fragments. After afl, how could such a great unity as the Pentateuch

vcoms out of such separate diverse fragments? Then the Supplementary Theory rren.

was accepted for half a century kx by practically all critical scholars, and

seemed to them to be the answer the problem--until they began to see serious

deficiencies in it. Ewald attenitped to solve these deficiencies by his Crystallat&on

HyPoPhesis)but it did not satisfy people. It was followed by Hupfeld's Modified

Document Theory, going back to the at old document theory of Eichhorn's but

dividing the oi2.1.an...Q*a origin .Einto two parts. This did not satisfy

people either-but it came to be1.% and-tt--.-th4r with the theory of
41 1-141)97

F

evolution, and- this result ametf1e I_ called the Graf-Welihausen Theory.
A few years f t ~rozer Seminary, whom with whom I had become

wa~a,p




fe sor a

acquainted when w
Acourses

the University of.-Pm'sPennsylvania,
told me that Professor Pfeiffer, the professor of Archaeology and Old Tesaament

at Harvard University, was going to give a lecture at Crozer Seminary which was

then located in Chester, Pennsy1vani--only a few miles from here, andee44.(
that I or any of our students would be welcome to come and hear the lecture.

I happened to be tied up that eng but I knew that Dr. Pfeiffer would be

worth hearing) so I announced
Ato

our students and about twenty of ecl Bead

went to heat the lecture. These students were a little late in getting to the

meeting. When they arrived there they found that lie Professor "-49 Pritchard

the author of Ancient Near-Eastern Texts a very valuable nr i,eykoLn -?-)' -'a'

of ancient material with which I hope that most of you axxfa are feetia familiar)

was presiding at the meeting. The tx1eet students told me that when they xxi

.-wDr 4 -e-ater were taking off their coats in the vestibuleand had not

yet entered the meeting they could hear Professor Pritchard introducing Dr. Pfeiffer

and Professor Pritchard said, "Dr. Re Pfeiffer, you will be happy to know that

cv yone here completely accepts the Graf-Welihausen Theory." Professor Pfeiffer
. e -

to sp ked our twenty students entered the alte auditorium and took their

seats, along with the 35 or 40 others who were present. i~Vm afraid that

Professor Pfeiffar was under a misapprehension when he spoke, thinking that they
all accepted the Grf-J.JeLlhausen Theory) HOever,th.za,td However, they said)

Y41t
-*ret Pfeiffer y giving illustrations from archaeological discoveries of

recent years showg the accuracy and en bility of various tions of

the Old Testament. The students said everything he said
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6uld be of value for us in our deZens the Scriptur..eeThey were very well

impresset with the materia büt Uite surprisedihn he cam to the end of
I' 1 'I.

tal1tr
4 i4

eaMg him conclude '±t by saying that -
remarkable9/,a7

storical truth in the Old Testament that had not been noticed beor
VP _but
tpp

for real understanding o tl Old Testament ie much never cease ti,i'r '17

those great scholars w1ctá1scovered the truthof the Graf-WeUaus n

iilusbfp" ut ten years ago shows how vital a force

the Graf-Welihausen Theory is in the world today.Zti.3.) ,tist as vital today
as it was ten years ago--perhapmore so.JWe have been loking at the succession

of ;theories about the criticism of the Pentateuch a d ye see ow o1e after

another was adopted and then an-°&

of thought, but we
r
w reachJ stage

flere
t is pr ressJonof hough,p 'came to

a point that iEI1L1 be iuIui 4ee

ninety years eatr_hiaUr .aaj-.&of"criticaI scholar in the

world haiccepted the Graf-Wellhausen
The9rj

as the final result of scholarship

regarding the origin of the Pentateuch. 'e you esa go into almost any

university that would have a course dealing with the Old Testament in any way
..and- you will find that the results o Graf-Wellhausen wi Theory will be stated

as if they were solid facts) about thich there is no question at all.

Since the Graf-Wellhausen Theory is now o solidly entrenched, and has been

so for many years, it is a sr vital factor in the religious life of our world

today. The average person known nothing about the theory, but anyone who has,

ever studied it at any liberal seminary, and that includes practically every

seminary that is more than 40 years old, and also anyone who has taken courses

in Religion at any present university, has hs lieut o a

considerable part of the teaching of theraf-Wellhausen Theory presenXedAas
x solid established fact, whether he ismiliar with the term itselI'oiott

About 30 years
Ito

4.se.ppes.e4-4n the magazine of the Phi Beta

.[ Tie Merican Scholatn article by xRu Professor Albright of Johns Hopkins_

University, in whicFKlbright an.-a described a series of recently discovered

archaeological CR evidences of the accuracy of the Old Testament. (Nc)These

were very e-i presented. Albright 4t
.. cJ

had been.n sked to provide an article on Old Testament scholarship todays )(is4t tAe 4i4 .i5.e,tiI 3,j ..I1yL#.ø
articl,1ncluddvetr sblid evid Itces of the truth and dependability of various

sections o the 4$ Teatama




n
-
_LI" dLAL.i ¬-the

l.tsd th

e aaid'W stur* co:71 ion: it is that

we must never forget the great debt we owe to k Orsf WeIThuet
Graf and Welihausen and those

other great scholars who gave ur true understanding of the Old Testament.
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In hi' 'he,4rchaeo1ogy of tkixi PalestinProfessor Aibright, after- -- .--- - -.---..,

giving quite number of evidences against many othe extreme positions of the

critics, k -1-2) independent ex?tence of

the great documents J, E, D and P, and the order of their developments, saying

that of this there can be absolutely no doubt. Manxpg1i

Many people today speak of Albright as if he were a great conservative scholar.

In fact he is very conservative in comparison with a great many ctitics, but he

holdtenacious1y, as do most of the scholars in present * universities, to the

main essentials of the Graf-Welihausen Theory. It is widely accepted as olid

fact. You can expect to have to meet it whenever you do worI.34a-a -church even if

you are working among people .1*t who know very little about the Bible and

have never even heard the details of the theory or come into contact with many

of its viepoits. As son as they begin attending our present-day universities,-
Z if they areLinterested in Christianity, some of them will take courses in ReligionI 4- __jand they are bound to come up against the views4 'ze g1tr 4ppeyibe4gyau

J' is vital that you know how the Graf-Welihausen Theordeve1oped, what it is,

and what zxxix are our objections to it.

You notice that I called it the "Graf-Wellhausen Theory," a jrm which is

very widely used today among biblical scholars, the ¬a-et aL,ui the ve1eent

"




Somet mes thi,pview is called the Graf-Kuene -We ihausen Theory. We will look

further

*at=
I'(
~

an
yAb

r

a

~,Zt
I

of the theory a
4_1

Ve, 0iortvtnt it)d-0g 1;o(n/ th
"

G 8,S ibad .

Kuenen is not mentioned in connect4on with i
e,ˆePt

in scholly
discussalon. Usually it is called the 9taf-Wellhausei Theory and soMetimes just

/
the "Welihausen Theory.'4 We wil'lop 'into ibits/ackground*csW-

1. Rise of Naturalistic Theories About the Origin of the Pentatuuc

Undpr this heading I want to look btiefly at a small group of

meni activities shMh were quite independent of the widespread
movement of analysis of documents at which we have been looking. Comparatively
few people know about this other movement but it wasjhis other movement whichwhich

up the ñ Documentary Movement andrysta1lized, it permanentibI'm,
Al WYDiscussi&n of this other movement should start .haps wibb a reference

g-b.ek to De Vet4e.
You remember thaDe W4*Te a.rt i.tho4n l8O4ugges ed that the Book

of Deuteronomy wa the book discovered in the temple ii4jIJosiah, and t

was wr ttei t that time or shortly before. He called it pious,
written in order to present some good ideas to the

' %"I I Si I '.e.&J ;J
peale and prepared in such a way as to try make them think tI*t IIr code of

la !
e

-
%d been written by MOses centuries t D Wette was thoroughgoing in his
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---e--N tiial t -4e- ±*b tt tntetthotoub.-
(corzt'd)

insistence that the Pentateuch was not a book that told about history bu tFat it

had been writen by people who had ideas they wanted to nut
.4iljI I




Val
tell us much about the times of Abraham or Moses,

butAtalls j out the

later time when these books were written 41441

De Wette published these theoriea few people were iJludnced by theme eo'

á. he turned to e study of the literary analysis and eventually quitec.,

importai. the t Wo'f the Supplementary Hypothesis____a-trpi.ag

R1rAy_*f "*'4b

Here I must mention a man who was not directly of much importance in relation

to the theory of the development of ;the Pentateuch but who wasindierctly of

very great importance influence so far as it was concerned. His
name'i'4ss.

Reuss was a
leg-

.. scholar who was greatly interested

ideas _of development and historical progress.
In 1833 Reuss wrote down certain prop sitions about the historical development

of the ideas and laws of the Pentateuch. We x pUblishi these until 1879

they did not -have much influence _jn_rh v-Jd except on his
stuts.1

to whom we will pay considerable attention later on, was one of his students and

had been greatly affected by him. Reuss said that the Pentateuch grew just like

any other1--by natural processes. He we must look at the Pentateuch

just a17ould look at any book i1(rn religion of Greece Rome G1 China

or any other place. was much inter sted in the development of ideas in relation

to history.
Reuss was followed by Vatke; VII1 1'ys

"

to- -I-LIgøm1- 4 F.ILt..Laa1 ia,uLLa ao,t-him

i l8 wrote a book that the Pentateuchtpe represented
_-<a natiirale1pm development of ideas on Hegtlian (epi) principles.

Discussion of #ege1 should probably occur in Apologetics
4th Jt44 Ck1 __rather than here, rarttôtvefl Thtord about him we, 1io.1d say

that he was a very German p.losoher ht 1000 whohiJt

as much influence In. the world edey as t.aw-4.----a,iy-mrman who has livedA
since the time of the ApQeV .1 U te -Y, Or

I once hea d an interesting story abkut Hfege . I was old that,he was

, Jt4P&i
gtbook-end-- tt-1re -rtd that-±n f ishing it-rPC




i

worked steadil for three days,tiight ai day!paving no atten on to anything
else. According t the story, when Hegel fcook he heave a sigh of

relief word-and stepped kut of the house into the s reed.

Th'e, to his surpri , he ui saw great crowdsiralking back and forth and

"What is all the excit\ment about?" "Excitement
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*upside

q
The Communists say that they have taken HegeL,s theories and turned them

/'upside down, or, as they say, they turned Hegel right-side up. They claim that

their KaZ(JK(XX "dtalectical materialism" is ztiwxxbzxx directly based on

what they say is a true understanding of Hegel.

At that time the Hegelians were a small group of a scholars. A far larger

group was working on the documentary division at which we have been looking.

It is the x union of the two forces that produced the Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis.
ac tus fly mere1mportnnt-4- tha 4ve1dpneut-e1 -the ttiet tffiit t+ec-6re f

hythaaia Is Lvatei'-s-ef

and called

Abraham Kuenen was a professor at the University of Leyden in Holland who

made suggestions along this same line in 1861. His view of Scripture was

entirely retionalist. He had a very keen mind and his book had great influence.

He was actually more important in the development of the theory than either Graf

or Wellhausen. Sometimes the hypothesis 18 given the names of the three and called

the Graf, Kuenen, Wellhausen theory, SbtLni.. the W hypLJth...a14&.-tVeTr
but usually Kuenen is not mentioned.. This development was an entirely separate

movement, a w small movement influencing a few scholars and their pupils up to

this point. We have been looking at the big movement of the criticism: Eichhorn,

Ewald, * the Supplementary Hypothesis, etc., things in which people were interested.

They wanted to know how Moses,..t' or wka whoever wrote the Pentateuch got his

material
anliow

d it ckme together. This was a separate movement. The

Graf-Wellhausen Theory is the bringing together of the two movements.

II. K. H. Graf and Abraham Kuenen

In 1866 K. H. Graf issued a book on the Pentateuch in which he dealt with the

legal material which forms the bulk of the central books of the Pentateuch
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()Jf)1 T6Ttiff ----

[)VjT1
last few months hae seen Jewish orthodox young Jewish scholars sit in a small class

in which a learned professor has pointed out ow everibody agrees that J is the oldest,

E is the next, P is the latest, and I have se n no great objection raised to it on the part

of any. If that's what scholarship says, tha 's (5 1/2) a sign it is, so that while the

rank and file of orthodox Jewish people toda know nothing about it, it is raptUly coming

among them, and all Israel Jewish scholars Accept it. Yes? (6) Herman Wouk? Defense

against this theory? Is that so, well that's nteresting, I hadn't heard of that. Yes? (6 1/4)

There was a gradual change in terminology m de. You had two E's, that's confusing. The

First Elohist , you stop calling it E and call t P. (stu) Well, yes, different scholars had

different (6 '4' but these

terms for the last seventy years have been a epted at every university, and the only

change in them from the earlier terms, other eople use other terms, is the substituting

of P for the First Elohist and the other Elohist becomes simply E. Yes, iMr. Gregory? (7)

No, the Supplementary Theory is completely a1andoned, this is the Modified Document

Theory of Hppfeld. (stu.) No, there is no f undational document. That term is purely

used with the Supplementary Theory, not (7 42)




-

Well, now, *3, Ju1ii.tWellhausen. T e professor, wt6 whom I studied, Dr. Robert

Dick Wilson, when 9/tudied in Germany, elihausen 'âs still a a mpaatively young

man, though o1 than Wilson. Wilson was ery subject to seasickne, and he said,

Wellhausen 's a wonderful man to have ar und you're on a boat
/nd

not feeling well,

becausidently was very helpful to when




he was

wS one of the most brilliant German scholar

"asick, I
JW5~

e-llhaiusen

the last hundred and fifty years. But
II

Wellhausen had something that very few scholars had. J,adcJition tD 11ine j-4ie had

ability to express hot like the average German does, or did
then1

at leas1/4
1
Vnverb is

-30
in long sentences where sometimes cor three pages ne the end of he

third page, and-U'-have to look at the end of the third pa ge to wt the verb.

tnderstandM_Q the sentence. The German sentences afe 7erc very logical,
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particularly Leviticus and Numbers. He said that these extensive detailsd laws

of sacrifice and laws of life and people, etc. which were part of the original

Elohist--the foundation writings of the Supplementary Theory--that these laws

the beginning of th development but the ienL nn.-. Io-said8a4

climax of a development from simple to complex along evolutionary lines.

The word volution" wasnot much used then. Darwin's book had come out only six or

seven years before *t he w influence of the idea of evolution is very clear

in Graf's writing. Graf said, "The critics are right; the Elohist is the

foundation, the fsnfoundation writing which comesJi.st so far as Genesis is

concerned. But," he said, "when it comes ti- 7te laws ar e not the

(beginning but the end. 41 t Con.-j_=._-eey "Genesis and the historical

(sections of the later books

He said thse laws were written even after Deuteronomy,that they must -ic not

have been written until after the very end of the exile.

Reuss had given such theories in his class thirty years before but

they had never received much attention; (nc) I don't know whether they had
documentseven been published. Those who were studying the Pentateuchi euees had not

considered them. g However, Graf's writing in 1856 *xu aroused great

attention. Moscholars, haowever, a said, "This is ut ridiculous; it is

absurd."

They said i clear that the E document, the foundation writing is the

very beginnin come1*tar Graf presented a f very

impressive argument. He said, "First you have the simple laws; then you have

more complicate,,laws
in Deuteronomy; then you have the most complicate.dbtm

laws of all, the laws of Exodus, and Number) The critics answered, "That

sounds very reasonable, simple to comple 'j' they said "See how the

Pentateuch came tQether; the E document is first hElois

foundation. Theomes 4e J pp1.wt supplement later and then comes

Deuteronomy is"Tey said "you cannot separate the Elohistic section of

the Pentateuch that has this one, two, three, four am enumerationfirst day,
second day, third day, etc." -111e t13 They (IP said. yo"You°an't separate

that '4'" material from thos detailed laws of Numbers and

Deutaronomy; they are all part of the first Elohist; theT4s
no question about

that. So Kuenen in Holland made a suggestion to
Gra5-eb

saying, "Why don't

you take the bull by the horns and say that this part of Genesis is also at

the very end?" That was a complete reversal of the view that ñz had been held

for fifty a s--that the first hist was the very f dation--the earliest

writing. Graf sugges aa tths 4-isad
pu1

it at the very en($
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recogniz j t as being late instead of ear1y'"Soine people called that change
(I /

a Copernican
revolution,Graf

died before he had opportunity to do much m writing
which

about it but in 1869 Kuenen himself wrote a book txxw in Dut ived)

OONIDERB4iT1T ,A{O)ffi -MOLA -

-3 abie1erfl& __




adopted

scholarfi~Q .

Hupfeld's Modified Document Theory. Graf

had sid, "The first Elohist is the foundation; we take out the * laws and put

them at the end but the rest of the first Elohist is the history, the beginning.
Now Kuenen said, "You don't have to take that whole first Elohist and put it into

one i place because, because" he said, " Hupfeld h4 pointed out that a large

portion of the Elohist has just the same style as the Jahwist,

, u
/($f "So," he said, "you can separate that part from the others."He said, "The part

with tbiu the enumeration, first day, second day, thirdj day, fourth day, this

man lived so manyj years and died, etc.--all this material of the foundation writing

you can that,along with the detailed laws with which it goes and

put it at the end ."VKuenen expressed this whole
theoyin

Dutch axa in a logical
form but at first few scholars were attracted to it. '-1w fjyat,-jb{t

..._1 apt F,Iehiet

This middle portion of the Pentateuch, the detailed law, that was

considered part of the Elohist because its ,.Simerations, statistics, etc., which

had to do with the cx* caul, the kidneys' how many years you eeTr

jie let the land lie fallow, and all the extensive detailed laws, had long been

called the Priestly Law. It was the book that Moses ax gave, not for

everybody to mrizebut for the priests to have before them to look up and

check on those things when occasion would arise. This had been considered first

because it went with the Elohist in Genesis. Náw, Kuenen sayd, "This is the last

because it is a more involved and complicated law than that of Deuteron my.

Deuteronomy.rew1tn.w is the people's law--vhLsh-- Moses exhorting the people to

remember and keep the things that axix everybody should have in mind-

the thgstat they would have to look order to know exactly what was

a the first E1ohis d to the very end.

1) which ha cen thought to be the before'

Copernican reo1ution indeed. It came to be called the Graf-Welihausen Theory,

though K ad c-ch_more to do with it than pe.zhaa either of the other two,

its great spread was due to Walk Wellhausen .

Under
H1if1ufeld's

theory the E was divided into two parts ~&there were

fou,eir's1 Elohist, the seocnd Elohist, the Jehovist,1 and the Deuteronomistç
earte 7) A

not supplementations but sJprae documents Hupfeld said, and he thought all four
had been combined at one time into the large Pentateuch There weifferences
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among scho1ars.iøtI1i While all 4z" agr;e dotha_t. that the first Elohist was

first, rr -has s--4.d some had said th ishovist was second and then the

second Elohist; others said it was the other way around. Actually, as we have

noticedthe Jehovist and the second Elohist are o much alike youçat hardly

tell them apart. There is often great ueatio)hat belongs to dh and what

belongs to ) the oer,4' the difference between the

first Elohist and the reshey are
unanimousy-All

the enumeration, the
/

listing, the statistics, the detailed laws, all that sort of

,




757
considered together as the f..tt1i foundation docume t. No-this first

(VEloh t, which contained the law §ook of the
PriestsA

the critics came to

call. the first E ohist%ut 4ie Pries4ly document so they give it
\-/

the ini9al P. Th ntd to call tie second Elohist second -*aQxs;_~

Jotbejust call 1t E. Graf had said, "Take part of the P documett and put it

t end." Kuenen said, "Take it all, and put it at the end."

which ak had origina14thought to be by a late supplement r who

had inserted mater*
jnto

the foundation writing, is consideredJthe

arliestof all udation.a.writing, which was the foundation of Genesis,
)

wasut at the very end.

For many years there was a wuestion which was oldest-- J or E, but soon

f"it-- they all agreed that J was the oldest, E was shortly after-p
_..44ç ;# cz4.emx maybe a century later,. eamduo (Deuteronomy) and P &e at the very end.

(In more recent years there has been discussion whether P is actually after

D; some hold that it is earlier than D)the a-.uttt;

Today all liberal Jewish scholars accept this arrangemtn4eThe

average orthodox OLL1UU Jew knows nothiagibout it, but if students want to

get advanced degrees they 4to..tL university. There they

this theory and most of them accept it.

For a time there were two 's--whic stopped
r.'44 p/.

calling the first Elohist E and called it Pj, For the' last' seventy years these

terms ku have been accepted at every university; the only change in them from

th,earlier terms ,is the-.&bt substituttg of P for the first x2i Elohist and

_ the Elohist simply E. fThe Supplementary Theory had been an

completely kM* abandoned. The Graf-Wellhausen Theory is built upon the

Modified Document Theory of Hupfeld -s-'F -

J
Julius iWII %llhausen
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you figureJout what they mear I1he4Yart. thzLe precise, but t4yre heavy.,.,

difficult to read. The French style isr4e shot sentence t t hold

your attention 44 keep you going more easily, but the Barman ha only these long

(2-71 -7Ja,
flowing sentences ven today their words areng1w often,t&ke four or

(i?i03' 4.4it i 41-
five words,, dLt1 togethergi$y one long word -thWellhausen was

________ he
not only a very greatmind vory gat scholar, but We-1-1ha113 had the unusual ability

of expressing himself in clear simple language that was easy to follows iltl~~ell-
~2

hjs.et




~2Lt
ws only ALYa ears of ag,. In 1878 4r. cu-. when he issued a 'History of

)) II?
Israelç which the theories of Graf and Kuenen d_p± th.m/slmple clear language

that could be understood not only by the very advanced scholars but by the ordinary

)iws. lhc
minister or-e intelligent 1tty diWe]i.h& r /Istory of Israel took the world by

storm Ihe theory is called the Wellhausen theor because it was-this

book that brought it to the attention of the world as a whole. èw Wellhausene

A, bci<
very great scholar' 'was not dismissed as simply the work of a popularizer. 4e-wa

t-¬a Zholdr birt he-We s-aoal peuarlQWellhauswrote on Arabic stud5

#e wrote-c~~~~~ wrote commentaries on some of the Gospels, e nude

suggestions that had tremendous force in New Testament study but his greatest influence

was in connection with the Pentateuch and some of the other books of the Old Testament,,

.&ndlhis ok, the History of Israel, is one of the books that has hacgreafhfluence as

mosr" 0,1 1')l
/I

a turning point Inihe world of bee4c thought. use 4-.¬1 the younger students) all

over e-gather around the theory and accep it. The older German scholars did not do so

some of thensome of the greatest of them opposed this theory until the day of their

death 1nsistèU5'-ome Q&+hQJ3~n the Supplementary theor others on the Modified
/ 15

Document Theory,.Lte-way Hupfeld had .gi4 itr\they stood for

until they died, but they had no following.1] Of course there were also a certain number

of conservative scholars in Germany who had been doing good work in opposing the

whole business, ~ome of them had be
wrlrm?

very excellent material for that-
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-Pit- po3c ai dsurne-hr irn_t.G-Butlhe older critical scholars did not accept th
-




but tile yo.thger ones all accepted it, and it spread like wildfire,44William Henry

Green',bdok on the Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch, written about 1900, he said :it

Germaywhlch haØhad such a change of theories within the last century, this theory,
W-'A

wtti probably disappear and be replaced by another. Weld,-tt h't Green wrote nearly

sixty years ago, and the theory is just as strong today, perhaps not in all details, but

in the maine Twenty or thirty years ago, people

thought it was beginning to
disappearj they thought archeology was destroying it, it

excesses L-u
today, while many of its efts have disappeared, its basic points are just as widely

accepted ibel4.eve as they have ever been.

tWeU. Julius Wellhausen te Is a man of tremendous importance in Old Testament
i

study, verybody has to take a position)either ln favor Øor against whate has. Before

'/tJ Al
e(i could say I agree with thi.man h-o--th4s. ny different men e

I.,
Q

p., differnt(views and you could shift from one to the other,




-btitowt4is thecriticall

view, drrd s the olde nien died off, nobody replaced them. ,dm view was accepted as

£7? J2?L ii)




11/7
standards e a-tut1on--ry1iberal ins

titutiony
-4!i

in the world if there is any w6r4i4T%- religion em

__ all 2?1he mal essentials of this theory are- simply ghzn as fact. jis

.,Mr.
volt -Vt~!-71-44




Miller? (14




to

ot±fr±t.

t4 Spread of the Graf-Wei1hauseny -*rrd -we-vvt t mention semef-he

P.36 (3/4)




'o-abotrt-thi-which very, fGwi114,-e4-ye4i-dt,t-fftidthm. Today it i's

either accepted or tt4 denie. There is little variation. on certain points

fi,(7Vr
re-44he but not. Ted cLcoarse, for one thing, there is

noAas mucht>
Arf
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Interest in the Old Testament. t'cjn$ thingjgt Germany 150 years ego, the bulk

of the people were raised on the Bible' they believed thoroughly in truth pLtha-thle,

4'tf they were tremendously interested and otly anybody with any theory about the

Bible could find a d.-eg good sale for his book..,erybody was interested

* 0'
aluniversities in Germany had professors -47 Q-1 A rp

14 who

writing books on the Old Testament, ere was tremendous interest in it much more

than there has ever been in almost any cpuntry,' Ie theories were argued and
discuss-,,

baGk anrL isappeared bcréWhen

, theory eomes




JJL becomes accepted, it leads to the conclusion that

al the Old Testament is just a human d9cumentk' grew up by natural process c-

~i~WASO it.
interey

in




t A10".

4c6?.

AaAl
*"*

61C
opit say that they just automatically

lo
s,ne1?

interest

the spread of the Graf-Welihausen hypothesis has been me of he

greatest factors in producing general disinterest in Christianity throughout the world.

One of the greatest factors in causing people to lose faith in the Bible,-'kf course

these theorier-t e approaches were carried on through the rest of th4 Old Testament

andthrough the New Testament. 1"iort"rtMnk I hve beyond ten m1mrte.e-t4-.btter
F'

not-say much bout 4 now or I won't have a cance to fin w.Upucw what we

dealt with
)st week. So, there being ten minutes I'm going to just give one question. to /

the odd mbered people and two queons to the even number-d, but the o qustions
/ 1

/
/

take aout the same' time as the one . //

I / lifluence -,

\ (3)(sthrting agaixi and about the tremendous Fet which he had mt Graf-We1lhause

, theory of the-orhe Pentateuch. Now I want t Spread of the Graf

Wellhausen theory. .Uuderth4a The Opposition of the Older Scholars in Germany

te+eaniee417'The
older critical scholars in Germany had already

accepted the division into these ddcuments, o some .dlc1h call them J, E, and

'-ome-& called them A, B, C, and D--they still held to their theories0th
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''I U

*Welihausen theoMORMS called the priestly document,çat the enc 1!hey still insisted It WlO -

' at the beginning. For instance, Prof. Dill4nof the University of Berlin- was one

of the outstanding critical scholars of the last part of the last century, whose commentar

ies are still considered to contain much of great value, Di4rdenied the Wellhausen

theory right it-the end of his life. He thought that the Elohist material was first, rather

than last. I~MAS these older scholars died out, they left no successor,,.

_______ _____ ftllLcPoh-o1rr dli ucep4- aGt-Izrot.thi&-t--&a'a 11 ---ta ' prttyro -,-4'L.y fra ctica1ly

j all, I don't think of any outstanding exceptionie younger critical scholars in Germany

(3and
in France,.4he accepted the Welihausen theory, Ls o it came to be the established

viewpoint, as the older scholars died out in Germany and in France.

64,z sli`;"a i"It
-rrbtiow we want to cross over into our English-speaking world Llm-gotnrj~, mention

three outstanding individuals *r connecrt with the spread of the theor,-e1--rrth4-

dl r) y
-rrrdec_th.4T b, W. Robertson Smith.,-w-1 -a -bro)Tght up very strictly,,

Vjfl Scotiand -he-w borrr1 e o l-84&e. 1ter his education in Scotland

14r2 _____he went'v.ec to Germany to studyen4was tremendously shocked-±neermany to find

cars running on Sunday and otheitte-4 e that that he had never seen in Scot-

land. BntWhen he got over his initial shock and found that the German people with whom

he was working were a-Øet nice decent people, andL.tLçgood scholars, he decided it

,fa
was all right to ride a street car on Sunday their ideas about the Bible

not so bad e_&L the course of his time in Germanyˆ he became a very close friend,

and devoted admirer of Julius We11hausen And adopted the 1t,ttfre Welihausen

theory. ui-ne turriing to Scotland

to the Free Church of which he was a member he became Professor of Old Testament in

ñ AVJ,V)4I
/Aberdeen Univers tya -&hd'was asked to write the article on Israel for the 9th

edition of the Encyclopedia Britannicaç-e..he wrec this article..4efae1, he pre-

sented the Welihausen theory of the Pentateuch as the truth regarding ¬istorJIsraei.c

This caused a great shock throughout the Free Church -Scot1anc Roberteon Smith
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was accused of heresyaA4rere-wa-s.4 great triaAlZa'a
tj

he end of the trial he was acquitted by a narrow

margin, of hat ng violated his vow as a ministewas allowed to retain his ministerial

rights, but it was decideror the sake of peace and harmony in the church he should be

dismissed from his professorship in Aberdeen

-I meantime he had been giving lectures all over Scotland, which he

e±e!'ihe Old Testament in the Jewish Church." k'r{hese lecture
JA1014owdg

the Well

hausen line were printed and widely distributed, oo4hefe,Lter Roberton Smith was in-
/

vited to become editor-in-chief of the Encyclopedia Britannica and tmJ -.&o for a

dozen Years) writing many other articles present the

Wellhausen theory and the critical view of the Old Testament. Then he was invited to

become professor of Arabic in Cambridge University,, -s e-move4-tQ.EnJ1an4-Id Fom this

position as editor-in-chief of the Encyclopedia Britannica and as professor in Cambridge
(c\ Theory

A h e exercised ai4 ci favof of the Wellhauseihroughout the English-speaking world.

-kkery powerful influenc d-f this theory kthese theories of cce were

the beginning in Great Britain of the application of the theory of t4 evolution to the develop-

ment of the Bible, making it a human book rather than a divine revelation.Ahere was a

group of English scholars who tried to hold that the New Testament was God's revelation

'thc Nw




~tue, Jesus Christ was deed God as described in the New

thz
Testament buThe Old Testament was a natural development without surnatural

in it 'view coul4rt stand very long, befor- textended t14,4

sai to the New Testamenl,, .4"ero w&s a group of scholarsin the Church of

anything

England1who
said wL, the Bib e.'df cours1s just a natural boo we cai depend on/ii)1

but we have the great doctrines of the $ Church, about the deity of Christ, and the Atone

a go1 t the weresi-mL

resistance movements along the waY) 44 the,hurch of Great Brita~i

filled with the higher criticisri, much more widely than ein America







£03.


:® I read in a magaust out of 27millitm members of the

Church of Englan bout three million are at all regular in. attendance in church,

#inW t3) 14
shows that nation which used to be,,perhe&- e most church-golg natiox

in the world, the spread of these theorie with their doubt and denial of the Word oi

(




God




C, Canon E R Driver. "Driver was a man abour on Smith's age, -+re

44
6,wq~e-became professor in Oxford University, and had an influence as great as

..wasnoother wiQbda afeater inf

____ ____was a brilliant scholarscholar p c
) i L '

Mt& W2__449O
Hebrew syntax, bJ_th-th I d{Trftflts tield very t1y,-Dz Ivel

& man..wclaimed to be a very earnest evangelical Chris tlan acd very devoted to

the teachings of the New Testament, it was much easier for Christians

to ls wrltings-.ing¬ of men like Kuenen and Wellhausen, who denied the

supernatural altogether and considered all religion as just a development of human super,

stition, Driver claimed to be a very earnest Christia1)1 far as the New Testament was

J
W 9Qicerned, bt.rie Itroduction to the .iterature of the Old Testamenpaiie o

Iflar
441duL-

0




Vrrtou'd6ll C-many e ition beAe~ca ~e~s"a"d189~f'panft nt'
SX
sod n 6~teoxatbWoVo'k

in the English-speaking world-In iñaries whe the criticism was accepted at all
'IL

tic




41-, JA
('t'Y(fQ4AI-(1(('t IL) c2

and was taught about religion, 1n England a.d-4n

,'America Driver's Introduction to the literature (f the Old Testament came to exercise a

tremendous influences ancDriven this book ee6pehe Wellhausen Theory,,,-.(i

6)taughtaught .t-vety strongly and vQry clearl he book is full of detail on all of the Old

Testament, c1 rp spt&t1oirT the W e 1llic uS e Thevry wtitch

reTrta-fet. Nw1DrIver does not take the attitude
4tvellhause5iftald-tte,

that this is purely a natural development he would admit the acti-of divine retrelation1
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t(AZI00
'But

he says we must look at the facts and see how they came an is what scholar

ship proves about the documents into which the Old Testament is divided, t

between them this cor- made his influent greater. N.The third

iit mentloi hardly of equal importance with these two, as far as his influ-

)- infue cetence is concerned -but yet had veryconsiderab1e

d, Charles Augustus_Briggd. The name is familiar to all of you because Brown,

Driver and Briggs is our best Hebrew lexicon.-fr4- Brown was President of Union

SemInary Driver was .- professor in Oxford wh2 was just referred to and Briggs was, pro
/

fessor in Union Seminary,, the threyWtT2U-t-3O ye s.uring 20 to 30 years -tsj--pt

____ rt'ks
'-tcmenou3'mounts of time 9-working over the Hebrew words for that dictionary

our 4I-f4.&t Hebrew dictionary. ct!4s_Q1ree of them are strong modernists

4--got,&-ev±dence---wr we should never take ~dictionary as the final word

ras to what a word means.




tl dictionary evidence. -You ;* 11

b~sLn three-fourths of the casprhaps in nine-tenths of
theftaeeek

the evidence

is

but

sufficient

dz-4 at least one tenth of the cases, maybe more, wlie

th. is very wise to look oier the evidence carefully and reach your own conclusions. *i4

The great value of the Brown, Driver and Briggs dictionary is nd 'the conclusions they

present but it- the fact that they'Resentgo sompletely the evid&nce for the onc1usiorzS

~A
They g -i1ie most of the passages aefit-will be interpreted a" particular way, most of

the,i particular form__ d uLLseqnt1y-you..

P.37. (3/4)

iic




AM-,but Brown, Driver and Briggs, like any dictionary, can .a+e mislead you rt ft--Mqt

___ b'i-44 _______4- accur'ae because it has so much material in 1t andey tried 14rr-thi3 boek to stick
/ .

to the evidence. Briggs had also
'b'

!Tk the discussion of the Psalms in the series of the

International Critical Commentary, and.i is one of the most extreme volumes in that
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series. There is hardly a Psalm that he doe s)nbt divide up into tro or three different

I' 3flC
documents'&rt1e carries this to rcall-y an bbsurd extreme, - -4i eater-ttm in his

commentary onsalms- he 1a.e-rretQe express4g4s disagreement with something inthe

Brown, Driver and Briggs dictionary. His commentary is far more radical than anything fl

-that cxlate-4or the dictionary. Briggs 'wtre had studied in Germany for four years, when

the Welihausen Theory was jt coming to the fore, ire-cams-,was a very prominent pro

fessor at Union Seminary in New York, flhile he argued in favor of the Virgin Birth<

and defended various New Testament doctrines he wrote a number of books on the Old

Testament in which he strongly espoused the critical theoryd 1e was strongly opposed

iThth4s by Prof. William Henry Green of Princeton Seminary, and the-esttlt-c&s-41t Green

Jt1q1c
and others brought charges againsti*JIn the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church

T
mU. S. A the Assembly decided that his views were urhristiaJ. droppe4from

the Presbyterian ministry for unChristian views and- took action

urging that none of its students should go to Union Seminar result)'-w-hI-oh s

e.t in 1898, just after this action happae± Princeton Seminary had more st,idents by

/;frl'Y #P?t2
far han e_i ore it e r-et-u.p again

two or three years after that. Union Seminary had

quite a drop, but the leadership of Union Semlnaryj we-w in good standing in the

Presbyterian ChurcI- were not themselves disciplined t 84'-t± 1 go' et&nding,

çndrentually they gained control of the
church7

,ut for quite a time they were under a

great shadow, as a result of the accusations which had been leveled against Briggs.

rNcwmirredjiese three men, particularly the first two of them) very

influential inthe spread of these theories in the English-speaking world. ..N--wrrvEry

sfly tol&&k45 Subsequent developments




0-Y
f, / c(t3 &

whPIl *?
-o&to--c a colleague of mine. h.e-uLdt were both on the faculty of an-

other seminary before Faith Seminary was founded Dr. Oswald T. Allis, out-l-5

issued a book on the five books of Moses 4-hTh4i Dr. Allis investigated the
711
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QPt
ref-4T Welihausen Theory1, Allis is a great man for detail, he counts the

number of occurrences in just about everything he deals withf a'remendous worker in

detail, an*e~ a vast amount of valuable nd statistical information about various

aspects of the theoriesknis bookn the last of his book he goes into

btt
archeological evidence-he has not worked

11

neaçfso much in this fleld,..so is not nearly
/

11 ,'
so accurate and dependable in as in the other sections. ..t Prof. Aibright of Johns

0
Hopkins Unlv1( wrote a review of Allis' bookflfter it appeared in 1943,

It-fapt tf bV MIi
re it to pieces. ne of Albright's students said +crm the reasori.ã.that he- dIdn't

'-I
mention Albrlght often enough in the footnotes. I don't know whether that is fair to judge

him that way or not, but I have known Aibright very well and have a high regard for him

as a scholar, and as a man far superior to most university professors

to ,¬ sJ
today,-&I wan shocked at the venonhow1n his review of Allis' book it One thingcV

r'f±za His v9-n4er is tharhe use in referring t Hebrew word the trans-

literation of Young's Concordance, which .sys is not a scientific method of translr

OS-c.4Vr5 J1t.
ation. Wefl7-gc&td that Allis knows thatAwell'ell Erts said in e introduction to his

book that he was using it because it was more familiar to the great number of ministers

for whom his book was intended than the more scientific method which he might use. .it

Aibright attacked him strongly on that* a4nother thing on which he attacked him was

that most of his quc.tions and most of what he dealt with was with scholars of 40 or 50

years before. Athat he had very little to say about scholars of the 30 or 40 years,before

so
he wrote.'-4I1e said if Allis really thinks the matter of the Mosaic authorship is important

why doesn't he work on it harder? Well, nobody ever worked harder on a thing than Allis

did on thisIf -A1lis' quotations we from these earlier scholars rather than from th

recent writers, & on that point of criticismA 14&&1- that Albright is very definitely
wrongs

______ h




C?,, bee4cfle
because very little1.b ay great importa'xlc,$n this flel

in the last 40 years. The fact of the matter is that during the period from 1800 to 1878 the
r

4004
matter was under intense discussion wnd the varicu s theories t&t the documents of-t
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J15 c;'
Pentateuch were,aa4-th.i-&..warTha-t way nd-

'10 ,
t1 utfl s we e-gon0 througfr-id

have seen
fTr

there were all kinds of varying opinions,, 7iere were certain generally

accepted views for a long period of time1 MThe Welihausen Theory which was pu}lished

in 187 Is accepted by the overwhelming mass of critical scholars,çoday. In just about hP

identicall.t form lnwhlch it Wa! at that time-and fhe critical world 4akc

assumes that t &-t4fg has been prove 4-thii*e4ore for the years since, say, 1905,

the great bulk of their writing has not been to try to wove the critical theory, but to work

out further details
,,

or to apply tm to the history. onsequently it ..s alto

gether proper when you deal with this matter?( to deal particularly with the great scholars

who developed this theory and who caused it to become accepted, that time there

were a number of conservative scholars who wrote some very excellent works pointing out

Its w sses and defects 1'eomparatively little in recent years has been done in this

regard which deserves to rank with what they presen 1The interest was very great in

(V 9
thos,, days, and the amount of study and tmøtmt-e..wrIting was very greats at that tim

YIIVOW __I want to give you i-ti-st a very brief summary of the general trend of thought among

critical scholars since that time. ,he teidency of critical scholars4t first was to do

as Briggs did in the PsaimsAto carry the idea of dividing the documents up J.nto alleged

original sources to a tremendous extreme, . is hardly a book

of the Old Testament which wasn't divided up into several alleged documents. Ezekiel

-ijt for many years resisted the tide They held that Ezekiel was the fulcrum on which the

(t
Pentateuchal criticism had been &MIM he unity of Ezekie1 held t Ut within the

0last twenty years çEzekiet'some writes have torn to pieces in the same way divided it

I.,
up?( among many different alleged writers. -y-th-tt. very on after the ks&e of

the Welihausen theory, ache rEriga.--1n fact, even before it became generally accepted-

-re) c-31i7_t,i1
ippq

scholars began 4-pp1L-6-_-L the type of argument by which theydlvidedthe books of the

If' fly
Pentateuch' into J, F/and P and êAvLdd them 2-

!into

h&d Jl, J2, J3, and J4,

(into which they divided anLd El, E2, and E3, Dl, D2, and D3, and-hy
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ol- P1 WfC1 LCL1P / '
-ta 'p1, P2, P3, and P4 fhere'4 dieei.çgi which verse

(or
half-ow verse)cme from

Pl-which from P2, and which from J3, and so on., was carried to a tremendous

extreme. Probably no one went further than flt4( Prof. Morgenstern)who was .the

president of the Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati, the principal school o f ti" Reformed

4udais

m. Morganstern wrote articles dividing the Old Testament up to a great extreme and

WA(4 (P
w t 3 heard him give a paper-OncAnhe ries about how everythingleevelopedim

which he dealt with the matter of the Ark of the Covenant, which was carried before the

Israelites,re*d.e had read i.&-en-*fab--br,4comewhere about an Arab tribe that uood

51i6 C45MQWO4
S!a

hie t
have ldlng on a camel at the d of the me -th w rey-4
hV 11 a




beautiful you g virginwa in thjsoing lbo Q'The army,L

Morganstern said4probably i the real orlgl of the
,Ark

of Lhe Covenant,

d ;11Vid

kac~~

language ng1azd it twelve tablets of stone,

f-ca,-- ;t*¬ I r tv'' 15 ;94jvs~ p,Jot
-o-e--ø+- beautiful young virgin. earim_gey-tnzit paper

pr-51l is f1rnç ltç
--1tw the extreme,wild measures to which many critics went for a time.S 1

---uW illaLLy e-th.m There has been r&t reaction against thefl

____
1I

__dheAlbr1ght wrot dreview ttr-w hch-i ifdAllis/book he-s 1!i rsuAew

(flc4' _Allis' argument against dividing up the documents an -h&

L
sat-ws-.e very helpful in showing the absurdity of thdivisiointo Ji, J2, J3, P1,

P2, and P3 p'Jff rd' hciighJjy wr irry hpfi in t1t iord- lie w5

,aAa;te ____but he said's to the actuarexistence aopaiatiiIy at one time of the

great documents J, E, P, and DIhere can be no doubt

~~Ihis trend whlch some today speak of as second generation criticism like

-rt'--was carried to a fantastic extreme, and a number of books were written making

i1AAI2t4Q#44f4 . ±-" fdi
fvw,.v

ss.s lvisions/\ thzimea]c t of archeology hiArcheological

evidence began to show e me iof4etr plLthat the

the Blbl

4ull




othing about events at the time

ft which came into existence long afterfbat thes imply dldnbt

thEllyo!~~

hold up tatements in the
c2CA44.LIV
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documents that w sn ps4 to haw come into existence * the 7th century B.C., were

proven archeologically to be completely out of accord with conditions in Palestine at that
I,

time, and exactly in line with conditions at the time of Abraham, arheolgy us

$1')




h- caused a tremendous swin4ftts_iac4 When I began teachin 4'ears ago, the

A ;
was esiU spread4rch4logyLs giving the death blow to the Graf-

Wellhausen theory r Within the next ten

years"
bonservative scholars used to saypoo1 will gJvp this tryaJ.toQàtr,

ki-fLj:i :14tit

thrwrobablgovQLoPan
entirely new me unChrl stian theory tô substitutr.J.t, Ji

we-wunde liat ±t-w-ill b,-&id t1crrthey th'U ttrw1rit mT--t that i¬ not

occurje, the leading critical scholars hold just as tenaciously as ever

to the main essentials of the Graf-Wellhausen theory. AnAtf~Pmr~rejQtAeld)6 today

Utn 14Y
11,

w en I was&IW.* tha/lVf4 years ago

president oPhi]adelphia Orie~

4~)~i s, principa*l
~point

s

ntal Clt', a Club which includesAprofessors of various

subjects related to the Near East ne-4? the-Old Tcs-tairrt,-bit Arabic, Cuneiform, and

7
so forth, from practically all the o11ce--& univz'sities. and seminaries in this general

areaj
Whe bout 15 yeas agave a paper on1ecientific

approach to the Old Testmen .n which I tried to show ho1!tZCO?J

1(iY?
Only

)Ct:'
/tc t q?t

ckr
Ce/a

.--gertr& interest acceptance of what I gave, but those tiwhb were

ipoirit ealin with these matters were generally quite opposed to my

/

conclusion

S sting to sEete feworld-as"a'" whole is not greatly interested

much ab , but if they want to know something about the Old Testament

4/LI
th.oy j-w4 go to these-men in key 1p1nt and ask them what are the

facts*,,
And Immedi-

ell
ate'1r giye-




_F
the teachi

WeGraf-Wellhausen Theoryb taught

in just about every university 'Ee anything is taught about religIonan4t is taught as

fact in practically every sinary that is over 4pyears of age, and it is ci-¬eeet

(AJ'4'JJ1
,-y.4S to'b$3i.i in Sunday School literature r1 n!jen ff1 ry reeUy bu
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ihøo11iteratur and into book o no

.:::: :::::

rdLoweLe(i:/4)c::t

spread through the English-speaking world, thr ths great extreme-tM

OR-, !niffie theory

o w1che

critical scholars went on it, an~i~Mhere was a considerable reaction tt~V

E)
()

7. the influence of arche logy, but reaction t1&4- a comparatively short distancegis

"-,XL till hold essential points ght in this

Th questiora4,J
city there are at least six different places where is taught as fact.4 this'part of the

J document or is Is part of the E document, -a4-eeA-ithin the last 3 monthg heardheard

one of the world's greatest scholars 'w the writer of the J document probably lived in

Jerusalem at the time of David ril1iant writer.hd ws xba.t a great thinker

and whit a marvelous literary man1he writer of the j document

YA
John Garstan bout thirty years ago, ,sjci

04141(*

4T4/A_

cnt a book called poundations of

Bible History in Joshua and professor of Archeology in Liver-

pool Universitye vs,irector o'epartment of antiquities of the Palestine vernment

for 4time, and a great deal of excellent archeological work) octin

T




Nw this

book
7111L




(rg 1(J yr --Tuhua -and 4gaahas brnnght

1' ____ 114
çcus-oi the archeological material bearing on most parts of Joshua and Judges1 'ost

,z&.
of the p ces mentioned in those books,in his appendix, which is the most valuable

part of 444 bookj -1SaIas a list of the places with a discussion of the 4±teon-of4

archeological evidence at'41f places wth is very helpful, even if the place has never

actually been excavated, to what could be learned from surface exam4.na i n. But

jtad the introduction to Garstang's boo 2n this

book on Joshua and judges I have dealt only with the parts of those books that are from

J and E. -naturally P is a late document and-I have not gone into it at all.

i-e the r rl h nnfja fwl th Pa 11. II=P_Verw strange

as it may seem1l
have come across some striking archeological corroboration of events
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described in P,
butt

s. since that. hardly to be expected, we on't go into P in

Ps') 711'S ____this book. Woi- th-t4ut shows u how a great archeologist thttay simply takes ths

CWttvi w,&e1
3

'' -&-I,kgtlLJ




-16 Palo-.
snd9N.ew when the Graf-Wellhausen Theory egn

Lt4 itct r r)
11 have here Ae book James Orr,hortly after l9OOon Fe rob1em% of the

'74t 4( 441C4G___
Old Testament, He uotesvarIousnoo to show how some thought that J& E were

practically non-existent in Johua\. Ot1ers thought that much of Joshua was from them,

44 iI Jv'a1tJ J5
(lie said some extended on Into Judge' some even into Kings has been great differ-

ence of opinion, butarstang-i his bek,O years later assumes that u can tell

isPHib* I 1-/
exactly whaZ'in Joshua and judges, 4n4-thatl so h dcals -with

t-4 P came late iéJAso4p4t=6~y any attention,t

.W1, 1day




X I-S t*em_ foro_91Mof evolution is

(1
consideredjn biology today a persa-i is not consideredc

Al r IV'
h1ar if he doesrôt believe in

evolution. e, \L.'hen I was ,emlnar we heard of a professor a university

c (5 1/2) . -----------4G aiy, who one of the three or four

greatest biologists in the world1 4Then -man wrote a book attacking evolution,, -end

Ater that, if you mentione4,. the professor of biology at Princeton University

say he's a good biologist, but there are a couple ci hundred others just as good.

He wasdas soon as he began to question evolution. the same way

/A_it Iwith the Graf-Wellhausen Theory. It is asai med. .b..esthlished ' fact, dny

your ela your churchwc' goes to a

let
university where

anythigs
taught about he Bible, he is apt to in arid wxnt

to 1earu smetMnç-.abt what they have to say and-t takethe' course---he.4oes,

yeu he is quite sure to"4e-at this give* as established fact. d you know

tht
MVI* 1400 413 V

41toats about -this it 1In1 yiJ2g to-e help,p him. -th-toria1

is. rf 9t j jrti In the bac etlünf rrrost Htcame

-than within e- tfec-_much-for 4v1opmnte-

/W,0~1541141S446, Summary of the arguments f'heory. -- \
411X_0
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Graf-Welihausen Theory fall into two types. They are: a, The Arguments forPartition.

b, The Arguments for Order of Documents

#4wt aTguments for
Partitiona4ese

are the same arguments that Eichhom gave
1

.

about l800, if you don't have separate, istlnctftSgamu ) how

can you there is a development om one to the other?

1/r these arguments for Partition~~~~di 'r;m1ndous importance in any examination of the

a,bo&j1
theory as a whole. I picked up the Cambridge Ancient History,( t-tie.a 30 years ago, when

2 -ë(L(

it'i-' t_-I I
1

___ W '.'7'4'
Cambridge Ancient History chJ.x abou-t-a dozenAvolume I they saidj.tl.___'IiiiiLng

J' I4a/4Jt/1J11
" U

that people readiig' _.1'f7urprised at the progress that the scholarship has made.

Thj~Kwtd=' P, those whQ have believed that Moses wrote the Pentateuch '-and that

a historical the children of Israel coming-but of Egyp will learn from the

Cambridge Ancient History that actually the Pentateuch is made up of separate documents

J, E, D, and P written over a period of many centurie and telling us very little

about the early history. On the other hand, they said, it ha been widely held during the

IV~50 years that Homer's Iliad and Odyssey are made up of various documentombined

() ofv4J444 4 &41I
ogiter, written by different people, ters -em tills .1he Cambridge Ancient

___ Jandfeel tFa t thisthis-qi*ã,te di ove and that we can actually believe in a Homer who

01
wrote theeAi_.ee1-tat application to the Bible of this divisive criticism was

14D not a unique thing at allEichhorn Yn his original deal

with
11.igher

criticism of the Bible. Now t~ said to many Bible scho1ars,higher criticism

a).
3l be something they,never heard of, but he saidto any student of the classIcit is a

.444Wvava~~W 'd
familiar termb&

tat about 1800 in Germany, before was applied to the Bible,,was

Alw every
being applied to the Iliaji and the Odyssey and practically/other work of ancient times,

, tP4'A4 ç urtAe- "e-U41---&nAll livided up'into many documents.which.oupposed to hay e.4eherI
( ( I () "

A through.a long process. Arri4lt toda'1ias be,en largely given up, 4LIi hly dou.-

Cf wins1ppl'e*o the. In/', o/I'Me4
Ot ro rm tet?I1?
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4p
,. to the Bible Lt.-w a1it t1&-Bbe_.ti the long process w have lo ked at

t-'4cQ4/ 'i¬ '¬u& a
eit bame unite4 with' th theory of ¬voluti 1and as a result of -that otal1-i-ed

4cI)J4fqtow. ¬ii , p41 0,1
established and it-hao roi-ho.n just about the torm which Wellhausen

rn44
) U'

presentwn 1878 t has been held, up tot his time awiw~-ftn~~~~opment,

D11 I Lo other books of the Old testament

has been one of the greatest forces 4h'e destruction of Ciristian faith in our present

v en to'1 .
the argument are the same gv as

the auments given by Eichhorn,

9'
-kuuv7r the argunent from divine names 4/ We look at th, Asee Just how much

or how little validityto it i4,

)b course"' striking that
w.-yujea4

the first chapter of Genesis you have

God all through, and, the second chapter/ he LORD God all through. ve

A striking t4rrg,n occurrence kt4ii but it is comparatively seldom that you find anythinc

7)74i.(A1TlQ2üVfl4
quite the same elsewhere in the Old Testament find the names interlaced and used

in various ways. If it were not for this very striking occurrence at the very beginning, I

(1)
doubt if that would have occurred as a clue, to people. Actually, if you've ever/ read a

Russian novel, I'm sure you have observed how freely they switch the names. t-&eems

read a story of Dostoievski /rime and Punishment,-read

most fascinating book and yet when I finied - it I could not remember anyo plot

-va4. aL)
here-eeme4-tobe practical ly no plot,, and yete fascinating all through--tremendous

writing. tn thbook, everybody4R-± had a strlbng of about five names, and he seemed

to think you,would get tired of it if he used the same name more than once in a chapter,

so he, the first name as she came into

the room and then as she came up the aisle, he'd say" Miss so-and-so," and then toward

the end he'd refer to her by her title o Fretty soon you'd havur or five different

names, one after the others -and ou just had to remember the whole nameor you lost

tl- threac seemed to be the idea that you had to have variety, and not use the same namE
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too much.

Well, we have a good deal of variety in the Bible , much of which I think can be

explained from a similar approach, though not carried to anything like the extreme of these

tl




tee, 042 1'* &S . W)44-'
Russian novels. S"It jtt&t so happens that in Gen.l, -4with the univers,(the

general term God, theGod of nature, is used all through, and--.", y t- Gen. 2, -wh

$1 vA
_&e deal'g with mankind, - introduced the name Jehovah, the God of redtion.

this argumen'We look aather careful1y'ee v'ihcii 11re-aI fictorstwiaid-

44t-the--Ctiid ms e Argument from Continuous Narrative Th ii

he u that when you separate these documents each of them gives you a
1' 4oi

complete stor must have originally existed as independent documents. Wttvthen

qF- C3 11 4t
you k-a4iJ

qAd Q/060
the original ig waAthe E document is a complete story/ the J e pretty

much complete, but now as you knowj the E document is divided into two rart and con

sequently there is mucctinuity in the J document now than .t-hcro--i.s in either part of

the how great an extent is this argument valid? We must look at t later.

the Argument from Parallel Passages
In.

is a very strong argumente if

thcts e+-4t can be proven., 4-ts a r dividing up lULL diffeirt

P.39. (3/4)




tu,1 1pai

arag, ment - ut Y(4) the argument from diversity of style, diction, ideas, and so on. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------

Mr Mate-----4 whew they id that they ra1hcr ,mii-h frrgt (1

iemplly hut tl lptest

6 Foi-e-21- d
Driver's Intro, to the 0. r.,....tht wasAthe reigning book in this field, in the critical

English-speaking world Prof. Pfeiffer of Harvard issued an 9htros. to

1) DW
the Old Testament,bout3O years ago4v'hich is the most extensive book of that type

-at thre-tc tocLi-i, Pfeiffer i11a that the part of the J document in the early chart ers

of Genesi e--e+,' should be septed from he mvwumiAn S document,
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to .6-e

making five, and he thinks that

WHt"n, "o
4was

the very last but: the

/others think was the very first, he thinks was the very last, &'1ten you get that faj..e

r th argument from Continuous Narrative pretty much disappears, '-bt,9nthe original

'vpii ,,OW'
development of the theory, was one that a great deal was made

i-ks a. ceJ-/
it is4assumed in discussion -pa they will say, 44s document knows

rIc-v)frtft
nothing about c because it is not mentioned in the material they'4J,z,

to that document. ose were the four arguments for partition. de-'err7Oti

4-thefour arguments for the order of documents Lthe arguments for development). Those are

=1r13 heL- the arguments for logical progress,- the argumen-perhaps we should say,

Oor development t1order of documents. -N.ew1hese arguixtts for development

rterrit Ihat m-e presented by Graf, a.&Kuenen and Wellhauser~ kIIUZI~zr~the

p document)which had been considered the very o1des- the very latest., r&

/gf 'IN/ 1t1
-414, are the arguments which±e4.4p theócumentary division with the theory of evolution

ary development, and put it into a form which fit the temper cf ILI age that was moving away

from Christianity-aTrd -me464t-&teft4-a--it-4-e-td&y. So these arguments are very
-

important'ad tet,of course1if you don't haVeAdocuments these arguments would mean
/

nothing; so the partition arguments are ee' equally important -a.&i44e people --hoe

knOw much more about the partition argument thanAthe development argument 1 I

rn,t-even--given th to you --but-1!m gi4 just very briefly list them now, -thi

we will examine them after we exftmine the arguments for partition. -Nw-the arguments

they give along this line can be divided into four main types &- rmert&

i
The first of these is the chim that there are discrepancies. For instance, they

-tu-ke the story of the Flood and give certain verses in it to J and certain verses to } rtd

cortuin to j and 'ctaaj to P,on the use of the name,'God er Jehovah, and also on alleged

Mcc;
arguments from stylejj1 they try to make each ..a complete story, and they claim to have
)ji /1) 4/) iti(7 tJfs,))(a So
-a 15 years ago I4pp i-tGa Presbyterian church c' rtjht at
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Charlottesville, Virginia,

iat d --pp-44ee, and heard the minister preach on the Floodend/e began
ii

his sermon something like this, Ie said, Just as you have beeronfused by the way in

which4ude and Mark are combined together in the Gospels, I'm sure you have been

confused when you read the story of the Flood in the Old Testament, by the way in which

(C
the various documents are combined together. Sc' he said, tonight I am simply going

e0 of,to read you the bi-en Le story of the Flood which are from the J-E documents,-we
- 49k,111T,Pdo Theii 't b,b1ici( .c-cw1

will ignor the/. - 1e read certain portions of 4and then proceeded to give a very good

evangelical sermon on the meaning of the Flood for the Ciristian life)ter_4.m these

-o't' r-/iôh14 c
sections" assuming that the others Mn.y were being from the p document..

Qp
divideAthe story of the F1ood) they give most of the expressions

ti)-ev 4'yTh- P
of time to the P document, because y" cncw is interested in figures and enumeratioji,,
- C? 7/V "2c5/') / ?%e1

,s eieere most figures a gIiwn giveto
V

the passages

-rklv 50th the/-~ 27/-,o
that have figures in as 4 the length of the Flood .gJ..rzj to the P4ei

very few oHh&m left in the J document 4 &d_wheft.-ys gt-.thrriugh zi-4hi.s-,-yr11 fin&a

Tht
/

discrepancy, cause according to the P document the Flood lasted about a yeas while

7%ic a(/y'
according to the J document it lasted only a few day, g t discrepancy,-4t is..

created -soropinc., by giving the figures to the one that gives the periods of time
A

and

not to the othe1.444 great many of the alleged discrepancies are like this others t,(

-them are created by assuming that?stor1es are the same when they're really differen like

1-,W/
the' story in Genesis 1, how Abraham went into Egypt and lied about his wife &rk, there)

nEt. ,Xhe ry in Genesis 21, how he went into the land of the Philistines andb/
t\) 'tbf $fli¬. 1); 7/5ey t)i -j

lied about Sarah to Nv4e-s 4eJ-* one of

t4t?'
these is the J story the other" the E story ' of the s me event

0
47ht

\~the

ctlhern-'Philistia

1-here is a

discrepancy. W, go into th&t fully I'm just giving a coulle of

___ 7't
illustrations/ how thrgument is ordinarily not valid. nce-er get into
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)ti 4v
this iidde of thinthifig, V,find innumerable discrepancies in the Old Testament, id

It have
4i-w4J.L.Lth4 many,..iy people'-with fine evangelical backgrounJ, who Men some

;d hv.e
training under men who accept the Graf-Wellhausen theory who to-ry strongly

convinced ti-a t theseA iscrepancies existp4&'e contradictions




ni-c

thr;z;f:t argument from discrepancy ifr .xgu w'i might be used to

prove different documents, even different documents written at different times''

different groups ljin!4 had no contact with each other but it is not an argument which

proves development, of
orde5

or progress, e that----,v'trile-imerthnrfff

4e tmpei-tant- -vitny 4I- L?I &1ege evtionciry et't'

a very important argument, 2 The Claim that we find logical progress

iihe documents. sa the J document, Abraham makes an altar wherever he

fls like it, and t £ thE document which is the book of the covenant iR-,U,

follows tn genera] this tradition
j

The Lord sayswherever I place my name you shall

sacrifice to m W -goe say that
4d

sal at the beginning of the wilder

And t is
ness journey dthey weracr1ficg in the

~Then)they say euteronomy says you shall worship

only in the place that God sets apart when you come into the land you shall worship
17

only in that place where God's altar is 4ha is the unifying of the altar in one çce ,

they say that could not have occurred until t)1e time of Josiah-nd hatthey,say, is the

next step'4t,is the unifying of 1t forgetting all other worship, d-tn they aytht

the P document assumes that 4ti.st the one place4 the P document having been written
I

V
after the exile, at the time of the return, according tothdt theory.

, :''
see, they claim a logical process, but you notice'.4 four different step;'actua1ly4?

f1--
. ctually there are only two steps, but the way they express it/4sound Like three or

four. They makargumentsç-l-ik tht 11 through about the priests, about the offerings,

and about a hundred other things, but hardly any of them sound*' near'y as convincing

as these two about the altars and the priests. Those are their strongest points. So we
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Tv/O
-w1il look at those,points with a fair amount of detail. Like-i the priests their claim

-4s that in JA1raham offered sacrifices, wherever he
wash then)they say, 4t in

you have sacrifice offered by heads of families ere is not much evidence on which

n,
to base tia t, but they claim thawhat E teaches. Then, they say according to D only

the Levites can offer sacrifices) restricted to one tribe. W6JJJD is Deuteronomy MosesY

addresses to the people, in which he exhorts them flOtAtO sacrifice, it

p(fr-.7-1
I

I -e-4r he Lev1ticl Priests)who are lxéharge of sacrifice. - hen you get to p,

they say, -tee after the exile,.4t is restricted still furtherac restricted to the priests,
I
4ot all the Levites, but j.ust the priests can sacrifice* -a/so they say the whole story of

Aaron is part of P, because he is the High Priest, the trouble ls'ou find Aaron men
/

_171 V
tioned 8 times in J-E, so in every one of these time sts..isAthe redactor who combine

the documents Wli Inserted £ mention tee into the J-E document. W11 of coic thftL_

kind of argument, fou see the weakness varius.

.taQes here now there thec1aim to

there are hundreds of other cases where there is progress.noted between the laws. We

say, that the cvenand at the beginning of the wilderness journey is the brief

law that God gave the people as they began their progress from Slnai,.- that the priest

ly legislationso-called is the book for the priests that gives the minute detail that the
/

/1&t L'k
people as a whole 4ert heed to know but -eu-go-and look up in the book & then the-

Deuteronomy is Moses' exhortation to the people just befpre coming into the promised land,

/'bout the details of the law they are to dy -L1 thec1aim to s thi pgres4othrr,

thIs.$-a-1g argume t e must look al- In some detail, 4(2).

ei.j very strong argument, If the fact which they allege

tca1 :4,
\f) be proved /(3 olatlonof laws as evidence of non-existence.

argument from
history.fthey

clainhat these laws) which are supposed to have been given

by Moses, not fhdactually .b&4g observed until the time when they say the

documents were written. -Nwf that can be proven,-that's a very/7r strong argument.
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qt gn into-.W.M as Fakfah as

he partition argument -4t'tg the more obvious one, we have to spend more time

-&1/24 NOr w fheY say4-.t iRlly that we1eth9 that good men, for instance,

Samuel) go about and sacrifice/ here and here and here and here. Now)theY say, if the

2/' \CJ
law was there) 4_W~~ sacrifice only at Jerusalem, 4wwitd a good man like Samuel

vv'cpt/k/
-e--b4e obey it,tie4 Of coursethe answer is that the Philistines held the land and

you couldn't sacrifice in the ie rbce, and God preferred a sacrifice under the direction

of a godly leader like Samuelin various places,'in that interregnum positiont doesn't

prop non-existence of the law, but that it couldn't 4

41412)go into ti-a t later

P.40. (3/4)




een 18 and the

eud-wgain&t-4ivi-s1on like thi. I mentioned to you how in the Cambridge Ancient

History, it said in the edition that came out at about 1920, that according to their writers,

Homer was a real man who wrote most of the Iliad and the Odyssey. Fifty years hardly

anybody believed that, they were all convinced that the Iliad and the Odyssey came together

the P?ntateuch with
by a prophet, like they believed about many different writers. And to this day, there

are some who hold that about the Iliad and the Odyssey. But there has been a big swing

against it and there are many classical scholars who believe in the unity of the Iliad and

the Odyssey as a whole, there are others who believe that there might be different writers,

but that each of them is a unit, and while there are some who divide up a fair amount, it is

nothing like it was a hundred years ago, now. But inthe case of the Pentateuch, the argu

menisfor partition , which presented thej evolutionist with the idea that you had a set of

different documents which were put together to form the Pentateuch, these became

crystallized and set by the connection with the being brought in connection with the

evolutionary theory, and with the Hegellan ideas of development. So we look at b,

the arguments for the order of documents, that these documents are different documents
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showing development. And the first cf these we mentioned was the claim that there are

discrepancies between the documents. That's 4ong ways from the position of Astruc

and Eichhorn. They said Moses used sources and we can identify the sources. Well,

Moses used sources and if those sources disgreed, it would stand to reason that Moses

would try to make a decision as to which was correct or else he would at least state his

ignorance onthe matter. He would not simply include two things which sharply contradicted

each other. But according to the critical theory that is held now there are such sharp

contradictions and discrepancies between the documents that it is very evident that the

writers of one were in ignorance of the other. And that the ideas were in many points

contradictory. Now that doesn't prove development, but it is a step in the direction c

development, to show that they e not, as someone might suggest, one original document,

one original story, passed and gotten into three different forms, and then these forms

again put together. That sort of thing of course can happen. We have the four Gospels

written by four apostles of the Lord, telling the account of the events in different ways,

different manners, but we do not believe any contradiction between them. And in thj

4th century A.D. there was a man who combined them, taking sections of one, sections

of the other, keeping the same words, putting them together, into his diatesseron, so

we%ave one story of Christ. Now (3 1/2) Thtian , in making that came across

a statement that Jesus did a miracle in Jericho and another statement that describes the

identical same miracle, only describes it as up in Galilee somewhere, you may be sure

that if Tatian put them both in exactly as they were, he would be of the opinion that they

were two different miracles, not that there was a contradiction. But if he thought they

were accounts of just the one miracle, he'd either say it happened in Jericho or he'd day

it happened in Galilee. He would not nclude anything that he considered to be a contra

diction. And so if there are discrepancies it points very strongly against there being

simply developments of one original source. And that fits with the development theory.

Mr. MacKeen did you have a question? (4)
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In fact, as a matter of fact, originally, none of it was done fromthe English. It was done

at first by French scholars, German scholars, and then there were some English schcs

who tok part in it, there have also been Italians and people of other nationalities, no,

they certainly would not use English except as a rough manner of presentation. The (2)

progresswe mentioned was the idea of this logical TFebeos arcl I gave you one or two illustrations

of it. They say that inthe J document we have a few very simple sentences, in the E

doeument we have a number of quite elaborate things, and in the P docurre a you have a

great number of festivals with all little details of it given in great multitude. They say

that shows a logical progression of development, we say nothing of the kind, we say in

entering the wilderness, they were given knowledge about a few main things to do, then,

we say, God gave to Moses what they call the P document, the law book for the priests,

giving full detail about various festivals that people wouldn't keep in mind, but the

prs could have it in a book so they could apply it when the proper times came. And

then that in Deuteronomy just before they go into the land of Palestine, Moses exhorted

the people to bey the law and repeated those parts of it which it was vital tla t people

should have in mind, not merely go and ask the priests about when occasion arose, there

fore that he took the festivals that occur most frequently and dealt with them, stressing

those things that the people needed to know. Now we're going to have a day of prayer,

I believe you all know, a week from today, that is our semi-annual day of prayer, we have

these days of prayer and our program becomes rather stereoped, we have certain things

at certain times through the day, for all of you, members of the faculty, different kinds

of prayer meetings, and meetings, and so on. But when it comes, I always ask well

now what time is the taculty prayer meeting this year? I a1ws a sk that, and the Registrar

puts it on the m&meo graphed sheet. It varies sometimes from one year to the other, and

somebody said to me it is just the same time it has been the last three times. I will

immediately say, what is that? I do not try to Len ember the details of this. Why

should I? Each time we see w1 t it is, if there is a problem we can look back and see
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what the records were. When it comes to details of things like that that occur infrequently

there is no point in asking people to remember them. You write them down a nd look them

up when the time comes, but there are things that it is very important to stress so that

everybody will have constantly in mind. We thus have a difference between the priests

law book , which is Leviticus and Numbers, and the law book for the people , which is

IDeuteronomy. People are free to read the priests' book, the priests are supposed to be

familiar with the people's book, but the purpose of the two is different, However, the

critics argue that there are a hundred or more cases, they find, 'Where you can show

development from the simple to the more complex and then the more elaborate, or develop

ment as the Hegelians say, he thesis, Ihae1s . Some kind of a progressive

development between the three or four. Usually they don't have an argument for more

than two as a rule, sometimes three, but they claim four documctts.

Now (3) I just mentioned at the end of the hour, violation of laws as evidence

of non-existence, and that is an argument of which much is made, and one which can

be very effective as an argument. If God said, you shall worship only in Jerusalem, only

there shall you sacrifice, if that is what God said, in Deuteronomy, why Lhen did Samuel

o about from place to place holding sacrifices? Wicked men disobey the law, yes. But

when good nn disobey it, is not it pretty good evidence that there never was such a law

up to t1-time. We have it now, I believe it is in the Constitution of the United Sates,

isn't it, that the president is inaugurated on January 8--or something like that, early in

January--and that is in bur Constitution I believe, now if somebody tells me that Abraham

Lincoln was--that this was in the Constitution when it was made and Abraham Linco1{

was inaugurated on January 8, 1860 and again 1861 and again 1865, I'd say well now I

read in the history books that it wasn't till March 4, he was inaugurated. Well, they

say, it couldn't have been, the Constitution says it is January 8, or whenever it is.

Well, I 'd say the history books say he was inaugurated March 4, I guess they couldn't

make up their minds whether to inaugurate him or not, so they waited and had it two months
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-4atQj1---well They, say, that 4cn't cp1a .WH- what-±s the explanation-11

that

,Oxplql~~

is this law was unknown at that4tniThe Constitution of the United
a / '1c7i41 L4tic, 4ih

S ates says March 4, is he President l(1nauutted
i4e -'w O1

&swonty yaro that hagwas mad-t to Jai.a rycause f our se

441
communications there no sense in waiting that long, In the old days, you didn't even

a411 J2,O1e4dM
know by January who was elected, it woulçl have been 344to inaugurate in January.

*tq0
Today you knowAthe very next day and it a per ectly silly to have a president who may

have been repudiated in the election continue to be the head of the government for six

2çi cIacaj\4/
months after the electiono or three months -p1cnty,J we-nt)-,in en.

)
__,t &ianging conditionsweThave changed the law w--th¬y say the law of Deuteronomy

4*is made in the time of Josiah, it fits thQ*me,&fi, th law

eH&t-4&when you find good people acting according to entirely different principles

at an earlier peric4, that is proof that the-1&R hadOt been made at that time, that particu-

ilar law Therefore, they say, you can't possibly believe that Moses wrote it.
04-

V-g~
X

-am you know 3t what this argument iJthas very important.

details of the argument will go into th.M2ater. We are going to take up

the eight arguments more or less in order, so at present I will not go into details of this

argument, and the facts leading to it. But we will mention the 8th arguments-+1%&tTS The

0
4th under development4cb is very similar,




C,C-A
an overlapping. ;The 4th argument under devpment is the approprlaof section to

14A ___________particular periods.




mantiQuadtlie argument minuto ae that the law that they

are to sacrifice only at Jerusalem was not known before the time of Josiah, bemuse we

find it was-eetd repeatedly before that time, even by good men.

Now this argument isx the situation d Josiah's time wan- whJ.c-fits i with

the laws of Deuteronomy is is an argument which applies more to Deuteronomy than to

any of the other documents, is also applied to the P document, which
)lhey

vl sa

contains certain things that wQuIA fit with the deas of the time of the exile,
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but which would hardly fit with the situation at any

previous time. Appropriateness of section to the particular period. As far as development

is concerned, while all four of the arguments need to be investigated, th second and the

most vital-r- claiming such a developmentgi?oo..J&LL&t Nj
f r,

I-'hesitate about'wk.e arrangeir e -u these
arguments.

yare all inter-related, nd

I thought for a minute of just dealing withthe partition arguments and giving you the devel-

opment arguments later>..e+te, but it seems to me you'll vc a better realization of

9-the importance of the partition argummi b-,4ng -4-itti-c idea of what the development

arguments first. So thM I wanted to state them t-'u in this brief form1é I want you to

be sure to rememb&iat the argumnts
are5-.nd4-thlnk

It wouLdntt hurt to emoRber

the in the ordif in which I gave them. a bav in mini am. You

don't need at this time to worry about having much detail of particular incident under the

&- WQP
last four argument, but man, -But-4alren gcinto take up the argu-

ments in order and 4Q!-n9 to examine them and to see just how much or how little each of then

prov 4-6weetrt1TT:

III, Examination of the Argument. or Partition

.'

P. 46-4-17*

iUuh of he i y O WU

Divine Names.

R, I The Priority of this Criteria. Thh4 point that is importanto to have in mind.

To-_ gill say4#fe4,l, the divine name4 just m e among a hundred

stylistic elements tha11t howA these

documents, e We---wo will later how much truth or falsity there is to such an

argument,-t+iat. $(it one thing that we should have in mlnhat this is where the division

starts. In time this has priority,, was on this basis that thst divided into two

main documents and then later into three
(not counting

Duteronom3
t wan this basis,

Ooriginally~FThis
was the start on which it was madeIt is highly questionable whhther
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the documentary division &- basis that they are so sure of, yerwouhave gotten

sdedd if it were not for this fact,..&rttf course, it is very interesting-.th that it so

happened that the bokjof Genesis begins with a chapter that has only the word God,

never the word Jehovah'4 the second , third and fQurth chapters use the expression

the LORD Jehovah twenty times in the course of a few chapter,....4i. as far as our use

of the divine names is concerned, there, is a sharp cl-a nge between the first chapter and

the second, third and fourth, and this -tliuu gave the start-off to

it is pretty hard for anybody to push it aside and say oh this is just a minor argument

This is i 1iJ1Lthjrg this Lcj3ciw it £t Thiarw+at Astruc

and all the critics give great credit to Astruc and Eichhom as having been the first

who started the process which 1e their 1na1fully developed theory, attd it started

w -tMint1.

1T,w2f the Bible had been arragged differently, one wonders if one ever would

have thought there are very few instances where you have a situtlono_'AA ~462" A I

a full chapter with just Godb,d I don't mean rmenlItr

a) U2f4 c)
quite a wide usage of the word God. You can flndchapters later ,i that have only the

word God)4 followed by a chapter
thaonlJ

the word Jehovah >± but maybe the

word God is used only two times in the one chapter, and Jehovah only three times in the

other, 1,ttere you have God tterrrMtn times,

and you Iwe 7/ Jehovah God used n the second, third

A nd fourth chapters'? That is not çJ.ht#s over and over thre~ the

Pentateuch I17/'4t "starts that way,, you do not find a chapter or two of one,

tchapter or two ofe other

just don't find it, not with great numberr-it leas

eFi4' '

...N.cw-*2 Is very important. ''.,1ke
p\is

repetltiou something you are already

familiar
withy

but it is so important that we need to stress it.
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9/ 2, The Graf-Wellhausen_Theory breaks up this criterion Eichhorn was

r11k 1i't It 4
sure'ybtr-had-- document, the Elohist ..4.m all through Genesis, The Jehovist4

eh-e44-r-er substantially all through, .At the Supplementary Theory_holds

_-w did not believe in a J document at all, they believed there was an

original document, the foundation writing, which used Elohim all through Genesis,

/
and Qan they believed that the Jehovah supp1ementar inserted the J material,,

in
the Graf-We11hausen-4.s the Elohist document ivlded,t/ha1 -Lerr1n

b3.lt
half like you cut a yardstick in ha14key takeAsections here and here and-trd_..-

say these are the first Elohist which they now call P and put at the very end of the

development, nd4he cters start With Genesis 20 i4g most of the Elohist

material mtherc o the rest of Genesis 4' the second Uist Elohist or the

E/ document, i1Actually, they say, the E document is so much like the J document

that, except for the divine names, they are very, very hard to dlstinguish1..ftâ-±rr1t

_*4_0ost of them will admit that there are many passages, perhaps at least one-third of the

material, which they sy you can't tell whether it is J or E, so they say the J and E
0F)

were combined and they call that So IVeey talk about four
documentstln

JAO
actual practice there really are threet1t theta-L%.4 then D,

r(i9-i-
and then P. -of ir thooc&*' r DeuteronomY so in the other four

books you have rea1iTo main documents, 4114~, and e uses Jehovah about

half the time and Elohim about half the time, s this criterion is entirely broken tip,

in the Graf-Welihausen Theory. dThat being the case it no longer can be logically

used as the main support for the theory, but the average erson who holds the theory
rn>/i

doesn't realize thathee may know these facts but tro't tkink the01 thri in

their significance ' in this regard. -4h.woL say why it's perfectly obvious, you have
I"

*1) G1 ,rBLL4Y
one writer who uses Jehovah, anotheuses ElohImn.d yeyou ask them what the main

docus are, why the early one is made up4 of J and E, and-ç1sometImesq

oneftand sometimes the other. We have in our library a set of books put out in order to
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present the te t1-r documents of the Hexateuch1 and tTiore-4s a volume which is
it V 49

called the oldest book of Hebrew History, This book is thef documen,.t gives you

in English what the writer thinks was the original. document, -"'h puts one of

theseAin
Roman type and bne orf-thi In italics, so that you can tell what is J and what

is E, but a third of it at least--maybe half---4, indicat simply as hat you can't

, separate into;/and E so that actually J and E become a'te very uncertain ut they

arre there is a differe te beeea and P rhey are very sure of that, and in

_____ -'
®3.fben-

d this criterion is,nc* much help a4Y. Though in theh2

argument it alws sounds as if it is. You read in any book, from a critical viewpoint,

and you come to chapter and they'll say, the presence of Jehovah in this chapter

makes clear it is from the J document we immediately recognize that thi Is

from the E1ohist' because of the use of the name Elohim. ThatJj 4 Now 3 4-eher

fact




tht-yu are fam±liar with I, fr

413, This Criterion is confined almost entirely to the book of Genesis

&1ation of divine names, a fairly long passage using ones and then a

fairly long passagI,ti the other, does nd occur to any great extent after Genesis.

The critics say that the P document uses the term Elohim as far as Exodus 6.3,n

-the in Es'. 6.3 when the name Jehovah was revealed
,

after 4fthe P documentdocument
D4 / )CfI

.) alws uses Jehovah. from there on, you-h&vo- only Jehovah in all

three documents('in all four, counting Deuteronom, So this criterioe aftef

/
~et

it is.er interesting-.g that-g---c-zL, in Exodus after Ex. 6/iai..e

a couple of long passages fairly-Fr that use Elohim. Why did they do that?

reryr agre name Jehovah was known by that time tt--ouocpt-or te

049criterion is only good as far as Genesis is concerneI don't think that most people

realize that tYou will find people who say'..w4-l, ?,Of courethese documents, perfectly

obvious Vlook at the different names they use -rrhe impressicn They have ,J that 'it,

77,9C
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goes right through the-.e. Actually th(criterion of nuse etLgl 0p8pkLLjr

after the early part of the book of Exodus.

4. In Genesis and in early Exodus this criterion is not used conslstentlv in

many cases the names are mixed. hen I say "many" I don't mean 80% or even 40%..

pIcs
The mixtures are not frequent, but neither are they rare,ere are quite a number

where the names are mixed and we you'll have one and then the other and therone

-1
4414t4-andthen the other4 d the critics w±4 say that Lhe redacto who put them together

A

changed one of the names. Or they will perhps say1half
a verse g-to E and half a

"4-top! VMd,
verse es-to J. And even where they do tha7sometimes they sathe redactor changed

the names i' c&4r-wds d1ffeizit fLem that sri Lai1y-- It is true that in most of what

they give to the P document before Ex. 6, the name Jehovah does not occur, re

A
a ver,e' few'033cs where it does. n-t whei it eL1tb t th. J um8nt. an th i

de mwkt" the material that they give to Jhere quite a large number of occurrences

()of the word Elohim, in the material that they give to there are a few occurrences of the

AP J) )
name

JehovahX
Thclue is used to quite an exten, but it is not absolutely complete,

There are a number of cases where the names are
mixedyBwhere they sawell) the

recctor changed itV when he combined the two documents. ci Matte k+v"

"17 ' J don't think that I will take time to give you illustrations o but I wi 11 give you some

assignments so that you can look at some of thee a1ea

-

a1-tor r 1Lt jt Ith.jnL.frgm-see±yt




own

how the names are occasionally mixed.

the I documents

it is manly Jehova but you have quite a few Elohims, errelln this case the critics come

up with a good answer they say Elohim is used in the J document where the nm Jehovah
if? , 2bE1

wouldn't quite fit)
/or

instance, where Satan speaksWt wouldn't do'ln Gen.2

r)
-,

S.&r 4e/)
(7tto put the sacred name Jehovah lnto-'h-is. mouthX

he says "Has God said?" And they say

Pve
that when he is talking to Satan àe doesn't k*e the sacred name...
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term ± !&iifliouIci tme*tat litea-e the reer n' Jhgva1r.

Wei4l look fa those from arguments a little under another head-bt this

wwil)
point,-i-5 simply e stress the fact that the critics do admit that in the J document,

/

they have to account for quite a few occurrences of Elohim and they admit thait is

used because it was felt to be more fttting than the name Jehovah.

1!i45 Within the Documents we fin otheree4*lar names.ç-wFr4i are used in

a similar way. ?The most striking instance of this is Jacob and Israel. You don't e- "
at-

..find that one of theseAdocuments always calls him Jacob one always calls

him Israel. tQw_feblj1 the case of Abram and Sara,--s ysu ell k-± all

(/1,11
the documents speak of Abram and Saralb &rrthth-on we -tld-tM.t God changed the name

'

of Abram to Abraham and of Sarai to Sarah W±f-- you 17d'jri -h Ge +S-i a1 after -yotL-

'c+d that you w4i always find Sarah and ill! i1wato -irrd Abraham -F.4 just amt

-Pf- gA~
you would expect. ,6s nothing to do with documents. The aames are changed

' the new

names are always used.t.-But is told that his name hall no longer
W C-Q

be called Jeoob butr called IsraeLi. -Before that-time he is always called Jacob, never

Israel. -we-er told,jhls name is not to be Jacob any more but Israel, because as a

14M5
prince with God he has prevalled,After thifind that sometimes he is called

Jacob and sometimes he is called Israel. The two names occur about

from that time on. rJrn arnpt y7-we (,Wa-seem quite natural to say.,..&s, one

of these documents always calls him Jacob,. tho-othcr-e didn't know about 1.he change

of name, v MittS htiob..., the other knew abotit the change of name and calls

him Israeli ,gut it is not the least bit consistent. In Gen. 32.28, thc--J-dcocnt

what they ±ve.-o¬ the J document announces that Jacob's name is changed to Israel

ut from there m, in what they give to the J document, sometimes you find Jacob used
/




=1 h
sometimes ou find Israel used. In what they-A to

1$
the change of name is announced

F C1/ L
in Gen. 25.lO, A" from there on.,, a1wys uses the term Jacob except for one case.

,One case Inthe P document where it calls him
Israel11

all the rekeepS?on calling him
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Jacob. ThE document .bs nothing about the change of Jacob's name tt uses both

names and it keeps on$ising both names right through. z (J thij

LUflfUS4flg wuW y'' gr thw -p1a

s well tlie 0lt I-ttp to a certain point, Jacob Is Jacob, just like Abram

was Abram up to a certain point. Then after that point Abram became Abraham and hew

always called Abraham. Woll now,ou read un4-s--a-LLd yu f.h-J-thit that doesn't

happen with Jacob. Jacob is told name will be Israe6~wh~~~a couple of

(l time s they say, is part of the J document, and
one2t±i7

they say, is part of the P document. Soyou have parallels, he is toldAin the J document.diU

he is told in the P document. But, as you read on in Genesis you find he is sometimes

,
called Jacob and sometimes called Israel. 4Wihy is WeLL I don't know of any

reason) nd I don't think anybody else knows of ay reason. But if the argu1t is

valid that when you have JehovahKit shows one document and when you have Elohim

it shows another document, it would seem to be quite natural to think that when

2Ar
both Jacob and Israe1used ) th same argument would apply, that one document knew

A i.

his name was changed and so they changed it and called it Israel from there on) The

other document didn't know his name was changed so they accepted t-e-.tey called

it Jacob. But
)as

a matter of fact, it doesn't work out that way. You follows the division

that the critics make in the J-E and P documents and you find thattheir division does

not accord with the change of the names 4-~Israel

All three of their documents call him Jacob aometimeand Israel sometim -Aid-

tflt--the and that applies just as much to the document that doesn't mention the

change of name as it does to the two which did. I ijave precise data about each one of

them, but I can see that that would be confusing unless I just dictated it o you,

03 and you just put it down, I don't thknk there is any necessity of that, ..e.e-'i.Lthe

t'4n} thpt gpes ar ILJUyII Mr-MaeK-46_34 ,

document does not mention his name being changed ,gut
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1w-cht &&4o the point where the other documetits say it was changed, the E

document sometimes changes it, and sometimes The E document

must have known it was changed, but it doesn't change it consistently, %re thart the

others do. .&t-t jt ig nrt--this whirh th app1 th dc' nrt -to-the

ott. Now suppose that the Pentateuch had been written like the Odyssey was written,

or like Virgil's Aeneid was writtenJhe classical style of writing was) as probably many

of you know, to start in the middnd e1l £u 1r cut-Aenei

Cjy-a C th in e nci41twll-cibc,ut ck,

¬t Iw everything, and then whfl you getp( in the

c -r
-m.J.e of e situation, then they have a big dinner and he tells them all about his

(j previous experience, at the dinner. el , o you start

M;,'.
'

d M.ex wo Y1
in the middle. ancient books ed-to-4o that 4.& r ula44 start in the middle,

and then tell whet preceded in the form of somebody telling it to us. Woil,-new suppose

the Bible had done that,_iuppose it had starte&with chapters that had Jacob all through

a chapter and Israel all through a chapter. W11 -may" the critical theory would have

started on that basis $ instead of on the basis of ElohimX and Jehovah. .tjf so,

couldn't have divided the documents the way they divide them because the criteri

would work an entirely different way. I think that is quite interesting argument against

the general validity of this approach üT-

6, btThere is a similar use of divine names in the Koran and in Ugaritic

Now let me say just a word about~~ of these. Koran is an Arabic word related to the

Hebrew word rah, to read. Koran is that which is read by Mohammedans. And the Koran

is the Mohammedan Bib1,but it is not made like our Biblejt is not made an account of

the history of the world) showing God's dealings with men4t the sermons of Mohammed

and the revelation which Mohammed claims to have received. fter Mohammed's

death these were arrarged in the order of length, with the longest pnes put first, and the

shortestpnes put last. is pretty much the opposite order the order in which
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he claims to have received them. M*4s you look at the Koran you find that Mohammed

was a very great preachers Oe was a remendous exhorter You have7glowlng records

U) 4A (f)
sery beautiful in many places,.rd//e -t111u. exhorts people to turn away

fir 7'
from their idols and kaw-y from their,ods and follow Allah his name for GodA gut

v
he.wi.ld ca1Him by various term

s,\
various names, errd Pou will find that he used one

for God
term for God-ways and then he uses another Arabic word/ .Ari he comes back and there

is an alternation, back and forth. You cannot divide the Koran up into documents on the

___ .tit(t _________basis of the divine names.. It is/rather commoncommontfl to
z).words

wordswords which

mean exactly-th m¬i t1n apprimately the same thin ---th for variety. 9.

then-e 11 Is veIr cemmen o4y s -I zzteiitIuizd be ore&1ports writers.J.Lu.

(j _______-d-oth4Fg-b-th6--I haven't read anything by e(for 30

" wi-Te4d.S
4e-be 30 years ago, they wcrc j-t full of a variety of names kn1ess the style is

completely changed 'I iagine it is the same novthey just have variety of names1 which

__
-iLI tt

they think makes a more sprightly style. WeL1-,.--4 t1e.-rou can't
sayAbecause j..t is -áone

toda it used to be, but we do find them in the Koran, quite parallel to what we find in

the Bible.




Dr. Robert Dick Wilson w ±lt g4-e.wrote an article in the

Princeton Theological Review in which he listed every

ee&,J-t1,ii. th chapter of ft Koran some of which may be three or four hundred

verses lon and some only two or
threeA.he

listed them all and told how many times

the name God and how many times the name LORD occurred lr)éach one, and it is inter

to
\ esting to see the tremendous variety andhow they're mixed together in the Koran.

7
UgaritIc me-wi4e has not been known to us as long

C
as the Koran has, ,-tf-rt±ttttre set of-.&.4 clay tablets, discovered

in the ancient city of Ugarit, which is 4 Northern Lebanon, on the seacoast4&-L.
c P CI17)fl

excavation began in l928




E)L0
a great part of the literature of the ancient Canaanites, There ..1 -4t4a- many interesting
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/J,YLk
myths and epics about their gods,, 1hey will call the4r god by one termA call him by

anctherJtte for variety's sak, ere is quite a similar variation to what-wa.a/c

in the Bibleq you look the psalmsoftenh4ou wilind a variety in parallel
a,4114 rt(,JeV1 ,,1

verses, one using one name one using the other name. You find that with Jacb and

even in Genesis.
Israel, You will read that Jacob mourned and all his sons and daughters

_Th
rode up to comfort Israel, who would not be comforted. That shows alternation,. eu finch

rtis not something that--s unique in the Bible, it is also found in the Koran and

in Ugaritic, W11 thpt look is movLg fa.,t w hav cnl-1-miutes leit 1htfr

-giveyti- There are four parts to each ti.oo- that -leaves-,

n1 kut -hcs wim if fcf4 bjt th n4akc -o4x-oc-s.e-veTr;

p c Uyöiijudgment.

is -the same-for

P.44. (1/4)




rçyTflt,
--

1T today all scholars accept J-E-D-P. Newef sours tody there is an absolute con-

sensus on this and there has been for nearly sixty years. But during the twenty years after

Kuenen first proposed it, there were all kinds of views, some thought E was earlier, some

thought J was earlier, and so on. The consensus has been arrtved at and is held by

nearly all critical scholars ,1thatdeesrit ineau (1 Bre-was

Today very few are trying to prove it, they're just

taking what was given them as established and accepted, so today you have a crystallized

view, not1l think) that it can be proven right at all, but they simply cease arguing about

it and accept it as a view that the larger number of them held.

Eichën's. Those re entirely Xrtitio means 1

Idea that you can sepatate the Pentateuch into distinct documents, which existed, accordinc

to the theory,as completeA separate docun nts before they were united. -5Vi hat is what
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Elchhorn held, and that is what Hupfeld held in a different form. It has been held in

many different forms, partition theory, or document theory. Of course partition theory

has been applied even to the supplementary theory. Anything that divides it up into

separate things that are supposed to have been interrelated, we will call a partition

theory. I am using the term partition now for the matter of dividing into alleged separate

productions, as distinct from the matter of development , which claims to show how these

developed from simple to complex, and thus to show a progress in them.

Well, I hope that discussion of these three questions is of some clarification

to you because this critical theory is very involved, which makes it all the more important

that we do not simply leave all of the people who are not under our direct teaching, simply

over in one group there, to believe this is what is
proven,

?a'nd we over here believe it is

not proven, and the two have no communication with each other.Nothing is gained by

that sort of a situation. We should understand what they believe and the bases upnn

which they rest, nd it would be very silly to confuse people who know hothing about this

business with trying to explain it to them, veoo. Out,-aajh your work as

ministers you re ;oing-ta meet ccrnparatively few who know anything about this but

those few you meet will be among the most influential people, hey will be people who

have been fine Christians and have gone off to school to get training, and have been told

This is what4 i&n whet all scholars believe, and have accepted it as fact .

6'hh/Jf




'0 "La

today it is assumed in most of the books that a ublished/aeal4 with the origin

of theentat&u c1 Ii

-Lae~- Very few books today try to prove it, but a great many assume it as

fact
X
and simply state certain features of it, aRz is good to know upon what alleged

evidence those arguments rest. -____-t1-t'hat we have done these last few weeks, is very

important as foundation for examination of the eight different arguments. which we have

started and which we will .6 4r from here on.
/5'4t 4'/yi

S4p-A-f-
From here on you could completel1niss the discussion of one of the arguments
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and yet you could go right on and consider the other, but you can't consider any of them

if you don't have an idea what it is they are dealing with41atis why what we have

done thus far is so tremendously important> And that is why I'm having these quizzes
ZIv/1- frZCA

twice a week in order to give you a little extra spur to keep up with &Hio hci'.' i-fl

r.rry Jt Ldnow.d.y- 4werd paperT6week

-Iiiothave- them. I have

Tu&sdy thc num,efe hpve




ones_t1uz&kLh

FebL5, will, 1ve. the others very soon. But--4h s4t Ft eLty-eay--to

..te4i4ow w ôfl1fi It; An cm the.osi of them we ari say -That there

mt edtIee of these quizzes.

the Opt49fl Lt the,sciaL vQ1Un(-..quiz,..th

week, if they desire, in which case the mdrk they get in it will be substituted for those

three. If t1.ey do not take it they will simply receive a zero in those three, bit what is

far more irniortant than that, will not havd foundation to go on with what follows. Mr. Gol

in? (5 1/2) How will I grade them? According to the correctness of the material. (stu)

I noticed yo had a zer/o and I looked it bver very carefully, your particular one, because

I didn't expe t you to get a zero , and I tried to convince my conscience I could give you a

1 on that que tion, but had to leave it a hero. Your other marks are usually much better,

and if you'll peak to me personally, I'li be glad to explain just what was wrong with that

particular que tion. But any of you, an' time, please come and see me if you don't under

stand the reas n jor the marks, for thatis the very purpose we iave in mind, is to show

you where you don't have something. Mr. MacKeen? (6 1/4) brief statement is what

we mean. (St No, it is very difficult to make questions that are foolproof, very difficult.

I mean to say, you write a question and somebody can put the acent n a differai t place,

and sometimes when you make a question in an examination, ycna are thinkig of a certain

accent, and theta you later can realize that it would be most natur1,\in a different place.
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Well I don't think anybody
hy

ever made up examinations but occasionally has given one

that has not expressed) meaning he desires. But I don't think any of these should,

because I worke4(ese questions very carIly, but it may still be--be glad to look at
V .7

any
rticy(ones.

But I just want isa about that, that those o have missed three

and as say, I don't have theØ1ence before about hese two of them(7 3/4)

(e lanation about makeJ?''st) to (13 1/4)

P.45. -o-the-ri1 IfOut LN&8 a Ihis Argument from Divine Names is the

place where the whole discussion srted, and ØQ& M.y-t

_ment it isjaowa-yer an argument which iiow, you rig-h-1-a they can,afford to ignore,

that this Is only one of fifty different

dtylistic, 'e...w,4the divis lox -ed -ci--ALL--i. -!m4d

4 iiae,#UJ t44kae
practlcal1who writes on it

.a.,very strongly that t4e-i.from the E document ko1ar.

. .i-szt t
pi .&-8f Elhm 1r..,ihat t-4s'fromthe 1' document frrm.e us e~Qf

A

4nJby titt 14J- An4.-th i&.t¬ basis o& -hto the whole

theory begany-oe-4t it is highly questionable whether anybody ev would have dlvlded.'t

if hey had not started with thisc' And t~~ton to that,

Li) .

(jJ
for popular presentation of the theory, It is eØsithe most effective tl14t't in the critics'

handT l Mod, God, God, God, God, over and over, Elohim, Elohim,.

-tJif

Atook
at Gen. 2, 3,and4, the LORD God, the LORD God, the LORD God,




Aperfectly obvious)

A
that the word od is inserted in chapters 2 and 3 to show that the LORD Jehovah mentioned

in chapte2 and 3 is the same One who is called God in chapter 1. We all agree to that,

You
the early fathers suggested-What,'




-it-you ta4-QffF ILLJLII --- 2--and

,-end you have this remarkable

fact of a whole chapter with one and then three chapters almost entirely with the other,

and you.-4&,'¬ occasionally/\a chapter with all one and all the other. That is a remarkable

fact
1

XrLd upon that fact the criticism began. A?_&O do not let people sidestep and

say, oh well, it is just one of fifty criteria. Of course, if you have fifty different criteri
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ri-4ti disprove'y-- ihei1, u say,but look at all these other vital ones,

makes it very slippery and elusive and hard to get hold of.

But this is the criterion which was primary, which was first used, the one on

the basis of which many of the steps took place in the development of the critical theory.

~0&
cmit is vital to have an understanding regarding this particular criteri ask have

*311 *2,
noticed 1, its priorit'how the Graf-Wellhausen Theory breaks it up. r!dhat s very

14-4 &ad
important e.v.yiany seminary dantradues ,4, gk tMhsi cth&ept

hcIflrchJ will be hazy in minilon this point, and will have

the impression that it is easy to divide GenesiZwt pu Jehovist passages here, and

the Elohist passagesi-iere. It has doubtless been mentioned in his classes that the E

/ - ,4UId4d4.
document is often very difficult to distinguish from the J document) only

way can distinguish it ie divine namesllalflAz'9' has probably been mentioned

but not greatly emphasized, and he will have the impression that on the basis of tse

-J,iean make the division S-Li is important to realize
thaSwhile

Astruc

and Eichhorn built4. directly on this Hupfeld's suggestion of 4e second Elohist breaks

up the criterion, second Elohist, which they now call E, is recognizdd by

all to be so much like the J document that in many places it is-vor-q---vo.q difficult to

separate them. The critics are almost unanimous as to what passages elong to the P

b U7,
document and what don't. I'EQa1nrt 11non4m the distinction bewe

between the J and ti're.,E document here is very considerable differente of opinion amongLi'
(9 () ThiS 'S,)

themnd yet this breaks up this criterion, quite definite y tressedot timC

d-than 443 is criterion is confined almost entirely to the book of Genesis.

14 - / 441
-Qi.-f the first four books, and then Joshua, to- jj (Deuteronomy i a separate

catego,..b.Q.Lt....Q those five books, you find the term Jehovah used constantly,/yw

tQ yeu CL y boon 1TW tyr

atp w4t-t VIIt ü?fleria1

q1Ltt e rv4&&4 i ri nn NiMm h -0 1 haveor 7M
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-yet-r I haveu-ghed about them, beou6o we w41-L-..n lice them _Theagpn I-hod---

you do Numbers How_In eis you hvh

fri
..awItoh-frowrietp the thro freqient1y le.4n Numbers the passages that use

Elohim to any extent are very few. Jehovah is used almost constantly throughthe last

three-fourths of Exodus, through Leviticus and through Numbers and through Joshua.

criterion
44 ttm-tJn Genesis this is not used consistently,

4at in many cases the names are mixed. There are &ses/in each of the alleged docu

ments where the wrong name occurs, so someby immediately saysell thenwhy don't

they just give that to the other document, but when they say that, they show 8-rrply a

failure to realize What the nature of the whole critical theory is. It is not simply a

matter of taking all the passages that say Elohim and putting them here and those that

say Jehovah and putting them there, but it is the claim tia t you can disentangle out of

the Pentateuch p' four different documents, each one existing deparately, and thlaim




-.. /
LJ
-i.%-you can pet: prove that they were separate not merely by the use of these names, but

by the fact that they utill duplicate each otheraSa great Biblical scholar said to me

s.-. I
once, now, he says-, J.t' perfectly obviousyou go through Genesis you find a eries

of duplicate; you find a story told, and told again, and told and told again,.J.L4-ai&-told

',Ju3
you-4&t have a series of dupliEtes going right through And eèequentiy-on-4he

-bas-4h& you have repetition which shows atheAdistinct documents, and that-these
Ib. l hit

differ in style from one anbther, and-tat each of them taken by itself would make a

complete original document, the claim is that you can prove the existence of these

different documents.-d-th&ef?re.when you badly need a passage in order to make one

of them to have some appearance of being a complete document, or when -you have two

alleged duplicasbut instead of one using Jehovah and one using Elohim, they both use

Jehovah-.U they both use Elohim,. -the. the critics can't simply say wefLtthis belongs

over there have to give some explanation for it. There are a few cases, not

a tremendous
lotç

but yet a fair number where they say,,,-the redactor who combined them
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changed the name hand it. Wel1 if started changing things, how ,o we know

that theye enough like the original-hat theycai be disentangled at all? Diheir claim

is that these documents are p together practically as they stand, .yet in dozens of

cases they w±H say the redactor has made a change,< he combined them. So we point

out here tlu t the criteria do not work out completely. there are cases where they ignore

tiii criteribecause they think another is more important, and then they sayJ there is

th
some mistake, this was originally Elohim1 ' there are cases where they say#is

d ", 1'/ (J4
a reason for the critics all give Gen. 3 to J, that is all except the late professor

Pfelffer of Harvard, who said no, this rt of J Is not really J , this is a diffant document

tht's 4Sdocument, ih1ch was written later than P instead of J, the eatlier,. 'AnciThat

what he says in his Introduction to the Old Testament, which many people think has

replaced Driver as the standard critical work. He makes a( new S document which lThe

11
, very latest 4teai of the earliest. "Btrtffardly anybody followed him in that; most still

I -'
hold the standard form of the theory, that this ls1thb J document. _t\ihichever it is,

J or S, it is marked by the use of the term Jehovah. But right in the beginning of chapter 3,

the 'erpent says, yes, has God said? Has God said that you mustn't eat of any of the

c (,1I
trees of the garden, and Eve answeré, wL ,he-&I, (4o, God permits us to eat of the

trees of the garden, but we must nct touch this particular one. well,. the critics sa;n

-' this case, you have the serpent speaking and they wouldn't put the sacred name of God

in the serpent's mouth, so they used ElohIm and then when Eve answerete the serpent,

she won't use the sacred name Jehovah, so she uses ElohIm' Well, once you say that,

you have admitted that sometimes they don't show authorship, but that there is a differ

ence in
meaning.,

1nuse of the two names . Ad that is o 6th point,

cmetthndoh St how "Yc2- (Gu : 10 i/4. -Las)4st -you -v de a

the E:rpe:t1speaks, e0:d:tfit-sacred name of

-into4-h the erpent7 o. the.serpxt, Elo
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11 V
is Our 7th point-her Otr-6-t1-w.asmflur uüo of div±rte--

But the--7t4_, Ziat_it is admitted by all that the names sometimes are used with a special

reason.




It has to be admitted by all, 4ecause otherwise you couldn't make the division.

You have Elohim all through chapter 1 but in chapter 2p-4 ff. you have Jehovah usually,

but occasionally/you have E1ohim d so they ha,Ø to admit that there are cases where

there is a difference between the two names. -And-of-c r%t T'etir-c,irtentiøn.

Our contention is that while both of these terms g the same indiv1dua

they both point to the LORD God that there are certain circumstances in which it waild

be quite natural to use one term, and certain circumstances in which it would be quite

natural to use another term.
WI

might say to one of you, my wife would appreciate it if

you would give her a phone call. New [hat would be the natural way for me to speak

to you about her/. But if I were speaking to my little boy, I wouldn't say)my wife says

for you to rush hone from school. It would sound utterly silly. I would speak of her in

a different way to him than I would to you, and yet both terms wai id refer to the same

Of
individual. We use different terms for the same individual in different connections for

different purposese ~at is a common fact of life, Ad all the critics admit that, because

they have to explain Satan not saying Jehovah, but Elohim, in the middle of the Jehovah

docunit. they admit that there are times when one particular name is more

appropriate than another particular name. Driver, for instance, says that Elohim is the

God of creation and that Jehovah is the God of redemption. Well, once he admits that

m uch,why therihould-they not use Elohim for God all through Genesis 1, which is

impersonal creation, and why should -ye± not use Jehovah all through =thr Genesis 2,

which is dealing with human beings? Why'u1%i
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.he say, trfty onedOurnent 5api edntfrth± thee fr4ha so it

shows different documents. Kuener) who ha1such a tremendous part in the establishment

of the whole theory, was ready to n ke very great concessions on this point. For in

stance, in chapter 43 .29 and 44'l6, the name Elohim occurs, and me say this proves

that this is the E document. Kuenen thought it was the J document, so Kuenenj said,

rci
Elohim here is no evidence Afor E since Joseph 1speakingind spoken to as a heathen.

He is at the court of Pharaoh he is spoken to and speaking as a heathen, therefore, he

wouldn't use the sacred name, Jehovah he'd use Elohim. .a,.2..4Ll/2 tr.rsts.

44u&-q e-.43-.30 an-44.lS IL..1 âm-y-uIy
TL

Now I am going to read a rather long quotation fran uenen,ard-th-

is from his volume, The Hexateuch1 pps.58 and 59,0 'e*

I am not going to take time to let you copy down all the words of this long quotation, or

even the Scripture references in it, but simply to à'out tn yoi th¬how much he is

willing to concede. Kuenen says, "when the God of Israel is placed over against the

gods of the heathen, He is naturally described by the proper name, Jawhh,, "jut he says

flwhen heathens' are introduced as speaking, they use the word Elohim. So he says, the

Israelites in speaking to heathen often use ElohimpI Joseph does, ,For htance, to

Potiphar's wife, to the butler, the baker and to Pharaoh. And he says Abraham used

Elohim to Abimelech. He says where a contrast between the divine and the human is in

the mind of the autho' Elohim is - ry'-re4 the more suitable word .(/ Now that is quite

C,
a conssion for uenen to admit that there are that many different reasons why you might

.
use one or the other of these names. People will say) -v&-4-- said to me by

', C(
scholars*' why,Ayou ot find anything like that, a Wi ole chapter with Elohiri, whole

chapterwlth Jehovah, thr&e chapt9r n' Hn Eloh d-Jehoyaiy it must show that

there are distinct/ documents. But everybody must admit .4ey-errtmost anything

that is written iifferent names are used for the same person for different reasons.

A~jis generally ignored e facat after you use a certain name for a defin
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7 f)y
reason you

-'
4ut keep on using that name. -that4-t,-say, if I refer to

an individual, nder certain circumstances I refer to them Iy-LLIk

>rst in other circumstances I might refer to 1th byr last name'i other cir-

cumstances by a title. But M-lh i StüLLI.e wlzr -wtsh o

Cioc/
there is no particular reason why I use one term or the,cther,\ it is quite natural to,-

.

to,-

. ustkeep on using the one that has, been using. 'it is a very natural thing for me to

pri5ciJ cC'i. y) k'
do)t_leasX , and t4 for many of you. There .ve-trtd be others - yci whop

like/ sports

writer)wou1d want to use a different term evertime you r refer to #em There are

different fads in this regard.. it does n1 necessarily prove different docune nts. -2a-

This is a very,--v vital point, that all of them)(*43- even

criteri&/ 4 Ff71..
those who are absolutely convinced that this is a oiiLa on which thijmay be divided

into different distinct separate docuemt s,,i\that even they admit that there are cases where

there is a special reason to use one or the
othe5because

of the circumsnce,A if

there is a special reason
)then

them is no reason why there might not be alterations or

changes) or constant use of one for a while and the switchg to the other without a

necessary reason being found in each case much irterooto1 onceth my

.t




eIN

PDr. Robert Dick Wilson, with whornstudiebor a number of years. He had a very close

frien n Germany,Ahead of an institute for oriental languages_, at the University of

ç\Berlin. &id they used to correspond back and forthw e-her7-nd ch of them

knew the other's language nearly as well as he 'his own. M4 was most interesting

to read some of thLe letters, id to see how one of them would be writing along in

English and then all of a sudden he would refer to something he heard somebody s'

in German
1 Ør to something that brought in a German word/nd)having done that,

he'd go right on writing in German for a while. III $hen h'*rite German for a whi1

w/ ''
'AfC4/

and then he 'd want to tellh#. what somebody




,aiJ
mothng-Li4ethaL and he'd v1 switch back to English, -And fou could piv-e

reasonl

in every case&y
th7

switched from one language to the other, but you a uld in many
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-
cases, and it certainly we-s not distinct documents.3t i 'natural wf y -long

-4i6ne-wyto continue going along in
,

rniiand cur-eene1u sion R n-ths--rguuILt from-e--t-~

way




Diiiin Namo ia

in __
1L8 Conclusion there are reasonsn many cases why a particular name is used but that

sometirr s the use is merely arbitrary.

*There may be a special reason why one 44s.-keeps on using the same name

tey1ie or the may be a special reason to introduce variety-(by using the other.

Jrs-rr -fetThat,.1i.t is

quite inconclusive .k1ence- argument for division, that t et Stand in that rgard
..L"00

but it was the first of the critical gumens,,given. It is the one that most obvious,7n'/

fl-s t -P
th most often referred today.A,fuestion seriously*hether the criticithffcould everever

have developed the way it has,!" 1iad not started on this materia faving e devel-

op1t has many a critic will say oh forget this if youwant, this s only one o&~~

aire
different

criteriay
on which the divisionsme. So having, I believe, completely and

conclusively disproved this particular argument, we area long waY/ from having disproved
r .'

the critical theory. - e-hve other arguments to look at, which may not be quite as ob-

vious as this one, but which are in reality much more important.

Now we go on to a second which is alsio/ not one of the most important. Yes

ongta. aasigment on-tha4.

-I-wttra-rgndfff -p-e1- 4ffferent 1Lc1p 1erztoliive Ligate- v ook-to1 rolc -

jptqprbl\i of course i-s-p -with a -oias¬ ;--±t-'eei trpniç

hv1r.g nr1 gh bn ithibiyIr_the.5particular. -a-&e4nmei

yriety a 4&7-+- #ving d4ferefit-C-0 ass C] 15311,11

aa-y-parttct4ac-4Re -dht flOw I want to see just how- mrrrd± i uL book we hans -we--

ca-n use, dJ.jy-1i-5-iyLuI1mts so that veryboTc ttvh ---

that-we have-cove- sTTiiiii. I- wi-i-i not-a e-ey--rch iii after .

rgteôa-if otr-1o rtt riei4a.rcL thening -after-the- -
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&iy_o~~_and see if one-should be posted-there.

Wh the n -argtimont-we-wnt te4oo -a-i& 1te Argument from Continuous

t would be helpful, this Argumefit.Lm-~onUtl~nuo d

have' rr-'.t tlsuadiideis, WU(-t have,

I &-sketthnt--! how Driver divides Genesis) M 1t-'t -co'1' -to h rrfu]4yti't

think there is 46t3k.e4 it-, 'yet y -LcniwaMy -find one-,._

of h
'
Di1verdivided Geesig-.d' you won't find much variation on'j oTherz -___Thre6. IQ
I C4-II C -' ________rrie.-ut

a peach Dytrou1dDaEre-these out ri '-ko--that ry'bidy h

cfn1 fc u aigximt s w--cme I 'didn't

Lh t,- got-E it-too, - it ts bws

Ily rde today. Tim. f4stpertLcrsyiare largely

/Gen. l.l-2.4a is considered to be part of the P

bi' Astrucori4nall-y. And chapter 2: 4b to 4.26 that is to the end of chapter, 4 is con

sidered by nearly all scholars to be part oJ document. ome
2
1~41~




J2 rather

than Jl, and some it S 'e division is pretty well agreed upony?'41K/f

Everybody has one? Yes, and I have one and we've used every one we brought,

well that was just exçellent,wasn't it? Well this is .... usually the division that has

been but I fear it is iow three after we'd better leave discussion of it till tomorrow. Bring

it with you
tomorro7

and write on a piece of paper as quickly as possible, a bit sketchily

perhaps, in 12 m1utes that ought to be sufficient--put name and;number of your seat, then

under that, I ha 3 verses for each one to discuss. Some of thse verses may take very

little time, so a little more, but discuss., mention whatever roblem there is...

P.47. (2/27/62.(
1/12)

c rta ' 1
.varlations

t.

s between7sec Pons we put in J and put in E,
bul

they have come to pretty

much
unanImi1y

with occasional differences on certain points, nd occasionally some will

say well I k4w this is J but am not sure whether this is J or not. (3/4)
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ee+e we are justified in-,.intng i-h[ iin{fid riw -a44 seeing whether this widely

accepted Wew meets the test of the arguments which have been advanced for it tlUi

We have 1ealt to some extent with the argument from Divine Names 'erhaps

more thar44warran s-ac6ai.-.strong-agument, but much less thatiAtwarranted from the

viewpoint of its great importance in the origination of the theory and also its great im

portance in the general discussion of the theory even up to this day. BitWe will touch

on it occasionally from now on, because the arguments are all to some extent interrelated,

rwhereas

in dealingw" others, you will occasionally notice ?&ters of great im rtance

reggrding thq,~rgument froupi(divine names. And when y~~ do notice them I pe that you

will irk.lour mind connect them up with that so that 14,16r on, when I ask y about that,

of great

m I




im r'

them

of

p

sk y about that,

t W ulyou can bring these in also, in connection with It. Matters about it t t we take up in

onnection with other arguments.




8
then ee4e4c j. e ready to look at the second

argument, which is not one of the most important aguments, but which -a good deal was

r?5 -5-
mby the critics in their original argument for the critical theory. Tod'they don't

Yo7'71 h7cis
argue so muct but take it for granted is true or false, 11 scholars know 4*"s i a4

'

sj T1grekt, deal qZ&tit
'

\- (-
($ continuous narrative\'you don't hear mup ut'oday, as an argument for the

critical theory, DTTtfltT UTTh-ssmcthiry thaL-e-

( (, assumed by the critics in their discussion. d I '11 read you one or two quotations to

show why that to this day, though not so much dwelt on as an argument, it is

very important in critical discus sion because they assume i t piri to be a fact,(

that each of these documents is complete and ± continuous narrative.

tew.(esterday I gave each of you a copy of this statement showing th9
I'

aigement of the documents as Driver presented it in his Introduction. o*wht

a>'
thke

Drive,5,&ho
wrote 60 years ago, instead of taking I'±r who wrote about 20
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~ jj~/ ~
years ago,j inJig-Introduotion to-Th-1d tat-Well because Pfeiffer advances

his theory of the S document)aad I don't know of any other outstanding scholar who accepts

it. Pfeiffer of Harvard is considered as great authorit4-thi0
P Y)

mat¬r and his view is

in general just about the same as Driver's. There are very few differences, but where there

are differences, the scholars follow Driver rather than'e-ollQw Pfeiffer. So t when'

we look at the theory we can consider it as a unit and can take the form Driver gave.,

which is the form in which it is held by most critical students today.

4-eteda7-i-±her-thsapputnted te one- of the .+'A
-- a Ch

_AL~~4~Qu

-.- mw ,e estai?itone-of-you is -without-one-l" morning-. -

4tYrr1i1




be very difficult to follow our discussion 4iriworning without having

before you. I wish you could have abutit five things before you-s we-tIo this

4J(L) ____this morning, kthat1nc,i so we'll have to do the best we can. t

-you all 1w this 1Htnrt-,-nd ntt.Leoko is argument from continuous documents,

4-rrtkit-'it, )efore we look at details of want to remind you of-th effect
'

upon tht tment.-ef the developments of the latter part of the last century.

You remember that Wae

Astruc divided Genesis mainly into two documents.jEch of thetFrey said gives a

complete 4.U41 story. Each of tWem can stand alone and doesn't need the othe. They

made,--said the P document which has the series of covenants wMh wee made thPdUif

-which has the geneabies,,wM gives the main things in numerical orders that..*s

-
A absolutely comp1ete we don't need the J document.t they said the J document is almost

completecnot quite as complete as the PA That was th8ir view. The j document--there

are certain difficulties which keep from being considered complete.

Well, hen, he supplementary theory came along They said, no1 the J docu
c

ment isn't complete at allA In fact,Ait isn'a document. The supplementary theory the

4 not eltt rinn held to one document, the foundation writing, the Elohist,

and then to the insertion it it of supplementation by Jehovist
writingf

at a later time.
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i-V4i1 they swung baclcat the time of Graf-Wellhausen,to the document theory, when

--theyswu-ek-4e-th., they took the Elohist and divided it up //you remember, and they

'ta~l he greater part of the material from Genesis 20 odonsidered ~~a second Elohist.

"Ll what
does1tha1d?he continuity of the

Elohist4' ,órlglnally considered to be the

( mQt of
complete full story, one- document which stands along. Now from 20 on.yei t1ak/the




I
material in Genesis that 4 given to the Elohist and -oti.give that to the second Elohist.C?-\ /

LV T) y'TAj
-A*"what remains yocltihe P document.-A, no longer J. it-the--me&t complete by any

means. The most complete -now is j, /which previously was questioned as

I

/
complete continuous documen jnow 'i the most complete thing you've got. ?to more

complete than it was before, but it's the most complete that you've got. 407&P and E are

A4 1)
far less complete ..w P bg±re, as r1nw &u_havc, stiedQ.n here;-rrd 1 s.t

/
reo4y knowf,çecause

it is one of the very beginning points of the whole theor

2
with Genesis 1!1 to 4*a, someone says)why on earth do they make it

244 why don't they make it the one chapter? Well, blame the Archbishop for that.

There is no question that chapter 1 ought topun through the first three or four verses of

________ 1' '
CV

,,/

chapter 2. '-tLwThhat i1:' ridiculous, chapter division
A

4e--e4J'We have six days in Genesis l then we have three verses telling of

the 7th day tien we go back and start aga n with the specific account of the creation of

/
man. -i-4s really 7he first chapter..,-th± Includes the next three or four verses.

'ThIs section is entirely given to P,Jt Is continuous-', it tells the story of

creation,$ rather
fully,Adoesn't give much detail about the creation of man, but it dealswth

most of the major elements in the creation. W.L,lien, what does the P document do

after that? It immediately jumps to chapter 5-n4_t1 _irn-T!ersj.t gives e1.i the

' (D
whole 'ractically of chapter 5, omitting only one verse verse 29. .\Le.e&-2-9 f -ehptr-5

is given to J. All the r t of chapter 5 Is given to P. EWTh, Verse-&r- e29 of

chapter 5 says and he called his name Noah saying this thing shall comfort us concerning

our work and the toil of our hands, because of the ground which Jehovah has cursed. It
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has got the name Jehovah in it, so we give it to J document. Well, why not give the whole

chapter to the J document, because you have the word Jehovah in,? Well, 'ou have
:i' n/ 2)'

Elohim back in the first verse -4oiim in verse
24\. Elohirh quite prominent-Fr. would

askie.ècy-wtask-trs, 'w1#cwh--, if,you have Elohim right along

in chapter 6, why 4sert Jehovah all at once in 29? We would this is a specific

refeience to redemption. You are here very specifically speaking of Noah who, God has

whom
siiokerhat -he will be the one through,4he promised deliverer will come. He specifically

say because of the ground which the Lord:hao-e~~~qehova~ has cursed,lhis

ties right up with redemption and the general name of God seems much less appropriate

right here than the specific name of Jehovah.

Of course, the critics say no, we take th verse 29 out; that is a verse which

the rest
belongs to J, of the chapter is The genealoj, and P is interested in genealogy.

But you notice what that does to the J document. he J document has 2.4 to 4.26. 4.26
-, 0
.L& that to Seth was born a son and elthe called his name Enoch. Theiegan men to call

on the name of Jehova1 nd the next verse in the J document is'. and he called his name

same
Noah, saying this thh shall comfort us. Certainly the J document is far from complete,

jumping all of a sudden from Seth ig'down to his great-great-great-great-grant

grandft4c., Noah. It is certainly quite a sharp jump, -t is not a continuous documents iff+T

Now {o1d about the creation of the world Gen. 1.1-2. 4a, -44re describes the

?
creatioind it was good. Everything God looked at,--±twas good. Then h&toid the list

of all these men, and how they lived and how they died, doesn't,4e1-%i detail except-tha.-

A one$' wh6 walked with God and was not because God took him. -BttJt is a good picture

eath, death
except fofgeth there &rt lou wonder where does eth come from? There is no mention

when God created man that he was going to die. Wtl you have the J portion it tells

about the fall of man, but the P portion just jumps ahead and tells about death, and

doesn't mentioI)4he fall of man,hich is how death came. 4 ,
LI)

Theh the p document,fter chapter takes chapter 6.
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((These are the generations of Noah. Noah was a just man and perfect in his generation,

and Noah walked with God and Noah begat three sons. The earth also was corrupt before

God and the earth was filled with violence, and God looked upon th, earth and behold it

was corrup? W1-
042

thi wonderful earth which Goiade which e said was good,

(/L
,-L- sudden,God sees It fi it is d?rupt, and filled with violence and God decides

(
to destroy it. What a sudden decision on the part of God -Whaa sudden change in the

®wOrldI
What reason is there fort.?' edoei't tell us about any reason. But if

yo the chapters thatd say belong to J, they L us about the Fall

of man. ere you
hive

the reason. J-8thr Thouh they say there is a continuous

document, the r vital feature of the whole history is.-j-t taken out of one and given

owl!
to the other go-tht you do no hav,-w t ~~o understand hw this wonderful

Q
world God mad, all of a sudden becmfllled with violenctn the P document

the J document.,..- jumps r1ght-i,from Seth to Noah, with no account

between. 45.t/41l o a sudde that he called his name Noah. Who called 'whose name Noa1

dhrA(44te __Neither -ei is a t all complete at this point N-ow I will no at his po ake me rt&

look at the next few chapters 4ef'. We will o k t them more la er. But this -- e

next few chapters ate (live
y

as one of the fine examples of a d licate narrative -that's

our next 91äv argument ./ merely call your attention to it h 'e, that the next Jew chapters
/ /

\ here are the account cI the floo4, and as you see on the ]/st that I gave you, /the...
I / I

P.48. (1/2) /

/ .1




the
... complete

stot
of the Flood. Well, question qf whether it is a complete story

or not, is one rhich we can examine later, I'm not going to take time for that These

o arguments interlace, duplicate narratives and complete

1i('rlace. (3/4) but I want to obse e the

relevance of eac;h for both ions. But w skip on over e matter r ted to the

tellingflood no3o-,,*

you about the Flood, still. That is the J document. In chapter , you have verses 1-17
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W- el

chapter 10,1-7 whe is God's covenant with Noah. per 1134s the generation of Noah's
10 A- ky

sons, g' to the P doc2i n'terested in

7~~tg~Ljelists, genealogies, enumerations4.o naturally this goes to the P document

t1 greater part of chapter 10 though a section of it is given to the J document. fee---_42)_.

-hat wQu1 11tTtouiin'z

t-but L111k f iLls T114A Nimrod going out and becom-

ing a mighty hunter before the Iorc t atarrativs given to J, but the listof the nations

4given to?, P-ei is interested in enumerations and lists J is interested in narrative,

and ' an irt eresting narrative.

ha yjgjr ndcr th g gu At .I3LLf the fiFS gays -¬-eei'al

S*rzd in LctD

d81ts-1-_Cp1t4B,
th -et, the argument from continuous narrative.

AMI~Aw this genealogy, the generations of Shem and of Terah,_aRd vr

it jumps in chapter 12t'Ie f4rt beginning of 12 goes to J, but 12.4b is given

p11/
t o P, ffow Abram was 75 years old when he went forth from Haran, and Abram took Sara

his wife and Lot his brother's son, and all the substance they had gathered arri the slaves

they had acquired in Haran and they went forth on their journey to the land of Canaan and

______ (a,
they came to the land of Canaan+.-ir then it skips to 13.6, but the land could not support

them dwelling together, for their subjects tc4raze, so they could not dwell together, -rrd

4'tt len 1lb-12a,10 o they separated frmn each other, Abram dwelt in the land oft, Canaan and

)) ˆtU i7t(
Lot dwelt in the city of the Jordan. You notice how it skips t.e+ the trip down

to Egypt and aè-13r the divisioretween them as Abram and Lot decided which part each

of them would take e land. Later on) - the cuments

of the Wxateuch h makes this statement$ it is an habitual practice of F, to ignore all

scandal in the families of thd patriarchs, who are to him men of ideal virtue, thus he is

silent about the fall of Adam, Noah's drunkenness and the curse of Canaan, he knows
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nothig of Sara's incredulous laugh or of Abraham's deceit. He rpresents the parting of

Abraham and Lot as the result of a friendly agreements #e is silent about the expulsion of

Hagar and her son, and cn the o ntrar speaks of Isaac and Ishmael as together bearing

their father 1J Jacob departs at the bidding of his father who, like Rebekah, has

been vexed with sau' s marriage with Canaanite women, and is determined to save Jacob

from the same nstedd of like J, representing Jacob as having defrauded Esau and

fleeing from his vengeance. u hen they s doesn't know anything of

/
any dispute between Abraham and Lo well naturallu give those portions to J,.

TY11.1 it It IiLe1L,-w 4h?yspp1 that way,-44e assumption is that each docu-

ment is complete, and tiu find the characteristic views of P and the characteristic

views ci Jth diffdrisq.&ll they differ because you give some verses to one and some

erses to the other neither document Cttia.1 I plete whon y to

ˆ4 tidft7
4trV1 chapter 20 begins There are some who give a po ion ci thapter 15

to the E document, but most uld begin the E document with chaçt er 20. The E' document

't*i takes most of the Elohist material from 20 on, and the result isr-iLi-x-4he

-4+-t chapter 20 opn,j Kgegear-~&two or three fairly long chapters %kv!

most of it is ji.s t an occasional verse here and there just a tiny fragment_that coom

to sort of connect the thread by naming somebody,r-hat is about all there is in P until

you get to the last very few chapters of Genesis. It is the tiniest little bit of a thread

tJ. 'AOg1 4"144 10
to connect the dkforon4 chapters of J. T sp*-et it-&g a continuous narrative, you

wonder, what kind of a book 'thTh ever was. We fou write a book that%uld be

just a list of names, you can write a genealogy , a list

of people,,,, just 1 where they went, but P Is much more than that! P4his

long account of creatIon it has .g 4~~4,t a long account of the it has -got a long
I

(Lit
account of the burial of Sarah1a*cLit-l crt_u.aIjfew things like thagiven at length

"*&,\k'at sort of a document would that be, that had these few thirg s given at length,

and then just a brief wohe rest. The contthums documenretty badly a1ls to4,U
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pie.c.9s when,( you divide it up into the first and second Elohist. If you go thrgh some

of these others and notice how very slim is the herial given to P, you just wonder

why it shouke given to P. Often the only reason we cai/see i4e4ft-order to connect

it up.in order to try to make it look like a continuous documertttiT.d1L th rhl

Yo PUT It )*4ry inter

/ esting instance of this is chapter 21, ,e &u-finrthtchat l begins with the words:

And the Lord visited Sarah as Eb1ad said, and the Lord did unto Sarah as He had spoken,

for Sarah conceived and bare Abraham a son in his old age, 4 at the set time of which

God had spoken to him. 'Ngwu ne*ies in yQ"i1a chapter 21, verse la and 2a

they giv1o J, and lb and 2b th j.J.ie to P, soe J readaand the Lord visited Sarah as

He had said, and Sarah conceived and bare Abraham his son, a son in his old age.

144the p document r,--aid to be the last half of these two verses, and the Lord did unto

Sarah as he had spoken at the
jet

time at which God had sóken to him. -Wel they

divide the two verses uive/half to one and half to the other, and Y4&h"e;~wo

complete parallel accounts1 ___ uere ncis Aiee---a

.a1 hY fj L1 Rttcflt4i - 4* W &- 1!f UILU

co nteri rn y &cin

yth.mat,gria1 ititer4yw vQ1) I_weUrtlt i tlywaWalliom




t

c cpincr




he ap

to i- y' Mr tiThw ntW rcvId

4tw-pars--wejt says Jehovah in both halves of it? How can that be by divine names

rid-tha aswore tiB-t )n this case the divine names don't fit so i change the-1

we find here thtinAddis' presentation of what he calls the

priestly history and law he cnges it, nd God did to Sarah as he promised, at the

appointed time which God had pnmised? You notice, you had God in the last half of verse

2, now in order tq get the mplete thing, you take the lst half of versjl nd Addis says
f\4,jLˆ, ? V U

"and God,/he resent text of the Pentateuch has Jehovah. he editor put together a

fragment of the J and a fragment of P in4 one verse, verse 1, and naturally objected to
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(cl
a change of divine name in such close connection1e the redactor, the edlot) changed

it.




W4j4s Mr. Gueiros points out, if you can follow Divine Names when it suits

_VPf
your purpose and throasIde when it doesn't ,'whr it ma estio?the whole

matter. Mr. Kaufmann? (111/2) Addis. That is a good question because some might con

fuse him with Allis. There are two men who have written on the subject, Addis and Allis.

Adtlis is very, very strongly convinced of the whole critical theory, Allis is very strongly

convinced that it is entirely wrongo the d and the 1 makes a big difference (12)

*001,
Mr. Downs is anticipating us a little, getting on to a third argument of duplicate

ctvle
narratives. He & pointing out that in Hebrew la-nj it is quite common to have parallel

ism and say the same thing twice in slightly different language, so he saidwhy does that

have to mean there are two different documents ? Well, that is a good argument, Mr.

Downs, but just a little ahead of our present discussion. We will certainly be much

interested in that when we get to the duplicate documents.
M?7-1LI¬eu7j (1.2 3-/4t

(4-e34-4Iu-rf , trill ft It i. - lcdt tdarchs.

'i. d iP-w' were -413 -t'Iiey vv r. yew.

gowcomplete t story is. One very interes g illustration of is found in connection

*LUh-ft~A5'uremember tha ter...

36\the
genealogy of Esau is largely given to P but there are ses in

1jit where there are words used that aren't characteristic of the P document, so

later redactor of the P document wtm inserted those particular verses. now apter 37

begins:




"Now Jacob dwelt in the land where his father had sojourned, in the land of Can-

aan, these are the generations of Jecob." That is chapter 37.1, 2a. 4&n you continue
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1

in 37, you have that very interesting story of s as boy, and of his life with hs

brothers and his finally being sold into Egyp1 11 of that is
emoverfrom the ?document,

-ed divideI between the J and the E
documen3'

so the ne verse-htt w' ham from

the P document is chapter 41,46.'c0 Joseph was 30 years old when he stood before

Pharaoh king of Egypt. So Joseph went out from the presence ,of Pharaoh and passed
4j1L

through all the land of Egypt, Whet sort of a continuous documentp-t.kM Josep), isn't even

I Jet.," wA1's v' /1
In entioned. Jacob and all of a sudden we read tla t Joseph was 30 years old

before he stood before Pharaoh! How did Joseph ever get down to Egypt and how did he

(ever come to stand before Pharaoh. It certainly is very, very far from a complete document.
0

And there they only insert what I just read i..chater 46 and then they jumpt LO

vers7
so they took their cattle and their substance which they had gathered in the

land of Canaan, and went to Egypt, Jacob, and all his seed with him.

Thene most of the rest of that chapter because it lists the people who

went down into Egypt. ese are some of the most striking instances of the many

that could be cited to shhow the P document, ordIr to the critical theor1QIfr -t*

r and Num rs, all
4eiar from being complete,.& is very full in the book of LevitIcu t tells/abdut what to do

4. 'tl4st
with the tabernacle, how to build the tabernacle and how to do the sacrifice) all that very

full
~hd

it is very full of the geneaiogiesut' the narrative, the a little sentence

here and a little sentence there, and that is allt1hav

Yes, there have been individuals who have said that each of these stories is orkjinally

absolutely complete, and that certain parts of one were selected and that certain parts of

the other were selected. If you say that. oiuro-o you are dropping the whole argument

from continuous narrative, which was one of the four original arguments. If you hold to that

line, then you expect that they 1 ye included everything from them, or practically every-

thing, and therefore what is there should be complete, Nr r'r.'-+.I,-

You see the dilemma you are on? If you say, well here were

certain books and the redactor took what he wanted from this, what he wanted from that,
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he found the story of Joseph as a boy in P and the story of Joseph as a boy in J, and he

took the story from J rather than P. And he made his ction,which he was going to take,

and he left out a lot of stuff in all of them. Well, if you say that, then you come along

and find two stories and they contradict each other, se4y-z±d. ysjd this

proves that the'were different documents. Well, what kind of a redactor was he, that

would put in two stories that contradict each other? why wouldn't he correct one or the

other? 1.-t--' tr ',-tht-attid-----'Ihe critics 4the rnãMassume that these docu

ments are included almost absolutely complete. That is the as umption on which they

workeccaslonally they admit itt1e has been omitted. d the

,_imptthn In. thir_dJ.uoion is thtr çii 1ik (R) he knows

nothirI-Qf- -he'll never, say aer4tee+of'




'a hftmg-~cal

of,JCQb.,. h pesift N 'drunt diraCtCtttft}-e-- c 4 --We,-

nx know if ih z orhaLhew.aitad, may4e-he1rr't'plck those, but th.)
L

assumption on which they proceed is that we can tell the view held at these different

k&"ias by what is here, and that-w@-,-4M4 they simply put them together in a rather

frr 31'719'
arbitrary fashIon,anIous not to lose anything.Ie8 (

3/4)j
W flew, vc

Lwa1idif -s ehdytek Lhe sat clown and"-d.

-4jn ppIng t dlvidc ihJ cumes -whet+had9a,-Ye i1clhv

ht hatand s s hat r'it9rl u-do it -gut w#t wau& j

mii'1ng divt4e-iT-tt crttriuii uf the
'
vine- nees, then

Th we-have other.. pe. 1e --arguing pii 'bri lii rgu nt-th& tk pl uvei

4;a~~ A the end' e have a consens s of opinion, nd you have to fi from what he

says, for this or for ti t. And our contel :icnls that w n you find it, you md great

contradictions in then too (6 3/4) but you cann t say,

arbitrarily, the critics do it on this posit on rather th that, unless you ha e a specific

quotation. Because I is a composite thl g that was orked out by a great any men over

a long Jeriod. Yes? 7) Thank you for mntlonlng t t. I Intended before ts mention to
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you the

P,

iieB .Itihetende,4'scholars today, at least with

whom,Ycomei6ntact
-- do not come co ntact with a great

yer.
I mean the meetings

oØe7e1y
of Biblical literature, I rarely go to, because It"s mostly junk that is

The scholars that I have contact with are among the very best and so I can't speak

for the attitude of the masses, but the ones with whom I have contact, -how

while holding firhily to the J, E, D, P, have a tendency to laugh at the Polychrome Bible artd-

4ethoF-etrQ47-4/4) but the Po1.yi?ome ibIe
:C,J

Prof.F.Haupt of Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore '&d.t was an

attempt to print the Bible, some of the volumes in Hebrew, some in English) with the

different documents in different types, so that 1.at-wy you couI see at a glance what

they were. And-this, if properly done, such a thing could be an extremely useful tool

for examining the basis of the theory and seeing whether it stands or falls a,J.t'4nuch

harder to see it =when you just give one document by itself, another by itself, as they

writtW8iˆ4T
usually present it. Or they look in comeientarie' they'li..sanow the verse so-and-so

i i-I
here, we see signs of 'e' the phrase, "male and female'jot'e us&of the nameelafm 11

Elohim we see special interest in genealogies, eaeaf

and they speak that way &xit each verse separately, but you can't put it

all together and examine critically as easily as you could with (8 3/4) something like the

Polyshrorfi-e-7 I'm not sure just how well that particular job was done, but I think the

,dvy -v :
Idea was an excellent one, to give the material to* whether it is true or false, bu'

. Pedle hav reached the
conclusion/-,it

is truár no longer interested in testing.

1/43- -Yes-r_w i4jpiigt bo oometMn wa amis-s. (stu.)

bu'ee*ec4r4o,i The oncTa1 idea
I -I

are convinced of the theory. it [

u- human nature'atever view yoake, your tendency is to see the argument for

your side very big and sort of minimize the arguments against, and not notice them much.

W1 feel that we advance the cause of the Lord in the end by getting an objective attitude
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that can see the real strength of arguments we don't agree with, and then can try to

Th
find tt there arreal,yptrong arguments/we don't agree, but that we can find , we hope,

stronger arguments to answer them, rather than to brush things aside, simply because we

the
don't agree with them. I feel that in/end we serve the Lord more effectively if we try to

really 7'
get a LLrUtL&IAC objective attitude4 -but of course the liberals talk of the objective

attitude, the open-minded attitude, but actually4hey-are most of thextremely narrow

-4- things like this, thpir minds are made up and they can't listen to anything else.,

that hci~d nWtJde44etht11nk we advance the

Lord's cause by seeing exactly what the evidence is 'T1 where ou find -se strong

points, let's recognize the
my

rrd then let's see if we can find pe4,s to show

.4(1
where they're wrong, ""he" they advance weak points, let's

A§!~plnYthe argument is very weak, his argument of continuity -tt of the

2tALCc)___________ J.
documents is owMeh wilL hem today,. wdywith

-w1'r yc d1riis it, who1n trained in itical

schoolr5ostevery
seminary

that is over 40 years old today teaches ts as ta -wh±?rt established',,áid most

universities th wor1-that have any work in uit whie.J

established

-j(f you talk with one of their graduates and ask him what makes

e-t(
%

PA(j 't/(/
you think there are these different documents) s'a ook at the difference in

style great af(boetowtt~Chaucer and modern English,Jome cLth.m will say

The teachers won't say that but some of the students wil1.a1i tt Nobody can,,s

is ti gre But they say there is'(fference in style,

gg e-am fnr tyl u-ge-anoe-,-.I

and YJ

you separate

them oittthe comjlete story. TO yoEpciici1LcW,--lv1ziy ilr
'

clOc4'u 1#




/~,,A04
is good to "-" rd just how jn

//incomplete
0MAW

oint$ at which it is particularly incomplete and I would think pointing these out to a
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person might very well raise serious difficulties, questions in his mind, whether the

____ he
LuiI whole thing wast worthy of a more careful examination than you had ever given it

as yet. Well,k
IJlike

to read you just a few statistics on this m the continuity of B.
I T3

According to Driver's Analysis, out of the 15U verses in Genesis,.-iit of the 1534 verses

,--
----

L'- about 780river giveJto J, and about 730 to P and E put togie n other words, the

original
ElohIs9.

And of the the 730 which are assigned to P and E, nearly 200 are in the

Vt
first 19 chapters, and practically all of these are given to P ....

P.50. (1/2) G;
-

... these are assigned to E, these 550 remaining verses. Subtract 200 from 730 Vou get

about 550. Out of those about two-thirds are given to E.

thor-e--wert about54 refli.Geiiesis. Driver gives just a little more than half of

these to J, a little less than half to P and put together. And of those in the P and E

about a fourth of them are in Gen.l-19, so in Gen.20-50 there are about 550 verses given

to E and P put together, with only one-third to P. So that here you have 30 chapters with

only 175 verses in them given to P. in 30 chapters, the last 30 chapters. So P which

originally was the foundation writing, and supposed to be the dart of it which had a
(. 7

distinctive and ummistakable style,arid the P and J supplements were adde4<J)-Low P has
r1L_-

een cut down to the smallest of the three documents. And most of the chapters,

most of the material of P Is in a few chapters, and the rest of it is in little tiny fragments

scattered through the book. Therel be several chapters with just a half a verse or a

verse taken out and given to P.

If you go through either of these documents you will find many places where

the one assumes things told in the either, without explaining, andthtj3rstn1rrsthrottgh,

this little tiny thread, to make a complete P document, it raises serious question, is there

evidence this is a document, br is it just an attempt to combine stuff to try to make

something that will be continuous, as complete as possible.
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.the view of Atruc and Eichhorn was that the E document was Genesis 1 and other

sections throughout the book of Genesis. -)MaIrily. Astruc had ten other fragments,

but mainly two. Mr. G4ith? (3 3/4) P and E together, but P is the framework. Mr. Greg-

y? (4) It is the claim that it has the characteristic mark of P, type of language, type

of style, (41/2) (stu.) They're very consistent. Mr. Miller?

(4 3/4) Yes, the view as hrdbyWe1lhausen that the last document written in the time

of the exile, or shortly after, was the document which contains Gen. 1,Ø Gen. 5, parts of

the story of the Flood, and so on. And includes all the extensive Levitical laws, that

is the theory that they hold today. That which was the main backbone of the foundation

writing, according to he view held for fifty years. Now it is the very end... (5 1/2-break

in retord, starting again at 6)

and I did not give you subheads under that but gave you a general discussion

of it, and I trust that the features of it are well in mind.

Now this morning we go on to the next argument, that will be

C, The Argument from Parallel Passages, and this I'd like tay as l under that:

1, This Argument, if substantiated, is one of the strongest arguments for the critical theory.

You can see at a glance how readily this argument lends itself to (7)

argument. For instance, you say to somebody, well the style of this section and this

section is so different that I think two people must have written them, couldn't be written

by the same person. Well, that is a very complex thing to say. One man says I think that

these two people look very much alike, another one says, they look very different. There

is a lot of personal idea that enters into it, you can add together lists of names, lists of

words, lists of syntactical constructions, and all, and construct arguments on the bask of

differences of style, but it is an involved complicated thing, but this argument can sound

very simple. Why if the Bible begins with the story of creation and then you have another

story of creation, if you have two different stories of the Flood, if you have three different

stories of Abraham lying about his wife, if you have got a constant parallel of events
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described, a list of events and then a parallel of them, and then another parallel of them,

well what a tremendous argument it souonds like for three different continuous documents

which have been fitted together into one by a redactor. It is an argument which sounds

like a sirriJle sortof thing, like something which should be fairly obvious, which a

person could find it rather easy to look at and see for themselves. And the arguments for

it can be given in such a way that you look at the material and you say look at here, look

at this parallel, look at this, look at this, and it appears very, very difficult to answer.

And then there is this about it, their argument from continuous documents, from complete

narrative, that argument, you might say, will prove if completely w rked out, that you

have three documents, but now suppose somebody says we don't have three complete

documents, we have 40 small documents. Well if some of these small documents contain

accounts of the same thing, but contradicting one ancther, and if these have simply been

included without noting the contradiction, it proves, it goes a long way toward proving

that we have here a hodgepodge of different things put together, even if you don't prove

the complete long document. Therefore, the argument from parallel passages, is one which

can
seem

to go very, very far agalatt the integrity of the book, can go very, very far in

/ that direction. And then another thing about it, is that this argument from parallel passages

as presented by the critics, strikes at the very foundation of the accuracy and

dependabil-ityof the Scriptures. The first two arguments might conceivably have been true of material

which Moses combined. You might have one writer who preferred the name Jehovah and

a nother writer who preferred the name God. You might have two different writers like

this, who w-cnt one preferred one, one preferred the other, and Moses simply combined

them in two. You might have two complete documents which were simply combined, but

in giving these parallel passages you have the claim that in many points the parallels

they're
contradict one another, and that's the way that we can prove 4kei distinct documents, they

contradict one another. Well if they do, tVre not both true, and the critical attitude

as a rule is that neither of them is true, they are just a myth, legend, folklore, which
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so this argument from parallel passages is one which is tre

mendously important that you examine carefully and find out just how much there is to it.

It is worth a fair amount of time in looking at it. Now before doing so, I want to very

briefly give a summary of the text parallels. So:

2, we note three types of alleged parallels, a, Parallel sentences. I gave you an examplE

of that last time where we read the verse the Lord visited Sarah as he had said and the Lord

did to Sarah as He had promised. Now there are two distinct sentences: The Lord visited

Sarah as He said. And the Lord did to her as He had promised. Is that simply a repetition

br sake of emphasis , or is it two distinct statements which have simply been combined

together. Very frequently a sentere is formed, or two, and a clause and another clause,

and we're told look the same thing is told twice. There is the parallel, one of them is

definitely from one document, one from another. Much more important than that is the

second: b, Conflate Accounts. Now what do we mean by a conflate account? There are

not a great many conflate accounts, but a few of them are very important. One of the

most striking of them is the story of the flood. On this sheet which I trust you all have

with you, of Driver's Analysis of Genesis.- you note that there are many cases where

a few verses are given to one and a few verses to the other. This is particularly true

when you get to the chapters from 6 through 9. There the material between 6 and 9 is

all tlivided between two documents, P and J. You will have maybe 8 verses from P , then

maybe 8 from J, maybe 3 more from P and 12 from J, theb maybe half a verse from P and

half a verse from J, but the claim that you take these portions, separate them and you

have two complete accounts of the Fbod . Thus in this case you have a coiflate account,

one account in the Bible as it stands today, but the claim is that this one account is made

up of two accounts which--e- have been interlaced by a redactor who wanted to save

everything that he had...
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we were
.and ftw going to write a constitution for it and the constitution wiDuld have a

purpose for the Seminary, and I sat down and dashed off a statement of purpose, and

I put in it what struck me then as being quite important to have in the statement. Then

a day or so later I sat down and struck off another statement of purpose, had quite a few

things in I hadn't thought of before, and some were in it that werent' in the other, and

then I looked at the two statements, and I couldn't quite figure out which one to use

because each had something that I liked, and I ended up with taking a sentence or two

from one, a sentence or two from the other, and the statement
it
appeared in our con

stitution, and in our catalog, is a conflation, of two different statements that I wrote,

taking a little from one, a little from the other, and when I got through that way, I had

something I liked much better than I liked either of them before. As a nu tter of fact, I

don't think there was much I left out. I think I kept most of what was in both $çapers,

but I vo uld challenge any one of you to take the statement now and look at it and dividd

it up into two and show what the originals were. I don't think you could possibly do it.

But that is the way in which it was done, and we often do that sort of thing, we combine

things together.

Now if somebody combined two stories of the Flood together in this way, it

would to my mind highly questionable if they could ever actually be separated. But of

course the critics claim that when you do separate them, you find sharp ccntradictions

at various points, whowing that they can't both be true. They say neither(2 1/4) is true,

they say it is a legend that they have in their history of fiction. But this is an example,

this is the best kind of example of a conflate account. Perhaps the next most striking is

the story of the spies (2 1/2) where they take

that story of the spies in Numbers and they divide it up same way,jeydtd(2 1/2),

some from one document, some from another, and when they get through, they claim to

have two contradictory accounts which have been combined. (2 3/4)
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$( And then c, Separate Accounts. And this is much more common. Yes? (3)

What I meant to say was, that according to the critical theory there are two original

accounts of the Flood, each of which tells about the (3 1/2) within

the Flood, Noah's building an Ark, going into the Ark, the Flood a) ming onto the earth,

add then the end of it. But the redactor who put them together liked them both, and so

he took one of them's account of the (3 3/4) of the flood, and then the other's

account of the of the Flood, one of them' s account of their going into the Ark,

the other's account of their going into the Ark, one of them' s account of the waters coming

on the eaith, the other's account. You see the difference, the one said it would rain,

the other said the fountains of the ddep would open. In the one the water comes up, in

the other the water comes down, but there is a parallel in both accounts in regard to the

The Conflate Account
Flood. jltcit would be composed of distinct accounts of the different

portions of it, but put together to make one long account. Now the case of Creation is

entirely different, this comes under c, Separate Accounts. The critical theory is, not

that a redactor took P's account of Creation and put it in, and took a sentence of two

from it, and then took J's account, a little, P's account a little, J's accoult a little, but

in ft story of Creation, according to the critics, he found in the p document a very nice

orderly statement, divided up into six (4 3/4) stages, and that made a good

way to start the$ book, so he copied the account of creation. Then in J there was a

different account of creation, so he copied J's account. And it remained for people in

modern times to see how these two accounts (5)

I had the experience when I was a young fellow, when in school, I said to a

man, I believe the Bible account of Creation. He said, which account do you believe?

The one inthe first chapter or the one in the second chapter? That's a very baffling

question (5 1/2)

Well according to the critics we have three accounts of Abraham's lying about

his wife. One of these accounts he was in Egypt, in one of them he was in the land of
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the Philistines, the third account is like the second, in the land of the Philistines, but

in that account they got it rnbced and got Isaac there instead of Abraham, so you have

three distinct accounts of Abraham's lying about his wife, three parallels, only they

can't make any one of them fit document P, so that they are, two of them are in the same

doctititi, one in J, two in E, and of course that makes further (6 1/4)

but you see how it fits under the alleged situation, you have three different accounts of

the same thing. It 'wuld fit their argument much better if there were two different docu

ments but they claim that there are many such parallels in Genesis. They claim more

in fifty parallels between different documents, and to hear some of them taught, you'd

think all the (6 3/4) told, two or three times over, so you had a complete

document of all these parallels. It isn't nearly that (6 3/4)

sounds like a tremendously convincing argument. So we go on to 43, and we note one

consideration about this, -

U, we should note that in all literature it is common to find occasionally the use of a

general summary statement followed by a fuller detailed account Now that of course is

particularly familiar to us today because ) it is commonly used in newspaper articles.

It is a regular requirement of newspaper articles. It begins with a lead, and the first

o that
sentence in the newpppper article/is supposed to tell the story, ir we read the first

sentence we've got the story. Then they go on and give you details about it. It doesn't

prove two documents, the first sentence and the succeeding sentences are written usually

by the same man. But we find that in other matters that are not newspaper stories, I

just looked this morning at random at certain chartt ers tithe Bible, further on , outside the

Pentateuch, I happened, my eye happened to fall bn Joshua the 7th tjit chapter, and

there in Joshua the 7th chapter I found that the first verse began this way But the children

of Israel committed a trespass in the accursed thing. That's the first sentence, now the

second sentence which is inthe sanragraph is: For A/chan the son of Carmi, the son of

Zbdi, the son of Zerah, of the tribe of Judah, took of the accursed thing, and the anger
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of the Lord was kindled against the children of Israel.

Here you have a statement, the children of Israel committed a trespass, then

you have the det. is, Achan, who he is, and so on, he did it. The thing is told twice, once

to give it in general, bnce to give it in more detail. I happened to look at judges 18,

just opened at random, looking at chapters there, my eye fell on judges 18: In those

days there was no king in Israel, and in those days the tribe of the Danites sought them

an inheritance to dwell in; for unto that day all their inheritance had not fallen unto

them among the tribes of Israel.

Now there is the statement, the tribe of the Danites sought an inheritance to

dwell in. Now your next verse says, nd the children of Dan sent of their family five

men from their coasts, men of valous, from Zorah, and from Eshtaol, to spy out the

land and to search it; and they said to them, go, search the land; --and then/ it describes

how these men went and hunted and found another place for the tribe of Dan to move.

The first verse tells of their decision,
aeneral

summary your second one tells of the

details with which they carried out their decision. Then I hppened to open to Nehemiah,

chapter 5: noticed the start of it: "And there was a great cry of the people and of their

wives against their brethren the Jews." Now frhere there is a general statement. There was

a great cry. Then the next'erse goes on and tells how they cried together. "For there were

that said, We, our sons, and our daughters, are many: therefore we take up corn for them,

that we may eat, and live. Some also there were that said, We have mortgaged our lands,

vineyards, and houses.." and soon, and then borrowed also they said, and it goes and

tells of the different complaints of the Jews, but the first verse is a general summary of

the whole thng, and it is quite common in literature for that to happen.

Now we find many cases of that in Genesis and very frequently these are alleged

to belong to two different documents. We notice one or two instances now of it, in Gen.

28.5, it says Isaac sent away Jacob and he wifitlo Padan-aram to Laban, son of Bethuel...

the brother of Rebekeh. Then in verses 10 through the rest of that chapter and they first
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half of the 29th it describes how he went, tells about his j ourney. The first is the summ

ary, he left home and went, where he stopped, (12 1/4) the next one

tells the details about how he went.

The critics say that the general summary statement belongs to P, they say that

the detailed account comes from J-E. You have the same thing when he comes back,

you find in chapter 31.18 a summary statement of his leaving Padan-aram, to go to Isaac his

father, and then we find from verse 20 on, through the next two chapters, all of which is

given to J-E, a detailed account of his coming back. There are quite a few instances like

this, where as it stands there is a general summary, and then a detailed account.

Well, it seemed all right to the redactor to have a general statement and then a

- 0

detailed account. . .
A

U r

.(record unclear, 1 1/4)... now actually there would be no objection if the two accounts

,do not contradict each other. (stu) Well, the argument from parallel passages is one of

ç
the great arguments (1 3/4)




Know is:
(2 1/4)... well then this third point as you Rett (repeats it).

Then 44, we should note that in all literature,and particularly in Hebrew writing, repetition

for emphasis is found Hebrew literature is characterized by parallelism. Take up the

and gaia._Psalms and/you cai stantly have the same thing said again. Of course Briggs

is consistent. Briggs is one of the men who introduced the system into America, if

you look at his commentary on the Psalms you'll find he divides every ai e of the Psalms

that I've looked at into two or three different original documents, that have been t

together (3 a"4) to form the psalm. He carries it out consistently. But it certainly Is--

even no matter how much you break it up you still have parallelism, and you tell any

incident, and you will find that, if the thing is well told, there is repetition for the sake
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of emphasis. Usually repetition in varying terminology, in which the same thing is said

over. Now this doesn't occur in telling the whole story, although even that occurs,

because we find that sometimes that someone is told to do womething, we are given

full detail, whet he is supposed to do and then we're given full detail of what he did.

There you have the thing repeated and of course it's pretty (4 1/4)

Other times we're told what someone is supposed to do, and it just says, and he did as

he was told. Or sometimes we'll reverse that and say instructions were given to a man,

a nd then we'll go ahead and tell what he did (4 1/2)

But for emphasis we will occasionally repeat the whole thing twice. That is particularly

true in Hebrew literature. Repetition for the sake of emphasis then is prominent in any

literature and more common in Hebrew than in just about any other kind, and therefore

to clainythat it is an evidence of different documents is going rather far, and then 5:

5,Somet1is the same event or fact is mentioned again for a distinct purpose. We have

a good example of that in Gen. 7 in the account of the Flood.

In the story of the Flood you have a great deal of repetition for the sake of em

phasis, in order to impress us with the tremendous nature of the Flood, but here is an

instance where we have a repetition for two different purposes. We read in Gen. 7.7

that Noah wei t in and his sorEand his wife and his sons wives with him into the Ark, be

cause of the waters of the flood. It goes on and tells what he took in with him, as he

went into the Ark. And then you read in verse 11 and 12 about the coming of the Flood,

and in verse 13 you read in the selfsame day entered Noah and Shem and Ham and Japheth an(

the three wives of his sons with them into the ark. So it is told about the going in to the

ark twice. We're told about it, about the manner of the going in once, then we're told

again to emphasize the fact that God showed them just when to do it, that it was at the

very time when the Flood came.

In Gen. l we have an account of the creation of the animals, in Gen. 2 we have

the aconunt of the creation of man and woman. But after it tells in Gen. 2 of the creation
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of man, it tells how God brought the animals before man to give a demonstraticn that

no one of them was a proper helpmeet for man, that the woman should be created, and so

in verse 19 we read, and out of the ground the LORD God formed every beast of the field,

and every fowl of the air; and brought them unto Adam to see what he would call them.

Now there is a mention here of the creation of the animals which had been told out in the

previous chailter, but it is a mention for a different pupose, there We were told how they

were created, here we are told how it is being demonstrated to Adam that he needs a helper

similar to himself, so in mentioning the animals here there is repetition of the fact that

God had created, had formed out of the ground, all of these animals, and brought them to

Adam.




Now if you want to imagine that God created Adam and Adam was created and here

was Adam there. Now God says well we ought to have a helper for Adam, let's make one,

so made a crocadile and brought the crocadile and no it wouldn't do for Adam, so ble

made a chimpanzee, no it wouldn't do, so then He made another animal, and e kept on,

one after the other and He made all these animals simply in attempt to get a helpmeet for

Adam, then when He found that no one of them worked, He decided to make a woman.

Well, now, such a grotesque concept of the Creator as t1t is hardly reasonable to think

of the alleged J writer, say in the time of Jehoshaphat as having. He would certainly have

a more reasonable concept of God than that woükl suggest. And you go on through your

J document and you find a picture of God which is far higher than that ccii Id possibly be.

They s ay the J document abounds in anthropomorphism. The J document, they say, has

God in more primitive terms than the P document, but certainly nothing like the grotesque

ness of such a concept as that. The writer of this is referring to the creation of the

animals for a distinct purpose, he is not saying this just happened then. In Englith we

would trai late it by a pluperfect, say and out of the ground the LORD God had formed

every beast of the field and every fowl of the air. In Hebrew as you know there is no
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pluperfect. And the perfect in Hebrew can be translated as pluperfect and be translated

as ordinary perfect (10 1/4) we have other tenses that the

Hebrew doesn't have, in English, and it would have been better if the King James had

translated it into the pluperfect, but the reference to the fact doesn't mean (10 1/4)

but to demonstrate to man the need of a different sort of helper. So sometimes the same

event or fact is mentioned again for a distinct purpose. Then 6:

6, Frequently the critics claim as parallels what are actually different events or different

stories Now rather than try to give you illustrations of this and carry this through

under this heading C, this is so important I'm going to make a new heading, D, here:

D, Examination o'ireged Parallel Accounts. L Let us say of some, if we

had to look at all it would take us the rest of the year. We want to look at enough to

give a good sample. I do not wish this morning to look at the account of the Flood with

you, because as I told you, that after the Day of Prayer was over, the assignment due

tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock sharp is to examine the account of the Flood and you will

have it in mind so we can discuss it tomorrow, but today I want to discuss with you some

otheisof which we will start with the very first.

Account
1, The f Creation. Better say Account. Story is all right but it can suggesi

(13) Now the statement that is contained in all of these books is, that

we have a distinct story of creation in Gen. l and...

P.53. (1/2)

" there is creation bf man in Gen. 1 and there is creation of man in Gen. 2. There are

two distinct accounts of the creation of man, one in Gen. l and one in Gen. 2. I might

say to one of you, yesterday afternoon I went down to the Tn pie Hospital to visit Mr.

(1) I would give you the account

I might visit another, meet another one who knew him, and I might say yesterday afternoon

I visited so-and-sb, and so on, I might say what he said and wIa t I said, and how long
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we were there, and all about it. And these would be two distinct accounts given for a

different purpose, one to give a Lilef account, the other a longer account (1 1/2)

We have two accouhts of creation, but we do not have two accounts of the

creation of the universe. I think that is very important. You might say, look at this

newspaper, it has got two accounts of a wedding in it. Well, one of them may be an

account of a society wedding in (1 3/4) and the other may be an account

of a naval officer in Algeria. Two accounts of a wedding, but they're different weddings,

Are these both accounts of the same uru creation? Well, they both do contain the

creation of man, but it is absolutely incorrect to say that we have two accounts of the

creation of the universe. We look at the beginning of Gen. 1. It says that God created

heaven and earth, created in other words the matter out of which they were all made.

You find no such thing in Gen. 2. Gen. l says and he said let there be light. Gen. 2

says nothing about (2 1/2) Gen. l continues that God said

let there be a firmament and he divided the waters above and below the firmament, no

such statement as that in Gen. 2. Gen. 1 says that e said let the waters be gathered

together 1nne place and let the dry land appear. No such statement in 2. Gen. l says

let the earth bring forth grass, the herb-yielding seed and the fruit-tree yielding fruit,

and so on. Gen. 2 , many booI/will tell you places the creation in a different order than

Genesis 1. But actually Gen.2 doesn't give any creation of vegetation at all. All that

Genesis 2 says, as far as the creation of vegetation is concerned is verse 8, and the

LORD God planted a garden eastward in Eden, and verse 9, and out of the ground made

the LORD God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight, There is no mention in 2

hgrof creation of grass or U hp or of trees anywhere except in the Garden of Dien. And it

doesn't there say He created them, it merely says that He made them grow out of the

ground, planted a garden in Eden. So that there is no account of creation of vegeta&n

in chapter 2. The fourth day it says here, God made sun, moon and stars, there is no

account in 2 of creation of sun, moon and stars. What kind of an account of the creation
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of the universe do you have, with no creation of sun, moon, and stars, no creation of

creation
original matter, no ffmt of the firmament, no creation of the vegetation. It is very

clear that, if you say there are two creation stories, well, like you might say the news

paper has two wedding stories, but if by creation story, you mean wo stories of the

creation of the universe, that is simply not true, that Gen. l has the story of the creation

of the universe, Gen.2 has an account of the creation of certain parts of the universe.

When I began seminary the professor of Old Testament made a statement that this

was like an Atlas which/night have a picture of North America in frcrit, then a picture of

the United States. Two maps. I think this statement falls far short of the facts. I would

think it far better to say an atlas has a picture of the map of the world, followed by a map

of the United States. Because on the mpp of the world, United States is a little tiny

thing. And compared with the great sweep of creation in Gen. 1, the creation of Gen. 2 is

comparatively a very, very small part of the whole creatiai. It is a big sweep picture

of the creation of the universe as a whole, followed by certain section of that whicbls

taken and looked at in more ddtail, and given in more detail. And the figure of two maps

I think is a good figure to make it easier for us to see the relation between the two creation

accounts, but one of them should be as big as the world and the other no bigger in relation

to it than the United States. Now both *cf these mpps might show New York. Both of them

might show San Francisco. I doubt if the map of the world would show much more (5 3/4)

while the map of the United States wbold show a great deal

that wasn't on the map of the world. But there would be far more on the map cf the world

that was not on the map of the United States. Yes? (6 1/4) It is in order to explain it.

God wanted to give us first a general idea of s creation. Then much more important to

us in the matter, He wanted to give us an idea of our relation to it, and He gives us more

detail in this section, in order to give more information about a certain section.

It is like the verse that I referred to a few minutes ago, where Isaac sent Jacob

away to Padan-aram to his uncle thban. Well, there is a general statement. Then it is
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followed by a detailed account of how

but here your general statement covers a big thing and this just covers a little bit toward

the end of it because that is the part that is important for us, because the Bible was not

written to give us an understanding of the universe, but written to give us an understand

ing of man's relation to God and how man can be saved. Therefore we have the big

general picture and then tI greater detail on the small section of that big general picture,

the section that relates to us. So that the statement tiat we have two creation accounts

at the beginning of the Bible is very misleading because it implies that they are accounts

of creation of the same thing,

We have an account of the creation of the universe followed by a more detailed

account of the creation of man. That is actually what we have. Now Driver, in his

Literature of the Old Testament begins as most of the critics do, the account of the

division of cuments with this matter of the two accounts. He says, thus in 1.1-2.4a

and 2.4b -25, there is a double narrative of the origin of man on earth. It might no

doubt be argued (8 1/4) that 2.4ff is intended simply as a more de

tailed account of what is described (8 1/4) in 1.26-30, and it is proved

that probably the present position of this section is due to relation in which, generally

speaking, it stands to the narrative of those verses. That is certainly, if the critics

are right, with the idea of the redactor, but if the redactor had such an idea, why

couldn't the original author have such an idea for his writing. He said, but upon oloser

examination, differences revealed themselves which preproved the supposition that both

sections are the wcrk of the same man. In e 2.4b ff the order of creation is 1) man,

2) vegetation, 3) animals, 4) woman. See how different it is, in Gen.l you have the

vegetation, then the animals, then man and woman, but in 2, he says, the order is

man, v.7, vegetation, v.9; animals, v.19; woman, v.2lff. The separation between the

creation# of man and woman, if it stood alone, might indeed reasonably be explained

on the suppositions just referred to, that this described in detail what was before.
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But the order in the other cases forms part of a progression evidently intentional on the

part of the narrator here and is evidently opposed to the order indicated in chapter 1.

Well, then he does on to speak of alleged differences dl style and so on. But this is the

main argument for the difference between the two accounts. The two accounts are

different accounts of creation. Well, that's true if you will say one is creation of the

universe, the other a very small part of the universe. But then they say, the order of

events is different, and they say the two start at different (10 1/4) One

starts with a watery chaos, Gen. l.2, that the rth was without form and void and dark

ness was on the face of the deep and the Spirit of God moved on the face of the waters.

A watery chaos.

The second account of crealion starts with a dry desert situation, because we

read that in the day the Lord made the earth and heaven and every plant of the field before

it was in the earth, for the Lord has not caused it to rain on the earth and there was not

a man to till the ground, a dry situation you have here, the other it is wet. What a

complete difference there is in the two accounts. One starts with a watery chaos, the

other with an arid (11) . Well there is a great difference in the two accounts

in that regard. And if somebody tells you the story of my life, it will start with me

weighing about ten pounds, but if somebody tells you the story of my (11 1/4)

in connection with Faith Seminary, it will start with me weighing somewhere between

150 and 200 pours, and there is a sharp contradiction between them. But the contra

diction is resolved when you realize that they start at different places, and at different

starting points, the situation is different, so once you recognize that the first is the

whole universe and the second is a little bit at the end of it, only about a half or a third

of the six days, out of the whole creation, you have there no reason to expect that the

situation will be the same when the two start. They start at different points, and

therefore there is a different situation. But now the order:
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Driver does here, many book will tell you that the order is partly different

because it has man, vegetation , animal , woman, instead of vegetation, animal, man

and woman as in chapter 1. But there are quite a few critical books which have altered

that and simply say the order is man, animal, woman, instead of animal, man and woman,

and do not say that the order of vegetation is different, and that is because they have

looked a little more closely at the passage and have recognized the fact U. as I pointed

out to you a few minutes ago, that there is no attempt to say anything about the creatbn

of vegetation in this chapter. It merely says God planted a garden, and to say that is an

account of the creation of vegetation is just as senseless as when you read that a man

got married and built a home for his wife and say that is the beginning of the building of

houses. Just as senseless. It is speaking of a...

P.54. (1/2)

.vegetation, animal, if this was creation of vegetation, it is not reasonable. It has a

picture of man which the most primitive savage would hardly think of. "Verse 7, the

LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath

of life, and man became a living soul. Now God has made man, here he is a living soul.

Now you say what '$ are we going to do with this man? So he puts him over here, to

wait a few minutes and see what he is doing to do. Well, we read on, the Lord planted

the garden and out of the ground the Lord made to grow every tree that was pleasant to

the sight. It doesn't say He said let there$ be great trees standing there, trees a hundred

years old standing there. No, he planted a garden and made these trees grow out of the

ground (11/4)

(1 1/2) that God made a man and then put him ,Iu aside there to wait for fifty years till

the trees of the garden grew up and he had a nice garden there, ready to (1 1/2)

Any sort of a sensible interpretation would take it that when it says that he

planted a garden it doesn't mean after he created man, but he tells thing, the creation of

man, and then tells the preparation for men, and at least fifty or a hundred years before
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the man was created ble planted a garden, so the trees were all growing , ready to put

the man there whom ? had made. So any sensible reading of this has the planting of

the garden, the making of the (2 1/4) trees to grow as something which occurred not

after the trees had been planted, but long before the trees were planted so that it is all

ready for man(2 1/4) You or I sometimes make a foolish mistake,

by doing something and then we're not ready for the next step and the first has to wait

(2 1/4) while we're waiting for the second. But we don't ordinarily.

And it is ridiculous (2 1/2)
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So this would be better in Englis!vs a pfupct, that the LORD God had planted a garden

eastward in Eden, and out of the ground the LORD God had made every tree to grow. It

describes wlt He did before He ced man, but the order is logical rather than chronologic

al, and of course those books which don't mention vegetation because they recognize (3)

but do insist on the creation of animals here, they say the

order is man, animal, woman, but it is far more reasonable to translate (3 1/4)

it is perfectly reasonable even to use the perfect in (3 1/2)

We began Faith Seminary on October 1, 1937, in Wilmington, Delaware. We

found a church which had rooms which were available, we put some ads inthe paper, we

got 25 students for our first year, we accepted the students after goir through their

applications and so on, we could describe all that, after stating that we opened the

Seminary on October 1, and anybody would know we didn't do those thiggs after October 1.

We continue that tomorrow.. .(4 l/4)--(starting again at 4 1/2)

.under that 4tl, The Creation Accounts, We noticed the relationship of these,

there are two creation accounts, but there are not two accounts of the creation of the

universe, and consequently it is incorrect to say that there are two parallel accounts.

They are different, and we notice exactly how they are different. Then we notice the two

arguments that are made to show they are contradictory, the argument that they have an
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entirely contradictory beginning, and this is true, the difference is very great at the

beginning but we notice why, and Iiien we see the reason why theb there is no

contradiction at all. Then we notice the allegedly different order of events, which is

one of the big arguments made on this point, and we notice that in answer to this,

actually if you take the things that He created (5 1/4)

there is no difference in the order of events, but that there is no creation of vegetation

here at all, and that a prior creation of animals (5 1/2) is concerned, it is referred to as

having taken place at an earlier time, just as the planting of the garden.

The second of the series of alleged parallel passages is that which deals with

the Flood. Between the beginning and the Flood, most of the material is given to J, and

there is not any question about any duplicate at all. But when you come to the story of

the Flood, there you are supposed to have a conflative story. It is pointed out in case

after case, how you have a sentence in P and you have a sentence that gives you exactly

the same meaning in J as the critics develop. And therefore it is said that you have a

conflate account in which the redactor has simply taken te'th taken the P set and

deals with what there is on one subject in one of them and then what there is on that same

subject on the other, thus it goes back and forth. And you do have ag' great many (6 3/4)

which are parallel by statements in the other.

However, it is not maintained that you simply have two absolutely identical

stories which were combined Inthis way, but is held that these stoi±es contradict one

another, and the contradiction to a great extent rests upon the idea of continuous document,

complete narrative. In other words, they tell you that the (7 1/4) is different

in one case there is sin, in the other case it is more or less just at a whim on the rat of

the deity. The reason for that of course is that the statements dealing with sin are given

to one rather than to the other. While the other simply has statements about upheavals,

chaos, violence, nd so much directlyout sin.

Then you are told that there is a contradiction between the two, because one of
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them says that they took two of every type of animal, while the other says they took

two of every unclean beast and took seven pairs of every clean beast, and this we are

told is a contradiction, but of course the reason for this contradiction is that all the

passages that speak of the unclean beasts are given to one of the writers, so that if

they were divided between the two you'd have that in both, but they are given to the

one writer, then they say the other writer (8 1/4)

As it stands then you have a contradiction, because one of them says in Hebrew, a pair

of each type of animal, the other says, a pair of each type of unclean beast, but seven

pairs of clean beasts. We do not see any contradiction in having these two statements

in the same narrative. When you put them in two different narratives there seems to be

a contradiction, but (8 3/4) is to put one in one and

one # in the other. Well, we don't think having them in the same narrative is any

contradiction. Because our contention is that when God gave Noah the command to pUt

in a pair of each, it started him on the path of finding a pair of each, it gave him a

ganeral idea of what was to be done, but when it came to the final detail, then the added

(9 1/4) be given that of the clean beasts, most of which are domestic

creatures, and quite easy to get access to, that of those a larger number would be put in.

It is-there is nq contradiction in giving a general order and then later enlarging the

order somewhat in a specific statement. If e I were to say that we are going to have a

meeting in Media a month from now, at which I wish every student to be present, that

would be good for me to give you notice a month at least in advance. (10)

But then if a week before the time I were to say now I want to

be sure that every student will be present at this meeting next week, and I hope that you

will be able to take your families with you also, there would be no contradiction, there
as we approached

would be an enlargement of the original statement, aLLt (10 174) to it,

and there is something which would be a valuable addition that didn't have to be mentioned
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so far ahead. That is, we feel, a stipulation as far as this çtiuulcu alleged contradiction

is concerned. Then it is often said that one of the documents says that it came by rain,

and the other says that it came by the coming of water up out of the ground, the great

fountains of the deep being opened, and a great tidal wave produced the Flood. It is

said in some books that you have a contradiction this way as to the cause of the Flood.

However, most writers on it do not say that, they say that according to one of them it

came by rain only, and according to the other, by rain and also by the fountains of the

deep being opened. As you see, that is simply a matter of how you (11 1/4)

what statements you're going to assign to each document. You might assign all the

statements about rain to one and all the statements about the fountains of the deep being

opened, to the other, and there you'd have a contradiction. But in order to do that you'd

have to twist the division mcre than they like to do. That is, they have to do some

twisting anyway, as for instance , where they tell us J always says, the man and his

wife, even when he speaks of animals, there you translate it, one and his mate, but we

do translate it simply male and female. He says that is what J always says, that where

we read in Gen. 2 that the man and his wife were naked dnd were not ashamed, he used

the man and his wife. That in Gen.l it says God created them male and female o they

say male and female is a word of the document P, man and his wife is the corresponding

phrase of J, and they claim about f±cf cases where the J document says man and his wife,

and two cases where the F document says male and female, but there are two other cases

in what they give to the J document which say male and female and in those cases they

simply put a footnote and say in this case the redactor has changed the P phrase to make

it confoEmto J. And that kind of twisting, vie 19 , greatly weakens the whole argu

ment, and they want to keep it to a minimum and consequently as they are divided, most

books will say, tia t according to one, it is only rain (13) and in the

other it is rain and the coming of the waters, the opening of the fountains of the deep.

But when you divide it that way, you see, there is much less contradiction. One just
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mentions the most obvious

and it isn't necessarily a contradiction. Anyway, it is a matter of how you divide between

the two alleged documents. The...

P.55 (1/2)




ed
.while according to the P document, it lasVonly a year. Others

J document has two periods of 40 days instead of one period (3/4)

(lots of static on record) --(skipped ahead to 3 1/2)
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Now I asked you to notice the events, and there is considerable difference tn

their approach to that, because you could take five or six verses of

general events, preparation, making of the ark, or somebody might think that each stage

of the making of the ark was a separate event. I trust though that yai were able to work

out in each case a reasonable approach to the problem of just how much detail is given.

But in doing this, you doubtless noted, that while there is a great deal of overlapping

between the material that is given in the J document and the material in the P docun nt,

there are a substantial number of things that are in one document and not in the other.

And of course the critics say the P document never mentions sacrifice (4 1/2)

God has definitely estblished at Jerusalem, it never mentions that, they give all sacrifice

sections to the other document, and so they say P knows nothing in the early chapters,

and the sacrifice is in the J document. On the other hand most covenants are iven to the

P document, so the covenants are given to the P document and we do not have a correspond

coventt in the J document. In both of them you have the statement of the upheaval in the

world that leads to the Flood, in both of them you have the statement that man and all

types of animals are to be preserved. In both of them you have a statement that they went

into the ark, one of them says that the Lord shut them in. In one of them only do you have

an account of the building of the ark. Ihe other simply says they went into the ark, does

not tell you how it was done, does not give figures, figures belong to F, they're typical

of F, the dimensions of the ark. When the rising of the waters, ou have both of them

stressing the rising of thewaters and the greatness of the Flood, that is stressed in both.

Then you have the P document tells 'ou that the ark landed on the top of Mt.Ararat, that

is the p document tells you that, but then it's the J document tells how Noah looked out

and how he sent out birds, three birds sent out in the J document, they did not feel the

P document sit out one bird, J twqf one, and P two. They put all the birds in the j

docunt, but that means that you do not have a parallel , you don't have a duplicate,

only the j document has the story of the birds, not the P document. And you have th
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coming out of thé ark only in one of them, they don't both say they came out of the ark.

One of them tells they came out of the ark and made a sacrifice, the other one simply

tells how God gave a promise there wouldn't be another flood and said the (6 3/4)

So you have between them many duplk1ions, but also a very substantial

number defend-- some of them taking quite a few verses which are contained in one and

not in the other, no parallel in the other. Now I wonder if any of you noticed this, that

if you take the matters which are duplicates in J and P. If you take those most of those

you will find duplicated again in either one of the two documents.

You take--I have a book here that gives the J and P marks after each, so it makes

it very easy to tell what is attributed to each document, and let me read you just a brief

sentence here. Here we have the J documetk -and the waters increased and bare up the

ark. Now, still in the J document, it says and it was lifted up above the earth, that's

still the J document. Well, isn't that a duplicate? Maybe you should divide that into

two different J documents. In fact that actually is done, not there, but in many places,

have
where within a document. Now where does the P document take us,

parallel to the J, the waters increased and bare up the ark, in F, and the waters prevailed

and increased greatly upon the ark, and the' ark went upon the face of the water. But

now just list to this, P says, and the waters prevailed, ee one; and increased greatly

up t}e earth, two; and the ark wei t upoi the fact of the water, and the waters prevailed

exceedingly upon the earth, three. And all the high mountains that went unto the whole

heaven were covered, four. And here all the mountains under the whole heavens were

covered, and the next verse says fifteen cubits upward did the water prevail, and the

mountains were covered. You have thus the same thing about,how the waters increased,

they multied, they prevailed, four times in the F document, and three times in the J.

And in the J document you're twice told they lifted up the ark, and in the P document you

are twice told that the mountains were covered, and I think that this is the key to the
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situation. You have duplicates, you have repetition, yes, but repetition is a good liter

ary device for emphasis, and in the account you have the sort of--the violence upon the

earth repeated several times to stress it. You have the story ta of the part that they are

to take people into the earth, so that humanity and animals are to be saved, repeated

several times. You have he coming of the Flood, told, stressed, about six times. And

their going up over the mountains two or three times you have in the first part of the Flood

story, you have ea6i of these elements told, and said again, in slightly different words,

and again, and again, and again, it is a rhetorical device if you are going to not merely

tell a fact but to make a vivid impression, to repeat in the same language. And it is very

easy to take cnthese matters, to take half of the repetition al
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other but you could just as well divide them again into two or into three documents, be

cause in the early part of the Flood story, these matters are repeated and stressed, and

multiplied, but when you come to the end of the Flood, there part of the artistry of the

writer
is to show the tremendous increasing Flood that builds up so great, and lasts so

long, and then it stops, and when it comes to the end, there you have difficulty in getting

even two repetitions. And in the end it stops and they come out of the ark, these things

are only said once, and consequently toward the end of it you have great difficulty in

getting two repetitions to put one in one document and cn e in the other. While in the

beginning of it, you have so many repetitions that it would prove five or six documents

instead of one, and I think that i the important thing to keep in mind about this particular

division into two alleged documents. The last part you can't divide into two complete

documents. It is only told once, and the first part you could divide into five or six

documents, because all these important things are told and stressed and repeated and

stressed an and that is the way in which the artistry builds it up so as to give you

the impression of the tremendous events On t occurred. So that, I think, is the very

vital consideration in understanding the real situation in relation to the Flood, and if

you were with a person, a young person who was greatly bothered about this, who had
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been given it dogmatically in courses he was taking, and just couldn't see how it could

be answered. If you were to take a day with him, and to take the two documents, and go

through wtth and note all the parallels and make this fact clear to him, step by step, of

the many duplications in the early part, and then find there are prattically none in the

latter part, how it builds up in great climax, and then just stops, I would think that would

make considerable impression on his mind, and__uite a ways toward destroying his

confidence in the dogmatic statements made about this by practically every man in almost

any univer.ty in the wcrld, who 4iresents material dealing with the Bible. Yes? (12 3/4)

That's right. The statement)de that you have two complete stories and you do have

certain elements of it in both, but there are quite a few of them that you don't have in

both. There are some matters in the beginning, the one tells you the dimensions of the

ark, the other just says they

P.56. (1/2)

.but that he comptesses them about the coming of the Flood and the building up of the

waters, and and all that. That is told

Well now here is an added element

about this, which I think you will find to be of considerable interest. Arti that is the

claim that is made by Driver and by most other writers, the claim that is made, that the

Biblical story of the Flood is taken from the Babylonian story of the Flood. Now that does

not etff enter into this course directly, that should be discussed in Old Testament History,

rather than in Introduction to Pentateuch. However, we have to refer to it and so I just

want to say a few words about it. There is in cuneiform writing story of the Flood, and

this story has a remarkable similarity to the Biblical story. Now Driver and t1 other

That
critical writers will say the Biblical story was detived from the Babylonian story.efth

Flurud cannot be proved, that it was derived from it. There are many important differences

in detail, but there are so many similarities that in my opinion it is impossible to say that

there is no relationship betweenthe Biblical story and the Babylonian story. Yes? (1 3/4)
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Exactly. A very excellent suggestion. I think that is entirely true. Now you will hear

the statement made , that the creation story of the Bible is taken from the Babylonlan(2 1/4)

and I do not admit that for a minute/. The relationship between the

Biblical story of treation and the Babylonian are practically non-existent. They both are

creation stories, when you say that, you've said it all. They give a list them. In

the Biblical story God creates sun, moon, and stars. In the Babylonian story Marduk

the
creates mrrmoon and stars, it doesn't mention the sun. In the Biblical story God

created nun, in the Babylonian sb ry he gods create man, and so on. Well, what kind

of creation story vould you have if you didn't have these things created?

In other words, there is no reason, in my opinion, to see any relation between

wuld
the Biblical story and the creation, and the Babylonian sry. Well, what the Babylon-

ians know about God's creation of the world? It happened long before the Flood. People

that put God out of their mind had compb tely forgotten. But as Mr. Gueiros mentioned,

the Flood was much ]ater, the Flood was a thing which had happened I would say thousands

of sears after the creation. he Flood was a thing which still was part of that, but which

could have left a recollection of it even upon people which put God out of their mind, and

they would rec1l a gr t deal of the detail. And therefore it is in my opinion exactly

right, what Mr. Gueiros has said, that the similarity between the Biblical story and the

Babylonian story is due to the fact that they both recall, that is , it has been passed on

by tradition, in both cases. The story of the tremendous event, which was the last great

world-shaking event that had occurred before their time. But the difference Is that when

M oses wrote under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, he omitted any details in it which

had become corrupted d in the course of transmission and//or oorrected any which were

incorrect so that the story as he gives it represents not the best men could do in remember

ing, but thea ctual true event. I don't think it was necessary for God to reveal it all o er

again to Moses, I think he had tradition which told him most of it, but I think God en

abled him to correct the tradition and to see what had been incorrectly preserved, and to
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perhaps even ask details of importance . Where in the case of

the Babylonians the tradition had become corrupted and yet the basic matter remains

the same, and
where,

Babylonian story is a very polytheistic event, where the

sacrifice is given, the Babylonian story says the gods gathered like flies around the

sacrifice, they were so happy to be able to eat again material that men had sacrificed

to the gods. It is a very polytheistic xry and grotesque in its references to the gods.

And in the Babylonian story the god Enmil simply takes a crazy whim to destroy mankind.

And the god Ea tells his favorite among men how to escape, how to build a boat, but he

doesn't tell him directly, he tells a reed hut, and Ea sleeps in the reed hut, and the reed

hut tells the man, and then when Enmil who is disgusted that anybody would escape, when

everybody is supposed to be killed, well Ea says I didn't tell anybody, and he had.'t,

he had just told the reed hut, so the reed hut could tell the mane. You see what a low

sort of cunning that displays , so aifferent from the pictre /h Bible, but nevertheless

though details are different, the great number of similarities is much too much to be an

accident. The Babylonian story has a flood(6) well, there have

been lots of floods in the world. Just cause they have a Flood story doesn't prove any

relation, or even because they have a story of a universal flood, but eacl)óf them had an

account of a man being told supernaturally there is goirg to be a Flood, each of them has

to
a man building a boat, a man could have escaped at-the top of a high mountain, something

else, some other way could have been used. Each of them tells of a man building a boat,

each of them gives the details of the length and size of the boat. The Babylonians differ.

The biblical sounds like a real boat, the Babylonian is absolutely stupid, it could never

float. But it does give the dimensions and the details, they're different from the Biblical,

In the Babylonian story there are the--a man takes in his own family and also skilled

artisans of various sort, we don't have that in the Bible. In the Babylonian stxW le looked

out and saw people floating in the water like cord wood, and he wept that mankind was
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destroyed. Prof. Delitsch, not the great Bible commentator, his son, the unbelieving

scholar, he said the Biblical Noah shows no trace of compassion for the rest cf men. He

thinks' the Babylonian is much higher in that regard (7 1/4)

But in the Babylonian story the man sends out three birds, just like the Bible

does, different birds. In the Bible you have two birds, the dove sent out twice. In the

Babylonian you have three different birds, you have a swallow. The birds are different,

but the idea of sending birds out to see how the earth was dried up, that wasn't something

that would be in any flood story, that is an unusual sort of thing ahd you have it in both.

In both of them they come out of the Flood and offer a sacrifice, and in both of them, the

promise is made there won't be another Flood, so the similarities betwen the Biblical

and the Babylonian story are very striking even though there are many differences.

But here is the interesting thing, in order to get the full similarity between the

Biblical story and the Bablonian, you have to have the whole account as we have in

Genesis. And the Babylonian story, as the critics then tell us, has many similarities

to E and many similarities to J, and they say it is, really, actually , it has more with J

than with P. but it has important elements of the parallels are found in only one of the two

documents, the way the critics divide it, while you need the whole co/mplete story to

get the real parallel to the Babylonian book. I think that is a very, very interesting thing.

Yes? (8 3/4) It is hard to tell. It is very easy for stories about a Flood to develop,

because there are many Floods. Wherever there is a great river there is occasionally a

graat Flood, so it is easy for stories of floods to develop , and it is easy for people to

imagine that it was this worldwide one. But if you examine the story and find similar

things like the sending out of the birds, and the making of sacrifices as it was over, and

theif being supernaturally warned, and given just how to build the ark--u find a number

like that, you would have reason to say the two stcEtes are probably related. If you

do not find them then I would sy that perhaps it was just a story such as can easily

rise in any (9 1/2) Mr. Chen? (stu) There are a number of matters
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in Chinese writings where I understand there are particular aspects of the symbols which

have a similarity to various Biblical statements of Biblical bJects, and it is very inter

esthg indeed. It is just unfortunate that the origin of those things are so far back and

so little known that it is hard to trace how it came about, but there are quite a number

of them and it may very well be some relationship we don't know. As a matter of fact,

China is mentioned in the book of Isaiah, and there were relationships between China

and the West at a very early date, and the earliest Chinese writing has certain similarities

I to
earliest

Egyptian and Mesopotamian writings, so there were relationships at a

very early time, undoubtedly. But we don't know much about them so it is very hard to

prove how it started.

Well, this I think is one of the most interesting facts about the Biblical, about

the whole matter of the alleged J and P documents, this ma tter t1 the Babylonian story

which most critics say is what the Biblical story was derived from, parallel the two to

gether and not either one. Now if somebody took the Babylonian story and divided it up

into j and p documents, and then later put them together to get the whole story is of course

utterly fantastic. On the other hard , if the Babylonians had two stories , one like the J

and one like the P, and they put hem togetherg, just the same way that the critics put

these together, is equally fantastic. So, while sane of the critical books definitely admit

these facts, that it has similarities to P that aren't in J, similarities to J that aren't in P.

they definitely admit those. The real force of the argument which is only braht out in

definitely conservative books reMly would say.

Well, so much then for this second alleged conflation that we were goirg to

look at, the case of the flood. Now there are a great many other events in Genesis,

in which it isãleged th t there is a conflation of documents. There are a great many of

them. We will not have time to look at all of them by any means. What I am interested in

is having you get the principles in mind, and see how we deal with the problem.

I want to read you a statement from the I ternational Critical C ommentary on
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Genesis by Skinner. And in this volume, page xliii, other words 43 in little Roman letters

because it is an introduction, there is a statement that says that the E document doesn't

seem to have emlced the primitive case. Of course all its relationships are between J

and p, practically all, up to chapter 20. Some vi say there is some of E in 15 but that's

uncertain...

P.57. ( 1/2)

but from the point where E strikes into the history at chapter 20,

with a few earlier traces at chapter 15, there are few instances in the one document

to which the other does not contain parallels. Now that is a tremendous statement.

There are few incidents in either J or E, after chapter 20 of Genesis, to whtth the

other does nbt contain a parallel. Now you prove that and you've gone a long ways,

haven't you? But now look at the footnote. Skinner has a footnote. He says the pre

cise extent to which this is true depends of course on the validity of the finer processes

of analysis, with regard to which there is room for difference of opinion. On the analysis

followed in this commentary, the oily episodes In E to which there is no trace of a parallel

in J from chapter 15 on, the sacrifice of Isaac, chapter 22 Esau' s selling his birthright/,

chapter 25 the theophaay of Mahanum, chapter 32; the purchase of land in Shechem,

chapter 33; and the various (1 1/2) in 35. Those peculiar to J are, the

theophacy of chapter 18; the destruction of Sodom, chapter 19; Lot and

his daug1rs, chapter 19; the birth of Jacob and Esau, chapter 25; the Isaac narrative,

chapter 26; Jacob's meeting with Rachel, chapter 29; Reuben and the (1 3/4)

the incest of Reuben, chapter 35; Judah and Tamar, chapter 38; Joseph's temptatinn,

chapter 39; the cup in Benjamin's sack, chapter 44; Joseph (2)

47; and the genealogies of 22 and 25. Now you see, the big sweeping things. Every

thing practically in E and J is parallel and there is hardly anything in one of them to

which there is not a duplicate in the other. Then the footnote (2 1/4)
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but it sounds to me like
/quite a considerable amount that were admitted in . Now we

won't have time to go further today because it takes the whole ten-eleven minutes to

answer the question. So take a piece of paper (instruction for test).

(2 3/4).. . you still can divide each of them into two or three documents in the first

part, but in the last part you do not have a complete rty in the two documents into

which they divide them. We noticed also tha1' the Babylonian story of the Flood,

which the critics say is the basis from which this was taken, we do not admit that,

but we do consider it as another preserved tradition of the same original event, that

it is a story which has many parallels with this, but that you have to have the whole

story to get all the parallels, and if you take either J or P alone, you only have about

half or two-thirds of the parallel with the Babylonian story, and of course to think that

got
the J and E story in Babylon ' combined in just the same way as in Israel would be

ridiculous, and (3 3/4) on the other hand, to think the Babylonian stay was the original

and got divided up into two and then later combined is equally preposterous.

Well now we go on to glance at a few more of the many alleged parallels.

43 Is one of those which is most commonly referred to, as an outstanding instance of a

clear case of a parallel story. 3, Abraham's Lying. This is the one thing--just

yesterday I heard a man saying that we should be absolutely sure of the fact of the

original document, that this story, Lie-If., sufficient proof to establish the whole

business. And Driver makes this one of his very fouØndation matters, in presenting

his argument in his Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament. He mentions

one story of Abraham's lying, and then he says, after he mentions the story in Genesis

20, which tells about Abraham with Abin1ech, then he says that we find that in chapters

18 and 19, and the parallel story in chapter 12, we find the word Jehovah uniformly

employed. Well, that is unfortunate that Driver expressed it that way, because I don't

think it was intentionally dishonest, but that statement certainly gives a dishonest tm-
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pression. You say in the story of Abraham's lying in Genesis 20, you lave Elohim

used right along, and you notice that that is the case, that in Genesis 20 there in

Abraham's journey south, he tame to Gerazim, and he said of Sarah his wife she is

my sister and Abimelech came to (5 1/2) and took Sarah, but God came to

Abimelech in a dream by night. Now we might add why does it say God came rather

than Jehovah came? But the critics themselves say that inthe Jehovah document you

find the word God used in speaking of relations to foreigners, not of Israel. They say

that in the document that give to J you find the word God used when it speaks of speaking

with a foreigner , or of a foreigner speaking with God, or even of an Israelite speaking

to a foreigner about God, that the term Elohim/ rather than Jehovah is the more natural

one in those circumstances. So it says, but Elohim came to Abimelech in a dream by

night, and then, But Abimelech had not come near her, and he said, Lord , wilt thou

slay also a righteous nation? You might think here it is Jehovah used, but it is capital

L, and small ord, so it is just the common word Lord, it is not the term Jehovah. Lord,

wilt thou slay a righteous nation, which you would expect from Abithelech, not a member

of Israel, not one who, so far as we know, knew the true God. Then verse 6 continues,

And God said unto him in a dream, now therefore restore the man his wife for he is a

prophet and he shall pray for thee, and thou shalt live. Now this is the first occurrence

of the word prophet in the Bible. According to the law of first occurrence, if you want

to know what a prophet is, you read Gen. 27, where God said to Abimelech, restore the

man his wife for he is a prophet and he will pray for thee. Then of: according to the

law of first occurrence, if you want to know a prophet is, it is a man whose wife you'd

better restore if you've taken her away from him wrongfully. Actually this ddesn't tell

Us anything about what the word prophet means. Of course, you know what that means,

you have to take the law of second occurrence, and the second occurrence of the word

prophet is over in Exodus. So that this is the only case of the word prophet in Genesis.

That really is Art of the prophets course rather than this one. I perhaps should not have
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paused here. (stu.) No, this is But then he continues and tells

how Abimelech said to Abraham, what sawest thou, that thou hast done this thing?

And Abraham said surely the fear of God is not in this place, and verse 13, he said, it

came to pass that whenGod caused me to wander from my father's house that I said to

her, This is thy kindness which thou shalt shew unto me; at every place whi11r we

shall come, say of me, He is my brother. And then you get down to verse 17, So Abraham

prayed unto God mid God healed Abimelech, and his wife, and his maidservants; and

they bare children. But verse 18 said, Fbr the LORD had fast closed up all the wombs

of the house of Abimelech, because of Sarah Abraham's wife. So here we have the whole

story told with the word God used of Abimèlech's speaking to God, the word God used

again where God speaks to Abimelech, the word God used where Abraham speaks about

Abimelech. We have God healing Abimelech, but then in the last verse of it, we have

the LORD , Jehovah, but it would seem quite natural. We have the term Gdd used in a

very natural sense, in this connection. It is easy to keep up. But when you speak of

what God did to protect Abraham in the last verse, for the LORD had fast closed up all

the wombs of the house of Abimelech, there it is natural to use the word JehQr ah, the

covenant God, God who was in special relation with Abraham, the redeeming God.

So we have the wcr d Jehovah used once in this passage, in this last v&se, and

it is pretty hard to delete this verse fronhe rest of the passage. I forget whether

that verse is given to J or not, can you see, chapter 20.18? (9 3/4)

Well, I guess it is in parenthesis because that was the redactor here changed it, the

redactor here put in Jehovah because he hought PVT seemed more reasonable, but

the original according to their theory would have had Elohim. But where it doesn't fit

their theory and they I ye to take a redactor as an explanation cf it, it shows a weakness

actually in their theory. But now you notice then that in this story in chapter 20, you

have the word God used about four or five times. We can see a reason why it would be

God, a reason which the critics themselves admit when they in other cases find the word
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God used in passages they give to the Jehovists. But in the last verse of that story,

specifically referring to Abimelech it uses the word Jehovah, and e I say that is

natural, because it is the emphasis which the word Jehovah normally gets, but they say

the redactor must have changed it because this is E story.

Now as Driver presents it in his introduction where he is trying to show how

you have th parallels and the stories are given in two different documents, after you

get rid of J, the rest of the two different ncuments, he says here, p.13 in his Introduction

to Literature of the Old Testament, thus in chapter 20.1-17 our attention is arrested by

the use of the term God, notice he omits 18 which says Jehovah. But he said, in 20.1-17

our attention is arrested by the term God, while in chapter 18-19, except 19.29 which is

part of the P document, and in the similar narrative, 12.10-20, the Term Jehovah is

uniformly employed. Well, he is making comparison between this (11 3/4)

the first 17 uses God(about four times). He says look at these other chapters which

have Jehovah all through. Well these other chapters are a different story altogether,

that is aside from the present point. But he says in chapters 18 nd 19, except for

one verse of them which belongs to P, and a similar narrative, chapter 12.10-20, the

term Jehovah is uniformly employed. Well, you then expect, don't you, that you're

going to find in the story of Abraham's lying, in 12.10-20 the/ term Jehovah is used

four or five times just as Elohim was used in this case. Well, let's look at it.

Chapter 12.10-20. We find ti-a t there was a famine in the land and Abram went

down into Egypt to sojourn there; for the famine was grievous in the land. And it came

to pass, when he was come near to enter into Egypt, that he said unto Saral his wife,

Behold now I know thou art a fair woman to look upon. Therefore it shall come to pass

that the Egyptians when they shall see thee shall say, this is his wife and they will

kill me, but they will save thee alive. Say, I pray thee, that thou art my sister; that it ma'

be well with me for thy sake, and my 'oul shall live because of thee.

I read you the first four verses of it. Wh*ti was used, Jehovah or God? In these
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four verses? He says Jehovah is used uniformly in that...

P.58. (1/2)

.and commended her before Pharaoh and the woman was taken into Pharaoh's house.

And he entreated Abram well for her sake and he had sheep and oxen, and he asses and mer

servants and maidservants, and she asses and camels. Why does he say Jehovah here

instead of Elohim.? Well he is speaking of God's protection over Abraham isn't he?

seems
God's relation with Abraham. EU1 Either term is all right, but Jehovah more L-L-L-tU

natural, the God of redemption with His protecting care over Abraham, and where youl/

have Lhe same thing said inthe other narrative, it uses Jehovah too. He says the L

plagued Pharaoh and his house with great plagues because of Sarai Abram's wife.

And Pharaoh called Abram, and said, What is this thou hast done to me? why didst

thou not tell me that she was thy wife? Why saidst thou, she is my sister? wo I might

have taken her to me to wife, now therefore behold thy wife, take her and go thy way.

And Pharaoh commanded his men concerning him, they sai t him away and his wife and all

that he had.

Now in this matter, you notice, the term Jehovah is uniformly employed. As

Driver said, you see the sharp contrast. The other story of Abimelech has Elohirn all

through, this story of Abraham and Pharaoh Jehovah is uniformly employed. It occurs

once and that once is in the verse which has an exact parallel in the other passage,

which also uses Jehovah. And the other passage tells how Abimelech prays to God and

God answers Abimelech, and various things which do not occur with Abraham, so that

when he says it is uniformly employed, as far as the parallels are concerned, it only

means one verse . Yes? (2 1/4) p.13, Driver's Introduction to the 0. T.

Well, the argument then from divine names is not a very good one in this case,

but of course we are at present, you can't look at one of these all by itself, without

noticing others others as you come to them, but we are at present concerned not with the

matter of divine names, but with the matter of parallels. Although we should say itine
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more word about divine names. The critics give the story of Abraham and Ablrrálech to

E, but the story of Abraham and Pharaoh they give to J, verses 7-12 and the one in 26

of Isaac and p,,bimelech , that also is given to J. So that there are three parallels in

stead of two and two of these parallels come from the same passage. If a parallelis

going to show different documents, this should break up the J document.

But now let's look at the two, one of which is in J, one in E. What do the

critics say aboutthe difference between these two Well, Addis, the documents of

the Hexateuch, which print these documents right straight along, to show you how

complete it is, without the other, on the--have a footnote about the stcry of Abraham

and Abimelech, in which , he says, the oldest book Jof Hebrew history has been chiefly

compiled atom two documents, that of the Jehovist and that of the Elohist. He says

the Jahvlst, they used to say Jehovist, came more to say Jahvlst, because instead of

saying Jehovah, they say Jahweh, and that of the Elohist. I this chapter we meet

for the first time with a connected narrative from the Elbhist hand, here all critics are

hausen
at one: (4 1/4) 11gm, Hupfeld, Noble, Ewald, Driver, Keiser, Wel1g, Kuenen,

Kittel, Delitsch. The Elohist spea1if God, Elohim, and does not use the personal

name Jaweh, Me says he does not use it. Well, let's see what he says about verse 18.

For verse 18, he says Jahweh had closed every womb, then he has a footnote, this verse

is &i addition by the editor who united the Jahvlst and Elohist documents. He says

Jahwek instead of Elohim and misunderstands the EloFlmdocuments, which he used. So

this is Jahweh, so he continues here on this other note I started to read to you, the

Elohist speaks of God, Elohim, and does not use the personal name Jahweh. This is no

accident, for according to him, the personal name was first (5)

He says in Ex. 3.13-15. We have already noticed that according to P It was first re

vealed in Ex. 6. 3, but according to E it was first revealed in Ex. 3.13-15, while according

to J they knew it from the very beginning. This mark of authorship is accompanied by

others. Some of these are linguistic and will be found in any good commentary, for
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instance, the first two or three words which (5 1/4))

but then he says again, it is only the Elohist who represents Abraham as a prophet, v.7.

You see how to prove this is the Elohist, the Elohist is the only one of the two documents

that represents Abraham as a prophet. Well, how often does the Elohist represent Abra

ham as a prophet? How do you know? Yes, I was surprised only one person seems to

know it, because I mentioned it a few minutes ago. That the first occurrence of the

word prophet was this one, in 20.7, and it does not occur again till Exodus. Then only

once in the book of Genesis is Abraham called a prophet. How would that prove then

that is is a sign of the Elohist document, if,I" it came inthe other one it would be a sign

of the other document, wouldn't it? If you had one of them which 12 times called

Abraham a prophet and the other one never did, that would be a mark of difference

wouldn't it? But when one of them calls him a prophet once only, how is that a mark

of anything, but you notice that is the argument which you get. Again it is only the

Elohist who p' represents Abraham as a prophet. The term'i suggestj there are many

such occurrences. Continues--it is the Elohlst who 1 verse 13 makes Abraham agree

with Sarai that they are to pass for brother and sister when they leave their original home,

whereas according to the Jahvist, 12.11, Abraham forms his plan when about to visit

Egypt. Notice the sharp contradiction them? In the one of them it is said that as he

came into Egypt, he saw the people about there and he was afraid of them and he said

to Saral this is a kindness I want you to do for me, you say you're my sister. But

according to the story of Abimelech, it says that Abraham said Abimelech before I left

my homeland I said to Sarai when we get into a tight spot I want you to say youi my

sister instead of saying you're my wife. he said, she is my half sister.

Well, now isn't that a sharp contradiction between the two? How many think it is?

Well, I'm glad there is one that does. I wish you all did, because as a matter of fact

my opinion of Abraham would be very much lower if he made a plan when he left Meso

potamia and then ten years later he didn't bother to repeat the plan. I wulild say
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whether the plan is a good plan or a bad plan, if he's got any skill at all, if he is going

to carry through a plan, he will not think of it at the last minute as he comes in, without

having thought of it before. Nor will he think of it before without referring to it again.

I might think better of Abraham if he hadn't thought of it when he came out of Mesopotamia

if it was just a device he thought of all of a sudden, in the stress of fear, yes, but if

he thought of it in the first place, it would be very foolish of him not to refer to it again,

when the situation came whe it was required.

You say to somebody else now whnever we get into this sort of a situation, I

want you to do so-and-so, and then let ten yea go by and you and they get into the

situation, and you want them to do it, you better not depend on it that they will do it,

unless you ask them again, because there are very few people who can be depended upon

to remember a thing like that, and it is only common sense, if you make a plan, to mentioti

it again at the proper time. There is no statement that he thought of it for the first

tine when he went into Egypt, none whatever, there is no contradiction between the two

at all, there are two different facts menticned, it is a parallel, yes. I might tell you,

might say, in 19311 took a boat from American to Hamburg and then took the train down

to Berlin. I might say to you and there I went to the university. I might say in 1959

I took a plane from New York to Hambxg and then todc another plane down to Berlin,

and there went tot he university. If you heard me say one of these lungs one day and

one the other, you'd say how he does get his facts mixed, one day he said it was

1931 and the other day he wald it was '59. One day he said he took a plane to Hamburg

and a plane to Berlin, one time he said he took a boat to Hamburg and a train to Berlin,

how he gets his facts mixed, look at the two parallels. Must be two parallel stories

representing the same thing, onjy they contradict each other, the facts are mixed.

Actually, the thing happened twice, what I just said about myself was exactly true.

I could have gone on and said that in '311 yed four months in Berlin and in '59 I

stayed four days in Berlin, then you'd be sure they were parallels because the number
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four occurs in both cases. But this sort of argument has been used in dozens and dozens

of books and articles and examining this verse and that and the other and today very

little is done any more. But the students are just simply told this, what scholarship

has proven, this is the fact, this is the final consensus of scholarship, about these

four documents which were united to make the Pentateuch, and you go through almost

any course in any university in the world, wàiere anything is taught about t Bible and

they will simply tell you this as fact, and you take the curricula that are being intro

duced into most of our large denominations, as required for the use of the different

churches, and they will have this assumed and important parts of it specifically pre

sented as fact, but the argument upon which it rests is exactly this type of argument.

As I say, it was only yesterday that I heard a very noted professor give as absolute

proof of it the two parallels, the parallels of Abraham and Abimelech and of Abraham

and Pharaoh. I head that given by one of the most brilliant men in the world yesterday,

as abeolute proof of the documentary theory. Yes? (11 1/2) That is a very interesting

question which could be quickly (12) because I have added right here

--and I don't have a commentary in Exodus, but I have added the giving of the whole

Pentateuch according to their theory, and I'm not sure I think of the verse, was it chapter

7, think it is, and I don't --no, it's earlier than that, chapter 3 I believe--it is where

Amwhum says to God, send whoever you will but don't send me, and God said I will

give you Aaron to be your spokesman, he says you will be God to Pharaoh, and Aaron

will be your prophet, and that is the second use of "prophet" and that is the case which

shows so clearly what the word prophet means, because it means a spokesman, he is to

be like a god to Pharaoh and Aaron is to be his prophet, Aaron is the one through whom

he is to give his message. Yes? (13)

P.59. (1/2)

... you see, that's after chapter 6, the name Jehovah has already been revealed, and

Jahweh said to Moses, see , I have made thee a god to Pharaoh, and Aaron thy brother
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shall be thy prophet. So it is a verse that uses the term Jehovah in it, but it is a verse

which they give to the P documert, so they say the --wherever you find Abraham as a

prophet is the Elohist, but you only find it once. So it doesri 't prove a thing. But it

is typical of a hundred arguments, many of which are muck better than that, but it does

make then4eem weak when that sort of argument is combined with them. So much for

Abraham's lying. Now let's look at a very interesting story, the story of the sending

away of Jacob.S

You all remember that story, of how Jacob was sent away by his father to go up to

Mesopotamia, and there have the story , according to the critics, told twice, we

have the J story, Gen,27.41-45; and the P story, Gen. 27 - 28.5, so they seem to go

right along continuously, don't they? Now look at 27.41-45, and you read,

Now Esau persecuted Jacob because of the blessing wherewith his father blessed )(i1

him, and Esau said to himself , the c's of mourning for my father draw near, then I will

kill my brother Jacob. But Rebekeh heard of the words of her elder son Esau and she sent

for her younger son Jacob and said to him, behold, thy brother Esau will hvve revenge on

thee by killing thee. Now I say, listen to my voice, arise, flee to Haran to bly brother

Laban and live with him a few days till thy brother's wrath passes awy, till thy brother's

ange'Pa'5from thee and till he forgets what thou hast done to him, then I will send and $y

bring thee from there, why should I be bereaved of two at one time, and then the J docu

ment skips over to 28.10 and takes the verse, and Jacob departed from Beersheba and

went to Haran. But now the P document continues right on after verse 5 which I just

read to you, she said, go there and stay till your btother's anger passes away, then I'll

send and bringj'ou from there. The P document now continues and Rebekeh said to

Isaac, I am mortally troubled because of the Hittite women, if Jacob take a wife of such

women o these Hittites, the women of the country, what have I to live for?

And Isaac called Jacbb and blessed him, and commanded him, and said to him, Thou shalt

not take a wife of the women d Canaan. Arise, go to Padan-aram, to the house of Bethuel
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thy mother's father, and thke a wife thence from the women of Laban thy mother's brother.

Add may God almighty bless thee and increase thee and make thee many so thou shalt be

an assembly of nations, aniee the blessing of Abraham to be in thy seed with

thee, that thou mayest possess the land of thy sojourning which God gave to Abraham.

And Isaac sent Jacob away and he wait to Padan-ar, to Laban the son of Bethuel, the

Iihe brother of Rebekah, the mother of Jacob and Esau.

Now I read those to you, I believe it is word for word like in the King James, but

I read them to you fran this little book called the Old Testament from the iMdernoint of

View, by the Rev.LW. Batten, Ph.D., who was at one time professor of Old Testament

languages and literature at the Philadelphia Divinity School of the Episcopal Church, and

irhis book then, The Old Testament from the Modern Point of View, he prints these

two side by side, and he asks this question, are tIe two independent stories or are

they rather, as modern critics assert, two varying forms of the same original? These

are certain facts which should be carefully noted. Each narrative distinctly states that

Jacob was sent away, but there are two distinct reasons given for his departure. One of

them says he went to escape the wrath of his enraged brother, the other says he went to

procure a wife of his own kindred. So you see the oontrast? He says, according to P

Isaac Jacob before his departure. In a way it is truly strange in view of the trick

Jacob had played upon him, the source of which this is taken evidently knows nothing

about Jacob's fraud in getting the blessing. Esau too is impressed with the blessing of

Jacob as he would not have been if this writer had known of the trick, but there reading

of the narrative reveals unmistakable signs of duplication. The natural conclusion,

therefore, is that these two sources each contain an account of Jacob's departure for

Syria, but each gives a different cause for the journey. Now I did not read some of the

verses in which he said this word is a sign of the P document, this is sign of the J,

because we'll look at those under our next head, the argument from style. But here we

look at them as parallels, you notice, we have two parallel stories. In the one story
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Jacob went off in order to escape from Esau's killing him, it was--the reason he went

was fear. In the other stories the reason he went was because if he stayed there he

might marry one of these Hittite women. And that would make his mother feel very badly

so she wanted him to marry some one from her own relatives, so she persuaded Isaac

to send him up. Notice the parallel, two distinct stories, but this comes under the

heading we had when the same thing is sold for two different reasons. Now it is not

exactly the same thing, because it is Rebekah talking to Isaac in one case, and in the

other case talking to Jacob. Now if Rebekah is going to work out her plan, and get

Jacob to go up there, she has got to talk to the two people, she has got to t Jacob to

be willing to go and she has got to get tBaac to be willing to send him, and Isaac knew

that he had gone against od's will in trying to givé'blessing tt-g&t that God had

already said was to go to the younger, he kew he had been going against GdtI' s will

in doing that, he had been
tricked

into it, but he would have done it anyway because

God had predicted in advance it was determined Jacob, in trying to get a thing he was

entitled to anyway, was reprehensible but he would have had it anyway, because God

had already promised him, and Isaac Ji ew that, and Isaac sends his son away on a

long, long journey and knows he may never come back it is quite natural to expect him

to give a blessing. In the story of Rebekah's talking to Jacob, you don't expect there

to read of Isaac's giving him a blessing. That's more apt to come inthe story here she

is talking to Isaac, but you have two stories of Rebekah persuading somebody to bring

it about that Jacob goes up to her old home. Two stories, one her dealing with Jacob,

the other her dealing with Isaac, and they're both necessary for the story. If Jacob had

he
just run off and said nothing to Isaac you couldn't expect to inherit the blessings of the

birthright and so on, he certainly had tcV leave with his father's blessing, in fact, it is

unlikely that a man would have thought of such a thing with the strong parental control

in those days.

And on the other hand, if Isaac had simply said to Jacob, I want you to go up to
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Padan-aram and get a wife up there, why Jacob I think would have put up resistance.

Let's just suppose that the stories were reversed, suppose that Rebekah had come to

in, the tirs place,
Isaac,'nd sfte tiad said, Isaac, I want you to send Jacob upto Padan-aram for a while,

Esau is very angry at him because he sold the birthright, Esau is gokx to kill him, send

him up there, till Esau gets over his anger. Can't you imagine wFat Isaac would say.

Isaac would say, why Esau, his favorite, Esau, that man of lofty character, wonderful

qualities, can you imagine him killing Jacob, of course he wouldn't think of it, Esau is

no murderer, Esau just loses his temper, gets excited of course, he is just a good sort of

an amiable easy-going sort of a fellow, but he would never kill him, he might hurt him,

he might rough him up a little, it would be good for Jacob, it would be very good for him

after the way he acted. He deserves to be roughed up a bit, let him take his medicine,

why send him flying off somewhere? Well, she doesn't even mention to Isaac fear of

getting Jacob away for fear Esau would kill him, she doesn't do that, she presents to

Isaac something that will influence Isaac to do what she wants.

Now we were saying supposed we reversed the story, suppose we have, suppose

s he went to Jacob, Jacob she says, my soul is vexed because of these Hittite wives

that Esau has married, just makes me irritated, I want you to go up there to Padan-aram

and get one of my relatives, marry one of them, can't you1__ne
cob,

yes, she

wants me to go up there and get some wife T ye never seen before, but if these wives

here good enough for Esau, why aren't these women good enough for me? I've been

pretty busy lately, getting ahead in life and I haven't thought of marriage, but maybe

I am getting old, come to think of it, why should I run way up there, why some of these

girls are rather nice looking around here, I don't think it would lve been the clever way

of Rebekah to get Jacob to marry a woman she wanted for her to start talking to him that

way. But the argument to him about Esau, he felt pretty shamefaced about the way he

treated his father, he knew that Esau, that while 3$ Esau wasn't a murderer, and he

probably wouldn't do this, yet he knew he was mighty angry and there was a possibility
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that he might go further than he intended, and Jacob was always a man who thought

that discreticn was the better part of valor, the argument she used with Jacob was a

good argument to get Jacob to go. The argument she used with Isaac was a good argument

to get Isaac to send Jacob, and she meant them both, because she wanted Jacob to live,

and she warted Jacob to marry one of her relatives, so the story as it stands is a complete

story, both elements of which are necessary, the story is incomplete with either cá

these left out, it is a complete necessary stay, with both parts necessary, there is a

repetition, yes, but the repetition is such as you will find in any story. The $ repetition

has a reasonable purpose in it. And so the argument about two parallel documents here

is nd a very conclusive argument. Now there are many other instances we could look

at, I'm goigg to lump seven of them together under *5:

5, Parallel Giving of Names. Now I don't think that will convey a lot of meaning

--Just that phrase--till I explain what I mean by it. But once I do you will see exactly

what it means'. Yes? (12 1/2) It isn't, we are under the third argument of Parallel

Passages. Mr. Golin is right though that Continuous Narrative does enter into it,

very considerably, because the theory that we have two complete documents which have

parallels, you can't separate the two arguments. But we are at present...

P.60. (1/2)

... and now the parallel giving of names. Now you will find statementade--I don t

have one right here to give you instantly, but it is easy to find, because there are many

of them, and especially in popular lectures, it is very common, that there is a whole

series of accounts of the name of different places. And that you have places and people

named and that you have a different story of each one, a different story of why the name

was given. The fact of the matter is that when you examine it you will find there are

maybe thirty cases in Genesis where a man, probably more than that, and whe we are

given some explanation or reason for the name. And that in two or three at the very most,

you have the account of the giving of the name stated more than once. In two or three
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at the most. But what you do have, is you have occasicn ally, in passages they give

to different narratives, something that is a play of words on one of these names.

One of the most striking instances of that is the case of Isaac, in the case of Isaac,

you have the account of how God came to Abraham and God said that e was going to

give themi a child, and Abraham could hardly believe it, that he could have a child

through Sarah who was already a hundred years old, he couldn't bd levelt, and he laughed

at the thought of it, and then Sarah said, shall I who am already so old, shall I again

have these experiences, shall I Ia ye a child, and then she laughed, and when Isaac

was born they both laughed for joy, and they called him Isaac which means laughter.

/ And Addis says, in this volume which has the prstly history and then law, p.217, he

has the statement: laugh, the name Isaac is derived from the Hebrew verb "to laugh."

According to dhe Jahwist the name was given because Sarah laughed out of incredulity,

chap. 18.12, according to the ohist because she laughed out of joy, 21.6, according to P

because Abraham laughed out of wonder. Now did Abraham laugh not out of incredulity,

nor out of joy, but out of wonder? Let me read you what the P document says. God says

Sarah is going to have a scn and there will be many nations come to (3 1/2)

then Abraham fell on Us face, and laughed and said (3 3/4) in his heart shall a son

be born to one that is a hundred years old, and shall Sarah who is 90 years old, bear?

/ You notice in this case he laughs out of wonder, not out of incredulity as Sarah, but

wouldn't incredulity fit this every bit as well as that? Shall a child be born to one that

is a hundred and his wife, already 90, wouldn't tncredulity fit this every bit as well as

wonder? How can you say there is a contrast if just the way they divide they have

laughing three times? But why shouldn't there be, in such a striking tremeritous event

as this, why shouldn't there be a lot leading up to it, and why shouldn't they laugh all

three times? Why shouldn't it be one document just as well as three, and wIat reason is

there to say that the contrast had different reasons for it? Mr. Kaufmann? (4 3/4)

The reference on Abraham's laughter was Genl7.l7. See, this is a footnote on that
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where he 7 refers to the oth& in the J and? documents. Yes? (stu.) J, E, and P.

Well, suppose next Monday I refer to this again and give you precise references. I don't

want to take longer because I don't want to cut down your time for writing, because you

have a big question that really ought to have 15 minutes, and there are only nine left so

you'll have to write real fast. But please write your name on a piece of er, and as I

say, I'm sorry this is a big question, so try to summarize it and get: give the most im

portant things. (5 1/2, 4= record skips a bit)

.now these arguments as we noticed are interlaced so that liz very hard to deal with

any one of them without touching to quite an extent on the others. They are interlaced,

the first argument on the names is the place it all started, and the critics today try to

say well that's just where k started, tia t' s just one of a hundred different stylistic

marks, but the fact is they're constantly building on it as a big main argument. Yes?

(6.stu) Yes, that assignment is not due till 4:30 this afternoon, but I posted it last

Friday morning. It's just a two-hour assignment, it's to look at the names of God that

you find in certain passages of Genesis, and to note whether you see an obvious reason

for the use of the name Jehovah or Elohim, or whether you think that its use there is a

problem which is very difficult to answer. And put 2 hours and go as far as you get,

as it says on the Bulletin Board. How many did see it Friday? Good, well most everybody

saw it, so anybody who started Friday has had plenty of tine to get 2 hours done on it

by 4:30 this afternoon. Anyone who did not see it Friday, just write out on a paper, did

nbt see it Friday, and get it in tomorrow morning. Yes? (7 1/4) Well, I mean, supposIr

now try to think of yourself as talking to a person who knows nothing about the subject-

a Christiai,
he is ndfflheVnor a higher critic, but he is a man h o sees a document and he looks at

this document and sees here is says God and here it says LORD, and the higher critic

says 1r him well now that must have been different documents put together, how would

they have two different names? Well, do you have a sensible exp1atiDr1 which would

satisfy such a peon who knew nothing about the matter? I'm not asking you in a place
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that strikes you as really difficult, to try to figure out some explanation, I'm asklrg you

to take those inich the explanation is fairly obvious and put it down, and if it looks

to you like one which would pose a real problem, simply think of it. That is, we're

trying to cover quite a little material rather than spend a lot of time trying to explain

any one or two particular cases, trying to see how many cases you'll note in the course

of the nu terial you look at, which you think you would have a little job explaining

satIsfactoily, to a third rty, one who knows nothing about it and is looking at it

in curiosity, t?atfK up his mind. (more about assignment, repetition.)

Now that first argument then is one which we recurs constantly and you can't

get away from it, even though when you make a big argument people will say oh that is

just one of a hundred stylistic points, but actually they use it as much more than that,

and that is where the whole argument starts.

The second argument from Continuous Documents, has been--you don't hear much

about it any more, but originally it was one of the big arguments, one of Hupfeld' s big

arguments. You can take these three documents and you trace them right through com

pletely, through Genesis. Even though EX doesn't start till Gen. 20, you've got the

whole story in all three, and that argument and the third interlace to quite an extent.

Now the third argument is one you hear about a great deal, and if the third argu

ment can be proven, it is a tremendous argument, so we are taking quite a bit of, time

on the third argument. It is the Argument from Parallel Passages, or Duplicate Narratives,

you can call it either of these titles you want. The second was Continuous Narrative,

or Complete Documents, either title you want.

This one, we are looking at then, of Continuous Narrative, just at the end of the

hour last time, I mentioned as one of the types of parallels which are alleged, I mentioned

the matter of the giving of names, and this is one which is referred to a good bit in

arguments today, and consequently I think that it is good to be sure you understand

what it means, even though we won't take a reat deal a! time going into its details,
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speak of clean and unclean and put them in one document, and the others in the other,
n
naturally one knows nothing of clean and unclean, but that there is no contradiction in

telling Noah far ahead of time, you are to take in two of these animals, and then as it

approaches nearer adding to it that of the clean animals which are a coraratively small

part of the whole number, that of them...

P.66. (1/2)

" . you divide it, you give the references to the fountain of the deep to one of the two,

tne story is a little larger than the other. Somebody might say that last week the storm

did 9ret damage do in New Jersey, and then a little later in speakJr of it, they

might say the stcrm and the tidal wave did greet damage. The rising tides are a part of

the storm, they were not mentioned first, God sent water, he sent rain, but e also

sent it in another way. There is no contradiction in adding a further detail. What is the

third? Reason for the Flood, the account of the wickedness of man was given to one,

then to say this one has that reason. You give it to one , that one has the reason. The

other one you don't give it to. The only contradiction is that, you t&ke material of one

type and give it to one rather than the other. But what's the fourth? The duratiai of the

Flood, there are two places that speak of 40 days, and there's a statement that speaks

of 150 days and there's a statement that speaks of the whole duration something over a

year. Then there's the reference to sending out a bird two periods of seven days. You

give some of the time periods to one, some to he other, naturally they differ, the contra

diction there is an imported artificial one, quite clearly. There is no contradiction when

you take it all of the same. What's the fifth? Yes, well that would be (2 1/4)

Well, now does anybody have any further poknt on the Rood ? Mr. MacKeen?

(2 1/2) No, the other doesn't give the reason, so they say it is just a caprice of deity,

because it doesn't give a reason. Other questions? (stu.2 3/4) Yes, thank you, that

could be considered a contradiction. They say P knows no sacrifice. P never has any

sacrifices until the order is given that sacrifice be at Jerusalem. P keeps sacrifice in
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one place, Jerusalem. If you give all other sacrifices to somebody else, naturally you

don't have any in P. but that is said over and over in the critical books, P recognizes

no sacrifice prior to the establihhment of the (3 1/4)

It is a contradiction by giving a statement taie and then saying it isn't in the other.

It doesn't say the opposite, it merely doesn't say that. Any further questions about the

Flood?




Well, that then covers these illustrations. Oh, I should say a word more this

morning about the papers that you have turned in, most af you turned in yesterday after

noon. Those who did not see the announcement Friday it was all right to turn them in

this morning. Haven't yet looked over this morning's, have looked over yesterday's,

and the'(rary, bufhe point of my giving them to you was to bring out from your own ob

servation the way in which these men wtz_uiliiy . That there are many cases

where it is very clear why a name should be used. There are many--Kuenen, I read you

some time ago, how he said that a heathen naturally used the term God instead of

Jehovah, an Israelite/ spe ing to a heathen uses it, Elohim is used to express God's

power and majesty. Jehovah is more his personal relation to His people, His redemptive

power, and so on. He admits those. Now some go fatther, some of them will admit

very few, but every one admits that there are certain cases where there is a clear for

the difference, and where even in the document which they say uses only one, another

is used. And they admitting that, the/ question is , are there enough others to prove

distinct necessity of distinct documents To what they say, we can add the fact that

it is natural when you use ai e term to keep on using it. You refer to someone in a certain

way and it is easy to keep on using it. And then as over against that, there is the other

thing that it is natural to keep a certain amount of variety. I just happened to open the

Bible to 2 Cor.5, and it was interesting there to notice how the apostle Paul speaks about

Jesus, he says in verse 6, that while we are at home tithe body we are absent from the
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Lord, he is speaking of Jesus as the Lord, verse 8 again, to be present with the Lord.

Verse 10 he says we must all appear bfore the judgment seat of Christ; verse 11,

knowing therefore then the terror of the Lordj; verse 14, the love of Christ constrains

us. Then in verse 18, he says he has reconciled himself to us by Jesus Christ. Some

times he calls Him Christ, sometimes Jesus Christ, and look up at the previous chapter,

verse 14 of chapter 4: knowing that he which raised up the Lord Jesus, shall raise up us

also by Jesus, he calls Him the Lord Jesus, then he calls Him Jesus, then in the next

chapter he calls Him Christ, he calls Him Lord, he calls Him Jesus Christ. Why? You

might find a reason in each case, but the ch ances are, you coilkin't in all the cases.

One reason may be variety, you use a term and there is a tendency to use a different

term if you know ancit her that fits just as well and gives the same sense. This varies

at different periods. The King James wrIteiwhen they translated, tried to get different

terminology as much as they could, and they would use four or five different English

words, for one Hebrew word, to get variety. The American Revised Version reacted

violently against that, they said well the Hebrew has one word, let's use one word

in English. Well, they introduced the same wcr&ln the Engllslyfor the Hebrew. The

style changes on them. And it is easy to see that a writer could be influenced by hating

used a term which is very appropriate for someone, he keeps on using the same term.

Or he can be influenced by the feeling for variety and can na ke changes where the sense

is just the same, simply i.slng another term which fits equally well. If anything I write, it

disgusts mhat I have to spend one-third of my time getting rid of duplication. And I

have been so disgusted with it but I talked to a man o has written a number of books

on secular subjects and he said to me, he aid, that he finds that that takes him a tre

mendous amount of his time. He says that if he used the word, a marvelous event,

something like that, well, he says, in speech you don't notice, but he says, in writing,

next you know, if a page you use it again, it's awkward, a'( so you have to keep

watching, that you use a different adjective, a different word to avoid unpleasant repetitlo
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I find over and over, I write a letter and in the letter I use a certain phrase, maybe a

phrase I haven't used for years, and the very next paragraph I use the same phrase again,

I read the letter over and I dnge it, because it looks very awkward in a letter to have

repetition. Well, you get the feeling of having lots of variety, and then again the natural

tendency is, having used a term for something, to keep on using it. Some of that--if a

sizeable number of them are explainable on a reason why this is more appropriate than

the other, and in none of them is the particular one inappropriate, it is easy enough to

see that natiral desire for variety, and also the natural tendency to keep on using the

one you started, that between the two of them it is quite natural to he them used the

way they are, and you find parallels in for instance--Mohammed, the Koran, where he

speaks of the Lord, he speaks of God, and he'll speak of the Lord, speak of God, of

God, of the Lord, variety in this. And you find that in one period of his life he tended

to use one thing more, and in another period tended to use the other much more. Well,

now we have 17 minutes so it is hardly time enough to start another subject, our time

is too short, so maybe we better start our little quiz right now. I planned it to be 15

minutes, so if you have another minute it won't hurt.

For the ODD people, put your name, your number, d the date. The first

question for them discuss the alleged parallel of the story of Abraham's lying.

Fot)4' the EVEN, *1, we mentioned 3 types of parallels, just list them. Yes,

you may use the English Bible.

Then *2, for the EVEN: discuss the sifiding away of Jacob.

*2 for the ODD, mention the 3 types of parallels, list them. That was in the out

line of the beginning of our discussion of parallels.

P.67. (1/2)

.and did not take the previous test, or has missed 3 quizzes in addition to what was

covered by the previous test,

why you will have a chance to make up three of them by this hour quiz. If you do not
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take it they will simply stand as zero, in they' term's mark, but whatever you get on

the quiz, on the test, will be given for the quizzes, if you missed them. Now if anybc4'

who took quizzes and wants to raise the mark and take the one-hour test, the one-hour

test will substitute for your 3 lowest marks up to this point, so there is a chance to im

prove whatever you have done before by taking the test, it is entirely optional, no one

has to take it, but it is highly recommended if you have been getting low marks on the

quizzes, not only for the chance to raise the marks, but also because the review for it

will help you to get the material Well in mind, and in shape to get far more out of the

rest of the semester, than if you didn't do it. Mr. Yuen? (1 1/2) No, I think that is a

fair question but the test will not lower the marks, if you take the test and turn in a

blank sheet of paper, it will not lower your mark in Lhe slightest, but whatever you get

in it will be substituted for your lowest mark unless it is lower than they are. Mr. Mac

Keen? (2) Very good question. Now I have found it difficult to keep the marking of the

papers up to date, it is a big class. The last couple of weeks have been very busy weeks

and the papers have fallen behind, and I'd like to get them caught right up immediately,

if possible, so that I could let everybody know, by giving you back your paper.

So I was wondering whether this morning I couldn't ask if there was somebody

who could give me some additional help to what I already have. I have some very ex

cellent help but not witI4uite sufficient time to keep up to date on it. So if there should

be somebody here who has the time to put in the number of hours for which you would

be paid in marking papers to get right up to date I would appreciate it. Now right at

this time before exams I think it unlikely that anybody will have that much time, so I

have an alternative suggestion, if there should be anybody here who got a mark of 85

or better in Introduction with me last semester, or with Mr. Taylor before, in other

words, the top 60% of the class, anyone in that, who would like to make one question

simply as a service to the class, it would take you approximately an hour, you might

be able to do it in 45 minutes, because it is c e question for half of the class, I would
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give you a statement, exactly what would be included in that answer if it was perfect,

and then you would simply have to compare the papers and give a mark, that would take

approximately an hour of your time, and it would mean that after you had gone over that

many papers you would know that particular material, so it is very excellent review,

and I think you would receive a greater benefit from it than any pay for it would amount

to. They say, if there is somebody whose work is 90 or above who could put in several

hours, we would gladly take it, but if there should be a number W o would do one

question, ih y we could get it right up to date very quickly, ai d in such a case, if

there are some who would like to do one questioi, think that would be time that would

help you in your owh study, rather than be a hindrance to you at all, but who within

the next three days, that is, by next Monday, could have aie question done, if you would

turn me in a note at the aid of the hour, just turn in a note, giving your name, stating

you could do one question before Monday, so I could have it Monday morning, and have

time to check over them before giving them back, and then state what time today, anytime

after chapel you could see me to get the papers and find out. I would appreciatE It quite

a few could do that, and get right straight up to date. Otherwise I might not know (5 1/4)

till time for the test next week and as Mr. MacKeen says you wouldn't

be sure whether it was necessary or not to take it. So if you can, please, if anybody who

has a mark of 90 or above would like to put in a few hours, between now and Monday,

I'd appreciate that greatly, but I think it unlikely there"l be anybody who can. So if you

could put in one hour, if there would be several, that would be very helpful right now.

I think that would help the whole class and I know that each one who did it would help

your own work to benefit tremendously. Now to continue witl)óur discussions, we are

looking at D, the consideration of the argument on parallel passages.

And in our consideration of that, we looked last I believe it was 6, Joseph's

Youth. And then we went back and reviewed the material on the Flood and I believe one

of the others, that time. So that held us back, a bit, but I think it is very important to
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have this well in mind, and well understood. You will all run up against these problems
tmictlm
sometime later, and one thing that makes me particularly anxious that you get this

material well is the realization that if you leave here and take a little church somewhere

with just a few very godly people in it, the chances are that the first five or six years

you may nd run onto this, you may get rather rusty in it, and then, if you do, I'm sure

within six or seven years at the most, if your work is any good at all, you will then find

yourself in a situation whif e it will be tremendously important to your witness in your

ministry, to be able to help some very intelligent people who are really upset on these

matters, becai se there is many a very , very godly consecrated person who has been

completely befuddled by the presentation, the very skilful presentakn that is found so

widely of this critical material and eventually has entirely lost his zeal. And if you, at

that time, are able to deal intelligently with him on it, it will be a tremendous help to

him and maybe one of the greatest serviceshe Lord,f1 render in your life. I don't

think it likely in most of your cases,nless you go directly into student work, that you

will have that experience the first year or two after you graduate, but I think everybody

will be in a situation within five or six years, if your service for the Lord is effective

at all, where it will be tremendously important, so I want you to get the work well

enough now, that you will be able to go back and refresh your mind and remember that

with your notes well in mind, you'll be able to give such real help even with four or five

years lapse in between your graduation and the time when it will prove of tremendous

importance to you. So I want to be sure you understand it thoroughly and therefore I

do not find having taken most of the last period really reviewing what we had gone over,

but it is very important material and well worth it.

Now we're going to look at a very important alleged duplication, 417:

? Origin of he name Jehovah. Now here it is alleged in most books that present the

critical theory that this is o e of the clear iˆ cases of Parallel Passage. The three

different views that are held about the origin of the name Jehovah. Now according to the
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view, you have in document J whicIinds the name of Jehovah revealed--now I'm using

Jehovah, as you know, as a familiar term. If you use it inthis sense, talking with people

who are trained in critical schools, they would immediatdy think you are an ignoramus,

because they say, of course , there never was a name Jehovah, that is the vowels of

Adnnai combined with the consonants of (9 1/4) and they will say the

is pronounced Jabweh, not Jehovah. The fact is, nobody knows

how it was pronounced. We canbe quite certain it was not pronounced Jehovah, because

we know h'ww that combination was formed. Therefore, it is unlikely that this arti

ficially trmed combination .. represents the real original pronunciation. I'd say there

is one chance in a hundred that it actually was called Jehovah. We don't know how it

was. The chances are greater that it actually wax called something like Jahweh,

but we don't know, and actually sounds change so any, that nobody knows exactly

representa-

tion

how any word was pronounced, that long ago, and I am using the term as the pi

which has occurred in the King James Version and in other versionsince that time--

a widely known representation. You understand. I don't mean that is what they said,

Jehovah, but they used the name of God, which is represented by the Hebrew consonants

Joh-heh-wau-heh, and it is never written with the vowels because the vowels were not

introduced till about the fifth century A.D. (10 1/2) and

long before that time they had stopped saying it and simply said, "the name," or else

said, "the Lord," and the translation for LORD was taken over for the Septuagint, and

the New Testament referred to under that term. It is very important to have those facts

in mind. Otherwiise you will seem to be an ignoramus when you use the term Jehovah.

I don't see any objection to your using but be ready immediately when somebody

questions i to show them that you know exactly what the situation is and you're is ing

it simply as a convenient indicationther than as your idea of what the name really was

proizunced. But they say, that rdino the J document, the revelation of the name

Jehovah we find in Gen.4.25. Up to that time we find the narrator in the J document,
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using the word. Of course he was writing long after the event which he claimed to

celebrate. He was writing mostly I would say in the time of Jehoshaphat. Some of the

critics lately are becoming more conservative and think he lived in the time of David,

rather than the time of Jehoshaphat, but the statement which we find in Gen.4.26 is

and to Seth to him also there was born a son, and he called his name Enoch, then began

men to call upon the name of Jehovah. So they say that is the J story of the revelation

of the origin of the name Jehovah.

Now the J document is very consistent in this belief, becaa it not only...

P.68. (1/2)

" ..right in the time of Adam's sonor grandson, men had begun to call on the name of the

Lord, long after that time, Bdd used it. But long before the time of Jehoshaphat. And

according to the J document it was known and used by Noah in Gen. 9.26, where Noah

said, blessed be Jehovah, God of Shem. And Cain shall be his servant. Elohim shall

enlarge Japheth, but it is Jehovah that is the God of Shem. Noah refers to Im thus by

that name. Abraham in chapter 15.2, Abram s. d, Jehovah God what will thou give me,

seeing I go childless? So Abram used it in addressing God. In 18.31 Abram said, behold,

now I have taken upon me to speak unto the Lord. It is not capitalized here in my King

James Version, so perhaps that reference is not eect1y the correct one given. But how

about 22.14, Abraham called the name of that place Jehovah-i ireh, as it is said to this

day, In the mount of the LORD... " So Abraham used the name of God as part of the desig

nation he gaVe to the place, according to the section the critics allege belongs to the J

document.

In chapter 24.3, Abraham said to his servant, I will make thee swear by Jehovah,

the God of heavena nd the God of earth. And then in that same chapter, verse 12, the

servant of Abraham prayed, 0 Jehovah, God of my master Abraham.

Similarly we find the name used later on by Isaac, By Esau, by Jacob, by Leah,

and by Rachel. So according to the material the critics give to the J document, the name
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J was known to all the patriarchs, was commonly, and men began to call upon the name

of the Lord, in the time of the son, or at least of the grandson,

of Adam. Well, now that is the J document. Now according to the critics the E document

and the P document differ from the J. Yes? (3 1/2) No, that God spoke to Abraham

and called Himself by that ne, that God said to Abraham, I Am Jehovah. He did not

wait till the time of Moses to reveal the name, He said to Abraham, I Am Jehovah. (stu.)

According to the J document, surely Abraham must have known it before, because it says

that inthe time of Seth and Enoch, then began men to call upon the name of Jehovah.

It would seem very strange if he didn't knovt. But here is clear proof that God did

call Himself that to Abraham. Now of course Mr. Abbott has a very good point there,

if you want to say, well now the J document contradicts itself, because it says here God

revealed is name to Abraham, He said to Abrtham, I Am Jehovah, and Ne said later to

Jacob, I Am Jehovah, so He revealed Himself, according to one story to Abraham, and

according to the other He didn't reveal it till Jacob, while according to still another part

of the J document, in the time of Seth, men began to call on the name of the Lord. You

must have three J's, Ji, 2, and 3, which contradict each other. Well, the older critics,

that is those of 40 years ago, did divide J into several documents, but whether they put

these in the same one or not, I haven't checked. Mr. Gregory? (5) Gen.4.26, reference

to Seth. Mr. Kaufmann? (stu) Yes, they do not think that God revealed the name first

then, they think that according to J , men began to call on the Lord in the time of Seth.

Thousands of years before ABraham. But the fact that they still knew the name was mdi

cated, God's saying I Am Jehovah. They don't say this was an original revelation,

but I say if you were to say this was an original revelation, then you have a contradiction

within the J document, and I don't think they any of them allege there is one. They say,

according to the J document the name was revealed in the time of Seth. That's the J

document. But now, according to the critics, the E and the P documents contradict J,

because, according to those documents, the name was not revealed until the time of
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Moses, and thus they say, that is many of them say, you have E's story of the revelation

of the name in Exodus 3.16-18, where you find that God said to Moses, v.15, God said--

well, you find back in 13, Moses said to God, Behold, when I come to the children

of Israel, and say to them, The God of your fathers has sent me unto you, they'll say

to me, What is his name? what shall Isay to them? And God said to Moses (7) Eshe,

Esher, Eshám, whichis roughly translated, I AM THAT I AM. I head a wonderful sermon

given by a modernist once saying that that term really, with the Hebrew imperfect, Eshe,

Esher, al, I will be what I will be, and shows the constant changing nature of Christian

ity, getting new truths all the time, and giving up the old false ideas. Well, it is the

imperfect, but I hope that all of you realize that Hebrew imperfect is not necessarily a

future, it can just as well be a (7 1/2) going back to constantly so,

constantly occurs rather than that which occurs (7 34) The English

translates it inthe KIngEn- Jmes, I AM THAT I AM, but you see how similar it is,

Escher, Eschia is similar to the (8) which would be from the verb

to be, or to become, the verb really means "become" rather than be. I heard a professor

at the University of Pennsylvania give a translation of the rame Jehovah whIcItmck

me as very good, nobody knows (8) but he took it, he said this

Jahwek means the one--you see, it would souond like a hlthphael, wouldn't it, Jahweh,

with a under it--he said it means the one who causes everything to happen,

that impressed me as a very nice suggestion for the sidei but nobody knows what the

origin of it is, except it certainly looks as if it is connected in some way with Ayah,

which does not mean to be, but means to become. But what we are looking at now is the

theory of the critics that the name was, according to E, the name was given, was de

clared in the time of Moses, so it continues inverse 15, and God said moreover unto

Moses, Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, Jehovah God of your fathers,

the God of % Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, hath sent me to you. Go and gather the elders

of Israel and say to them, Jehovah, God of your fathers, appeared to me saying I have
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surely visited you, and so on. And then in verse 18, they were to go to Pharaoh, and

were to say to him, Jehovah God of the Hebrews has met me. So you see how the stress

is laid on the fact of an imperfect, that Jehovah od of your fathers, God of Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob, that's the name you are to use in talking to Israel, in talking to Pharaol

in telling them who it is. Moses says what shall we use? He says use the name

Jehovah, so they say this was the revelation of the rame Jehovah, and therefore, accord

ing to the E document, you never have the name Jehovah known before that time, so

naturally in the E docu$nt in Genesis, you have simply the word Elohim, not Jehovah.

Now if you have a suggested explanatin of it, I'd rather hold it for a second,

because I want to give the evidence first and then look at the explanation. If you have

a question, elucidation, let's have it, but if it's just a guggestion for interpretation let's

leave it for tomorrow, for there is quite ã little material I'd like to get over here.

I want first just to present what they said, this is what they say in E's view.

Well, now P's view, which we find in Ex. 6.3, according to P, in Ex. 6, Then Jehovah

said to Moses, Now shalt thou see what I will do to Pharaoh, and God said to Moses,

and spake to him. That is I imagine they'd give Ex. 6.1. to J, but 6.2 says God said to

Moses, God spake to Moses and said unto him, I am Jehovah, and I sppeared unto

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, by the name of El Shaddai, which is mistranslated in the King

James Version as God Almighty. El Shaddai in the Hebrew and it is a name whkth shows

God as the one who cares for the patriarchs and provides what they need. The idea1 of

God Almighty is an idea that developed in the Medieval Times, I mean, God is Almighty,

but the idea that this word El Shaddal means God Almighty is not found in the early

translations of Genesis. It is not certainly what this word El Shaddai means. But this

name El Shaddai which is heard maybe seven or eight times in Genesis, and is usually

either just translated God in the Septuagint, occurs many times in job and it is through

the book of job that the idea cf El Shaddai gradually came in, in early Medieval times

as a translation., It is a name for God, El Shaddal. He says I appeared to Abraham,
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Isaac and Jacob and then the name isn't there, but by may mean by the name of, El

Shaddai...

P.69. (1/2)

... the alleged J duplicate of the story of the Revelation of the name of Jehovah, simply

says, then began men to call upon the name of Jehovah. Well, now that's not a revelation

of the name, it doesn't say it was revealed then. It says men knew it then, it doesn't

say it was then revealed. It doesn't say that it wasn't alreadsed in the time of Adam,

it doesn't say that, it is misinterpreting the passage to say that this is saying that is

when the name was revealed. It is exactly the same as if, when God said to Abraham,

I am Jehovah, you would say that means he didn't know the name before, as being men

tioned by some (1 1/4) Abraham previously addresses him as

Jehovah, previous to that , in the J document. It is incorrect to say this is a story of

the revelation of the name Jehovah. It is not, but you can make it look like one, by

looking at it superficially. It merely says that, according to the J document, or according

to the book as we have it, the name was already (1 1/2)

Now the same thing is true of the alleged E document, we'll call that c:

c, Examination of the alleged E duplicate. In fact the alleged E duplicate is so far short

of being a new revelation of the name Jehovah, that many of the critics don't even say it

is a duplicate, some even say that this chapter it is hard to tell what parts are E and

what parts are J, but there are many critics who will say that E like P has a story of the

revelation of the name Jehovah, differing from that of P by having it in a different place,

but dIfferg from that of J by having it thousands of years later, not until the time of

Moses. Now the E, as we read it, looked at it very carefully, and I don't think it is

necessary to go into much elaboration to prove to you the fact that it does not say it

is now revealed for the first time. Moses says what name shall I tell them, God says,

thus shall ye say, Jehovah the God of your father, the God of Abrah*, the God of Isaac,

the God of Jacob, well suppose Moses went to them and said I want to prove to you that
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ç' I am really sent by God, He said Jehovah the God of your fathers. Well, suppose

they said who is this Jehovah, we never heard of Him , He is not the God of our father.

It doesn't fit at all with the idea that this is a new revelation. It fits with the idea that

the people already knew that was the name of God, so that it is a superficial interpreta

tion of the passage to say that the new revelation just exactly as it would

be when God said to Abraham, I am Jehovah, to say this is the first revela




of t4eo fame.

doesn't say that at all. But here more so, because He says, I am Jehovah the God of

your Fathers, the God of Abraham, God of Isaac, the God of Jacob. It is not as you read

the passage a revelation of a new name, that is reading something into he E statement.

And If E does not believe that the name was revealed at this time then all that material,

about a third of the book of Geneis, of E, that uses the name Elohim before, cannot be

explained on this basis, that E claims the name wasn't revealed until the time of Moses.

Question? (4,J.Gueiros: This would be then, that it wouldn't be known to Pharaoh since

he was not a partaker of the covenant?) No, it wouldn t be known to Pharaoh, but he

does say here, go to Pharaoh, and say Jehovah the God of the Hebrews, well now is he

going to get the Hebrews all behind by going to Pharaoh vi th a aame for the God of the

Hebrews that the Hebrews had never heard cI before? It doesn't sound very reasonable.

But if the Hebrews, who called God by different nan s, call Him El Shaddai, caliHim

Elohim, call Him E1Ro1, and call Him Jehovah, have perhaps haven't used the name

Jehovah quite so much, but they all ki ow that was a vital name that Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob used, they sear Moses expressing that name, it rings a bell in their mind,

it is a name they know, it is a great name in those days. It 'v*i 11 mean something,

rally them around Moses, but if it is a brand new name, it doesn't fit the requirements

of the context particularly. And in additon t o that a very interesting fact is that, though

it is true that from Exodus on, all the documents use the name Jehovah m t of the time,

that is true, in Genesis we find the name Jehovah 146 times, and Elohim 164, in other

times in Genesis they're (5 1/4) in their use. But in the rest of the
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Hexateuch, in the other five books of what the critics call the Hexateuch, ehovah

occurs about 1800 times and Elohim oQiy about 125. In other wa ds, from after the early

part of Exodus it is true the name of ehovah is used overwhelmingly in all the documents.

Now the critics say the reason is it hadn't been revealed before, but it is very interesting

to notice that in Ex. 18, fifteen chapters after the alleged revelation (5 4)

In Exodus 18 we find the name, not only the name Jehovah used, but we find the name

God used, the name Elohim, quite a number of times, in chapter 18, and the critics

usually assign E , this chapter as a whole, to E, though it includes the word Jehovah

five times, the word Elohim, without the article five times, and Elohim with the article

five times, so that it includes both names. Now in Addis , The Documents of the Hexa

teuch, it is very interesting to . note that in his discussion of chapter 1, he says,

"chapter 18 is undoubtedly by Elohist, observe, 4$:1, the frequent use of Elohim.' He gives

that as an argument to prove that 18 Is by the Elohist, even though it is describing

events which, according to the story, took place some years after the revelation of the

name Jehovah to the Elohist, so it quite contradicts the theory that the name was

not revealed until the time of Moses. They don't stop using it, they do se Jehovah

mostly after that time, but they occasionally use Elohim.

Well, now , yes? (7 1/4) Yes, according to the theory of the critics, the

reason that the E document does not use the name Jehovah in enesis, is because the

name, according to his belief, had not yet been revealed, but it is revealed to Moses

in chapter 3, before he goes down into Egypt, and yet in the na tenial they give to the

E document, the 18th chapter which tells about events after they came out of Egypt,

after all the plagues and everything, it contains the name Elohim ten times, and then

Addis says, the frequent use of ElohIm shows this belongs to the Elohist document.

Well, if according to the Elohist he didn't use the name before it wasn't yet revealed,

the name Jehovah, why doesn't he use it all the time after. It shows that the Elohist

was not consistent. If he still used Elohim in a whole chapter some years after that,
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why are we sure that the reason he used it before was because he believed the name

Jehovah wasn't known. It is contradictory. Well, that, I hope is clear to all of you

but it is not a major point, so I'd rather not spend much time on it, but go on to a much

more major point:.

d Examination of the alleged4'upllcate Now the story in P Is in Exodus 6.2ff.

And this one is the difficult one, as you will recalze. But you've all noticed that it

is a closely parallel story to that of E in chapter 3, We believe that God told Moses,

you go to the Israelites, you tell them Jehovah sent you, that He will deliver you.

Moses, you remember, didn't want to do it, he made one excuse after another, he did

everything he could to get out of this task. Moses is like so many folks today, when

he wasn't ready, when he had no proper preparation for the task, he couldn't do it de

cently, he stepped out and declared he was going to deliver the Israelites, and when an

Egyptian got kilts way he killed him, in order to deliver the Israelites in the power of

the flesh, and then he had to flee for his life, and then he had 40 years in the wilderness

learning tb know God and 40 years in the wilderness learning to know the wilderness

and how people would survive in the wilderness, learning to know those things that

would be vital in leading the Israelites out, and was ready to perform the task and then

when God called on him to perform a task which he was competent to do, he refused and

refused and refused and God practically had to force him into doing it. And as I say,

thafs the way with so many people today, when they have no preparation, no background

to do a thing, they are ready to step out and do it, and then after they get some prepa

ration and they realize the difficulties and the problems and the need, what abilities

are needed to really do it right, then they have such an lneriority complex, or laziness,

or something, that they just hold back and hold back and do not use the work that they are

now competent to do and God has to see six people competent to do a task standing on

the sidelines, not doing it, and pick up somebody who isn't prepared at all, and use

them to do it because the people who could do it just aren't doing it. Well, iii the case
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of Moses, after God had wholly prepared him for the task, we have several chapters

of how God just forced Moses into the task. Moses said I can't speak, I can't talk.

Well, God said, we'll let Aaron do the talking. Well, after Moses started in , letting

Aaron doing the talking, pretty soon he forgot about Aaron doing it and did it himself,

because Moses was fully competent to do it better than Aaron, but God was just practical

ly forcing him into the task and we have several chap ers of the forcing. And it is not

at all strange that in the course of it we have it twice told that Moses put up an excuse,

the people won't believe me, they won't listen to me, what name will I give them? God

says tell them Jehovah, the God of your fathers, has brought you. Aid again the same

thing happened. Chajiter 3, again the same thing happened, twice. And so we have a

parallel, one of which they give to the E document and one to the P document. But the

P document...

P.70. (1/2)

" ..and in Num.26.59. Ex.6.20 and Numb.26.59, that his mother's name was Jochabed.

Now since he was 80 years old when he appeared before Pharaoh, this would imply that

about a century before names combined with the word Jehovah were in use mnong the

Israelites. Because Jochabed means Jehovah is the Lord. It is a very clear name, no

body questions that that is what the name means. Jehovah is glory. So according to

the P document, his mother a century before had a name which included the name of

Jehovah. Well that is a comparatively minor point because it just rests on this one

name. But we go on 'What I think is a very important point though it isn't much mentioned

in books m the subject. I hate to break into this right at this point. Wonder if you'd

mind if we skipped the quiz today? Well, if you don't mind, we'll continue . (2) is

very important.

(2) The Al1ed Redactor could hardly havenderstood this
sEtntence

as being a flat

contradiction of such a clear fact of the other narrative.
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Now just think of what the theory of the critics is. According to the critics,

taking the point that practically all of them agree on, there was a J document written,

most would have said a few years ago, the time of )'ehoshaphat, someone today would

say in the time of David, then about a century later there was anct her document here,

the E document, then the J and the E document are combined by one or more Redactors,

they called it R, they put up the letter R with JE after it, that is the Redactor who combir

J and E. Now there were other Redactorjwho combined Jl and J2, J3 into J , and so on,

various redactdrs ally along the wry, but this is an important one, the redactor who

combined J and E. Then later on there was the E document, written, and *hen there was

the redactor who combined J , E and D. The D document written inthe time of Josiah

or a little before. Sometime after the time of Josiah the J, E, and D were combined by

a redactor, and so he made certain changes in order to harmonize, so then you had a

document which was the J and the E and the D1documents together, now that didn't

affect J and E much because D was Deuteronomy, mostly, though there are a few sections

in earlier books they say re by D. By the Detiteronomist, put together by this redactor.

Now, they say, during the exile or shortly after, the P document was written, the

Priestly document which tried to magnify the priests, and tlis priestly document which

is written during the exile, or shortly afterward, this priestly story which gave the whole

story, according #he to that, was combined with J, E), and D, which previously had

been combined. So you have the new redactor, you have the redactor of J, E, P, and D,

in other words the redactor who combined all these together. There are many places

where they say, you will find the name Jehovah in an Elohist document, well the redactor

t JE made it harmonize. You find places where even the P document, very few, but a

few where it has the name Jehovah, redactor combined them. In the story of the Flood,

in the P section, some places, a redactor changed the language to fit the language of J.

Now then this redactor was not a child of 5 who simply took some stuff and simply stuck

it 4 together any old place. According to the critics #he was a man of very great in-
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telilgence who made a very wonderful book. So wonderful that people way up until the

time of Astruc thought it was one book by one man. And then they begin to see the

evidence it wasn't. Well, now if this redactor then read that men began to call upon

the name of Jehovah, in the time of Seth, in his documents which he had before him,

which is J, E, add D together, and that the name Jehovah was used by Abraham, by Isaac,

by Jacob, by Rachel, by Leah, by Noah, by all these people, and that God said to Abra

ham, and to Jacob, -ud I am Jehovah, and had all that in his manuscript which he was

combining into P sections through, and he did all that work for Genesis, and combined

this all through, now he gets up into Exodus, and he starts to vanbine P with the J, E

and D combination that he already before and which had been circulating among the

Israelites for a long time, and he stuck in a sentence which said I wasi't known by the

name Jehovah to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, what kir4 ci a fool would he hade been?

I mean a man like that wouldn't have the intelligence to make such a combination. He

must have understood this sentence in sane other way. He must have. He cannot have

understood it as sharply contradicting a dozen clear statements and 200 inferences in

material that he had already put together into his combination. So if the rctor under

stood this sentence as not contradicting the material in the previous section that he had

already combined, if he understood it as not contradicting, why may not the original

author have understood it as not contradicting? You see what I mean? You don't see it?

Well you take any sentence and you want to ask what does this eentence mean

And the way to find wia t a sentence ne ans is not to look in a dictionary, because the

dictionary makers have listened to people, how people talk and try to give what it is,

and the dictionary is a great help, but it is based on their having listened to how people

talk, and when I hear a man, when I was brought up, if you would think something was

just awful, and you couldn't stand it was so m1serble, you would say it was terrific,

and I was used to having everybody something was, oh, the storm just killed hundreds

of people, it was terrific. And then about seven years ago I was aked to speak to a group
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of students at the University of Penns4vania, a group of Christian students, and when

I talked with the fellow, the student, who was arranging the program, and I told him

what I thought I'd deal with, the subject, he said, that's terrific. So I knew right ay

that he was using the word terrific in a sense very different from what it had been used

by everybody who ever used it when I was a boy, and it was very glain that as he

used the word terrific, he wasn't saying that it was a miserable disrupting thing, because

if he had he wouldn't have proceeded to arrange for my transportation to the meeting

at which I was to give the talk. It is perfectly obvious that he didn't understand

terrific to mean what I had always understood it to mean. Now we had a sentence

here which the critics say shows that the P document sharply contradicts the J, not

merely ir two obscure sentences a long ways apart, but in a statement made showing

the tremendous change in the P document, using Elohim all the way up to here, and

then change and use J almost entirely from here on, and the reason he does it is because

the name was not known before,. Well, suppose the writer of the P document had that

idea, when the redactor is going to combine them with the J, E , and D, which has al

ready been circulating among the Israelites, according
t1

critical theory, and well

known to the people, and he is combining it, and as he goes through and can bines and

combines, he sees God, they call on Him in the name of Enoch, the name of Seth.

Abraham says 0 Lord Jehovah, God says I Am Jehovah, Jacob calls him the servant

of the (10 1/2) and then all of a sudden he comes to a sentence

which says they didn't know the name Jehovah before this time.

Well, he would never have put it in that way. He would have changed it or

omitted it or something, but would never make a combination into one document, a

wi,thin
combination which was considered one complete document from one man, until,'the

last 200 years, if he thought there was such a sharp contradiction in the meaning of it

as that. He did not take "terrific" as meaning disgusting, he took it as meaning (11)

mnean the parallel. He evidently understood it in some very different
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way. And when we read in the New Testament that the Law was given by Moses but

grace and truth came by Jesus Christ, we don't take that as meaning that Moses had

no truth in him whatever, truth only came through Christ, we don't take it as meaning

that. And it is very clear that Jesus believed that Moses gave truth, and Moses had

grace, tremendous grace, but when he says the law came by Moses, grace and truth

by Jesus Christ, he doesn't mean grace and truth began by Jesus Christ, but he means

there is an emphasis on it, there is a real origin (11 3/4) In eternity.

He means something entirely different from what a superficial glance at it...

P.71. fi/-a) (3/4)

this will cover just what is handled here up till tomorrow, end of tomorrow's class.

The emphasis will be on what since the last test, but the.ll also be questions on

what preceded it, because after all the foundation work is vital, if you don't have that,

you can't expect but the emphasis

will be on since the last test. And I think any of you who take it will find that it

strengthens your knowledge of the material, the review for it and the fact of writing it

down will make you able to get that much mae out of the course in the long run. It is

entirely voluntary. Then we will not have th4uiz today, I hate to disappoint about six

or seven of you, but since there are so many who would like to have it tomorrow we will

give them (1 3/4) at this time, and that is tomorrow and Thursday,

for about the last half of the hour, and counting 15 points each.

Now in our discussion, we were on D7, Origin of the name Jehovah, and under

that we had a small a, looking at the alleged duplicates, b, examined the alleged J

duplicate and 'seen that Gen.4.25 doesn't say that is when the name was revealed,

simply stresses that people call on the name. The alleged duplicate in E, Ex. 3, does

not stress it, that was c, either, does not say it was then first revealed, and in fact,

what they say is the new document still uses it, then the Elohim after that, in Ex. 18.

lltm d, we began to look at examination of t1 alleged P document, whic1-is
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one of the big matters in the whole picture, of course. It affects various arguments,

I could have discussed it under the first argument, I am discussing it under this one,

because it is good to have the parallel material also when we discuss it, but its primary

importance is as regards divine names, rather than parallel, but this is only one of

many examples.

But we examined it and noticed (1) that it is taken as contradictory to J, and

in E it contradicts itself. Now this is not a big point, because it doesn't contradict it

self much. They get most of the names Jehovah out of the P document, they divide it

in such a way that most of them are in J, or at least in J or E, and comparatively very few

of them P. and those theysay are redactor (3 1/2) But there is tit s

point worth noting, that in what the critics put in the P document, is mentioned the name

of Moses' mother, as Jochabed, and that is a name which begins with the (3 3/4)

that is a name which means Jehovah Is Glory, and such a name could

hardly be given to the mother of Moses, a hundred years , about, at least a hundred years

before the time of Ex. 6. 3. It couldn't possibly have been done if the name wasn't known

before that time. So that is a minor argument but nevertheless one worth noting. Now

the major argument under this is given as (2), that the alleged redactor could hardly h

understood this statement as being such a flat contradiction of a clear fact of the other

narrative. It would be entirely possible, if you were to combine the two accounts of a

certain event, for you to put them together and not to notice that there was a minor contra

diction. That would be entirely possible, but if I had an account written by one of you,

certain event, and in the course of your mentioning this event, you mentioned thirty

times that this event happened in Germany, and I had an account by arrbther author of

this event occurring, and he mentioned in it thirty times that the event happened in

Japan, I could hardly take a little from one and a little from the other, and put them to

gether and have them say, that morning, it was a very bright day that morning in Germany

and three Japanese came out of the building, and objected to the presence of these
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Americans in Japan, and then Hitler answered and said so-and-so and go on talkingout

something in Germany, it just would be so absurd, that if you were to combine the two

you would understand that one of them was wrong in the place, it happened in Germany

or in Japan and you would change all the others to fit with it, unless you were just a

complete idiot who just cut them to pieces and stuck them together, and the critics do

think of the redactor as being that stupid. They claim many changes have been made

by the redactor in order to harmonize. Now here would be the greatest incoherence you

can imagine. }ew Not simply in one using one name and one using the other, that could

well be, but for the one document after, the redactor has started in and combined all

through Genesis, taken something from P and put it with the J, and E, which had already

been combined, taken something more from P and put it together and combined these

and has gone all through Genesis, and had all the patriarchs referring to God as Jehovah,

and the Lord saying to some of them , I Am Jehovah. Then for them to include a statement

by my name Jehovah I was not known to the patriarchs, he could not have so completely

forgotten everything he had done in Genesis, as not to realize that this contradicted one

statement, but many, many statements in Genesis. And therefore, we have to say, the

man who combined it, what did he mean by it.? His meaning cannot be the ct opposite

of what was said, he had said, in the earlier chapters. What did he mean by it?

You see, you can get contradictions thanything, if you are going to take a

atatement I make today and a statement I made a week ago, and insist on one definite

interpretation of that, among various possibilities, you can (7 1/4)

contradictions to anybody, but you have to try to interpret a man in such a way that it

fits together and gives you an idea of what he means, and so in this case, if the redactor

combined them he clearly did not understand it as a contradiction. If ,7'.re believe, Moses

wrote it, Moses did not understand it as a contradiction, well, how did they understand

it? Now if you can't find any possible way of understanding it, then of course that is a

tremendous problem. But it would stand to reason there would be a way of understanding
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it and we investigate it to see whether this is the only way in which it can possibly be

understood. If you were to meet a man, for instance, if you were travelling in Germany,
in Germany,

and somebody told yoq4 there is a man who was just in here who came from America,

and then if you were to go outside and meet the man, and you were to ask him which

state do you come from, he'd say, I've never been in the Uhited States. Well, you say,

the man in there was lying, he told me this man came from Arnericaj and he tells me

he has never been in the United States. You wouldn't say that at all, you would say

the statement he came from America must be, to be understood, not in the sense of coming

from the particular country that uses the word America in its title, United States of

America, but coming from somwhere in the whole continent, which as a continent goes

by the name America. One day I wait into a store in Germany and the man said to me,

oh, you're from America, why there was nan just in here from America, I wonder, you

probably know him. Well, I said, I may, I don't know, there are a lot of people in

America. I said, do you remember what town he came from, because there is always

a chance that you might know. Oh, he said, let's see, oh it was Buenos Aires. Well,

I had never at that time been south of the Rio Grande, and I was able to assure him I

did not know the man personally, even though we both came from America. But you see

we use America in the sense of the only country , tlt I know of, that has the word

America in the title of the country, and we also use America in the sense of the whole

continent, to which it refers, the whole hemisphere, so one sentence may use it in the

one sense and the one in the other, and you hv no right to assume a contradiction.

You try to see which fits together before you think somebody was lying.

Now in this case then the statement says that by my name Jehovah was I not

know to the patriarchs, and there are two suggested answers that I know of to how the

statement in Ex. 6. 3 should be interpreted.

I met a man who is a lecturer in Semitic philology in the University of Liver

pool, and he told me of his interpretation, and his interpetation of it, which I do not
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personally think is the right one, may nevertheless be. We give that as (a) under (2).

(a) The possibility of taking it as a question. And by name Jehovah was I not known

to them? Just a little difference in accent. Is it a question, is it a declarative state

ment? Now in our English, you can put a question mark there and make it a question,

and the King James did not put a question mark at the end, but in the Hebrew they do

not have question marks. So that in the Hebrew the emphasis may carry.

Well, now, as a matter of fact, if you will look in Gesenius' Grammar, on p.

473 of Gesenius' Grammar, you will find a discussion of interrogative statement, and

here is the way he introduces lt A question need not necessarily be introduced by a

special IrlDrrogatlve pronoun or adverb. Frequently, at least 20 times, some wonld

say many more, but there are 20 in which there is no question whatever, and there are

many more which many think , cases where the natural emphasis on the word is of

itself sufficient to indicate an interrogative sentence as such.

There is a case in Gen.27.24 where Jacob comes in, dressed up to try to be

like Eaau, and Isaac says, thou art my son Esau translation of our English, art thou my

son Esau, but there is nothing in the Hebrew to indicate that it is a question. The

whole situation rqquites it to be a question. He says, Thou art my son Esau? Jacob

says, yes. And if he had said, Thou art my son Esau, Jacob wouldn't have botled to

answer, because he'd know Isaac was sure of it, why bother to answer, but he asked

a question, Thou art my son Esau, and in English we can ask a question simply by the

tone of voice though we don't do it as a rule. In the Hebrew Bible there are quite a

number of cases where there is no question of it, where the context very clearly implies,

at least 20--most scholars would agree there are practically 40, some would think that

there are many more, where it is a question without the ordinary indication of question.

The ordinary indication of question, as I expect you all know, is to begin the sentence

with que, just like in English huh, that's the sign of a question. Well in Hebrew you

start with (13) before the first word of the sentence
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and that is the usual way of indicating a question in Hebrew, but it is not a required

question, and consequently this is a possibility to take it as a question, and if any

critic were to say, no, we will not take it into the question, unless it has a he on it,

all you would have to do in answer, would be to say, look at the book of Isaiah,

chapter 1, in any literal translation of the Bible, whether RSV or any other literal

translation...

P.72. (3/4)

.they shall be as wool. They translate, though your sins be as scarlet, shall they

be as wool? They make it a question, instead of a promise, And I think a good argument

can be made, I don't say a conclusive one, but a good argument, fromthe context, of

taking that verse that way. But there's ho indication in Hebrew hatever, of it. But

I don't believe any of the liberals question that it is possible to take that verse that way.

If it is, it might be possible to take this one also. He says to them, I genera1j-spoke

to the (1 1/4) rvea1ed myself to your fathers under the name El Shaddai,

but by my name Jehovah was I not known to them? They knew me as Jehovah, Jehovah

is the name I want you to use now. That is this interpretation of this verse, which is

suggested by this very fine Christian man, with whom I was talking in England a few

years ago. He feels very convinced that is the correct answer. Now tt is not the answer

you will find in most conservative books on the question, but it is a satisfactory answer,

and if anybody says it has to be interpreted in such a way as to make the redactor out an

utter fool who contradicts so many statements he put in before, you could say, it does

nbt have to be, it can be this way. Now I think that more likely it is to be interpreted

in the (2 1/4) but as between the two, either one can carry this

particular argument.

Now the second way, which you will find in most consavative books, small b:

b, To understand the word, know the name, as not simply meaning to be acquainted with
-.---

a fact, but rather realize the full significance of(2 3/4) That is to say, it
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is the interpretation of the word known. By my name Jehovah I was not known to them,

understand that not as meaning they didn't know his name, but they did not heed the

full significance of His name the way you are doing. (stu.) Yes, b, The statement that

cod was known by this name does ndt mean simolv that neoole were familiar lth the

name but that they realized to the iii its significance Now that is a matter of the

word "know." The Hebrew word "know" does not mean like our ordinary English word

"know," simply to gain a little information. As you look into the book of Hosea, you will

find that Hosea exhorts people to follow along to know Jehovah. He says then will we

come to know Jehovah, he says you should know Jehovah, he is constantly telling

about the need of knowing Jehovah. 4' Well, you say, Hosea, what on earth are you

talking about, asking us to know Jehovah, why everybody in Israel knows Jehovah

is the name of God, of course. HoseaIoesn't mean simply to become aware of the fact,

he means to get to really know God, that's what he means, the way he uses it , and the

word is used that way constantly through the Bible. I think it is about the fourth clapter,

isn't it, Ø It says and Adam knew his wife, and she conceived and bore Cain. Adam

ever knew Eve before this, he hadn't heard her name. No, it doesn't mean that at all,

it means to know her in a different way. It means a fuller and deeper realization of

somebody, or of something, than other. And when we are constantly told to know the

Lord, why it means not just to )now this is His nane, and there are many cases, not

merely Hosea, but there are many, many cases where people are exhorted to know the

Lord. In the book of Exodus, we find five or six cases where it says that then the

Israelites shall know that I am Jehovah. They knew that before He told them, 'ith%r tell

them repeatedly? Moses, you do this think, I'll do this great (5 1/2)

and the Israelites shall know that I am Jehovah. He says in three places that then the

plague
Egyptians will know that I am Jehovah. Do you have to have a great #1t in order for

the Egyptians to know that Jehovah is the name of the God of Israel ? It means that they

will learn to know s character, is power, his redemptive interest in His people, it
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means to understand the significance of the name. Twice we are told that God said

that Pharaoh will then know that I am Jehovah. It is frequently used in this sense,

In many parts of the Old Testament. In the book of Ezekiel it is used over and over.

He wants the people of Israel to know tia t I am Jehovah. Everybody knows that is .ls

name, it means to know the character, to know the significance, to know the meaning

which this has of the character of God, and so the way that most conservatives interpret

this and take this, which I personally think is correct in view of the use of the word

throughout the Old Testament, is that what God says to Moses is that the patriarchs, as

a rule, knew me as El Shaddai, that is a term used in a few important cases of God's

revelation to the patriarchs. That I am El Shaddal, that is, He is the one --it is mis

translated as God Almighty in our English Bible, but it means He is the one who cares r,

the one who nourishes, that is the meaning of El Shaddal. He was protecting and

caring for them. But the name Jehovah is the covenant name of God as the Redeemer,

He is the one who is going to bring them out of *Egypt with a strong hand, He is the

one who redeems us from sin, that is the central significance of this word Jehovah, that

that
God is redemption, and consequently/When He said to him that I am now going to reveal

an aspect of my character which people knew about before, but that they are noWgolng

to understand the full significance of, they're going to know it, just as the Egyptians

are going to know that I am Jehcwah, they F will realize it, what Jehovah really means,

that this name isn't just a sound, but an indication of the great redde ming God who

delivers His people from the situation. Now that, as you see, is a much less obvious

on
than the first. For ordinary debate or argument, the first might be an

that on careful study,
easier answer, we'll take it as a question. But I incline to think/this one is what

was really meant by the term. And in either case, it is not a contradiction of what

(8 1/4) Now one member of the class, three times, turned in

a question to me asking to explaIiyhis contradiction, so now I have answered those

three questions. I hope that all the rest of you had it in mind, because we had stressed
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it before, it is very vital. I want you to be fully aware of the problem. And now these

are two lines of answer to it, either of which I believe are satisfactory answers, but

to my mind even more important is the fact that the redactor who combined these, if

there was a redactor who combined them into one document, after having put down in

his book a dozen times that people knew God as Jehovah in Genesis, could hardly

simply include a statement that nobody knew/Jehovah,4ovah before. He must have meant

something else by the term. And these two offer suggestions as to what he meant.

Well, if that is clear we can go on to the next point then. It is a very important

point, it really is a point of tremendous importance under the first argument, the Names.

But I left the discussion of it till the third, because the matter of parallel enters in also,

so I thought that when we had that data too, we would deal with it better than to deal

with it first, though actually it is far more important t with the first argument than with

the third, where it is merely one of a few hundred alleged parallels. Well, then, if

that is clear we go on to 8.

8, Conclusion regarding the three types of Parallels. I asked you in a quiz

recently to name the three types. I think it is good for you to have in mind, because

you can follow the precise thing, can go into it much better, if you can classify it

under these three types. But the first type, type 1, is parallel sentences, and of course

a great deal of the critical division consists of taking a statement that something happen

ed, and another sentence that says the same thing, or two halves of a sentence that say

the same thing, and putting them as saying these are parallel, and of course that goes

into , largely in combination, one will have a long story in one document, then they say

there is just a mention of it in the other document. But this case of the individual sen

tences being similar, is something which occurs in any writing that you will find any

where, unless a person is simply trying to give the most possible information in the

smallest possible space, they're going to repeat themselves, you have to in order to get

your thought across. There is hardly anything that I ever say of importance in class
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that I don't say at least three times. It is a bit irritating after/you say it the three

times when somebody asks you to explain a certain thing that has been explained two

or three times. I'm not the least bit irritated if I'm asked to explain it after giving it

two times, because I know it take s the certain amount of time with all of us for a

thought to come in to our minds, to understand it, so I do my best to repeat everything

that is important at least twice, but that doesrf t mean you could divide it up into

parallels, and have two different professors who gave two different lectures, it doesfit

mean that at all. It is very tedious, I think, if a person repeats in exactly the same

words, I try to do it in differant words, but I try to repeat the same ideas, and if it is

something that is really difficult, I'm glad to do it three or four times. And of course, if

I don't make it clear, I am always anxious for you to ask, because I want to be sure I

ma1I that I give. But you will find, in any writing, a certain amount of repeti

tion, and particularly in Hebrew writing, because parallelism is a very common feature

of Hebrew writing. Open the Psalms anywhere and you just find t full of parallels. Open

the book of Proverbs anywhere and you just find that the thing is said and it is repeated,

it is full of parallels, Any Hebrew poetry conttantly has parallels in it. Now this is not,

however, only true of poetry. In anything we give we are trying to get the thought

across, to impress it on people's minds, and a certain amount of repetition is quite

certain to occur. Now I just opened at random at 1 Cor.l5, and opening there , I notice

q uite a few repetitions in it, that it repeats the same thing in many different sentences.

The same thing is said over in order to stress the thought. In v.55...

P.73. (3/4)

.0 death, where is thy sting, 0 grave, where is thy victory. The verse before, "so

when this corruptible shall have put on incorruption, and this mortal shall have put on

immortality," there is a difference between the two, but it is not such a great difference

but what they could easily be said, "two different documents, one says "corruptible,

incorruption? the other says 'mortal and immortality." And, in a moment, in the
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twinkling of an eye at the last trump, there are three ways of saying the same thing,

we find it stressed. The trumpet shall sound and the dead be raised incorruptible, and*

we shall be changed. Well, there are two different things, "the dead" and "we" still

it is actually a repetition of the same fact. There is a change, change (1 1/2)

Verse 43, It is sown in dishonour, it is raised h.ory; it is sown in weakness, it is

raised in power. You notice anywhere, where somebody is reallytrying to get something

a cross, and you find it is repeated. And when Moses wanted to stress the greatness of

the flood, and the piling up of the waters, the tremendous things that occurred, why he

just repeats and stresses five or six times, the various signs. Repetition for emphasis,

repetition for getting the thought across, is very common. You don't expect to find it

quite as much in narrative passages, as you do in others, but you do find it there too.

I just opened to Esther 7 at random. I don't say you open anywhere and find parallels,

but I would say if you open at three places I'm quite sure you will find a good bit of

parallel in at least one, perhaps in two. I opened to Esther 7 and notice it begins that

the king said to Esther on the second day at the banquet, what is thy petition , Queen

Esther, and it shall be granted thee, and what is thy request and it shall be performed'

What a repetition. Not two different documents, I don't think anybody holds it is two

different documents. The king wanted to show his real friendliness and he repeated the

thing twice, as any one of you might have done. Esther said, we are sold, I and my

people, to be destroyed, to be slain, and to perish. Notice how she repeats? Then,

there is of course the fact that often there is a parallel where we have a heading. We

are told something in brief and then the thing is told at length, and that is very common

in any language. Our newspapers are examples of this, but you will find it Ø in any

language, you will find a statement telling a thing and then you will find a ll account.

And very often they take a brief statitnt and give it to one document, and the full account

to the other document. And of course there may be repetition for another purpose, as in

Esther 5 right across the page from Esther 7 here. We read in verse 3, then said the
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king to her, What wilt thou, queen Esther? What is thy request? it shall be even

given thee to the half of the kingdom. And then it says in verse 6, And the king said to

Esther at the banquet of wine, What is thy petition? and it shall be granted thee,

and what is thy request? CVULL Lu-Ui Now he said the same thing twice, three verses

apart, once was when she came in to him to the audience chamber, the other was at the

banquet that he gave shortly after. The same thing was said for two different purposes,

two different occasions, right next to each other. Then in chapter 7, as you notice,

he said the same thing again. Three almost exact parallels, he wanted to impress on

her mind that she doesn't need to fear, he is ready to grant her rqquest. Well, this

conf.late
repetition of sentences then is not a proof of eowJxive structure, particularly in something

like Hebrew which has a great many.

Now we go on to type two, under 8: b, The Cohflate Parallel. And this we

Jacob's
have ndticed, in the story of the Flood, in the story of Juuph's being sent away, the

story of Joseph's Youth, they take a few verses and give it to one document, a few to

the other, a few to one, a few to the other, and they get two stcries. We've looked at

several of these. And then when they get the two stories, they say they contradict

each other, and the contradictions are d ten simply because the thought is given to one,

then it isn't in the other, so they say there is a contradiction. But it can sound very,

very convincing. And I've known many a student from the most earnest Christian back

ground, a man who is just on fire with loyalty to the Bible, who has gone into a school

where this terial has been presented and little by little, he has begun to question

and to wonder, and then eventually he has taken it all over. It can be made to sound

very, very convincing. And any of you who are going into graduate work later on, anywher

any f ou who
it is very important to get well grounded in this, and are going to deal

with others in schools at all, it is very wise to get grounded. So we perhaps take more

time on it than would be necessary to convince you people, but I want you to be well

aware of the answer of the situation as a whole, just how strong the argument can be
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made to seem, and what its actual weaknesses are. Now as to these alleged Conflate

accounts, they actually never are really complete, because when they make them, they

make the conflation, they take out those things that are repeated, and in most any story,

there is some repetition, and they take out these that are repeated and put them into

two different stories, but there are some things that aren't repeated, so that inevitably

the átèfieè-aTe not complete, arfiot entirely full. Then when you take these conflate

accounts, and quote them out that way, they allege there are contradictions. And I

have read you illustrations of it. I think perhaps a good summary to give right at this

point, is to say that that can be done with many different things. If it is something which

can be done with many, it greatly reduces the proof of it in the cases where it is alleged.

Now in William Henry Green's book on the higher criticism in the Pentateuch, he shows

how you could do it with the story of the Prodigal Son. So he gives you the two parallel

columns with the story of the Prodigal Sok, that is Lu) 15.11-32. Now if you like to

follow that in your Bible, I can read you the sections that he gives to each of these two

documents, showing how it could be done, which I don't think anybody does it. The

Prodigal Son, he divides it into section A and B, and he inserts occasionally enough to

make B a complete story. In A he inserts nothing, he just takj'out certain sections.

Now here is story A. Luke 15.11 , AY certain man had two sons. Now this verse, you

have to understand, (8) . But from here on, everything

is only in A. Verse 12, And the younger of them said to his father, give me the portion

of thy substance that falleth to me. Now the rest of verse 12 is part of the B document,

so we skip onto 13. And not many days after the younger son gathered all together, and

we skin a little and there he wasted
tuuk hfl juuiue hit- iat-uttui his substance with riotous living. Verse 14, last

part, and he began to be in want. Verse 16, last part, and no man gave unto him. Verse

20, and he arose and came to his father--skip a few words in the other document--and

he ran and fell on his neckand kissed him, and his son said unto him, Father, I have sinned

against heaven, and in thy sight, and am no more worthy to be called thy son. But the
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father said to his servants, Bring forth the best robe, and put it on him, and pit a

ring on his hand, and shoes on his feet. Then you skip to verse 24, for this my son was

dead and is alive again. Then/you skip a few words. And they began to be merry.

Verse 25, Now his elder son was in the field, and as he came and drew nigh to the

house, verse 28, he was angry, and would not go in. And his father came out and in

treated him. But he answering said to his father, Lo, these many years do I serve thee,

neither transgressed at a commandment of thine, and yet thou never gayest me a kid,

that I might make merry with my' friends. But when this thy son came, which hath

devoured thy living with harlots, thou givest for him the fatted calf. And he said unto him,

Son, thou= art ever with me, and all that is mine is thin, but it was meet to make men

and be glad, for this thy brother was dead and is alive again,

Now we read the passages that wee skipped. That is, assuming that verse 11

was the same in both, a certain man had two sons. Then, skip to the end of 12, the

words we skipped there, and he divided unto them his living, and then 13 b, and we

supply "one of them", and one of them took his journey into a far country. Then verse 14,

and 1n he had spent all, there arose a mighty famine in this country. Verse 15, and he

went and joined himself to one of the citizens of that country, and sent him into his

field to feed swine. And he would fain have been filled with the husks that the swine

did eat; verse 11, but when he came to himself, he said, how many hired servants of

my father's have bread enough and to spare and I perish with hunger! I will arise and go

to my father and will say to him, Father, I have sinned against heaven and in thy sight

am no more wrothy to be called thy son. Make me as one of thy hired servants, and the

latter part of v.20, but when he was yet far off, his father saw him and was moved with

compassion. Verse 23, and said bring the fatted calf and kill it and let us eat and make

merry; end of verse 24, he was lost and is found. End off/ verse 25 , that the other, you

just had to supply the words "and the other son," then you put in,heard music and

dancing. 26, and he called one of the servants and inquired what these things might
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mean. And they said unto him, Thy brother has come, thy father has killed the fatted

calf, because he has received him safe and sound. End of 32, and he was lost, and is

found.




Now he says, you could say here are two complete narratives gg agreeing in

some points and disagreeing in others, and each of them having some special character

istics. The only deficiencies are enclosed in parentheses, I indicated them to you,

there are only two or three little insertions, and may be readily explained as omissions

by the redactor (11 1/4) combination. A clause must be supplied at

the beginning of b, a subject is wanting in verse 13b and verse 25b, and the verb "said

Is wanting in verse 22. As these omissions occur exclusively in b, it may be inferred

the redactor placed a as the basis and incorporated b into it, with only such slight

changes as were necessary for adaptory purposes. AO' and B agree there were two sons,

one of whom received a portion of his father's property and by his own fault was reduced

to great destitution, in consequence of which he returned presently to his father, and

addressed him in language which was nearly identical in both accounts. You see,

there is enough repetition that you could get it in both accounts. The father received

him with great tenderness and demonstration of joy, which attracted the attention of the

other son. The differences are quite as striking as the points of agreement, which is

exactly what they say about these other parallels. Mr. MacKeen, what is the matter?

(12) Yes, conflate accounts. He is taking a one account and saying it is a conflation,

taking a few words from this , a few from that, a few from this, a few fromthat, and

ptitting them together. I'd like to read you what he says, maybe you could consew-e your

question till a little bit later. He says, 'The differences are quite as striking as the

points of agreement. A distinguishes the sons as elder and younger, B makes no menton

of their relative ages. In A the younger obtained his portion by solicitation and the

father retained fifs remainder in his own possession. In B, the father divided his property,

because, you see, they have put the statement, "he divided his property" which only
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B
occurs once, they gave to so you see there is a contradiction. The father divided

his property between both his sons for his own motives. In A, the prodigal remained in

his own neighborhood and reduced himself to penury by riotous living, in B, he went to

a distant country and spent all his property, but there is no intimation in B that he

indulged in unseemly excesses. It would rather appear that he was injudicious and

to crown his misfortune there occurred a severe famine. His fault seems to have con

sisted in having gone so far away from his father, from the ho.ly land, and engaging in

the unseemly occupation of tending swine. In A, the destitution seems to have been

chiefly one of clothing...

P.74. (3/4)

... one in one and one the other, then there is a contradiction. That is exactly what is

done in many of these conflate accounts, the alleged contradictions. Hence in A, the

father directed the best robe and ring and shoes to be brought, while in B the fatted calf

was brought. In B the son came from a distant land, the father saw him afar off, in A

he came from the neighborhood, and the father ran at once and fell on his neck and kissed

him. ,' In B he is engaged in menial occupations till he bethought himself of his father's

hired servants. In A he has been living luxuriously, while confessing his unworthiness,

makes no request to be put on the footing with the servants. In A the father speaks of

his son as having been dead, because of his profligate life, in B as having been lost

because of his absence in a distant land. In A, but not in B, the other son was dis

pleased at the reception given to the prodigal, and he gives one or two other things

like that. He mentions certain words typical of this style, certain of that, but the

argument from style we go on to later. Yes? (11/4) That is page 121 of Wm. Henry

Green. (stu.) Well, maybe, that isn't exactly what Wm. Henry Green said. eThey

say this, the critics say this, that one document, which doesn't mention it,

must have had a reference to it, since the redactor took merely the one rather than

both of them. They do say that. Their claim is that each is practically complete, but
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not entirely, and there are cases where they say, he takes the main basis of the one,

which must have been though he doesn't go beyond . That's a

good question. Mr. MacKeen, did /you have any further question, or has it been

1ified? (2 1/2) Well, by conflate we rrean that there is what looks like one story,

which the critics say, you can take a few verses and ptit here and a few and put there,

and the next few here and the next few there, so that actually the two differ. It is like

two hands that you put together, with the fingers coming between them, that would be

conflate. It is not two stories, that you have one story and another story, but two

stories that are so combined that it sounds like one. And many of their alleged parallels

are like that. Not all. Yes? (3 1/4) stu) Yes, they say there yØ are two stories of

the same thing. That is true of all the parallels. Yes? (stu) No, according to the higher

critics , the parallel is when you have two stories of the same thing. There are three

types of those. One is two sentences. The second is a conflate account, where we

had one account which they say you can divide up into two different accounts. The

third is where we have two different accounts in the Bible, which they say are accounts

of the same thing, but whith we say are accounts of different things. That's the third.

(stu. 3 3/4) Any other question?

I don't know whether we will have time to look at the other similar illustrations

he gives, the Good Samaritan. I think we could if I read fast. You don't need to try to

get all the details of this, to get the point of it. The Good Samaritan, he tries tQdo the

same thing. The Good Samaritan, Luke 10.29-37. This he divides into one account: A.

Number 29, but he, the lawyer, it is the lawyer as shown in a previous verse, but he,

desiring to justify himself, said unto Jesus, and who is my neighbour? Jesus made answe

and said, A certain man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho--skip a few words-

and they beat him-skip a few words--leaving him half dead. Verse 31, and by chance

a certain priest was going down that way, and when he saw him he passed by on the other

side. Verse 33, but a certain Samaritan as he journeyed came where he was--34, and
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came to him and bound up his wounds, pouring ir6il and wine, and took care of him.

Verse 36, which of these thinkest thou proved neighbour uhto him . The words "which of

these three" but we'll assume the word "three" was put in by the redactor. Just Which

of these" thinkest thou, proved neighbour unto him. And he said, he that showed mercy,

Now that is the A account, here is the B account. Last part of verse 30, and a certain

man fell among robbers which stripped him--skip a few words-and departed. Verse 32, i

And in like manner--this "in like manner7'was put in by the redactor, "a levite" also
pu1 In
put in by the redactor, when he came to the place--skip to 33 last part--and when he saw

him, was moved by compassion; end of 34, and he set him on his own beast and brought

him to an inn; 35, and on the morrow he took out two pence, gave them to the host, and

said take care of him, and whatsoever thou spendest more, I when I come again, will

repay thee. 37, last part, And Jesus said unto him, well then the last part is (6 1/4)

He says both these narratives are complete, only a subject must be supplied,

in B, verse 30 b, the omission being rendered necessary on being combined with A.

Thred'is substituted in A, verse 36, by the redactor for like reason. The redactor has

tampered with the text and materially altered the sense in verse 32, in his desire to put

the levite on the same plane with the priest, verse 31, the language,hich he has

borrowed. The genuine text of B will be restored by omitting the insertions by the re

dactor, and so on. These changes naturally result by aiaking A the basis, and modifying

what he has inserted from B in accordance with it. Both narratives agree a man grievously

abused by certain parties, and treated with generous kindness by a stranger, and that

Jesus deduced a practical lesson from it. But they differ materially in detail. A relates

his story to the parable of Jesus in answer to a lawyer's question. B makes no mention

of the lawyer his question, but seems to be relating a real account. The spirit of the

two is quite different. A is anti-Jewish, B is pro-Jewish. In A, the aggressors are Jews,

people of Jerusalem or Jericho, or both, and a priest (7 1/4) pitilessly
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leaves the sufferer to his fate, while the Samarkan, with whom the Jews were

takes pity on him. In B the aggressors or robbers' nationality is not

defined, and it is a Levite who shows mercy. Both the maltreatment and the acts of

generosity are given. In A the sufferer is beaten and half killed, needs to have his

wounds bound up and linament supplied, which is done by his benefactor on the spot.

In B he was stripped of all he had and left destitute, but no personal injury was in

flicted. Accordingly he was taken to an inn, and his wants there provided for, at the

expense of the Levite, who befriended him. Now this one seems a little more extreme

than the others, but it doesn't go beyond what is actually done in some of these cases

of alleged parallel accounts, where you separate out different places, and then you

get two that contradict each other, and you will be told, you will read in the critics'

books, that this manuscript, that J knows nothing of a certain type of thing, or that P

knows nothing, and the reason (8 1/4) is because those verses are given

to the other one. And you get the main event in almost any story, you can enough words

to make two accounts of a main event, because there is repetition in most (8 1/2)

But there are also important things that are only said onee.

And when you give these to one or the other, you can easily get a contradiction.

And there are many cases where this is alleged I the -L the Pentateuch, and

as presented in classes they sound very, very convincing. And you will find them now

getting to be presented in Sunday School literature, and presented in books that are put

out by some of our large denominational presses. But when you get in to the facts of it,

you will find that as far as the Conflate accounts are concerned, this is the sort of thing

that is there. I have mentioned a couple of times in this class before, how I stepped

into a church in Charlottesvi]b, Virginia, and heard the minister saying how he was sure

we would be confused by the contradictions in the story of the Flood, putting the P and J

versions together so he was just going to read us the J story. If is sifting out that way,

being pushed, and sifting out among the people ma and more.
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But as given, they don't give the grounds for it, they simply give the conclusion,

and people accept the conclusion as being the work of Lhe Spirit of God, but our

graduates ought to be able to get behind the conclusions , down to the facts, and see

just has much basis there really is or isn't. (9 3/4, end of class.)

(starting again at 10) ... clear, I wish you would ask, anything that I haven't made clear,

why I '11 certainly be glad tç& in class, anything that any individual would like further

light on, I'll be glad to give you individually. But this, the origin of the name Jehovah,

is a big subject, and we cannot cover fully any of these subjects. We would take several

years. @We are anxious to have you get the main points, and get them clearly, so

I am glad to review the main points and get them clear. Anyone who wants to go further

beyond the main points on any of these, I can give you suggestions or can suggest places

to read. But I want to be sure you have the main points.

Now 7, here was Origin of the name Jehovah. And that term can be misleading.

Because it is not, the subject is not simply the origin of the name Jehovah. 7 is under

D, Consideration of Alleged Parallels. So this subject i/ The Alleged Parallels regard

ing the name of Jehovah. If you're going to look for the real origin of the name,

scholars differ tremendously among themslves and there are many theories as to what

the origin of the name was, some tracing it to this source, some to that, some giving it

this etymology, some that, the fact is you can't prove where it came from. I b1ieve

the Lord revealed it and that is all we know about it. The Lord reve.ed it. But as He

used it, it is perfectly evident, I think all agree on this, that as he used,the name Je

hovah, indicates the God of Israel who redeemed them out of Egypt. It is a name for

the redemptive God, the God which saves His people, and is the emphasis in the name

Jehovah. Now of course there is one God, but He reveals Himself in different aspects,

and the name Elohim has the stress on His power over nature. You say, God Almighty,

Elohim would be more like God Almighty, than El Shaddai. El Shaddal is the God who

cares for His people, nourishes them, that watflies over them as He did over the
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patriarchs. But Jehovah is the name of God as the God of redemption, and specifically

as the God of Israel in the Old Testaent.

Now, the 417, I was dealing with the alleged parallels about the origin of the

name Jehovah. The critics say that according to J the name Jehovah became known very

early and according to P and E not until the time of Moses. And most of the critics will

say, that specifically we have, .tin Gen.4.26, the origin, the first giving of the

name, according to Lhe J writer, that according to E, we have it in Ex. 3.16-18, and

according to P in Ex. 6.3. (stu.) Gen. 4.26, according to J, Ex. 3.16-18 according to E,

and Ex. 6.3 according to P. I gave all of these before, except if somebody missed one

of them. I mean I'm glad to give them over rapidly, because somebody might have missed

a verse but I'm not giving them over slowly so you can write them all out, now, because

if you need to write them all out now, it means you weren't here last time, and--I

mean mentally--but of course anybody could have missed one, so I'm very glad to repeat

them. I pointed out that...

P.75. (3/4)

" . Ex. 3.161-18 does not say God reveMed the name of Jehovah. It says that when Moses

said what name will I give them, who am I to tell them is the name bf God? He said

I am Jehovah, the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, the God of

imply
Jacob. Well, that doesn't mewfw their fathers didn't know the name, it implies the

opposite. He says I am Jehovah, the God of your fathers. Mr. Howell, you had a

question? (1) Well, it is the whole section. I think 16 is the key verse, but I think

16-18 is more precise. But it is right along there. ut 13-18 If you want to. The reason

we can't pinpoint it is because the critics are wrong in saying it is a parallel. They

point to the general passage. There is no precise parallel there. So if you sy 13-18

you will have what they say. But in that section they say there is a parallel but they

can't point to one, because it doesn't say (1
3/4)...
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They are simply wrong in their interpretation, and therefore some of the critics don't

give this interpretation but many of them do. And then the third which they all give

is Ex. 6.3, P. And that is the real problem because a superficial reading of Ex. 6.3

seems to say that Moses says what name shall I tell them
e

that God who is calling,

who I am going for, to save the people, and you have a lot of repetition along here,

but it is perfectly clear in the narrative that Moses is making every excuse he can to get

out of going. And God is pushing them back one by one, till finally he has to. But here

God says to him , I am Jehovah, I am the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob. I was known to your fathers as El Shaddai. But by my name Jehovah was I

not known to them. That was the English translation in our King James version, and

reading that superficially it seemed to contradict the statements in J and E that the name

was revealed before, of course they don't really say it was revealed before. But it does

contradict the fact that J uses it constantly, before, not merely the writeç but he quotes

the patriarchs, and he represents God as saying to patriarch after patriarch, I am

Jehovah. And therefore, if J says, I am Jehovah, in case after case, where it sys that

the patriarch prayed , 0 Lord Jehovah, and then P says, by my name Jehovah was I not

know there is verbally in our English a contradiction. And so from that point on, we

are really not discussing our present third argument, but our first argument, about the

Divine Names. But I left it till this point, because we needed a study of parallels as

background to properly understand it. As far as parallels are concerned, we have shown

actually,
there are no parallel but having gotten that, we're interested in going further into

it, to see its relatior to the first problem, the one of Divine Names, and there you

should discuss it, if you're asked to discuss that, Divine Names, you should certainly

cover this, which is so vital in that connection, the First Argument.

So we're interested to know what this statement that the critics cj. ye to P

real ly, this statement in Exodus 6. 3. And when we look at it, we find that

superficially it seems to contradict, not one statement, but many statements in Genesis
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and Exodus up to this point, which the critics assign to the J document. But we say,

not only does it contradict tia t, it contradicts one thing which they give to the P

docuimt, because the critics give to the P document the statement that Moses' Mother's

name was Jochabed. In other words, that his mtther, a hundred years before Exodus 3

had a name which included the name Jehovah, which meant Jehovah is Glory, and_1Ii

nobody questions that that is what that name means. It is perfectly obvious. Yes?

(5) Yes, it is possible, but I don't know of any critic who says it. (stu.) You are right.

It is an interesting fact that neither in J nor in P do we have many names of an earlier

time included. But that applies to J as well as P. They don't have them, but when we

do find one we find it in what they give to P. Well, now, of course, if they felt this

was a treidous obstacle, they could say, well, that name wasn't 1real name, that

name was assigned in Moses' old age, to honor his mbther, he gave her a name she had

never had. They could say that, only I don't know of anybody who has said it. I don't

know of anybody who has. As they divide, they recognize the name is Jochabed. Now

this is a comparatively minor item, but nevertheless we mention it. It does contradict

P itself to that extent. But the more important thing is, to me an extremely important

thing i, that according to the critical theory, J and E have been combined, by a redactor

and have circulated in Israel for a long time. And then they were combined with D and

that circulated in Israel for a long time, and P was developed as a separate document.

And then a redactor took P and combined it with J- E, making P the main outline of the

whole thing. These are the generations of, thos statements, the outline was taken from

P for the whole setup. Well now taking the outline from P and fitting the others in, and

going through Genesis and fitting in half a verse here, another verse there and all that,

they say that time and again, little changes a e made bythe redactor in order to make

the two harmonize. They will give that argument, time and again, where things are

difficult for their theory. Well now then if the redactor went through Genesis and combined

the J-E with the p document, combined it straight through, a ge after page after page,
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over and over, you read, God said I am Jehovah, God said I will show them that I am

Jehovah, they will know that I am Jehovah, Abraham said 0 Lord Jehovah, repeatedly has

this, then he comes along, and he is combiningf1s redactor is, and he comes to a

statement in P that says they never knew my name before. Well, if he made all these

little changes for harmonizing, and when he came to a thing like that, he certainly would

have either left out or made some changes to keep it from flatly contradicting so much

that he had included before in the book, and making the (7 1/2)

Therefore, whether as we believe, Moses wrote the whole business, or whether

as the critics believe, the redactor combined the two at that point, it is simply incon

ceivable that either the writer or the redactor understood this verse to contradict what

was before. So we ask ourselves is it possible a typographical error has come in in

copying this verse in later years, to introduce a contradiction which wasn't there beftr e?

That could have happened, just one verse. But we don't say that, that could have

happened, but what we say is, as it stands we believe it is perfectly p sible to in

terpret it in such a way as to have no contradiction and I don't care who writes anything

of some length, you are going to find a sentence somewhere that can contradict things

before if you insist on interpeting in the most literal way. You have to consider that

what he means fits together, and to interpret things in a way to fit together and make

sense, I gave you several illustrations of that last time. So he said, looking at this

verse and seeing whether you have to interpret it in a way to make it contradictory,

I pointed out to you that a friend of mine in England suggests a way of interpreting it,

which I don't think most (8 3/4) but which is certainly a possibility,
my

that is to take it as a question. You r ancestors knew me as El Shaddai and by/name

Jehovah I was known to them. In other words, the name which was most stressed in

the immediate revelation between God and the patriarchs was El Shaddai, but they also

knew this. By my name Jehovah was I hot kn,n to them? A question. And we

notice that when you write in cold print, unless you put in a question mark, you can't
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tell whether it is a question or not, and there are about thirty cases in the Old Testa

ment where all agree it must be interpreted as a question though there is no heh there,

which is the ordinary sign of its being a question. So that that is a definite possibility,

and far more sensible than that actually the redactor, if there was a redactor, put

so
Terhere,something in that just sharply contradicts. It is not one little vers after

verse and statement after statement , of what he what (9 3/4)

The other interpretation of it which at first sight does not appear as good

as this, but which on careful examination I believe is best is the interpretation that

takes the word says what does this word "know?"' mean? And in order to do

that examines the use of the word through the Old Testament, and that is what we

should do. Don't grab a word and just arbitrarily say this word means what it would

mean in my language, ask what it means the way the Bible uses it. The word in English

means one whom a man has begotten or who has been born of a -t- particular woman,

that is son in Englihh, but that is not son in the Old Testament or New Testament.

them the word son" is one who is a man's descendant, and Jesus Christ was the son

of David, and nobody says he was the man who was the direct child of David. He was

descended from David, but the word "son" means descendant in the Hebrew, and fis

so used repeatedly over and over. So we take this word know and ask what this word

know means and we find that God says to Moses, the people will see my plagues and

will know that I am Jehovah. Well, why didn't they knowMe was Jehovah long before?

Did they have to wait for some great plagues to know He was Jehovah? It is very clear

that what e means iat they will be acquainted with the fact, but that they will

realize the significance of something. And Hosea has at least 7 or 8 verses where they

exhort people to know the Lord, it says follow on to know the Lord, to know Jehovah.

Well, we knw His name is Jehovah, why do we need to follow on to knw Jehovah?

Why do we need to do so much to try to knowRim, if "know" is much more than merely

become acquainted with? There are many clear instances of that. Ezekiel said, maybe
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twenty times, this will happen and the people will know that I am Jehovah, they

will come to know Thee as the Redeeming God, to understand the real significance

of this. We ask people to come to know Christ, we don't mean just to read in a book

that there was somebody named Christ, we mean to become really to understand what

it really means to have Him have the place in your life He should. So whene says

that the patriarchs knew me by the name of El Shaddai, but as Jehovah I was not

known to them, He means that the great display of the character of Jehovah, the re

demptive charagter of God is now to come and they are to be brought out of Egypt, and

that the patriarchs were acquainted with that and had some understanding but that theft

emphasis was on a different aspect of His character. Now that is the interpretation

which most conservative wtiters give to it. It is an interpretation which I hold is

required by examination f the meaning of the word Jahvah, through 1-he Old Testament,

and by the many other cases where it speaks of knowing Jehovah. But I don't say that

one has to take this interpretation. I say whatever interpretation you take, we must

recognize that the must be an interpretation which does not contradict the fact that

God revealed Himself as Jehovah to the patriarchs, that Lhey knew that name or else

whoever combined them, if there was a redactor, would have been such an utter fool,

he couldn't have done the many clever...

P.76. (3/4)

and I doubt if the time was wasted for anybody even if you understood it quite well,

it probably made it clearer to you, so I'm glad I was asked to take the time for this,

on some of
I want to make sure these main points are clear, and it may be better to=o it like

this, th&n to review them later, after we've done the whole thing, rather than right

through it, to have a lot of going over it.

Now we only have a couple of more minutes, but I was talking last time

about the conclusion regarding the three types of parallels, and I want to be sure you

understand what the three are, I named the three at theP'gInning of our consideration
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of parallels, and if it wasn't clear then what they were, I wish somebody had stopped

me than and asked, because we've been discussing the three right straight along, but

I'm going to very rapidly summarize again the three types:

Type one is Parallel Sentences, two sentences that say approximately the

same thing, and we discussed that at some length the other time.

Type two is really made up of sections Which come under type one. In other

words, type two is conflate, it is taking sentences in one narrative which are parallel

to each other, the same thing said twice, and putting me over here and one here, and

saying we have two stories. Conflate is assuming that there once were two separate

V stories of the same thing, which became united like I put my two hands together here,

and 'hich we can separate and get the two stxies. That is the Conflate, Card we

examined that rather carefully last time, and showed as a final argument about it,

that what the critths do With the Flood story and with various other stories could just

as well be done withthe Prodigal Son or the Good Samaritan, or with any one of many

stories, because if a story is well told there is repetltbn of a good many (2 3/4) elements

and if you take the repeated elements and pit them on the two sides, and then the other

elements and divide them between the two you can have two more or less complete

stories, but when you do, there is some of it that can be only one or the ether and B

can appear like contradiction. So they say there are contradictions betweent he two,

but the contradictions are artificial, made contradictions, because part of the story is

given to one and part li the other. Not really contradictions, If it said, for instance,

that the prodigal son had plenty to eat, but was in rags, in one verse, and another verse

said, the prodigal son, for all his wonderful clothes, was hungry, there you would have

a contradiction. But if one verse says he was very hungry, and the other verse he was

in rags there is no contradiction. But when you put them in two stdries you can say

one story says the trouble was lack of clothing, the other says it was lack Cf food.

See, these contradictions are mostly artifically made, but much is rde of them in the
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critical books and anybody whom you have in your church or in your missionary work

or wherever you're working who studies in almost any university today and takes any

course in Bl1 Is going to become caivlncdd that some of these stories are Conflate,

and that there are contradictions in them, and if you can take one or two of them and

show him that it is not necessary to take it that way, you may go a long way toward

destroying his fatth in that which is tearing down his belief in the Bible. So it is very

important to understand that, that's the conflate.

Now the third type is different from the Conflate, the third type is the claim

that two different stories in .he Bible, which as they stand in the Bible are distinct-----------------
.----.--------

events, are really accounts of the same event, that when it says Abraham lied to %'---------------------------------

Pharoah, and Abraham lied to Abimelech, these are two accounts of the same event,

contradicting minor points but agreeing on the major, that's the third type, which I

expected to take twenty minutes discussing this morning, but will have to leave it

till Thursday morning, because it is now time to start writing rapidly, in order to finish

t he questions that we have for today. Now the questions for today you have now left

28 minutes, so if you write real fast you can finish. (5 1/4)...

through with
(starting again at 5 3/4).. parallel passages and we properly should,Yve been / that

question two or three hours ago, but it is a very important one, and some of the ques

tions that were asked showed me that there was need of explainir further and clatifying

--I'd like to be sure that everybody understands it and has it well in mind. It is a

pkoblem you are going to come up against, and the amazing thing is I find even in ad

vanced courses in some of the best universities in the country, that a learned professor

will simply make a statement like that that settles the whole thing. Why look at the

parallel of the story of Abraham and Isaac lying. There evidence absolutdy in the

documents, no question about it. And they are so convinced of it that two or three

statements like that simply seem to settle the matter, and the average student in OF-=

university, when a professor speaks as dogmatically as that, it settles it. And one
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thing that I am particularly anxious for you to learn here in this Slnary is not to

take anything that somebody says dogmatically and accept without examining it, if the

liberals say it, or if the conservatives say it. I don't want you to take anything I say

as true, I want you to search the Scripture, because it is God's Word that is true, and

not any man's word and I may be mistaken on any particular point. But I want to lead/

you in learning methods of studying Scripture in order to see what it really says, and

then to stand firmly on what you find in it. But I think that one thing perhaps that

is good in these days, is that the leading professor in the liberal seminaries, and

in the universities where they deal with the subject at all, are so convinced of this

that they don't think it needs much proof, and the result is that they simply dogmatically

make a statement, why these parallels prove it, and that settles it, and it does for

most of their students, but the result is that when the student comes out, he may be

a hundred per cent convinced of it but if he has to make a good argument for it, he is

not very well prepared for it, and if you can get him to make two or three dogmatic

statements on it, and then if you can show him by fact and evidence that those dog

matic statements just have nothing to them, why you shake his confidence in the

whole business, and you'll get a lot further with him than if you were to try to go into

eveythlng and examine detail after detail. I think that is good in presenting any matter

to people. You come to somebody with an argument, they can immediately think of an

answer, you come with another argument, they can immediately think of an answer.

And no matter how many arguments you give, a person can always think of some answer

even if it is no good at all, he can (8 1/4) but if you

get him to speak, to give/you evidence for his position, then you are in a position

to whow that it is not well founded and make much more of a dent in his mind. I think,

for instance, with Roman Catholics, if somebody says to a Roman Catholic here is a

Roman Catholic book with the imprimatur of the bishop that says some of the popes

have been wicked, why he will immediately think of a good excuse for an nswer, but
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if you say to him, why I've heard these popes did this and this and this, he'd say why

of course not, how could the vicar of Christ do such things, that's wicked and lying

Protestant propaganda, then after he has said that then you b.ng him the book with the

e of
imprimatur of the Bishop, which says these very same things aboutAe popes, why you

was true.
shake his confidence in the thing thahe had felt -vuw

Well, now here discussing this third argument, on this third argument, I hope

you clearly have in mind the three different types of parallels, and the first one can

very easily be said also of (9 1/2) parallels. You take two sentences

that are repetition, put one in one case, one in the other, and you can show that a

great many of the alleged cases are simply that, or that they're headings, or that they're

summaries. You take the second one, and we say they're not conflations, when we

separate them out, they're not corn--neither one is cmpplete anyway. The contra

dictions are important by the separating, there is no actual contradiction there, but

when you come to the third test, the situation is quite different, because in the tIt rd

case, the claim is, look here you have this story and here you have this story, and

these two are very plainly the same thing, why can you imagine such a thing, Abraham

gdng down into Egypt and telling a lie and getting into trouble about it, and then going

and doing the same thing with Ab1ñlech? And then Isaac going and doing it with

Abimelech? Why how could such a thing happen, and it is very easy to take two

similar events and make it look as if they're identical, and it is not just a superficial

argument either, because if you live very long you will have the experience of telling

an incident to some friend, aid having them repeat the incident, that you had a certain

experience in your life, and you've told a group of friends about it, and two of them

tell their wives about it, and they tell friends of theirs and they tell friends of theirs,

and eventually you hear the story from two different sources and it is so utterly different

you can't believe it ever was originally the same story. Little changes take place,

and yet you can see how basiMlly it is the same thing. Stories do get corrupted.
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I have no doubt that the Babylonian story of the Flood rests back upon tradition,

coming from the original story of the Flood, original manuscript. And I don't think

anybody intentionally falsified it. Of course they did imagine a lot of things about

their Babylonian gods in connection with it, but the basic facts I don't think anybody

falsified intentionally. And I believe that among the Hebrews it was preserved and

probbly also errors came in, but that God enabled Moses to keep those elements

that were true and correct, those that were erroneous, so what he put in the Bible is

the true account of what happened, but you compard what Moses put in the Bible with

strikinwhat the Babylonians said, and while you have got many very similarities,

so I have no doubt it is the same event, yet you have got some very, very sharp

differences between the two of them. The Biblical, it is done to punish man for his sins

or to wipe out man for his sin, in the Babylonian, , Enmil the god takes a whim,

he wants to get rid of rr nkind. In the Babylonian they goiher like flies around the

sacrifice to gods, to show rejoicing that they give sacrifices (12 1/2)

In the Biblical there is nothing like that. In each case there are three birds sent out,

but they are different birds. I think two of the three are the same, but they are in a

different order, and the instance of the birds is changed, but yet it is enough sirrtlar

-three birds sent out like that, is something that a person wouldn't naturally think of

in a Flood story, unless of course it just automatically (12 3/4)

You have a great similarity and then very sharp difference. So when they

say, look at these two stories which appear similar, which have so much in common,

they must be the stDry of the same thing, and yet they've gotten corrupted, and then

whoever put them together, wanted to keep everything he could from both documents,

and he simply thought they were two different stories, so he put them both in as two

distinct events. That is our third type of...

P.77. (1)

.they will say, for instance, that you've got duplicate accounts of the naming of
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all these places. Actually you have very few places where both tell of

we already noticed how that was explained. Yet they're not actually naming it,

they are saying how appropriate the name is. But there are very few you've even got

two, very few. And in many instances the name is given where they're only given once.

Actually the number of duplicates in this class is comparatively small, but when you

examine them you do find a few cases like this of Abraham's lying, which are so similar

that it is very easy for a person to become convinced that it must be the same story

simply with these variations, and I believe the answer to that is to look at our own

lives and history and to see from it wJt you can find out about similarities that

actually exist in life, that things do happen which are very similar, which are so

similar that it almost doesn't seem that they really could be two distinct events, and

yet that they do exist.

I remember one day when we heard tremendous excitement, a man had gotten

into a plane and had flown clear across the ocean, all alone, and he landed in Paris

and was welcomed with great acclamation, he came back to this country, went to

WasIgton, was received by the Congress, went to New York, went up Fifth Avenue,

ticker tape thrown all oier, nobody had ever had such a reception before, and the most

remarkable thing was , how wonderfully Lindy behaved himself inthe whole situation,

what everybody said, he answered just the right thing, very humble, very modest,

very attractive in every way, made himself a great national hero. Ten you redd in

a book, and that happened shortly after the world warj, and of course at that day, they

didn't number the war, theysaid just shortly after the world war. Well, now you will

read and they will say, instedd of just shortly after the World War, they say, a few

years after World War II, but they will say that a man got into something and flew,

well look how it is exaggerated by this time, instead of saying he flew across the

ocean , now they jl say he went three times around the world, see the contradiction?
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They say he went three times around the wifid but you notice it is the same direction,

from west to east both times. And he went three times around the world, he landed,

he was welcomed by congress, welcomed by the president, he went up to New York,

up Fifth Avenue, such a pouring out of ticker tape as/you never saw before, but most

remarkable is the wonderful way in which he spoke, fine modest way in which he took

everything which was said, and the way that he handled himself. They called the

first one Colonel Lindbergh, the second one they called Colonel Glenn. And there is

a little change in the names and one 01 s greatly exaggerated, around the world instead

of across the ocean, but look how many elements there are in common in the two stories,

Well, I remember vaguely t the beginning of the first world war how there was a

German fleet off the coast of South Americaj and this fleet was attacked by Brithsh

warships and the British outnumbered these German ships, and the commander of the

German fleet was an admiral named Graf Spee, and Graf Spee the admiral of the German

ships resisted these British ships so that it took quite a nunb er of British ships to sink

these ships but finally Graf Spee went down with his ship to the bottom of the ocean.

Now I don't suppese knybody here except myself remembers back that far.

I don't how many of you remember many years later, early in the Second World War,

but early in the Second World War they made a great commotion in this country, the

account of how there were ships--I see Mr. Curry does remember, he is nodding-

there was great publicity in our country about the German pocket battleship was

sighted off the coast of South America, and about 7 or 8 British warships attacked it

a nd they had a big battle against this battleship which was named the Graf Spee, the

very name of the admiral I mentioned before, and t1 battle took place off the coast of

South AmerlcaV" and in the end the Graf Spee was sunk by its own men off the coast of

South America. What a striking coincidence, t the beginning of one war, the Graf

Spee goes down with his boat, the second war, the boat Graf Spee goes down, both

happened off the coast of South America, both were greatly outnumbered by the British
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ships that attacked them, and yet no one of which waélone equal to the power of the

German ships, which they faced. How many similarities there were in time and in

place, even the very name "Graf Spee." If that was in the Bible I'm sure it would be

conclusive proof that we had two different documents because after all the difference

is very, very plain between the two. And it is interesting, if you keep your eyes open

for it, how many similarities you will find. I don't imagine anybody else, I know, in

fact, anybody in this room except myself remembers, because I remember it rather

vaguely, those days wheh Theodore Roosevelt was president of the United States.

And when Theodore Roosevelt was pictured in our papers as a great Trust-breaker.

And E. H. Harriman the president of the Union Pacific Railroad and also of the New

York Central and the five or six otherj railroads, E. H. Harriman wanted to see him,

and he refused to see him, and denounced him as an undesirable citizen, and he was

baft
denounced throughout the country, as a great progressive leader, the great trust- eF

that was going to put these industrialists in their place. Then they had a big campaign

and Theodore Roosevelt ran for a third term, but he was defeated. Well, probably a

good many more remember the day when Roosevelt, only this time his name was

Franklin D., instead of Theodore, was president, and when he called in the presidents

of the leading American corporations, and when they came out the reporters asked them

what kind of interview they had, and they gave out a statement how they thought

conditions had been improved and benefitted by their conversation, and so on, it had

been prepared beforehand, but it leaked out a littlelater. He had simply gotten them

in his office and told them about poor white people way up in the mountains of the south,

who didn't have a y running water in their homes, and spent half an hour haranguing

these men about the condition of these poor people, and that's all he said, harangued

them about that and dismissed them. And he was renowned through the country as a an

who was putting these men cfhisiness in their place. Harriman was there too, and this

time Harriman, instead of being#h one of the men, he was denouncing the--the son of
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the former Harriman was one of his trusted associates who was at his side most of

the time. He also ran for a third term, only in this case he got elected, and also for

a fourth term, but you have so many similarities there. The first seven presidents of

the United es, I believe, all had two terms in office, except two. All but two had

two terms of office. There were two of them who had one term in office, the second

and sixth president, had one term in office and then they were defeated. Both of

these men Who had one term in office and then were defeated were named Adama in

fact, both were John Adams, one was John Cuincy Adams, and both of them were from

Massachusetts. And four out of the five who had two terms we also Virginians.

I mean coincidences, similarities, you find them over and over. The second president

of the United States, John Adams, and the third president of the United States, Thomas

Jefferson, when Adams finished his term , they were bitter enemies, would hardly speak

to each other at the inauguration. And years later, they both died on the same day.

Many years later. They had both been leaders in Lhe American V of Independence,

and the day on which they died was the Fourth of July. Now you can see this is a made

up story, when the second and third presidents of the United States die on the 4th of

July. Arhat a coolncldence. Surely it is artificial. But it actually did happen. And

you can go to history, to your own life, you can find incident ader incident like this.

And don't simply tell somebody these parallels don't prove anything because coincidence

happen, look at this. Get them to give you one case where they say it couldn't happen,

it is too similar, and then after they have done that, show them one of these cases like

this, which is more similar, and which actually did happen. So that the fact of

repetitions, of similarities, is something that we do find over and over in life, though

we don't notice it until we get into the mood to look for it. Once you start looking

for them you see them on every hand. And with a person who hasn't noticed them,

who has not paid much attention to them, has not thought much about them, the argument

that these must be similar stories beta sounds tremendous, as nearly every one
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of us has the experience of having the same story get so twisted that we actually see

two different accounts of the same story, we know it can happen, but the other can

also. Now I mentioned one thing about these, is the fact of the numbers being

grossly exaggerated. The critics will say that everything, practically, in one of these

cuments is repeated in the other, or repeated in all three. I remember when I was

in Palestine and one of the great scholars of the world, a man who hJ0Irmendous

5iit to advance conservative views by his being much more conservative than most

of the scholars, he said to me why how ci.ou question the fact of the different

documents, you ji..s t see the long periods of them, how these events parallel each

other right straight along, well, I dn't have the facts to answer him, I was shaken

by it, I knew it wasn't true, my faith in Scripture was complete on this point, but I

didn't knbv how to answer him, but to know the fact that it is tremendously exaggerated

if I had known a third as much then as I know now, I would have asked him simply to

list them for me, and just ask him to list, and just point out in a few cases, it would

be very easy to show that a few that he listed were so remote that he would have to say

well maybe that isn't really a parallel, maybe that one really doesn't belong in the list,

and when you get through with that and get down to the ones that he would,(/insist

did belong, you would find that the number was so much less than the general impressior

given.




from a footnote
I read you a quotation/in Skinner and it is worth reading again. Because

Skinner was one of the most pronounced advocates of the critical theory, and he has

written some comment s which are good thorough pieces of work, ancXih in them

of real value. His commentary on Genesis, in the International Critical Commentary

Series, his commentary on Iaaiah, in the Cambridge Bible Series, both of them have a

great deal of valuable material in them, but here in this one, I read to you the footnote

on page xliii, in the Introduction, where...
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in outline and content. The only important difference is that E's narrative does not

seem to have embraced the primitive period, but to have commenced with Abraham.

But frort the point where E strikes into the current of the history, there are few incidents

in the one document to which the other does not contain a parallel. What is much more

remarkable, indeed surprising, is that the manner of narration changes in the two

documents at the same places, thus the transition from the loose connection of the

Abraham legenUto the more nsecutlve biography of Abraham, and then to the artistic

unity of the Joseph stories is equally noticeable in J and E. It is the extraordlnar$'Iy

close parallelism , both in matter and form, which proves that both documents drew

from a common body of tradition, and even suggest that that tradition had already been

partly reduced to writing. Footnote there, that says, "One is almost tempted to go

aid
s

further 1D18átcts can be best explained by the hypothesis of literary dependance of

one document on the other. That is a tremendous admission as to the great similarity

between the two, a similarity which you'd expect if/you're actually taking one thing

and cutting it apart into two.

lout now for the number of parallels in it, he says there are few incidents in

the one document to which the other does not contain a parallel. There is the footnote

I read to you before. The footnote says, "The precise extent to which this is true

depends of course on the validity of the finer processes of analogy, in regard to which

there is room for difference of opinion. On the analogies followed in this commentary,

the only episodes in E to which there is no trace of a parallel in J, after chapter 15,

are The Sacrifice of Isaac, Esau's selling his birthright, the (2 1/2)

of Mahanahim, the purchase of land at Shechem, and the various incidents in chapter

35. Those peculiar to J are, the theopha at Mamre, the destruction of Sodom, Lot

and his daughters, the birth of Jacob and Esau, the Isaac narrative, Jacob's meeting

with Rachel, Reuben and (2 3/4) the incest of Reuben, Judah and

Tamar, Joseph's temptation, the cup in Benjiamin's sack, Joseph's agrarian policy,
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and the genealogies in chapters 23 and 25, now excppt for these incidents, everything

has a parallel, the way he says it at the top there is hardly an incident that doesn! t

have a parallel. Then he gives you the ones that don't , makes you wonder how many

there are that do. And it is gxd to have an idea of these facts and not be easily

swept away by broad general statements, but more important thetTr than that is to have

a knowledge of it, so that when you do find somebody who is swept away, tremendously

affected by it, you can help him to come to see the fact that these arguments have been

tremendously over-exaggerated. Yes? (stu.3 1/2: Our main argument against their

position is that they leave out the time element and the name of place...

to make their point work. In other words, if they considered the time element involved

in one narrative and the other, this argument wouldn't be valid at all. There are certain

things that happen in the meantime.) Well, that could enter in, but I think the more

important is the fact that the number of parallels is not nearly as great

and that those
Luuuli they do claim, for instance they say the children, the b4rth of children

to Jacob , you have parallel accounts in J and E, examine them and what do you find,

they give nine children to one and three to the other. Well, they each have the account

of birth of children, yes. One has nine and one has three, and yet both of them say

there were twelve sons, so there is no parallel there, they're simply dividing the

story up and giving part to one and part to the other. Now I see tlt we have only...

(4 1/2) (starting again at4 3/4)

.the matter that if you havetwo tyles o distinct that you can easily

recognize they have two different authors in two books, that's pretty good evidence

that they are distinct books, but if you have two books which simply differ on one

point, that would not necessarily prove that they are two distinct books, for some

reason there might be a reprinting of the books, with the change Cf one particular

feature. So that this argument, if it can be sustained, would be a far more important

argument tl-Iatfl than the first argument ui the Names. The Divine Names is the most
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used here would divide up any book that ever was written.

Now you take our presidential addresses and addresses of most of our statesmen

and politicians, and they are written by a lot of different men. They get a group of men

together and one man writes a rough draft and another man makes suggestions, and another

man writes a paragraph here and they represent the work of many different men. But to

divide them up into these men later, without knowing these men, or even if you did know

them, to say which part came from this and which from that would be extremely difficult.

Very few people would even attempt it. Some of Shakespeais works were written in

parts
collaboration with others, and there is much argument about which ee are by Shakespeare

and which parts are not by him, but you can't prove it. You can say this sounds unworthy

of Shakespeare, this must be by somebody else. But if you have a whole section which

seemed to be unworthy of Shakespeare, then you feel on fairly solid ground, throwing out

that section. But you can find individual parts anywhere that are inferior to other parts,

and it is very difficult to make such a division with certainty. Similar methods could

divide almost any book into diverse documents.

3, The Method Applied here, cannot stop with a few main documents--Logically

each of themx?In by the application of the same method to require subdivision into a

number of smaller dD cuments. This particular point does not impress me right now,

nearly as mucl4s it did when I first lectured on this subject about thirty years ago. It

does not for the reason that the scholars with whom I have had most connection in recent

years have been those who are working in positive archeological investigation, in order

to determine facts about the history ou of ancient times, and these men, while every

one of them accepts--that is, practically every one of them, apcepts--the JE, D and P

docueints as having been distinct entities which were combined, as the Graf-Wellhausen

theory attests, they ridicule the idea of dividing them up, in turn, into smaller documents,

and feel that that is proven to be quite erroneous. That is what they feel, but there are

many other scholars today who are not working in direct archeological work, who probably
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continue the attitude that was so common thirty years ago of, in discussing these docu

ments, dividing each of them into many subdivisions. I have often referred in this

class to Driver's Literature of the Old Testament, because it was for many years the

standard work in the English-speakigg world on the subject, and it is very well done,

he was a very great scholar, and did an excellent piece of clear presentation of what

he thought. But it is pretty old now, and the introduction to the literature of the Old Testa

ment from a critical view which would come nearer to replacing it than any other, would

be by Prof. Pfeiffer of Harvard, which appeared about 15 or 20 years ago. But then Prof.

Pfeiffer in his book replaces Driver, he subdivides considerably more than Driver does.

He divides j up into 8, S and J, and he puts it at the end as the latest instead of the

earliest, whereas Driver had called it J. But Driver himself recognizes Ji and J2. Prof.

Morgenstern who was President of the Hebrew-Union College in Cincinnati until within

the last ten years, Prof. Morgenstern divided up into great detail, he would find eight

or ten different hands in eachof these manuscripts. He would say P1, P2 and P3 were

combined, P4 and 5 were combined, P6 and 7 were combined, and then two of these were

combined, this one was combined, he has written most extaasively on working out all

these little details of this sort of thing. And a great many of the works which you will

find today will refer to P1, P2, P3, Jl, J2, and so on. Nearly all admit some of these

subdivisions. It is logical to do so, because once you start on this procedure there is

roç end to it. The same argument exactly that you use to make the division into the

main documents will divide each of them up into other supporting ones. And that is an

argument against the reliability of the major principle. If the principle is true, it should

not too far, but to have a logical stopping place in it. So this is probably a much more

important argument than it seems to because of the fact that the particular scholars

with whom I have had more contact in recent years, than with others

4, The Assumption of Work of various redactors puts an end to certainty regarding

Uk i"f6t
any criteria whatever.

,I
mentioned to you yesterday that one book on the critical theory
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thirteen times cuts the name of Aaron out of the J document, because it says J doesn't

know anything ãout Aaron, so this is cut in by a redactor. We find that both male and

female, used in Gen. l.27 , which is part of the P document, Gen. 5.2 part of the P docu

ment. Gen. 6.19 part of the P document, but when you get to the story of the Flood, you

find this phrase "male and female" in Gen.7.3 and 7.9 both of which they give to the J

document, so they say there the phrase was changed, by the redactor, it was the redactor

who harmonized by leaving it there. Well, if you.cn say...

P.85. (1/2)

.a redactor has combined them. This verse is mainly E but has elements of J in it.

This verse 4ia is mainly P but it has elements of E in it. Well if your verses are combined

with elements of the different points, what have we got left to prove the real theory in the

first place. The assumption of the redactor tremendously cuts down any certainty as

far as the basic principles are concerned. That was 4.=_It v.iy L.ip&ntfitin

5, The Alleged Consensus of Scholarsh is not a Valid Argument: For,

That is to say, I'm going to give certain reasons why it isn't because that of course is an

argument that carries more weight with people than almost any other. All scholars agree

on this, well, who are you to differ from them, if all acholars agree, that something is

true, and the fact, and it is a very, very hard thing to resist. A person goes into a achool

where everybody holds a certain view and they look on him as a (2 1/4)

if he doesn't hold that view. They rather ridicule him, rather look down on him, if he

holds a different view, what is the matter with him, doesn't he have sense enough to see

this. Well, that attitude is very, very powerful, in its effect on people, and probably

more people have been won to different views on different matters by that, than by any

other other source of knowledge. And here it is very easy to say, all scholars agree,

and of course it is true, that you take almost anybody who teaches any Bible subject in a

university anywhere in the world, aknost any, and you take almost anybody who holds a

position dealing with the Old Testament in a1nst any theological seminary, over 40
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years old, or maybe we could say 30, in the world today, and he will say that the exist

ence of the J, E, D, and P documents, and their developments is absolutely unquestion

able, but all scholars agree. There was a man who was on our faculty about 15 years ago,

who was talking with a professor in a Jewish school, and he was a very good friend of

this man, and this man fromour faculty was talking with this fellow of the Jewish school,

who had quite a reputation as a scholar, he ridiculed the documentary theory and he

ridiculed it and pointed out flaws in it, and this Jewish scholar, who did a lot of work in

archeology, had some very good theories, some rather unusual ones in archeology, he was

greatly impressed, and he began knocking the Graf-Wellhausen theory, and then he told,

the fellow from our school who told me about it, that he was at a meeting of scholars, and

he gave a paper in which he ridiculed one feature of the critical theory, and he said that

the professor from Princeton Theological Seminary got him apart afterward and says, look

at here, he says, you want to be careful of your scholarly standing. He said, if you go

criticizing the Graf-Wellhausen theory people will begin to get the idea you are a funda

mentalist, and the Jewish scholar has been very careful of wia t he said, most of the time

since, on that. It carries tremendous weight on people's attitudes, when you tell them

that everybody agrees on someting, and it is true, in general , when everybody becomes

convinced of frmethlng, there is usually pretty good ground for it, but it is not always

true, there are many things which everybody believes at one period and wue which they

find to be completely false, and which is completely given up a little later. But this

alleged consensus of scholarship is something you are bound to come against, if you have

any contact with people who work in the critical direction, and so there are certain things

to mention ainst it that it is good to be familiar with, and one of these, small a is:

a, This Agreement, though widespread, is not complete. And if you et into detailed

discussion with someone, with a background of a critical study some time, and you want

to try to influence them, it will be worth your while to become familiar with a few of the

differences, because when they recognize some individual as a very great scholar, then
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you show that on some basic point of this he differs, it can have quite an influence, in

showing that the consensus is not as complete as it is generally considered to be. For

instance, in the latter part of the last cettury, one of the greatest of German Old Testament

scholars, was a man named Dillaman, and Prof. Dillaman's books are still read by Old

Testament scholars, and considered to have much very excellent and valuable material in

them. Now Prof. Dillaman' accepted the division into the documents substantially as

they are today, but he did not accept the Graf-Wellhausen Theory. He never accepted the

arraggement of them as held today, so that while accepting much of the theory, on some

of the major points he never accepted. I've already mentioned that that was true of some

of the greatest critical scholars of the last century, it was the young fellows who accepted

the Graf-Welihausen theory, and these older fellows to whom they looked up with great

regard as great scholars, men who were thorough-going critical scholars, did not accept

the peculiar features of the Graf-Welihausen but held the earlier theories of their day,

but their death, their views died out. However, in the present century, there has been an

occasional critical scholar, who has advanced views of entirely new arrangements or a

re-arrangement and one I mentinned to you was Prof. Pfeiffer of Harvard, whose introduction

to the literatue of the Old Testament is probably very widely used today among critical

schools. A man who has been Professor of Old Testament in the Pacific, the Episcopal

school, in Berkeley, California, and who is this coming year to be a professor in the

department in religion in the University of Pennsylvania, a man Wi o has quite a high

reputation as an archeologist, he told me when Pfeiffer's book came out, he thought it was

su a tremendously outstanding work, he said it is so easy to read and so interesting,

and so full of vital material in this area, Pfeiffer' s Introduction to the Old Testament

has been very highly regarded among critical scholars. But as I have mentioned to you,

one of the main starting points of the Graf-Welihausen theory is Gen. 1 is P, Gen. 2 is J.

Gen. 2 is the early anthropomorphic view, Gen. 1 is the lofty view Qf P, dry and unromantic

and 'tnteresting like the other, but much more lofty and advanced religiously,
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instead of God's making, God's causing this to happen, God speaks and it is done.

Well, that is the view the Graf-Welihausen holds, Pfeiffer says Gen. 2-4 is not j at all,

it is S/ and later than P instead of being at the very beginning. Well, that is hitting at

the very foundation of the whole thy , and yet that I s what he holds in his introduction

to the Old Teatament, which is probably the major book in its field today among the

critical theories, to quite an extent replacing Driver. So that this small a, then, is

very important. 7' Then b:

Don't know whether I ought to take time for b, there is only 3 minutes , only time

for a very brief quiz, so let's have a very brief one today, only count as five points.

First for the odd numbers: Discuss the claim that all scholars agree on the Graf-Wellhauser

theory. For the even numbers: Discuss the styles of J, E, and P. In three minutes give

a brief summary of the main theme.

P.86)4/5/62
(3/4)

conclusion regarding the arguments for Partition, and under that we had come down to

45 I believe, that the alleged consensus of scholarship is not a valid argument, because

a, the agreement was never perfect, and is not now, though among the bulk of scholars

today who take the critical view, it is my impression that they simply follow Driver. I

don't know how many have followed Pfelffer' s idea of the S document, but it is my im

pression that most still follow Driver pretty closely, but there are individuals and some

are outstanding individuals like Pfeiffer who advance theories of the detailed points

differing widely from it, and yet holding to many of its points.

b, This consensus shows, not the proof of the hypothesis, but its most defensible

form That is an interesting point, not one of the main ones, but one of

About sixty years ago, between 1875 and 1920, let us say, in that period of about half

a century, there were dozens of very able men who were carefully studying the Pentateuch,

asking the question, does this verse belong to D, does it belong to J, does it belong to E?
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They were not arguing, is the critical theory right or wrong. They were arguing to which

document does this particular verse belong? And in the course of that greet amount of

study and discussion, arguments against a certain verse belonging to J would be pre

sented and if the arguments against its belonging to J were stronger than those against

its belonging to E, there would come a consensus that it belonged to E. The theory has

been developed into perhaps its most defensible form. Now, as you see, to get the most

defensible form implies the balancing of a lot of factors. For one thing you want to huve

follow divine names as much as you can. Now they don't follow them strictly, there are

places where they say that the redactor has changed them. But not a great many. That

is where the theory started and they try to stick to the names, and so you will read well

this is of course an E section, because look at the name Elohim, you'll read that sort

of thing repeatedly, and yet there are places whae they say the redactor has changed the

name, but they're trying to keep following the rames as much as they can, while trying

to get as complete a document as possible. So in the effort to get as complete a document

as possible, the question is which 'cM. 11 you follow in the case of a certain verse. Are

you going to have the P document just jump with no complete break' Well, if you can

get a half a verse which just mentions an important character, or something, it makes it

much more complete, so they say, P of course knew something about this, here is a verse,

yes, but that verse has got the name Jehovah. Well, the redactor must have changed it.

Well, they don't like to do that, so rather than do that they'll take another half verse,

if possible. What I mean/ is they are balancing things to get the most defensible form

they can of the theory. That is not practically their purpose, their purpose is to decide

which document they belong to. They are convinced the thery is true, the theory being

true, to which document does a particular verse belong? But when you argue that fact

of course you have reached the most defensible form ci the theory, then the question is,

is it
having gotten the most defensible form of the theory, good enough to prove the theory

And we think it is not.
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But you see you balance from the names of God evidence as to getting a complete

story in each document, evidence as to parallels, those who have, as far as possible,

parallels in each one, and others who state that the J and E documents, from Genesis 1

on, parallel, almost everything contained in one is in the other. Yet I read you a statee

ment, J has everything in E except, and then it gives quite a list. E has everything in

J except, and it gives quite a list. So they fall far short of having parallels for every

thing, but they try to get as many as they can, and they think they have a great many,

and they j talk as if they had many more than they are able to make a claim of.

And then of course the argument from style implies ideas, the idea/ is that J

is very primitive. God is thought of as just a big man. E is a little less primitive,

God feels, He pities, He has thoughts like a man, but there isn't so much reference to

His body, to His face, to His back, and or to His outstrdied arms, that sort of thing.

He is less anthropomorphic to an extent, than 3.

And P of cours/& doesn't make a man, God speaks and it is done, it is

supposed to be a very advanced level in this regard. Well, these different ideas, and

then words, the word "male and femal" shows P, the word "male and female" shows

3, all this sort of thing. The attempt is made to put the verses in such a way as to fit

the different criteria as far as possible. So the result is that the theory is certainly in

its most defensible form. No one man, no matter how brilliant could work up as good

a theory as this, with the material. And no ordinary man could wrk up one-half as

good. But many people have worked on it and studied all the different factors, to argue

as to whether this verse goes here or this verse goes here, and they have produced

something that has very many elements of strength. Then, having done so, the bulk

of the scholars simply accept it, they look in the book, Driver's book or some other

leader, to see is it part of the 3 document, is it part of the E document? There is very

little taught today on the part of the ordinary scholar as making any real answer.
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A man like Pfeiffer of Harvard, who writes an introduction to the Old Testament, he makes

a bold new idea about S. that part of J being the last instead of the first, but compara

tively few accept this, most simply take it. Here is what acholars agree on. Therefore

you have a consensus of scholars. Now when you find great numbers of people believing

that something is true, you don't just say they're all crazy, you just can't do that.

Anything that great numbers of believe to be true is worthy of examination, worthy of

careful investigation. But the argument that everybody agrees on this, while perhaps

the most effective argument in the world to produce conviction is, after all, not the

strongest argument to prove it. All great discoveries have at one time been held by

only one person, and everybody else thought that such an idea was rather crazy.

When the *rights began flying, everybody in the United States knew that flyir

was impossible, so five years after the Wrights had made their airplane go in the air,

they were in Ohio just a few miles out of one of the big cities whae a streetcar passed

b y all the time and they wexe flying as much as half a mile and a mile there repeatedly,

in their planes, and people didnt' even bother to look at them, and it was stated in our

papers in the United States, tia t it was impossible, of course you couldri t fly, evebody

knew it was impossible, so they didn't believe what the Wrights did, ven if you could

go out there and look at them, and when they tried to sell the planes to the United

States Government, the Government actually ignored them, it was impossible of course,

and for three or four years, while they were trying to get Government Agencies to take

some interest, in getting a plane for the United States Government, the Government would

pay no attention to them, till finally the British Government decided there might be

something to it and made them a sizeable offer for it, and they refused the offer because

they wanted to have their own government have it rather than a foreign nation. But

people just knew pou couldn't fly so 'men though they could see the plane fly they didn't

believe it. Now of course we have a little t.1.U trend today. The trend today is to be

lieve that anything tha'endt says is true, and if the Russians say that they do,some-
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thing, send a man around the mew or something, we immediately believe it, because

our tendency is, not because we're ready to believe everything the Russians say, but

becaase we are ready to believe anything scientists say. That's the tendency today,

is to think that anything whatever that any scientist says is true, becai se there have

been so many wonderful ti-I. ngs they have discovered. But there are plenty of things

that scientists think that simply aren't true. And it is one of the most irritating things

when you get into study of the Bible, to find how many things are written in which they

m ake a study of a passage and they will say, well, look, all the commentators agree

on this, and you trace it through and you may find 40 commentators to express a certain

view, and you will find that they've all copied from one, one man with a great reputation,

writing hurriedly, Dealing with parts of ook, be has done a great deal of work,

very thorough work, but, wanting to make a complete work on the book, has superfil1y

and hastily dealt with certain parts of it, and then others scholars
in view

9 his great

reputation, have somply uncritically copied what he said, so if you say to me well 30

commentators I say this and 10 say this, I'm not the least bit interested in what the

majority says, I'm interested in w1t the evidence is. But the human tendency is to go

by what people say, and i f you get a group of people this large and they all say well

of course it is true, it is very, very difficult for one individuale in the group, to hold

to a different view. He is almost alws simply converted by the force of the consensus

of the group in which, among which he is. It is a strong influence on most of us, we

don't like to feel that we are trying to hold something that everybody se thinks is

wrong. So that is one of the great forces which has spread the theory of evolution,

and vhich has spread the higher criticism. All scholars agree. Well, who are you to

put yourself out against all schçilars? The fact of the natter is that all scholars may

be right and they may be wrong. What determines is not what a great number of people

say, but what are the evidences, what are the facts?as,trI. And we've been trying to look

objectively and carefully at the facts, and to give full recognition to the arguments that
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are presented, but I believe that the arguments presented come far, far short of proving

what the critics claim. But at this moment we are talking about this point of the con

sensus which is, I won't say i* Is necessarily one of the big arguments, but it is an

argument that has been used a lot, but I will say it is one of the big forces in the

acceptance of the theory. You let a Jew who has been raised in an orthodox Jewish group

that perhaps doesn' t know a great deal about the Bible, but that perhaps does think that

the Bible was simply, all of it, dictated to Moses--the first part, and the rest dictated

to the different ones, and there is no question of it, You put them in a class in a

great university with other students, most of them more advanced than he is, where the

professor simply says well of course you can easily see the difference between these

two chapters, they contradict each other, naturally, one is from the J document, and one

is from the p document, and he says, look at the different stories of Abraham's lying,

why of course he didn't lie two times, it is just different documents, different stoties

of the same event. And the argument doesn't carry as much weight with these folks

as the fact that everybodyxhe class agrees with it and the great scholar says it is

the case. And it has a tremendous effect. And what people think that everybody believes

or everybody in their ctzle, everybody in their group, is very, very hard for them to

resist. And one thing that some people have perhpps not been so happy about at Faith

Seminary...

P.87. (3/4)

" professors are the greatest scholars in the world, whatever they say is the truth,

and their views are the true Reformed Faith, add on any subject, anyone, if they heard

any one of us say that, they held to tenaciously. One student said to me once, he said,

I listen very closely when Dr. Machen prays so that I won't use any words in my prayers

that he doesn't use. 1 don't want to take any attitude that isn't the right attitude.
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Well, I reacted--It results in tremendous morale for the students. They go to the

greatest school in the world, and these professors are the greatest professors in the

world, but I never liked that attitude, and when I left I reacted rather stroggly against

it, and ever since Faith Seminary started, I have constantly been urging not to follow

me in anything unless you are convinced I am right, but to examine the evidence, and

I am not half so interested in getting people to believe what I think is right, as in getting

them to be able to think things through and examine the evidence and see for themselves

what the facts are and come to the proper conclusion as the facts warrant, and it does

not develop the same sort of a united morale and a united attitude of absolute agreement

on everything, but the attitude you find in most institutions does, it does not do that,

but in my opinion it develops people who can think for themselves and who as new issues,

new poirt s arise in the future, will be able to think them through in the light of the

Scriptures, and to lead the people of God aright, so that has always been my idea from

the time of the foundation of e Seminary.

The other is very, very easy to do, but I do think that--I think youhave to do e

it, if you're going to have a movement, you can expect the bulk of people to just follow

you in lockstep, and whatever you say that is OK, but we're not interested here in

training followers of the movement we're in, we're training leaders to lead for God in

the days to come, and if the movement for the acceptance of the higher criticism, the

movement of the modernism, the movement of --the ecumenical movement, has just got

such a tremendous preponderance today that great numbers of people are simply folllng

in 1øe lockstep, because that is what everybody believes, and I am hoping that we will

have people opposing, not because they're following another group in lockstep, but

because they are thinking things through for themselves, and seeing where it is

going. So this argument for the criticism, that it is the consensus of scholarship,

t1 all scholarship agrees, we should be familiar with and able to deal with, but I hope
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that we will get awy from taking that attitude in general. Well now that was b. Yes?

(3 l/2.stu.,J.Guetros: I was talking to a fellow from Princeton Seminary last week andl

tried to use your argument of the reliance of their argument on and

he said that that is old fashioned, and today what we believe is what has already been

proved, that there were two original documents, and he feels that

he felt that this had developed from Astruc' s theory, he felt that later it developed into

the four documents, like you said, that Astruc's school is old-fashioned, because today

we believe that there were four, and I was sort of in a problem how to put him down,

as far as his argument, because he denied that argument right from the beginning.)

They will all say that the names of God are just one of a hundred different stylistic

differences, they will all say that, but the fact is that if you take any critical comment

ary and you look under discussion, you will find point after point where they say it is

obvious that this belongs to the E document rather than J because here is the name Elohim,

they use it as one of their main arguments. And you will find it in the book, you will

find it used as one of the main arguments, constantly used, and historically that is the

way it ddveloped. Astruc divided this way, later when Hupfeld divided the E document,

he cut the force of the argument in half, but it is highly questionable whether it uld

have developed into anything like this way if it hadn't started there. It probably would

have developed in an entirely different way if it ever developed today. But now seeing

Hupfeld' s division does tremendously weaken Astruc 's theory, the claim that is made

now--well that is just one of a hundred stylistic arguments, but the fact is that more

stress is laid on it than on any other today. Now they won't say that,

they might not admit)'ut you look through their commentary, and see how this is shown

to be from the E document from the use of they' term Elohim, shown to be from the J

document by use of the term Jehovah. Yes? (stu.5 1/2) Yes, I think that Mr. McComas

has made a very excellent point. I have seen it over and over. Where I taught before

--the last year I taught there, the brightest fellow in the class, one who was acclaimed
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as perhaps the most brilliant student there, graduated from an outstanding evangelical

college, three years in that Seminary where he had the highest standing, he knew and he

could argue and give the roof for just about anything, they gave him the fellowship

to go over to Europe and study for three years, and while he was over there he adopted

neo-orthodox views, and he came back and they had to drop him from their church be

cause of the views he had adopted, and today he is teaching the higher criticism in a

liberal school, and as Ahab said, ordinarily Ahab isn't the best authority, but as Ahab

said, let him that thinketh he standeth take heed, lest he fall. And I have teen, when

I was in college, there was a fellow there who went through a fine Christian school and

came out and he knew the Bible was right and he knew evolution was wrai g, and I saw

him in a class in geology there and thought oh he is going to convert that professor

right away, so we used to go on geology trips and all along the way he was arguing

with him, he would argue with him in class, and he was going to prove that evolution

to that professor. And the professor was very cagey and very (7 1/2)

and he encouraged the fellow, let him go ahead with his arguments, let him move ahead,

a nd then he, the professor, would know how4 the argument--it was a good argument

the fellow had, the professor knew it was a good argument and if it was well presented

might have had difficulty answering it, but I would see the way he did, instead of helping

the fellow to put the argument in the strongest way and then try to show him that there

were still stronger arguments against, in his opinion, he would lead the fellow on so the

fellow would get a little twisted in the argument, get it over here into a place and then

he would ask him questions, the fellow wodd dogmatically say it's this way, this way.

And of course evolution is wrong because of this fact, this fact. Then the professor

would just bring out some facts that showed that what the student had said was absolutely

wrong. And it wasn't that his argument was wrong but it was that he thought he knew so

much, that he thought he could confuse people who had studied many more years than he

had on the subject, and he was just going to go in and convert them, and the result was
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that he got converted, today he is a modernist leader. This fellow who was one of the

most ardent, earnest Christian workers I ever knew, when he went in there. I would say

let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall, definitely, and don't you think

that with two hours through one semester on this, what may be a /year's study on /jour

own, that you're going to go in and take somebody who has spent ten years in the study

of it, and you're just going to prove him a fool, don't think you'll do it, you'll be the one

who is probably proven a fool, but what I say is this: my purpose here is, as Mr.

McComas suggested, in the first place, to ground you. Now if you're going to graduate

here and think that you're going to go into a modernist school and confuse the professors

there, then my time has been wasted, because the chances are you'll be converted rather

than they. But I think conceit leads more people into the devil's hands than anything

else. But you are going to, in the e ars to come, o meet some of these arguments tib t

are pretty strong, and if you can be grounded it will help you to stay close to the Lord.

But that is not my only purpose here, I feel that if you are in Christian work, in any

country in the world, if you are in Christian 'ork and are successful and effective, you

are going to have young people in your group who are g Ing to go on for education, and

are going to get into schools where they are going to have the higher criticism gimply

given to them as a fact, and they are going to find the consensus of attitudes very, very

hard to resist, and if you know enough about it to show your young persai that you

actually know more than that teacher he studied under, who probably isn't a real master

of that subject anyway, if you can do that, it is going to be tremendously helpful in

h olding him, it might even be what is nec4ssaryto get him out of that school, where his

faith is going to be wrecked, to prove to him that on some things those people don't know

quite as much as they think they do. It can be a tremendously helpful thing in dealing

with/your young people. And then, it is altogether likely that you will sometime come

into contact with sincere people, sincerely attracted to real Christianity, who profess to

have had a real experience with the Lord, and who want to know further but who have had
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their mind filled with the higher criticism, and they dm 't want to believe it, but they

feel that th evidence is that way and they can't help themselves, and If you have an

idea and understanding of its development, you m may be able to tremendously help

those people. So I feel that without you're ever thinking you're going to take the great

leaders of the higher criticism and convert them, that you can accomplish a great deal

for the Lord by having a good solid grounding in it, and the time may come, may very

easily come, with any one of you, when you'll be In a town and some minister in the

town, or maybe some high school professor, or perhaps even a divinity professor, will

be very, very blatant in his dlscussibnon the TV'and on the radio, and in his attacks

on the Bible, and when it will be easy for you to see how it could be shown that he is

utterly wrong, and where you can help with a good bit of further study by yourself, you

can have a public debate with him and can tremendously cut down his influence. And

if you had the proper foundation and basis for it, you will know where to study and what

to do in order to get the material that will refute it. And incldentd. ly I would say when

you argue with somebody on these points, I think it is very important that you don't

simply go to them, if they're convinced of this, don't you go to them and give them your

arguments simply, and think that you're going to win that way. Try to get them to talk

and get them to tell you what they think, and if you know the subject fairly well, it won't

be long before you'll find that they am very dogmatical ly convinced, t some of the basic

things in support of the theory, they are very dogmatically convinced of certain things

that aren't true. Like for instance if somebody says the style of J and E is as different

as Chaucer from Modern English, well then it wwould be quite simple for you, if they

werq to say tat, if they said J and P you might have a little difficulty convincing them,

but they're just as apt to say J and E as J and P, and if they say J and E, it 'would be

q uite easy for you then to get a book by a critical scholar in whom they would have

tremendous confidence, who would say that the disentangling of J and E is very

difficult because their styles are so very close, and if you give them that first, they
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won't be a bit influenced by it, but if they dogmatically state the contrary, and take

a stand on it you can begin to shake their confidence...

P.88. (3/4)

... If you have the main essentials thoroughly in mind now. I wish we had a longer

time so that we could give three or four times as long as we hve to this, but I do feel

for Christian work, exegesis of the Scripture, careful examination cf a passage to know

exactly what they n an is the most important by far, & so we give the greater part

of our study to that, and we have only these two hoixs on this very, very vital subject.

And we've got an awful lot yet to cover so we'll have to move on as fast as we can, and

b,,aA1consensus, we have dealt with, now small C:

c, Critical Posltipns Vary Widely until 1878. It is a summary of something we

have already said, but it is so ) important/I want to stress it. Whan Welihausen

developed the theory it was fixed in no definite form. Now that is something that we

took considerable time going through, and it was important that you should realize it.

Of course 1878 now seems like a long time ago, and the attitude of many people today

is anything anybody thought before twenty pears ago is just old-fashioned, but the fact

is On t the great scholars who worked on this and developed the theory ware very con

vinced of the supplementary theory, and very convinced of the two-document theory,

and very convinced of these different attitudes until finally it was the union with the

development theory that fixed it in its present form, in 1878. Now that we have gone

over, already quoted, about the importance of its place in the outline. Now d is more

new, and d is something that we could spend a considerable amount of time on, but we

will not be able to now.

d, That Recent Archeological Studies have forced such changes as to threaten e

Violently to disrupt the former unity. Now I have changed that point from what I used

to give it. I have not taught this course now for a number of years, but I've given it a

number of times before and I alwys gave this point as, Recent archeological studies
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conspicuous clue with which the whole business started, but no one will maintain in

a detailed argument tha't'ion that aloflacould be doneit would be maintained that

that was one of many stylistic points. So you see, the importance of this argumen.(n

relation to the dAid first. Now the secorLaIs,o. Do you have a complete document in

each of them? Well, it is a4ready admitted t1t E doesn't start till Gen. 20) 4t..is

but they say it is complete from there on ....th&t-ãthey may stat at
I

different times/','they na y end at different times. Why would you have to have the

-' whole thing covered to have a complete document? Well, for the area you cover, you

could have two entirely different documents, and not have them completely cover the

s ame ground. It seems very strange that they do completely cover things like that.

SQ_thatlhe second argument is not as important as the fourth one. Are there two

distinct styles, or three or four distinct styles which clearly would have to be by

different authors?

it-
Now we come to the thirthe argument from parallel passages *4

c.evk)
/ --

wiv-9
thate.. be a big argument for a distinct documents 4f you h- the same thing told

twice and told in such a way\that the author didit realize it-+.s the sam!,Vil-~, and

they contradict each other, *would suggest that it could' come from two different

WOVh01Y itcef1piuve tIv-e
sources, but it tb I trove,two ethnsI- long documents, 4t




_____

*-a-~Iargunient
VeY

men &wgesbut un1es<jou avlong series

cv1cI
of parallels, it would in itself not prove it. .t if you n say, here are three Eur

bt -t4i
styles which are so different that there is no quetl)1ifferent people wrote them,.

thf
I --

4$ne rnaclAsaid)to a friend of mine a-&a44 the difference beten the style)S--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

of J and E is just as great as the difference between Chaucer and modern Englithif

you can make a statement like that why you have got a tremendous big argument.

Jñvc1 (0 t' Id d it would b¬
98th-th an




pt
if iLaw be prove important than

Liz.-rfo( tr
any of the other three. Lf+ xcprnvthis, it would be e.ti hard to say

that any of the other three would really stand up as evidence that there we originally
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distinct documents. So important a men the

claim that there are such differences of style and of viewpoint as to .¬th t these

musl~ave been!=Aocuments riginall , # having these differences

Now 4j2 Is, I think, a very important point:

2, There is no solid basis for establishing a style of distinct writers since no

separate document by the alleged writer has been preserved This is I think a very

important point. Perhaps I should put a statement in between about the absurdity of

the statement regarding Chaucer. I don't think that will be necessary, though we

should remind you of the fact that any such statement is t' that nobody could

simply look at a section of Genesis, or Exodus, and simr4' say this is as different

the
as/English of Chaucer andday. The language is the same language. They are not

distinct dialects, no real scholar will maintain that. But they do maintain that there are

distinct features of style which show you that you are dealing with a different writer.

Now if I were to write, if you wae to take a 300-page book which I had written and you

were to take a book of 300 pages which Mr. Faucette had written ard you were to go

through the two and say here are two books dealing with a similar subject, you notice

that Dr. MacRae shows a strong tendency to use this type of sentence, while Mr.

Faucettefhas a tendency to use this type of sentence, Dr. iMcRae always seems to

prefer to use this sort of terminology, Mr. Faucette a different type. Here is a word

that you find many times in Dr. MacRae'e book, that wod could have fitted in very

nicely in Mr. Faucette's book but we don't find it there at all. Here is a word he uses

a grecal which could have fit in Dr. MacRae's well and we don't find it at all.

Here we find distinctive features of their preference for types of sentences, types of

language, particular words, one is always saying look at all those houses, the other

is alwjs saying look at all those buildings. One geFyo has a habit of using the word

house,the other has the habit of using the word building. But when it comes to boats

and ships, both of them use both words, they don't have a te-i dency there. You could
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show certain things on which they agree, and certain on which they differ, certain

preferences of style, certain things that are characteristic of one than the other.

Having done that with two books of 300 pages each, then you would pick up four pages,

a rd say who wrote these Did Dr. MacRae or Mr. Faucette write these? Well, you

look at them and say I notice the type of sentences, there are only a few of the type

Mr. Faucette tends to use largely but a great many of the type MacRae uses. It

uses the word houses a great deal and buildings we hardly find at all. You see certain

things, you say this is by this writer rather than by that. You see, what I mean is you

would have a solid basis for determining style, with a book the 54.igf which was

unquestionable. But now in the case of the Pentateuch, aside from the matter of

Deuteronomy, as far as the other three documents are concerned, you do not have

long documents, which it can be said, this is all of it from P, or this is all of it from

J. It is purely an imaginery thing that there were once documents of that type.

Therefore you don't have a basis on which to establish their peculiarities, you go

through what you have and try to divide into different sections on the difference of

Divine names or on Parallel Passages, and so on. Then, having divided, 'you try to

prove there is a distinct style, then proving, you think, a distinct style in certain parts,

you try to divide the rest according to that style. There is a tremendous danger of

arguing in a circle. If you put all the passages using a certain word over here, and all

the passages using a certain word over there, and you say look this word only occurs in

this, this word only occurs in that, it is dtinctive in this. Well, you have put it that

way. There is a tremendous danger of arguing in a circle, in that sort of thing, because

there is no solid basis on which it can rest. Now that is a tremendously important point

on this whole natter of the claim that the stylistic differences are sufficient to divide up

the three documents of Genesis, and of, well, the three documents into which they claim

that most of...
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.so this second point is a very important point, and the third which is almost as

important is: 3 The Alleged criteria are not carried through consistently.

Now that is a very important point and that is one which you would have to prove. The

average person who has had any work in this in a liberal school, but has not gone ex

tensively into it, as very few have -any more, .that t- (1 1/2)

a student in a liberal school might be expected to spend a great deal of time studying

the evidences for P and J. Today it is taken for granted, and the students come out with

absolutely no question as to fact, but not knowing a great deal about its detail. But I

am sure that the impressiothat they have is that-you can divide up Genesis into these

three different documents which go through long sessions running quite parallel to each

other, as theysay, and having made the division, and having the distinct document, you

find that the stylistic material goes through quite consistently, and if that could be prover

it would be quite a point for the whole argument. It would be a strong argument. If you

could take all these sections that use Elohim, put them over here, all the sections that

use Jehovah, put them over here, and you woucid say in the sections that use Jehovah,

he always speaks of a maidservant as ammah, and in the sections that use Elohim he al

ways speaks of a maidservant as Shiah , not as ammah. In the section that uses

Elohim, he always says male and female, animals --male or female; made human beings,

male and female created He them, but in the section that uses Jehovah, he always says

the man and his wife. Noah brought into the ark all of these animals, the man and his

wife, while the other says male and female. If you would carry those through consisteitly

why that would be a most remarkale thing, and it would be a very strong argument for

the theory. And your graduates of liberal schools, I am sure, are convinced of the fact

that it can be carried through. And therefore, if you were to spend some time, a con

siderable amount of time with a person who had work in this in a liberal school, but who

was beginning to have doubts about the matter, if you would simply take the word that

he would say, or that his source woulcay are consistent of one document, and trace
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them through, I don't believe you would have much difficulty in showing them that the

criteria are not applied consistently. Yes? (3 3/4) No, definitely not. This is because

there never were any such documents. (stu.4) From their point of view they say there

are distinct documents and they say that these distinct docune nts had different styles,

and you say what is the evidence they are of different styled Now they don't try to prove

evidence of different styles, they try to prove which verses go in this document, which

go in this, which in this. And they will say here is a statement that has the word shiphzah

for maidservant instead of the more common ammah, well that's a typical J word, that

must be part of the J document. Here is one which says male and female, that's a typical

P expression, that must be part of the P document. This one says a man and his wife,

that's a typical J dxpression, and so on. They say this is proof that this verse goes

there, and this proves that this verse goes there. Well, then, they having divided it,

then we look at it to see if the criteria on the basis of which they s ay they have divided

it, are carried out consistently, and we find that they are not. That is what it amounts to.

Now of course if they could simply take every case of certain words and put them here ari

every case of certain words and put them there, and then say look the words are there,

that would be a wonderful poof of reasoning in a circle, but you can't do that, because

they claim to have each dodument complete. They claim to have full stories which read

intelligently, and in order to do that, they can't simply take two words and two here and

one there and one there and one there, they have to take full sentences or at least

sizeable portions of sentences, and they have ordinarily to take sections of several

sentences, or else their argument would just prove nothing. There wouldn't be enough

tc'gove it, unless you can say that at least in general there e fairly long passages

taken from it. And our objection to them is that they don't--now they take Gen.l.l-2.4

P document, Gen. 2 .4 to almost the end of chapter 4, J document. Well, that sounds

beautiful, here is a big section taken from this, here is a big section taken from this.

All right. If you go on with a big section from this, a big section from that, that looks
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like quite logical, but when you start taking a verse and putting it here and a verse and

putting it there, it makes the thole thing begin to look rather weak. But then even after

they take a verse and put it here and a verse and put it there, and half a verse and put

it here and half a verse and put it there, then we say, yes but look, you say this is a

distinctive word in this section, and here it is here. You say this is a distinctive word

on this side and here it is over here. Well, they say, there the redactor changed it.

There the redactor, when he put them together, in order to make them fit together better,

used the word from the other document, but when they start W saying that, they weaken

not
the argument to the point where there i4/much strength left in it. But when you get into

that sort of argument, /you get into such a complicated thing of comparing words, that it

is very easy for anybody to get lost, and so it is much easier for most of the students to

sit inthe class and listen to the liberal professor say, why the distinctive marks of style

show clearly they aredt th&cuments and go out and think that, or for you to sit here and

listen to me and say, why (7 1/4)

and go out and take that. It is much easier to do that than for either group to examine

it for yourself and look into these evidences and see what they prove. And for that reasor

there are very few people who know much in detail about them. Now there are a few

books written which take some of these points of style, and try to look at them extensive

ly, but if I would take a half a page of one of those books, and try to make it clear, in

a class of this size, it would take me twenty minutes to do it. And you by yourself, just

the writing, would probably take you 15 minutes, so you see, you don't get far in this

sort of an argument, unless you take a great deal of time. But I think it is n important

thing to say, that if the evidence was clear for distinct documents, it wouldn't take so

long to prove it. That the fact that, when you look into it, you have to have so many

exceptions, and so many questions, and so many cases, is an argument against the

theory, rather than for the theory. I don't see any point,n my taking time to give you a

lot bf illustrations. You would wri' them down rapidly and that would be all there
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would be to it, because if we stopped and tried to discuss them, it would take too

mi.c h time. I wnt to give you two or three though, and take a bit of time or/hem.

So you'll just have a couple of illustrations. Yes? (8 3/4.J.Gu.ros: Dr. MacRae,

it seems to me strange to base an argument of style only on independent or separate

words instead of sentence construction and dialectics, because that is a better argument

than independent words.) Yes, Mr. Gueiros is absolutely right there, that the part of

the argument which they base upon types of sentences is much stronger thanthe part

which they base on individual words. Individual words is a pretty poor base for an

argument.




Now I heard a man comb back who had been a chaplain in World War I, and

I heard him give, right after the war, I be ard him give a lecture on his experiences,

and he said, we went out here in this part of the battlefield and there was shrapnel

flying and shells and all that sort of thing, then he said, we went into the hospital

there, there were men with broken legs, arms, and all that sort of thing, then he told

how when they came out they had a big victory celebration and he said, they had banners

and flaga and people marching and all that sort of thing, and every third sentence he

sald'll that sort of thing." Well, you say what a distinctive feature of style. But

I wouldn't be a bit urprised if everybody who heard him talk for ah hour, in the course

of which he probably used that phrase 40 or 50 times, in the course of the next three

or four days used it at least once or twice themselves. That would be my guess, it

would impress it on your minds, and you would find it used by others just from hearing

him, and then again, I wouldn't be a bit surprised if vi after he had given about 35

lectures like that and people had st there and much as they enjoyed the lecture found

it very tiresome to have repetition this way, somebody said, made him a mortal enemy

for life, bd going to him afterwards and telling him how disagreeable it was. But if

he was a man of a certain amount of sense he may have taken the thing to heart and

maybe never used the phrase again as long as he lived. You can break yourself of a
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habit like that, it is hard to do but you can do it, and all of us that do much speaking

fall into habits like that if we're not careful, and we should be thankful when somebody
fa
points them out so we can get away from it. But that is a pretty poor, as you see, a

pretty poor basis for style, because you can dhange in it, you go to an extremeiin it,

then you may quitj it altogether, and the fact that one person does it a lot doesn't mean

that other people don't do it at all. The argument from words like that to prove distinct

style has to be used with very great caution if they are going to really be valid. But

j
even taking them as the critics -y they are- mypotntcre ic that-they do not carry them

(J ________through specifically a4-that-i-&--tQ--day, --that these
1w-hich

-in aiy-- t4&.-bock they
(1' L4-e

will tell you in one chapter the-y_wi-L1 sa-y_ths is clearly P style, leek.-he anes this
0 5'

phrase, which is a typical phrase for P, -aft then you will find that in almost every

case where they make that statement there will be some other thing in a J passage, where

they will ha' a footnote and say here the redactor has inserted P's word about that

same word. They do not carry them through consistently. That is a thing vthich you

can easily examine for yourself and get details if you want to go into extensive argu

ment, It might be worth our giving an assignment for each of you to take ten hours to

do something of this kind, but I don't think I will this time. Yes? (12 1/2) I wouldn't

think so, there might be some cases, but I don't think iinost cases the redactor accounts

for it. (stu: In other words, their main argument then is that it has been changed by

the redactor?) They simply state it, simply dogmatically state it, it has been changed

by the redactor. Now here is Driver's Introduction to...

P.80. (3/4)

.for many years it was the standard Old Testament Introduction, and actually the

critics don't depart much from it today, most of them. In it, on page 14 where he is

discussing the division of Genesis, he says here that in the account of the Flood the

main narrative is that of P which has been enlarged by the addition of elements derived
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"
from that of J. Here however these elements form a solidly complete narrative, though

there are omissions, and he has a footnote here, I want to fivid the exact thing the

footnote refers to, but, oh yes, the footnote is where he says, "j has Gen.7.l-5 and

7-10 (in the main) Now 'in the maid' that is 3. Here is the footnote. Verses 7-9

Include two or three expressions. Why does he say two or three, when there actually

are three, one of them is "two and two" , one of them is "male and female", and one of

them is /1' "Elohim." In these three verses whith he gives to 3, there occurs 'two and two"

which he says is a distinctive P phrase. The phrase "male and female" which he says

is a distinctive P phrase, and the word "Elobim," in these three verses, and he says that

these three are mainly from 3, that is, the redactor has put in three phrases here which

really are P phrases. Why would the redactor do that? If he is going to take three verses

and change three different expressions in them, to fit Wth P, so why didn't he change

the whole thing throughout so that you couldn't possibly distinguish the documents?

Yes? (2 1/2) The reference is to Gen. 6, chapter 7.7-10. Driver, Literature of the Old

Testament takes (3)

But there aren't many cases where they will say that the redetor has changed

three phrases in o verses, but there are a great many where they will say, he has

changed one phrase. In that story of the Flood, male and female is a typical P phrase,

because it occurs in Gen.l. Man and his wife is a typical 3 phzase, sometimes translated

male and female, in the King James Version. Because, you see, in the Hebrew, you say

the man and his wife, you use it as a phrase to mean not necessarily human beings, but

any pair, man and his wife. Well, we don't do tFat S the King James translates it "male

and female," man and his wife. But there are two cases where male and female is used

in two distinct verses about six verses apart, which they give to a 3 passage, but it

uses actually "male and female", they say here the redactor has changed it.

Prof. Alders , the late Prof.Alders, of the Free University in his book, A Short

Introduction to the Pentateuch, has quite a discussion of Gen. 33. 1 would like, if I can,
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in just a minute, give you the main points of this discussion. As he points out, chapter

/
33 is ordinarily ascribed to J, except for its last

4tle
verses. Why should they ascribe

it to J? Because Inverses 1, 2 and 6, it uses J's word for female slave, rather thanks
'I

word for female slave. (But in the chapter the name Elohim is used, Jehovah doesn't

occur in it at all, it only uses Elohim. And yet they give it to J. Well, they give it to

J because it has got in it this name for a female slave, but it's got Elohim in it several

times, so that some other critics will y that this Elohim has been changed ljthe redactor

It must originally have been Jehovah. They say that these words for female slave are

characteristic for J and E, but that in Gen. 20, which is the first continuous exceçt from

E you have both words used. One in verse 14, one in verse 16. So they say the case in

verse 14 must be an insertion by the redactor. Those are two illustrations. Many could

be given of the ways that the criteria are not applied consistently. I don't think I better

take tImo into these precise details again I just gave. You could easily look them up,

the main point is what I wantfjou to get. That here is chapter 33, on the basis of Divine

Names it is one way, on the basis of the name for female slave, the other way. But it

makes a better continuous document to put it that way, so we put it that way, that means

the redactor put this in. If you put it this way, you'd have to say the redactor put that

in. Every time you say a redactor has changed it, you are weakening your argument,

it would seem to me. But the number of times where they say the redactor changed it

are a great many. There are books, for instance, which will say, there is a book by an

author named Brightman on the sources of the Pentateuch, which gives you the J document

and the E document the way Brightman divides them. Well, now, in Brightman's division,

) -\ Brlghtman says e name "Aaron" Is typical of the P document, Aaron does not belong in

b
the J document at all. And there are 13 times in the J document , as iven in this book,

(7
where the word Aaron occurs, but in each time they cut it out because they say it was

inserted by a redactor. Thirteen times, in the sections they give to the J document.

Because Aaron is a typical word for thd P document. The argument would not be a
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conclusive argument for the document, this argument from words, if it could be carried

out, but my point is it does not carry out consistently, and it sounds very strong as it

is given, but if you will examine the details, the details, the redactor has changed them,

or you pick out four words inthe middle of a verse and say "taken from the other document,

but once you do that you are destroying the basis of that type of argument. Wrñi

Well, now, a fourth point to mention here is: tht=&fi8

(4) As held, the theory does not generally maintain individual writers, but schools.

So,many individual styles would enter each document We haven't said so much about

this but, if you take particularly the critical books, written forty years ago, you will

find that practically all of them hold to Jl, J2, J3, J4, P1, P2, P3, P4, and so on. Today,

there are some who say that J was a very brilliant writer, J was a writer of the time of

David, was a very, very brilliant stylist, but most will say that P represents a school,

a priestly school. I dci 't think anybody holds that P is an individual, and this priestly

school of men gathered stuff and wrote it up and put it together, well how are you going

to have one distinctive style if you have a lot of people entering into it? You might have

a tendency in this school, to favor certain words, certain types of expressions, rather

tharj,ánother, you might have a tendency, it does not destroy the argument, but it does,

it seems to me, weaken it very specifically. Now 45:

(5) As regards Jan there is much disagreement among critical scholars

You take Driver's statement I gave you is perhaps as near generally accepted as any,

but most others will differ somewhat as to divisions of J and E, and Pfeiffer of Harvard

who wrote an Introduction of the Old Testament, which liberal school has, to quite

an extent, replaced Driver, being much more recent, in his school he takes J and divides

it up between S and j, and he takes all of the first part of Genesis and puts it in what

h calls S and, instead of considering that the earliest document, he makes it the latest

document of all. There is considerable disagreemeit of the style of J and E. Now

carrying that back to an earlier time, you recall that Eichorn and the others felt
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originally that the Elohistic dothiment was one unit in which the style was uniform and

the J document had a distinct style, and then Hupfeld said that, wheli he called the

likesecond Elohist was more di tee J than like E. Before that, it had all been practically

one Elohistic document, now he divided it up and said that the E document is so near J

that often it is very difficult to tell the two apart. On stylistic grounds the differences

between J and E are very, very difficult to separate out. Now there is one place where

the critics are almost unanimous and that is about P. So we want to go on speaking about

P.




(6) The Division of P, and J-E, on which there is great unanimity among

critical scholars, is really d division of two types of subject matter...
S..- -

P.81. (3/4)

.but very little disagreement among scholars on that, what is J and what is E, there

may be grebt difference, but as to what is P there is very great unanimity, and as we

have noticed P has long sections in the first part of Genesis, the middle part of Genesis,

Qme
most of it has been given to E and there is just5brief sections given to P, occasionally

only a verse of half a verse. But there is a great unanimity, as to whet makes up P,

a very grebt unanimity. Now this would seem to be a strong argument for the critical

theory, at least for the existence of P as a separate document, this unanimity on it.

So it is vital that we notice this fact, that the difference is a difference of subject matter,

and you will get a difference of style inevitably when you have a different subject matter.

I asked you to learn the four principle types of material, from a literary viewpoint, in the

Pentateuch, and one of those was law, remember, and ai e was narrative, and 01 e was

enumeration, statistics, and so on. Now much law is very similar to enumerations and

statistics and that sort of thing, and when you get that sort of thing you are quite certain

to have a different sort of style than you have when you are telling a story, so that if you

will go through Genesis, you will find that most of the stories are given to either j or

E, the overwhelming bulk of the stories are given to J or E, of the narrative. The one
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outstanding instance where one is not, happens to be right at the very beginning, and

that is Gen. 1. But when you look at Gen. l, you can easily ask the question, do we here

have a story or do we have a list, a tabulation? Because Gen. l sys that God said, let

there be light and there was light, and God saw what was made and it was good, and it

was evening and it was morning, one day. And that is repeated, different things made, but

a tation. There was--God said something, the thing was done, God saw that it was

good, it doesn't say that every time but several times, and as evening and there was

morning, a certain day, there is enumatatlon which is repeated steadily through six

days. And so they say that is the distinctive style of P, it is repetitive, it is monotonous.

It is statistical, it is enumerative, that is the monotonous tiresome style of P, as con

trasted to the brilliant narrative style of J. That is what is said and the critical books

agree that the style of P is so distinctive, that there is no question about its having to be

a distinct writing. Well, actually, most of the material, as you say, is a distinctive type

of subject matter, rather than a distinctive type of style. The subject matter calls for

a different style, and a different style is natural to a different subject. If you will take

/ / Luther's great &aa&to the G.er a-nbillty, in which he pointed out how much money

was going to Rome, how much was being taken away to Rome from what should belong to

Germany, and goes through and shows the oppression of economical life in Germany, by

Rome, and if you will take his essay written the same year, on the Babylonian cpyty

of the church, in which he shows how the influence of the Roman curate is destroying the

ability of the German church to show people how they can be saved, and how they have

built a line around people with the seven sacraments to keep them away from the knowledge

of salvation, these two fiery polemic articles which Luther wrote in that year, would

immediately be seen to be a very similar style, you would have no question but what Martin

Luther wrote both of them, but in that very same year, he wrote an essay on Christian

Liberty in which he tries in the beautiful winsome atiractive manner to show the privilege

which the Christian has in his liberty from the fears of punishment and guilt which is due
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to him, his ability to be free from this, our Christian liberty through the grace of Christ,

and as you read this beautiful presentation of the freedom and rights of the Christian,

the style is utt4rly different from the fiery polemic fighting style of these two other essays

h e wrote in that very same year. H e was dealing with different subjects. I don't know

whether! you today have ever heard of Ray Stannard Baker, he was quite a well-known

pu1itiua1iriter a-i political matters some thirty years ago. He issued the Utters and State

Papers of Woodrow Wilson, -and he wrote on political and economic matters and his books

were very widely received, but at the same time there was a series of books which sane of
I

you perhaps may have come across which were called by David Grayson. One was called

"Me Friendly Road one was called "Adventures in Contentment,. if They were books tell

ing about a man's interesting experiences as he'd walk around different parts of the country,

and met different people; there were four or five of these books by David Grayson. And

then it was discovered that David Grayson and Ray Stannard Baker were the same man.

Ray Stannard Baker who wrote these political and economic treatises also enjoyed this

other sort of private life and wrote books abai t it which had a wide reading. But the

person who liked one side might not be interested in the other. Some people would be

interested in both. But many were amazed to think that Ray Stannard Baker the writer of the

political and economic treatises could be the author of The Friendly Road, and Adventures in

dealt with
Contentment. It was a different material he and the style of it would naturally be

different. About 25 years ago, I got a new Remington typewriter, and I went to the office

of the 'Remington Typewriters in Wilmington where we were then, and I said to them, the man

the, I would like to get a new typewriter and I'd like to have some special signs on the

keyboard, Well, he says, that-is easy, anything.we have a matrix already made for, you can

-gewtth no extra charge, when you get-your typewriter, so I arranged for the standard key

board but where you have the extra marks, the punctuation marks and all that sort of thing,

I had special marks for the writing of Babylonian and transl1tetion and other subjects that

entered into my special study. And I worked out the keyboard I wanted, we had a list of
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all the things that they had matrixes for. But there were one or two--you have to have on

a matrix your capital and your small, which of course don't have to be a capital and a

small, for instance, you could have a semi-colon and a colon on one, something 1iie that,

but your matrix has the two on of the combination I wanted, and he didfl't have it, and he

said well you can get the matrix made for $10, they'll make-you a matrix and then anybody

else who wants it can get it. Well I said maybe somebody else has gotten this, and it is

there, well, he says, as far as we know(, all they have are in this book, Well, I said,

if that book is dated four years ago, maybe somebody else has gotten the one I want ince.

Then I said, I'd like this line. Well, he said I'll write to Buffalo to ft factory. So he

wrote to Buffalo, and I got to thinking and thought say maybe I'll write to Buffalo too.

So I wrote to Buffalo, and asked them if there couldn't be such a thing. Well, you know,

I got a letter back, it was the nicest letter you ever saw. And this man said, Dear Dr.

MacRae, he said, we received your request for this matrix in your t/ypewriter, to get

this particular thing. We are very sorry but we just don't have any matrix of that type,

if you'd like to spend ten dollars extra we could get a matrix made, but we hope in the book

there in the office you'll find something that you can use, ahd we hope you will be well

satisfied., very nice, friendly letter. Well, you know, I went down to the office and saw

the man in there, and the minute he sawn , he said, oh, Dr. MacRae, he says, I got a

letter from Buffalo about your request, I says is that so? " He says, yes, here it is, he

pulled it out and it was signed by the same who signed my letter, but he wasi't writing to

a customer , he was writing to a fellow employee, and he said, Dear Mr. so-and-so,

why don't you tell this fd low that this all the matrixes we have are in the book, hurry up

and get the sale finished and get th thing over with. The style of the two was utterly

different even though the same man wrote them, but the signature was the same.

So there is a difference in purpose, there can be a difference in the purpose

of writing. Now yeu take the style of Deuteronomy, o question, is different from the

style of J, there is no question of that. But like in the case of F, it is a difference of
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purpose. In J, the material they give to J, they tell-about Abrth am and wt t he did,

it s
about his experiences, mrrative. But in Deuteronomy, Moses is addressing the

people)( shortly before his death and exhorting them to obey the law, and to follow God

who has done all these wonderful things for them for them,, and it has got a (11 1/4)

style, a-&tyze which is just filled with exhortations, with pleas to follow the Lord

with declarations of the misery that will come to them if they turn away from Him,.

distinctive
and all that, it1s a very g style, the style of Deuteronomy. But it was a

distinctive occasion, it was a distinctive situation, it was a thing that most men had

to do over and over during those forty years, and now in his final farewell address, he

pours out his soul to the people, you wouldh't expect him to do that when he is writing

the marriage of Rebecca md Isaac, or telling about the departure from home of Joseph.

It is a different subject, a different purpose, and the style id different, but a different

purpose, a different subject matter doesn't necessarily mean a different author. When

you are dealing with a different subject, you will use a different sort of style.

N-ow if you write a list of specifications for the building of something,
-

something like that, of technical nature, your style is bound to be different from if you're

telling a story, or if you're giving an exhortation. So the style of F, the great bulk of P

is different from the other style., yes, because the purpose of it is enumeration, statistics,

listing, genealogies, giving detailed laws of the type which are not given, in order to

exhort people to obey, but which are giving the regulations for the priests for the

application of the law, for the decision of how to carry on the work of the tabernacle,

and how to deal with particular matters of law, when they arise. So -that P is a distinctive

style fr J-E, but it is a distinctive style because it is a different sort of material,

with a different purpose, and the same is true of D. That is a tremendously important

point of argument.

To say there is no difference in style between what they give to P and what

they give to J-E is absurd. But to say, that the difference in style is such as necessa
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Implies a different writer is not true, W'hen you recognize the different sort of material,

the different sort of purpose. 'Mr. MacKeen, another question? (stu) ..

P.82. (3/4)

.and I think it is very nice to read The Christian Beacon, but I feel we are dealing with

extremely important matters recently and have not time to read The Beacon because there

is an awful lot of ground to cover. This course , really, it would be better if we could

have six or seven hours and really get a thorough grasp of this material. We don't know

when it is going to be of tremendous importance. But we have oily a few, bo it is

very vital to pay attention all through the hour. The material yesterday, I'm not giving

so many illustrations of as I did the previous material, therefore, the Principles given and

the illustrations given on it are particularly important to read again, to really understand.

On one of the questions which some of you took, which some of you of course

didn't have to take, and others did, there was a little confusion on, nd it is so important
fr

that I'm goln to take just a minute on it now. This question was to name the various

stages inthe critical theory of the development of the Pentateuch as we have it, and to

describe what happened in each one of them. This was not a question of the stajs in the

development of the critical theory, not the views of the critics in different theories, but

what t1 the critics today hold happened, that is, what have most of them, since 1878,

held? (2) And a very simply outline of that is tre

mendously important, I remember one year that a fellow in a make-up exam at the end of

this course, I asked to describe the J document and he gave me a most beautiful description

in absolute completeness and correctness of the contents of the P document, calling it the

J document. Well, of course everything in it was abso1utd6ne hundred per cent wrong.

Nothing else you coul d do. Because the basic, if you don't' know which document is

which, you haven't got the foundation at all. So it is very important to be sure that we

have that. According to the theory as held today by practically all the scholars who accept

the critical theories at all, the J document was the first document written. And most of
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them would hold it was about the time of Jehoshaphat it was written. Some today a' e

becoming more conservative, putting it back as far as David's time. In fact, I heard

one great scholar saying the other day how interesting it would be if you could only anow

whether the writer of the J document at the time of David, the brilliant writer who wrote

it, was personally acquainted with the man who wrote the court history of Davidin the

(3 1/4) because they were two of the greatest writers in history, and

he feels quite sure they lived at the same time. But most critics would diffe' from him,

they would put it later, but they all would, I believe, practically everybody, that is,

that it is the earliest document.

Now their theory is that this J document was written and circulated as a com-

plete unit, and then that probably in the other kingdom, probably in the northern kingdom,

some even say, irs tead of speaking of J and E as standing for Jehovah and Elohim, think

of them as standing for Judah and Ephraim, southern and northern kingdoms, And they

think that the El document was written in the northern kingdom, but it parallels the same

material as it covers in the J document. But fran the viewpoint of the northern kingdom, and

they notice the places where the E document speak,6f places in the northern kingdom,

they say , see, look at the proof it comes from the northern kingdom, it tells what happened

up in the section of the northern kingdom. Then Cpned in the southern

kingdom and they say notice the marvelous power and breadth of feeling of the writer of

the E document in the northern kingdom, he also tells of events that took place in the area

that later became the southern kingdom. But the E document 1 they hold, was written

a little after the J document, nd the two circulated separately. Then they hold that a

redactor combined the two into one, and so you have a work called J-E, that is to day, that

is the term they give it, a document combined of the two, and including both of them almost

completely, and this J-E then circulated . Then about the time of Josiah, somebody wrote

a document to urge people to centralize the worship at JerusMem, and this document, which

they call D, for Deuteronomy, inciud teronomy and a certain amount, though a small
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amount of additional material. And then there was a redactor who combined D with JE,

they call him the redactor of JED, and so this JED then was combined and circulated.

Maybe this combination took place during the exile, or at the early part of it. But then

probably during the exile, another writer, this time a whole school of writers, connected

with the priesthood, wrote a document to glorify the priesthood and exalt their importance,

so we call it the P document, the priestly document. And this document gave a complete

history and paralleled the others to a very large extent. And then this P document, after

it circulated for a time was combined with JED b another redactor, the redactor of JE-DP

and so this redactor combined them together with the others, and made the Pentateuch as

we have it.




Now those are the states which are held by practically all the critics, now

of course most of them would say also that J was made up of Jl, J2, J3, J4, and there were

various redactors who combined them, and they do the same with E and with P. Some

would say that is not true of JE but only of P. But they all have, as you see, quite a

series of redactors, but the essence of the series of documents is that they wae complte

indppendentlydistinct documents, which circulated h=tM before being combhed. They were

not merely supplementation. Mr. Kaufmann? (6 3/4) Most of them hold that E was

written in Ephraim , the northern kingdom, not in Judah at all, but in the northern kingdom

and perhaps a century or so after this. Aut I don't know as they (7 1/4)

but about a century after this, yes. Yes? (7 1/4) No, I and E were combined

by a redactor, and then the combined JE circulated independently, for a long time, but

another document P was written, and it circulated independently, and then a redactor

combined it with JE. See there is a whole series of redactors , and then eventually a

redactor cobibined P with JBD. Now they nearly all hold there were several divisions of

P which were combined over a period of time by various redactors, but eventually you have

P complete and you have JED complete, and then the two were combined toether. Mr.

MacKeen? (8) Sometime during the exile. (stu) (8 1/4) was
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about 648,1 think. D document. Now the D document they used to hold was written by

Hilkiah the priest in the time of Josiah and hidden in the Temple, so it could be found,

but that is given up by these today. They hold it was written sometime in the previous

century, by someone else. They do not believe, many of them any more,that Hilkiah

was lyl iwWdan old document, they thnk he was deceived about the matter, but

that it is sometime within that century. And there is a great discussion whether it was

written tithe northern or southern kingdom. Lately they tend to think the northern. That

doesn't matter. The main phas4iae what are absolutely necessary if the matter is to be

understood.




And then as to the features, the characteristics of each of these documents,

Driver's Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament, spends several pages de-

Q,4)' scribing the characteristics of each of these. Now, in the discussions, in speaking of

the words they use quite a bit, because those are the arguments on which they largely

say whether verse is from J or from E or what it is from, but theyØ describe the character

istics of the three, very fully. I'll just read you a couple of words to show you the way

they deal with it. Driver has several pages, for Instance, he says, J, if he dwells less

than E on concrete particulars, excells in the power of delineating life and character.

His touch is singularly light, with a few strokes he paints the scene which before he is

finished, he has impressed indelibly upon his reader' memory. In ease and grace, his

narratives are unsurpassed. Everything is told with precisely the amount of detail, that

is required. And then he goes on and tel1bciit these characteristics of J. Now E,

on the other hand, the standpoint of E Is prophetical, though this not brought so

prominently forward as in J. And in general the narrative is more objective, less con

sciously tinged by ethical and theological reflection than that of J. Though E mentions

the local sanctuaries, and alludes to the pillars without offence, he lends no promise

to unspiritual service, the putting away of strange gods is noted by him with manifest

approval. Abraham is styled by him as a prophet, and so on. He describes, now here is
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a peculiarity of J, that his representations of the deity are highly anthrpomorphic. You

all know what anthropomorphic means, I taist. Anthropos, reek for man, Morphus,

a form, that is he represents God lift the form of a man. He refers to God as coming

down through the power built by man, MeWMHU Moses, taking off the chariot wheels of

j3 used
the Egyptians, being grieved, repentent, angry, and so on. wo-ue anthropomorphic

terms about God. E he says is more anthropa'jhic than anthropomorphic. In other words,

E doesn't so often speak of God as speaking to somebody, he'll have HInive them a

message in a dream. E will speak of God being grieved, and so on, but not apt to speak

of God as coming down or meeting man, and so on. While P, the priestly narrative, they

say that P's representations of God are less anthropomorphic than those of J or E. No

angels or dreams are mentioned by him. Certainly he speaks of God as appearing tojfen,

as going up from men at important meomnts of their history, but gives no further description

of His appearance. Usually the revelation of God to men takes with him only the form

of simple speaking to them. So he goes cnfor two or three pages telling the characteristics

of the views of each of these writers. Literary style of P is strongly im rked with JE and

especially J, is free, flowing and picturesque, P is stereotyped, measured and prosaic,

the narrative flows like a (12 1/4) Is articulated

systematically, the beginning and closing enumerations are regularly marked by stated

formula. As was mentioned yesterday P is the enumeration, the genealogy, the statistics,

all that sort of thing. Then he goes a and tells how dry and repetitious is the style of P

as compared with the interesting style of J. Now tWhe doesn't discuss so much here,

because it largely deals With a different book, the book of Deuteronomy, but t, as you

all know, is the exhortatory book,, the book of exhortation. Now in Exodus we have-

w
first,law given at 8a Sinai the Ten Commandments -then the judgments, following

three chapters, which they call the book of the covenant, and that ends with a section

exhorting people to obey these laws, that...
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.presentation of an incident, a law is given, or a few laws are given, in the J or E.

In D you have the exhortation to obey the Law, with long flowing oratorical sentences.

And in P you have the Law given in great detail with all kinds of little details given,

which is important for the priest as he administers the Law , and for the judges. So

that they all contain laws, but the great bulk of the Law Is P and the next largest amount

is D. Now those are background matters that are tremendously important in connection

'with what we've had and with what we're going on to have. Yes?
L).

Gueiros. I 1/4Y:

it seems to me that whenever we discuss the development or the theory, as far as studying

the supplennt, modified, and Graf-Wellhausen Theories, these cases will come out

eventually, especially Graf-Wellhausen (1 1/2)

and I feel that the question was a little bit ambiguous, as far as that goes, because you

/ wouldn't know whether to dthcuss the theories as part of the (1 3/4)

Yes, I can see how the sentence could have been not quite clear in that regard. So we

will take it into account if it develops that way. But I want both to be mind, I LILU1L I

want you to know the states of development of the theory, and then the stqges in the theory

as held, and I'll try in the final exam to state either or both in such a way that there will

be no question. .Gueiros, 2 1/4: I wish you also could give us a word regarding the

origin of the name Jehovah, because one day here in class we were discussing that passage

and you sMd He was not known by His name Jehovah , and then you said that that was

not the origin of the name Jehovah at all, but the origin was that the word was a (2 1/2)

Tetragram. 2 Well, now the name Jehovah is the Tetragram. Tetragram is a Greek

word containing four letters. And the Tetragram is the four letters which represent the

name of God. Sometimes we call it the Tetragram rather than to simply be using the name

of God in cY just a technical way of discussing a name. But the Tetragram is the four

letters. Now how these letters were pronounced in ancient times, nobody knows, and

what the origin of the term was, nobody knows. So I didn't mean in class to try to discuss

where the rame came from, I would say God revealed this name, and that's the origin.
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The critics have many various theories as to where it dame from, there are many different

theories, there is rio one on which they agree because there is just no evidence, on which

to build a theory of the origin of names. But under that discussion I did't mean the

origin of the name but I meant the alleged parallel regarding the origin of the name.

They claim that in J it said, therbegan men to call upon the name of Jehovah, In other

words, that t.ot is when they started to use the name, in the time of Seth and Enoch.

Then they say that E says that God said to Moses, Jehovah, the God of your fathers,

is tel ling %'ou to go to them, and that is whentle name began to be used,. But then they

say that P says that Moses says, well, what should I tell them is your aame? And that

He said, my name is Jehovah. I was known to your fathers as El Shaddai, but by my

name Jehovah I was nct known. And we have these various theories, and then I discuss

them, the specific events, the relation between them. Yes, Mr. MacKeen? (4 1/4)

Yes, I did not give a specific title. (stu.) How will I remember it if I give one now?

I don't have it written down. (stu.) Yes, well, let's try to get the idea in mind, rather

than the word.

There are two distinct things which are very important, one of them is to know

how the critical theory developed, through certain stages. The other is to know what a

present theory is, according to which the Pentateuch came into existence, through certain

stages. Those are the two matters. Now I Will try to state my question in such a way

that you can figure out which of the two I mean. But I can't just take a technical term

for one or the other, because (stu. 5 1/2) Yes, good.

Well, I think now, we perhaps are ready to go on with our point that we were

speaking of. I won't say muth more about that point, but I do want to stress again the

was tha t the division of E and JE on which there is great unanimity

(a cal scholars, is really a division of two types of subject matter, that we

want to stress, because that is where you find unanimity. The distinction between P and

the rest, and the principal idea is : narrative goes to JE lists go to P, and it isn't so
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hard to make a division along that line. It is not particularly difficult, and of course the

thing has been discussed by many, many, many. That this verse belongs to J, that this

vow belongs to P or to J, and they have come up with an arraggement on which they agree

as to what belongs to P. pretty thoroughly, but I say that in the type of subject matter,

whereas that between J and E, both of which are narratives, but one uses one name of

God mid one the other, there is great disagreement on the details of that division. And

of course this point, also , perhaps should have included the division between D4 and

the others, is also a division of subject matter, but of course there it is most of the book

of Deuteronomy is hortatory, exhorting, and there are a few passages earlier, which are

exhortation. Well, exhortation is very easy to recognize. I discussed to you this material,

then I say a few words about how important it is, and how vital it is you get it. Well,

naturally the style is different in that sort of case, than it is in explanation or narration.

So it is quite easy to pick out certain sections and say that these are not. Except you

get into a little more difficulty when they take out an occasional narrative and say it

is. There are one or two those I want to get to but I'll have to move a little faster or

we won't. Because it will be the last week when we get to them.

There have been years when I've only had the last day or two on the book of

Deuteronomy, and I would like to have a little more time on Deuteronomy, because while

the same principles apply, yet Deuteronomy is very important and it is good to have a little

more time, not have to talk quite so fast ai that. But this matter of subject matter,

though I'm discussing it with P. because they are united in this way in Genesis and Exodus,

yet P might very well be mentioned at that same place.

Now (7) Actually distinction of various styles within a document is extremely
F-- - -

difficult How do you get a style? You are not born with a certain style different

from everybody else. You develop your manner of speaking from hearing your rents,

and you imitate them, and as you get older you associate with other people and you imitate

them, and you are an individual and/you select certain things to imitate and you ignore
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other things. And you may even branch out to certain original way s of your own, though

there is coipparatively little of that. Most of what you do is imitation. Therefore, the

thing of a style as being actually unique with an individual is a very rare thing. Our

styles are mostly made up of what we've heard and we hear lots of things, and if we hear

a good many different things, if you hear a lit of one person, or one group, you tend to

come to speak like that. And so our styles are always in a state of flux, and if you have

as we said at the beginning of this section, if you have a book of 300 pages written by

one man and a book of 300 pages wtttten by another, you can go throui them and see

what their styles are, and then you have something that they have written together,

you might be able to pick out, this sounds like that fellow, this sounds like that fellow,

a nd to go through and do quite a bit of deciding which belongs to which, But

you need a definite basis to see whit the styles are, because the styles are like two

colors, red and blue. A style is a mixture of all the different influences that have come

upon a person. And consequently to select things out of a document of a distinct style

without having a definite pattern as twhat these styles are is very, very difficult.

And even if you have two books that you have selected from, it would be very, very

difficult, then you could do a good deal, but you cou1do it all by any means. N'

About6ars ago in Germany there was alarge movemen) .-of---thinking that

VI styles could be separated out this way,fhey did Just do it with the Bible, they did it

with many other books, and it is very interestin he# way that i it was done toward

the writing of the German poet, Goethe.
You~a~11~ve

heard of him, I believe, one of the

great geniuses of literature,.Geettr. His most famous work is his Faust, =&d-th4s-wok

which has been translated into many language s,-t s,-416,,iong epic poem tha-ke-ete,

vh ich has had a tremendous inuence on many literary and philooophbal leaders in
X *i'r"-' 4'i'1# &vwt",

work as been studied and discussed at great length,

so it came about tha though Goethearly in the last

y-th-t within the next few years people were studying it and analyzing its
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style1iere was a great German scholar in the field of style analysia named Shoerr,

who wrote a work on the study of the style of Goethe's Faust. c*itdre took up the Prologue,

the I troduction to Goethe's Faust--thkg wh-ef Ggetht-th Faust -he--wa-s worki- on

more or less all his life, and he issued different parts at different times. hortly

before his death, he issued the complete book of Faust. He lived til1 wy in 19s

0' ~~and he issued this work of Faust in its

rTti. d he said it is very interestinin the Prologue of Faust he sees the effect

of the different parts of Goethe's life. he says,._-look at these lines, 110 to 125,

and ho .aJ.d you see the exuberance of youth and you see the optimistic outlook of a man

starting in life and he had the world before him, this is the part that Goethe wrote when

he was a young l1ovhen lie Lii -ge=±nto--it Then he says you a-down4ec to

line 140 to 160 and there you see the tiredness and disillusionment of old age, and

these are the parts that he wrote toward the End of his life. $ So he divided up the

Prologue into the parts that he wrote...

P.84. (3/4) Lo:;t; / ./1 d4-1Ce
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place where Goethe had once lived, where he hadn't lived since Iwas in his

early twenties, nd they faund a manusciipt there which had been forgotten a had tten

_______ 4 jjivwI
in a pile of stuff that had beatèft .],ying are-1 thers-oe-tiew_peron-bought the

a 4-i', ,i,
house and went through this garreteeing watt wac thQ, they came across 44e-which

Fl

was clearly in Goethe's handwriting and was soon accepted by all scholar3-aa--a---

) version of the Prologue that Goethe wrote when he was in his early twenties, and it proved

that though other parts of it were worked over and over through his life, he wrote the Pro

logue practically in its final forn*hen he was in his early twenties. These parts which

Shearer had said showed the style of his old age, disillusioned, were found to have been

written in his early twenties. It was I think a very good illustration of the fact that it is

easy to think that one can separate various styles, various men, iMnrn1i(/-1--/4

w±th-eeh, but actually it is a very difficul thing to do, and in that case it fell through
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II
to a complete loss. It is very difficult to separate the styles out, is the critics claim

to do in the Bible, 100 or 150 years ago they were doing that with practically every book.

Today it is practically given, that method of approach, to almost anything except the Bible.

So we go on to Capital F:

F, Conclusion regarding Arguments for Partition. And under this 4l is:

1, There is no solid basis for partition.--There is no historical evidence of the existence

of these alleged separate books or these particular writings. We have no mention any

where of JE circulating as a separate manuscript, or of P circulating as a separate manu

script. We have ho evidence of anybody who might be said to have written these. There

is no evidence about them whatever. I heard this man speaking about the writer J, well,

it is purely imaginary, You read 2 Samuel, there is no mention of any writer J, it tells

about the great people that they fought. That doesnt Iro,re that there wasn't such a man,

but I say there is no evidence there was. There is no evidence that these ever existed

as septe documents whatever. That we have said before but it is so important that it

is worth stressing in the conc±.ision, and a second point that is very much worth stressing

in the conclusion, is this, that similar methods could divide almost any book into diverse

docu*s. Somebody did, 50 years ago they took the book of Romans and published a

book showing how you might assume that Romans was combined of three different documents

taking a few verses of one, a few of the other, and made it so it read along suite smoothly.

Each one of them, because there is repetition in Romans as there is in anything that ever

was written. We have to drive 1me, and we repeat in other languages, and

they try to divide it this way. You can take the Koran which Mohammed wrote. Mohammed

gave his Koran as a series of (5) and alleged revelations from God by

Mohammed. But Mohammed would speak for a while about the Lord, the Lord, the Lord,

then he'd speak for a while about God, God, God, and then he might speak of God and

the Lord, and t1 Lord and God, and you could take and divide up the Lord section, and

the God section, and say these were different books, different documents. The method
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have forced such changes as violently to disrupt the former unity. That was true thirty

years, Today you say, "as to threaten to disrupt former unity." Not that they have not

disrupted the unity. Thirty years they had, thirty years ago, as archeological evidence

was coming in and fitting with the Bible as it stands, and not fitting with the Bible as

rearranged by criticism, scholars were running back and forth wondering what to do,

and at that time it looked as if they would turn to some entirely different theory, if they

would refuse to accept the Scripture as it stands. It looked that way, but during the

past thirty years they have found no other theory, other than accepting the Bible aø that

is half as good as this one, so today, I don't see any evidence of critical scholars'

abandoning the Graf-Wellhausen theory, I don't see any evidence of it. Most interesting

t hing was an article--I may have mentioned it here, but it is worth mentioning again, an

article by Prof. Aibright of Johns Hppkins Univer. ty in the American Scholar, "On

Archeological Evidence regarding Moses," and in this article he gave evidence after

evidence from archeolog on the accuracy of the Bible as it stands. And after he had

given this, very eminently, then he concluded, what is the conclusion? The conclusion

is that we must never forget the great debt we owe to Graf, Welihausen, and these other

great masters who did so much to enable us to understand the Pentateuch correctly.

Arid fess arvard spoke down hae in Crozier Semir ry and he was introduced byVol

Dr. Pritchard, who is going to be teaching religion at University of Pennsylvania next

year, and Dr, Pritchard in introducing him said that Dr. Pfelffer, you will be very much

at home, everybody here accepts the Gra-We1lhausen theory, and then Pfeiffer proceeded

to give evidence after evidence from arc1logical of the dependability of the truth of

Old Testament, and finthd up with saying, "However, this does not rrBan we can accept

everything in the Bible as true," and then gave one or two rather small sections of

certain statements from Scripture, and then went on with that after all the important thing

is toieallze about the J, E, P and D documents and their great importance in the under

standing of the Scriptures. So you have people teciously holding to the theory in the
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face of new evidence, and making a little twist here and there. I was most interested

just a year ago, quite recently, when I sat in a class and heard a man with a worldwide

reputation who is convinced of the greatness of the J writer, and of the distinctness of

the P writer, and so on, and I heard him say this, he is a great archeologist, a man of

great learning, and he said as he was talking about it, now he said, you read in, I didPt

bring the records with me this morning, but I think you're all familiar with it, you read

how when Jacob was nu rried, and it tells about his marriage to Leah, and it says that

Laban gave her as her maid, to Leah when she married Jacob and then goes

on and tells about it, and




it te,11s about
mel and that Laban gave Zilcah to Rach-

el as her maid, and then goes an and tells about it. And he said all critics agree un

animously that though this is part of the J document, the statement that Laban gave Bllhah

the maid, and that he gave Zilah the maid to his daughter when she was rarried, is from

P. All critics agree unanimously on this, any critical book you take will say, this is

from the P document, because P is the one who is interested in statistics, he is interest

ed in minor facts, he is interested in such a thing. I mean this is what he says, this

is the fact (7 1/2) P is the one who would be interested inthe

name of the maid. Shy would J be interested ma thing like that? So this is from P.

But he said all critics agree unanimously this is from P, but he said here is a case in

which all critics are wrong, because he said we have recently discovered in Mesopotamia

wills from the very area around which Laban lived, and he said in thse wills, when they

tell, --no not wills, marriage contracts--in these marriage contracts, when they tell

about the marriage of a women of an important family, it always states after mentioning

the details of the marriage, that the father gave so-and-so, and gives the name, as maid

to his daughter. So he says, in that section of Mesopotamia, at that time, this was

standard practice to name the maid who was given to the daughr, so these two half

verses here, about half a chapter apart, which all critics unanimously agree are from

P, are not from P at all, they are from J, and J has copied a corrupt statement of the
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marriage contract, the way it would be in that Owe at that time. Well, now you see,

I would say there is a thing that all the critics agree on and argheology proves it is

wrong, I would say it is strong evidence that the Wi ole critical theory is wrong, but,

you see, he simply says it shows they're wrong about this section belonging to F, it

belongs to j, with the rest of the section. And that is the attitude of the critical

sphplqrs
today. You never know, when you gather these materials together, and you

show them, it makes, for the person who isn't working right in the critical theory, it

makes a very strong argument. I had the experience about ten fifteen years ago, of

being President of the Oriental Club of Philadelphia, which included the professors from

most of the universities and seminaries in this whole area, in the field of Biblical study,

and particularly of oriental study, and also professors of Sanskrit, and of Persian

narrative, and that sort of thing, and as President I have hdd to give a presidential

address, so I took for my subject, "The Scientific Approach to the Old Testament," and

I first told about the critical theory, and so on, (9 3/4) and then

I gave quite a large number of evidences from archeology of the accuracy and dependabil

ity of the Scripture and showing the futility of that approach. And most of those profess

ors sat there entranced. They were tremendously interested and so impressed that some

of the leading modernists who were there in the group, when it came to the discussion

addressed me in the courteous terms, raising some little minor point. I heard that one

of them told somebody a couple of days later, oh it's just a waste of time, nothing of

great impatance there. But that's not the attitude they took in the meeting, because the

professors in these various fields who were not strongly prejudiced for the critical

theory, were so impressed by the evidence I gave that they were most courteous to me

and very small were er
&rtd thu thuy wi-u the little points of objection, which they there raised to myFuuutiuir

And it was a former orthodox Jew who lost his faith and who is a curator of a museum,

and a professor of Sanskrit, they were the two who were strongest against it, and except

for those two, everybody was tremendously impressed.
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And then one time when I was speaking to an Invervarsity meeting in Ohio

State, a member of the group was in the classics department about ten years ago, and

spoke to the head of the Classics Department there, and asked him if he'd like to have

me speak to their classics club, so he said he w uld, so she wrote and asked if I

could speak on archeology to their classes, while I was there. So I sent a group of

subjects, one of them was,"iat has Babylonian study added to our knowledge of the

Past ?"and a few subjects like that, but among them I put one in, 'The Relation of

Archeology to Biblical Study," and the head of the classics department picked that one,

so I took that one, and I ot there and they were the Greek graduate students, there

were maybe twenty of them, they sat around, smoked while I was talking, and I gave

them evidence after evidence from archeology, on the truth of the Scripture and they sat

t he e tremendously interested and asked questions tia t showdd they were greatly inter

ested, they'd never heard it, and we had dinner aft&wards, and the head of the classics

department said, my , he says, you must be in great demand with this information,

from the universities, to give them. Well, the universities are asking liberals to come,

as a rule, it was quite incidental that I got that opportunity. But the material is there.

If you can get opportunities like that, you can have quite an influence with those people,

because while the teachers of the critical theory, the Old Testament professors, and the

people like thare so convinced of the critical theory that (12 1/2)

just goes off like water off a dubIs back, yet the people who aren't directly in that

field of the critical theory, are people who if they hear this material will be tremendously

interested, and can be tremendously affected by it. But today we cannot say that

archeological study have forced such changes as violently to disrupt the former unity,

the unity which started to disrupt and then came together again pretty definitely, but they

are such that they threaten to disrupt, they are such that they can be...
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.the alleged consensus of scholarship. 416 Is a sort of a sumnury.

6, Each of the Four Arguments has been Examined in Detail. No one stands the

Test. No one is adequate to prove the hypothesis. Nor do all together prove it. That
I4Lv

is just a summary of our examlnatl&n of the four arguments, and I might ask you a

question, I might say if none of the partition arguments are upho3digg, why has it still

(1 1/2) We're going to answer that in another session. Yes,

each of the four arguments has been examined.




I
417 does not give the answer to that, but it is an important thing:

7, Divisive Criticism of the Bible arose as part of a widespread attitude that was applied

to many books, but that is now almost entirely abandoned, except with regard to the Bible.

In the centuries from 1700 to 1800, the 18th century, the general tendency was to think

that anything classical was wcnderful ahd the great influence of the classics, Greek

and Roman classics, that was the last word on everything, that was the general tendency

in that century. Now toward the end of that century, there was a reaction against that,

and perhpps the leader in the reaction was Friedrich Augustus Woll. F. A. Woll, a

German professor, led the movement against tremendous adoration of the classics. And

he took the attitude that when it came to ancient things we couldn't know anything un-

were things
less we had complete proof, that a lot of these boo]/triat came together by the gradual

process. In 1795 he wrote his introduction to the study of Homer. You see, this was

before Eichhorn' s work was getting much underway. He wrote his introduction to the

study of Homer and he said there never was a poet like Homer, he said the book of the

Iliad and the Odyssey represent many different stories which came together by a sort of a

gradual process, and so on, he developed the study of (4 1/2)

and for a long time great attention was paid to dividing up the Iliad and the Odyssey into

sections, and they did that with most ancient writings. I told you how they did it with

Goethe and then how what they did With hits prologue was foubd to be without warrant.
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There are many illustrations that could be given of the way it was carried to a great

extreme in study of all the classical writers, but it was given up, and today the bulk I

believe of practical scholars hckl that there was a man who was called Homer, now, aX'

man, at least that the Iliad and the Odyssey show such signs, each of them, show such

tremendous signs of unity, that one mind was at work fashioning this great epic. Some

of them differ as to whether one man wrote both of them or whether it was a different man

wrote the Iliad and the Odyssey, some thin a woman wrote the Odyssey, but as to that

there are different views, but there is a pretty good agreement that these books were

unified productions, and show a genius that doesn't come from a hundred people writing.

Thus with Shakespeare's work, you can point to the material Shakespeare(5 1/2)

but Shakespeare's genius was lacking, andompare what he wrote with what he

is most illuminating, to see what one great mind has done.

Well, this was given up to the extent that today4v-e find an ancient epic, no

body starts in to say let'd divide this up into the different documents from which it

origial1y came. That Is not used any more. But with the Bible it has been

preserved, and the reason it has been preserved is the union with the theory of evolution,

or the developmental attitude, the developmental theory. That is what made it last.

My personal guess is that if it were not for Graf and /re1lhausen, the tendency would

have disappeared bythe end of the last century, and people would have decided that

all this attempt to divide up into documents after all were insecure and unsatisfactory.

But Graf and Welihausen united it with the developmental theory that you could stow a

development and see thus how these religious ideas came into existence, and it is this

union with the developmental theory which crystallized it and solidified it and made

it hold. But the attitude of dividing up documents that way, thinklgg you cat Id prove

several original docunts out of which they came, you don't hear anybody doing that

sort of thing today, trying to divide up newly discovered documents this way, but they

were doing it with everything, so it became established , and then it was union with
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the development theory that crystallized it. You can easily get some illustrations in

William Henry Green's book on abot p.129, he gives a few illustrations of how they

did this with certain classical writings, and decided this wasn't genuine, this wasn't

genuine, and so on, and then how they found proof that they were wrong in so many

cases, so that the method is largely given up.

8, the case of the Bible, Union with the Development Hypothesis, has

solidified and preserved the Claim of Partition Now I wish we had as much time to

discuss the devekpment hypothesis as we spent dtscussing the Partition, those two

aspects of it. We have much less time so we have to go rathe}*a$dly through it.

But now we have six minutes left which isn't enough for a long quiz but is enough

for a little quiz, so all who are in odd numbers write this down, please listai, let me give

it once and get it. Discuss the comparison of the styles of J and P, that is oddnumbers.

Even nuibers, please write this, discuss the comparison of the style of land E.

P.90. (3/4) -)
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.and under that A, Introductory. We have already noticed how the discussion pro-
----------------

ceeded for a period of three-quarters of a century, with different views held about the

different documents, and finally became crystallized about 1878, and we noticed how

the division was made on literary grounds, that these were different styles, and that

from these different styles these different documents (1 1/4)

As, after 8, was IV, and A under that Introductory. We are starting IV with point A,

which is really the same as 8 practically, that is the beginning of it is. We have noticed

in II and III, in other words, the development of the critical theory, the arguments for

partition and the fact that they claim to haw these distinct documents, but that this is

part of an attitude oddividing books up into documents ich was done to all classical

work a certury and a half ago.Which was practically discarded now, except in the case

of the Bible. You rarely see it with anything wise, but with this it is tenaciously held.

We noticed under 8 there the reason it is teaaciously held is because it is united with the
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theory of evolution, the theory of development, and being united with that, it became

part of the new trend that was weeping over the world in the end of the last century.

Which considers everything as a natural development, and here we have Judaism and

Christianity, here we have the Pentateuch with lofty )f ideas in it, with
'
long historical

accounisin it, with much in it that has had tremendous influence in the world, where did

it come from? Well, the evolutionary theory s ays it came by natural development, and

this natural development is claimed to be proved by showing how these various documents

go from one to the other. Now for this point we have been noticing the alleged emphasis

that there are different documents, and we have seen that all four of the main arguments,

no one of them really stands when carefully examined. And that they do not prove that

these were distinct documents, but the thing that crystallized and made it come to be

tenaciously held to, was that it fit into a theory of the documents, which seemed to

show where the Pentateuch came from, how it came into existence by a natural evolution

ary sort of a process, a nattural development, and that is what crystallized it and made

it continue, and now if we had these four distinct documents and knew they were distinct

documents, that was proven, then it would be a very interesting quesli on to compare them

and see whether we can find that they prove an evolution, a development, from the primi

t ive , the very primitive rude beginning, upb the very advanced ideas contained in the P

document, that would be an interesting investigatin to make. Now we, be1ie's. we

have proven that there was not--I won't say that, there is not sufficient evidenceo

establish that there ever were such four distinct documents written at different times.

Nevertheless the argument that, assuming there are these documents, they show a

natural development and show how the Pentateuch came into existence is a phase of the

argument which must be examined, and if it can be proven t will go quite a distance,

toward strengthening belief that the document actually did exist. And so it is well to

have a fair idea of its main features. What the main features of it are, and what the

main features of the answer to it are.
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It is most probable today that, if in discussion, you will find arguments will

be based on the arguments for partition with which we have alréady dealt. That is

most likely today. The other is sort of taken for granted. But the other has got some

points in it which are not extremely easy to answer, and some points which may be so

presented as to make a tremendous influence upon the person to whom they are given.

So it is important that we are familiar with this other aspect of the theory.

Now from a viewpoint strictly from logic it would have been reasonable for us

to have gone faster on our partition part, so as to have about half of our semester on

each. But from a viewpoint of practical importance, I think we have been right in taking

the amount of time we have to try to be sure that the situation as regards the partition

arguments is absolutely clear. That is vital to accomplish, but this other is very

important. And so this matter of the Development Hypothesis, we already in the end of

our survey of the critical theories, we already at that time, & mentioned to you the

four arguments for it. I have not asked you for them again I believe on a quiz since,

but I stressed at that time that there were the eight arguments, the four for partition and

the four for development. Now these four for development which I gave to you then,

the first df them was &screpancies the second, Logical Thought; the third, Violation

of Laws as Evidence of non-existence--that is the hardest thing by far to answer; and

fourth, the Appropriateness of sections to particular Periods. Those four arguments I

gave you some time ago. We merely mentioned them then, whowing how the Graf-Well

hausen Theory twists around the whole idea of the arrangement of documents in intelligent

order, in order to fit them in with a Developmental Theory. And then we metitioned these

four arguments for development. We are now ready to take up the examination of these

four arguments.

So we go on to B The Argument from Alleged BtGcrepancies Now this argument

from alleged discrepancies, at least in general, is a matter which would suggest, if

proven, that there are different documents written either in different places or at different
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times. It would not in itself prove an order of development. And consequently a great

part of the material which would be considered under this is material which we have

already touched upon incidentally in our examination of the arguments for partttin.

We have noticed for instance the claim that according to one document, Jacob left home

for a certain reason, according to the other document he left home for a different reason.

discrepancyNow that is of course a definite discrepancy which is claimed. But even if the dipm

re true, it would be pretty hard to prove which document came first and which was

written later. It would go;--much of the argument from alleged discrepancies uld help

to establish that there were distinct documents, that they would be written by different

people with different ideas, but wouldn't probe much about their order, so that as far

as development is concerned, this is not really as important as the next two, and yet

this is an argument which inevitably comes in in the discussion and which is bound to be

advanced in connection with either the argun nt for partition or the argument for develop

ment, the claim that we have contradiction, discrepancies between sections, and there

fore, they must be not merely different documents as if two men in this class were to

write an account of the events of the year, maybe if they did they'd be in different

language, they'd be in different order perhpps, different stress on particular thigg, but

we would not expect discrepancies. But if we had two students writing accounts of

"My Experiences in Faith Seminary in the year 1961-62, and one of them said the

Seminary was in Elkins Park and the other said it was in Wilmington, tlawareJ, that

would be a pretty bad discrepancy, and that would suggest very strongly that these were

written actually at different times and one of them probably meaat '51-52, rather than

'61-62, because then it was in Delaware. A discrepancyLi that is pretty hard to explain

away. However, if two fellows were to write an account of events here, say you were

to write a hundred pages each, describing your experiences in Faith Seminary, it would

be very strange if at first sight there would not be some rather severe discrepancies

between them , even if on major points they agreed. One wuld tell of something that
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happened and he'd perhaps put it in my class and someone else might put it in Mr.

Eppard's class. The memory of one cE the other would be apt to fail. Or perhaps a

similar event happened in both. There are--when you get accounts of things at any

length , there are quite sure to be discrepancies of terminology, which have to be ex

amined in order to see if the memory of one is in error, or if perhaps they'd be worded in

a slightly different way. Thus we find that one of the alleged discrepancies is that the

critics claimthat according to the early documents Moses had a tent 41 ich he called

The Titof Meeting, where they met with God, which was outside of the camp. While,

they say, according tot he P document, Moses was commanded to build a sanbtuary in

the middle of the camp. With the people all around it. Well, they say, here is a stark

discrepancy. Of course, thett theory is, the whole idea of the tabernacle was invented

by the priestly writers, in order to glorify the whole idea of the tabernacle in the wilder'

ness, and consequently he made up for all this, about this beautiful tabernacle in the

midst of the camp. But we find one statement there it says that, Moses after the people

built the golden calf, Moses took the tent of meeting and pitched it id outside the

camp, we find that statement. Now right away, let me ask you this question: How

could Moses take that big baautiful tabernacle and all the stuff i1t, and so on, and

move it outside the camp, and pitch it out there? How could that be done? Does that

sound reasonable? Is ot that a sharp discrepancy'between the two documents?

Well, you examine the way they stand in the Scripture, and you see that this is

given in Exodus after he comes down from the mountain, after the incident of the Golden

Calf. Now at that time had the tabernacle yet been built? It had not yet been built.

outswConsequently when it says he took the tent of meeting, and moved it the camp,

it is quite evident that it is referrring not to the tabernacle but to something else which

preceded the tabernacle. Evidently a tent to which Moses used to go for receiving

revelation from God, or n eting with God, and learning God's will under particular

circumstances. Well,,ou find that later on, after the tabernable has been built, we
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read in one case flat Moses called 70 elders and they came to him to the Tent of Meet

ing, and you read that there in the Tent of Meeting that the Holy Spirit...

P.91. (3/4)
one
./iocument/, assuming that the tent is outside the camp, while according to the p

document, they have already built that beautiful tabernacle and have declared that it is

to be put up right in the middle of the camp. Do you have aich a contradiction here?

Well, immediately we can say you don't hecessarily have to take it as a contradiction.

They were in the Tent 'tth him, the 70 were, one of them was still in the camp. You

can use the language "in the camp" referring to the whole area of the encampment as

compared to the place outside to which Moses moved the Tent of Meeting as a punish

ment, after the Golden Calf, or you can say "in the camp" as referring to the place where

the people camped as cared with the Tent of Meeting, even if they're all around it

a nd it is in the Middle. So this can be a matter of terminology. There was still a man

"in the camp" not in the Tabernacle in the middle of the camp, but in the camp namely

the place where the pwop]e are, where the tents are, as caipared to that specialized

part in the MIddle of the Camp where the Tabernacle was. So you can easily have what

seems to be a verbal contradiction in this way, without it being a real contradiction.

So the matter of discrepancy is one which)fs very east' In any two accounts of

anything to grab two or three sentences and make them look as if they are real sharp

contradictions, but they have to be examined to find out if they are. In any kind of an

investigation, we examine things to find contradiction, that if we find real contradiction,

then we say that one of them is wrong, but we're going to find apparent contradiction,

things that at first sight seem to be contradiction, in any
two

account that are written

by two different people. We had it , fifty years ago, we had two men, Cook and Peary,

who claimed to have visited the North Pole. The claim was made by both of them, they

had visited the North Pole. But in their accoutits of it there were contradictory statements

as to the condition, as to the situation. The statements were so contradictory that it
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was quite apparent that they had not both been there. Now of course one might be there

on a rainy and one on a clear day. One might be there in a month when there has been

a great deal of melting and the other when there was more ice, but there all sorts of

things that might be explained away, they would be contradictory. But there were

contradictions in this case which impressed the investigators, as proving that only one

could be true. And so though Cooke claimed to have been there first, Admiral Peary was

decided to be the original first man to visit the North Pole, and given great honor for

it , while Cooke was branded as a liar and an imposter, on the grouhd
Qf the

discrepancy

between his account and the account of Peary. There have been many cases in history

where things have been proven to be an imposter because of discrepancy, but (3 3/4)

there will be ---- apparent discrepancies get into account, so we have to examine

it, we can't jump to conclusions, we have to prove it.

Well, now the critics have a great many alleged discrepancies between the

different documents, which we believe on examination prove to be entirely capable of

being explained without their being any real contradiction that proves that one or the

other is erroneous. We have noticed of course in connection with Genesis 1 and Genesis

2, they say one story of creation begins with a watery chaos, one begins with an arid

wilderness, and that is a sharp contradiction, if they are both stories, complete stoties,

of creation. But if one of them is an account of the last part of it, they start at

different times, there is no contradiction whatever in their starting in different ways.

A im n might say I visited Faith Seminary and went to their Commencement which was

held out on the lawn in front, another man might say I went to Faith Seminary and

visited, and Commencement was held in the Chapel, at d it was terribly crowded in the

chapel. Two statements made, they are contradictory, but if they were different years

there is no contradiction. And so when it comes to alleged discrepancies, in most cases

you can find that there is a natter of a word impossible, or a statement impossible to

interpret two different ways, or of two different times being involved, two different
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aspects of the thing being spoken of, and more important than that, even, you will

find that in a great many of the alleged discrepancies they really rest entirely upon a

matter of silence, like where it says in one of the Gospels, that one of the disciples

came to the tomb of Christ and looking in, he saw an agel, and the other one said that

the first man who got there looked in and saw three angels. Well, is that a sharp contra

diction between the two? Not at all. If he saw three angels, he certainly saw one angel

There is no contradiction there. You say you saw an angel, you look in, and you easily

notice an angel, then you look a little more closely, you notice there are three angels.

You tell one person about it, you say, I got there and looked in and saw an angel, and

then you go right on to tell the more important thing, what about Christ. But with the

other person, you're telling it more in detail, you say, when I got there I found that

there were two angels at the head of the sepulchre and one at the foot, describing it

more in detail, not giving your first immediate observation. That is a matter of silence,

because three angels does not contradict one angel. If you say I saw only one angel,

that would be a contradiction, but we have to examine alleged contradictions like that,

to see whether there is a part of it that is simply arrgument from silence, Now an

argument from silence can be an important argument, but it has to be examined with

great care to be sure that it is, and very frequently arguments from silence are arguments

that are not real arguments at all. So this matter of discrepancy, alleged discrepancy,

is an argument which applies to all parts of the documents, because it is alleged that

there are discrepancies in the ideas, in the statements abut Jacob and about Abraham,

and so on. Where did Abraham lie about his wife, was it in Egypt, or in Ph.tlistia?

That is an alleged discrepancy, alleged contradiction. If those are accounts of the

same thing, it is a contradiction, if they are two events it is not a contradiction.

They will be found, alleged discrepancies, in every book of the Pentateuc. We find

them throughout, but the greater part of the arguments for order are confined to the Law,

the greater part by far. When it comes to the Arguments for Partition, the place where
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most stress is laid is the Narrative, in Genesis and the early part of Exodus. That

is where most stress is laid in the arguments for partition. But in the arguments for

development, most stress is laid upon the Law, where it is claimed that in the course

of the Law we see a natural development.

This mattér then of discrepancy, much of the material we have alrdady looked at

could be considered under this head, and there will be other material we will look at

later under this h ad. But I'm not gdng to spend so much time on this argument because

after all, most of the alleged discrepancies do not prove development, but merely prove

that one or other was wrong. But the development rests more upon our second argument,

logical process, so I'm gang to go on now to capital C, and that we will call:

C, Summary of Arguments for Logical Progress in Contents of Documents.

Now these arguments while most say strongest ones relate to Law,"et logically the

first does not deal with Law. So under C, 4l:

1, Development within the Documents as regards religious ideas. And this relates

particularly to the idea of God. Now if you/ look for instance at Genesis 1, what kind

of an idea of God do you get from Genesis 1? God spcke, let there be light, and there

was light. God said, let the waters be gathered together, and it was so. God speaks

and it id done. God sees what He has made and He sees that it is good. But when you

go on to Gen. 2.4ff, you find a great many words used which are words that would

normally be used of a human being, and conqequently the critics speak of the great

number of anthropomorphism in the J document. The anthropomor/phism. Anyone who

knows Greek of course immediately anthropus, man; morphe, form--in the form of a man.

To represent God in the form of a man.

In verse 7 we find the Lord God formed man, of the dust of the ground. He

breathed into his nostrils, the breath of life. In the next verse, the Lord God iEnted a

garden, in verse 8 and continuing, there he placed a man whom he had formed. In verse

15 the Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden. In vee 19 He brought
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the animals to Adam. In verse 21 the Lord caused a deep sleep to fall on Adam and ble

took one of his ribs, and he closed up the flesh instead of it. And this rib He made

into a woman, brought her to Adam, and in chapter 3.8 they heard the voice of the Lord

God walking in the Garden in the cool of the day. What a great number of words we

A.M
expressionshave in different parts of the J document which refer to God wt-iluIi which we

would use of a man. Use anthropomorphic phrases about God's God's making,

God's placing, God calls, they hear His voice, walking Inthe Garden. There are many

anthropomorphic expressiona in these first chapters of Genesis, and there are a consid

erable number further on. In Gen. 7-8, 8.21 he smelled a sweet savor of the sacrifice,

in 11.5...

P.92. (3/4)

.came down to see what the situation was, He saw whether it was as bad as the report

was. He cane and visited with Abraham and Abraham entertained Him. In Ex. 4 .24 we

read that Jehovah met Moses and sought to slay him. He met him "in the inn" and He

sought to slay him. Ex. 4.24. This is a section which according to Addis is one of

those precious remnants in the Bible, one of those precious little remnants from the

very original early mathrial that shows us what kind of a god Jahweh originally was.

Because we read here in Ex. 4, the account of God that it came to pass by the way in the

inn, that the LORD met him, id sought to kill him. Then Zipporah took a sharp stone,

and cut off the foreskin of her son, and case it at his feet, and said, Surely a bloody

husband art thou to me. So he let him go: then she said, A bloody husban d thou art,

because of the circumcision." He met him and sought to kill him. Well, they say

this shows that Jahweh originally was a sort of a thunder God of Sinai who every once

in a whiles on a tear, and anybody ho got in his way he would just destroy.

So he met Moses on his way back to Egypt and he met Moses in the inn, and there when

he met him in the inn, we read, he sought to kill him. Happened to come on Moses and

sought to kill him. And Zipporah saw the situation, was about to lose Moses, tothe
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wrath of this wild thundergod that was tearhig around, and she thought maybe blood

would appease him, so she made a sacrifice, took a sharpI stme, cut off the foreskin

of her son, cast it at his feet, and he let Moses go, so she saved Moses' life by the

sacrifice. Well, the critics say this is one of these precious sections which preserve

something of the origin of the idea of Jahweh, Well, personally I don't interpret it

that way. I admit that at first sight it sounds that way. It came to pass by the way in

the inn, that the Lord met him and sought to kill him. Then Zipporah took a sharp stone,

cut off the foreskin of her son and cast it at his feet, saying, surely a bloody husband

art thou to me. Why did she blame Moses for it, when it was Jahweh who was trying to

kill him? So /he let him go, then she said a bloody husband thou art, because of the

circumBision. In an account like this, you have words, you have sentences, but as in

reading anything, you have to make an interpretation. And the most obvious interpretation
of-

of it is the interpretation that the critics give, the interpretation that this shows you
a wild

the character of Jahweh thundergod on a tear, about to kill anybody who gets

in His way. So Zipporah makes a sacrifice and He se the blood and it satisfied Him,

He has had his Hood lust satisfied for the moment, aid lets him go. Well, that is the

most obvious interpretation but it doesn't fit with the rest of the Pentateuch.

Now we have 1ffh not given statements to have another interpretation, but

if we're not going to accept the critics we have to at least have a credible

interpretatioA,/ which we suggest as an alternative thing, and most Christians feel

that that is not the correct interpretation of the passage, that when Zipporah acted

she acted not simply a a ld impulse but she acted as a result of discussion which

she had had with Moses before, and that she did it in rather poor grace, she said,

surely a bloody husband art thou to me, she did it in rather poor grace, because she

didn't like to do it, didn't want to do it, but under the circumstances it was either

give in or lose Moses, so she gave in, but not very happily, and that this means that

there had been big arguments between the two in the past, and that Zipporah had had
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her way, up to this point, that Moses had talked to Zipporah about circumcizing the

boy, and that Zipporah had said, why he is Ji t a little infant, what does he know,

why should we circumcize him, whit till he gets older and he can make up his own

mind, and he can decide whether he wants to be circumcized or not, but Moses said,

no it is God's command that he should be circumcized, and he said we should carry

out God's commands, we are believers in the Lord, the Lord has commanded that he

be circumclzed and e should carry out the command of the Lord. Zlpporah said the

poor little thing, she said, what a cruel bloody thing to do when he is this age,

and what will it mean to him anyway, he doesn't understand it, why don't you wait

till he is older and let him make up his own mind? So consequently when God didn't

interfere with them, they were good earnest believers, following the Lord in a quiet

way, not doing anything outstanding for him, but God ordered Moses to come and

do a great work for God, to go to Egypt, and in this situation, where Moses should

take a position of real leadership in the Lord's work, it was vital that Moses should

carry out God's command to the full, and therefore, that when Moses took Zipporah

and the child and they started for Egypt, that God could not use Moses while Moses

was disregarding one of God's commands. And therefore, on the way, we read here

the Lord met him and sought to kill him, we don't think that means that a wild thunder

god came in through the window and began to threaten him, we believe that Moses

was taken with some sudden illness or something, but that as it happened, Zipporah

understood what it meant, she understood that Moses not carrying out to the full

God's óommand, was yet trying to go forward to do God's will, and she understood

that in a situation like that there was serious danger, and she saw the situation and

gave in ut with poor grace, because she quickly pethEmed the circumcision but she

said surely a bloody husband art thou to me. And then we read, so he let him go,

that Moses immediately recovered from the situation which seemed to threaten his

death and that Moses and Zipporah both understood that if a person was going to follow
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the Lord effectively, and be used of Him, he must follow out His commands as He

gives them and not try to explain them away, or to (7 1/2)

Now as between the two interpretations of th4 passage, this one and the critics'

interpretation, I know of no third interpretation of it, have never heard a third interpre

tation on it, but of these two, the critical interpretation is the mt obvious. Take

the words as they stand, it is the easiest way to take, but it contradicts the general

UPentateuch as a whole. Well, the critics say naturally, it is a remnant

fromArly edition, and it has been preserved by a fortunate (8 1/4)

We would have many such if orb' a lot of the original material hadn't been lost. We

do not believe it, we believe the Pentateuch is God's Word to us, and consequently

we believe/we have to see if there is a way to explain this that makes sense, and

fits with the contents and does not explain away or do violence to any of the word,

but simply assumes certain facts on a reasonable basis which are not clearly stated

here. So we believe that is the correct interpretation. But now that is the situation

as regards the critics' argument. They say the J document is a primitive document

because it has all the anthropomorphism in it, like his meeting and seeking to kill

him in the way. We say that those anthropomorphisms are not primitive expressions

but they are expressions which are perfectly proper, but we say that we cannot see

God, but we cannot understand God excppt by using human statements about Him, and

to how great an extent these statements correspond to something that is literal fact,

and to how great an extent they are figurative expressions that convey a true meaning

about God, it is hard for us to say, but we believe they are entirely right and proper

or they would not be in the Bible. Yes? (9 3/4) Well, there are some of them who

would divide into Jl and J2, and J3, and they might say that one of them was in some

regards more primitive than the other, but they don't go to any great length on that,

but they all claim that J is more primitive, more anthropomorphic than E. E is more

anthropopathic than anthropomorphic, that is J will have God speak to a man, but in
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E He'll give the man a dream

He gives him a dream, he gives him a vision, rather than to speak directly to him,

in J God brings the people out of Egypt with His outstretched arm, phrase used over

and over, with His outstretched arm He brings them out of Egypt. But in E, God hears

their suffering, His ear is openX' to their cry, He sees the need, He uses expressions

corresponding to man's feeling, but not so much expressions corresponding to man's

actions, as He did in J, that is their claim.

Well, now that is the claim of the critics about the development in the idea

of God between J and E, and as regards P, we have in Driver's literature of --Intro

duction to Lhe Literature of the Old Testament, on pages 128-9, we have a statement

showing the attitude of P on this matter, Driver says, his representations of God are

less anthropomorphic than those of J or even of E. No angels or dreams are mentioned

by him. Isn't that a strong argument. No angels or dreams are mentioned by?. But

of course if you want to find out what is P, if a section has an angel or a dream in it,

just put it in E. Then you find there are no angels or dreams in P. Mr. MacKeen? (12)

J or E, yes, and now we're looking at P. (stu.) Yes, well, anthropomorphic and anthro

popathic. E is only anthropopathic, not much anthropomorphism in P--in I, I should say,

but F, he says his representations of God are less anthropomorphic than those of J or

even of E. No angels or dreams are mentioned by him. 0' Certainly he speaks of God

as appearing to men, as going up from them, at important moments of history, but it

gives no further description of His appearance. Usually the revelation of God to men

with Him takes the form of simply speaking to them. Only in the supreme revelation of

Sinai and when He is present in the Tei t of Meeting does he describe Him as manifesting

Himself as light and fire...
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he avoids scrupulously, even anthropomorphic expressions are rare, so that a purpose

is here unmistakable. It may be (3/4) that as a priest he was accustomed to think and

speak of God more strictly and circumspectly than other writers, even those who were

(3/4) On the other hand he nowhere touches on the deeper problems of

theology, on such subjects as the divine judgment of the world, on the origin of sin

and evil, the insufficiency of all human righteousness, he does not (1)

The Israelltish theocracy is the writer's idea, and the culminating promise is, that in

Ex.29.43-46, comparing the abiding presence of God with(l 1/2)

Now that is the tlaim of the critics about the development of the idea of God.

They usually say the development of religious ideas, but when you examine it it is pretty

much narrowed down to this, the idea of God and His revelation. That is the claim there

of the development between the documents. Yes? (2)

Now the E is less anthropomorphic, they say, it is more anthropothic. That is

to say, more showing the feeling rather than his actions. He hears, he feels, he depends,

he is used, rather than he looks, or makes, or pull off the chariot wheels, it says in

Exodus that God pulled off the chariot wheels. Now do they think the original wtiter

thought God came down and like a man went up and pulled off the chariot wheels, one

after the other, or do they interpret it in line with the rest (2 1/2)

Yes? They claim that they are both in J, only anthropopathic in E, while in? there is

a little anthropomorphism, practically no anthropopathism. Document J had a very

primitive idea of God, God meets Moses in the way, tries to kill him. Then you have

E who, instead of God meeting him or talking with him, God gives him a dream, gives

him a vision. Then you have P where God simply speaks and it is done. That is the

idea of the development inthe documents vth ich they claim.

Well, now I have headed this simply Summary of Arguments, rather than, I want
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to discuss in general the arguments later, but this one I think perhaps we might discuss

right at this point. This is a much simpler fact, in my opinion, though perhaps a more

obvious ft pattern than the next part of the argument. But this part I think it is better

before we et into far
to get out of the way 1Ra&n-ty-gt* greater complexity of the next of their argu-

ments, the one which is a far stronger argument, actually, than this. Because this

argument while it readily admitted that J as the priests divide it, has far more anthropo

morphism than E or P, and that P has j far more than either J or E. It is readily ad

mitted, yet we would maintain that it is exactly wia t we would expect as far as p is

concerned, in view of the fact that P consists mostly of tabulation, lists, genealogy,

detailed laws, that being the case, how much opportunity for anthropomorphism do you

have, in that sort of thing? We claim tlthe J and E are narratives, that in the narrative

you would naturally have more of anthropomorphism than you would in lengthy detailed

laws or lists, genealogies, and wherever they find anything like that, they're apt to say

this verse comes from the other document. Of course, chapter 1 is a rather unique chapt

er, chapter 1 is really a tab,Yution, one day, two days, three days, it is a tabulation

at the beginning, giving in very brief styled form a quick summary of the creatim of the

physical universe, and then it goes on to give more detail on those events which are of

direet interest to us, the life of man ahd his relation to God. And consequently in this

tabulation in chapter 1, God simply gives commands and they are done, 9e1 though there

is one place where He says, let us make man, but then it says He created man, it does

)f not speak of His forming man out of the dust of the earth (6) where

there is more detail. This is the difference between E J and P which we find,

the difference of subject matter which we claim is the real vital difference between JE

and p. It is a difference which would naturally carry with it, giving most of the anthro

pomorphisms, and anthropopathisms to rather than to P1 so that this particular argu

ment, we think, is really arguing in circles, very largely. You separate the types of

material, and then when you separate the types of material, you find that the anthropo-
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morphic and anthropopathic expressions are naturally with the narrative type, rather

than with the enumeration, statistical type of material. Well, then how ãxiit J and E?

Well, that sounds like a real development, doesn't it? I to E. If J is more anthropomor

phic, then E Is more simply anthropopathic. But you ask yourself, whae does J begin?

j begins with the creation of man, which involves certain references to the creation of

the universe. And what is the next great tremendous incident in J, after the creation of

man, and the fall of man. It is the Flood. Take E, where does it E dtart? It doesn't

start till Gen. 20. E In other words deals with the history of the patriarchs, not with

the creation of the universe, nor with the universal flood. Now where will you naturally

find more anthropomorphism? Will you find it in accounts of the history of the patriarchs,

or will you find them in the great tremendous things that God did in creating the universe,

in first establishing man onthe earth, and in carrying out the great Flood? That is where

you would expect anthropomorphism isn't it? You don't expect (8 1/4)

the great events which God is immediately doing than in God's relation with a family

which He leads out, and with the greater part of the events in Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob's life are events inthe natural world, with God's intervening only occasionally.

So you would expect far more anthropomorphism in e document which started with

creation and includes the Flood than in one which didn't start till about the middle of

the history of Abraham, and from there on, in dividing them you have a far smaller number

of anthropomorphisms and it is quite simple to assign the great bulk of them to J, from

there on. So that actually this argument which can be made to sound very, very strong,

when you examine it, it proves to be to quite an extent simply arguing in a circle, and I

think this is then, while it is not one of the most important of the arguments, because it

is not one of the strongest of the arguments, it is perhaps one of the most important

for you to be well familiar with, because it should be fairly easy when you have a

student from your church who has studied and is all confused with this argument, and

he is very apt to strike it, even perhaps in high school, it is apt to be there, but when
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he comes home and he is filled with this argument and his parents come to you for help,

it should be quite easy for you to deal withthis particular argument, it is not really such

a strong argument, but it sounds like a very strong argument. This is so important from

a practical viewpoint I'd hate to take comparatively little time on it, but I think we

have dealt with the major aspects of it. (10)

and I think we can go on with the arguments that are much stronger arguments, actually,

though more difficult to present, somewhat more complex. So this was *1, development

within the document as regards religious ideas, and then 4j2 Is the real crux of the argu

ment: 2, Development within the documents as irds Religious Institutions. And

this is where the critics have some very strong arguments.

Now these arguments, as they give them, they give many different aspects,

and they n ke it sound as if you have in J very, very primitive religious institutions,

the father does what he thinks is wthe with his family, he sacrifices wherever he
thinks

wise, he carries out the religious life that seems good to him, in J and E. Then you get

into D and you get a much more organized system, a carefully worked out system of

ritual and service. And then you get into P and have n extremely complicated system

of ritual and service and extremely complicated laws, now that is the view which they

claim and they will give you many, many illustrations under it. But most of their

illustrations, with a little bit of examination, prove to be not very strong. Most of them

are very complicated and when you examine them they're so complex that when some

great scholar declares to you that the festivals are very simple in J, domewhat more

complex in D, very comp1ited in P, it is very easy for you to be impressed with his

authority, and mug not go into the detail that is necessary to examine the claim, but there

are two of the points which are very simple points on which their arguments can sound

very strong, and need very careful examination, and those two, both relate to what is

one of the most elements of religious life in the anclait (12 l/.2)

that is sacrifice. So the question is, where shall we sacrifice, and who shall do the
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sacrificing? And on those two points they claim that there is a devekbpment which

shows a progress and that this progress fits with the history as contained in the historical

books, and that is a very, very strong argument, and we want to go into it sufficiently

to make clear exactly what it is.

Now on this particular point, at present, all I'm ask in g you to do is to re

member 'What it is, so if at the beginning of the hour tomorrow, I should ask you, what

are the most important arguments regarding...

P.94. (3/4)

.this was 4l, development within the documents as regards religious ideas, I want

you to make *2, Discussion of this alleged development. Now we did discuss it yester

day, so that three-fourths of what I give you now will just be a resume, we won't take

long on it, so I have decided to make three points on the material I gave you yesterday

in the discussion of it, and to nke one more, in addition, that will take us a minute or

two. The first of these then, under 2, Discussion of the alleged development, small a is:

a, The seeming difference as to ideas of God between J-, E, and P is normal in view of the

difference in the type of material Now that I discussed rather fully yesterday. But I

thhk it is good to make a heading.

(we discussedj1 E & P, remember, once now b is JE)
b, The seeming difference between I and Wis quite natural since t has no account of great

cosmic events such as creition and the Flood I discussed both of those rather fully

yesterday, but I think it is helpful to put them in specific headings, a and b.

c, Properly interpreted, the view of God in J is really very lofty. I think that is very

important. The critical attitude as expressed in sane of the looks is J has very primitive

idea of God, He has His outstretched arms, He comes down, He takes off the chariot

wheels, He meets him in the cool of the day. Yes? (3 1/2) They don't start E u1Il

Ex. 20, and your anthropomorphism, most of them would haturally come in those great

cosmic events rather than in dealings with the patriarchs, and it is quite simple to have

the bulk of them in the patriarchs be assigned to J.
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c, Properly interpreted, the view of God in J is really very lofty. The

attitude that you will find many people believing is that J has this very primitive idea,

God takes off he wheels of the chariots, in J, Jehovah takes off the wheels of the

chariots. Jehovah comes down and talks with Adam, Jehovah makes man out of the

dust of the earth, forms him out of the dust of the earth. Jehovah performs an operatioon

on Adam, takes Eve out of his side. Jehovah has all things ascribed to him, as if it

was a man acting, man dc*ig it, anthropomorphic. Now while they say E is somewhat

loftier, because it does not very much picture God as doing things like a man, though

it does picture him as feeling, as repenting that he had made man, as being sorrowful,

a (4 3/4) using anthropopathic expressions, but P is this lofty con

ception of God, this lofty monotheism, that God speaks and it is done, He is a

spiritual being, He is so remote, that no physical figures will represent Him. Well,

if you're going to take that view of J you can interpret these words in that way.

You can interpret individual sentences as presenting you a very primitive childish idea

of God, you can take an individual sentence and interpret it that way. But if you take

all the material and put in J together and read it, you hee a picture of a lofty, power

ful sovereign God, dealing in goodness with the men whom He has j created. You

do not have anything that has the Iprimitive attitude of the Greek gods who seduce

young women and who fight among themselves over the silliest tl*igs, and who enter

into all that sort of thing that is utterly unworthy of a divine being. You lave the Greek

god' full of that sort of thing, you have the Babylonian gods constantly doing that

sort of thing, you have nothing like t1t in the Bible. The nearest you get to it anywhere

met
is Exodus 4, and as we noticed in Ex. 4, God -ttrdtt him on the way and sought to kill

him, and if you want to you can take that as a very primitive statement, this wild

thundergod of Sinai that happened to hit on Moses, and would have killed him if his

wife hadn't thought of this device of attracting his attention by the . ght of blood.
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That is a very prlmlthze idea, you can interpret those words that way if you want,

but it is just as reasonable in the light of the J document as a wiDle, in the light of

the Bible as a whole to interpret it that the righteous od who has saved Abraham and

Moses, as Paul says in Romans, giving them circumcision as a sign and seal of the

faith which they had, yet being uncircumcized, and ordered them to circumcize their

children, that He was here making it clear e to Moses that Moses could not take the

place of leadership God wanted him to take , if he did not follow the whole Bible and

not just parts. Of course then they didn't have the whole Bible, I mean the whole of

what they did hate. It is as lofty a conception of God as you will find anywhere in

the Bible, if you interpret it in line with the rest of theBible. So There are these two

ways I know of interpreting that passage, and the critical way is an entirely proper

way if you just take the words by themselves. But you can do that with any book if

you just take words by themselves. But you can do that with any book if you just

take the words by themselves. In the light of contexk the picture given of Jehovah is

not a primitive, nothlhg like the pictures that we have in the Greek and Roman

gi in
stories of their gods Faw the Babylonian stories of their gods. Nothing like them

at all. It is not a thundergod going on a tear killing whoever gets in his way, but it

is a lofty sovereign God rebuking him for failing to carry out the order which God has

given to Araham, and expects His people to carry out. And so this is one illustration.

You could look at many and see how the picture of God in J Is just as

lofty a picture as the picture in P, the only difference is that P is more for genea1ogy,

statistics, detailed laws, in which there is little narrative, little occasion for using
d d

anthropomorphic terminology. Well, now P=I did not give you before but T is ala, -

is the counterpart of c. d is:

d, Even though it is plain that anthropomorphisms are rare in P some are found there

The critics try to divide o the basis of all the different criteria in order to get the

original documents, and then having gotten them ai the basis of criteria, they see
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how the criteria work out consistently and P has thks lofty view of God, compared

with the primitive attitude that J has toward Him. But yet you look at the very first

chapter of Genesis in which as they say God speaks and it is done, it is that great

spiritual view of God who is untouched with uman emotions or human feelings, and

cannot be compared with humanity at all. He says let there be light and there is

light, so they say. We say it is a tabulation manner of presenting the great main

fact of the creation of the world, and Inthis tabulation there is no special call for

haring anthropomorphic expressions as there is in chapter 2 -4, but we find even

there, in verse 26, there we read, and God said let us make man in our image, after

our likeness. Let us make man in our image, after our likeness, Now what can be

more anthropomorphic than that? Let us make man. God doesn't simply speak and it

is done, He says let us make man. He says let/us make man, Who is the "us"?

Is He addressing the angel? Is He joining with other divine being in this action?

Is He using an editorial "we" speaking of himself, the "we' of majesty, the critics

say that is utterly inconceivable if that is what it is. In fact, Addis, in his book,

The Documents of the Hexateuch, of which I've read you the footnotes from time to

time, he says underneath, that "probably this verse retains womething of the original

polytheism of the story, which has still been maintained in spite of the efforts of the

editor to get rid of it all, as they were making the P document/ Well,7the prImive

early documeht, yes, according to their view, maybe you hi ye the polytheism retained

in that, but here you have the theories, J and then E and then D and P, P the lofty,

advanced, monotheistic document, and even there, they say the polytheism of the

original story has probably been retained in this verse. Now we don't interpret this

as polytheism at all, we think that God is here speaking, the great soverelgh God just

as He does in J, but if they're going to say that J is primitive, they have to say also

of this verse 22 completely, you couldn't take that verse out of P, without disrupting

the whole context, it is impossible. It is part of P, from any viewpoint, but they say
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It has slipped through, this polytheism, "let us make man." And God's image, God

is going to make and God has an image, has a likeness. That's just as anthropomorphic

as anything you'll find in /J. Yes? (11 3/4) Not J. In J theyy the polytheism has

mostly been eliminated by the editor before assuming its present form, but theay

it is a primitive document with a very rudimentary idea of God, they don't claim there

is any actual polytheism there, but they will say that there perhaps are statements

that have still been kept, that retain traces of the original polytheism. But if you're

going to interpret anything in J that retains traces of the original polytheism, you have

more reason here right in P, which they say is the most advanced of all. And then

another example, there aren't a great many , because in statistics and detail, in

law, and that sort of thing, there isn't much opportunity for anthropomorphic statements,

but in Numbers 6.22, in the midst of the, P document, in the laws for the priests

which could only be in P, because the others don't know anything about a specially

appointed priest, you have, according to the critical theory, you have in verse 22,

'and the Lad spake unto Moses, saying, speak...

P.95. (3/4)

.but here, speak/ unto Aaron and unto his sons, saying on this wise you shall

bless the children of Israel, saying unto them. This is definitely P according to all the

critics. What are they to say? The $Lord bless thee and keep thee, the Lord make

his face to shine upon thee, and be gracious unto thee. The Lord lift up his countenance

on him, because countenance is exeetly the same Hebrew word as translated face a

couple of words before, literally, the Lord lift up His face upon you and give you

peace. The Lord make his face shire upon thee, the Lord lift up His face upon thee,

what could be more anthropomorphic than that? You thought about God as having an

eye, as walking in the garden in the cool of the day, God as seeking to kill Moses,

but none of these are a bit more anthropomorphic, if as much so, as to speak of God's

face, here right in the midst of the P document. You have this given, which twice uses
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a very anthropomorphic expression, the Lord make His face to shine upon/jou, the

Lord lift up His face upoI4(you. Addis has a footnote that this very beautiful poem

here has certain aspects which are hard to fit' together with the rest of the P document,

so we can't help wondering whether P has incorporated something frcrn a much earlier

date. You can take anything out and say it is incorporated by the redactor, why

naturally, you can make anythir you want, but here are two clear instances of

anthropomorphism in P, just as anthropomorphic as anything you,41 ever get in j.

So much then for *2, discussion of the alleged development. Now *3:

*3 is the more important from viewpot of logic, though perhaps from a

practical viewpoint iat we have just dealt with is as important as anything in the

whole discussion. #3, Development as regards religious intitutions. Yes, Mr. Golin

(3) No, you werent' late but I did explain that instead of going right on to develop

to
ent in regard to religious institutions, I decided that I was going to first/take the

discussion of yesterday, and make it into a separate head, calling it *2, and giving

three , the material I gave yesterday, and t1 fourth one I hadn't gotten to yesterday.

Well, anyway, *3, we cannot spend time discussing what is enumeration, that is

limited to P document. We have to deal with J and E. So *3, the most important from

logic. The critics held many views about the documents, and comparatively adopted

Hupfeld' s theory, but it was Graf and Welihausen showed that by adopting Hupfeld' s

view you could arrange the documents in a way that fit with the theory of development,

to show an evolution from early ideas to more advanced ideas, that then it came to be

accepted in that form. So they based their argument more than anything else upon

religious institutions and that argument can be made to sound extremely strong, and

it is vital t1 t we be familiar with it. So *3 is development as regards reious in

stitutions. Small a, the view of three Mosaic sacrifices.

What do the different documents hold about sacrifice before the time of

Moses? Well, Carpenter, in his book on the composition of the Hexateuch, Carpenter
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says on page 82, the sketch of primeval history in Gen. 4 depicts sacrifice as the

earliest form of religious homage. What document is Gen.4? Everybody knows that,

don't they? Mr. Downs J. P is Gen. l 2, 3 and 4 is J. The sketch of primeval

history/ in Gen.4 , he says, depicts OF= sacrifice as the earliest form of religious

homage. Cain and Abel both bring their offerings to Jahweh. Wen Noah and his

faiily had left the ark his first act was to build an alter to Iahweh.
'Oil Abraham's

arrival at Shechem, he offers his first sacrifice to Jahweh, in the land of Promise,

this worshipand repe various places. Abraham builds altars, Jacob offers sacrifices,

builds an altar at Bethel. Both J and E then freely attribute the rite of sacrifice to the

patriarchs, to heads of families. Jethro takes a burnt offering for Elohim, and Aaron

and the elders of Israel (6 1/4) so that we have

sacrifice frequently in J and E, in the early accounts, but when you come to P, you

find that P has no sacrifice before the time of Moses. Driver brings this out very

clearly in his discussion. Carpenter here says, Abrahaml Isaac and Jacob moved

through the land but they never commemorate by the ritual of the altar, the place whife

El Shaddal appears. Naturally not, because all those accounts are given to J or E.

But in P there is left no statement of their making any (6 3/4)

The critics say no sacrifice is legitimate which was not offered according

to the divine command. The purpose of P is not the spontaneous offering of man to

his maker, over the human race, it is the express order of God Himself. It must be

peformed by the persons whom He chooses and at the spot which He selects. Not

till the dwelling was reared was the place prepared, not till Aaron and his sons were

consecrated could sacrifice properly begin. So this a is a view of pre-Mosaic sacri

fice, J and E have the thought of the patriarchs performing sacrifice, at many place,

but in P there is no sacrifice before the Tabernacle is bullt , the paper place for

sacrifice. Well, now this is not one of the major things under 3, chronologically,

it comes first, bo we mention it first, we go on to one of the major things: small b
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b The Place of Sacrifice Now that we have already touched upon,

here, in J and E Abraham built altars in various places in Palestine, Moses built

altars in various places in the wilderness. What is the place of sacrifice, according

to J and E? /Well, we find it in the accounts of how they offered sacrifice at many

places, but when you come to Exodus 20.24, you have the law. Here is the book of

the covenant, which as you kithw is the law of E. The law is given to E, starting

with the Ten Commandments, and following with three chapters of judgment, and here

is what God says, in verse 24 of chapter 2, and=a-ho an altar of earth thou shalt

make unto me and shalt sacrifice thereon thy burnt offering, and thy peace offering,

thy sheep and thine oxen, in all places where I record my name I will come unto thee

and I will bless thee, and if thou wilt make me an altar of stone, thou shalt not

build of hewn stone, for if thou lift up thy tool upon it, thou hast polluted it. Here

I s the law af sacrifice, you can make this certain type of altar w in all places where

I record my name. I will come unto thee and I will bless thee.

So, they say, according to J and E, altars can be made wherever God

records His name, and so you can have altars in many place, so they say, during the

history of Israel, up till the time of Josiah, the people thffered in many, many different

places, and in the Deuteronomic additions to 1 Kings it is stated repeatedly that the

high places were not redeemed but the people kept offering sacrifices on these high

places, then you come to the next document in the order inwhich the critics arrange them,

which is the DX document, and in the D document, they say, the basic thing, they

say, in Deuteronomy is a command that sacrifice is to be restricted to one place.

So we have it in Deut., the 12th chapter, after Moses had recounted the history to the

people, then he starts in, these are the statutes and judgments you shall obsewe to io,

what are they? V.5, But unto the place which the Lord your God shall choose out

of all your tribes to put his name there, even unto his habitation shall ye seek, and

thither shalt thou come, and thither ye shall bring your burnt offerings, and your
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sacrifices, and your tithes, and heave offerings, ---and we have several tines in this

chatter, and occasionally afterwards in Ditronomy we have mentioned that they are

not to sacrifice in the various places in the land. But that sacrifice is to be performed

only at the place which God shall choose, and as you know the theory of (11)

was that the priest in Jerusalem wrote the book of Deuteronomy in order to do away

with the other shrines which were competing with the shrine in Jerusalem, for the gifts

and offerings cf the people, and to force the people to do all thd.r sacrifices in Jerusalem

a nd that that was why this book of Deuteronomy was written, and we read in 2 Kings

how when Josiah saw the book and read it, he proceeded to destroy the high places,

and to stop all sacrifice in other places, but priests who were carrying on wrship of

the Lord in other high places were permitted to come to Jerusalem and have menial

service in connection with the Tabernacle. But that the high places were stopped and

put an end to by Josiah after he read this bobk which Hilkiah the priest found in the

Tan pie. So they say you have J and E , sacrifice wherever God puts His aame, altars

built in many places. Then you have Deuteronomy, sacrifice in one place, restricted

to Jerusalem. And the Jews t this idea so thoroughly in their heads that sacrifice

was restricted to the Temple in Jerusalem, that after the destruction of the Tnple the

Jews ceased to sacrifice, and although ever since 70 AD. the Jews have maintained

throughout the rid that the 39 books of the 0. T. were God's word , their law which

they should follow, and a tremendous part of that is taken up with the description of

sacrifice, and the statement is made that without shedding of blood there is no re

mission of sin, the Jews have had no sacrifice because Deuteronomy says you must not

sacrifice except in the place which the Lord your God shall choose. They understand that

to have been Jerusalem, so you have a problem, a change, from JE with sacrifice where

ever God puts His name, to Deuteronomy which says sacrifice only...
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... and with the little gnb.ip of Jews it was not necessary to stress the law of Deuter

onomy but it is assumed throughout in F, and that certainly is true. That is, you

redd the ordinance for sacrifice in Leviticus, it is everywhere stated you bring them

to the Temple, or to the place where God (11/4) - chooses, to

bring them to that place, it is assumed that there is one place where the high priest,

and priests offering sacrifices are at the Temple. So they say, here you have a progress,

a muvement, from J and E, sacrifice anywhere God appears, D sacrifice in the one

place, Jerusalem; p' p assuming the continuance of the condition established by D,

So you have an evolutionary development, a progress (1 3/4)

Now that is b, and that is one ct the two most important of the alleged

evidence of development. c is not one of the most impornt, but logically comes

after this, 0 I call c Two alleged results of this centralization.

The Law of Assylum Assyluni means protection, means a place

where you can go and be safe. And we find that in Ex.21.l4 it is well to read the

context a little in verse 12, he that smiteth a man so that he die shall surely be put

to death. And if a man lie not in wait--see this is part of the book d the covenant-

if a man lie not in wait, but God deliver him into his hands, then I will appoint thee

a place whither he shall flee, but if a man come presumptuously upon his neighbor to

slay him with guile; thou shalt take him from mine altar, that he may die.

So, you see, according to JE , they say, there were--if a man had

accidentally killed someonlse, he could get safety from the avenger of blood, by

fleeing to God's altar, and there were God's altars throughout the land Where the

people worshipped and did their sacrifices, so a man could flee to the altar and he

would be safe, that, they say, is the law of JEjas far as assylum is conceied.

Now we're not going to discuss this now, we're going to take discussion

later, I just wanted to get what the clalms1 were. Is it clear , Mr. MacKeen, or not?

(3 3/4) Well, then that is the view of JE. Then when it cone s to D, the priests in
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Jerusalem, or the people at least who controlled the Temple in Jerusalem, why they

get all the income from sacrifices so they got this book to be found in the Temple,

pretending to be a book by Moses, which said that all sacrifice was to be done in

Jerusalem. Well, that being the caw-1, taking a1ay all the altars from the rest of the

land, what would people do when they needed assylum? A man goes out to chop vcod,

and he starts to chop wood and the axe flies off his handle and hits the other man in

the head and kills him. Well, the other man's relatives, they weren't there to see it,

all they know is the other man has been killed with an axe and this fellow was with

him, they aren't going to stop to argue about it, they're going to kill him, they are

goIr to get revenge. What is he going to do? Well, he can flee to God's altar.

But Josiah's going to take away all the altars, so now he has t toy' run a hundred

miles down to Jerusalem, to get to the altar, well, thalfs/ impossible. So the writer

of Deuteronomy makes allowance for that and he provides that there shall be the means

of escape for such a person. So Deuteronomy after giving the law that sacrifice is

only to be at Jerusalem proceeds to lay down a law that gives an opportunity of

assylum to a man in a situation like this. So in Deut.19 you have as much as 13 verses

going into details about what they are going to do about a man 'ti o had killed somebody

and had not been intending to kill him. When the Lord thy God hath cut off the nation

whose land the Lord thy God giveth thee and thou succeedeth them and dwelleth in their

cities and their houses, thou shalt separate three cities for thee in the midst of thy

land, which the Lord thy God giveth thee to possess it. Thou shalt,prepare thee a

way and divide the borders of thy land h ich the Lord thy God giveth thee to inherit,

into three parts, that every slayer may flee hihfrr. This is the case of the slayer

who shall flee thither that he may live. Whoso killeth his neighbor ignorantly, whom

he hateth not in the past, as when a man goeth into the woods with his neighbor,

to hew wood, and his hand fetches a stroke with the axe to cut down a tree, and the

head slippeth from the helm and lighteth upon his neighbor that he die, he shall flee
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unto one of these cities LiKit e and live,
lest

the avenger of blood pursue the slayer

while his heart is hot and overtake him, and so on. So you see, there are three cities

to be set apart for this purpose, and in verse 8 he says, and if the Lord thy God enlarge

thy coast, as he has sworn unto thy fathers, and gives thee all the land which he

has promised to give to thy fathers, if thou keep all these commandments to do them,

which I command thee this day, to love the Lord thy God, to walk ever in his way,

then shall thou add three cities more besides these three. So they say, in the time of

Josiah, they said, well, we had better take away the altars, make a provision for

assylum, take the place of the altars. So there e threse three cities, one in the

north, one in the middle, one in the south. And, they said, suppose we reconquered

some of the territory that David is supposed to have held over in Transjordan, there is

provision put in that in such a case that the land shall spread again, and Israel ret e

this territory, that Israel formerly had had, that then three more cities can be established

to be cities of refuge so that the slayer can flee there and can be given a fair trial

instead of being killed when he might actually have been innocent.

So you have this command given in Deuteronomy to take the place of

the assylum, and then in Nujnbers, when we come to the priestly document, in Num.35,

you have, verses 9-34, you have another account, and they say this other account

uses quite different terminology. But says exactly the same thing, it says in it, he

shall give three cities on this side Jordan, and three cities ehatin the land of Canaan,

which shall be cities of refuge. These six cities shall be a refuge, both for the chil

dren of Israel, and for the stranger, for the sojourner among them, that everyone

that killeth any person unawares, may flee thither. And they say, look at the differ

ence. According to JE it was a place to flee for anyone who killed when he had not

hated him, but God delivered him into his hand. According to Deuteronomy, it was a

place to flee if a man killed another unintentionally, when there had not been hatred

between them before. In Numbers it is a place for a man to flee if he kills a person
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unawares, it is a difference i{ermino1ogy between the three documents, and here

there are, specifically, going to be six cities. Aid then there is a long dixcussiori

here of all the details of it. But you see the problems then, on the law of assylum?

Now when you get to Joshua 20, there in the book of Joshua it tells how

the six cities were set apart, and names the six cities. And there the critics run into

a little difficulty, because the statements in Joshua combines phraseology from Numbers

and from Deuteronomy, and they say it is posible of course that the Deuteronomist

could have writtifi it and had before him P phraseology to use, o therefore the one in

Deuteronomy and Joshua ;fmust be from the P document, but a redactor has inserted

statements in it, like the pdocument. It is a combination of the two and tells of the

establishing. They say perhaps it was after the Pentateuch was written, that someone

wanted to show how these commands were actually carried out, so in Joshua he put

frqmin a chapter combining three. But that's incidental, the main thing is the threefold

development: in the JE, flee to God's altars in D cities of refuge appointed, in P the

cities of refuge again explained in different language than in D. Then 4

(2)A Change in the regulatthrsabout permanent enslavement. Now this

is mentioned in some of the critical books, not in others, there are a great many

suggestions, of course, which they mention in different places, I'm giving you a

selection, though, including from two which are the outstanding ones, the two which

are most (11) in all the books, but the books stress two particular

ones and then different books touch different other ones. So I'm giving you a few

examples, but giving you the two main ones. But this is one more example here,

change in regulations about permanent enslavement. We read here on page 91 of

21.6
Carpenter, 91-92, the judgment book, Ex.I 6.21 remember, and 20-24 is the book

of the covenant, which says these are the judges whic1he Lord thy God gives.

There we read in 21.6 a possibility of permanent enslavement of a man who has

lost his freedom because of inability to pay his debt, and after 7 years he is to be
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permitted to go free. But we read here, now these are the judges thou shalt set

before them. If thou buy a Hebrew servant six years he shall serve and in the seventh

he shall go out free for nothing. If he came in by himself, he will go out by himself,

if he were married then his wife shall go out with him, if his master has given him

a wife, and she has borne him sons or daughters, his wife and her children shall be

her mast&'s and he shall go out by himself. And if the servant shall plainly say, I

love my master, my wife and my children, I will not go out free, then his master

shall bring him unto God. The English says, unto the judges, but the Hebrew word is

Elohim--shall bring him unto God. He shall bring him unto the door, or unto the door

post, and his master shall bore his ears through with an awl, and he shall serve him

forever. Go , Carpenter says, a master shall bring his slave to God, there at the

door of the sanctuary, the center of he administration of justice, the master shall

bore his ear through with an awl, affixing it momentarily to the doorpost, so that

under the authority of religion, he becomes a slave forever. Now the corresponding

law of Deuteronomy 12...

P.97. (3/4)

.Deut.l5, after the law has been given to do away with the altars throughout the

land, and to centralize worship in Jerusalem, then we read, in Deut.15, and if thy-

verse 12--brother, an Hebrew man, or an Hebrew woman, be sold unto thee, and serve

thee six years; then in the seventh year thou shalt let him go j free from thee. And

when thou sendest him out free from thee, thou shalt not let him go away empty. Thou

shalt furnish him liberally out cI thy flock, and out cf thy floor, and so on, remember

thou wast a bondman in Egypt, and so on, verse 16, and it shall be, if he say unto

thee, I will not go away from thee; because he loveth thee and thine house, because

he is well with thee; then thou shalt tkae an aul, and thrust it through his ear unto the

door, he shall be thy servant for ever, and also unto thy maidsvant thou shalt do like

wise.
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So Carpenter says, that the corresponding law here introduced some interesting

modifications. It is extended to women, it lays emphatic stress on generous recbgnition

of the six years forced labor, and In cnc1usion,It Utlittl it retains its symbolic action with the

awl, but it omits all reference to God. The doorpost to which the slave is attached is

that of the householder's own dwelling. The public and official ceremony is converted

into a private and domestic incident. The ining of this change is not obscure. The

law of exodus belongs to the code which admits a plurality of sanctuary, the Detiteronomic

principle recognized but once. Trust that is clear. That is under c.

Now we go on to d, which is the other of the two most important claims as

regards religious institutions. One is c, the other is d. d, The Priesthood.

What is the view of the priesthood in J and E? Well, in J and E, as we've noticed,

Abraham sacrificed, Isaac, Jacob. There is no particular priesthood, they say, in J and

E. Sacrifice can be performed by any head of a family, according to J and E, but when

you come to E, in the book 7of Deuteronomy, you frequently find the phrase, the priest,

the Levite. T think the Levitical priesthood would perhaps,e best way to translate

that, the Priest, the Levite, the Levitical priesthood. They constantly refer, in Deuter

onomy , to the Levitical priesthood, now that is a phrase in Deuteronomy. So that,

they say, that the priesthood , which was al y head of a family, could perform sacri

fices, according to J and E. According to D, it is only the members of the tribe of Levi,

who can perform sacrifices, the Levitical priesthood. But then they say, when you

come to F, the priestly document, the priesthood has been narrowed down, and it is

restricted to one family, and therefore in F, you read that Aaron the brother of Moses,

is made high priest, and that he and his sons are to be the priests, to be set apart to

be priests , and their descendants forever, and so that this was an idaa cf a oup of

people in the time during the exile, to centralize the priesthood into one group and to

keep it in that group permanently, and so this is the advantage of P. So you see the

progress, rriesthood, anybody, J and E, any head of a family; d, restricted to tribe of
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Levi; P, restricted to the family of Aaron. Now these two are the two most important,

b and d, the reason I say they are the most important, is they are the ones that are

talked of most in the critical books, theyare the ones most attention is paid to, the

ones that are brought in connection with the history more closely, in them you see a

progress of development, according to the critical theory. And it shows cider of the

documents, from the more primitive J and E, where anybody can sacrifice, anyplace

that God puts His name, to D which restricts sacrifice to Jerusalem, and any Levite can

bu~ it cap be
paform it, to P which styl.ll restricts it to Jerusalem, performed only by

members of the descendants of Aaron, and the idea of high priest was invented in order

to give a special leadership to the head of that family. Yes? (5 3/4) Yes, according

to the critical theory, that idea was an idea developed at the time of the exodus, and

has never actually had (6 1/4)




denom
That is their view and that view I think you will find taught in

literaliire of most of our great denominations today. They don't go into details to explain

how they get them or anything, but they will make a statement that assumes it, or that

presents a certain thing. Yes? (6 1/2) Yes, that's right. The principle diff8rence

was, that the first one said, he shall bring them to God, Elohim. Our English translates

Elohim as the judges, bring them to the judges, well it certainly doesn't mean judges,

"God" doesn't mean judges. But what it would certainly mean would be some phrase

which was particularly thought of as bringing them to the religious center, to bring them

before God, bring them to God, and that word is omitted in the second, so that it does

not say anything about bringing them to God, so they say the reason is were
rs

dli through the land, so it was very easy to bring the slaves to the religious center, but

when the religious centers are confined to Jerusalem, then there was not a religious

center here to which to bring them, and consequently it was performed as a purely civil

ceremony, not a religious ceremony, that is their concept. Yes? (8) D is the Levite

tribe. The Levite tribe con1ns thousands of people who were not in the family of
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Aaron. The family of Aaron is just one family and to them the priesthood is restricted,

to that family, according to the book of Leviticus. Aaron is set apart, and his son,

to be ptiest, Aaron is succeeded by his son Eleazer, and they go right on with the high

priest from the family of Aaron, and when in the New Testament, you have the father

of John the Baptist acting as priest, it is because he is a descendant of that family.

Well, that is the survey of the claim regarding religious institutions, rid

like to take some time discussing their claims, before we go ozn to its very important

relation to history, I'd like to take some time discussing their claim and looking into

some of these verses. I read you the verses and read you what they said about them.

Some of those verses I have looked at a little more closely than some of the critics

seem to look at them, and those are points which are very important, we want to look at.

But before we do that we only have five minutes left today, so you'll have to write

awfully fast. Everybody is disappointed we didn't hive the quiz yesterday? Well,

if you write real fast you can get through today, I think. Odd numbers write this down:

Discuss the argument froiliscrepancy. That is the odd number seats.

The even numbers, discuss the claim that all scholars agree on the Graf-Well

hausen theory.

P.98. ((1 1/4)

... we looked at certain important instances, we didn't look at nearly all that are

alleged, but of course there are some that are alleged in all the books, and there are

some that are alleged pretty strongly in one book and not touched upon in another.

I tried to pick principally those which are widely given in the critical books on the

subject, and those which seem to me to have more strength to them than others. If

you ever hear one that seems to you to have as much strength or more than one of the

ones I have given you, I wish you would bring it to my attention in some way, because

it is my impression that all other instances are much weaker than he ones that I have

given you. I have tried to pick strong ones. It is very easy in deb debating or arguing
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to pick the weak arguments has and then tear flu t to pieces and make it look as if you

have destroyed his attack, and that may have its place in a debate, but certainly among

careful students one should pick th4 strongest arguments and see how much strength

there is to them. I believe that these are the strongest and also the ones that are most

commonly dealt with, particularly the two that I stressed. Those two you find in all

the books, the others of them, you find to some extent in most of the books, some of

them more at length than others.

Examination of the evidence for development within the
Now we are taking 44 thu Ej.czui1zu-fre

-

-_documents (e, ]AIloned, Many other claims that are thought of as evidence--I

didn't give you instances of it, they're easy to find.) Now under 4, small a:

a Resume of the prima facie--this is half Latin, half French--view. The prima facie

view of anything is that which is most obvious, that, the way in which (3 1/2)

and in connection with the Bible, we believe the prima facie view to be the correct one.

It is important that as we look at the critical theory that we constantly keep in mind,

what is our opinion about the subject, what is the manner, the view that has been held

by the Christian Church right down until the rise of the Graf-Wellhausen theory.

Now, according to this view, as you know, the book of Genesis is written by Moses,

telling the history of the world briefly, and then of the families of the patriarchs, more

at length, previous to this time. Exodus tells about the coming of the Israelites out

of Egypt, then in chapter 20-24, you have the book of the covenant, which is a very

proper name for it, because it explicit1y says that God declared that He would make

a covenant with the people, and they said they would become party with this covenant,

and then He proclaimed the covenant. First He gave the Ten Commandments, then He

gave to Moses the judgments, He said these are the judgments, that thou shalt declare

to the children of Israel, and then after He gave the judgments, then in chapter 24,

the leaders of the people went with Moses and had a sacrificial meal at which they

formally enacted the covenant. So the book of the covenant is a proper term to use for
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the first law of any length that was given to Israel, the book of the covenant. Now the

critics hold that this is the earliest law, this is the law of JE. Some of them used to

used to think it was E.
think it was J, some hu-L IL wi JE Today I believe they are all unanimous that this was

E. But J, some of them used to argue is in Ex. 34ff where there is a repetition of the law

after the Moses pact, some even said you had an earlier form of the Ten Commandments

there, but that is not much stressed, so for our purpose we deal wlththe arguments

they stress, the ones they put emphasis on, which is that this is the earliest law, the

law of JE and we certainly agree with thejn , this is the earliest law, this is the earliest

set of laws of any length that the Bible records as having been given to man, of much

length. (5 3/4) And this group of laws was given

to the Israelites soon after the beginning of their wilderness journey. Now the critics

say these laws were given perhaps in the time of Jehoshaphat. Some have become so

conservative in recent years they will even put it back as far as the time of David, but

most think it was at the time of Jehoshahat when these laws were given, the laws of

JE, the book of the covenant. Now according to our view this law was given after they

had gone through the wilderness a brief distance, it would be within the first two years,

at least, of the 40 years they spent in the wilderness. So from our viewpoint these laws

would be thinking of the Israelites as in the wilderness, thinking of them there, but not

thinking of them as intending to stay there permanently, God would know that they were

going to be there 40 years. As far as Moses knew when the law was given, they would

head right on for Canaan, and within a few days or weeks at the most would be entering

the promised land, God knew they would have 40 years in the wilderness, Moses knew

they'd have a few weeks in the wilderness, but everybody knew practically that before

very long they uld be in the land of Canaan, so that to us affects the nature of these

laws, very definitely. These laws that were given in the wilderness. It is not a complete

law code, that would take volumes, you can't give a complete law code for a nation in

a few chapters, things-9 wouldRbe




which it seemed important to stress to the people
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at that particular time. Now then, according to our viewpoint, after that, the Israelites

were given the command from God how to build the tabernacle, Moses spent 40 days

up in the mountains, he was told how to build the Tabernacle, he was given laws for

the priesthood, he was given all the details, regulations for the carrying on of the

religious rites and (7 3/4) of the secular rites of the people.

These las were given, not to be memorized, not to be in everybody's mind like the book

of the covenant, but given for a long detailed law that would be in the hands of the

ask
leders of the people, for applying to situations as their law. It would be silly to

everybody memorize the laws of the time of jubilee, for instance, which comes every

fifty years. You get a whole generation to memorize that and before the time comes,

are, dead remained
most of them wuulU ioz4et,and the few that jOtuuiiJeied would be arguing over what the

law really was. Enough for everybody to know there is to be a jubilee, but the law needs

to be given in detail so that as the time approaches the leaders can read the detailed

law and can (8 3/4) But these detailed laws contained in the last

part of Exodus, contMned in Numbers, and contained in Leviticus, they, we blieve,

were given to Moses there, near the beginning cf the wilderness journey, intended to

be part of the law, checked for the distant future. According to the critics these are

the most ddtailed bf the laws, the most elaborate, the most complex and therefore the

latest, and are the latest stage of the coming of the law, that which came at the time

of the exile, and laid down the law which the priestly leaders desired their people to

dates
adopt, but after the exile. Then according to our view, according to what you read

as it stands in the Bible, when they were in the plains of Moab and were expecting soon

to enter the promised land, Moses realized that he would not be allowed to enter the

promised land with them, his work was done, he must turn it over to others, and before

he left them, he gave them several great addresses on the Plains of Moab and these

addresses make up practically all of the book of Deuteronomy. The first , Moses re

minded them of God's dealings with them,, how l he brought them out of Egypt, how
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he protected them through the wilderness, how he gave them the Ten Commandments,

chapterthen starting in .--u- 12, Moses reiterated to them the law, stressing to them the matt

that it was important for them to have in mind for the future, so we have another giving

of the law correctly called Deuteronomy, the second law, not a different law, but a

repetition of the law, given for the purpose of urging the people to remember it and to

obey it and to follow it, so we have Moses' exhortation to the people, contained in the

book of Deuteronomy, which has in mind the soon-entering into the Promised Land, and

we wuld naturally expect there might be some changes,-- In a law given to people

about to enter the promised land, from the law they had given to them when they had

38 years of wilderness wandering ahead, even though they didn't know that. We would

naturally expect some adaptation to the new conditions just ahead in this law Moses gives,

N'w the critics today all believe that this book of Deuteronomy is the book

that was found in the Tan ple by Hllkiah the high priest who brought it to siah, and we

do not dispute that Deuteronomy was found there in the Tenpje. There are many of us

who think the book which was found was probably not just Deuteronomy, that it may

have been the whole of the Pentateuch, but whatever it contained we have no doubt

that they are right , that it did contain Deuteronomy, and that he book of Deuteronomy

had triendous influence upon Josiah, as ' he read these exhortations and proceeded

to endeavor to carry them out among the people, so we have Deuteronomy then, which

had a great influence at the time of Josiah, and which the critics say, was secreted in

the Temple in order to be found there, to have this influence on the 4ig, and was

written shortly before that time.

It used to be, when the
'
theor' first came out, they believed Hilkiah himself

forged the book, in order to increase the importance (12 1/4)

Hardly anyone would say that today. Some think it was written a century before. Some

think it got in there by accident, and he really thought he had found an old book when

he found it. There are all kinds of theories, but there is agreement that it was found
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there and we agree with that, but where we disagree, and all the critics agree on, is

they believe that sometime within the previous century, perhaps a hundred years before,

perhaps fifty, perhaps twenty, perhaps that very year, but sometime during that century,

t his book was written, and so they say the book of Deuteronomy represents a state in

between the law of JE and the law of P and you see a development from JE to Dand to P.

Now this is the important framework of our whole discussion. If you don't have this in

mind, any other part of it is of no help.

But this is the framework, to know what they think and to know what the prima

facie view is, the view of the Bible, as it stands.

Now we have noticed...

P.99. 03/4)

" -expressionsexpressions which we consider to be of a figurative nature but necessary in order

desirto present the idethat are We have examined that. Then we have gone on

to the stronger portions that are the arguments upon the law, the arguments based upon

L1 development or change of religious institutions. And as I discussed with you,

poiniá, b, c, d, four. Under c there were two, so there were five aspects in which

they claim there is progress. JE has a certain law, D has another, and P has a different

one. And they will always say there are changes in phraseology, there is increase in

complexity, something like that, which we know of. But, as you doubtless noticed, that

in most cases the difference was princiy between two of them, there was or' one

case where they really alleged a vital difference in three stages. In all the other

cases there is really only an allegation of two stages. That is, the a1letion of a

third stage, whether the first or the last, is very vague and general. Difficult to see.

But there is a difference either between JE or between D and P, accord ng to their

theory, a real difference--in all but one of the five I gave you. In that one, there are

three rather than simply two stages.

Now if you have reviewed your notes thoroughly on last class for today, you
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exactly a
probably have well in mind/which one that was, and if thisLhe end of the hour in

stead of the beginning I might ask you to discuss the one of the institutions where there

were three stages, that we discussed, instead of two. However, being rather early in

the hour, instead of that, we will begin our examination of it together.

So after a, Resume of the Prima Fade view, we will go on to b, which will be

an examination of wia t we cal led a last thie: b, The View of Pre-Mosaic Sacrifice.

Now this is certainly the simplest of all, from our viewpoint, and it is not

the one that the critics put the greatest stress on, at all. But all their books say,

according to the JE they could sacrifice anywhere, heads of families did the sacrificing,

they sacrifleed wherever God put His name, so you find them sacrificing in many places.

Well, no one can deny that is what we find in Genesis. Abraham sacrificed at many

places, so did Isaac, so did Jacob. Sacrifice is found at many places, heads of

families normally used it, in early Exodus we find Jethro performing sacrifices, we find

sacrifice thus at different places, and conducted by different people, but now the persons

a nd the place involved really are two of the 4LuuL/ later subjects, the present subject

is the view of pre-Mosaic sacrifice. And accord ng to the critics J and E hold that this

was done, that the patriarch, any head of family, could sacrifice anywhere that he thought

Now of course they hold t1 continued until the time of Josiah, but that we are not

arguing under this particular point. But they hold that according to the view of what

happened before Moses, that's what J and E say happened and we have no dispute with

them on that. It certainly is the picture 3 and E gives. But, they say, that is not the

view of P. P knows no sacrifice before it is explicitly given to Moses and commanded.

Noah comes out of the ark, and offers no sacrifice. Abraham and Isaac go up

and down through the land, offer no sacrifice. P knows of no sacrifice prior to its
C

command by Moses. Now I trust in view of the previous discussion we have had or,

other points that little discussion is needed at this point. (5)

That the nature of p being what it is, lists, genealogies, detailed laws, there is little
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occasion for mention P, of how the patriarchs peifthned sacrifices. There e lists

of journies made, that sort of thing, there are lists of genealogies. But it is a simple

matter in making the division to give all the sacrifice to J and E, and then say P knows

no (5 1/2) It would be more correct to say, no sacrifice has been pit in

the sections that are considered to be written by P. But in this case it is not necessarily

simply a case of taking all the sacrifice and putting it over herd, then say look there is

no sacrifice over here, you put the narrative practically all over here, and your sacrifice

will almost naturally go with the narrative, because it i a' the account of the events

that occurred. And the accounts of events in J is very slight, mostly in the form cf

enumeration or tabulation. So that this particular argument --it is very well that we

understand how it is. Personally, I think it is one of the very weakest of the critical

arguments, but one that is contained in all the books, so it is important that you fully

understand. Any question regard it? Mr. Gregory? (6 1/4) No, I would not want to

do that at this moment, for this reason, that that enters into the discussion of the place,

so I'd rather leave that till just a little till we come to that head. As far as this head,

What was Pre-Mosaic Sacrifice (6 1/2) I think it is better to leave.

Mr. Abbott? (6 3/4) Yes, that is the critics' point. There is no sacrifice before

Moses in P and they waç eloquent about it. I read you a selection last time from

one of their books, and you'll find it in many books. J and E show the patriarchs

sacrificing here and there. P tells how they go up and down through the land, but

have no sacrifice. P knows nothing of sacrifice. Noah comes out of the ark, no

sacrifice. Well, there is only one account of the eacrifice and they give that to J,

so naturally? doesn't have it. It is the division between P and JE is in the main a

division of a type of material,)hich most of the narration goes to J, and the sacrifice

would naturAlly be part of narration, rh than lists. Now it would have been possible

for somebody to have made a list of Abraham's altars, Abraham built an altar in this

place, and there he sacrificed while he was there, then he built one in this place and
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there he sacrificed--that could have occurred and that would be the P style, but we

do not happen to have any such list, there is no reason we should have, but it is con

venient for them that we don't. Mr. Gregory? (8) No, it is the sectiorgiven to

narrative are automatically given to J. And the performance of sacrifice by an ancient

patriarch would be part of a story, rather than a list under enumeration. Unless there

happened to be such a list, which there doesn't. Yes? (8 1/2) No, the big point that

I have as to difference of style between JB and P is that they put all of the enumeration,

statistical sort of material in P. That is the primary fact that there is difference of

sty between P and J. They originally divided --those that have the name of Jehovah

were over here in J, then they said look at those that have the name of Elohim, what a

different style. Wwell, youlwk at the stuff that doesn't have the name Jehovah, and

you find most of the enumerations don't have the name cf Jehovah in, don't have any

name of God--most of that material they had in the Elohist document. Now they divided

the Elohist document and have taken out of it all the narration which they say has a

style almost identical with J, and they put that over here with J, then what's left is

enumeration. They say theayle of P is verbose, repetitive. There was evening and

morning one day, there was evening and mortring two days, there was evening and morn

I ng Ø the third day. Thou shalt take this animal and treat it this way, cut up this way

and this way and this way, and all these details. That is the typical thing of the style

of P as they divided it. Though my argument is, dividing it that way, laws, detailed

laws go into P, but accounts of what people did, long before Moses, unless they're

lists, were tending to go into J or E, and in fact, practically all the narrative is

doubtless only a stringing together of the sentences (10 1/4) that make

up the P portion, in those. Except they'll have a longer section on the acaD unt of the

Dukes of Edom, or something like that, which is enumerion. Yes, Mr. Golin? (10 1/2)

No, that's not the argument at all. (stu) Before Moses, P doesn't have laws at all,

beforeMoses.
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P has the detailed laws given to it, but before Moses P has the genealogical

lists, the tabulations of the Dukes of Edom, the lists of what happened on the six days

of creation, the details, well, there are detailed laws as to the type of animals to put

into the ark, but that's about the only thtng in the nature of laws that you fthd before.

But that being the case, your narration, if it isn't a matter of a la'sacrifice, but a

statement of what they did in the sacrifice, that would come under narration, under JE.

Yes. After Moses, you have the detailed laws as to how they are to sacrifice, and you

have these laws cont&ed in all three. After Moses, at the very beginning in JE, Moses

declares how you are to sacrifice in the future. Then in the detailed law 'iven to him,

he is told how the animals are to be divided up and what is to be sacrificed for this and

what for that, and what for the other, and then in the final declaraticn in this last

oration in Deuteronomy, he exhorts them to obey the laws regarding the festivals and

the sacrifices. So you have detailed laws for sacrifice in all three. Yes, Mr. MecKeen?

(12) No, I'm not discussing now the laws given to Moses, s to Moses' time and ter,

where they are to sacrifice or who is to sacrifice. I am discussing now the picture that

is given of the situation in the time of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in the y various

docuftts, and in the document' Deuteronomy we have no such rWiecause Deuteron

omy says nothingdout Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. And in P we have very little such

picture, because all P had to do with those things is to give a list of the dukes of Edom,

the list of the genealogies, the particular lists of statistics and the matters of what

happened first day, second day, third day, and that sort of thing. I simply say that the

account of what happened in the days of the patriarchs would naturally be in the

document that records what happened then, and they give practically all the narrative

of those days to J or to E...
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, (stu) Under capital C we had point 1, 2, and 3, and have now begun 4, and under4,

we discussed small a , and are now discussing small b. The big point of C has nothing

practically to do with the period of the patriarchs, the big point of C was the argument

of development within the documents, that would be the whole/ point of G, the three

documents developed in this way, and now we've been discussing small b, the view

of pre-Mosaic sacrifice, and we want to go on to c, which is the discussion of what

was am1l b, under 30.,,,1 stressed yesterday at the end of the hour that if you had yester

day's lecture well in mind, it won't take long to have the discussion of today. If you

don't have yesterday's lecture in mind, we can only take the whole hour to give the

lecture over again, but we can get nothing out of what follows unless we keep these

lectures thoroughly in mind, because today is discussing Tuwsday's lecture, and

Tuesday's lecture is perhaps the most important thing in the whole theory of development,

the theory that the laws proceed from simple to complex by definite stages, and if you

have it thoroughly in mind please listen closely, if you don't please just try to write

down what you can get and study it later. Because we are too near the end of this

semester to repeat these lectures.

But 3 was development as regards religious institutions;, a the view of th= pre

Mosaic Sacrifice small b, the place of sacrifice . And we noticed Tuesday that the

critics say that the law of I and E permits t1t they sacrifice anywhere that God hears.

That the law of D restricts =that- sacrifice to one place, and that the law of P assumes

that sacrifice is carried on only at one place. Now as I mentioned at the beginning today,

I did not mention it psterday, you notice that while they say there are three stages here,

there actually are only two. The first stage J and E, sacrifice anywhere God appears.

Well, we now readily admit that is what the patriarchs did, but this is not a question of

what the patriarchs did, this is a question of what is the law given as to what Israel

is to do in the future. And adcording to J and E they say, they are to continue as the
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patriarchs had done, to sacrifice anywhere that God had ever appeared. But they say,

according to D, according to Deuteronomy, they are to sacrifice only in Jerusalem.

And then they say that? assumes the sacrifice is only at Jerusalem. Now the word

Jerusalem does not Ø occur in any of these laws, none of them say they are to sacrifice

only in Jerusalem. But D stresses that they are to sacrifice only in the place that God

designated for them, so that we readily agree that Deuteronomy differs from the practice

of the patriarchs, we readily agree with that. But then when they say that P assumes

sacrifice at one place, they're not making a third stage at all, they're simply saying that

P ls the same as D, aren't they? So they really only have two stages, even though

when they talk about detailed wording of P or something like that, actually, as far

as any rea]6hange is concerned there are only two states.

Now the law given in D is very emphatic. We find it beginning in Deut.

12.5, where we read that, unto the place which the Lord your God shall choose out of

all your tribes, to pit his name there, even unto his habitation shall seek and thither

shalt thou come and thither sha thou bring thy burnt offerings, sacrifice and tithe

and heave offerings, and there shMl ye 9at before the Lord your God and ye shall

rejoice in all that ye put your hand unto. Verse 8, Ye shall not do after all the

things that we do here this day, every man w atsoever is rlgh"in his own eyes.

But when ye go over Jordan, and dwell in the land which the Lord your God giveth you

to inherit, and when he giveth you rest from all your amies round about, then there

shall be a place which the Lord your God shall choose to cause his name to dwell

there, thither shall ye bring all that I command you, your burnt offerings, and your

sacrifices, your tithes, your heave offering of your hand--this is repeated several times

InDeuteronomy, this law, and so Deuteronomy says a change is to be made. There

is no question that between the practice of the patriarchs and the law of Deuteronomy

there is a change, no questton of that. But what the critics say is not simply that,

what the critics say is between the law of JE and the law of Deuteronomy there is a
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change, that's what they say, and that is where we are justified in taking sharp

issue with them. Because, as I pointed out to you yesterday, and I hope you all

have it thoroughly in mind today, they rest their argument upon Ex.20.24, and in

Exodus 20.24, we have the chapter which I trust everyone here knows, is a chapter

thlch contains the Ten commandments, and after the giving of the Ten Commandments

in chapter 20, then God speaks to Moses and gives the further law in the next three

chapters, that is to be given to them, the book of the covenant, and in this law he

says, in verse 24, Ill start with 23, Ye shall not make
with

gods of silver,

neither shall ye make unto you gods of gold, aFnd An altar of earth thou shalt make unto

me, and shall sacrifice thereon thy burnt offerings, and thy peace offering; , thy sheep,

and thine oxen, in all places where I record my name I will come unto thee, and I

will bless thee. And if thou wilt make me an altar of stone, thou shalt not built it

of hewn stone, for if thou lift up thy tool$ipon it, thou hast polluted it. Neither shalt

thou go up by steps unto mine altar, vwr that thy nakedness be not discovered thereon.

Now this is the law of JE regarding sacrifice. Ally further detailed laws

of sacrifice are either in P or D. Mr. Gregory, in this law, does it say they are to

sacrifice only in one place? In the one I just read. (8 1/2) You can't? Didn't it

say here very explicity that wherever I record my name, he says, in all places where

I record my name, I will come unto thee and will bless thee. Do you think it was God's

intention when the people were gathered at Sinai that from that time on they should

never sacrifice except at Jerusalem? Do you think it was Nis intention that from that

time on they could only sacrifice in one place. This explici1Iy avoids saying it's

in one place and very strongly suggests it could be iryC'arlous places. And what else

could you do if you had a wilderness journey ahead? How could you sacrifice in

just one place and spend 40 years wandering inthe wilderness? Or if you didn't

wander in the wilderness, if you went right to Canaan, if you only took three weeks
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to travel on the way, would you just not sacrifice at all for the three weeks. Suppose

it took you five years to conquer Canaan, would you do no sacrifice during the five

years? The law of JE is a law given to the people at the beginning of the wilderness

journey, according to the view which the Bible holds, the prima fade view, and it

would be absurd at that time to lay down the law, there is only one place in the world,

where (10)




And Deuteronomy explicity says after you come in, after you cross the

Jordan--I read it to you a minute ago--after you've crossed the , Jordan, after you've

come into the land, that I have promised to give you, after the Lord gives you peace

from all yourj enemies, and you are established, then, he says, I will select the

place out of your tribes and that is the place to which you are to bring your sacrifices,

and there you are to perform it. Deuteronomy says the law is to be changed, the law

is to be changed, after they conquer Canaan and are established in peace. From that

time there is to be one place where they are to perfotm sacrifice. But before that,

when they are in the wilderness, whether individuals are to be allowed to sacrifice

here and there , or not, Moses certainly couldn't do all his sacrificing in one place.

They moved their camp, they went here, they went there, they went the other place,

the whole implication is that the law of the one place for sacrifice comes into exist

ence after Canaan is conquered and not before. So you have two stages, as the

critics say, you have a change in Deuteronomy, but the change is a natural change

with the conquest of the laid, one which could not have been introduced before. But

Mr. Gregory was to a certain extent right when he said, it is hard to say, "I cannot say,

that is to say, in what I just said, it does not say you will sacrifice in many different

places, it doesn't say that, you gather an implication from that, when he says in every

place where I put my name, there I will appear to you and bless you. There is a

certain implication there are going to be many places, but there is no direct author

ization to sacrifice in many places. The place of sacrifice varies before the land is
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conquered, but most probably it was all under Moses' protection, done at any one

time at one place, but that place might vary from week to week, and from month to

month. So that the argument that there is a progress of law between JE, D and P,

as far as the place of sacrifice is concerned, there is no grouø'nd of any difference

between J and E. You put them together and call LIE. You have then in JE what was

the practice of the patriarchs. You have no statement it is not to continue for the

present, the practice of the patriarchs, that the head of the family is to perform the

sacrifice at the place God designates, wherever God has put His name. But when you

come to D, 'ust before going into the land, you have explicit commands, they are to

change their practice, as soon as they have conquered the land and are settled in one

place. And in P which is the detailed law given to the priest, in the wilderness, the

laws which are given are mostly for the time after they go into the land and they assume

that there is one place to sacrifice. They do not assume that they are to sacrifice

here and there, the sacrifice is all under the central direction of the High Priest and

his men at the place where the headquarters of the religion is. That is assund

throughout P, which is what you would expect if P was written in the wilderness...

P.101. (3/4)

.(stu) (11/4) we don't believe there is any JE or D. Well, let's go on to the next

point. d is consideration of what was c yesterday. I hope you all have in mind

thoroughly what was c yesterday. d, Two alleged results of this centralization.

Now the critics , some of them, give separately as differences eeeihe law,

some stress one, some stress the other, but you will find these things given one way

or another in practically all the critical books, and under c, which we are now dis

cussing under d, I mentioned number (1), the Law of Assylum, and I trust you all recall

that what the critics said was, before the time of Josiah, when a man felt that he was

being unjustly accused of murder, it had really been an accident, not a murder, that

man, then, would run to God's altar where he would be safe, because surely nobody
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would be so sacriligious as to grab a man right hanging onto the altar of God, and

kill him, therefore they would run to the altar where they would be safe. So there

was always a place of safety, just as today there is Ø in any country where there is

revolution, the people are app to run to the embassies of other neutral countries.

Cardinal Mindzenty, in Hungary, six years ago, when the Hungarieas revolted against

Russia, they released the Cardinal from prieon where he had been five or six years.

When the Russians again seized the power, Cardinal Mindzenty fled to the American

Embassy, and there in the home of the American Ambassador, Cardinal Mindzenty has

lived for the last six years, that is his place of Assylum. He dare not go out onthe

street, if he did the Communist government would seize him, and put him in prison.

He cannot get out of the country, there is no way to get from there to any other

country, without passing into the power of the Communists, but as long as he stays

in the American Embassy, it is a place of assylum, and, unless the Communist govern

ment of Hungary is ready to make war with the United State, it will not touch him

as long as he stays there in the American Embassy. That is his place of assylum.

Now the critics say, as long as the were altars all through the land

up to the time of Josiah, they had altars everywhere, in every main section, if a man

was chopping wood and the head of the axe came off and hit the other fellow and killed

him and there is nobody there to see it and for all the people know, he murdered the

other man, he thinks the other man's relatives naturally would want to kill htn, who

would
had killed their father. He rush to the altar and there find safety.

manage
But now they say, when in Deuteronomy, the priestsmu lu to switch

the law, so that Josiah ordered tt hereafter all sacrifice is to be at the altar at

Jerusalem, if a person was falsely accused of murder, 150 miles north of Jerusalem

it would be impossible for him to run to Jerusalem to get to the altar, and therefore

they say Deuteronomy reali the problem, made a provision for it, and said that

there would be cities set aside which would be a place of refuge for the man who was
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accused of murder when really he was only guilty of an accident.

So they point out then quite frankly and truly that in Deuteronomy 19.1-13

there are extensive details given, on the cities which are to be prepared for --set

aside, so that a man can flee to them in case he was falsely accused of murder, and

there if they find that he was really innocent of murder they will let him stay there

a&1 keep him safe. That is given in Deuteronomy, that takes the place of the altar,

and then in Numbers, they say, in Numbers 35, as we looked at yesterday, from vss.

9-34, you have the same laws given in P except that it isiA,tth more detail, where one

says he kills him unawares, the other says he kills him unintentionally, and they

use different terminology. They say that the terminology is quite different, but they

admit the law is identical. And Deuteronomy says cities are to be set aside for this,

Numbers says, cities of refuge are to be set aside, so they say you have a new term,

in P, cities of rege. Well, now, actually, I mentioned also yesterday that in Joshua

20, we have the acoount of how this was actually done, when they conquered the land,

they set it up with cities of refuge, and Joshua ,4 20 they combination of

P and D, because the style has features of both. But as just pointed out, I trust that

everyone has observed whether there are three stages in this law, or two, and I

think everyone will readily see that there are two stages, they say the language is

different, one calls them cities, the other cities of reige. What difference does

that make. One says he does it unwittingly, the other says he does it without hating

him in advance. It is the same idea, in slightly different language. But the law of

D and the law of P is identical. And they say the law of JE is different, because
aw

has no provision for cities of refuge, but instead the altar is the place of assylum.

Well, now, that's what they say, and there are two features of that I'd like to glance

at, first is this. According to the prima fade view, what is the point of establishing

cities of refuge while they are going through the wilderness?

You don't need cities of refuge till after you've conquered Canaan, The
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people are one big group, centering around the tabernacle, they may be scattered as

much as ten or fifteen miles, they're not scattered over an area as big as Canaan

certainly. They may be moving about some, with their flocks, but they always have

a central headquarters where Moses is, and if a man is falsely accused, he can flee

to where Moses is. So why do you need cities of refuge before you go into the land?

Why should it be necessary, when God gives the law at the beginning of the wilderness

wanderings, that He then tell about cities of reuge? When He gives the d4tai led

laws to the priests it is natural to include this which was to be part of their pro

vision for the distribution. And when Moses gives his declaration to the people,

just before they conquer Canaan, that is a natural place for him to stress this message.

A change has come into the land.

The critics say it is the change which came about vhen Josiah' s reform

ation was forcing them to do all their sacrificing at one place. But now the second

thing that is very vital to note about it is the fact as to the law of JE. We Aotice

in connection with the place of sacrifice that they say that JE says you can sacrifice

anywhere that God puts his name. That's not quite what it says, when we look at/ It.

The implication is that where God leads Moses to have a place of sacrifice in differ-

mean just
ent places (9 1/4) but it doesn't tany head of a

family, it doesn't say so, that's reading into it.

Well, now, in this case, it is based, as I pointed out to you yesterday,

upon Ex. 21.14. It would be good for you to memorize some of the most important of

quickly,
these references, but I would like for you to ble to find all of then if necessary, in

the Bible, to know where they are at least. Now in Gen. 2l.l4 which, as you all

immediately recognize, is part of the law of the covenant code, the book of the law.

Yes? (10) Ex.2l.l4, not Gen.2l.l4, thank you very much. In Ex.2l.l4, which is the

book of the law, which is the book of the covenant, in the book of the covenant, we

read, starting with verse 12, he that smiteth a man so that he die shall be surely put
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to death, and if a man lie not in wait but God doth deliver him into his hand--now

they say here is a difference, JE says God delivers him into his hand, one of the

others says he unwittingly killed him, one of the others says he killed him without

having hated him before. Well, it is a difference of terminology, but i it ts= any

difference of meaning? God delivers into his hand. Then I will appoint thee a place

whither he shall flee, and if a man comes presumptuously upon his neighbor, to slay

him with guile, thou shalt take him from mine altar, that he may die. Now, does this

say, that the place of assylum is the altar? It does not say. You can draw that

implication from it, but you certainly are not required to. Another interpretation is a

more natural one. When he says I will appoint thee a place whither he shall flee,

does not mention (11 1/4) that after they go into the land and are scattered

over the land, God will appoint places. And consequently gives the law of the cities

of refuge in brief, there is no need of going into detail 38 years before (Il 1/2)

but I will appoint thee a place where he shall go. It doesn't say he

shall flee to my altar. Of course you read on, and he says that if a man come pre

sumptuously upon his neighbor to slay him with guile, thou shalt ke him from mine

altar, that he may die. Does that mean that they always flee to the altar? Does that

mean that if a man--here are these altars scattered through the land. Somebody

accidentally kills somebody else. He is in danger of being killed by the relatives.

All right he goes and grabs God's altar and hangs onto it for the next 30 years, so

as to be safe, because they won't attack #hem= him as long as he is hanging onto the

altar, not a reasonable thing at all. The thing is that a person in terrible fear is

apt to run to the most sacred thing of he can think of, and grabs ahold of it and the

altar would be that, and he tuns and grabs the altar, and Moses says that this man

is a real murderer, even if he grabs the altar of God and clings to it. You don't have

to get a guide and say let's wait. In a few hours you'll get so tired of hanging onto

the altar you'll have to leave it and can grab you. You don't have to do that,
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you can just grab him awy from the altar, and take him, because God's altar won't

protect a murderer. A murderer is to die, according to the law of God. Many of our

people today think that it is wrong to kill a murderer, but they certainly are not

following the Scriptures. Scripture says, thou shalt take him from mine altar, that

he die. That does not mean that the altar is the prescribed place of ass ylum. What

he says is, I will appoint thee a place whither he shall flee, and this is one of the

most important of all the critical arguments, of a development between the documents,

and as you see, its basic foundation in the statement, the alleged statement of JE,

does not say what they maintain it does. So I...

P.102 (4/16/62) (3/4)

.on the basis of JE and the D and P documents, and so on, and he is quite puzzled

by it. It just simply shows how widespread this teaching is. We find it today in any

college and university class where anything is taught&out the Bible, and in practically

every theological seminary more than 30 years old, we find this taught as a sure fact.

So it is good for us to know what the real situation is as regarding these alleged facts.

Now we/ were speaking last time about the discussion of the alleged developments,

that was nd under that we look at 44, the examination the ee1f'he

documents. And we noticed c, the place of sacrifice, and saw just how shaky what

is claimed as to what the law presented in JE Is. Then we looked at d, the laws of

assylum and of permanent enslavement, and we saw this, that the critical theories re

suited from reading something into the book of the covenant law, which is not necessar

ily there. says , you shall take him from my altar, oes not say that they can

flee to the altar if they desire. Question? (2) I thought I had, I may have just

barely said a word about it. You remember that the second of these laws under this

head, the one relating to permanent enslavement, the statement in the book of the

covenant here, that when a man who has become a slave for a temporary period, desires

to continue in this permanent relationship to his master, rather than leave the wife
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whom the master has provided for him, that he shall express his desire to do so,

and then it says they shall take him to God, the word is Elohim. The King James

Version translates it, take him to the judges. But Elohim certainly does not mean

judges. To take him to God, it says. And it would be a way of saying, take him

to the religious center, and there it says that he put his ear against the doorpost,

and they drive the awl through the ear, as a sign of this permanent relationship

which he has voluntarily entered into, That, the critical claim, you notice, was

that that was the law during all the year when they said altars were all through the

land. And they could worship in every portlonof the land, wherever God had put s

name. And consequently that when the new law, they say, was made in the time of

Josiah, that there should only be one offering in Jerusalem, then that it would be

inconvenient to come to Jerusalem, everytime this happened. And consequently, this

law, when we find it in Deuteronomy, does not say he shall come to God. That is a

miss. There he says that he put his ear against the doorpost of the house, and

consequently, they say, that this is a development fitting in with the centralization

at the one altar. This is the critical claim. We notice that, a one of the twojhat

they say comes from the change in the place of sacrifice. Now I thought I had pointed

out last time that the name Elohim there, going to the religious center, would be

entirely reasonable inthe wilderness journey. The center was there where Moses,

where the tabernacle was, it was the religious center,in an important thing like

this it would be a11gether reasonable that they should come to the relius center,

but when they went into the land, then the religious center would be in the one

place that God should designate. They would have it in the one place then and

consequently it would be a long jojirney to come to that place and so the regulation

is made that the local officials should take care of this on a secular basis, without

the4' need of their coming to the religious center. There is a change in the law,

a definite change in the law. The critics say there is a definite change in the law.
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But they say the change corresponds to the development between--of the situation

before Josiah's time and the situation after, We point out that the change would

just as well apply to the change from the time when they were in the wilderness,

gathered around the tabernacle. Possibly being sometimes quite a distance away

from it for weeks at a time as they cared for their flocks and their herds, but always

getting back at least once in every two months, --betwei that situation and the

situation when they were settled in Canaan and spread out over the whole land of

Canaan, so that this is a different situation from the case of the law, of the place of

sacrifice, where we say they are reading into the statement of E. Here we don't

think
they are reading into it, but we think the situation is fully exjlained by che change

of condition right in Moses' own day. It does not need (6 1/4)

Mr. Gueiros? (6 1/2: stu: we have noticed there is a marked distinction between JE

and D, but not much between D and F, why then make this difference between D and P

when we see that it is almost a repetition of the law? There is not much of a change.)

On the particular ,.points we have looked at, yes. On the particular points we've looked

at there is very little difference between the law of D and F, but there are a great

many differences in detail between the law of P and D, and those differences are

mostly, we can fully assume, by the fact that D is Moses'address to the people,

in which he is exhorting the people to obey the law and stressing the matters that it

is vital for the people to have in mind. While P differs in having a tremendous amount

of detail which there would be no particular point in Moses' giving to the people, they

wouldn't remember it anyway, but it id detail which was availabè in the law book

for the study of the priests, and Or- for the applica&rn. For instance, suppose Moses,

in his address in the Plains of Moab, were to say, now be sure you remember, 50 years

after you get into the land you are to have the jubilee, 50 years after you get into the

land. There is a %'ear in which all the land is to lie fallow for a year, in which there

is a Moratorium on debt, and so on, he'd explain all that, how many would remember it
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fifty years later? Wouldn't be any point. But in F, the law for the priests, comprising

the greater part of the last part of Exodus, of Leviticus, and a great deal of Numbers,

you have the book which the priests are to study and to apply when the time comes.

So that you have much more detail in P, there is a difference in that regard. But as

to whether there is a difference, most of their claims to dlffere-i ces are, as we pointed

out, hardly true. Now --yes? (8 1/2) Yes, we are under main point, IV, under that

capital C, under that 3 was the argument for development within the documents, stated,

4 is the examination of these documents. And under 4 we looked at c, the place of sac

rifice, and then d, the laws of assylum and of panianent enslavement. And Mr. Curry

said I had only covered= M'-±t and not yet covered permanent enslavement.

Consequently, I went into permanent enslavement now, before going on to a much

more important one, small e The Law Regarding the Priesthood And this particular

law answers to some extent thef question that Mr. Gueiros just asked. Because, as

Mr. Gueiros pointed out, most of these alleged developments we have looked at,

have been developments as between what they call the oldest one, JE, the law of the

covenant, and the Law of Deuteronomy, but in this case, as we have already seen,

when we've noticed what the law was, you had three stages , they claim, in the law.

You have three stages in the law, according to--in the book of the covenant, Ex. 20-23,

you have nowhere there a statement that only the Levites are to perform sacrifices.

Nor do you have a statement there, that only Aaron and his family are to perform the

sacrifice. The law of the covenant does not go into who was to perform sacrifice. And

in the next chapter it simply says, when they named, promulgated the covenant,

and Moses and the elders of the people sat down to a feast together, as an observer

of the festivities connected with the establishment of the covenant, it says that

Moses had young men bring in the sacrifice, and offer the sacrifice. It does not

say who these young men were. There is no mention in the book of the covenant of

who the priesthood is to be referring to. But then they say when you get to Deuteronomy
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you'll find that the book of Deuteronomy repeatedly refers to, literally in Hebrew it

is, the priest, the levite, which we translate the Lvitica1 priest. In other words,

the priest of the family of Levi, and in Deuteronomy, the people are exhorted to ob

serve a certain relationship to the priest, Lhe Levite, to bring their sacrifice to the

Priest, the Levite, to do certain things in relation to the Priest, the Levite. That

occurs a number of times in Deuteronomy, and so they say at the time of Josiah, the

Priesthood which formerly the sacrifice they say could be performed by any head

of a family, whic}/certainly was true at the time of Abraham. Abraham performed

sacrifices, Isaac, and Jacob, sacrifices were performed by any pious individual,

particularly aW head of a family in the days of Genesis. But they say that is not in

the Document Theory, they say that is only J and E, but then they say that the book

of the covenant continues the same practice. It certainly does not deny it.

Then they say that Deuteronomy restricts it to the tribe of Levi, that the

tribe of Levi which had come into existence, they would say, as a group during

the days beforé Josiah became king, that they had now managed to get sufficient

control that the law of Deuteronomy restricts to them. But then, they say, when

you get to the P document, at the time of the exile, there you'll find the priesthood

further restricted, and/you'll find there that the priest is Aaron, Moses' brother,

that Aaron was made priest and that Aarons sons after him are to be priests, and

that the high priests, the leaders of the priests, and the others who performed the

sacrifices...

P.103. (3/4)

... of the group which can perform sacrifices, from first all the families in JE to

the tribe of Levi in D, and then to the family of Aaron in P. Now we noticed that

under 3, when we noticed what their claim was, as to the developments within the

documents, and this, and the Place of Sacrifice, are the two features that they

stressed most, they are the two features that are contained in all books on the
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subject. Other features, some have certain one in , some have others, they vary,

some emphasize some, some others, but the Place of Sacrifice and the persons sh o

perform the sacrifice are the two which are most stressed, and in this case, as we

see, they claim the three stages of development, a change from JE to D, and then

from D to P. Now that is the claim which they make. And under 4 here we are exam

ining the evidence for the document within the document, and our observation regard

ing this would be, now if you only had the document, you don't, of course, you have

the book of history too, that was a greater argument, that is one we must go ti into

in considerable detail, but i f you only had the documents themselves, here we do

not feel that this argument is as valid as they claiihat it is. We do not feel

that way because we feel that the emphasis fits the situation in the time of Moses.

We readily admit that inthe time of Abraham ,1 it did not Inve to be a descendant

of Aaron 4' or even a descendant of Levi to paform sacrifices. It was--sacrifice

was something which was not restricted at that time, the head of a family would do

it, and as a matter of fact, there were very few who were rendering sacrifice to the

Lord, but many who were rendering sacrifice to false deities at that time. But when

the children of Israel were established as a nation, and a law of Judah which it was

he could keepthe Lord's will to maintain as a center in which alive (3)the knowledge cf

himself, and through which he could give Ms Word to the world, and through which

He could prepare the way for the coming of His Son, the Lord Jesus Christ to be the

Saviour of the world, it was important that regulations and systems be established

to keep the Word of God alive within that people through the years until the coming

of the Lord Jesus Christ. And consequently it was necessary for certain regulations

to be established, to be endeavored to be maintained during the history of the nation

of Israel, and some of these we find promulgated by Moses, or through Moses at the

very beginning, when the book of the covenant was given , but there would be no

point in trying to give every IMtln thing i t4i'rg to condense this whole portion into
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the first week, everybody would be quite busy y the end of the week. Maybe (3 3/4)

when we try to do it in the course of a semester. I remember that when

I first began to teach Hebrew, I was in kEUr0Pe at the time, and had thought that I

would not come back this year, I wanted to study another year, at the University of

Berlin, but Dr. Robert Dick Wilson was anxious to have me come immediately, and

sent me a wire for me to come right away. So when I got his wI,ui wire, I came.

School had already been going two weeks, and I got there, and he said well, you don't

need to start teaching right away, take a couple e: of days, I can teach the cottrses

a couple of days more while you get settled, so I came and sat in the back while he

)(was teaching the course, and I found that he had the students at the board, after two

weeks, writing the (4 1/2) verbs with accusative suffixes on thee' end

and they wa writing these forms on the board, and after two weeks. Well, I began

to think, at this rate, another week and they'll know more than I know. But on after

another coupthof days, he turned the class over to me, I found that he, to whomhe

material was so simple, he could read it just as easily as he could English, it

seemed so simple to him, he had gone so rapidly through it, he hadd't taught Be

ginning Hebrew for 30 years, he had gone so rapidly that I had to start at the very

first principles, had to go back, didn't have to take what you take in the first two

days, but had to take most of the rest, right from the start. I think there is always

a danger in anything you're introducing. You have to take what is vital and give it

right away. You cannot give something that you have to change, to reverse later,

but you have to leave out whatever is no k'even though it may be very im-

give
portant, until you get the essentials, and then_get the other later on. Well, in the

covenant code, withthe giving of the Ten Commandments, and the giving e of the

fundamental law, there were two essential features, one was to give the basic

principle, which would be important for all time, and another one to give the laws

which must be observed immediately. You could have the people wait there a few
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gears until they get the details of the law, they have to get the basic principles and

those details of immediate validity, immediate importance. But as much of the details

as could be postponed, it is better to postpone and get your main features across,

and some of your main features you can only give in bare outline at the beginning,

so we have these matters of the place of sacrifice and the person to sacrifice, very

important if the knowledge of God is to be kept true, through this long period of years,

until the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ, it was very important that there be an orderly

conduct of the worship of the people, and in those days withvery little of --none of

rapid transportation, no telegraph, no telephone, no mean s of rapid communication,

such as we have today, no newspaper which could tell the people of northern Palestine

what would happen in southern Palestine, it would be very easy if you had all arts of

religious centers through the land for great divergences to enter. It was easy enough

for the people to go off into apostasy. Under the circun tances it was necessary that

the religious life, as far as possible, be kept under a close direction right from the

center, and the best way to do that was to restrict the sacrifice, the most vital

feature of the life, that would look forward most directly tot he coming cf Christ,

to restrict that to one place under one direction, at the place where the original

copies of the book of the law would be, and where it would be easier to have it kept

intact and kept correctly, and consequently these laws are very important in the plan

of God for the nation of the religion among the children of Israel, but they are not

greet principles like the Ten Commandments, of moral validity. They are matters

which are important but they are important but their importance is of a different kin'

And as long as they were in the wilderness and were all centered aitund the heF

quarters anyway, even though they might go off with their flocks and herds f

weeks at a time they would always be coming back, they were centered

woul
headquarters, Moses was in active direction of the people. They Wer

have a one center where the sacrifices can be made. And they would

N
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have the religion under one central direction, and it was not necessar'W to make

these (8 3/4)

When you come to the law of Deuteronomy, that is given by Moses to the

people just before they begin their great conquest of Canaan, and the conquest of Canaan

would knock a great many things out of their head. There again, for Moses to give too

much detail would be rather silly. His purpose was to give the things that are vital to

them to have in their minds now, and as far as possible that which it would be important

for them to recall, for later times, for the people as a wFále to recall. Well, now it was

not extremely important for the people as a whole to recall just how the priests were to

be selected. Just how they were to know who the priests were. That was not tremendous

ly important. But by this time it had beenyfade clear that the care of the sanctuary and

the direction of the religion was to be carried on by the Levites, and the work of the

Levites scattered throughout the land. So under the circumstances it was very vital

that the people be urged to recognize the fact that just anybody couldn't rise up and say

I m going to represent the Lord you, and say I'm going to direct how the

sacrifices are--but the Levites were in charge of this, who were scattered through the

land. And when they would come up to the main headquarters for their big sacrifices,

they wouldn't have any particular part in deciding who was going to conduct them, that

would have been already determined then. But the fact that the religious life was in the

direction of the tribe of Levi, was a vital thing for Moses to stress in his talks to the

people in his farewell address. When it came to this matter of the supreme leader in the

priesthood and the actual carrying on of the sacrifice, as the principal center, that was

a thing which could be prescribed inthis book of the Law. I read the other day that Teddy

Kennedy had just crossed one of the great hurdles in the way of his becoming United

States Senator. He crossed this hurdle in that he reached his 30th birthday, and

according to the Constitution of the United States, nobody can become a United States

Senator without having become 30 years of age, so you see, he is way ahead of a lot of
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you as far as becoming United States Senator is determined. But I wonder how many of

you who have been brought up in the United States and studied something about American

civil law ir)Xrarious schools, how many could have told me if I asked you, what age does

a man have to be, to be a f)' United States Senator. If you had asked me a week ago, I

don't think I would have remembered just what it was. I would say the Constitution pre

scribes a certain age, but I would not be at all sure that I remembered what the age was.

There is a certain age that a man has to be before he can be president, a different age

to be senator, 1 don't temember whether there is an age for ngressmai-for house of

representatives, or not. Those things are written in the Constitution, and when it

comes to matters involving them , it does not occur often, it isn't necessary to

know, and we don't try to remember. I was just talking with Mr. Faucette/about the

details of the Commencement program, and I didn't say put so-and-so, and se-and-so,

and so-and-so on the program, I said look over the programs of the last two years and

see who was on the programs then, and try to rotate it so that we have other peo have

a place on the program, rather than to have the same ones. I don't remember who was

on the program last year, I have no idea who was on it the year before. There would

be no point in my trying to remember. I look a thing like that up. But there are other

matters which we need to have before us all the time, and which we should have in mind.

So the law book for the priest can set down exactly how the priests are .ected, who the

high priest is, and so on, and that is...

P.104. (3/4)

" these differences are fully explained on the basis of the situation in the time of

Moses without its being necessary to assume a historical development to explain the

differences between the three main law codes in the Pentateuch. Mr. MacKeen? (1)

It is a thing that could be, but I don't think it was, because we have at the beginning

of the wilderness journey, we have great nuibers of Lev11i, and you remember, the

Levites stood with Moses in the great crisis and God was going to re ard the Levites
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for that by setting them apart forMimself. And then you remember that in the book of

teacheros and had killed the
Genesis, it says how Simeon and Levi had been -Htt-t.iiuU uttt people

of Shechem, and Jacob laid a curse upon them in Genesis 49, Jacob said, and Simeon

and Levi, instruments of violence were in their hands, I will scatter them in Israel,

and there was a curse on Levi and on Simeon, but the tribe of Simeon was given an

area of land in the land of Palestine, and soon they found themselves unable to hold

back the Canaanites in their area, and they were scattered through the land and pretty

much disappeared as a tribe, but the tribe of Levi' had the curse uprz( 11cm which

had been placed onthem through Jacob, they were to be scattered in Israel, the Levites

their
were given no land, but they, standing true and standing with Moses, they curse was

turned into a blessing and though they were scattered abroad throughout the land,

and given no tribal inheritance like the others, they were God's representatives through

out the land, and they had partitular tlties in Uftd-r every section. Now that's the law

as it stands in the Bible. According to the critics, the Levites didn't even come into

existence till after they had been in Palestine for quite a long time. According to them,

they are a group of people who came into existence and gradually got control of these

(2 3/4) and according to them the whole matter (3)

was a fiction written in in the time of David. Yes? (stu.) Yes, exactly.

Well, so much then for the claim of development within the documents. =PI We

do not feel that the evidence is actually at all strong for the claim which the critics

make, about the priests. They claim, of course, that this business of Aaron and the

Aaronlc priesthood is (3 3/4) at the time of the exile. And in

order to do that, they have to eradicate many, many (4) errors

from the earlier documents. But a strange thing is that there is one verse, Deuteronomy

10.6, in which Moses recounting their history tells how Aaron died and his son Eleazer

became priest, in Deut.lO.6. Well, now that is not the P document. That speaks

of a priesthood as being in the hands of Aaron and passed on to his son/, Eleazer.
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That is in the book of Deuteronomy, and that's what they say is not held until you get

to the P document. But stranger yet, is the fact that the critics feel that this particular

verse does not belong in the D document though it is the book e of Deuteronomy. They

think it is taken from the E document, so they put it back in the very earliest stage,

although it does go pretty far to contradict their theory that the Aaronic priesthood is a

matter which did not me till the time of th8 exile. They do it because they are in a

dilemma. The language of the verse., from its general type of material, s does not fit at

all with the D and p piaterial, but with the earlier material. So I believe unanimously

all the scholars (5 1/4) and say that this verse is from the E

document. I have brought here sometimes Addis'Y,°oI, one the oldest book of Hebrew

history, which gives what he thinks of the J and E documents consecutively, the other

the priestly book and the Deuteronomic, he keeps this in the Deuteronomic book, but

he puts an E before and after. He evidently couldn't fit it into E document as he held

it but he thinks on the basis of style, you have to say it is part of the E document.

And yet it contradicts their theory her strongly. I think that 1s a good thing to be

aware of, in case you get into discussion bn this matter. Yes? (6) They surely must.

But I have not come across a discussion. I looked in Ddver's Commentary this morning

regarding it, and in Driver's Commentary on Deuteronomy he has an argument how, on

the basis cf style, this belongs in the E document, but he doesn't pay any attention to

the fact that it contradtcts their whole claim about the P document. Of course, it may

be that you're not thinking so much about the claim of the P document, when you're

looking at Deuteronomy, which is mostly of course after the P document, so it would

seem to be a very serious oversight. Surely some of them must have noticed it and

tried make an excuse. The situation of course is that their claim is that you can divide

the Pent euch into these documents on certain definite criteria, and when you find

that these criteria simply don't work, why you have to do the best division you can,

and they do the best they can to divide it on the basis of this material. We claim that
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It does not divide on those criteria. If I was to say that in this tclass, all of the

fellows in this clasw were born south of the Mason-Dixon Line, and all the girls were

born north of it, If I were to make that statement it would be very easy to start an investi

gation and see how far you had to go, in order to see whether it worked out. But that is

the way in making any division of matter, you have to find criteria that works, and when

you find criteria that do work , you often are on the way to some very important discovery,

in history or in science, but in all the sciences, the danger is that people suggest

MOOME and then when they don't work they try to force the data into working, instead

of recognizing the fact that something is wrong with their theory. That's what is done

constantly with the theory of evolution, for instance. And of course, this is really a

f&v-u-Itt phase of the theory of evolution, is its application to the Bible with the critical

theory.

So now that was e, the priesthood. Under small f, I want to mention a conclusicn

to this section: f, Conclusion. Simply to summarize what we have cb served in examin

ing these views. (1) In only one case is a real claim of as many as 3 stages of develop

ment presented. This book that was in the high school library up here, I only saw just

as I was coming into class, so I didn't get time to look into it in detail, but I am quite
that I'll find,

sure--I hope to look into it in detail later, and I am quite sure as you do find in book

of that type--the claim that you have a progress in many (9 1/2) a develop

ment between the J document and the E document and then the D and then the P documents.

You have development in many regards as among them. Now we look at the alleged de

velopment regarding religious ideas, regarding the idea of God, and then, now we're

looking at the alleged development regarding institutions, regarding laws. And in this,

the way it is stated, you would think you have a certain stage of development in J

another in E, another in D, another in P, but we have not noticed any of their main

points, where they claim there is much difference between J and E. We notice, in

relation to the idea of God, a claim was mdde (10 1/4)
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but in these of religious institutions, we have not noticed any such claims. In relation

to E the4ft law given, JE, the very first law given, and D, they do make many claims

of changing the law between that which we say was given at the beginning of the

wilderness journey and that given at the end as they were about to enter Canaan. They

have many claims of changes there, many of them we think rest upon read±ng into the

Pentateuch. But they have many such claims there. But claims of real changes in the law,

between DI/and P, they have very, very few. They will claim that the terminology is

different , that there are additions, that there is more detail, they'll make all arts of

statements like that, but as to actual claims, alleged development of the Law, it is a

que
different sitithon. The only real/they have is this one of the priests, where they claim

it was the h ole tribe of Levttes, and now restricted to the family of Aaron, that is a

big claim. But that's the only they give.

Actually, their alleged claim of development between four different documents

down Pretty much tonarrows #e-i*u two when you examine it carefully. Though it is given in all the

books, they will give what is the law of JE, the law of D, what is the law of F, and it

will look as if it were three. We notice how in the case of the Plaee of Sacrifice, they

say that JE, wherever God appears, you can sacrifice, in ID its restricted to one place,

then regarding F, they say P does not stress the restriction to one place, but assumes

it. So it is different from ID, different in its approach but the law is exactly the same.

There is no (12) claim of any.difference in the law. So that the claim of

development through four stages, actually there is no case where they claim there are

four stages, and there is only one important place where they claim there are three stages

as far as (12 1/4) are concerned. All the rest of the boil down to only

two stages. Yes? (stu) In their general statements they do. J, E, ID, and P. In fact,

the earlier ones used sh%w, you will find many earlier books on the Criticism that

talk ab Ut the IDecalogue, the Ten Commandments of J. You see, after the Golden Calf

incident, God again gave Moses certain definite statements about the Low, in Exodus 34.
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Now these statements iMiich stress certain things, largely ceremonial things, such as

"thou shalt not seethe a kid in its mother's milk...

P.105. (3/4)

and to get ten specific laws out of 34, they disagree as to what the ten are, there is

no specific ten. They all agree that one of them is, "thou shalt not seethe a kid in its

mother's milk." And actually of course that is the law which has more importance in

Judaism today than almost any other. Because it is on the basis of that law that the

today
Jews,4Nill not eat milk and meat at the same meal, lest they should mix the milk of the

mother with the flesh of the kid, so they will not at meat and milk at the same meal

today, and you look at any butter, which is a milk product, at the same meal with meat,

and many Jews have two different sets of dishes, one that they use with the meat and

one they use with the butter and milk, Some of you may have read Herman/Wouk's

novel, 'Marjorie Morgenstern," which was a best seller a few years ago. It tells about

a young Jewish girl who gets into all kinds of wickedness and vice, as she started out

this kind of 11 n e0ter kind of ltfe in New York, looking for happiness, looking

for satisfaction and she can't find it in all these different things, and it is a very highly

moral book in its general intent. Finally the girl ends up with finding no satisfaction

in any of these kinds of life. She ends up marrying an orthodox Jewish fellow and

settling down to being a good solid wife for him, and having two different sets of

dishes, one for things that have meat in and one for things that have milk in. But you

see, that is all based upon this corrnd, "thou shalt not seethe a kid in its mother's

m ilk." The command actually is given a fair amount of (2 1/2) stress, being given

in what they call the J document, in ¬eflExodus 34, and also in the E,lf document in the

book of the covenant, but they' reason for that is because that was a Canaanite religious

practice, seething a kid, boiling a kid in its mother's milk, an important Canaanite

practice that has recently been discovered in archeological excavations, and this w=

was a means of separating the Israelites from a common heathen custom of today.
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The custom has disappeared, but the practice based upon it has renamined a vital feature

of Judaism up to this time. But the critics claim that that is the earliest law, the J law

of 34, and then you have the E law of Ex.20-23, but actually there is hardly anything of

vital importance of difference between them, so when t comes to thdr discussion, that

doesn t inter in (3 3/4) They usually, though they speak of the four

different documents, they speak of the first two together as JE, so they speak of it as

though there were three stages, but their general statements will show you the four stge

of development, then most of their statements will speak more in detail of three stages

of development, but when you examine the evidence for three stages, you will find that

it usually boils down to only two, and the alleged differences between the other two

are practically entirely a matter of wording or of additional detail which would hardly be

necessary in such addresses as Moses gave, which were vital to have in a book for

the priests. Yes? (4 1/4) They say these were stories that developed during the time

of the exile, although--they say the P document contains a considerable amount of early

material but also a good deal that was in these books t that time (5 1/4)

Well, so much for (1).

(2), Many of the alleged differences are (5 1/2) by reading something into

the text-. -- And rest heavily upon arguments from Style I think that is abundantly

illustrated in the very laws we have examined. Reeavily upon Arguments from Style.

All the books th°Jt'the critics say, that the P document knows nothing of any sacrifice

before the time of Moses. Before it was ordained that Aaron should sacrifice, it knows

of no sacrifices, it has no sacrifice by Noah at the end of the Flood, no sacrifice by

Abraham, but of course it nowhere says in the P document these people did not sacrifice.

It nowhere says that this is the first of sacrifice that was ever done. They simply give

all the earlier statements about sacrifice to Lhe other documents. And the same with the

matter of the Place of Sacrifice. They say that you could sacrifice wherever you wanted

in JE, wherever God put His name, but actually it does not say that, He says wherever
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I appear unto you, there I will bless you. It doesn't say anything about sacrifice.

Sacrifice is in the previous verse. The asylum. He doesn't say you can go to the altar

in J,of God for asylum tuelay He says that is a man kills someone accidentally, I will assign

a place where he shall flee. If he has done it intentionally, you may take him away from

My altar, and slay him. That doesn't say that the place he is going to assign is the

altar, it is an implication which is net necessary at all. It is an argument from Silence.

So they are caused by reading something into the text, and (7 1/2)

upon Arguments from Style, many of the alleged differences.

Then (3) Such differences as exist can be explained by the history of the time of Mose

and do not require a of developjnent over a long period of time. I think these

three statements rather summarize our examination of the alleged development within

the documents. With these three matters to take into consideration the argument is nct

very strong that there is a development within the document. But it is presented in the

critical book in such a way as to sound as if there is, and then they go on to a much

stronger argument than this, which we will make a capital D:

D, The Argument from History. And this is a very strong argument indeed. You

can simply take facts from the Bible and present them in such a way as to sound like

a tremendously strong argument. Our answer is not to deny any of these facts, but to

say let us look at all of them. Mr. MacKeen? (9 1/2) No, this is the third of the

arguments for development. The first was discrepancies within the documents. The

second was logical development, progress of the documents. And the third one is that

they fit the history, that the documents fit the history. I gave that, oh a good three

months ago. (stu.) Sure, isn't that the same thing? You see, I gave it before in the

JE form, this time I gave it in the D form, but the idea is identical. How did I word it

before? Yes, Violation of the laws, as evidence of non existence. In other words, how

do you know whether the laws were violated or not? Well, look at the history. The

claim is--you see, the wcrds I'm giving are not inspired words. There is nothing holy
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about the words I use, but the ideas are important ideas. And you can express the

ideas in many different ways. And the idea of this is , that in the history between the

time of Moses and the time of Josiah, they say, 'ou find the practice follows the law

of JE. In other words they sacrifici{n many different places. Solomon went up to

Gibeon to sacrifice. He didn't have his great sacrifice t Jerusalem, they went up to

Gibeon to sacrifice, and before Solomon became king, when they tried to make Adonijah

king, they went out into the valley outside Jerusalem and they had sacrifices there,

and Samuel had several different places he went around to and gave sacrifice, so they

say, before the time of Josiah, sacrifice was not restricted to one place. It fits JE

they say, it does not fit D. And then they say, it is only at D that sacrifice becomes

restricted to one place, and restricted to the Levites, because Solomon himself went

to Gibeon, and offered 3000 sacrifices. Solomon was no Levite, and he offered 3000

sacrifices. Of course, when they say that, I ask does that mean Solomon wnnt out

with his own hand and killed 3000 animals? Or did somebody else do the actual

sacrifice? But what the Bible says, is, Solomon sacrificed 3000 oxen. So they say,

the person to sacrifice was not restricted, nor the place, until the time of Josiah, till E.

And then they say, after that it is the Levites until you get to the time of the exile,

when it becomes restricted to the family of Aaron. But actually their evidence for its

not being restricted is mostly before the time of Josiah. But in that period between

Moses and Josiah, they have a greet deal of evidence to bring. We will discuss this

tomorrow, and I want to--we won't have 15 minutes now for a little quiz today, but

tomorrow we will

P.106. (3/4) #(

" ..book which Mr. Bozzuto brought me yesterday which a student in high school came

across in the school library. The student, as I mentioned, was a recent convert and

greatly interested in the things of the Lord, so finding in the high school library, "The

Books of the Bible in the Making," by Dennis MacGregor, he took it ott and began to
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read it and it went on discussing things about these various translations of the

Bible through the ages, and so on, and I'd like to look it over. I don't know just how

much there would be in it that might be helpful and how much there might be that might

be quite harmful (1 1/2) But I did look at the short chapter at the beginning

about the Old Testament, id this chapter, the third chapter, the writing cf the

Testament;' the one before the of the Old Testament," (1 1/2)

throughout, but in "the writing of the Old Testament," he deals quite

(1 3/4) with it, and you can imagine the effect on the faith of young

Chrlsthns of reading such things as this: it starts this way: "all you have to do to

see that the Old Testament as we know it does not come straight from the pal of its

several authors, is to look at the first three chapters of Genesis. There you will find

two quite distinct accounts of the creation of man. The account of the first chapter is

startlingly different from the account of the second and third. The tone of the first

is 104 and grander, and is also more restrained," then he quotes from it. Then he

says, "however, if you turn to the second and third chapters you will find an entirely

different story." And then he goes on and tells various things about the 2nd and 3l

chapters. Then he says, "There is no doubt that these stories of the creation of man

Which been set down together in the opening chapters of Geneis, bdong to very differ

ent periods, the second is by far the most primitive one, and between the writing d

the two narratives, about as much time p elapsed as has elapsed between the day of

Christopher Columbus and our own. It is very obvious from the character of the stories

themselves. You can detect it in reading them alongside each other in English Bibles.

If you were reading them in Hebrew you would be struck by the fac t that throughout the

first account the word used for God is Elohim, while in the second the name of God is

that of Jahweh. The use of the term Elohim goes further back, however, than the dates

of passages in Genesis in which it is used. A study of various passages in the Hebrew

Bible shows that there must have been originally two documents of which the author of
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the more primitive one used the name Jahweh, referring to God; while the author of the

other used the name Elohim. Scholars call the first document I from Jahweh, and the

second E from Elohim. BotFhese documits served as sources for the later compiler

who put them together into what is the first six books of the Hebrew Bible as it has

come down to us. Meet Both dealt with the same general material but in a different

fashion. In the earlier document, J, God/ is depicted more crudely and in a more

picturesque fashion. He was a war-God, and the moral and religious semblance of J

expresses a vivid, robust and sometimes (4) vindictive. The writer of

the other is more subtle in his interpretation

In contrast to J who interprets the findings of the Hebrew Bible in divine

acts, E regards as a regrettable from a less autocratic form of

government that had prevailed in the preceding period (4 1/4) ."

j Then he tells something about certain passages which he says came from each of

these documents, and then he gives the list of all the bur documents, and showing the

order in which they came, he put them a little later than what I usually find. He says

J written about 850, E about 750, but combined into JE about $850. JE plus D written--

D written
aeRt 621 B.C., JE and D combined, he says , in 550 B.C. JED combined with F,

which he says was written about 500 B.C., and they were combined in 400 B.C. to

make the Pentateuch as we now know it. And he describes how much more primitive,

he says, than the J document is, with its primitive ideas of God, and so on, and

certainly would destroy a person's faith in the Old Testament as God's Word. He

gives these as what scholars have worked out, as definitely true. Now of course that

is believed by most scholars today, io work in this field. I mean most who are

connected with any university or seminary that is more than 30 years of age. Yes?

(5 1/2) His last name is MacGregor, Dai nis MacGregor. Dennis Ia a good first name

because of its importance in the critical history, as you all know. Yes, well, it just

is another illustration of the fact that this theory is so widespread today. You run
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onto it in so many places, it eIIL is being pi t into more and more of our Sunday

School literature in most of our large denominations, into the lessons that are being-

the attempt is being made to be compelled to be used, in the Sunday Schools of the

churches all over the country. And you rarely find an attempt to prove it, but it is

assumed and its results are presented, and it is something that is very, very destructive

today.

Now thee second matter r d like to speak about right now is quite different from

that one. I hdd brought before me evidence of the fact that we are on the right track

in having frequent quizzes, because a quiz not only has the great benefit of 'showing

how well you are getting the material, but also helps me to know which parts I am

getting acmss and which parts I am not getting across so well. For instance, in the

last quiz we had the even numbers did very well. The marks were quite, I should say

the average was a little higher than usual among the evens, bumong the odd numbers

it was way down below what it usually is. Now that doesn't mean that the bright stu

dents are all in the even numbered seats, in this room, because in other quizzes the

odds have also done very well. But it does on that particular point which I asked them,

the concept either was not grasped, or was not emphasized enough to have it retained,

and ee so I think that it is wise for everyone's benefit, to take just a few minutes on

that particular point now. I would not have known that if it was not for that quiz.

So perhaps we should have quizzes twice as much as we're having so I could get

a judgment on all parts of the course, as to which I am managing to get across to you.

But that was not one of the most vital points but yet it was one of fair importance, be

cause it dealt with the first of one of the four arguments for development. The question

given to the odd numbered students, in that quiz last week, was about that first of the

four arguments on which we have not spent much time. It so happens that of the four

arguments for partition, we spent quite a bit of time on each of the four. A good deal
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more perhaps on the third, than on the second of course, but a good bit on all four,

on the argument for development, as we find mentioned, in Green's book, for instance,

the second and third have to have the great bulk of the time. So that the first is one

which I devoted a comparatively brief time to, and yet I was anxious you get the

principle of it. The first argument for development, or for order of documents, as you

remember was the claim that there were discrepancies among the documents. So I

simply ask that the argument from discrepancies be discussed. Now there were some

who gave a very good discussion of certain particular discrepancies, such as the

difference in the --the alleged difference between the J and E documents as to the

reason why Jacob left home. But that wasn't the question, to discuss one or two particu

lar discrepancies. The question was to discuss the argument from discrepancies, mean

ing of course the argument as one of the four arguments for development. So just a

brief reminder of what we discussed in that connection, we pointed out first that the

argument from discrepancies, if it can be proved, woukllDt go so far to show develop

ment as it would to show that one or other of the documents was not proven. It would

be very harmful/ in that regard, to Christian faith. But as far as proving the develop

ments, that they came in a certain order, the fact that there might be proven to be dis

agreements in the narrative, one sang one thing and one giving a different thing, of

the size of the ark, the length of the flood, or something like that, might prove that one

or evexoth were not true, but it wouldn't necessarily prove an order of development.

Then we noticed that we didn't need to spend a greet deal of time discussing the matter

of discrepancy here, because we have already dealt with so many of them, under the

discussion of the matter of the parallel predicament, under that head we looked at a

good many alleged discrepancies, but we mentioned that all of those would refer to this

particular point also, because if you prove discrepancies under partition or here, they

would have an effect in both relationships. Then we noticed that the great bulk of the

alleged discrepancies are in the narratives, which do not do so much to prove develop-
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ment as the laws do. That, as far as Lhe laws are concerned, we notice that a certain

number of discrepancies or differences between documents would be natural to expect,

in view of the fact that JE represents the material which we say Moses gave at the

beginning of the wilderness joirney, and Dis the nter1al which we say Moses gave

just before going into the land of Canaan, and a certain discrepancy or difference of

law would be natural between laws given for a people who were gdng to spend the next

40 years in the wilderness or even if it was only the next year inthe wilderness, and of

course God knew it would be the next 40, though it had not yet been revealed to the

people, but between that law and the law that was given before being scattered out

over the length and breadth of the land of Canaan , on settled homes there, there would

be many points which would have to be revised to fit the other situation. So these

changes in laws would not mean that one or other was wrong, but simply that they

were applying to different situations, now those were the matters which I had in mind

when I asked you to discuss the argument/from discrepancies. And I nde there were

three or four who gave it very well. But there were I think three-fourths of the odd

numbers just didn't discuss any one of those particular points, so even though Vou

might have some good discussion of particular discrepancies, I couldn't .ve them any

credit on this particular quiz, since most the class went that way, it won't really

hurt the standing of any one in the end, this particular quiz, it will just give a little

extra push to the three or four who did have it correct. But I'm glad to have been

reminded by that to review it so that I hope you will alll have that well in mind the

next time that we ask that particular question. Yes? (13, J.Gueiros: I think the matter

of silence should be taken into considerdion as well, that one is narrative, the other

is law, naturally the style I s changed, naturally. Well, we would In ye a discrepancy

of course.) Yes, there would be some apparent discrepancy...
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.oh, perhaps just another word on the point we were on last time, the second

argument, the argument from logical development. Now of course this is related to

discrepancies. But it is discrepancies which arranged in such a way as to show a

logical progress, and that we discussed and we noticed yesterday how many of these

arguments in this regard proceed from an argument from style or reading something mb

the text that isn't there. I hope that many of you heard Dr. Mclntyr&s broadcast this

morning, there was a very excellent illustration in it of that sort of argument which

the critics use so much, which heqioted. He quoted this morning from a document

put out in 1934 by Dr. Wu who was then the head of Yem Shing University in Peiping,

China, and in this document he read how Dr. Vu said that Jesus did not believe in the

family system. And Dr. Wu proceeded to give his evidence for it, that Jesus said

that when a woman was in travail, she was in sorrow, but that when the child is born,

she rejoices that a man child is come into the world, and Dr. Wu said that if Jesus

had believed in the family system, he would have said that she rejoiced that a man

child was born into the family, but the fact that she didn't say'famil'but said "world,"

shows that he favored the communistic system. Well, such an argument sounds

of China,
ridiculous in our American/ environment, but in the environment/before the coming

of the communists, the family not only existed and was considered important as we

consider it, but was given a tremendous importance, far beyond what we give it in these

days, in this country, and therefore, at that time, if a person had been e y- writing

that in China, it is most likely that they would have said, e rejoices that a child

has been born into the family. The fact that Jesus did not say "family" shows that he

was not giving it in China, at that time. But what He says does not contradict (2 3/4)

A woman rejoicing at a child being born into the family would

also rejoice at his being born in to the world. But in most of the rest of the world, the

term "into the world" would have more validity in it than the term "in China." In other
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words, from a certain viewpoint, of a certain situation, you say that because a person

doesn't use the terminology that would be most natural in that situation, therefore he

is taking the opposite viewpoint, that was the sort of argument that was used then in

'34, and that has found its expression in the communes and the attempts to eradicate

family life under the communists today. But it is the same sort of argument which the

critics use so often, and it is good to be familiar with it, because the ability to point

out two or three good instances of it can stand you in good stead in discussion of

these matters. It is--there are so many instances of that sort of thing. On the other

hand I think we uld be very careful not to use that method of argument ourselves,

it is very easy to fall into. And if you do it, it often is very effective with the particular

group you may be speaking to, but I think over the long period your effectiveness is

cut down if you let yourself fall into that sort* of argument, which is very, very

easy to fall into. Well, the fact that somebody occasionally uses an argument like

that doesn't prove it that his argument is no good. But the critics use it so much,

we claim. We claim that you get rid of the cases that rest on this sort of argument

and the remaining ones, we claim, can all be explained if you take the viewpoint of the

Bible itself, that these laws are given for different purposes, and they were given-

J, E, and D at different times, and P for a different purpose than either JE or D. P to

be the lawbook for the priets, JE and D given directly to the people. No contradiction,

but emphasis on different features, and an emphasis on different featues is a natural

thing under the circumstances. Now we must go into the third of the arguments for

partition, which is an argument which is actually one of the very strongest of the

critical arguments. If you go through the four arguments for partition you find some

points much stronger than others, some very weak. The same is true, of course, for

the arguments for development, but out of the 8, if this argument can be proven true,

I would say it is one of the very strongest of all, the argument from history, or in

other words, the argument that violation of the law proves their non-existence.
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They say that the laws of JE represent the situation that that is what was done until

the time of Josiah. And that at Josiah there is a change,wMch result in their follow

ing the laws of D . And then that after the exile, from the time of Ezra on, they follow

the laws of P, and therefore that the changes in the historical situation corresponding

with the different Hebrew law, prove the critical theory. Now, as I say, if this

argument can be proven, it is one of the very strongest of all. And in looking it,

we will notice quite a number of alleged arguments connected wtth it, which on close

examination disappear, as we did on another occasion. But we will also find some

arguments, some factors in connection with it, which the interpretation of which is by

no means obvious, and which if you got into serious discussion of this, could complete

ly stump you, if you did not lok at them together thoroughly and see the principles

that apply in connection with it. So it is very important that we get a clear understandlnç

of exactly what this argument is, the argument from history.

I am going, then, to read you a little bit from two books in which the principle

is presented rather clearly. First, a brief statement of it in George Buchanan Gray's

Critical Introduction to the Old Testament. He has a brief statement of exactly what

the argument is, on page 32. He says, and now prevalent critical opinion that P is

the latest of the three main documents, rests largely on a comparison of the three

codes with the actual course of history so far as that is known. Such comparison shows

1) that the practice of the Hebrews prior to the 7th century follows the laws c JE (that

is mainly Exodus 20-23). 2) that the practice of the Jews at the reformation of Josiah

and subsequently changes from earlier practices in the directin of the laws of D,

where they differ from those of JE, and 3) that the practice of the Jews from the time of

onwards
Ezra an-7 F follows P, where there is conflict with the laws of JE and D. He says

our knowledge of the history is incomplete, and consequently it is impossible to find

records of practice in regard to innumerable details in the law. Moreover, certain laws

remain constant throughout, as we can see from the repetition of some laws without
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material alteration in successive law books, and many laws of regulation which first

appear in literature in a late code of laws, may nevertheless have existed long before,

even the latest law book contains much ancient material and perpetuates with or without

modification many ancient practices. The gument then is limited to laws that di. ffer

in the extant code, and the argument can only be fully carried where recorded history

refers to difference in practice corresponding to difference of law. One or two illustra

tions must suffice. Then he goes on to give a couple of illustrations and when you

look at them, you notice that the stress is on two features. Most of this argument is

based on these two features, the pla of sacrifice, and the person. Those are the two

that are most stressed by the critics, Now of course others point, that does not prove

that if they were right, this same argument would not be true of ther points, but the

other nutters would not necessarily come out right in the course of the history. So

they do not have a positive argument, from history, on most of the other matters we've

mentioned. But we, on the other hand, do not Iwe positive material against them on

that, they are just materials that would naturally be (9 3/4)

they must. But these two are matters on which this particular argument is given. They

don't say that in so many words, but they usually say, we'll take one or two outstanding

featixes, and then they take those two. Mr. Kaufmann? (10) George Buchanan Gray

who was a professor at OxfordUniversity, and he wrote this book on A Critical Introductior

to the Old 1stament. Well, he has a brief statement further about this argument, but

there is a fuller statement in Carpenter's The Composition of the Hexateuch, which I

have referred to you a good many times, and since it is a little fuller I am going to read

to you what he says about this argument, and I would like you , in your notes, on what

I read from this, to take down specific references 4I'en. Note the specific references,

get the impression of his argument, get the general gist of it, don't try to copy it f

course, as given, but get the general features of it, but mainly get the references, and
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then you can look those references over later, and see just how much or how little

validity you think there is to particular ones. This is The Composition of the Hexateuch

by Carpenter and (11 1/4) Pqge 132, the testimony of History. He

says the two-fold comparison on the basis of the narratives and the laws thus deals with

chronological sequence, JE, D, and P. In turnigg to the record of Israel's history for

the purpose of determining, if possible, the actual dates of (11 1/2)

inquiry may take one of two directions. Assuming their diversities of brigin it may

found itself on positive evidence of their first appearance, or, starting from the Mosaic

Age in which sacred tradition has so long located them, it may awhat indications are

presented of their observance, and whet circumstances bring them definitely into view.

Following the method slowly wrought out by the scholars whose patient labor has

gradually fixed the stages of Israel's religious dwvelopment. You notice how he summar

izes the long period of sixty years of changes in the theory that we have looked into. I

think it is very important to understand how the views varied so much during that pe&d,

until it finally became united with the theory of evolution and crystallized into the form

that it has retained almost a century now. He says, following this, a sketch is here

offered and the witness supplied by history to the principles and institutions of the

Pentateuchal Code. For test purposes two leading features are selected, the place at

which sacrifice may be offered, and the persons who iit&ku may perform it. ,f/ For the

test purposes, these leading features are selected, it sounds as if from any one of a

dozen, he just picked these two. Actually I don't know of any other on which a similar

argument can be made. But these two are very important points.

"Because a preliminary question, however, is necessary," --now get what he

means by this next stbtement--"a preliminary is necessary. It has become

abundantly clear that many of the booiso the old Testament have undergone continuous

editorial manipulation. Older materials have been recast, additions have been inserted

into the text, and earlier accounts...
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the evidence therefore must sometimes be read in another light than that in which it

is actually presented and the unconscious testimony of the record may be of more

significance than the historian's positive certainty. The chief fact to be explained is

the repeated--now this is a very important sentence--the chief fact to be explained is

the repeated and systematic violation of the Deuteronomic and Levitical demands on the

part both of the people and their responsible leaders, without any attempt to make royal,

priestly, or prophetic practice conform to the &l4aee plain requirements of the Law. Now

tl-t is a very strong statement. I'll redd that to you again.

The chief fact to be explained is the repeated and symatic violation of the

Deuteronomic and Levitical demands on the part both of the people and their responsible

leaders without any attempt tomake royal, priestly, or prophetic practice conform to the

Einest requirements of the Law. Now if he would take all the arguments that' can

legitimately come under this sentence, and put them together, he would have a few

rather strong points to present, which would need very careful study, but instead of

doing that, he mixes it in with a lot of arguments which are very poor, very weak, but

they make the whole thing sound much stronger than it actually is. We will dispose

of them, but then we will want to give serious consideration to those which really are

strong arguments in this connection. But the statement is a very strong one. Then

he said, two circumstances come clearly into view in the early history of Israel's

settlement in Canaan, one the variety of local sanctuaries, and two, the frequent

performance of sacrifice by laymen. Now that is not quite a fair statement. The

second part, the frequent performance of sacrifice y laymen, that is a fair thing to

examine under this matter of the priesthood, the person who performs sacrifice. The

frequent performance of sacrifice by a layman, but the first one, their claim is that

only in one place is sacrifice to be performed, but you notice what he says is the

variety of local sanctuaries. Now if you can prove that these local sanctuaries are

places where responsible leaders of Israel performed sacrifice, as you can in the case
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of Samuel, you then have a tough argument which requires very careful consideration.

But merely the statement there was a sanctuary there, here was a place, a shrine,

dedicated toGod, something like that does not contradict anything in Deut.12, if you

read Deut.12 careful1 and noticed exactly what it said. It doesn't say you shall have

no place dedicated to the Lord anywhere except one place. It doesn't say there shall

be no sanctuary in the land, no place considered as holy except one place, it says in

the place that I will select to put my name there, there you shall bring your sacrifice,

that's what it says. It says there you shall come every year to appear before the Lord.

v' t does not say that you may not have other sanctuaries at which you are not to prepare

sacrifice. It does not say that. (4)

However, it does have here some very strong arguments which we must examine carefully

but it is interesting to notice how he mixes them in with some arguments which seem to

me-tobe very unfair. Now he continues there, prior to the Jerusalem Temple, there is no

trace of any exclusively authorized sanctuary. Now that is a stral g statement, prior to

the Jerusalet ee is no -44 of any exclusively authorized sanctuary. That statement,

no must be understood as meaning no 'i- if we remove those traces which we

think were written later, and when you take it that way, it makes it much weaker, doesn't

it? If he would say, prior to the Jerusalem Temple there is no clear strong evidence of

Jerusalem being the place of worship, he'd be absolutely right, because there isn't.

Jerusalem was not the place of worship untihe time of Jacob. If he would say, prior

to the Jerusalem Temple, the evidence is not extremely strong that Shiloh was the place

God had designated as the one place, that might be (5 1/4) But to say there

is no trace of any exclusively authorized--he has to get rid of a whole chapter, as we

see later, in order to make that statement. But he says, prior to Jerusalem Temple

there is no i' trace of any exclusively authorized sanctuary. The Mosaic Tent was fixed

at Shiloh, but there was , even in Joshua's time, a holy place at Shechem, with its

solemn stone, and oak in its enclosure , where a national assembly is held, a covenant
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is made and laws are issued. Would you say there was sacrifice there at Shechem?

It does not say. You can be sure he would, if he had any evidence, that there are

sacrifices there. There is a holy place at Shechem, with womn stone and oak in its

enclosure, where a national assembly is held, a covenant is made and laws are issued.

It is sufficient to point out that sacrifice might be offered in almost any spot. Now how

do you point that out? We are looking for evidence, aren't we? It is sufficient to point

that out. And for sacrifice, an altar of some sort was indispensible. The country was

covered with sacred places, many of them doubtless connected with the worship of

the Canaanite occupants, at which the Israelites soon learned to worhhlp. That is

certainly true, many of the Israelites fell into foll,ing Canaanite practices, went

after other gods, as was repeatedly staI in judges. But that of course does not prove

that God's law on this point was nd known to them at that time. The case of Samuel

is a much more difficult case, as you can readily imagine, you have to look into that

carefully. But first get rid of the cases that are not (7)




(This is a v-hr difficult argument)
He says, such was the great high place at Gibeon, (This 3.4 .f Such was probably

Bethel
was at Gilgal, or stone circle near Jericho. The second was named near 4t4.-7 and the

third is named near Gerazim. Others were founded by new settlers. Gideon built an

altar at Opher, judges 6.24. Now that sounds more like a valid argument. Gideon

Judge 6.
built an altar at Okra and devoted a portion of the Mid&anites booty to his sanctuary.-*
And judges 8.27.
The Danites plant themselves with the grandson of Moses for their priest in the far

north, judges 18.29. The boy Samuel is dedicated to the serttte of the house of Jahweh

at Shiloh, this is no wandering tent, it is a stationary tan pie, he says, 1 Sam. l.9.

In the Shiloh Temple, Samuel, himself no Levite, still less priest, sleeps in the

chamber of the Ark, 1 Sam. 3. 3, and in after days he ministers at the high place in

Rama, his own home, judges 9.12. How could the law of Deuteronomy been given by

Moses if Samuel, a great godly leader like Samuel act as if it didn't even exist? What

answer can you give to that? Sacrifice , he says, is equally legitimate upai a rock,
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Judges 6.20, or an extemporized altar in the open field, 1 Sam.6 .14, and 14.35.

The permanent stuaries are not all, however, of equal Importance. Shiloh

and the Ark no doubt took the lead. Now that is an admission on his part. They no

doubt took the lead. It is certainly, if there was one place which God had ordained

to be the place of sacrifice, it must have been Shiloh, because Shiloh is where the Ark

ministered,
was for many years, and where E11(1ft' and his sons. Now emerges out of ob

scurity for the moment, and falls back into the gloom, Rama must ta ye been lifted into

eminence by Samuel in I Sam.7.17, but any auccessor in his ministry of the high place,

there is no record. Even after the removal of the ark to Zion, the right of sacrifice held

for it is still open in the neighborhood of Jerusalem. David offers the offering on a round

threshing floor, 2 Sam.24.25. And when Adonijah prepared to claim the succession, he

is supported by the priest Abiathar in a festive sacrifice at the certain stone beside the

Fuller's Well, 1 K.1.7-9. Now he continues with a very reasonable statement. He says

a public act which could not have involved a flagrant violation d sacred law lightly to

prejudice his bid for the throne. If Moses gave the address, Deuteronomy, that they e

to sacrifice only at the place ,a11 choose to put is name, and if this law had been well

known to the Israelites for centuries, and now David has established Jerusalem, the

tabernae is there, the ark is there, and now David is in his latter years, near his

death, and in order to try to get Adonijah made king, the priest Abiath goes outside

Jerusalem there, and there out in the Valley there, near to Jerusalem, performs there a

sacrifice, would that make the people thnd to favor Adonljah, or would they not say, well

this fellow just utterly ignores Mosest/ law. Why do we want a man like that for king?

Whether Adonijah was a believer or not, yoq4ould expect him to pay some attention

to what the attitude of the people would be, so that as it sounds, this sounds like a

tremendously strong argument, this particular one. Actually it is not half as strong as

the one about Samuel, we have just looked at, but much stronger than a great many of them

The reference to that I gave you, 1 K.l.7,9.
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Then he continues that the Deuteronomic demands for a single sanctuary being

thus unrecognized, it is not surprising to find Levitical principles ignored or defied

with equal regularity and persistence. Then he goes on and gives instances which he

gives under layman's sacrifice, he gives quite a number of those, we'll take them up

at the second part of the argument, but at present we are looking at this about the place

of sacrifice, and of course a good many of those about the people would relate to the

place too. Like 'vii ere he says, that Elisha offered a sacrifice, he says, in the field,

when Elijah first called him. Inthat case, remember is it 1 Kings 20, or just about there,

where Elijah is coming back from the Mount of God, where God has appeared...

P.109 (3/4)

... ploughing in the field with six yoke of oxen and there Elijah came and threw his

mantle over him, and we read that Elisha said wait and I will go and say goodbye to my

parents and then I'll go with you. Elijah said well what have I to do with you, but Elisha

understood that Elijah's throwing his mantle over him was calling him to come and be his

servant. So Elisha , we read, killed the oxen and made a feast for his family and the

servants, and then came and did menial service for Elijah. Now, if the statement is

made, the worere it says that Elisha killed the ox, really means sacrifice, ththe

Hebrew word translated "killed" there really means sacrifice. That statement is made,

and it is a forceful statement but one which needs examination. Yes? (1 3/4Xstu: J.Gueiro

--seems to me that Deut.12.21 makes a special provision for that when--I wouldn't con

sider that a violation of the law ). Yes.

This verse you mention, Deut.l2.2l, is a very important one, we come to that after a

little. I don't know how many of you noticed that, I didn't ask you to look for that, I

asked you to see exactly 'b-hat the law is, but that is a very good point, but we will come

to that, after just a little.

Now I have read you these instances as Carpenter gives them, of the place of

sacrifice, he did not in that particular connection--he does in other connections--point
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out all the claim that I s made that the high places referred to so often in Kings, the

high places, they claim, wieFe were places where the Lord was worshipped, but we

read, as he points out, that king after king, it is said, was a good king, he was a good

man, a man who followed the Lord in the main, but the high places wee not removed.

probably occurs in lungs.
eeeyou,'remember that statement which you iover and over Well,

when we get to Josiah, he removes the high places, and orders them to do all sacrifice

at Jerusalem, so he says, these things are statements put in kings by the Deuteronomists,

who is expressing the viewpoint of a later day. He says if these good kings had thought

there was anything wrong in sacrificing in the high places they would have removed the

high places. But the fact that they did nothing against them, he says is evidence they

did not consider that as anything that was wrong. Now this is a summary of the argu

ments that are deduced on this one point. You see, there are many references which are

referred to, many references, and some of them on even a superficial examination, it is

plainly shown they are not valid. Some of them involve a very careful examination and

then can be shown not to be valid, but some of them involve a study of vital principles,

and that we will go into last under this heading. It is important, though, to get a good

understanding of this situation. Now that, then, I the statement on the argument on the

Place of Sacrifice, I should have said, under ID. the argument from History, 4l:

1, Place of Sactlfice, and there small a, Instances of Violation. Now I gave you quite

a few references, I hope you will look them up and get in mind exactly what they are,

and see which impress you as quite strong and which impress you as not ally very

strong. Just a brief hint in that connection. If a wicked man breaks the law, it proves

nothing about the law being in existence, does it? If a wicked man breaks the law,

what can you expect. So if it is pointed out that a wicked man performed a sacrifice,

that proves nothing whatever about the law. Also, this word "shavah' does it mean kill,

in some cases, or does it always mean sacrifice? That is the vital question. But when

you find ev1ence that a good man performs sacrifice at a different place than the place
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where God has set His name, there you have a matter of principle, a matter which we

must examine carefully and see just what the real situation is. If I began to examine it

carefully now, we wouldn't have time for a quiz, so we will have to leave that till a

later meeting.. . (5 3/4)

(6 1/4) 4/23/62

about the argument from Violations, or the argument from History, whichever you

call it, and I read you out of Carpenter a summary of his idea of how utterly these laws

were disregarded prior to the time of Josiah. This law about the place of sacrifice,

and he said therefore how could there have been such a 1w before that time. He

quoted instance after instance and I asked you to just write down the references

and to have them in mind for today. But you remember how as he listed so many of

these references it sounded l1e quite a formidable list. Now, as with most such

matters when you have a big thing thrown at you that sounds tremendous, it is always

od to start in and examine it carefully in detail. I always say that one good argument

is worth a dozen poor ones any time, worth more than a dozen poor ones. If you have

one proof of something that really stands up, it amounts to a great deal, but if you

have a hundred proofs that go a certain distance and then have flaws in them, it's not

nearly so important. So when somebody gives you a long list, it may very well be

that he has true evidence of the thing. Many things are so clear and so true that you

can just reel off six of them. But you always want to make sure that is the case.

You want to investigate the facts and see just exactly what they are. Well, now,

in this case, we can divide up D into certain categories, and can thus reduce the

number of them by a fair amount. I think, as a matter of fact, that the critics have

here made the mistake that is very easy for us .o make. They ve got some very

good arguments, but then they try to make it sound a lot better than it is by adding

a lot of poor ones, and it vo uld be very easy to just take some of the poor ones

and tear them to pieces and make it look as if they had really nothing to talk about.
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But that is not the case. They have got some matters that need to be very carefully

examined and understood, but it is well for us first to remove from the list those that

really have no business there in the first place. So we will say under small b:

b, Consideration of the Instances. This is the instances of the place of sacrifice being

violated, that is, of its being done here and there, rather than in the one place in

Jerusalem.




And most of these are
(1) Some cases of alleged difficulty are not really so. soi=ewtfaIleyed

cases where the Hebrew word 9 1/4) is used, that word

is the regular word for sacrifice, and the noun from it the same word

with a put before it, follows a very mmon pattern in Hebrew, that we can

make a word signify the place of something by putting a before it. Now

there are other kinds of nouns formed with a but that J s the most common.

And here the (10) then is the place of sacrifice, so that it is translated

(10) the place . And the word is

translated in dozens of places, I think it runs into the hundreds in the Old Testament,

"sacrifice." So the critics say, whenever they see the word (10 1/4)

they say, well now this is proof that here was a case of sacrifice which was not at

the one place designated, but somewhere else, look, it says, at this

place. Well, ordinarily does mean that. Here for instance, Carpenter

says, on page 139, he tells about Elijah, he says on Carmel he rebuilds thd fallen

alter, 1 K.18.30, and he witnesses without rebuke the unLevitical proceedings of

Elijah, in 1 K.19.21, where the word "slew" is strictly sacrifice. And you remember in

1 K.l9, it tells how Elijah came to this place where Etisha's father lived, this wealthy

farmer and Elisha was plowing there with several yoke of oxen, and Elijah came up

and threw his cloak over Elisha's head, and Elisha came and said, then Elijah walked

on. Elisha ran up to him and said, Elijah, wait imInute, just wait till I go and say

goodbye to my parents and I'll come with you. ElkIah said what have I to do with you?
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But Elisha knew what he wanted, knew that ..t was his chance to go and be his servant

of this wild man from the desert, about whom he had been hearing, whom he admired,

wanted to be associated with him in his great work for God, so we read that Elisha

slew the ox and cooked them and gave food to he people there, in other words, he

made a farewell feast for yhis family and his friends, then he left them and went with

Elijah and in later years they spoke of E1Isha as the man that used to pour water on

the hands of Elijah. In other words, the son of this lthy farmer was illing to go and

do the most menial service for this poor, seeminly wild man from the desert, who he

knew wks one that God had called and used in a wonderful way, and Ia ter on, God used

Elisha in an equally wonderful way. But that instance is referred to by Carpenter here

andl/ he says, the word translated "slew" Is really sacrifice, and the word is

and (12 3/4) in 95 % of the cases in the Old Testament where it occurs

is translated...

P.110. (3/4)

.but there are just a few cases where in the English Bible is not translated

"sacrifice," but as in this case translated "slew". Well, does that mean then that

Elisha simply disregarded the law of Deuteronomy? Here was this godly young man

there who had doubtless been studying the wcrd of God and had been hearing about the

wonderful things Elijah was doing, and wishing that he would have a chance to

participate and to help in the great stand that Elijah was making, and starts his service

by breaking the law of Deuteronomy. Remember, I asked you to study Deut.12, a week

ago, and you saw in it how it repeated several times, do not sacrifice, as we do now,

we sacrifice in different places, but after you come into the land of Canaan, and the

Lad has given you rest from your enemies round about, you are to bring all your sacri

fices to the one place which the Lord willi select from all of your tribes. Well, would

Elisha at the beginning of his ministry simply disregard the law of Deuteronomy, if

Deuteronomy already existed? And I would say no, I can't believe hh would, it does
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not seem to me possible, if Deuteronomy existed then, that Elisha was simply dis-

regarding it and making sacrifice out there on his own home, a long distance from

tter
Jerusalem, in disobedience to the law of Deuteronomy. But to my mind,

the answer in this particular case is not to say that Deuteronomy did not yet exist,

but to say that that is not what Elisha did, and I think that is quite obvious, if you

simply 4ook at the evidence, because as you look back at the law in Deuteronomy,

on which this is based, back to Deut.12, and there we find that Deut.l2, that the

command is given repeatedly, that they are to bring their sacrifices to the one place

that the Lord thy God will choose, but then we read Inverse 20, when the Lord thy God

shall enlarge thy border, as He hath promised thee, and thou shalt say, I will eat

flesh becauee my soul/ longs to eat flesh, thou mayest eat flesh, whatsoever thy

soul lusteth after, if the place which the Lord thy God has chosen to put his name

there be too far from thee, then thou shalt kill of thy herds and thy flocks, which the

Lord has given thee, as I have commanded thee, and thou shalt eat in thy gates what

soever thy soul lusteth after, verse 3 continues, only be sure that thou eat not the

blood. And in that verse Deut.l2.21 where it says, thou shalt kill of thy burden of thy

flock, the word translated "kill/1'" is the same word (3 3/4) It is another

of the very few cases where the word is not translated "sacrifice," in the KJV.

Now is the KJV justified in that? There is nofr' question in this case, because you have

it told five or six times in this chapter--all the sacrificing is to be done at the altar

in Jerusalem, but then you have in this verse, if that is too far to be done every time

you want to have meat, why then you can (4 1/4) your ox or your sheep

at your home, only be sure you don't eat the blood. Well, it is very clear from the

context that the word which ordinarily n ans sacrifice is also used in

rare instances simply for killing animals, as perfectly plain in Deut.l2, and that

gives you abundant warrant to take the word (4 *) in that same sense,
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In the case that we just referred to of Elisha, there is nothing in the context to suggest

that Elisha is performing a religious service. He was raking a farewell feast, he

wouldn't need the oxen any more, he wouldn't be there to drive them, he was going off

to do menial eervice for Elijah, and he the oxen, he killed them , not for

sacrifice, but for food, and doubtless was careful toiep the blood, not to eat the blood,

but to let the blood out before they proceeded to use it. So that this case of Elijah

is a very clear instance where Carpenter misuses the data, this is one alleged case

which it is very evident is not the case at all.

Now in one instance that Carpenter refers to, is 1 Sam.14, and in that verse

we read how they were having a battle in v. 31, of 1 Sam. 14, we read that they smote

Aijalon
the Philistines that day from Michmash to Adullu there was a great battle and the people

under Saul's direction were very vigorously engaged in the fighting, th' had been

ordered not to eat, but to devote themselves entirely to the fighting. Jonathan said,

that's foolish of my father to give that order, that the men would be stronger if they did

eat, but that's what Saul had given , the command, and so we read in verse 32, and

the people flew upon the spoil, and took sheep, and oxen, and calves, and slew

them on the ground, and the people did eat them with the blood. Thenthey told Saul,

saying, Behold, the people sin against the Lord, in that they eat with the blood. And

he said, You have transgressed: rollagreat stone unto me this day. And Saul said,

Disperse yourselves among the people, and sy to them, Bring me hither every man

his ox, and every nn his hheep, and slay them here, and eat; and sin not against the ec

Lord, in eating with the blood. And all the peojle brought every man his ox with him that

night, and slew them there. And Saul built an altar unto the Lord: the same was the

first altar that he built unto the Lord.

Now in proving that the idea of the one place of sacrifice did not exist before

the time of Josiah, Carpenter says that sacrifice was equally legitimate, out in the field,

on an improvised altar, and then he gives the reference to this verse , that it was
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perfectly legitimate for them to sacrifice of this. Well, did the passage sound as if

they were sacrificing? As you read the passage, theeople were breaking the law of

God, that they shouldn't eat the blood with the sacrifice, and God, and Saul said

don't do this, bring all your animals here and kill hem by this stone so you can do

it in accordance with the prescribed rules, that the blood will be let out, and eat here,

nothing was said about sacrifice. Not only that, but the Hebrew word "to slay" here

Is not (8) it is a word ich is nearly always translated

either slay or kill. I haven't noticed a single instance in the KJV where

is translated "sacrifice, though there are cases where it does refer to the killing

something that is being sacrificed, but I haven't noticed a case where it is translated

"sacrifice. And it is used in many cases where sacrifice has nothing to do with it.

So they öon't use the word (8 1/2) in this context at all, and yet as

Carpenter says, sacrifice was e1y legitimate out in the field on an improvised

altar, as it was at Jerusalem. Yes? (8 3/4) Very excellent question.

And the answer is--I was just going to go on to say, I 'm glad Mr. McComas

anticipated me, shows he was thinking--but I was going to on to say that I can't believe

in view of what I've presented that Carpenter ever would have even given this thought

if it were not for the fact that the word altar was used in that next verse, and the next

verse says that Saul built an altar there and the word used there is (9 1/4)

and is to sacrifice, is a place to sacrifice, it is translated

always, and consequently you say right away, well, we've noticed that there are a

very few cases where the word is used, not of sacrificing, but of killing

animals to eat, well now with the word (9 3/4) also be used of something

that wasn't for sacrifice? Would it be? Well, if the verb is, it doesn't prove the

noun could be, but it certainly suggests the possibility, but in this case, we don't

have to be content with having the possibility suggested, because we are able to turn

to the book of Joshua, and there in the book of Joshua, we find in josh. 22, a very
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interesting story, it is an extremely interesting story, and it is such an interesting

story that it seems too bad in a way that it is never used in Sunday School, and con

sequently--I shouldn't say never perhaps, but at least in 99% of the Sunday Schools

it is never used, and most Christians have never heard it, but there it is, in Joshua 22.

Arid this story you read in josh. 22 which tells after they had conquered Canaan, how

Joshua told the Reubenites and the Gadites and the half tribe of Manasseh that they

could go back across the Jordan to the land they had asked Moses to give them, and

Moses had said .hey could have this land, provided you go and take kart with the

rest of .he people in conquering Canaan, the other side of Jordan. So now Joshua says

we've conquered Canaan you can go back to you land across the Jordan and they went

back and then we read that in verse 20, we read that these people built an altar by
I think a great altar to seek to

the Jordan, a great altar, (11 1/2) to see to, the KJ says,/surely means a great altar

to look at. In present day use, "to see to" means to take care of. I don't think that's

what it means, I think it means to look at. At any rate, they built a great altar, and

that's the word mizpeh, and then you read on and what happens? The children of

Israel heard, the children of Reuben, the children of Gad, and the half tribe of Manasseb

have built an altar over against the land of Canaan in the borders of Jordan, and they

built this altar and they came to them and said in verse 16, what trespass is this you've

committed against the God of Israel, to turn away this day from following the Lord,

to build an altar that you might rebel against the Lord? Well, how did they know what

was rebellion against the Lord? Had somebody seen advance sheets of Deuteronomy,

these many centuries before the time when Josiah officially proclaimed it? But we read

here that the people said to them , in verse 19, they said don't rebel against the Tord

or against us, in building you an altar beside the altar of the Lord our God. And then

we read that the children if Reuben, the children of Gad, and the half tribe of Manass&n,

answered and they said, the Lord knows whether we have done this in rebellion, they

said, if we build an altar to turn from following the Lord, to offer thereon burnt offering
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and meat offering, and peace offering, let the...

P.111. (3/4)

... this big altar here as a reminder to our people Yd the fact that we are following

Israel too, they said in verse 28, it shall be that when they say to us in time to come,

you have no part with us, we'll say, behold the pattern of the altar of the Lord, which

our fathers made, not for burnt offering, nor for sacrifice, but as a witness between

us and you. God forbid that we should rebel against the Lord and turn this day from

follwwing the Lord,15'%uild an altar for burnt offering, for meet cffering, or for sacrifice,

beside the altar of the Lord our God that is (1 1/4)

So here we have in Joshk{ia here the instance where these people said, we are

building an altar, and the others said you're breaking the law, there is only one place

where the altar is to be, and they said God forbid, we are not doing that at all, we are

just buihllng an altar for withess, for a memorial. And they used the word mizpah.

sacrifice,
Now the word (1 1/2) ordinarily means a place to e, but here is a

place where they said this is not for sacrifice, this is for a memorial,

this is for a witness. Well, there is clear evidence in Joshua bf the fact that the

word can be so used, and it is clear evidence then, that when the context plainly

says that Saul said don't sin against the Lord in eating this stuff with the blood, just

eating it rapidly like that, and not following the prescribed way of killing to avoid

eating the blood as Deuteronomy 12 had said, he put up a big stone and said bring

your animals here, kill them here and he didn't even use the word (2 1/4)

and he didn't even use the word but then when he used the word

there it doesn't mean that they considered it sacrifice. I hope you all have well in

mind then the importance of Joshua 22, showing the possible meaning of Mizpah as

a clear (2 1/2) in this use by Saul, in 1 Samuel.

Some of you perhaps are thinking of a possibly even more important question
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about Joshua 22, if the people were reddy to come and fight those two and a half tribes

because of their building another altar beside the one in the one place, does that not

prove that Deuteronomy was already out, not merely (3)

Does it not prove it was already out?

Well, it seems to me it does, but it does not impress




Driver that way. Driver

doesn't even all he does in The Introduction tot he

Literature f the Old Testament, when he deals with Joshua, he says chapter 22, the

division of the land being thus completed, Johhua dismisses the two and a half tribes

for their (3 1/4) use of Jordan, ,fie altar of- erected

by them at the point where they crossed the Jordan. He says, verses 7 to 8 (3 1/2) is

a g' fragment of uncertain origin. The source of'is also uncertain, the phraseology

does
is in the main that of P, but the narrative not display throughout the characteristic

yle of?, and in some parts of it there e occur expressions which are not those of P.

Either a narrative of? has been combined with elements from another source, in a

dificu1.t_jo
manner which makesit effect a satisfactory analysis, or the whole is a

work of a distinct writer ose phraseology is in part that of P but not entirely. So

you see how easily Driver solves the problem. Joshua 22 proves Deuteronomy is already

written, so all right, Joshua 22 must be later than D euteronomy. So he says Joshua

22 must be from P in the time of exile, and that of course removed the whole argument

bt the more you law to keep moving other things on the basis of your (4 1/2)

the less valid the things become. But even if the critical argument wee to be admitted,

which I do not by any means, that Joshua 22 would be from P or from a later writer,

somewhat similar to F, after the time of Deuteronomy, it would still remain a fact

that it uses the word Mizpeh, not for a place of sacrifice, but for something which has

some affinity to Oat, but which is for a different purpose. So that as far as our

problem with Saul is concerned, it cm pletely solves that problem , no/matter when

it was written. Mr. Gregory? (5) Oh, if he would consider that somebody in the time
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of the exile got to thinking about the law of Deuteronomy, go t to thinking well now ht--t

with




like that, it wouldn't be at all strange if the people across the Jordan would

invalidate the law and gradually build up (5 1/2)

In fact the whole attitude of the critics at the time of Driver

was to consider that most of the material of P was imagination of a later time.

Today the critics who hold tenaciously to the late date of P. nevert1dss say

it embodies much further material. There is much in P that is historical. I think I

mentioned In this class once how Prof. Garstanof the Univer ty of Liverpool who was

Director of Antiquity for Palestine for a number of years, wrote a book onTFe Foundations

of Bible History: Joshua and Judges. And he says in the front of it, that in this book

I am only going to look at those parts of Joshua and judges which are early, which

come from the J and E. He says I'm not going to look at the P much at all because we

are interested in the earlier material, not the late material. And yet, he says, it is

most amazing that there are places where we actually found archeological evidence

showing accurate things in P too. He is quite surprised at it. He admits the fact

but he doesn't bother looking at P in the rest of the book because after all, you can't

expect it. Mr. Abbott? (6 1/2) Yes, but I'm not sure whether (6 3/4)

It is my impression that

you have it in a number of different places, the order that the blood is not to be

eaten, this my impression but I haven't checked it. (stu.) It is my impression

but I'm

not sure. We have then some cases of alleged difficulty which are not really so.

I mentioned these. One other we might mention is the case of Adonijah. You recall

that Adonijah was the son of David, who many peojle thought should be king, after

David's death, and David was getting old, and had not egiven any permanent

definite statement that everybody was familiar with as to who was to succeed him, and

so Adonijah went, we read in 1 K.l, went outside of Jerusalem and tool-, with him some
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of the leaders and there they had a big feast and announced that he was to be king,

and we read in v.9, of 1 K.l, that Adonljah slew sheep and oxen and fat cattle, by/

the stone of Zoheleth, which is by Enrogel, and called all his brethren the king's

sons, and all the men of Judah the king's servants.

And then we read in verse 19 that Bath-sheba went to David, she said Adonijah

has been nude king, he has slain oxen and fat cattle and sheep in abundance, and hasa

called all the sons of the king, and Abiathar the44]it, and Joab the captain of the host;

but Solomon thy servant has he not called.

And then in verse 25, Nathan again refers to how he slain oxen and fat cattle

and sheep in abundance, and in all these three cases, the word "slain" translated the

Hebrew word (9) . They are among the few instances where

is translated something other than "sacrifice." It is translated "slain," in the K)V

in these three cases. Well, now, Carpenter says, is it coneivab1e if the law of

]Deuteronomy was already in existence, is it conceivable -to havu that Adonijah, making

a bid for the throne would flagrantly break the law of God,known tb the people. H e

says if they didn't know anything about Deuteronomy, why it would be quite natural

for him to go on and have a sacrifice out there, celebrating his becoming king. Well,

his argument is a good one, if it is clear that what he did was to make a sacrifice,

but there is nothing said about sacrifice. The only thing to make it app ear to be a

sacrifice is this word (10) And it is just as reasonable to say

Adonljah would not have made a sacrifice there, but that what he did was just exactly

what God permitted inDeuteronomy, if you were at a distance from Jerusalem, that he

went out and slew animals and gave a big feast, rather than a sacrifice.

The only difficulty with taking it that way is that the word shavah is used three

times in there, but we've noticed that there are a few other cases where shavah

is used occasionally. aul (10 1/2)




The case of Elisha certainly is very clear.
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There are a few places, and of course its use in Deut.12. 21 Is crystal clear that the

word shavah could mean to kill animals for food, not necessarily for offerings, though

ordinarily that is what (10 3/4) . So that these are cases of a

problem which at first sight can appear like a real problem, but which on examination

should certainly be omitted frc any argument to prove that Deuteronomy was not yet

in existence. We have one other case of Shavah where it is translated "slew" that

I might mention to you, in 2 K.23.20, tells how Josiah slew all the priests of the high

places, that were there on the altar, and burned men's bones on them. Now that is

the only case I remember where Shavah is used of killing people rather than animals

Iotbanhbut that is the case Where jueftuct was destroying these wicked altars that Jeroboam

had put up, and he slew the priests there and burned men's bones on the altar, it was

sort of similar to a sacrifice, and (11 3/4) the word

but it certainly wasn't a real sacrifice. I think the fact it could be shavah, to mean

"kill" other than sacrifice, warrants his views, and the reason for his selection was

that it fit so appropriately the idea that these men who were falsely sacrificing,

found themselves' sacrificed. Josiah (12)

a real sacrifice of course. And then one other instance that I just mention to you

because there are so few of them, is 2 Chron.l8.2, and in 2 Chron.l8.2, we read

about Ahab. Now Jehoshaphat had riches and honour in abuhdance, and joined affinity

with Ahab. And after certain years he went down to Ahab to Samaria, and Ahab killed

sheep and oxen for him in abundance, and for the people he had with him,ftad persuaded

him to go up with him to Ramoth-gilead.

Now there the word translated "kill" is shavah but Or- does that make...

P.112 - 4/24/62 (3/4)

... northern kingdom at this time, they had put up the calf at and

they were sacrificing in defiance of the law of God. There is no question of that.

So that certainly- not be taken as proving the law of Deuteronomy to be unknown.
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And anyway it is highly questionable whether Ahab was sacrificing in this case, because

what he was going to do was to get Jehoshaphat to join with him, and Jehoshaphat was

a godly man, he was one of whom the Bible speaks very, very highly. The only real

criticism there is of him, is that he made an alliance with Ahab. That he is strongly

criticized for. Now when Jehoshaphat went up to there and allied himself with Ahab,

the very way that Ahab would discage him from going on, rather than to encourage

him, would be to hold a sacrifice, to hold a religious service. Jehoshaphat would

join with him for political purposes, but if he tried to make it look as if they were

united religiously when it was so obvious they weren't , it wodd have tended to have

the oppotite purpose of what he had in mind. S o that the KJ very rightly translated

it as "kill," rather thax "sacrifice." He made a feast, to try to make him feel good

and be ready to join with him.

Well, these are just about the only cases where shavah is translated other

than "sacrifice," but the one in ]Deut.12.2l is absolute proof that it can be so used.

Now 41 Some cases deal with actions of men who were not4nodels in any sense.

He had the northern kingdom, them sacrificing in defiance of God's law, Carpenter

does nd give those instances, because it would be very obvious that they were

simply disregarding God's law, but you have other cases which they do refer to

sometimes, like the caswwhere Saul lad a big sacrifice, he waited for Samuel, waited

and waited, and Samuel didn't come, and then Saul went ahead and performed his

sacrifice, and Samuel came and rebuked him strongly for it. Saul was a good example,

a real model in this case where he put up the stone and said don't tthe blood,

come here and slay them at this place, he was anxious to carry out God's law at that

time, but at the other time he was not, and Samuel rbbuked him, and consequently in

such a case, it can certainly not be considered as an evidence against the law of

Deuteronomy being known frt that time.

-($ (3), Some cases are express commands of God under very exceptimal
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circumstances.

We read how the angel appeared to the father and mother of Samson, and

told them to bring a sacrifice and they put up a stone and put the sacr1fice°1t, and

the angel touched it and it lighted, and the angel ascended in the smoke from it.

We have a few instances in the book of judges where God specifically commanded,

under certain circumstances--now that would not show k-t ignorance of

ghneral law, that they were to bring their sacrifices to one place, 4'u+ di he commanded

a special sacrifice in a different place.

The one case that is used as an instance is the case of A2una's threshing

floor. Remember that David , when they 1d the great pestilence, that David saw the

Angel of the Lord there on Arauna's threshing floor, stopping the pestilence, and David

purchased the threshing floor, and made the sacrifice there. There was a specific

revelation of God under unusual circumstances. There are a few of them that come

under that category. Yes? (5 1/4) Oh, they wouldn't say it is a purely human book,

oh, they would never say that. They'd say it is a wonderful divine book. Of course they

might say there is a lot of divine (5 1/2)

(stu.) You know Karl Barth says that he believes in the bodily resurrection of Christ,

not like the ordinary critical theory, he believes in the bodily resurction of Christ,

only he goes on to say, but of course whet became of those chemical elements which

were buried , nobody knows. (stu.) Well, now that is a point we'll go on to in our

next step. We don't have much argument with the critics over these looked at, at the

present, because of the next step. Let me give you the next step.

(4) After removal of all these, very definite difficulties remain, especially in

connection with Samuel, Solomon, and the attitude of the righteous kings and prophets.

These cases that we have lookp to this point, are quite easy to prove, not to (7]/4)

but if anybody wants to argueãot one of them, we don't

need to worry much about it, because after you get rid of them you've got some real
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problems left, and I think that the critics weaken their case by giving these others,

because there are some real problems, and the real problems are that Samuel went

out and sacrificed at several places, he made a round trip through the land, sacrificed

at various places, and Samuel was God's chosen judge during a long period, and

Solomon went to the great high place at Gideon, just a few miles north of Jerusalem

and there he sacrificed, and1God appearj4 to Solomon in the night and say, Solomon,

you have broken the. Deuteron.omic...law
/x am going to punish you tor it No, he appeared to him, and said, Solomon, ask me

what you want me to give you, he said, and Solomon asked for wisdom in order to rule

the people wisely, and God was pleased that he asked for wisdom rather than for long

life or riches, so he said, I'll give you long life and riches too.

In other words, Solomon was not rebuked by the Lord when he went out and

sacrificed thousands of animals at Gibeon the great high place, a short distance north

of Jerusalem, and Samuel went ãout from place to place through the land, sacrificing,

so we have good men, very good men, who sacrifice at other places than the one

established place. So we have some real problems, but I should have stopped five

minutes ago because I promised you a longer quiz than usual today...

P.113. (3/4)

command of Deuteronomy, therefore God is going to punish him, that is not what

he says. God appeared to Samuel , and said Saml1iel, you are doing well, I am going

to bless you, what shall I give to you? And Solomon asked for wisdom (1)

and lie gave him the wisdom that he asked, so that we have here some

thing that is a real problem, this happened t Gibeon, not at Jerusalem. This happened

at the great high place at Gibeon, and then after the attitude of the righteous kings and

prophets after that, we have the righteous kings described in subsequent years, but

in case after case, we read in Kings that or somebody else

was a very good king, he iid what was right in the eyes of the Lord, only the high

places he did not destroy, but the people still sacrificed upai the high places. We
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read that a, er and over in Deuteronomy, and the critics say, these are Deuteronomic

additions to the book of Kings, they are insertions about these good nn to excuse them

for the fact that (1 a'4) the law of Deuteronomy wasn't in existence at that time, that

it existence and makes these additions to Kings on that basis. That

is what the critics say. You find that Elijah on Mourkt Carmel, after he met the prophets

of Baal and proved that the prophets of Baal were utterly wrong because they couldnØt

get their godsto light the sacrifice, he prayed God and God set the sacrifice afire,

and then we read that Elijah rebuilt the altar of God that was broken down. Elijah

rebuilt theditar of God, and he put the sacrifice on and God actually lit the sacr*fice

from heavai, not at Jerusalem. Elijah didn't say, you folks have got to quick go down

to JerusMem and do your worshipping there, do your sacrfice there. Elijah had a

sacr4fice at the Mtar of God which had been broken down, and offered sacrfice which

God Himself lit, and so we than have these many cases of the non-observance, of the

violation of this law, not by bad people, but by good people, people who were God's

true messengers, God's true representatives, God's true leaders, who were not obeyfrig

this law of Deuteronomy,. Does that disprove that this law was not written until the

time of Josiah or shortly betre? Well, we do not believe that to be the case.

We believe that the book of Deuteronomy gives us indeed the words of Moses,

and that Moses gave this command. On e' thing, of course, we notice, is that the

command is not as the critics have proven that it is, that you shall sacrafice only at

Jerusalem, --it says nothing about Jerusalem, it says, tot he place which God shall

choose out of all your prophet. And in the early chapters of judges, we have evidence

to lead us to believe that Shiloh was the place which God had then chosen. We have

the headquarters there at Shiloh, we have Eli, the high priest, at Shiloh. We do not have

an account in judges of the destruction of Shlloh, butve have an account of how the

Israelites went off to fight with the Philistines, and when the Philistines beat them,

Eli's sons said let's take the ark of Gd with us, and then the Philistines will be certalnl'
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be defeated, when they have the ark of God, and they brought the ark of God, and the

Philistines said, oh we're done for, they've got their god right with them, they said,

they're potent, they said, we'd better fight desperately because if we don't do our very

best we are certain to be killed now, so the Philistines fought desperately and defeated

the Israelites and killed the two sons of Eli . That we are told, but nothing is said of

what happened to Shlloh, but over in Jeremiah we v-e a reference to Shiloh as the

place, tt says, that if you do not obey the Lord you will be destroyed as Shiloh was.

There will be a terrible destruction like Shlloh, as if the people knew Shiloh as

having had a terrible destruction, and it could be used as an example by Jeremiah,

judges tells us nothing about it, but we have no later reference of heir people going

to Shiloh or doing anything there. We certainly-it certainly would sound as if Shiloh

was destroyed at that time, as suggested in Jeremiah.




God
So that we, I believe, are justified in saying , that the place selected out of

all the tribes was Shiloh and we have no evidence tlaShlloh was not the place to which

they brought all their sacrifice, until the Philistines destroyed ShIloh. After the

Philistines destroyed Shiloh ahd Eli was kllldd, the leader of the=-you remember Eli

merely fell over and died, he was an old man, but his sons were killed in battle--

Samuel became the leader of the people. Why didn't Samuel tell them they should

worship at Jerusalem? Why didn't he? Well, It looks as if Samuel either knew nothing

about the Deuteronomic law, or else did not think it necessary to apply he Deuteronomic

law under the present circumstances, one of the two is possible. (6 l/4)--stu: will you

repeat that please?) Yes, I say, the only conclusion can draw from Samuel's dis-

regarding of the Deuteronomic law is, tIone of two things occurred, that either

did
Samuel had never heard of the Deuteronomlc law, or that Samuel i not think it necess

ary, for some readon or other, to apply the Deuteronomic law just then. Yes? (7)

Well, why would they want to? There is no evidence God had put His name in Jern

salem,j' Is there? Jerusalem was a city at that time held by the Jebusites, the Jews
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had no access to Jerusalem, there is nothing to lead us to think that God had said,

Worship at Jerusalem. David selected Jerusalem for his capital, and he brought up the

tabernacle to Jerusalem and set it up there, put the ark there, but then Solomon built

the temple and the gibry of God came into the temple and Solomon prayed that prayer

of dedication and from that time on, it was understood that Jerusalem was the place

God had selected. Before that, we I think are justified in assuming that Shiloh was

the place. Now Shiloh was destroyed. What was Samuel's first thought? What

should he do? Should he say oh my, we got to sacrifice at Shiloh, let's qck go and

establish a new altar at Shlloh, let's do all the sactifices there, or did he say, we've

go t to find out what is the new place God wants us to sacrifice? There are two con

siderations that have to be brought in here, and for one of these we go to the New Test

ament, because I think that the matter cannot be understood without recognizing this

vital principle. We find this principle in Matthew 12.4, in Mark 2.26, and in Luke 6.4.

We find it in these three places, and I believe you will find further evidence lu t of it

in the New Testament. Now in Matt. 12 .4, we read that at that time Jesus went on the

Sabbath Day through the corn, and his disciples were anhungered and began to pluch

the ears of corn and to eat, and when the Pharisees saw it they said tltLto him, behold,

thy disciples do that which is not lawful to do on the Sabbath Day. The law was , not

to work on the Sabbath. And here they we harvesting grain on the Sabbath, and

eating it. But Ne said, well I, after all, am the one who has created the world, and

I gave the law, and I can change it now if I take a notion to. That's not what he said.

What said was, have ye not read w1t David did, when he was anhungered and they

that were with him, how he entered irlo the house of God and did eat the shewbread

which was not lawful for him to eat, neither for them which were with him, but only

for the priests. Or had he not read in the law how that ai the Sabbath Day, the priest

in the Temple faned the temple (9 3/4) that is, the priests

did work in the temple on the Sabbath, which was necessary for the carrying on of
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Temple work, but that is not considered as breaking the Sabbath, and Dad, when

David was with his men and they were fleeing from Saul they went into thehuse of

God and at the shewbread which was only L1. for the priests. David went right in

there and took it for his men, it was a matter of life and dh for them, and then he

continued, but I say unto you that in this place is one greater than the temple, if ye

had known what this means, I will have mercy and not sacrifice, ye would not have

condemned the guiltless, nor the Son of Man who is Lord even of the Sabbath. Now

in Mark 2.26 we find almost the same words, except that in verse 27, there is a

statement we didn't find in Matthew. He said unto them the Sabbath was made for man,

and not man for the Sabbath. In Luke 6.4 we have the same incident described, and

there he says that Q.n verse he says, --well, the son of man is Lord also of the

Sabbath, we find in the first place, but this statement, the
S

is Lord also of the

Sabbath is given at the end, not as the basic principle here. He 1 not saying to the

Pharisees , well now I am the Lord of Glory, so what I do is all right, I gave the law

and I can change it, that is not what h is saying to them. He is mentioning His im

portance at the end of the disuussion but the big point of the discussion is, haven't

you heard what David did? David took the shewbread, why didn't God strike David

dead for taking the shew bread? and eating it on the Sabbath. Why didn't he? David

took it and he is not blamed for itj in this case where it was a matter of life and

death. Now this is very, very different from the argument the woman gave me in

Montana once.

I was out there and it came Sunday and they got out in their, these people got

out with their machines and began working in the field, and I said why it's Sunday

you're not going to work your machines on Sunday, are you? Why, they said, the

Bible says, if your ox falls into the pit on the Sabbath, pull it out, and he said,

if we don't work on Sunday we won't have enough grain for us to feed our oxen, and

they'll be just as bad off as if they fell in a pit, so we have to work on Sunday to give
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them enough. Now that is an evasicn, they could get along with less oxen, they don't

have to have so many oxen in order to have to work on Sunday tot ake care of them. But

the Bible does say that if your ox fall in a pit on the Sabbath, pull t out,. If David

didn't bother to bring food along, and he got a little hungry and went in and took the

bread off the shewbread and ate itjt he Lord might very well have treated him the way

he did David's friends...

P.114. (1/2)

keep it from falling cf f, and God struck him dead, because he was disregarding

God's holy law, but D1iid disregarded it, he went into the tnple and atie shewbread

and God did not condemn him for it, it was an emergency, it was a matter of life and death

The Sabbath was nde for man, not man for che Sabbath. In other words, the purpose of

the Sabbath is to give men his needed rest, it is to set aside a certain regular recurring

time, in order to remind people of God's plan, God's order and plan for the ages, it is

to set aside a certain definite amount of time, in order to set apart for the worship of

God, exclusively, though He is to be worshipped at all times, e purposes of it are

for the good of men, and the whole ceremonial law is for man's benefit. The ceremonial

law is given in order to be a blessing to man, in order to show man treat truths, in order

to illustrate the great principles of law to nan. And it is sod's will thatia should obey

the ceremonial law, and carry it out as Me gives it, but it is not like the moral law,

Man is guilty before God whenever he breaks the moral law, the ceremonial law is given

for mm's good in leading men to God, in giving them to understand the great principles

of God's law, and therefore as a part of the ceremony that we have, the ceremonial law

in the Old Testament, very fully given, because it illustrated facts about Christ who is

coming, and you had to have it just right to get these ideas into 'your head. Ar the

first coming of Christ, the ceremonial law for the Christian is not LIILUUg1 described in

detail anywhere, and good Christians differ as to details of the ceremony which

Christians are to perform. 1 head of a church wanted to practically split because some
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of the people thought we should always stand when we prayed, others thought we

should always kneel. But the Bible doesn't say, because what God is interested in

is the attitude of the heart, not the attitude of the knees, and before the coming of

Christ, there were important matters of illustrating truth, and now we have these

truths explained in the New Testament, and so the details of the ceremony are no

longer of the same importance as before, but the principles tia t the ceremonies indicate

are of course of just as much importance as before, so this principle of the difference

between the ceremonial law and the moral law, in other words that the fact that the law

was made fot the Sabbath was made for xan and not man made for the Aabbath , is

a principle that is vital in this connection. We find that God gave very severe

penalty for not holding the Passover at the time He gave, but when Hezekiah had his

great passover and they had neglected it for years, and Hezekiah intwduced this great

Passover, he said there had never been such a passover since the time of the early

days as this, we read that there were many people who were away , or different

reasons they couldn't be present at the passover, and they had another Passover a

month later for them, they disregarded the details of the ceremonial law in order to

carry out His iin poii, and next year, doubtless, they planned ahead of time, to be

available perhaps. But that year, when it was just reintroduced, they made this

special-- Mr. MacKeen, what was on your mind? ( 1/4) Well, there is a will

there is a way. Samuel could have said Shlloh is the place where God said sactifice

is to be performed, I am going to go over there to Shiloh and I am going to, on the

ruins, build a Ø little tn pie, it won't be much becau se I don't have much resources

but I'll build a little temple there and there I will perform sacrifices, and let the people

come to me and bring their sacrifices to me, and you think they vould have come?

I think quite a few of them would've wart ed to, but I don't think many of them would

come, because we had a situation then, the Philistines had conquered, and they had

destroyed the army of Israel and from this time m, for many years, we have Philistine
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garrisons scattered throughout the land, we have the people pretty much Wing in caves,

or as reigees in places here and there, people acting very very carefully lest the

Philistines destroy them, it was not untlithe time of David that they got real freedom

from the Philistines. In Samuel's time they were always gaining a little freedom ak1

losing it, gaining it, losing it, And Saul also was constantly fighting with the Philistines,

sometirre s he'd have a fair measure of independence, other tines comparatively little,

until finally Saul was killed in great battle with the Philistines. And it was David,

who after a number of years managed to overcome the Philistines, and reduce them to

where they wa never again a great menace to the land of Israel, but you have a period

there of a very considerable length, when you can hard call your soul your own in the

land because of the Philistine overlordship, over the land. And under these circumstance

it is entirely possible that Samuel went back to the Deuteronomic law and read it very

carefully and read the words that 'en the Lord has given you rest from all your enemies

round bout and has established you in the land, then you are not to sacrifice as yQjk do

now in different places, but you are to bring your sacrifices to one place, which the

Lord shall designate out of all your tribes, and it is possible that Samuel said, we are

at present absolutely unable to overcome the Philistine tribe, now maybe if we devote

our prayer and thought for the next 20 years, God will give us ictory over the Philistines,

shall we not sacrifice for 20 years, or shall I carry on the little sacrifce In one place

ha with the few people who can come, and the rest have no religious service? Or

shall I say we do not yet have rest, we had rest from our enemies, the h nd was conquer

ed, the place was established in Shlloh, but now we are in a situation where we do

not have rest from our enemies round about us. We are in that interregnum, as far as

the ability to carry out this is concerned. It is important tl t we sacrifice in one place

and preserve this evidence of the unity of God's people, that is important, but it is

more important that we carry on sacrifice.

Now it is altogether possible that is what Samuel said, to himself, now it is possible
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cl'did not think the thing through, lit simply acted on it, but just as Jesus said,

the Sabbath is made for man and not man for the Sabbath, Samuel acted as if sacrifice

was made a s a representation of man's worship of God, as a representation of something

God is going to do later on to make possible man's acceptance before God, it is very

important in the lives of the people that the sacrifice be kept up, if under present cir

cumstances this important evidence of the unity of God's people in the one place, and

this important means of presenting the uui= rise of deviations and false ideas in many

places, cannot be enforced, we carry out what we can of it, and this under the circum

stances we have to (8 3/4)

At any rate that is what he did, he established sacrifice in about five different

places, he wetit around on a circuit every year, he held a yearly sacrifice in each of

these places, and the people came together there and performed their sacrifice and he

reckoned the law without shedding of blood is no remission of sin, he brought to them

the vital lesson involved, but this one particular lesson, thout the unity of God's people

was to be represented by the making of the sacrifice at one place, that he was unable to

do anything about. Now that is what happened. Now it seems to me we have two

possibilities, we can accept this explanatibn which is founded upon Jesus' statement

about the ceremonial law which meant the Sabbath was mdde for man and not man for the

Sabbath. Or we can say, Samuel didn't know anything bout it, the critics are right,

Deuteronomy was not yet written. But to my mind the preponderance of evidence is in

flavor of this, of the two. Mr. Gregory? (9 3/4) c!es, and I would say, that in the

providence of God, God was a wonderful (10 1/4) God taught

that Samuel should go about and have the sacrifice, but when Jerusalem in the latter

days of Jerusalem, Jesus was facing, (10 1/2)

he was facing the Pharisees, and what was the answer of the Pharisees? Carry out

every 4ittle minute law, every little minute restriction, carry it out to the last jot and

tittle but as far as the spirit of the law, many of them utterly ignored it and forgot it.
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Jesus said this ought ye to have done and not left the other undone. In other

words, the spirit of the law was what mattered, the other mattered too, but it mattered

less. The spirit of the law is the vital, the moral law is the vital, the great principles

of God's dealing with man , are the vital things, the ceremtnies are given as means

of illustrating, as means of making it clear to men's minds, that's what it means-they

are' to be followed insofar as is possible, but the moral law is to be followed in all

circumstances. And one isn't to make excuses, to ignore the sacrificial law, or ignore

the ceremonial law, but that certainly is no_v
e
than making excuses to follow the

letter and ignore the spirit. Well, now then , if the Jews when Jerusalem was destroyed

had followed the example of Samuel, they woukl've said Jerusalem is destroyed, but

without shedding of blood there is no remission of sins, God has prescribed the sacri

fice, we cannot perform them at Jerusalem, therefore we have to perform them somewhere

else. Wd cannot carry out the ceremonial law in the full, but we can carry it out to

some extent, but instead of that, the Jews took the attitude, that here is the law, you

can't sacrifice except at Jerusalem, therefore we can't sacrifice, so they dropped all

sacrifice from that day to this, and I would say thin that they were absolutely wrong,

but I would say that God saw that these people should be wror in their interpretation

in order to cause sacrifice to cease shortly after the death of our Lord Jesus Christ,

and as a result we have Jews all over the world, reading the law which says without

shedding of blood there is no remission of sins, and reading the law which devotes

chapter after chapter after chapter, not simply of the 0. T. bit of the very part they

prized most highly, of the Torah, the first five books--chapter after chapter of the

details of sacrifice and they don't carry out any of them, because they can't do it at

Jerusalem, in the temple, therefore they don't do it at all, and it gives...
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.symbolize the unity of the people, God's people, in order to make it easier to

keep the unity and not have different groups going out with different ideas, but in

addition to that, God probably (1)

Just in order to that Pharisaic misunderstanding, which resulted in

carrying out the fact of sacrifice shortly after the Lodi's Return. Miss

Pk±ett? (1 1/4) Oh, thank you, Miss Pickett, I had spoken now about why Samuel

disregarded it, now from Samuel's time on, that we hadn t referred to, but we should

go ahead and take just a word about that.

Samuel under the circumstances was unable to carw out this provision, and he

could have carried it out, yes, but he knows a dozen other things which were more

important. He did what was most vital and ignored this. Under Saul the situation was

the same, and by the time David became king, so long a time had gone on that people

had forgotten it, and it had disappeared from people's minds(2)

even though they read it over and over, they read the law, they eei did not know this.

If you think that's queer, you do the same thing. You read the Bible and there are some

things you just don't,know, you don't think they apply to you, you don't know them.

Well, then, God caused that Solomon should build the temple there and have

his great prayer and people could come to understand this, but the practice was pretty

well established of worshipping iother places, and so Solomon, before the temple

was established disregarded it, he went (2 3/4) and Saul, in

the purity of his was at that time seeking to follow God to the full, and God

praised him for it, then, later Saul/turned away from following od, for a time.

But we read in 2 Kings where--l Kings 2.3, isn't it, yes, 1 Kings 3.2--where

we read about his going there, we read in chapter 3 of 1 Kings, that, verse 2, we

read that on' Solomon sacrified in high places because there was no house built

unto the name of the Lord until those days and Solomrn' loved the Lord, walking in the

statutes of David, his father, only he sacrificed and burnt incense in high places,
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and the king went to 1beon and sacrificed there for that was the great high place,

thousands of offerings did Solomon offer on that altar. Solomon did not evidently

realize the law, and Godf/ praised Solomon for that which was good and caused that

through Solomon's activities the stress should be laid upon Jerusalem, and the people

were bringing their sacrifices to Jerusalem, but then came the disruption of the kingdom

right after Solomon, and the northern king wouldn't let the people come to Jerusalem

to sacr1fie, they stopped them from it, and under those circumstances, the prophets

in the northern kingdom had their great battle against the prophets of Baal, and Elijah

rebuilt the altar of God, it was better to sacrifice to Jehovah up there than not to sacrlfic

to him at all (4 1/2) And the northern kingdom was unable to come to

Jerusalem, the kings prevented it, some of the people doubtless migrated, I doubt if

a great number did. In the southern kingdom there were people still sacrificing at

the high places until the time of Hezekiah, and then we read that Hezekiah destroyed

the high places, but they evidently went back (4 3/4)

in the days of Manasseh. The antics say this story by Hezekiah is very much over

drawn, because they say it was (5) Josiah who restored the high places, and that

Hezekiah, they say, (5) that according

to the Scripture, Hezekiah had a great reformation before Josiah did. And with him,

it wasn't finding a new book in the Temple, but 1 carried out the principles of Deuter

onomy, according to what it tells. Well, then , of course, we agree that the book of

Kings wasn't written day by day writing down what happened. The book was put together

some time, it may have been put together after the time of Josiah, it may represent

a judgment of somebody who was familiar with what Josiah said, did these statements,

but we believe that the statements represent (5 1/2)

They say these are written by the Deuteronomist who wanted us to think that as being

the law, we don't think people who were loyal enough to God to want to carry out his

law would be trying to misrepresent what was the situation (5 3/4)
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We think they were people who knew that as the law that came from Moses, and are

referred to as having been broken as a blemish on the (6) That is our

interpretation. But without this principle of the fact of the relation between the

ceremonial law and the moral law, that the moral law is God's fixed inflexible law,

based upon principles of right and wrong, the civil law is the application of the moral

law to changing circumstances, and the moral law--the ceremonial law is the law for

ways of worshipping God and driving home to our hearts those great principles that

God wants to have carried out, and without that principle I don't see any way to explain

these many cases of the apparent infraction of the Deuteronomic law, but with that

principle in mind and secondly with the fact of the interregnum that occurred through

h?re and
the Philistine conquest, the people scattered here, unable to have ut y, and the lnng

periods which went on in which it was impossible to carry this out, and then people

just got into the habit of not carrying it out, and you will say, well, then, they got

into the habit of not carrying ft put, why didn't they, when they read it, see this is what

we should do, and go ahead and do it? Well, you'll find many things that we read that

we intend to ignore, the Christian church--godly ministers for a coupid of hundred

years, in many of our churches, read through the Bible and preached the great central

doctrines, faithfully, but they would read about the rapture, they would read about the

second coming, and they practically never preached alo ut it, they wouldn't think about

it, it just did not attract their attention. You think how can people do that sort of thing?

You would never do it, maybe you wouldn%t but I think most of us are fallible human

beings. I was--

I was in another Seminary before I was in this Seminary and in that seminary

they had a habit then of the seven members of the faculty meeting together every Satur

day to make plans for the next year, to make all the plans and di scuss them at great

length. And I nnember one time our finances became rather bad, and it was decided

we mt t cut down for next year, so we made plans to try to cut down for the next year.
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And one thing was to make certain rather strict about receiving new students, so we

made certain restrictions and in the course of these restrictions it'll cut the entering

class dawn too low, so somebody put in, "however the restrictions will not apply if

the entering falls below 23," It being understood that nothing shall be done to cut the

entering class below 23. Well, I sort of didn't like that number 23, and do I spoke up

and said, now I want tt put in here in these restrictions, that it says not under the 23,

and I said, this being understood that this restriction applies only th the year 1932-33.

Dr. Machen said, well, Dr. MacRae, if I put in a thing like that-, the whole thing is

3 WI for the year 1932-33, it has nothing to do with any year after 32-33, the whole

thing is that, I said, yes, but I u1d like to have it on this particular rule. I'd like

to 1ave that statement here so it is understood,in any case, that this is for 32-33.

So he said, all right, what's the harm, put it in. So they put it in. The whole thing

was for 32-33, that particular thing is specifically said, it being understood this

applies only to the year 32-33, and for the next four years, or five, I guess, wli le I

was a member of that faculty those rules were still in effect, exactly as they were,

and the number 23 was referred to repeatedly, even three years later aa that was

established in the rule, even though it said right there that it applied only to this year.

Circumstances changed, during the year, such that I had no reason to object,

nor did anybody else object, it just continued, but it was said, repeated, here is the

law. Number$' 23, and right after it, it said, it being understood this applies only to

the year 1932-33. W3te*t

When I was in Los Angeles, before I came east there was a tunnel onthe way

to town we jsed to drive through, and on that tunnel, cars would go through averaging

about 30-35 miles an hour, but I rmnbmber during the many times during the last five

years I was there, seeing a big sing on that tunnel which ys $100 fine for riding,

driving, or propelling any vehicle through this tunnel at a rate faster than 8 miles

per hour. And that was there, those last five years that I was there, at least. It may
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have been there for 30 before, I don't know. But when I went back five years later

I was glad to see the sign had been removed. Because everybody drove through, 30-35

miles an hour, today they probably go 50, but the sign said 8 miles per hour.

It is a thing that happens in human life, human people being fallible as they

are. You get into the habit of disregarding something, and then unless somebody comes

along with a great vital urge to make a big point and talk aIi Ut it and drive it home to

you, nobody notices it. And the same thing applies to the adding, like the adding of

that number 23, that time. Now here in the case of this law: the Sabbath was given

for man, not man for the Sabbath. Sacrifice was vital for man's relation to God.

It should be at one place, that was the regulation for a good purpose, for the life of

Israel as a nation, but when Israel was destroyed in 70 A.D., the people were so set

on carrying out the precise letter of that ceremonial law, that they disregded all

those chapters for 2000 years, that say that without shedding of blood there is no

remission of sin. And the Jews haven ot had sacrifice all that time,

So this principle of the difference between the ceremohial law and the civil

law, the difference in purpose, that the ceremonial law is to be observed, and we

are to study and see what it is, but we are to see what its purpose was. And the

moral law, that there can be no interregnum, there is an interregnum in the ceremonial

la a period of a hundred years or more, when it could...

P.116. (3/4)




...in the course of it we whould observe moral laws. The ceremonial law

if it's a matter of life and death, if it's an important matter of changing circumstances,

we can adapt the ceremonial law to fit the situation. That principle applies. We

can understand the many cases , particularly Solomon and Samuel, and Elijah, where

there seems to be an ignoring of what is expressed in Deut.l2, four or five times in

that one chapter and three or four times more in course of the book of Deutereonom,f/
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You see why I told you that the evidence from history is the most difficult of the

critical arguments. There is no use trying to explain it away with specious arguments,

it is far better to face the facts, see wi-at the facts are, and see how if we apply the

principle that Jesus enunciated, and Jesus did not say, it was said to you of old times

you must do this, but I say to you it's all right to pluck corn on the Sabbath. That's

not what He said. He said you object to this in relation to Sabbath, you object to

healing on the Sabbath, Jesus said to them, haven't you read what David did, how he

broke the ceremonial law when there was a reasonable proper purpose for doing it?

He said, the Sabbath was made for man and not man for the Sabbath. He gave it as a

principle which had always been valid, rather than as a new development for a new

situation, as He gave certain other times.

Now this is a very important point to see, it is important for our whole attitude,

I believe, toward the Bible and toward the law of God, and it is sad when you see people

taking some small point of ceremonial law, or some point that has a reasonable important

place, perhaps, but which is far inferior to many others, and pushing it out of proportion

to where it upsets other things that are extremely vital in Scripture. In this case, if

we do it, we almost logically have to take the critics view. Yes, Mr. Abbott? (2 3/4)

It was not performed in the high places by those whom God established as the leaders

of the people, in (3 1/4) There is no evidence

after that time of anyone who is described in Kings or Chronicles as God's prophet, God's

man, one who was a properly--a leader of God's people who should proper1yecognized

as such, sacrificing in the high places, after (3 1/2) Solomon. But the people, many

of them, did it, and the king did not force (3 1/2)

Yes? (3 1/2) I can't say whether there was or not. That would be an interesting question

for you to look into and see if you can find a (4)

Yes? (4 1/4)

Deut.l2 says it abotit four times and there are three or four places further on in Deuteronomy
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where it is either said or implied, but then they say the P document assumes it throughout

there is certainly the assumption in Leviticus all through, that the sacrifices are to be

brought to the priest in the center of the area, there is no suggestion in Leviticus that

it is all right to bring your sacrifices to y'other places. It is nd specifically ordered,

but it is certainly understood.

Well, we he finished a vital point here, we have just three minutes left, and

maybe I could give you a very brief question. Rather than start another point.

Let's take a very brief question. Use your Bibles please. Odd numbers, very briefly

state the significance of Deut.12.21. Even numbers, very briefly state the importance

of Ex. 6.3. Do what you can in three to three and a half minutes.

P.l1. (4/26/62) (10)

this matter of the argument from History, ahd as I stated the most , it is

the strongest of the critical arguments. It, and perhaps , from the Patallel Passages,

are the strongest of the arguments. But the thing is of course that with the Parallel

Passages, if you carry it to an extreme, it reduces the whole thing to absurdity. That

particular feature does not apply here. But their argument that if the book of Deuteronomy

had been God's law giveihrough Moses, you would not find godly men like Samuel, and

Solomon simply disregarding it, and sacrificing in various places, and you would not

find, they say, then, the godly kings who are highly trained disregarding the fact that

the high places were continued. It does not say that these godly kings after Solomon

that they worshipped in the hih places, that they sacrificed there. But it does y,

this man was a man who was true to the Lord, who followed God's word and who strove

tomake the Word of God (11 1/4) in the nation, only it says the high places

were not removed, but people kept on sacrificing at them.

The other arguments, as we have seen, they have many instances of violation, but

the others are quite easily dealt with. If a wicked man disobeys the law, that proves

nothing. And the fact that Adonijah (11 3/4) near Jerusalem, the
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fact that Saul had the people out in the field, in the course of the battle,

in each case the word is perfectly explained by the usage in Deut.12.2l, where it is said

they made at a distance from Jerusalem, if they're too far to come in every

time they want meat. Well, now of course, that Adonljah, he wasn't far from Jerusalem,

he is not obeying that law. No, we are not saying he was but we are saying that it's

not necessary to say he was sacrificing, he might be slaying these, when you were not

supposed to slay them here, without offering as sacrifice, but he wasn't sacrificing as

far as any clear statement goes. So that we car4et rid of half of tro-thirds of the

alleged Instances, but we've done so we still have left very vital cases, particularly

Samuel...

P.117 (3/4)

and therefore we expect Samuel to be a model in anything that is expressed and dwelt

upon as vital in the Scriptures. In the case of Solomon, we note in his latter days,

Solomon fell away from complete loyalty to God and did much that was wrong, but the

particular instance in Solomon's case was not taken from his latter days lint from his early

days, nd it is in fact an instance in connection with which God praised him. God did

not say I praise you for offering sacrifice at Gibe on, He didn't say that, but God did

come to him the night after he offered all these sacrifices at Gibeon, and gave him that

wonderful offer of blessing without a word of rebuke, so that is pretty substantial, along

with the cases of Samuel, and these are definite caees, they cannot be explained away,

One of two things is true. In the case of Samuel, one of tbwo things is true. Either the

Deuteronomlc law had not yet been written, or else Samuel felt that there were justifying

reasons fcr ignoring that particular law, and I don't see any way to explain the case of

Sdmuel, unless we accept the second alternative of these. Because Samuel' was God's

leader, who trained the people, who taught them the word of God, vho went about from

place to place, exhorting them to obey aim, offering these sacrifices, and he was the one

whom God chose to appoint Saul as king, and when the people asked for a king, Samuel
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said to them that they had rejected him and rejected his God, and God said to Samuel

they have not rejected you but rejected me, so you cannot say that there was a clear

teaching i n the word of God, given by Moses, given several time s in chapter 12, and

repeated two or three tii later, and then contained at the end of Joshua, when the people

were about to fight with one another, to have civil war over thea plain disobedience to

this law. You cannot say that was in existence at the time of Samuel, unless you say

that Samuel was quite convinced, and rightly convinced, that under the circumstances

it was justifiable to ignore that particular low. And I feel that we are perfectly safe in

saying that Solomon was justified, in taking that attitude, and that was the attitude he

took on the basis of the attitude that the Lord Jesus Christ took toward the Sabbath, where

e said the Sabbath was made for ram, and not man for the Sabbath. And this does not

mean that one can simply ignore God's command regarding parallels, not at all.

It doesn't mean that God can ignore God's commands about religious service, but it

does mean that the vital thing is the heart of the message, it is the spirit of the message,

it is the moral law, that is the vital thing, and the ceremony is given to drive something

home to the mind, and the ceremony is something that under normal conditions would be

strictly observed, but that there may be abnormal conditions which justify abbrogation or

change for a period in the ceremony required. T}a t the Sabbath was made for man, but

not man for the Sabbath. Yes? (4 1/4) Now I don't have that material, but there have

been studies made of the historic books of the Old Testament to show that the law of Mose

was well-known to the people at various periods. Now the evidence would be much

more extensive at some places than others. One evidence, for instance, which is given

in the time of Samuel is that Saul conquered the Amalekites, and he kept Agag, king of the

Ama1kites, kept some of the leaders, and he kept a lot of the animals, and when Samuel

came, Samuel said what is this bleeting of oxen that I hear? And Saul said I have retained

the best for sacrifice, and Samuel said, to obey is better than sacrifice, and Samuel (5 1/2

before the Lord. Well, now, why would Saul think that was
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wrong, why would Saul think he should've killed all the Amalekites, what would be his

reason? We are not told inSamuel that Samuel had commanded Saul, or that the Lord had

given a revelation to Saul, that all the Amalekites should be killed, but you go back to

Exodus and read has the Ainalekites attacked Israel as they came through the desett, and

you read that God said to Moses, write this in a book, that God has declared Amalek

forever, and I will wipe out Amalek from under heaven. Now they say, this must be that

Samuel is strongly rebuking Saul for disobeying the Pentateuch in this case. Now that

is one case (6) Now that of course is not

Deuteronomy, that is Exodus, but whether there are precise cases in Deuteronomy or not,

that would be a very excellent thing to invstigate, but I don't have that material ready.

But it is a good question, as you see, if there was no evidence of their knowing anyting

about the Pentateuch that would be a very strong argument for the critics, to use, and you

can be sure they would make much of it. There is much evidence for their being familiar

with many things in the Pentateuch, and in the case of Samuel, the writer of the book of

Samuel--did Samuel write first and second Samuel, th't's one question on which you can

be dogmatic, nobody knows who wrote Hebrews. The Bible nowhere tells us, we have no

way of knowing, but we do know that David did not write Hebrews, that we can be confi

dent of, and we can be equally confident that Samuel didn't write 2 Samuel because it

deals entirely with events after his death, so we know Samuel didn't write 2 Samuel.

Now first and second Samuel form a unit, they are one book, in the Hebrew, therefore

it o uld seem most probably that first Samuel also was not written by Samuel, it is called

Samuel because Samuel is the outstanding character, Who wrote it, we have no idea.

Whoever wrote it was not led by the Spirit of God to introduce a statement by way of

explanation, of Samuel's acts. But he did include a statement of the fact that Samuel

went about through the land, holding these annual sacrifices. That he states. Arid of

course when we look back at the book of Deuteronomy and we find the command is given,

Moses does not say as soon as you enter the promised land you desist from all sacrifice
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except at the one place God gives. Moses says when you are settled in the land which

God has given you, and the Lord has given you rest from your enemies round about,

then you shall desist from all sacrifice anywhere except Inthe one place that God will

choose in your land, to have sacrifice. Very evidently during the days of the conquest

this may have taken ten years. During that time, they performed sacrifices whereever

theft headquarters were. God wanted sacrifices carried on, they were the means of

bringing before the people the consciousness of sin, and the consciousness that nn

as a sinner before God needed atonement, and that something must be provided to take

man's place, in winning an acceptance with God, that was something God wanted con

stantly stressed, and so sacrifices were performed in the wilderness, they were performed

in Canaan, then we read how they came to Shiloh for their regular service, and so we

are safe in concluding that Shiloh was the place where God had put His name. After

the defeat by the Philistines, after Shiloh was probably destroyed, we never hear of it

again, as a place, and we have reference to it in Jeremiah which implies it was terribly
the jaids,

destroyed, afteVthe defeat by the Philistines, during the time right up till theLl David's

time, for a period of nearly a century, the Philistines were in general control of the

land. They did not have the Israelites so organized that the Israelites were complet.y

under their thumb. The Israelites enjoyed a very considerable measure of freedom, but

there were Philistine garrisons scattered here and there through the land, and when Saul

became king his independence was constantly on a shaky foundation, he was often having

figbt
to VTM w1th the Philistines, and finally he was killed by themina great battle, so we

have a period of nearly a century in which nobody could say that the Israelites had rest

from their enemies round about, they were in constant danger , in constant difficulty.

Another of the circumstances, Samuel may very well have said, when we are at peace

from our enemies round about, God wishes it stressed, the unity of the nation, the unity

of the people of Gdd, by having the sacrifice at one place, and God wishes under those

circumstances that he sacrifice shall be rigidly kept to one place, to avoid the rise
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of different divergent groups tithe land that will gradually adopt attitudes contrary to

what God has revealed, and consequently there is a vital purpose in this, but under

present circumstances, you cannot carry that out, the people can't come to one central

place, and therefore that being the situation it is far better to have sacrifice but 1' not

h ave it strictly in accord with the (11 1/4) than not to 1i

sacrifice at all. Now whether Samuel thought that through or whether just in the situation

he proceeded to do what was necessary and didn't face that question, we don't know,

but at any rate/ there is no evidence that God in any way showed displeasure with the

attitude that Samuel took on it. Then after Samuel had taken that attitude for many

years when Saul became king it would e very unlikely that a change wuld be made

unless Samuel spoke up vlgrously and urged that a change be made. And Samuel 1d

many other things on his mind at that time, and in addition to that, they still were in

very grave danger from the Philistines, in constant pressure from them, and under the

circumstances other things may have seemed much more impornt to Samuel than this.

And so Saul may not even have thought about .he matter, we have no reason to think that

Saul was a particularly close student of the word of God, Saul was a man who in his

early days undoubtedly sincerely wanted to do what was right, but probably he got most

of his knowledge of what was right from other people. 1ri after Saul' s death, David

continued, David for seven years had only two tribes, the land was in turmoil, after

7 years Dgtrid got control of the whole land, and then he conquered Jerusalem, made it

his capital, and gradually it may have come to people to realize that Jerusalem...

P.118. ( 3/4)

yes, well obedience is more important thaWthat, right, but obedience means

obedience to the law given. The law was given through Samuel, therefore, sacrifice

is important, the question is if you cannot carry out all the commands or laws, which

are most impoxiant? Well, they are commanded to have sacrifices. Samuel going

about every year, (1 1/2) different places, having sacrifices in
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them, was obeying the law to sacrifice, but here is a lww that is tremendously

stressed,hr¬-, the Amalekites are to be wiped out from under heaven. Samuel ignores

that law in order to perform sacrifice. It is obedience to the law of God as fully studied,

and carefully understood, that is vital, but very often you will find a situation where,

on a particular situation there is some detail that you can't carry out if you carry out

the main thing, and in those cases you have to make your choice, I think I have told in

this class, already, but I'm going to repeat i again, because it is a good illustration

of the attitude you are not to take.

The young Je'. sh fellow, now a professor in the University of California-I was

talking to him down here at the University of Pennsylvania a few years ago and he

mentioned to me that there was a law which the Jews followed, that all the firstborn had

to fast on a certain day, and he was one of them, so he was to fast, but he said, we

don't like to fast. So he said we find another law whichsays that whenever you finish

reading a main portion of Scripture then you've a day of feasting, celebration. So

he said, ahout two or three days before the day oryvh1ch the firstborn are supposed

to fast, he said, we take a main section of the Scripture and we start through three

chapters of that and start reading, so each day we read a chapter or two, and we just

finish on that day, a d the result is that we have two commands: we have a command

to feast because we've finished reading a main portion of Scr1pure, we have a command

to fast because we are a firstborn--two commands, you can't obey both of them, so we

obey the one to feast.

Well, that is obedience but it is obedience to the letter of the law, and utter

disregard of the spirit of the law. And if you're going to obey the Scribure, you have

to find a spiritual purpose, the objective, the principles in mind are the important thing,

a nd the matters of form, matta s of ceremony, every matter of that type that God gives

has a specifig purpose, but the purpose is related to something of principle, something

of meaning, something of moral law, and it is the principle , the moral law, the thing
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that is represented, that is vital, and if it is impossible to carry out the precise letter,

or if in some cases carrying out the precise letter will have the opposite effect from

what the letter was intended, the Lord expects one to use his judgment in relation to

this. He expects him to study the Scripture, to get great principles, and apply these

principles, rather than to study the Scriptures, to grab a sentence and follow that

literally, like in the case of the Cirumceliones in North Africa in the 5th century A.D.,

those wild fellows who wait about the country trying to force people to obey the

Scripture, and they said, that Jesus said to Peter, put up thy sword, so they never used

a sword, they just took clubs and beat men to death with clubs, because the Scripture

says put up thy sword. Well, it is perfectly evident, if you study the Scripture, when

Jesus said put up thy sword , He was not giving a command for all time, to put up thy

sword, he was giving a command in a particular situation, to put up the sword. And it

has relevance to any other similar situation, but Christians are abundantly commanded,

the people of God are abundantly comianded to fight for great issues in the Scriptures,

the Scripture is very pacifistic when it comes to standing up for one's own individual

rights and one's own individual glory. It says to turn the other cheek , it says to do

everything to keep from fighting for yor own individual rights or glory, but when it

comes to purposes of God and the accomplishmert of His will, the Scripture not m ly

permits fighting, it commands fighting. That is, the Old Testament very clearly doe,

and the New Testament certainly nowhere denies it. But you do not learn wFtt God's

will is by taking a couple of words out of context, you have to get the principle involved

Now in this case you have a matter which is very considerably stressed, but it

happens after the Lord has given them rest from their enemies round about, they had

rest from their enemies round about, but then they reverted to the situation at the time

of the conquest, when they had no rest frum for nearly a century , they were constantly

under enemy attack, and enemy (6 1/4) and under those circumstances

the question was, s1.ll we sacrifice but not keep it in one place, or shall we do away
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with sacrifice? And Samuel, very likely followed the principles,

followed Gods purposes, rather than simply to obey the letter of the law.

The Jews at A. D. 70 took the other decision. I would say from a viewpoint of

loyalty to the Scriptures, omitting the matter of Christ, or of the New Testament,

anything like that, simply from the matter of having the Old Testament, and following

the Old Testament, I would say they were definitely wrong in A.D " 70. The law

says you must sacrifice, the people said we can't sacrifice because it is supposed

to be at one place and the Romans have taken that away and won't let us even enter it.

Consequently they did away *ith sacrifice, I would say, from the viewpoint of their

loyalty to Scripture, they were obeng the letter of one particular law, and loosing

something that was far more important. But I would say, that if God makes the wrath

of wicked men to praise Him, He was in that case, using men's mistakes, in order to

cause sacrifice to cease when that u which it represented had been fulfilled through

the death of Christ. Miss Pickett? (7 1/2) Yes, very good. I wanted to look at

Samuel, and then at Solomon, and if there is anything further--I thank you for mentioning

that because I don't want to forget it or ov look it, but I would like to finish Samuel

first, beftre we take up Solomon. If I forget it , please call it to my attention again,

because I intend to take it up. Mr. MacKeen? (7 3/4) You are asking, I believe, if

I understand correctly, about the original *. I asked the 'whole class to study Deut.

12 very carefully, and to see in Deut.l2 eEactly what is commanded, and in Deut.12,

we read in verse 6, that-In the first few verses abut how--v.5, unto the place the Lord

your God shall choose out of all your tribes, to put His name there, even unto His

habitation, shall ye seek and thither thou shalt come. Thihrer thou shalt bring thy

burnt offerings, and so on. Verse 8, ye shall not do after all the things that we do here,

this day, every man iatsoever is right in his own eyes, for we are not as yet come to

thee rest of the inheritance which the Lord giveth you, but when ye go over Jordan and
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dwell in the land which the Lord your God giveth you to inherit and when He giveth you

rest from al]áour enemies round about, so that ye dwell in safety, then there shall be

a place Wilch the Lord your God shall choose to cause His name to dwell in, thither

shall ye bring all that I command you, your burnt offering, your sacrifice, and so on.

Now that verse in Deut " 12 is right in connection with the original giving of this

command, and that is very important-I am glad Mr. MacKeen called attention to it.

I have been referring to it a number of times, but it is very important for everybody to

have in mind, just where it is, and what it is. You can interpret that verse that means,

as we go over Jordan and dwell in the land that God gives you to inherit, and He has

given you rest from your enemies round about so that you dwell in safety, in other words

the conquest is completed, then he estbbllshes a place to sacrifice, and from then on,

you never sacrifice anywhere else, no matter what happens--you can interpret it that

way, but you can equally reasonably interpret it that after you go over and dwell there,

and the Lord gives you rest from your enemies and you dwell in safety , then there is

a place and as long as you keep on dwelling in safety, you sacrifice only at the one

place, but that if you revert tot he situation like today, where you are wanderers

I mean like when Moses said "today," where you are outside of the land and where

you have no access to the place 'Wi Ich God has borne you out, or where you have

enemies all through the land, holding you in subjection, that under those circumstances

you cannot obey this command to sacrifice only at the one place, therefore, you have

to sacrifice at other places, rather thannot to sacrifice at all. There is a little bit of

problem in the interpretation of the verse, and there is a problem in interpretation of

many things in Scripture, you have to compare Scripture with Scripture. God has not

simply given us a series of 1, 2, 3,1 , that are so simple that nobody will ever have

any difficulty knowing what His will is, He has not done that, He has given us a book

for a complex life, a complex world, where sin is all around us and where Satan is

very active, and e wants us to study His word and determine $what the principles
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are, what are the vital principles'? And if you have something that at one time every

body is going to do because they then think it's tremendously important to carry on

sacrifice " Why you don't have to give a lot of commands, beaire you offer sacrifices,

because everybody thinks that that is tremendously important. But if they asked apt to

get to carrying sacrifices all kinds of places, and then break the unifrrmity of the nation,

and get off into all kiri1s of divergent sects and they don'tve the whole word of God

His will
to study in order to determine wlte1 is, then it is vital that he then stress and

stress repeatedly the unity of the place of sacrifice. But that doesn't meanthat He

means that the sacrifice doesn't matter, half as much as that you sacrifice only in the

one place. Under those circumstances it is necessary to emphasize this feature, the

other doesn't need so much emphasis, but it was perfectly obvious to everybody, in

that time, that sacrifice was very vital. It was when you got the Pharasaic scribal

attitude of the New Testament that we must watch every little particular word, every

line, every sentence, every jot and tittle of the law. Jesus said the law will not depart

said, not one jot nor one tittle will depart from it until all was fulfilled. But He means

the meaning of one jot or one tittle, He doesn't mena that every jot and tittle is tre

mendously important because there are many cases where they make no difference to the

meaning whatever...

P.119 (3/4)

... a man wrote me from the University of Virginia, who was active in student work

there, he said, it'll be fifteen years before anybody in the University of Virginia will

even think the Bible is worth looking into, after this article in Look Magazine, which

has practically said you can't depend on the Bible at all, nobody knows whet the text is,

there are thousands of variations inthe Greek manuscripts, and scholars are now start

ing to study these, they're trying to find what the text could really be. Even the Lord's

Prayer is uncertain, because in the book of Matthew some manuscripts don't have the

last sentence of the Lord's Prayer in at all.
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Well, the fact is, when you look at the Lord's Prayer in Luke that last sentence is

omitted altogether. Well, wFt is the Lord's Prayer, is it the way it is in most manu

scripts (1 1/2) and Matthew, including "for thine is the kingdom, and the glory,

and the power forever." Or is it the way it is Luke where that sentence is omitted?

Which is the Lord's prayer? How're we going to141f we don't know which is the

Lord's prayer? And then you find in Matthew sthnE manuscripts leave out that last,
RFE

and what are you going to do, how can you pray at all, you don't know what the Lord's

prayer is. Well, the fact of the matter is of course that just before the Lord gave

the Lord's prayer, He said, let not your prayer be vain repetitions like the heathen

who think they'll be heard for their much speaking. It isn't your repeating any words

that matters, it is the thought that matters, it is the principle, it is the idea. And

the ideas of that sentence are clearly taught in the Scripture. Clearly taught. And

whether you use them in the particular prayer, or not, doesn't matter. Ithink myself

God intentionally taught that Luke wculd give it in the form Jesus gave it one time He

gave, and Matthew in the form He gave it another t1m*W'gave it, and that the two

forms would be different simply to tell us that you'll never get to heaven by repeating

the Lord's prayer over, even a hundred thousand times, but that if you take the thoughts

that are in the Lard's prayer and make them vital in your life, it 111
bless

that

of the Lord. Well, (2 3/4)

the attitude of so many people that it is particular forms and ceremors that matter,

rather than the the principle of the teaching of the word of God, and

so many people take that attitude toward the Scripture that it's very easy for the

liberals to come along and say well, the law of Deuteronomy cannot then have been

given, or Samuel could not have ignored. It is a difficult argument, there is no

question about it, but I wouldn't be a bit surprised if God just let it be that way,

apurpose, so that it would give us an impetus to examine the matter and realize afresh

that it is the principles that are vital rather than the repetition of particular words and
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forms. And then of course in Samuel's case I think we can clearly understand what

happmd in '.tew of that situation, but then we come to Saul, and I don't think Saul

was a man who went to the word of God and studied it carefully and thoroughly, he

took whi t other people said, but he was anxious to obey the law, and he ecactly

carried out the principles of this chapter, where it stresses, b ut you must not eat

Saul
the flesh with the blood, You remember what a fuss urtiuii made in the battle

S

because they were eating the flesh with the blood. He put up a rock, he said here

you bring your animals here and kill them according to the law strictly, so you do not

eat the blood with the flesh. And he carried out the Mosaic law Very std ctly. He

certainly was familiar with the Pentateuch to do that. But then we have David wit

was still fighting and then David gets established and then David says I'm going to

build a greet temple for God in Jerusalem, and the Lord said to David, no, you're

not the man to do it, you're a man cf war, let your son do it, he is a man of peace.

So with that thought then , giving 1s approval to Dai'ld's act in selecting Jerusalem

as the new headquarters, zl,c xiseto take the place of (4 3/4) the

place at which all sacrifices would be done from then on. He didn't say so in so

many words, but it would seem reasonable to interpret that way. Then you have

So1oon, and Solomon is a young fellow, and AdonIjah tries to become king, and

most of the leaders favor Adonijah rather than Solomon, but Datd the old man, practic

ally in his dotage, hardly realizing what's happening, when Bathsheba comes to him

and talks to him, and realizing, he rises up with a little more energy despite his

extreme age, he calls people in, and he makes the youijg man, SolomDn, king, and

Solomon wants to be a good king and wants to do what is right, so Solomon say s I'm

going to obey the lord, and he says we're going to have a great sacrifice, we're going

to Gibeon that great high place, a few miles north of Jerusalem, and $re goes to

that place and he slays in utter definace of the P law, the priestly law, which says

that only the priests can sacrifice, we read that Solomon slew, was it ten thousand
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oxen, and sacrificed all these oxen, he had this great festival there to the Lord,

and what is the Lord going to do;? The Lord says, well, Solomon, it's nice you want

to make a lot of sacrifices, it's nice you want to do what's right, but look, you've

broken the law, you should have done all this at Jerusalem. Well, one thing ãxiit

the Lord is, He is tactful. he Lord, when there is reason to show when you have

the wrong spirit, He will rebuke you in the strongest language, like when he struck

the man dead that tried to steady the ark. They were disregarding the law in this

situation where it was carried by (6 1/2) of David. But when a person

is trying to do what is right, and is anxious to follow the Lord, the Lord comes to

them with advice and help to lead them gradually from where they are, and clearly,

over into what is right, rather than with a sharp denunciation, because despite their

desireb do what is right, they are mistaken and are doing wrong. You find that in the

gospels.

You find that inthe Gospel of Matthew written to the Jews who are in misery under

Roman oppression, tells them about the great king, you're going to have your own king,

Jesus is the king predicted in the Old Testament, He is gokig to do away with all

oppression, He is going to establish His kingdom as King. Well, then Mark writes

for Romans and the Romans are the great kings, and does the Lord have Mark start out

and say, oh Romans, you serpents, you have no right to take over the kingship, you

should abdicate from it, because the Jews are the people God has selecteY as His own

people, you should not be ruling. No. He starts in with what the Romans need, the

Romans need someone who can accomplish things, someone who can do things, and

that's what the Romans need, that's what they're looking for, and Mark writes for the

Romans, telling them of the on4rho can do, the effective servant, and by the time

you get through the book of Romans, you realize that the one who can work the great

miracles, and do what is needed, is the real king, and you should (8)
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So when Solomon tries to show his loyalty to God and his great interest in doing

God/s will, after he did it, even though he had not carried it out, the command that

it is only to be the one place, God appeared to him and asked him what ble should

give him, as a sign of His blessing, and then Solomon instead of asking for long life

and riches, asked for wisdom that he should rule the people aright, God praised him

for it and said you've asked for wisdom instead of long life or riches, I'll give you

all three. So He did, and with the wisdom Solomon had, he doubtless realized it

soon, because he it was who built the temple, who prayed that marvelous prayer of

dedication, who spoke about the presence of God there in the Temple, and the Temple

being the supreme headquarters in Jerusalem there of the worship of the king, and then

after Solomon, we have no evidence of later good kings sacrificing anywhere else.

But the writer of the book of kings, writing from a time after Josiahfhad fully enforced

the command, says in speaking of these men, he says they were good men who did

the Lord's will in the main, they wanted to, but he says they did not do away with the

high places, they didn't do sacrifice elsewhere, but they did not intervene with power

to stop the worship of the Lord on some of these high places. Yes? (9 3/4)

No, they're two distinct problems. This is the southern kingdom we are dealing with.

The northern kingdom we have no king of the northern kingdom who is spoken of as a

man who lived after the Lord (10)

Somebody said, the southern kingdom, there are two kinds of kings, good kings and

bad kings, in the northern kingdom there are two kinds: bad kings and very bad kings.

Well now it is true that there were some kings in the northern kingdom who were not

very bad, but there is no king in the northern kingdom who can be considered as a man

who was really trying to serve the Lord, and do the Lord's will. There were some of

them who were quite friendly to the prophets and who stood behind the prophets to

some extent, but none of them who really tried to obey the Lord, and so in the northern

kingdom Jeroboam introduced a worship which rot only disregarded the law that worship
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was to be at once place, sacrifice at one place, but in addition to that, had an idol,

he had the golden calf. Now of course the Golden CalWwas supposed to represent

Jehovah, it was not heathenism, it was supposed to be the worship of Jehovah. And

some think that the calf was supposed to be, not the god, but the pedestal on which

the God stood, you can't prove tFt one way or the other, but that we can say, they

mnt by the Golden Calf, they meatit to stand for the word of Jehovah. I meant that

is what they meant the people to think. And when the Baal worship came in that was

so much worse than (11 1/2) that was so terrible an enemy

to the worship of God that the prophets during the time of the Baal worship gave their

attention to that to the extent they ignored the Goen Calf almost altogether.

But that doesn't mean they felt they were right. The Baal worship was the tre

mendous treat thing that had to be met, so Elijah and Elisha dealt with that.

So I think the principle involved there is not too difficult to understand and I

think that the Lord let it be that way in order to ti=t encourage us to look at it again

and realize that importance to them. There is may a good Christian whqpends

years of his life trying to enforce some minor matter and neglecting to make his

life really count for the bill things that the Lord wants him to stress in life. And

Samuel did not make that mistake, but I think he (12 V.2)

though He did not command them to, they were

disobeying in doing it, but I think it was part of His purpose befause the sacrifices

were now fulfilled in Christ, and it is a wonderful evidence that they were done away

with, a very (12 3/4) reason for this command probably, in the divine

economy was that after A.D.70 the Jews just worshipped this, the Torah, the Law,

they don't pay much attention to it, they build their lives on the Talmud, which is

supposed to be commentary and discussion...
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" . and they have no sactifice at all, and the only reason is because they have no

access to Jerusalem, to the Temple are, to perform sacrifice. At least that was the

only the only reason through a good many centuries. Of course today (1)

Well, now, that I think, covers this vital principal. I took all of today

reviewing all of this part of the time reviewing that from yesterday, but it's very

important to understand it fully and accurately, and correctly. And I don't think we

advance our cause a bit in simply brushing things aside with ridicule. We want to

look at things fairly and see what the real facts are. And when we do, if one doesn't

understand this principle, you have a real nblem here . Now that problem, suppose

Fvu the critics prove heir point completely here, that would not ptove the whole

critical theory, it certainly wouldn't do that. At most it would prove that the book of

Deuteronomy was written. It wouldn't prove the whole thing. But it is one of the many

points which they put together (2) in support of the critical theory. It is perhaps the

one which has most validity of all. Yes? (2 1/4) That is an interesting problem.

I don't know as but he says he will. He specifically in

Deuteronomy and repeats it, you are not to worship, to sacrifice, in places scattered

through the land, but to that place where the Lord will put His name, there you are to.

Now Solomon recognizes in his dedication prayer that God has (2 1/2)

in Jerusalem, but we have no statement

but we have Solomon's statement that " Mr. MacKeen?

(2 3/4) Well, they were all through thei, there were some over in Transjordan,

Reuben and Gad. (stu.) Well, it's where, all we can say is it is where the spiritual

ledders felt this was where God had put His name, and the prophets spoke and acted

as if it were true. But we have no specific statement to that effect. Yes? (3 1/4)

Well, of course, that is the big reason for opposition to higher criticism. The big

reason for it is not that they were worshipping in places for worshipping of idols, they

were intended for the worship of the wrong, but that they could so easily become
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places of false worship, or that people could so easily go off on all kinds of diversions.

Now we are in a day when God wants everyone to study the word, and to see what

it says and follow what you find there, and try to follow accurately what you find in

the word. We have the whole word, but in those days we did not yet have the whole

word. Jesus had not yet come, many things were through a veil darkly in the Old

Testament, and God was taking, setting Israel apart as the nation through which He'd

give the word and through which ' d prepare the way for the coming of His Son.

Thus under those circumstances it was very important that there be kept a unity rather

than the development of a lot of different areas holding very divergent ideas, which

might easily have developed brand new religions of all kinds, in addition to following

after religion (4 1/2)

So it was for a definite practical reason that)( this command was given. It

was not a spiritual sense, it was 4 3/4) but it was a vital factor

Well, I think we can start the next section which is, this was 4*F IV, D, 1,

The Place of Sacrifice. Now 2 The Persons Who Perform the Sacrifice

And I anticipated a little bit, a few minutes ago, I wonder if many of you noticed how

I did it, but I anticipated a few minutes ago when I said, Solomon in utter disregard to

the Ievitical law, the law of P. that only the priests and Levites can perform sacrifice,

Solomon went and with his own hand slew 10, 000 oxen, it says. Well, that i the way

it would sound, the way the critics talk, exactly. But I wonder how many people really

think that Solomon with his own hand killed 10,000 oxen? He'd have an awful strong

arm, an awful tired arm, before the day was over. The matter of the place of sacrifice

is a much easier one to be definite about, because it's at one place or it's at another

place, but the matter of the person who performs the sacrifice you can say that a

sacrifice is given by anybody who provides the ox for it, he give s a sacrifice.

But the law is that the act of the sacrificing is to be done by the priest, and so you
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have here a case where your words can oftai lead to an ambiguity. Well now that is

a point we come to soon under this, 4j2 is the person who performs the sacrifice,

let's take small a under it, the A a, The Exact Law. I have a reference here to

Num. 18.7 and there we read, where the Lord says to Aaron, starting at v.6, and I

behold I have taken your brethren the Levites from/the of Israel, who knew

they are given as a gift for the Lord to do the service of the tabernacle of the congre

gation, therefore, thou and thy sons with thee shall keep your priests' office for

everything of the altar and within the veil, and ye shall sewe, I have given your

priests office unto you as a service of gifts, and the stranger that cometh nigh shall

be put to death. There is a specific strong command, given that the priest's office,

for everything of the altar and within the veil, are given as a priests office unto you

as a service of gifts and the stranger that cometh nighy' shall be put to death. Now

that is the command which the critics say was written in the time of the exile, when

this fiction was originated that there'd been a man named Aaron who was high priest

t be
and all the ptiests wer2dcended from him. They say that this fiction originated at

the tine of the exile and that the sacrifice was originally was opened to all (8 1/2)

his descendants, theItTas restricted according to Deuteronomy to the Levites,

and then at the time of the exile, this new law restricting to the family of Aaron was

introduced. Now that is their statement, and therefore, if you find evidence of

others than Levites sacrificing before the time of Josiah, it would be an evidence

from their viewpoint against the book of Deuteronomy having been 1réffect before the

time of Josiah. And if you have evidence of Levites other than those of the family of

Aaron doing it before the time of the exile, that would be evidence against the P

document, against this part of Numbers having been in existence before then.

Now we must say that we have between the time of Josiah and the exile,

there is hardly any evidence (9 1/2)

So that we cannot say from history we have evidence of three stages, we can't say
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that. This is the only place where they have a real claim of three stages, as you

know. They say there are four documents, but the claim of four stages is very, very

The claim of three stgges is rare. Most of their claims amount

to claims that in a particular place between oz uut and the next, that there is

a real development, a real change. But here they claim thee stgges, but our evidence

will mostly be from before Josiah. Now there they have claimed to haVe a great deal

of evidence, and most of the places we have looked at, where it is at arxbther place,

can also be considered under this matter of whether another person performed the

sacrifice. We want to look into those things instances, but the principlin this

matter are pretty much the s as in the other. The different heads we looked at in

the other would pretty well apply here. We have only half a minute left so I will not

give you a quiz this morning, having had two this week anyway. I had thought of

giving you one or two of those early verse that were alleged not to be by Moses,

I hope you'll remember them... (11)

(4/30/62)

(11 1/2) ... what was your question, Mr. Gueiros? (It seems to me that there was a

provision already for the cities of refuge and he didn't go to a city of refuge, he went

to the altar, and that the critics wuld say that the law wasn't existent at the time.)

Yes, I think that was the point there in relation tothe critics. Why didn't he go to

the city of refuge? Instead of going here? According to the critical theory, when

were the cities of reige est1bl1shed? (12)...

P.121. (3/4)

... according to the critical theory the place of asylum, the place of refuge, was the

altar until the time when in the days of Josiah or wmewhat before theywrote this

book in order to centralize all worship in Jerusalem, that would do away with all this

throughout the land, therefore they had no place of asylum through the land, because

there is only one altar left and that was in Jerusalem, therefore, cities of refuge were
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invented at aboutthe time of Josiah, instead of having been there from the beginning.

Mr. Kaufmann, question? (11/4) This is a statement in the form of a question.

There is a question but I think your real point is a statement. Your statement is,

is Joab's going related to the specific purpose of cities of refuge? That your state

ment? The purpose of cities of refuge was for who to flee to, anybody in danger?

Yes. A man in danger from man's ire was permitted to go to the city of refuge, and

according to the city they could go to the altar and (1 3/4)

Now that's a very good point that Mr. Kaufrnann has brought up, we will not as yet

answer it, but we have the point before us, a vital thing to have.

There is another consideration which might also be of real interest to you.

Yes? (2) Yes, and we're dealing with the same one he has presented, he is accused

of having murdered (2 1/4) Yés? (stu.)

Oh, I see, well this would be involuntary (2 1/2)

How's that? (stu.) I don't think you could call this manslaughter. There is no

evidence of any hea'of passion. According to Solomon, Joab was guilty not of

manslaughter but of murder (3)

but Mr. Kaufmann, from the listance he had yet read in the passage raised a very

good question. Is it related to the purpose of the citis of refuge which was to protect

people who were in danger of being killed by relatives of someone whom they had

accidentally killed, but had not murdered. Now that question, up to this point, we

have no evidence (3 1/4)

but when you get on to v.32 you find that Solomon alleges that Joab is guilty of

murder. Now there is another poirt I'd like to mention, wonder if anybody knows what

it is. According to the ett critical theory, the cities of refuge are invented because

the alt- at Jerusalem was too far for people to flee to, from all over the country and

they needed new places of asylum to take the place of the altars here and ti ere

throughout the country. Now to what altars dld.Joab flee? It was the altar in
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Jerusalem, so what would it have to do with the Deuteronomic law anyway? That

is, if the purpose of the cities of refuge was to the altar, there is only

one altar left, and Joab was right there beside that altar. So it wouldn't affect him,

particularly. And does this prove here that that was (4 1/4)

once the person was at the altar of the Lord he was safe. Does this record prove that?

Now that's looking ahead a bit (4 1/2)

I don't know as we need to read these next verses, suppose all of you read it for

yourself, and just scan ahead through verse 34. I guess now everybody is through

34, how safe was Joab by the altar? Solomon said, kill him there, didn't he. He said,

we'll kill you outside but if you won't come out, we'll kill you there. In other words,

they didnot feel that the altar was the established place of asylum where a man was

safe. But this account here shows that Joab in danger thought the altar was a godd

place to run to, and that's always true. It does not prove it was the established

place of asylum for the person who was guilty of involun' manslaughter. There is

no involuntary manslaughter here. He was not safe there. There is no evidence that

anybody considered him safe except to this extent, that such a sacred place as the

altar, nobody without authorization from someone ready to take responsibility would

go in and touch him there/. But Solomon did not feel that he was entirely safe there,

Solomon said he was a murderer, kI1iim there, and they went and did it. So that it

does not prove anything really about the critical theory at all. That is to say, the

critical theory maintains that as part of the centralization of Deuteronomy, doing away

with altars around the country which werent', according to that theory, the regular

places of asylum, it was necessary to provide cities of refuge. This proves nothing

to support that theory, and that is, it is a very good theory the critics have on the

matter of asylum, to me the gr.t difficulty with it is there is no evidence to support

it. You don't disprove it, you just don't have evidence to support it, it just stands

there as a pure guess, and you cannot establish a thing like that without some
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evidence but this can be suggested. The point they usually suggest is the statement,

if a man commits murder you shall take him away from my alter. Now that doesn't

mean that a man has to commit murder to be saved there, it means even there, it

means wherever he goes, the murderer is not to be protected. Quite different from the

attitude of today which forgets all about the murdered people and has tremendous

sympathy for the murderer. I was rather pleased to see that some magazine, where

was it, an article had just come out by the Dean of the Graduate Schobl of Columbia

UnIvsrty, supporting capital punishment, which is very much against the whole trend

today. I don't think he is a man who is at all interested in the Bible or who has

a Christian stand, so far as I know, but it's interesting that there should be a

voice raised (8)

But certainly the attitude of the Bible is that a man who commits murder

should be killed. Yes? (8 1/4) He had no reason lohink he'd have a right to claim

protection. He was seeking protection from entirely different reasons. euc arc

being
Those who had supported Adonijah werelped out. He was filled with terror and

(8 3/4) Now he probably didn't

have a helicopter to get quickly there. He probably had ample means of some other

kind, though nothing compared to what Solomon had. (stu.)9 1/4) They say

there is no evidence, it was a lie. (stu.9 1/2) Well, it wouldn't be a very satisfactory

place to stay very long for refuge, there were no provisions for living there whatever,

but it would be a most natural thing, if you were in danger, to try to get to the most

sacred you could, for safety. You aild certainly think that people would not defile

a sacred place by killing him there (10)

it would be a natural place to run to in any kind of danger. But it wouldn't be a place

where you could stay there. It would be just very temporary. It would be the sort

of think that would occur to a man filled with terror grabbing the first place that he

could get. No, I don't think this would refer to where the ark was, this would probably
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be the brazen altar. Yes? (stu.,) I am not sure whetber much is made of this or

not. But it is the only thing I know that they could rest it on except that one statement

from the horns of my altar ye shall take him. Take him away from the altar, a man

who is a murderer. The other seems to imply (11) if a man is

in terrible danger he will ruh to the nearest thing he can find for safety, and this

fits with it. You can read into both that that's the established place of protection.

You can read that in, but you're not justified in doing it. Miss Pickett? (11 1/4)

of refuge
They say the citie'were not established till after the time of Josiah. In fact, I'm

not sure they'd be sure (11 1/2)they ever were established, but they would say that

the book of Deuteronomy made a proc4si on for the establishment of them, asj a

concomitant of doing away with the altars all through the land. (stu.) The altar

in Jerusalem uld be the one remaining altar, yes. Yes? (12) Certainly, if they

did away with all the other altars they 'vqtill got one in Jerusalem, so that...

P.122. (3/4)

... now 42, the Persons who perform the sacrifice. This is something which is touched

upon a great deal in the book of Leviticus and Numbers, the priests did this, the priests

did t1t, it is the priests and it is Aaron and his sons set apart to be the priests. They are

definitely assigned that work according to the so-called priestly documents, that is,

according to these sections which the critics hwer attribute to the P documents. We have

one explicit one, that is Num. 18. 7. There we read, starting with verse 1, the Lord is

speaking to Aaron and his sons and directing them to perform the work of sacrifice and

overseeing the whole religious life of the people, they are to minister in the tabernacle,

and then he says in verse 7, therefore thou and thy sons with thee whall keep your priests

offering for everything of the altar, and within the vail, and ye shall serve. I have given

your priests office unto you as a service gift, and the stranger that cometh nigh shall be

put to death. That is a very strong statement. The stranger that comes night shall be

put to death, I am giving this service to you as a service gift.
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Now does anybody remember a case where God interfered with someone who

tried to take over the priest's office without a right? (2 1/2) This is one of the kings

of Judah, the one who died in the year that Isaiah had his great dream, and so on. And

he went into the temple and began to offer the incense himself. This is quite a little bit

before the time of Josiah. (3)

And he went into the temple and began to perform the incense, and we read that the priests

came in and they said to him, you, king, have no right to do this, and you should get

out of here. And then the king looked down and saw the leprosy coming out on his body,

and that he rushed out of the tan ple and spent the rest of his life (3 1/2)

In retirement in his own house, with no contact with people (3 1/2)

So there is a case where the man was nbt put to death, the

command here 'lye shall be put to death," but he is not immediately put to death, though

leprosy meant he would be killed eventually, but it is a case where the king, the one th o

had authority to put people to death, in the case of the priestly office, where the king was

himself punished by the Lord in a very, very severe manner. The man who began with

every sign of being a very successful and effective Christian, was a man who t tried to

o,nly
take over things that the Lord had said belong/to the priests, and the result of this was

that you have that terrible (4 1/4)

So that the command here is given as a command for the direction of the government

for the enforcing of this position, the stranger that cometh nigh shall be put to death. It

doesn't mean that anybody who makes a mistake shall be killed, it does mean that all the

resources of government are to back up the priests in their claim to this, and if somebody

insisted upon breaking this law, that he would be put to death. That is the definite order

givi/ here in Numbers. Now that is the law, but the critics claim to point out a great

many instances where the law is Jxken. I shouldn't have said that is the law, that is the

of the priestly (5) order, as they claim. This is the only instance where they

claim there are three steps, you remember.
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'flay claim that J and E have sacrifice by any head of a family, and of course

we have Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob offering sacrifices, they say P does not recognize this.

Then they say that D restricts sacrifice to the Levites, the priests the Levites, the

Levitical priests. Well, of course, Aaron and his successors were Levitical priests, they

were members of the tribe of LEvI, priests, but the fact that in Deuteronomy Moses re

peatedly speaks of the Levitical priests, the critics say, meas that at that time the

effort was made to restrict sacrifice to the tribe of Levi, and then that at the time of the

exile, when the P document waswltten, a further restriction was made, limiting it to the

whiph they say is
family of Aaron,/purely an invention of the time of the exile. That is the theory in three

stages, and the specific law is this one (6 1/4)

Now the instances of it, this book of Carpenter again, Composition of the Hexa

teuch, is one of the most impressive from the critical viewpoint, of the whole matter that

I know of, so I turn to p.134 in it, where I find it stated , "The Deuteronomic demands

for a single sanctuary being thus unrecognized, it is not surprising to find Levitlcal

principles ignored or defied with equal regularity and persistence." This is small b:

b, Instances Noted. 'Whatever may be the early history of the tribe of Levi --and no

branch of the history of Israel is more obscure--it appears plain that religious usage in an

age4l.mmediately following the settlement is entirely unconscious of the requirement of

trace
the priestly code. There is no piaee of any exclusive sacred order. The chief authority

is civil, not ecclesiastical, the congregation is dissolved, the high priest disappeared,

the people had no proper unity, they are scattered tribes, and the work of establishing

a political and religious bond requires hundreds of years." These are his statements, much

of which is pure assumption. "All through the main narrative of judges 3 to 16 there is no

mention of professional priests. Now in judges 3.17 we have a man establishing his

son to be a priest, and then this man, finding a wandering Levite , and hiring him to be

priest in place of his son--priest before an image which he has--that doesn't prove much

about what good people who followed the word of God thought was the right thing to do.-
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what a man like that did. But that is in judges 17, then judges 18 tells about Dan did.

And how it says the Danites took $' certair1nen and made them priests of their shrine in

the northern part of the country, and it says that the end of the last verse that this

continued all the time that the house of God was in Shihh . So the picture in chapters

17 and 18 of judges would seem to be a picture of individuals disobeying the law of God,

and establishing a situation with perhaps wicked men who were of the house of Levite,

establishing something that was contrary to that which was ordained, it doesn't prove

that the established law wasn't there, but he doesn't make that his argument there, he

says judges 3716 , the main narrative in the book of judges, has no mention in it of

professional priests. Now of course we say right ay, if it said in judges 3-16 that

the house of the Lord was at Shiloh and the high priest was there and a11crifice was

pf= performed there, that would immediately answer the problem, and settle it in line

with the Leiritical kingdom, of the book of the Pentateuc. But does the fact that no such

statement is there prove the contrary? Their argument is an argument from silence.

An argument from silence can sometimes be a very strong argument, but it de

pends on whether it is necessarily to be expected that such a statement will occur. If

you read about an Englishman who rxde a trip to the united states in 1955, and suppose

he wrote a book 300 pages long about his trip to the United States, in 1955. And you went

through that book and didn't find Eisenhower mentioned once, is that proof Eisenhower

was not present at that time? If you find no mention of the fact that the capii.k was at

Wahhington, would that prove that it was not there at that time? The man would be

writing about the things he saw, in which he was particularly interested. Now if therun

wrote a book and told about his being in the United Sates during an election year and

told about all the excitement here and the people's discussion, and so on, and he didn't

mention the man who was a candidate then, that would be a strong argument perhpps

against the common idea that (11) this was incorrect, because it would be natural to expect

some reference under those circumstances.
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So his argument from judges 3-16 there is certainly an argument worthy of

note, but up to this pout it does prove that the Levitical situation was not there, and

that there was not the established high priest of the tribe of Aaron, but his next sentence

does raise definite difficulty. He says Gideon and Manoah sacrifice after the fashion of

the patriarchs of elder times, references, judges 6.26 andl3.19, so you note these two

as instances of alleged violation of the law. Gideon sacrificed, we read in chapter 6.26.

N4a2 sacrificed we read in judges 13.19. Then he goes on and speaks about chapter

17 which I mentioned to you, a wealthy Ephraimite who" piously establishes a household

sanctuary , installs one of his own sons as its priest, 17.5. Even the wandering Levite

whom he engages on the annual small stipend of ten pieces of silver, a suit of (12)

was not of Aaronic descent. Then he continues at Shiloh the priesthood has

become hereditary in Eli's family, but..

P.123. (3/4)

.serve the Lord. Now what tribe did Samuel belong to? Samuel we are told about at the

very beginning of 1 Samuel, and from the statement there we would not have any reason to

think that he was a Levite. It is my impression however, there we read there was a certain

man of (11/4) of Mt. Ephraim, an Ephratite. Tells of Elkanah, the son

of (1 1/2)

Now I Ilieve there is evidence in Chronicles to connect him up with the house of Levi,

there is nothir4 said about that here in Samuel, but how could he be from Mt. Ephraim,

in other, Ephrathite, that's the name of the area, but how could he be from the

area of the tribe of Ephraim and still be a Levite? Would that be possible, Mr. Paik?

Why nbt? If he was a Levite, would he have to be in the area of the tribe of Levi?

You remember, it was told that the Levites would be scattered through the land, and con

sequently you have wandering Levites all through the land. As the Pentateuch stands, God

ordered that. Simeon and Levi were to be scattered abroad in Israel. Then the curse upon

Levi was changed into a blessing, they were scattered abroad as God's representatives
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among th4 people. But therefore there would be Levites in every area

and doubtless there'd be intermarriage

so that there is nothing in 1 Samuel here to deny that Samuel might be a Levite, but there

certainly is no definite statement that he is of the family of Aaron

Yes? (3) Yes, it mentions (3 1/2) a Levite. I believe you'll find

that statement in Chronicles. 1 Chron.6.27. Oh yes,

sure enough, 1 Chr.6.16 says "the sons of Levi, Gershom, Kohath and Merari,'and ti

it gives the descendant of each of these, and then in verse 2O it says that Gershom

one of the sons of Levi, Libni his son, 'hls son, fVIiS son, then in 22, the sons

of Kohath: Amminadab his son, Korah his son, Assir his son, Elkanah his son, and then

it traces down this way till it gets to Samuel inverse 28. So Samuel according to 1 Chr.6

Is a Levite, of the family of Levi. 1 Sam. 1 does not mention that fact about him. But his

being in the Temple then is not in defiance of the Levitical (4 3/4)

according to Kings and Chronicles. Yes? (4 3/4) Yes, you read about Samuel in 1 Sam.

2, 1 Sam. 3, rather. We read and the child Samuel ministered unto the Lord before Eli.

It came to pass at that time when Eli was laid down in his place, his eyes began to wax

dim, he could not see, and ere the lamp of God went out in the Ten pie of the Lord, where

the ark of God was, and Sam,l4iei was laid down to sleep, and the Lord caId Samuel,

and he answered, here am I. So that before the light went out in the temple, that means,

he says, here, "that in defiance of all Levitical perscriptions, he slept beside the ark."

I think that is reading something into the passage, but he was in the temple, where the

ark was. To say he was beside the ark or in the room with the ark is reading into it.

The critics are very apt to do that. It is good in reading critical writings, but in reading

any writings, take what they say and test it. Anybody can make a mistake, or can unin

tentionally misrepresent, even sometimes perhaps intentionally, but what he says is that

Samuel, a youth from another tribe, we find actually according to Chronicles he was a

Levite. Then he continues and mentions different cases of sacrifice, and then he deals
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with Samuel particularly, he tells how often Samuel sacrificed, and then he says Saul

sacrificed, says, 13.9, 14.35, 15.15, 22, that Saul sacrificed. He says, over the family

sacrifice, once a year, at (7) or some other elder probably

presided. And then he says no series of incidents brings into clearer light, the habitual

and unconscious violation of the order of the lineage and the priestly code than the story

of the treatment of the ark. What happened to the ark, Mr. Harrison? (7 1/4) Taken

by the Philistines. And how long did they keep it? (7 1/2) Well why didn't they keep it

longer? (7 3/4) The ark messed things up for the Philistines. I thought it was God that

did that, caused difficulty for the Philistines. Anyway, how did that get the ark back?

(8) Yes, the Philistines, finding --they put the ark in the temple of their god Dagon and

the next morning they found their god Dagon lying on the floor, broken. And they found

that they began to get diseases too, and boils and all kinds of misery, and they decided

it was due to the ark and they decided to get rid of it, so we read in I Samuel that the

Philistines took two cows that had never been harnassed to a plow, two milk cows and

they spparated them from their calves, kept the calves there, put the two cows in the

front of a cart, and put the ark on it and they started and headed right up to Israel.

That was of course an evidence that the Lord was causing something contrary to ordinary

natural things that occur,/These cows would draw the cart up toward the land of Israel,

carrying the ark, carrying it back. So they started to take it back and as he says here,

when it is sent back by its Philistine captor, 1 Sam. 6.12, the cows bring the ark in which

it has been placed into the fields of Bethshemesh are gathering the wheat harvest. Now

let me read you whet it says in 1 Sam. 6.12, and listen closely to this and then note what

he says about it. He says here in 1 Sam. 6.12, The kine took the straight way to the way

of Beth-shemesh, and went along the highway, lowing as they went, and turned not

aside to the right nd or to the left; and the lords of the Philistines went after them

unto the border of Beth-shemesh. And they of Beth-shemesh were reaping their wheat

harvest in the valley and they lifted up their eyes and saw the ark, and rejoiced to see it.
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And the cart came into the field of Joshua, a Beth-shemite, and stood there, where there*'

was a great stone: and they cave the wood of the cart, and offered the kine a burnt offering

kSVitesunto the Lord. And the took down the ark of the Lord, and the coffer that was with

it, wherein the jewels of gold were, and put them on the great stone: and the men of

Beth-shemesh offered burnt offerings and sacrificed sacrifices the same day unto the Lord.

Now does that sound reasonable, what I just read? Entirely reasonable? (10 3/4)

(stu--Mr. J.Gueiros: it seems so, belause they were offering, they had the oxen, they

had provided the sacrifice, but they had the Levites there, the Levites made... )

How many had it open in front of you? Well for the sake of the others let me read again,

just a part of it. We read here that the the cart came (repeatedf as above).

Now was there a priest of the house of Aaron there , to offer sacrifice. They

don't say there was anybody of the tribe of Aaron, do they say there were any Levites?

Does it make sense? You think so. I think so too, but Carpenter doesn't.

Let me read you what he says. He says the cart stops beside a great stone.

The grateful reapers immediately extemporize a sacrifice. The cart was chopped up to

kindle the altar fire, and/ the (12) kine wee offer'ed as an offering to Jahweh, Whan the

sacrifice is over the Levites appear and take down the cart from the part already burned.

And the men of Beth-shemesh repeat the rite. That's the way he assesses it. (stu: He is

really reading between he lines.)..

P.124. (3/4)

.but now is it not possible to take it as it stands? Suppose I wee to say in 1959 I

visited Berlin and Norway. I went up to New York and there took an SAS plane over to

Hamburg and then down to Berlin. You say, well that's crazy, what does he say--he

says he visited Berlin and Norway and then after he went up to Norway he went up to

New York and took the plane and went over. You wouldn't take my words that way, it

is quite a common thing to ive a general summary, and then to repeat giving details. It

is common in all sorts of languages, but here if you're going to insist oredause following
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the other in chronological order, then you get exactly what Carpenter says. The burn the

cart, they sacrifice the cows on it, and then th4 Levites come and take the ark off the

cart that is aheady burned, and put it over on the stone. Mr. MacKeen? (1 3/4)

It certainly infers there were Levites there who were involved in the sacrifice. (stu)

Carpenter says, this singular incongruity is only explicable on the view that verse 15 is

an editorial insertion. Now the thing that it seems to me is worth noting is, if this is an

editorial insertion, which makes no sense whatever as he takes it, wouldn't the person

who put it in have had sense to see that it didn't make sense? Would not a person putting

it0iit1n n such a way as to make sense, If it is such complete nonsense, as he claims, 'hy

it is pretty hard to think anybody would ever insert it in a place such as this. He says here

we do not have an omission in the Greek to prove it is an insertion. Well, in other words,

if we did have an omission in the Greek, that doesn't prove you have an insertion, but he

admits here you don't even have that. But he ctitinues, he says, the sequel proves the

Levites could have had no share in the proceedings, the men of &th-shemesh, afraid to

retain the ark in their midst, propose its removal to Klrjath-jearim, how does that mean the

Levites could have had no share in it. He says, there it was placed in the house of

Abinadab and the townsmen consecrate his son the guardian. The fact that the ark was

thus permitted to remain for many years in lay custody is one of the most singular cir

cumstances of this singular age. Well, you would think you lived in a singular age, if

you lived inai area in which Philistine bands were coming through the country repeatedly,

if Philistines had defeated your army, and had their main headquarters down to the south

west, if they had garrisons all through Lhe land, and there was constant danger from them,

you would think you were in quite a singular age, and it would be pretty difficult to carry

things on under those circumstances in normal fashion. When those things continue for

a century, or a century and a half, you have a situation in which it takes a lot of investi

gation to get things back to what they were before that time. It was a singular age, there

is no/question about that. But not in the way he said. He said this is one of the most
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singular circumstances in a singular age, Samuel shows no concern for it. Well, was

Samuel ever concerned about it"? It nowhere says in the Bible Samuel shows no concern.

It nowhere says Samuel said, I am not interested. But it does show Samuel under a

difficult situation, trying to keep alive the knowledg6f God among the people, and going

about among them and having sacrifices here and there. Perhaps the very fact that he

wasn't of the family of Aaron, made him hesitate about trying to reestablish the tabernacle

with Lhe ark and all that. He did what he could as a Levite. Why should he step into

the priest's office? Eli had been killed, and the curse had been pronounced upon Eli's

family (5 1/2) through Samuel. He had all he could do with trying

to keep up the religious life of the people as a whole without trying to do this part. He

was not entitled to do it, he would have come under the condemnation of (5 3/4)

So that he says Samuel shows no concan for it, the

descendants of its former guardians , the priestly house of are indifferent to

it. How does he know that? That is purely a guess, is it not? Waybe they were terribly

upset that they could not but they had no possibility of doing it. Saul was

not interested in it. That is, we have no statement about Saul being interested, we do have

statements about how Saul tried to enforce oertain of the laws very definitely among the

people, and $we have statements of how he was constantly busy and trying to protect them

agffi the Philistines, until finally Saul was killed, he and his whole family, by the

Philistines in the battle. But he says Saul was not interested in it, and it is not till

David is firmly established in Jerusalem that he prepares with great solemnity to transport

it to Jerusalem, 2 Sam. 6. An unhappy disaster Inrrupted the procession, and with an

extraordinary violation of Levitical propriety, the ark was carried into the house of an

alien bearing the name of a foreign god, Obed-edom, of Gath. Well Obed means a

servant, but edom was not the name of a foreign god, who was Edom? Edom was Jacob's

brother, sot he servant of Edom wouldn't necessarily be connected with a foreign god, I

don't know of any foreign gods named Edom. It is true that people often have names like
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that, with names of a foreign god in, the servant of so-and-so, like they have the servant

of the Lord, Obadiah, the servant of Jehovah. This is bededom. A man can have a name

like that, connecting up with a place, with an area, with a group of people, or something,

it doesn't have to cc) nnect with a god, but he says, that this is an extraordinary violation

of Levitical propriety, it was taken there and its final transfer was effected three months

later, David himself assuming a priestly vestment, conducting the sacrifice, and pro

nouncing the benediction in the name of Jahwek. Now when does David conduct these

sacrifices? Let's look at it, 2 Sam. 6.18, we'll barely have time to glance at it:

They brought in the ark of the Lord, and set it in his place, in the midst of the tabernacle,

that David had pitched for it, and David offed burnt offerings and peace offerings before

the Lord. And as soon as David had made an end of offering burnt offerings and peace

offerings, he blessed the people in Lhe name of the Lord of hosts.

Does that say that David with his own hands sacrificed the burnt offering for the

people? Well, we have to leave that. .. (8 3/4)

(5/1/62) (9 1/2) . . . between that nd the priestly code, Levites could offer but not other-

Levites could offer, it was not then restricted to the sons of Aaron. That is their argument,

now they do not have any cases I know of between the time of Josiah and the exile to se

point to and say look these are Lvltes they are not sons of Aaron. But anything you would

have before that which was not a son of Aaron, even though he was a Levite, or which

was not a Levite, woiidbe an argument for them. Now we are interested at this point in

looking at any which they allege, whether they were Levites or not. My answer is that

--which we've not come to yet, just incidentally--my answer is that in some of the cases

they're really Levites but I do not claim they all were. I do not claim that. So that at

this point, Mr. MacKeen is getting us to be sure exactly what we're meaning. We are

meaning that the critics say that there are offerings made by men who are not Levites,

after the time of Moses, and prior to the time at which they date the Deuteronomy or the

Priestly code. That is their argument. And we look at illustrations which they allege.
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We notice tFa t they say that San uel made offering, he was not a Levite, and in that

connection we differ with them, we said that we accept the statement of Chronicles that

he was a Levite. They say that offerings were made by Snon who was not a Levite,

and we agree with them. Solomon was not a Levite. They say that offerings were made

by Manoah and by Gideon who were not Lvvltes, and we have no reason to think they

were Levites. Manoah the father of Samson, or Dideon in the instances from the book of

judges. Aid they say that when the ark came back from the Philistines, they say that

made an offering, they say there were no Levites there. Well, we notice the

next verse says, that the Levites made the offering, well, they say, that verse is an

interpolation. They say the previous verse says the people made an offering, so that that

verse, they say is an interpolation. They say then that cfferings were made with no sense

of guilt, no thought of anything wrog, by men who were not Levites, before the time of

Deuteronomy or by men wbo were not members of the house of Aaron, prior to the time

of the priestly code. But they also have another stage to their argument...

P.125 (3/4)

... other people, that is, other membeisof the family of Aaron, or even some Levites,

are sometimes called priests, and it is true that if you go through the Old Testament you

will find that the word (1) is normally used of the family of Aaron. But we

have a few cases where it is used of others of whom there is no evidence that they belong

to the family of Aaron. Look at Ex. 19.6, which the critics say is part of the E document.

There it says you shall be unto me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation. But that

would md ude a lot of people who weren't from the family of Aaron, wouldn't it? You

sll be unto me a kingdom of priests. Then when you come to the--a little further along

in this account given in connection with the book of the coverant, you will find a mention

of the priests who were not to come near th the Lord, only Moses and Aaron, verse 24,

for instance in chapter 19. It says Moses skid to them, away, get thee down, thou shalt

come up, thou and Aaron with thee, but let not the priests and the people break through.
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That suggests that there were people called priests before Aaron had been set apart for

the priest. Now verse 24 of chapter 19. Also verse 22 says, let the priests also come

near the Lord and sanctify themselves, lest the Lord break forth upon them. So there were

people before Aaron %was set apart (2 1/2) for the priesthood-- there were people

who were called priests, according to the P document. You get 2 Sam. 8.18 where you

have a--at the end of the verse, a statement is made that David's sons were chief rulers.

I don't know why the KJ translators render (3 1/2) chief ruler, the word is

simply same word as used for priests. So it seems to say here that

David's sons were priests, and in 1 K.4.5 you have a man who seems to be the son of

David's son, and it says that in 1.K.4.5 that Zabud the son of Nathan was principal

officer, in the KJ, but the Hebrew vord is Kohim which is usually translated priest and

this man is a grandson evidently of David. There are one or two other cases where the

word "priest" is translated chief minister or town official or something like that, but it

is the same word,
'
kohim. So they say there are people called ohim who were not of

the family of Aaron, and this as you see has a real bearing on the argument. If the law

was not given and the priests were limited to the house of Aaron, in the time of the e,d. le,

it would be quite natural for David to make his own sons priests, or to make his grandson

a piiest, or for there to be other priests as mentioned. So much then for b, instances noted.

Let 's take up small C Consideration of the Instances Under this, we notice,

(1) Kohim like Zavath was not always used in the narrowest sense Our laws, Num. 18.7,

said that God had given the priesthood to the family of Aaron as a gift, the ministry of

the sanctuary was given to them, but the word priest was used before Aarcn was set apart

as we noticed in chapter 19, for other people who had services to perform in connection

with the sanctuary or with the offering. The word is already used in various--we even

find in the P1ms a reference to a man who wasn't a rrember of the family of Aaron at all.

It says that I will make you a priest after the order of Melchisedec, and Melchisedec was

certainly not of the family of Aaron, he was not even of Israel, but here is a mention of
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making somebody a priest after the order of Meichisedec. So the word priest, while the

priesthood of the sanctuary according to the law is given to Aaron, the word priest is

s ometin s used in a broader sense, and it would seem that David's sons and occasionally

other officials were given a title of priest, but nothing is said in connection with them, to

s uggest that this meant that they carried on the service cI the sanctuary. It evidently was

sometimes used as an honorary title, just as in government today, they call the man who is

in charge of all the armed forces of the United States, is called the Secretary of Defense.

Now if I want to write a letter, but I don't think anybody ever dictates a letter to the

Secretary of Defense. The wcrd is an honorary title. He is not a secretary, he is very

far from being a secretary, he probably never writes anything, he dictates everything to

secretaries, he probably has a thousand of them in his establishment, but his title is the

Secretary, Mr. Secretary. It is used as an honorary title and terms like that are often

used in this way. Now Kohim was not used a great deal that way, but it does seem to

have been used occasionally that way with these sons of David and these others.

There certainly is no proof it wasn't, there is no statement in connection with

those people that they actually did perform sacrifice. So that the broader use we have

fou&i Jahveh, which ordinarily means sacrifice, was used simply to kill,rreat and kill

animals for eating, we found that right in Deuteronomy 12.21, and Kohim occasionally,

not often, was used in a similar way. So this is not a tremendously important point under

our consideration, but it does dispose of certain of the cases, that Kohim like Zavah

was not always used in the narrowest sense. That was 4(1).

Consideration (2)1 think is much more important. It is that often the person giving

the sacrifice is spoken of/performing it. Often the person who gave the sacrifice is

simply said that he sacrificed. And consequently when you read that somebody offers,

somebody sacrificed, that does not mean necessarily that he performed the technical

task which would be 1imitedØ according to the laws to the priest. We have a very

interesting instance of it in 1 K. 3.4 where we read about Solomon. We read in 1 K.3.3,
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And Solomon loved the Lord, walking in the statutes of David his father, only he sacrificed

and burnt incense in high places. And Lhe king went to tieon to sacrifice there, for that

was the great high place, a thousand burnt offerings did Solomon offer on that altar.

Can't you picture Solomon lifting up a thousand offerings, one after the other and putting

them on the altar, cutting their throats. Solomon offered a thousand offerings, why the

very expression makes it impossible that it definitely meant his actually doing the offer

the task of the priest. Solomon gave the offerings, Solomon presented the

offerings, Solomon made an offering, it was his offering tot he Lord, but the performance

of it, of most of it at least, and probably of all of it, was performed by professional

priests set apart for the purpose. In fact, it could hardly be just the high priest and

a few score associates, they would have to have a lot of priests to do that. Mr. Miller?

(10 3/4) Yes, that shows that the custom which had come under Samuel's time, when

they were under the Philistine control , of having sacrifice in many different parts of the

land, Solomon was not yet really aware of the fact that that cim was contrary to the

law, and Solomon when he began his kingdom did sacrifice in various places, but then

he established 1emple at Jerusalem and prayed to the lord that the Lord's mercy would

be particularly there, dedicated the building a$ the place which the Lci had set apart

for the offering of the sacrifice, and it would seem likely that then he realized that

the Deuteronomic law was that it should be only in the one place. Of course, unforunately

Solomon was led astray by his foreign wives, and toward the end of his reign he

actually fell into idolatry to some extent, so that in the latter of his reign he was not

at all a model. In the early part , when he is receiving the Lord's praise for what he

is ing, he is still...

P.126. (1)

.now it might be, but I hardly think it is, but in Solomon's case certainly he had.

(stu.) Well, there is no questbn that he did sacrifice to Baalim, it says he eacrificed

to Baalim, so at least in some of the cases others might have done it, there is no proof
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they didn't, in all . And if in the case of Soloma you use the term," he

offered" for offerings $ he didn't personally make, there is no reason why it may not

be used that way in a great many cases. But I don't think that explains all of it, but

I do think there are many which that would take care of. That was (2) then

(2) that often the person giving the sacrifice is spoken of as if he performed it.

You will hear people today say, well, we've been saving our money for some time,

and now we're getting a mortgae, a loan from the bank, and we're going to build a

house for ourselves. Well, sometimes they go out and actually set to work and build

a house, but normally when a man says I'm going to build a house, he means he is going

to hire somebody to build a house. It is quite 2'when a person provides the

means for it, and gives the orders which result in its being done, it is spoken of as if

he did it, and doubtless in many cases that was so. After all, the Lord gave credit

for an offering to the man who provided the offering, the credit didn't all go to the priest

who cUd the actual detail, so that it was particularly ,accurate ih that case that the

terminology should be used that way. So that accounts for a number of such cases,

and I wuld think that in the case of the Levites of Beishemesh, if this second verse

there was not, as Carpenter insists, a later Insertlnn--I don't believe it was, I think

it was original, I do not think that it is contrary to normal usage in the Bible, and in

other books too--the statement given in general, and then go back and give the detail

of it. The statement, "they made a sacrifice," then it mentions the Lvites. The

precise , the actual carrying out of it was by the Levites, in that case. And I believe

that that takes care of certain cf these cases, quite a few, but the person did not do

the priest's work, he gave the offering, then it was Levites or members of the family of

Aaron who did the work. Of course, according to the law of Numbers, it was Aaron's

family who had the priesthood, not the Levites as a whole, they just administered

the sacrifice under Aaron's direction. But if Aaron had 15 members of his family and

they had a thousand oxen to offer, they would have to have other Levites with them,
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they couldn't--15 men couldn't possibly offer a thousand oxen. Yes? (stu.) Yes,

but I feel myself that you have to take that as a statement (4)

(stu) But they would be God's representatives, His represertives, holy people,

set apart for his representatives, and bringing his blessing to the world, I would say.

But I wouldn't think that specifically (4 1/2)

The--so much then for (2). Now (3), one we gave under the place ci

sacrifice, but we did not dwell on this. And I don't think we'll dwell on it here, but

we mention it:

(3) There are certain cases where it was a definite command of God, or a situation

in which the Lord could be considered as overruling normal procedure. It seems to me

that that is so in the case of Manoah, and probably also in the case of Gideon. The

case of Manoah we have it in judges 13, that there was a certain man of Zorah, of the

family of the Danites, whose name was Manoah. And this man had-en angel spoke to

him and give him a promise he would have a child, and told him how this child was to

be blessed of the Lord, and we read in verse 15, Manoah said to the angel of the Lord,

I pray thee, let us detain thee, till we shall have made ready a kid for thee. And the

angel of the Lord said to Manoah, Though thou detain ne, I will not eat of thy bread,

and if thou offer a burnt offering, thou must cf fer it into the Lord. For Manoah knew

not that he was an angel of the Lord. Manoah said to the angel of the Lord, What is thy

name, that when thy sayings come to pass we may do thee honour? And the angel of

the Lord said unto him, Why askest thou thus fter my name, seeing it is secret?

So Manoah took a kid with the burnt offering and offered it upon a roch unto the Lord: and

the angel did wonderously, and Manoah and his wife looked on. For it came to pass

when the flame went up toward heavm from off the altar, that the angel of the Lord

ascended in the flame of the altar. And so here we have a supernatural event, which

in connection with this, this offering was made. And yet it is pretty hard to escape

the feeling that there is no suggestion there is anything wrong in their making an
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offering to the Lord under those circumstances.

The case of Gideon, I don't remember the exact reference, yes, ,Lere it is, Jud.6.25:

.the Lord said to him, Take thy father's young bullock, even the second bullock of seven

years old, and throw down the altar of Baal thy father hath, and cut down the grove that

is by ft, and build an altar unto the Lord thy God on the top of this rock, in the ordered

place, and take the second bullock and offer a burnt sacrifice with the wood of the grove

which thou slalt cut down. Then Gideon took ten men of his se4vants and did as the Lord

had said to him. Now in that case, with all these servants there could have been a

because
Levite. We can't say there was, there is no statement there was, but there was a

definite command of the Lord in that situation. Well, so much then for (3), special

command of God. Now (4) is a different sort of consideration.

(4) That the priesthood of Aaron and Eleazer is recognized in JE, in Deuteronomy.

1r. Miller? (8 1/4) Yes, well, in that case, I would think that it would be certainly

not at all unlikely that the king had Levites there. It doesn't specifically say so, but I

don't know what right they have to assume they didn't. What is the reference? (2 Sam.

6.18) Here we have David bringing in the ark of the Lord and David offered burnt offer

ings and peace offerings before the Lord, and as soon as David had made an end of offer

ing burnt offerinand peace offerings, he blessed the people in the name of the Lord

of hosts. Now you can interpret that, the critics insist, as meaning that David took a

sacrifice and made it, and stood up and gave a blessing to the people, you can interpret

I t that way, but it does not have to be interpreted that way, because it is not a proof

that David performed the priestly function. David was the king, he had all his host

there at the time. The important thing was David and w1 t he was doing, rather than

at all impossible
any particular priest, but it is not lwy- putfl1vin this case, that when David offered

burnt offering, peace offering, that David provided the sacrifice, gave the orders, and

the professionals carried it out, as priest. I take it that here is a case where most

likely that was what happened. Yes? (9 3/4) Yes, now the ephod is a special linen -
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4like an apron, that was worn and the word is used, there were various ephods, and

there was an ephod that was ordinarily worn only by the priest, but there were other

dphods and I would thik it altogether possible that he word some sort of a special

festal garment, without its meaning that he took that which was given before the priest.

Yes? (10 1/2) Yes, the king was the head of a large organization and he was having

this performed by those who were set apart to do it. Now it does not specifically say

here that he had sons of Aaron doing it, but you can't prove he didn't. It is not a valid

argument against it, but it is not mentioned here--I mean against the view tFt he

were the ones
realized that the sons of Aaror/set apart for this, it is not specifically mentioned in

this context. You might read that one of the admirals during the war saw our enemy

ships and he fired ten shots at them, and it wouldn't mean that he went down and put

the shots in the cannon, and pulled the lever and did it, but he would give the order.

You would say that he did it, he was the one who was responsible. But it does not

contradict the law that thriestly functions are to be performed by the descendants of

Aaron. It can sound that way, but it doesn't. Now there are other cases that cannot

be disposed of as easily, but I think that is one that can be disposed of.

Now we haven't looked at all the cases yet by any means, but before continuing

I want to note this (4), that...

P.127. (3/4)

.do not have evidence in history that they did, but they simply disregarded it.

Well, now the case of David does not prove they disregarded it. It would not be

necessary to have stated it in that connection there. There are other places which

certainly look somww1t in that direction, but that place does not prove that it has been

disregarded. But we do have in Jn evidence that the JEX document which the critics

say comes from the time of Jehoshaphat , that it recognized that Aaron alid his son

Eleazer were priests, and recognized a priesthood through Aaron, continuing in his

family. That Is Deut. 10.6, and you say Deuteronomy, you say right away, well, that's
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the D,document, this is Deuteronomy, that's not the JE. Well, suppose it was the D

document. According to the critics, the D document makes it the 1.evites and it is only

later, tn the P document, that the Aaronic priesthood is recognized. But here in Deut.lO.6

we have the statement made that, by Moses, in his address, that the children of Israel

took their journey from Beeroth of the children of Jaakan to Mosera: there Aaron died,

and there hwwas buried; and Eleazar his son ministered in the priest's office in his stead.

That is a pretty strong recognition in the JE' docuzMit of the priesthood in the family

of Aaron, Aaron and his son Eleazar. Well if that's in the D document that would contra

dict the critic's theory , which is that according to the D document it is only the Levites,

not till the P document that you get the priests. ( But they don't think that's part of

the D document, they say that there are a few verses here which are an insertion. Well,

why don't they say they're an insertion from the P document, because they already have

the account of the (2 3/4) death of Aaron in the P document. And because when you

compare the statement in Numbers of the death of Aaron which they say is in the P

document, with this, you find that at first sight the two contradict each other. The

place is different , the order of march is different, and the language is more like the

language which they claim is typical of E than the language that they say is typical of

the special style of P. Therefore, if they would admit that this to be considered a part

of the P document they would give up their whole basis for their partition of it. So

according to their own basis, they, I believe, unanimously assign this to the E

document. And if they do that, that puts the Aaronic priesthood right back into the E

document. Now they don't discuss that much, they just pass it oier, but they do

state, wherever you have--every critical book I've looked at, when you come to this

part of Deuteronomy, they say it is from the E1/ docun nt. Some of them discuss the

evidences, how it must be E, because it can't be P. it contradicts P, it's the other

parallel, you've already got P in Numbers. This is the other one, and they say the

and s on On the
style is different from Deuteronomy, on=huIttlux1E critical method of approach, and
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division, if you carry their system out logically, or if you're going to throw their

s'1m away, then there is no relation to but if you carry their system

out logically, this is E document, not P. And if you do, it knocks the very foundation,

one of the main kingpins of their theory, that the priesthood of Aaron is a matter of the

time of the exile in the P document. . So I think it is a very, very interesting fact.

It is --as in any field, if a theory works out, you may find it very complex and dicult

to apply, but as you get to work and examine it your complexities will fall more in line

and you will find that simple principles work to us if your theory is correct, and h en you

find more and more you have to explain away, you have more and more room to question

whether your theory is correct in the first place.

So in this matter of the person to sacrifice,L i?Deut.l0.6 to be quite a

serious difficulty to the critical argument. Well, then, in that connection--that was (4),

I mention also as (5) of difficulties to the critical theory

(5) That 1 Samuel--they point out that in judges there is very little recognition cf any

established priesthood of the family of Aaron but hen come to 1 Samuel therein

1 Samuel you have the recognition of the house of God at Shiloh with Eli the Aaronic priest

who is in charge. You have Eli there, you have God punishing Eli for not having been

strict enough with his sons, has permitted his sons to go out without getting the training

they should have had, and you have God saying Me is going to remove the priesthood from

Eli, but firecognition of the unified priesthood is right there in the history of this be

ginning part of the book of I Samuel. So the critics say, you have evidence people were

n ot familiar with. You certainly have this pretty strong evidence that they were in 1

Samuel and Deut.lO.6. Well, of course they can just take a verse out and say oh that's

written later on. Well, they certainly don't think the story of Samuel was written after

the time of the exile, the time of the P document. They--you cannot take Eli out of the

story of Samuel, he is deeply imbedded in the story, so that,',t they're saying that

there are cases where there seems to be no evidence of their being familiar with such a
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we do have these cases where there is clear evidence existing of the

Aaronic priesthood. Of course, if somebody had explained to whoever wrote the book

of judges and Kings that the critics in these days would question the existence of the

Aaronic priesthood at that time. They could have put in a specific reference here and

there in order to give us clear evidence of the fact that it did exist. But the purpose

of the Bible was not to give us the full history, the purpose of it was to show us how

God dealt# His people, and this is an important part of His dealing with His pebple,

and this is brought out clearly but it is not carried on in every relationship through the

history. So that where He has a considerable period with no mention of it, it is not

a proof that this did not exist. You might have a history of the United States, a small

history of the United St es, in thich during a period of thirty years, in the account of

the history, there is no mention of the Supreme Court. That does not prove that the

Supreme Court is not in existence at that time, there just would not be a vital reason

why you need to mention it in connection with the outstanding events in history.

Then when you get up to the Dredd Scott Case and those situations, the Supreme Court

comes in very vigorously. You say, where did they come from, we haven't heard them

mentioned since 30 years before. Well, they were there all the time, they were active,

but there was no outstanding reason to mention them in the particular period. Yes?

(8 3/4) I do not recall at the instant a specific reference, but I don't think you'd have

any difficulty finding one. Because I have never heard i# (9) it doubted, I've never heard

it questioiec, do have descendants of Eli referred to, I'm quite sure. (9 % 1/4)

I do not have the reference though right at hand. Now that was

V must however mention here what we mentioned in connection with the place of

sacrifice. That would be (6):

(6) After examination of all the cases, after removal of all the cases which are very

overdrawn, tremendously exaggerated, there still remains a certain number of cases

which seem to require the application of the same principle which we applied in connect-
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Ion with the place of sacrifice;, namely, the recognition of the difference between the

ceremonial law and the moral law.

The moral law: thou shalt not kill, thou shalt not steal, thou shalt not commit

adultery. The moral law is fixed, unchangeable, it is in the rture of God. Other laws

consist in the application of the moral law, which is the civil law, and consist in the

arrangement of ceremonies and of religious practices, to dect a person's mind toward

the Lord, to bring to /his thoughts the things of the Lord, and these are subject to

religion in case of necessity. The sabbath was made for man, not man for the sabbath.

And whei the Philistines overran the land, it was much more vital that Samuel, the

Levites, performWsacrifices than that he find some member of the house of Aaron to

do it, and that he go about from place to place, rather than try to get the people together

in a large assembly which would've aroused the Philistines immediately to come and

make an attack, and would've 1de it impossible. Rather than leave them without

religious instruction, when they couldn't come together it was better to go to them.

Rather than leave them without sacrifices, it was better for the man whom God was

specifically blessing and giving position of leadership there. He was a Levlte, even

though he was not of the family of Aaron, he proceeded to carry this out, and so I do

not think in this case it has to be applied in nearly as many cases as in the other.

But it does, I think, enter into it. We have to recognize this difference between the

ceremonial law and the moral law, or we have to say well here is a problem we just

don't know the answer to, and the critical argument can be made to sound very, very

strong, but I believe that we get rid of a good bit of it by examination of...

P.128. (3/4)

... not a series of specific laws s to $ ceremonies and forms which must be carried

on exactly so, and that's the vital thing, but that it is a presentation of the moral

law, a description of man's lost condition, a statement of how man can be saved, and

ceremonies to take these facts and bring them to people's minds, and stress the
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matters it is vital for people to kn'wabout, and these, in order to prevent all kinds of

devitation and all kinds of coming in of false documents, there are regular procedures

prescribed which would normally be carried on but that in a case where this is impossible

it is the Lord's will that the ceremony still be carried on with such changes as necessary

Yes? (1 1/2) Well, I don't know as I've ever heard, it presupposes a certain attitude

toward history which most of them simply don't take, that God was actually in this

selection. I mean, the original theory 'd started with a definitely ungodly attitude, of

the natural process, that by human natural process this had come into existence, but

then they present their arguments that godly believers are led astray by them, and

feel they have to accept it, and they accept it. Well, then for them to try to defend

it--they're sort of in between the two, you see. And I have not come across a statement

of an attempt by one of them to try to answer this situation. I don't know how they

would deal with it, they might ignore it or might (2 1/2)

but I think it is very vital we don't




And I believe that when we fairly exanine the

situation, we find that there is nothing in their argument sufficient to restore our faith

in the absolute inspiration of the Word of God, that these laws were (3)

but their violation in a certain period is explainable under the cir

cumstances of the case. Yes? (3 1/4) No, c, consideration of inGlances.

Now answering Mr. 's question a minute further--our first purpose in

examining this, our most vital 'purpose is to see that wan take the Bible as the Word

of God, entirely true, and find no argument which should properly involve us in

serious difficulty, in holding our faith entirely in God's Word. That is the first

basic purpose we might have. Now a second purpose, is to be familiar enough with

the material that we can help others who are being misled by it. And I would say that

for the Christian who solidly accepts divine authorship of the Scripture as a whole,

and solidly accepts the fact that God is working n the Old Testament, preparing the
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way for the coming of Christ, that for Him this quotation of the words of Christ, "the

sabbath made for man," an exOplanation of the situation of the interregnum with the

overcoming of the Philistines ahd all that, should be sufficient to satisfy1t the

critical argument here can be properly answered for his use. Now of course if a

person takes a completely unbelieving viewpoint, that everything is a natural develop

ment, well naturally he can't believe that the angel made the sacrifice go up, wait up

to heaven in a sacrifice, he can't believe that God performed the miracles described in

the Bible, to him it is all a human book. But the person who takes that attitude needs

to be saved and to come to believe in the God of the Bible, and then to proceed from

that basis.

But my emphasis at this point does not incline to convince that one, that he is

wrong, but it is trying to save the one who is wavering, going over in that direction.

You will have contac t with many such, in Christian work, because almost any insti

tution %'ou go to today, if founded as much as 40 years ago, almost any , you will

find that it is taught in the classes, if they teach anything about the Bible, the critical

theory is what they teach, and young people who go there are hound to be affected by

it. I head a man just last Saturday give a paper, he was a chemist, and a very, very

find Christian,/you could see that, he was a man who declared his acceptance of all

the doctrines, of salvation, the great doctrines of the Bible, he was a very ardent

Christian believer, and an active Christian worker, but he gave this paper in which he

s aid that he had come to the conclusion that he said, the Bible is inerrant for the purpose

for which it is given. Now he said the purpose for which it is given is to give us God's

revelation about God and about Christ and about salvation, now he says that is revetion

inerrant, now he says when you come to arbitrary inaccuracy, that is considering the

scientific or historical statement that it is free from error, he says, that is not the

purpose for which it was given. And of course, as others pdnted out to him, there is

no stopping when you take that attitude. He tried to take the attitude that the resurrectiO]
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Is vital to our Christian faith. true in the Bible, it is free from error,

but when you get into details of creation, well how does our salvation rest upon that?

Well, I asked him how about the virgin birth, there? Arid he didn't know what to say.

Because the Bible constantly says, if the dead rise nci then are we yet in our sins,

very clear, but it doesn't say that about the virgin birth. So where are you going to

draw your line? The teaching of Christ is that the Bible is God's word and it is free

from error, and we have to--a person does not have to believe that to be saved, but

to be an effective worker I believe he dbes, and many, many , thousands of Christians

in these days--earnest ehrIstians, -- are facing these problems and not knowing how

to answer them. And just a little knowledge as to what the cttcitlcm teally is, and what

their arguments are, can enable one to help them very (8 1/4)

And I would say that the recognition of the fact that Christ pointed out as the

difference between the ceremonial law, and the moral law, should be tremendously

helpful in--of course, also you don't have to explain all the case 'tAd are compara

tively few. A great many of the critics talk a great deal about things that on careful

examinatin just disappear. And when, after all the critics' arguments, they put in JE

the verse that says that Aaron is the priest and that Eleazar$ his son succeeds him,

that seems to me to kno(he foundation of this theory pretty badly.

Now this was D we were 1ookir at, which was the discussion of the developmental

theory, and under that we were looking at, no, IV is developmental theory; D is the

argument from History, and then E was the other argument which I gave, from Order,

and you remember that that was fitness to certain specific times /of certain documents,

that was E, the fourth argument, the third was the argument from History, the fourth

was the Fitness for certain times. This Is E then

E, Appropriateness of certain sections to particular periods. Now I mentioned to

you in beginning to look at these four arguments for development, that the strongest of
b

them are the second and the third. The first uie!s would not prove the development
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theory, would not prove the evolutionary growth. The first would not, the second, if

it can be proven, would go along with the fourth, the third i proven conclusively

is a very, very strong argument, the argument from violation of history. Now the fourth

one is the fitness of certain, the appropriateness of certain documents to particular

periods when they were written. N ow this argument as expressed sounds like a big

general argument. Actually it boils down to an argument regarding only one of the

docuntgs, and that one, I am sure, you have no difficulty in telling which it is,

but if you should, I'll tell you Thursday morning. (11)

(starting again, 5/3/62, 111/4)

.that was just one half the class, b the other half

but that was Deut.l2.21, so it seemed as if about half or two=thirds of the class got the

whole point of that verse Deut.12.21 and the other half did not. Now perhaps I made

a mistake in giving that quiz in not telling you that you could use your Hebrew Bibles

if you wanted to in connection with it, because I am sure, if you read the verse in

the Hebrew Bible, you would have immediay noticed the point of it, but I had you read

it in the English Bible and I had explained it to you before, but some it slipped their

mind, but it is a very important point, aid therefore I want to take a minute to be sure

that everybody has it thoroughly in mind. It is not likely tIt I'll ask you again to

discuss that precisely, Deut.12 . 21, but there are many other questions that might be

asked with which this would have a very important relationship. ut.12 .21 you remember

is the verse that gives the
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rejoice before the Lord only you must not

and the importance of that verse is that the word there translated "kill" in the English

version is exactly the same word which a few verses earlier was anslated "sacrifice"

and which is translated "sacrifice' later on. Now it is all very well for us to say,

well, in these cases where the word (1 1/4) is used, you're not to shavat

except at the ohe central place but some cases where people didn't, why zapat in those

cases doesn't mean sacrifice, it means kill. Well, somebody says, what a crazy (11/4)

evasion of But here you have absolute proof it is not an

evasion, it is a fact, that the word shaphat which ordinarily means "sactifice" sometimes

means to kill, simply4to eat, and not to sacrifice, and therefore you are justified when

Saul says, bring your animals here to this rock, and shavat from here by the rock, in

order that the blood might flow out and that you will not eat the blood with the sacrifice,

you are justified in saying that Saul is not there conducting a sacrifice, and you are

justified in doing the same thing when the people go with Adonijah up to, near Jerusalem,

would
there. That of course -w not e following the rule that you were supposed to do all

your killing of animals at the temple unless you're too far away fromthe temple to kill it

conveniently, it would be breaking that rule, but nevertheless it would not be, necessarily,

sacrifice, which would fit in very well with this argument about (2 1/2)

so Deuteronomy 12.21 is quite an important verse in our discussion, the point was a

rather simple one, and I think that half or two-thirds of the class had it, but there were

about a third or a little more that did not have it (2 1/2)

so the mark on that quiz was different from any other we've had yet, in that they all ran

to one extreme or the other, that is, practically all, instead of spacing out as they

usually do, and while we're speaking about the quizzes, I'd like to mention that there

are a very few who have missed several quizzes recently, and if a person has missed a

quiz' on account of sickness, why if they will bring a definite statement to that affect ,

that they were sick in bed and unable to be here then to take the quiz, they can take a test
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next Monday or Tuesday to make up the quizzes that have been missed on account of

sickness. Other quizzes, if a person wants to make up, they can make it up, but even

that we can't give as much credit as if you take it at the proper time (3 1/2)

so that Monday and Tuesday, if somebody wants to take an extra

makeup quiz, I'm not urging anyone to, we've had two of these quizzes, if anybody wants

another one, get a note to me today, to the office addressed to me, telling what hours

Mondy or Tuesday,
d

like to take it, and I'll have available for anybody who wants

to take a quiz then, to make up for-ttt--d this and one you took a low mark in. Yes?

(4) No, but if there is only one I wouldn't bother with it. If you've only this one I would

not bother with it. I mean, now, we're far enough that there are enough of them, that one

isn't going to affect the average grade very much. The quizzes will count about one-half

the semester mark, that is to say, if somebody didn't take any of the quizzes at all, but

takes an examinati&n and gets a 95, well, we'll average 95 w. th 0 which gives a 47 1/2,

you see, for he course. The final exam will count about half, so that I would say that

one quiz maybe two, I wouldn't bother with. But if a person missed as many as three

since our last makeup and would like to make them up, vii y you can take a test Monday

or Tuesday, but let me know what hours. Leave a note for me stating the hUEEffe hour,

and then I will have questions for you at that hour, with Mrs. Baker, if there is anybody

that does. I would say that if you got a fairly godd average, there wouldn't be much

point in giving another quiz now, because we'll have a longer quiz so soon, a week from

next Monday that we have the final exam, and that will count far more than these special

quizzes at this time.

Then I'd like to mention that I have had put on the Reserve Shelf in the library

six copies of the book, the Higher Criticism and the Pentateuch, by Green, and six copies

of the book, Carpenter's The Composition of the Hexateuch. Now those six copies of

each are there in the library on the Reserve Shelf, and please do not anybody take any of

them from the Library. This is a large class and I'd like to have them available to anybody
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who'd like to use them, so please do not take them out of the Library--anybody at all,

that would be quite unfair to other members of the class. They are there available and if

you listened closely and followed the work as we went along, I don't think it is necessary

that you use them for review, but I think some of you may find it very helpful for review.

So let me say that this book of Carpenter gives a very strong presentation of the critical

viewpoint with a lot of detail, and it might be good for you to go through as summary, but

between now and the exam, if you wanted to you could find that things I have specifically

quoted from it, particular sections I have dealt with, you could refresh your memory or

correct your notes 'ery well from it. The other book, The Higher Criticism of the Penta

teuch, by Green, has a very interesting and valuable discussion of the content of the

Pentateuch in the first part, which is not of particular relation to this particular course.

But after that beginning of the book, he has quite a good discussion of the history of the

(7 1/4) of the criticism, and a good discussion of the different stages and

of the main arguments, and particularly the ones on partition. He has a very good PFU=

eRtateR, not so muck from the viewpoint of a great many instances, though he has a

few, quite a few--but from the viewpoint of good explanations of principles involved.

If a person had done nothing in the course, up to this time, whatever, hadn't even been

here, but they were to take Green, and take those sections of Green, about three-fourths

of the book, and get them thoroughly in mind, I think one would almost get enough to pass

the course, such basic things are there--except for one thing, except for the book of

Deuteronomy. He does not deal with that, except the very slightest. Aside from that, it

is quite a very good presentation. For furer study, of course, there are other books,

I'll mention at a later time that you can use for your own help in later years, if you want.

But I'm putting these on the Reserve Shelf now, thinking they might be of some help in

preparation for the examinatibn.

Now continuing with our discussion, we were yesterday finished our discussion of

the argument from history, of violation as evidence that the laws did not exist. We have
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completed our discussion of that, and will refer back to it briefly in our final con

clusions, but before doing that, I wa/nt b go on to E which is the fourth of the arguments

I mentioned to you a long time agQ4s the four arguments for development, and this fourth

one is E, The appropriateness of Sections to Particular Periods, and as stated there it

sounds very formidable, sounds as if there is a great deal in it, However, it so happens

that evidence from j or from E that would relate to the particular time of Jehoshaphat, or

even of David, I do not know of any (9 1/2) that is alleged. Nor do I know of any particu

lar evidence that is alleged (9 1/2) that it

fits with the background of the exile, so this argument pretty well simmers down to the

matter of the book of Deuteronomy, and on that there is a big argument made by the

critics, that Deuteronomy fits that particular time, that Deuteronomy is exactly related

to the conditions and situation of that time. They have a big argument on that, which

we will have to look at at considerable length. However, I am not going to look at

that argument in this point in the outline, but to save a separate number for a consider

ation of the book of Deuteronomy. So at this point in the outline I simply mention to

you that this fourth argument really relates only to Deuteronomy, which we are going to

consider separately. But as to the theory of development I believe it is useful to have

in mind that even if the critical argument regarding Deuteronomy were to be proved,

even if it were to be proved, that Deuteronomy was written in the time of Josiah, or

shortly before, that that would not prove the theory of development, that I wanted to

would
stress, that cinot prove the theory of development, the partition largely applies to

the other books, they take out certain sections of Deuteronomy, but that the bulk of the

book, they think, is the Ddocument, and there are certain sections in other books they

think are part of the D document, but the D document as a whole, as they think of it,

isn't one you think of as largely composing the book of Deuteronomy, and even if the

book of Deuteronomy were to be written at the time of Josiah, that would not prove that

Genesis, Exodus, Leviti/aus, and Numbers could not have been written by Moses, and
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it would not prove that Joshua could not have been written at the time of Joshua, so

that this argument, while it would be very helpful in establishing one big feature of the

theory, the claims of Deuteronomy, and so forth, yet it would be very, very far from

proving the whole document theory and would do nothing toward proving the Partition

theory, so that that is, I think, very important to have in mind, and that is all I'm going

to stress at this point under E, but rather to leave the details of discussion of whether

Deuteronomy is so appropriately related to the time of Josiah, as to make it a strong

argument for its having come there, for a special discussion under a separate Roman...

P.130. (3/4)

.the conclusion regarding the developmental theory, and here I simply want to stress

again a few main facts as to its bear1g. The claim that J shows a primitive step, E

shows next, and D the next and P the next, that claim actually, as we have seen, rests

not upon showing any particular thing that you can show a developing (1 l/4)in four stages,

hardly any in three. It is mostly claiming that two particular documents, that one is more

advanced than the other. It is interesting, I was readng yesterday, they had a big

symposium on archeology which was thirty years ago, in that a professor at that time in

the University of Pennsylvania said, that the fact that in Ex. 34 we have the decalogue of

J, the Ten Commandments in the early primitive form contained in J, before the more

advanced form we have in E, in Ex. 20, he said this is now accepted by practically all

scholars as completely proven. That was what this Prof. Barton of the University of Penn

sylvania wrote 30 years ago, and I was interested to come across that statement of his

last night because about a month ago I heard a present outstanding professor of the Univer

sity of Pennsylvania, one who is very strongly attached to the main aspects of the

critical theory speaking and somebody raised a question about the Decalogue of J and E

or the Decalogue of J, there isn't any such thing. So it showed a strong (2 1/2) retreat

from that particular idea. Now I haven't taken up your time with the Decalogue of J,

because it seems to me a rather ridiculous idea, bid it is interesting to see how this
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man at least does not hold to the idea that we have the primitive stage of the Ten

Commandments in Exodus 34 and the more advanced in Exodus 20. It is extremely plain

that I don't see how (3)

But developments in J, E, D, and P, we have noticed it is usually just two

alleged stages Rjfij;~
do they




mention three. We have looked at the claims which are

most stressed. We notice that regarding the character of God, wlfl the situation is

their religious theories, religious ideas. Then we have noticed in institutions those

which are most stressed, examined them and have found that there are comparatively

few points at which a very big argument can be met. There are things which raise real

difficulty and we've examined those rather fully, and we have seen that in those two

stages you can dispose of two-thirds of the instances they give very easily on good

solid bases, cutting down the number of (4)

and then on the other, if a person recognizes the principles that Christ set down, that

the ceremonial law is not like the moral law, that it is different, that the Sabbath was

made for man and not man for the Sabbath, and particular conditions and upheaval would

fully justify a temporary failure to carry out particular ceremonies and laws, that those

particular problems, I believe, can be quite satisfactorily handled, but we want to re

member, after all is said about alleged developments between the documents, that even

if they could prove development among the documents, the whole thing rests upon the

idea that you have separate documents, and so the Partition theory is really basic to the

whole matter of development. Now Deuteronomy is a separate book. If you can show

that Deuteronomy definitely differs from Exodus, there are marked differences, difference

of viewpoint, and so on, that be a big argument for thinking Deuteronomy was

written much later. But when it comes to dividing up Genesis, and Exodus, putting a

few verses here and a few there, and a few there, and going through that way, and

having different documents, and then saying you show a development between them, there

is a tremendous danger of arguing in circles. Your development theory rests upohe
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belief documents proven that you can separate out by your

partiti i .me, and Green takes far more time, on the matter

of part. welopment. Are they justified in separating them?

I do no you the reason why I think the differences are there,

that are not think these are sufficient evidence to show

distinct

n is something which fit in with the attitude, the

evolutioñãiTápproach which is becoming so widespread, 90 years ago--it fits with that,

it was a part of that movement, and it would have, in any case, the evolutionists would

have had to try to explain how did t Bible come into existence, how did we get these

books, and all ready for their hand was the logg development of the theories (6 l/4L

it was ready for their hand, with a little juggling around of it, and taking what was

formerly thought to be the earliest document, and making it the last, but keeping the

documents the way critics then thought they should be. You had something ready to hand

to show development, and it fit with that movement of the times. And I believe that was

what caused it to be preserved when the same attitude had been almost entirely given

up as far as other literature is concerned.




Homer
There are very few today who try to divide/up in this way. Most laugh at that

sort of thing as far as Homer is concerned. It is not done with any new document. It

is not a thing that is today actively worked on in other things except the Bible. But

it was worked on with everything a hundred years?( ago. All the ancient writers were

divided up, and the division with the Bible became fixed and held because of its union

with the developmental theory.

Now we go on to qpital Y The Book of Deuteronomy. Under that:

A, The Critical View stated. Under that: 1, What is the Critical View? We have already

noticed it in connection with our history of the rise of 1t criticism. The view is, %l,

that a abook, that is the greater part of the book, was first accepted by
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the Jews at the time of Josiah, in 621 B.C., about-- it being the book of the Law

which Josiah discovered 2 Kings 22.8ff. Now of course in Introduction last fall we

looked at that in connection with a different problem. And I trust you all are familiar with

that passage, how they came, Hilkiah the priest came to Josiah and said we have found

the book of the Law in the temple, as they were repairing the temple at the king's orders.

And Huldah the prophetess said, this is a genuine book, it is the word of God. And

Josiah read it and he said great wrath has come from God upon our people because we

have not observed the word of this book. And he proceeded to do away with all the high

places, and he proceeded to destroy the mark bf heathenism in the land, he proceeded

to carry out a tremendous reformation in the land, 621 B.C. And this is the view of the

critics, that the book of Deuteronomy was first accepted by the Jews at that time.

Now we do not differ with them in the view that Deuteronomy was discovered in

the temple at that time. We are not sure it was only Deuteronomy, it might have been the

whole Pentateuch. We think it is equally possible it was the whole Pentateuch, but we

have no doubt that whatever was found, Deuteronomy was included, because Josiah's

reformation to a large extent deals with matters presented in Deuteronomy. So we have

no difference with the critics as to Josiah having found the book of Deuteronomy in the

tple. We raise a question whether it was only Deuteronomy, whether it was not the

whole Pentateuch, but we're not sure of that, nor do we care particularly. But where

we differ with them, very strongly, that we maintain that the book which was then found

was not a new book, but an old one. That is our great difference from the critics at

this point. Now that was 4Il, what the view is.

2 Note that there is wide critical agreement upon this point A few years ago

a student of linguistics of the University of Pennsylvania, who was studying the language

of particular periods set to work to make a study onguistic features of the Hebrew

language at the time of Josiah. And therefore he studied certain portions of the book

of Kings and the book of Deuteronomy, as his basis for the stud y of the language as used
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at that time. It is assumed by all the critics that this is the time, approximately the

time, when the book of Deuteronomy was written. So there is wide critical agreement

that Deuteronomy comes from that particular period. Now the critics, the majority of

them will say that J was written in the time of Jehoshaphat, but I heard a ned professor

not long ago saying how he thought that--he w nder4d if the author of J and the author

of the court history of David, in 2 Samuel, if these two men knew each other, he said

my if theid it must have been thrilling because they were both outstanding writers

among the...

P.131. (3/4)

.with variations. And with the P document they wouki say, during the exile(3/4)

some might say a little earlier, some might say later, but there was quite a period, but

that at 621 B.C., Deuteronomy first came into general acceptance, that they practically

all the critics agreed to that. So that is (1 1/4)

But 4i3, There is considerable disagreement as to the matter of origin of the book

that was found by JoMah s priests There is considerable disagreement as to the matter

of origin of the book then found, which they say was the D document (1 1/2)

Considerable disagreement as to how it

was--when it was written. Not over a tremendous period but yet it becomes rather im

portant because of the rather serious problems involved there. Now it is an interesting

thing, the Hastings Dictionary of the Bible is one of the most widely used Bible Encyclo

pedias, it came out about I guess about 50 years ago, now. It was, it has four or five

volumes and many very strong articles, there is occasionally a conservative article, not

like the Encyclopedia Bthlica,
radical/but very definitely liberal In thfnain.

Now in it in the 2nd volume there is an article by F. H. Wood, page 358 of the

2nd volume, and in this article speaking about Deuteronomy, Wood says, the majority

of critics believe this book of the Law to have been the result of a pious fraud promulgated
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by Hilkiah and Shaphath, with the intention of deceiving Josiah, into the belief that

the reforms that they desire were the express command of God revealed to Moses.

Now he says that quite volubly, he says it very definitely, it was a pious fraud, he

says, with the intention of deceiving Josiah into the belief that the reform they desired

was the express command of God revealed to Moses. Well, that is the attitude which

(3 1/2) took when he presented the theory about 1820, that is the attitude

that Wellhausen took , that is the attitude that the bulk of the first critics took. This

was the priests of Jerusalem who wanted to get a11.fthe sacrifice concentrated in the

temple, who wrote this book in order to get that result and persuaded Josiah to think

that it was an old book. That is their attitude. It was a pious fraud. You see, it

was a fraud with a good purpose, so they call it a pious fraud. It was a good purpose,

because the people were getting into all sorts of wickedness and confusion with these

shrines all over the country, some of them even had actually heathen practices, some

of them actually were worshipping heathen gods, some of them might have been very

true to Jehovah, but there was variety, there was all kinds of opportunity for confusion,

and there were all sorts of heathen practices in the land, that needed to be rooted out,

so they wrote a book advocating all these good things, and then persuaded Josiah to

think &Ahere in the temple they had found it, and said look what we have found here,

and they put it there in the first place, in fact, they had written it. And that was

the attitude of the original critics.

Then, when very believing men from Scotland and England, studied under

these critics, and were convinced of the criticism, but still sane of them were very,

very earnest in declaring their views, in the bodily resurrection of Christ and n the

great doctrines of the New Testament, some of them couldn't quite believe that the

book of Deuteronomy could be a fraud, a book which advocates 'l such good principles

and such high principles. So they said no we don't think it is a fraud, we think that

it in some way got into the temple there, and Hilkiah really thought it was an old book,
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he was deceived rather than deceiving anybody else. It had gotten in there some way,

actually it was written by somebody perhaps 50 years before, and so some critics

think it was written in the early part of Josiah' s reign, some think it was written

during the reign before, during the wicked reigh of Manasseh that lasted for 50 years,

and there some considerable difference as to just when it might have been written

or by whom, but that it was found then and then first accepted, that was unanimously

agreed on. Yes? (6) The other fellow. I think they wuld hold that it was at this

time thought that J and E came (6 1/2) from Moses

and of course Josiah certainly thought they came from Moses, I don't know anybody

questions that, but the king thought so and the king (6 3/4) proceeded to act on it.

Well, in the first 16 volume of the Hastings Bible Dictionary, the same Bible

Dictionary from which I have just quoted this bald statement, that the majority of

critics believe it was a pious fraud intended to declve Josiah, in that same series,

that same set of books, in volume 1, page 602, there is an article by Ry&ii Ryle, in

which he says the finding of this book of the Law Inthe temple is described as a

fortuitous occurrence, there is no foundation for the (7 1/2) that

its
Hilkiah himself had written the book and that the story of finding is a fabrication.

The account is straightforward and natural , it is generally agreed that the book may

have been written in Lhe reign of Manasseh, or in the early part of the reign of Josiah,

so here is the same Bible Eno)clopedia, you have in one volume a statement, it was a

pious fraud, written by the men who found it in order to deceive Josiah, and you have

in the other volume a statement that it--the account was straightforward, there is no

queston about it, they believe it was genuine, but that somebody had written it in the

r1 wJien the
early part of Josiah's reign or during Manasseh' s long wicked iu-,/Delievers in

the Lord (8 1/4) were persecuted by Manas 44/,(44 And there had been

one of those times it had been written and some way it got into the temple there,

and Hllkiah actually thought it was genuine. Now there you have the two views both
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expressed, and both exrressed dogmatically in the Hastings Dictionary of the Bible.

And so that points up an essential problem with the critical view, so we'll mention

that in *4:

* 4, the view that the book is a pious fraud presents a great moral difficulty.

Now this difficulty is inherent in he hole critical view, but it is especially strong

here. Driver says, oh, he says, we don't understand the spirit of the day, he says

these were good people who wanted to he great reforms, but he says, this was

customary then to put what you wrote in the name of some great ancient man, and v'ien

they said Moses, that was not the= considered lying at all, it was merely the custom

of the day. Well, it doesn't sound that way when you read how Josiah took it, he

took it as an old book that the people were obligated to follow and had been turning

away from , and had not been following. Now Josiah said, great wrath has come upon

our nation because we have not followed the woils of this book. The attitude certainly

desctlbed in Kings1-h- they thought it came from Moses. They did not think that it

was anything written recently by somebody putting Moses' name on it. It presents a

great moral difficulty because so much of Deuteronomy has such a high moral tcrie, it

is one of the loftiest ever written anywhere. It is amazing how many of the wonderful

statements that Christ quotes from the Old Testament, He quotes from the book of

Deuteronomy. It is one of the great moral standards of the wotld's history is the book

of Deuteronomy. Now how could a man write such wonderful lofty material s this and

all the time telling a lie, taying Moses has done it when it was he who was doing it.

It presents a great moral difficulty, If it was a pious fraud? So many of the critics

are turning away from that idea of its beingØ a pious frai d. They--and also scholars

of antiquity are more and more saying, there is no such thing in ancient times as a

pious fraud, it just wasn't. So it is ridiculous to say that it was a pious fraud.

Well then, that's *4, *5, Historical difficulty. Of course this really shouldn't

come yet because we're not discussing the critical view, we're just stating it, but
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I will present this now nevertheless. The historical difficulty with the idea that the

book was first written then. If it was a fraud, did these men, how did these men, who

wrote such good material, and evidently were not hypocrites, how did they put on such

a front of pretending this was an old book of Moses, and if they hadü't written it, as

Ryle says, they really thought it was, how did it get there in the temple, and who

wrote it? Who wrote it and simply put it aside and some way it got there in the ten ple,

so they could accidentally ci' find it? It is quite an accidental sort of thing,

P.132. (3/4)

.written bysome body in the northern kingdom, then, of all things, how did it get

down here in Jerusalem, and get into the temple ? If it was writtençI comparatively

recently, wouldn't the paper look quite different than if it had been old paper, and the

ink, and everything, wouldn't it be rather obvious it was quite a recent w writing?

There are great historical difficulties with the whole theory. But we pass on from this

to capital B, Critical Arguments for the Date of Deuteronomy. We have so far stated

simply what the critics believe about the date, and then we have noticed difficulties

with their claim that that book was first discovered then in the temple and people thought

it was old and yet it had just been written.

But now we go on to their argument, 't argument, and 4jl:

1, The Claim ti-it the general background of the book is late. Under that small a:

a, The Monarchy is described, they say, in terms which plainly recall the reign of Solomox

One verse to which attention is called in this connection is Deuteronomy 7.14 which

says that kings should not send to Egypt for horses, it says that when you have a king

he should not build up great numbers of horses, get horses from Egypt and estblish

himself in great power and glory, and all that, but the king should follow the book of

t he law of the Lord, and study,and so on. But Solomon, we read in 1 Kings 10 how

Solomon imported these great numbers of horses from Egypt and how he built these

tremendous palaces and all these things he did. Isa.3l.20 refers to sending great
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amounts of tribute to Egypt and so on. They say the idea of Solomon's glory and

everything must have been in people's minds when this was written. Well, this

particular argument, I don't think we need to feel is so extremely cogent, because

after all , according to our view the Israelites had just come out of Egypt, where

Pharaoh ruled with a glory that certainly was every bit as great as Solomon's, probably

far greater because it was a much greater empire, and they were acaLtomed to Pharaoh's

glory, and they saw what kingship was apt to become, and it certainly was not out of

place for Moses to warn them of it, even though it was not God's will they should have

it for some time after their coming into the land of Canaan, so this particular

argument tow hich much stress is given does not impress me as nearly as strong as some.

b They say, that the book of Deuteronomy the prophetic order as

strong and active but requiring scrutiny of its claims And this rests upon two

passages and these are very important passages, y\i should be familiar with them in

any event. They are Deut.l3.1-5, and Deut.18.20-22. Now these passages, the first

of them says, that if there arise a prophet or a dreamer of dreams and he gives you a

sign and the sign oomes to pass, and he says now let's go and worship other gods,

you should not listen to that man but root h1rbut from your midst because he is trying

to lead you astray from the true worship of the Lord. That's what Deuteronomy tells

us. And it is a very important passage in connection with the test of a prophet.

And then the other passage, Deut.18.20-22. Moses said, how will you know the Lord's

will after I n gone, he says the Lord will send you a prophet like unto me, him shall

ye follow. And he predicts a series of prophets come, reaching, we believe,

their climax in the greatest prophet of all, the Lord Jesus Christ, but a series of

prophets to give themthe Lord's will and of course, after the end of the Old Testament

the prophets cease. The time of the Maccabees there were no prophets, but during the

time of the kings, we read in the history of Kings and Chronicles we find many prophets

coming and giving their message from God. This was a common feature then, and how
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were we to know who is a true prpphet? Well, we read in the book of Jeremiah that

prophets rose among the people in exile. You know they had taken part of the people

into exile, in the time bf Jeremiah, the rest were still in the land, and the people in

exile had prophets who said you're going to come back within the next five years you

will get a chance to go back to Jerusalem, and Jeremiah said these are false prophets,

he said you should build houses and settle down where you are in exile because it is

going to be many years before you come back to Jerusalem. So Jeremiah said these

were false prophets , they said Jeremiah was a false prophet. We have

people right in Jerusalem who claim to be prophets who said Jeremiah was a false

prophet. There is one verse in Jeremiah which says how has the pen of the scribe

written falsely, and some say that is proof that Jeremiah knew that Deuteronomy was

a pious fraud. Some say that, while others think that Jeremiah actually wrote

Deuteronomy himself. Of course, it is building too much on a very little, anyway.

But you do have plenty of proof that the prophets were a large phenomena in that

time, and the book of Deuteronomy refers to them, and tells (7 3/4)

to be sure that you're dealing with a true prophet. Now they say that fits with that

sign. Now of course we can say why wouldn't it fit with Moses' sign. Remember

that the Spirit of the Lord ,4 descended once upon 70 people and they prophesied,

and one man was still in the camp and --at least two were still in the camp, -a nd

they prophesied there and somebody came to Moses, and said Moses, rebuke them,

Moses said, I wish all the Tord's people were prophets, so according to the Pentateuch

they had prophets in Moses' day. We know they had them in the time of Josiah. They

didn't have them of course after the end of the Old Testament. Well, this second

argument then, they say it fits the time of Josiah. We admit it does, but we think it

equally well is appropriate to the time of Moses. Then C:

c The Law of Unity of the Sanctuary. And this of course is one of the crltths' big

arguments. Josiah destroyed the high places. He made all the sacrifices to be done
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in Jerusalem. That's the law Deuteronomy gives, three or four times in one chapter,

chapter 12, and he quotes it two or three tine s later in the book. It fits with that,

there is no question of that. Then d, There are various heathen practices forbidden in

this book., which we know to have existed at that time. For instance in 2 Kings 21.5

we know that Manasseh built altars for the worship of the hosts of heaven, 'the hosts

of heaven" is the term used for the heathen deities he worshipped. And we find in

Deut.17.3-5 the people are told they must not worship the hosts of heaven. Carpenter

makes a big argument cf this on p.146 In his discussion of Deuteronomy. Carpenter

says that Deuteronomy was especially concerned with the abominable rites sponsored

by Manasseh, the predecessor of Josiah. Yes? (10 1/2) Yes, Deut.17.3-5.

Carpenter says, Manasseh was himself the first to introduce a new cultist (?)

to the host of heaven, for which he built altars in the two temple courts, 2 Kings 2.25.

It seized hold of the imagination of Jerusalem and became popular, Jer. 8.2 and 19.13.

It is _pl 1




that it would not be legally forbidden centuries before it arrived from

Mesopotamia, ad its severe treatment in Deuteronomy, the penalty of death e by

stoning is affixed to it, 17.3-5, is an indication of the indignation it excited in the

minds of the prophetic champions of Jahweh, who saw Manasseh desecrating the place

where had chosen to set His name, and so the mention of various heathen practices

which we find were in the land at that time, in Deuteronomy, forbidding these things

then, they say is an evidence that that was when Deuteronomy was written. That was

d, then e There are general warnings in Deuteronomy(and quite a few of them of the

danger of *a=deportation- (12 and of captivity in a foreign lan44W

Deuteronomy has got long sections telling how the Lord will send them off into exile,

if they turn against Him and forget the old law. Well, they say, in the time of Josiah

the northern kingdom had already gone into exile. Deportation, exile was a familiar

fact to people then. It just fit for Deuteronomy to have been written at that time.

Carpenter says it is sufficient to allude to the familiarity of the writers the
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characteristics of the invaders, and the most ghastly scenes of seige and famine,

e description, he says, in Deut.28.49, plainly had the Mesopotamian tyrant in

view, and he says that portrayal of the hopeless weariness of exile in 28.64-67

implies that background of real experience hardly conceivable at least, before the

fall of Samaria in 722 B.C., and the forced march of the prisoners beyond the palace.

He says the language of Deut. 29 and 38 can already describe the expatria1E of

Ie1 as a present thing.

Well, those were under *1. The General Background of the book, they

say, is late, and you might give a little thought to some of these I've just mentioned.

Could they have been written in the time of Moses? They do fit the time of Josiah

excellently, could they have been written in the time Qt Moses? Well, think about

it a little, but I won't start *2 today, one minute left to go...

P.133. (1)

... and under that capital B, under that *1, and there we noticed five points under that,

a), c, d, e, and that e was the general warnings of danger of deportation abroad and

of captivity in a foreign land. Then we were ready to go on to *2:

2, The differences of its style from that of other books of the Pentateuch and similarities

to that of later books. We dealt with that rather briefly. We noticed that it, well,

we had previously dealt with it. (stu.l 3/4) Now just open Deuteronomy at random.

I/' turn to chapter 9, starting with verse 7: Remember, and forget n, how thou

provokedst the Lord thy God to wrath in the wilderness, from the day that thou didst

depart out of the land of Egypt, until ye came unto this place, ye have been rebellious

against the Lord. Also in Horeb ye provoked the Lord to wrath, so that the Lord was

angry with you to have destroyed you. I just opened at random and redd two verses.

Now open Leviticus at random and read two verses. Lev. 22.17: And the Lord spake unto

Moses, saying, Speak unto Aaron, and to his sons, and unto all the children of

Israel , and say unto them, Whatsoev he be of the house of Israel, or of the strangers
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in Israel, that will offer his oblation for all his vows, and for all his freewill

offerings, which they will offer unto the Lord for a burnt offering; ye shall offer at your

own will a male without blemish, of the beeves, d of the sheep, or of the goats.

Now open Genesis, at random, 23.3 and I read: And Abraham stood up from befcr

his dead and spake unto the sons of Heth, saying, I am a stranger and a sojourner with o

you, give me a possession of a buryingplace with ou, that I may bury my dead out of

my sight. And the children of Heth answered Abraham, saying unto him, Hear us, my

lord. .'.You see the difference of the three styles, a very marked difference. In Genesis

there we have narrative, in Leviticus there we have giving a dtled regulations for

the priests that are carrying on their services and for working out details of the law.

In Deuteronomy we have exhortation to the people to obey the Lord, and to follow His

book. The styles are very different of the three. So the argument is, the difference

from they' style y from that of other books of the Pentateuch and the similarity to that

of later books. ria% you can find many passages that sound very much like

Deuteronomy. Jeremiah is exhorting the people to turn from their sins, turn to God

and follow Mm, and there is very much a similarity between many parts of Jeremiah,

and the book of Deuteronomy. So that is the second of the main arguments given for

the dating of Deuteronomy at the time of Josiah.

3, The special relation to the reforms of Josiah. We have the first in 1 Kings

we have the full account of the reforms of Josiah. How when Josiah heard this book

which they had found in the temple Josiah said great wrath has come upon our land

because we have not obeyed the words of this book, and Josiah proceeded to remove

the signs of heathenism in the ten pie, to take out the emblems for the worship of the

hosts of heaven, to get rid of all the abominations in the temple, to do away with the

high places throughout the land, and to have a great passover, which we read, that

there had not been such a passover for nny, many years in the land as Josiah (5 3/4)

Now Carpenter says on page 152-3, after speaking about
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this reform of Josiah from this law book, he says what was this law book? It is

expressly called a covenant book. Thi s could not be the whc Pentateuch which no

where bears that name and is moreover too long to be publicly read aloud at one meet

ing. Nor can it be identified with the covenant spoken of in Exodus 24, for this, as

far as the covenant words can be traced contains no threats resembling those specified
does

in 2 Kings 22.16-20, nor it by any means account for the king's act,. such as the

=suppression of the local sanctuary and the celebration of the passover in a new style.

St. Jerome, the great scholar of the ancient church early identified it with

Deuteronomy. St. Jerome the great Christian scholar pointed out that the reforms

which Josiah carried out, point after point, they coincide with what the book of Deuter

onomy commanded, so, continuing, as Carpenter says, the proof lies in the fact

that the proceedings of Josiah correspond step by step with these demands. The

covenant promise, in the language of the historian, pled with the king to keep the

Lord's commandments with all his heart and his soul, the very words that you'll find

in Deuteronomy. The temple is first purged from all its (7 1/4) emblems,

the itaF dedicated to the Baal, and the Asher, and the heavenly hosts

were carried out and burned, the Aher Itself was burned as commanded in Deut.l2.8

and 7.5. The (7 1/2) forbidden in Deut.23 . 17
were

in the

temple precinct were destroyed. The horses and chariots of the sun were removed,

and the chariots burned, the altars for the worship of the heavenly hosts were over

thrown, just as commanded in Deut.l2.3, 4.19, and 17.3. And the (7 3/4)

where the grim fire sacrifices of children had been performed was desecrated, as

commanded in Deut.l2.31 and 18.10. Alike in the city and country, the high places

and their altars were broken down, the sacred pillars were shattered and the (8)

as comaianded in Deut.12 .3. The priests were now

to be allowed to come up to the central altar as Deut.18 .7 had provided but they re

ceived their mailance in accordance with these demands from the temple duties.
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witchcraft and necromancy were suppressed,

Deut.18.11, and the whole reformation received its final sanction in a Passover

celebrated on tIew principle of the place of sacrifice, 2 Kings 1.3-21, a celebration

such as had never been seen before, drawing the people together from town and hamlet

throughout the land. Each stage of the movement thus bears upon it the irrress of

the Deuteronomic code. Now that's what Carpenter says, and there are only two things,

one word and one A in it to which I would raise any objection or difference what

ever. One of those is where he says that (9) a Passover celebration-~, on the

new principle of the unity of the place of sacrifice. What evidence does he have

that this was a new principle? This principle was followed in Josiah' s (9 1/4)

but do we have any proof that it was not followed in previous passages ?

So there he is subject to question when he says a new principle. (9 1/2)

say on the principle that is involved in it, we

certainly agree with that, there's no difference. And then he says, a celebration such

as had never been seen before. Well, that word "never" is a word which is mighty

hard to say about anything. Never. You can say that this--something positive about

it, but to saythat a thing has never (9 3/4) is a very, very difficult

thing to say, because it requires absolute knowledge of all things. Now if you can

where jt says
find in a different place &ttflere never waé Passover like this, well, that settles

it, but you do come rather close to finding that. You turn to 2 Kings 22 where we have

the account of Josiah's great Passover, and you read there, 23 I guess it is (22 tells

of the finding of the book), 23 tells about the great Passover which he carried out,

of the great sacrifice, and the discussion of all these various things, and you read

in verse 22, surely there was not holden such a ssover from the days of the judges

that judge Israel, so in all the days of the kings of Israel nor of the kings of Judah.

Now that comes mighty near to being what Carpenter says, there never was

such a Passover before. But I think you have to interpret the "never" in the two in a
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different sense. I don't think it is justified, tlIiLLk etut1e= to think the author

of Kings claims this is the new What the author of Kings is saying

is, this, after the 50 years of Manaaseh's reign in which the Bible has been forgotten,

and idolatry and heathenism brought right into the temple, after the end of that,

when they turn back to God and find the book of the law in the temple, and




decide to
tty to

follow it, there was such rejoicing in connection with it, such joy there was a passover,

such a tremendous celebration, that surely, he says, there was never such a celebration

since the time of the judges Ij-all the daysof the kin of Israel and Judah. It is

as if you would say of the end of the war, when the day came when the war was ended,

surely there never was such happiness in the United States as in the day when the war

was won. That doesn't mean t1t somebody looking back to the days when some other

war was won, if they were here, would necessarily agree, but there are a few high

points which are so high that you use the word "never" about them in that way.

About the great joy there was, not there is no reason (12 1/1)

P.134. (3/4)

... leave out those two and we will agree with everything that

as
etif
ar'y as

St. Jerome, writing 4O0 A.D., says that Josiah's reforms at point after point carry

out (1) In Deuteronomy, and if anybody wants to say that the book

of the law which Josiah found in the temple did nct contain the book of Deuteronomy,

he has not only the critics to dispute with, he has,3so to dispute with, because I

don't believe that any critic who studies the Bible can have the slightest doubt that

the book of Deuteronomy was what influenced Josiah so tremendously in carrying on

his great revival, his great reform. We would have no difference from the critics that

Deuteronomy was found. We would not agree with them when they say it could not

be the whole Pentateuch. I'm not sure that we can dogmatically say that it was the

whole Pentateuch. Perhaps it was just the book of Deuteronomy, but I believe it was

equally possible that what was found in the temple at that time was the whole Penta-
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teuch. It had been neglectdd by the people, they had not been studying it, and a

thing easily falls nto neglect, especially at a time like that, when unbelief was

forced by the king, Josiah's grandfather, in his heathen practices throughout the land.

It had been greatly neglected and largely forgotten, but whether at this particular

time they found Deuteronomy alone, or whether they found the whole/Pentateuch, it

was Deuteronomy which particularly influenced Josiah, and there is no reason it

shouldn't. Deuteronomy is the book of exhortation, the book urging people to obey

God's law and t4e to follow God with all his heart ahd soul. And if it was the whole

Pentateuch and you got it in and read the whole Pentateuch, you would be affected

and influenced by it all, but the greatest influence was from the last part, the part

(2 3/4) Yes? (2 3/4) Th(stu., Mr. J. Guerios: -comparthe

principle of the word "never". How would he explain the events that took place in

the time of Jehoshaphat and Hezekiah which were earlier times, when they had that

kind of revival as well?) They say those are in Chronicles, Chronicles is a late book.

You see, this account we have read of Josiah is in Kings, Kings does not have a

similar account of the great reforms of Hezekiah, but Chron11es does, and according

to Chroricles, there was just about as great a 7 reform by Hezekiah as there was by

Josiah. But the critics either say that did not occur, or that it greatly resembled (3 1/2)

I say I would definitely disagree with their emphasis on the "never,"
and to their saying it was similar,
But otherwise, from this page I've read to you, I don't see any grounds for difference

with the fact that it was the great exhortations of the book of Deuteronomy which

.book so affected Josiah. So that Deuteronomy is either the book that was found in the

temple, or is a part of the bok that was found in the temple at that time.

You might say, why didn't they put the name on it? Well, it was not

customary to name baks in those days, and in the Hebrew Bible, most of the books

are simply named by the first couple of words. It is a comparatively modem custom,

giving names to books. About a hundred years ago it was customary to give a bo&k
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a name td. ling just what was in it. If you pick up a book from a hundred years

ago, you will read in it , The Experiences of Mr. Simon Brown in connection with

the War of 1812, telling of how he was captured, what experiences he went through,

the battles that he endured and how he came out safely. That will be th title of the

book of a hundred years ago. Now if you get a book of about 50 years, they're apt

just to call it a book, Browrt4s Diary, but if you get the book on that subject written

today, they'll call it No Darker Room, or Great Joy, or something like that. Today

it is the style to give books names that tell you nothing whatever about what their

context is. And I think it is a miserable habit, I hope we soon get away from it,

but practically every book published today seems to have a title that tells nothing

whatever about the book. I read some time ago a little bit about Benjamin P. (5 1/4)

the Secretary of State of the Confederacy, and I was tremendously in

terested in it, book among the 25c books, for sale, a book

called Beloved and glancing into it I saw it was the life story of Benjamin P. Jewltt.

I don't know what on earth the word had to do with him, but it was a most interesting

story of Benjamin P. Jewitt, but that is the title thej gave to the book. And reading

Confederate
that book I got greatly interested in his close friend Slidell, who was the

Ambassador to France, and I happened to come across another book written by the same

author. It was called, The Bi Family, the story of Slidell. And that's the way they

title books today. So I doubt if we're any better off today than%Yttime of Josiah

when they didn't give titles at all. The Bible says that they said, we have found the

book of the covenant of the Lord. Certainly that is not an unfair title to use of

it is
Deuteronomy, but it could qqual ly apply to the whole Pentateuch, /hot the specific

name of any particular part of it, but I would agree thoroughly that Deuteronomy was

either the book found or was the main part, was an important part, the part that in

fluenced (6 3/4)

It doesn't prove when it was written. So much then for this summary of the critical
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argument for the sake of Deuteronomy. There is of course a great deal of detail that

might be presented under each of these , particularly the one relating to (7)

Now when I first discussed this subject, about 1937, when I first discussed it

in class, I folloNed pretty much this same outline to here, and then I called C, Answer

to Critical Arguments, and then a few years later I changed C to Recent (7 1/2) Diverse

Views, and made that D, and now I'm tempted to go back to the original but I think

I won't. I think I will make C, Recent Diverse Views. Now the fact of my hesitation

on that theme represents a change in the general attitude of scholarship, and it is a

change w)ith which I think it is well that you should be familiar. The Graf-Weihausen

theory was presented by Wellhausen in 1878 and during the next 20 years it won its

way, the older scholars died off, and the younger scholars accepted it unquestioningly

exactly as it was. Then, as archeological material came more and more to the front,

men began studying these books and making up new theories. And the result was that

about between 1915 and say 1940 or 45, you had the feeling that though many critical

scholars were questioning important features of the Graf-Wellhausen Theory, that that

theory would soon be discarded and that there was a great diversion of opinion on most

of the points related to it, and that probably within a few years there would be a new

concensus of 'unbelieving scholarship on some new viewpoint, that was our theme

then, we felt that Graf-Wellhausen Theory was on the way out, because so many

people were questioning details of it and often very important details. But that was

an era which seems to me has largely died out today, and today the attttude of the

critical scholars as a whole is simply to accept the main essentials of the Graf

Wellhausen Theory J:hatWhlCh has been proven and which is accepted, and of

which there is no doubt that this is the fact, and that is the general attitude today.

Today the critical scholars as a whole take comparatively little time trying to prove

it, they simply assume it's true, it's true, it's just as certain as the theory of

evolution, it's just as certain as that the world is round, it's just as certain as
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that the rocket hit the moon last week, it is a fact of modern times. That is the

", ~ethinggeneral attitude which was taken toward it today. And so today it is slm1over

as a rule without any great amount of study of it. Study is devoted to particular

details or aspects, but quite largely study has been shifted over to matters like

so-called Biblical theology, and psychiatry and that sort of thing, but the attitude ot

the liberals is, this is proven. Now, this, as I say, I hesitated, I felt inclined to

drop this, but I think I will leave it and will read to you a few words, if you will

pardon the quotation from a book published in 1938 by Haverford College. It was

called the Haverford Symposium of Archeology of the Bible, and in this some pretty

good scholars, some that were fair, and some who were very good, wrote different

articles, and professor Jordan A. Barton, who was then professorf the UnIver. ty of

Pennsylvania, wrote one on the present status of Old Testament study, and in this he

surveyed writings on the Old Testament of the previous few years, and in it he said,

in connection with the investigations of the book of the covenant, this is page 53, men

tion must also be made of discussions of it concerning the code of Deuteronomy.

Since the days of Dizetti it has been believed that the reform of king Josiah was based

on the code of Deuteronomy, and that the code had been compiled either in the reign

of Hezeklah or of Manasseh, or of Josiah. Within the past twenty years , this fixed

point of Pentateuchal criticism has been challenged with Deuteronomy. And then he

spent two pages quoting from quite a large number of scholars who, he says, claim

that this is the body of old (12) Israelitish law, which originally made no

effort t centralized worship, and that the commands in it about centralizing worship

were inserted in it. And then he tells &out several scholars who he says claim that

Deuteronomy actually was written after the exile and is later than the priestly code.

And he gives a number of scholars whom he recognizes as men of high ability, holding

each of these two views, though (12 1/2) who himself held tenaciously

to the Graf-Welihausen theory ends up with saying that these theories are not win-
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ning acceptance and that it is pretty well established that there is a book written

at the time of Josiah, that it is still generally accepted. Incidentally, then he has

a paragraIth about prof. N. T. Kyle, of Xenia Seminary, who issued in 1920 two volumes

holding the Mosaic authorship of the whole Pentateuch, but he ends with the statement,

the volumes were astute and learned but reveal the mind incapable of appreciating

the evidence on which the modern conceptions of the Pentateuch rest.

That of course is the conclusion regarding anyone who believes in the Mosaic

authorship of the Pentateuch. He reveMs a n*id incapable of appreciating the evidence

on which the modern conception of the Pentateuch rests...

P.135. (.1)

...30 or 40 years ago. It seemed as if the critics were unable to assimilate the new

archeological evidence, and they had to twist and changeI here. Dr. Albright even

s aid to me at that day, he said, there are only two scholars in Germany today who

are Ø orthodox Welihausians, and he said, they're not orthodox. That was his feeling

about it. That the Wellhausen theory had been twisted by so many (1 1/2)

Well that has largely died down. And today the attitude is, it is

established, it is fixed, it is (1 1/2)

That is the general atttthde, and so today you won't meet so many who really have a

thorough understanding of the bases on which it is, but the books which they are

using will contain that material, and the arguments vh-kA in them will be given,

which have been presented to you here. So we don't need to spend much time on this

was taking
Cjecent views, but I think it is godd for you to be aware of the change that will talw place

t hen and how the attitude today is to react against it and say well the thing is proven,

after all, Wel].hausen was right. o after all, you see, the liberals, in a way, they

are simply taking the thing on its (2 1/2) ThatYs the attitude in this

field and in biological science, to a great extent, because of its relation to

evolution. The attitude 30 years ago was, Darwin's theories are pretty largely, oven,
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we believe in evolution but we don't believe,,hat Darwin taught. Today there are

many people who believe what Darwin said was right, and evolution (2 3/4)

There was that same (2 3/4) of investigating

furfrr, starting to move again, and then finding this would lead Vou to accept the

Bible, which they 8i1 fln8=ce1)t1 and then reacting back into simply an acceptance

on blind authority of 'y that which was presented nearly a hundred years ago.

I picked up a Methodist Sunday School quarterly yesterday and found this

statement, that it is now proven, that the book of Deuteronomy was not written until

## years after the time of Moses, given in a Sunday School Quarterly for the young,

(3 1/2)




Well, we go on to D now. D,Answer to the Critical Argument. And here 41

is extremely important.

1, The General Background involves no greater insight into the future than would be

natural to a leader who had brought the people out of Egypt. Now you could say

God knew all about Josiah's time, God knew all about what would happen at that time,

500, 600, 700, whatever it was, years before, and God caused Moses in Deuteronomy

in his address to the people there to speak directly against the evils that would come

into the land at the time of Josiah. God revealed this to him and caused him to include

it, that would be entirely possible. There is no reason God could not do such a thing,

but it is not necessary for us to assume that he did, because in the book of Deut4ronomy

the insight into the future would be perfectly possible to a man who had lived in

Egypt, was familiar with a settled organization, people established in towns and

villages, as it was going to be in the land of Canaan, with polytheism all about him,

with the, all of the false religions around there, and who at this time was on his ay

to Canaan, who had lived for forty years in the desert, around people who had contact

with visitors from Canaan, who knew of the habits and customs of Canaan and knew

that the desert life was not what God was leading the people toward, but they were
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about within the next few weeks to head across the Jordan into Canaan to the

promised land. The book of Deuteronomy has a relation to a settled life such as they

would have in Canaan, but this would be thoroughly familiar to a man such as Moses

is described as being, and when it comes to saying that Lhe worship of the host of

heaven which Josiah rooted out from the people there, this would never hate been

known to anyone in the time of Moses, I would question whether there is any time in

history when you didn't find heathen people worshipping the sun, the moon and the

stars. vould be the most natural object for worship. In Egypt the sun god was the

greatest of all the gods, and the other gods, the moon god and the various gods had

their place in the worship there. The worship of the host of heaven would be a per

fectly natural term to use, and of course the mention of Baal, Asherah, these were the

established gods of Canaan, and even the Egyptians knew because there were Egyptian

stories (6 3/4) which told about experiences Egyptian

visitors had had in the land of Canaan. So that the matter which relates to revival of

Josiah, the general background , the matters relating to the situation, settled

community, settled houses, building of cities, and so on, all that would be per

fectly familiar to a man who had led the people out from Egypt, and who knew (7 1/4)

into Canaan. That's 41l on the general background. Then 42:

2, There are definite points of agreement between its style and that of other portions of

the Pentateuch. the differences do not go beyond what might be expected in view of the

different purposes. What is Lhe purpose of the book cf Deuteronomy? Its purpose is

to exhort the people to be true to the Lord, to follow His law, and to obey Him.

Did Moses ever dream that the people, after all God had done, and would do,

bringing them into the land of Canaan, would turn against Him, and would forsake His

holy law? Well, if he didn't, he'd be mighty optimistic after the experiences he'd had

in the wilderness, with time after time, when there had been great revolt against him,

and against the Lord, and when the people had said, let's go back to Egypt, rather
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than die in the wilderness. He was thoroughly familiar with human nature and its

tendencies to turn away from God, and he realized the great need of a great final

exhortation at the end of his life to the people to obey Gods law, and to be true

t9the Lord. And in an exhortation like this your style is quite apt to be very differ

ent from your style in writing the law books for the priests, to give precise details of

how they are to adjudicate difficult cases, or how they're to carry out the ritual

service of the temple, and it also is quite sure to be very different from the style of

ordinary narrative, and there is no reasonhy the same person should use both,

particularly when we remember in addition that this is written at the end of Moses'

Life and the other may have written 20 or 30 sears earlier, and a certain amount of

change could easily take place in a man's style, particularly when during that time

he was constantly exhorting and constantly trying to lead the people to a closer walk

with the Lord. There is a difference of style that has a difference of pr pose.

I think I mentioned to you my experience with buying a typewriter and the

two letters that came from Buffalo and the greet difference between them. There was

a difference in purpose, and we are quite apt to use quite a different sty'e when we

are speaking to a stranger or someone we are trying to win or trying to make a good

impression, than when we ae speaking to someone with whom we have a relationship, a

very informa]j/'relation , and we get a bit irritated at them about something, our

attitude is apt to express itself in quite a different sort of language. It is natural to

use a variety of language in a variety of purpose, so that the different purposes in

fluence him here, but also there are definite points of agreement in its stead. Oh,

under this we mention a small a, ReathDn for Difference of Style. That I just spoke

on, the reason for the difference of style. Moses a little older than he was, the style

might be a little different, but particularly the different purpose of D as compared tr

with the J, E, and P. Of course that is one of our big points in our whole consideration

of the Partition Theory on thW style. That the difference of style is really a difference
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of purpose rather than a difference of individuals. (11 1/4) the

purpose of narrative, of precise law for the priests, and of exhortation to obey God's

will.




b, Actual similarities to other parts of the Pentateuch. That of course is under

the general heading 2, here. We do not have to hunt for them, they are hbundantly

pointed out by the critics themselves. The fact that Lev.26, for instance, which is

in the priestly code, part of the priestly material, but the language there rises to

quite a Deuteronomic (12 1/4) of hortatory and admonitory elements.

You have then what they give to P. occasionally as in chapter 26,

you have a note on exhortation in it, where the style is quite similar to that of P.

More frequently in JE you have it. In JE you have many similarities of style with

Deuteronomy, particularly as there are occasional places where there is a certain

amount of argument or exhortation contained in the discussions that are included in

the narrative of JE. And Divetti, of course, was one who in modern times presented

the view, in 1805, that Deuteronomy was the law book bf Josiah and was not written

till then, but Divetti presented that theory the common attitude of the critics was that

the E document, which included both F and what they now call P was the earliest

document and J was the late one. And Divetti actually thought that the author of J

was probably the very man who wrote the book of Deuteronomy. So you see he did

not think that the difference in style between J and Deuteronomy were sufficient to

require .

P.136. (1)

" . . c, The subsequent influence of the style of Deuteronomy was great but it appears

stronger in earlier books than later. That is an interesting point. Solenso thought

the Deuteronomist hand was (1 1/2)

He said there were 117 Deuteronomical verses in Genesis, 138 in Exodus, and 156 in

Numbers. And iz1ñe later books, in Joshua, Judges, and Samuel, -1 particularly
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in Joshua and Judges, in Kings, you find many places where Driver says there is the

style of the Deuteronomist very definitely included in certain things in these books.

But Driver says, the purity of the Deuteronomic revisers (2 1/4)

to diminish in the later books. He says it is strongly marked in Joshua and judges,

hardly appears in Samuel at all, and is mingled with other forms of expression in

Kings. He says it is interesting to note what is on the whole an interesting accumu

lation of deviation from the original Deuteronomic text, till in 2 Kings 17 it is mingled

with fragrance derived from the book of Kings itsd, judges and Jeremiah. In other

words, the style, this hortatory style had a great influence on the subsequent books,

but Driver himself said it is greater on therlier books than on the later, from which

of course he would not draw the conclusion that seems to us a very reasonable con

cusion to draw, that these earlier books were written when it was freshest in their

minds (3)

Now 3, The relation to the reforms of Josiah is admitted Deuteronomy was

in view. Certain parts of the book were eEpeclally ptinent, bthers were npt.

Finding of the book at that time seems established. Its Mosaic origin is not thereby

disproven That is a long heading. It would be silly to try to argue agust the

critics' statement that Josiah was greatly influenced by Deuteronomy. I have no

doubt he was, but that that means that Deuteronomy was just written then, seems

to me to be entirely unnecessary, and of course, as we've already noticed the idea

that it was written then strikes very serious difficulty, it strikes moral difficulties,

was this wonderful book urging (5) high morality, high ethics,----------------------great

loyalty to God, written by men who were putting across a pious fraud, and pretending

it was written by Moses when they knew all the time it wasn't? It is just about

impossible to believe in that sort of a Christian character that would be definitely

(5 1/4) dishonest in its actions while at the same time using its dishonesty for the

advancement of the highest morality and the highest ethics as you find in the book of
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Deuteronomy. Moreover, tthe idea that it is a pious fraud written at that time,

is very difficult to accept, and historically it is very difficult if this was a recent

book written just at that time to accept the idea that they were fooled and (5 3/4)

thought it was an old book, that surely it would have been quite easy to see that

it wasn't unless a very deliberate attempt was mdde to deceive and even then it

should (6)

And if, as many of the critics hold, it would not apply(6)

It was written in northern Israel, or it was written in the time of Hezekiah or Manasseh,

how does it bme to get into the tenpie there hidden away to be found in this wise?

It takes u very tremendous amount of imagination to figure out how it had come to be

there under these ciruumstances if it wasn't a fraud, and if it was (6 1/2)

th t Ru1ah the
Some of the critics have daid,t IuIkE

prophetess who
the crop- have declared this is a true book of God, this is God's word, that she also

was part of the scheme and she knew they had written it, and she was lying for this

purpose in order to get these good (6 3/4)

she was trying to deceive. It is pretty hard to believe that. So then it was the book

which was related to the reforms of Josiah that,we have no difficulty with that, but

that it was written at that time is not thereby true, but in fact there are very strong

differences in belief, and so we go on to capital E:

E Positive difficulties with the Qltica1 View

1, Deuteronomy contains much that is unsuitable to origin at the time of Josiah or

of Manasseh And it is very interesting that this book of Carpenter's where I read

you from page 152-3 where he so strongly maintains that Deuteronomy is the book that

had this effect on Josiah, how exactly it fits with it. He goes on in the next two pages

to raise serious questions whether the whole book was involved in this. He says,

there are many things in th e book which would seem to have nothing to do with Josiah's

reformation, and he says it is hard to think of some of these other sections of Deuteron-
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omy as being read/ by Josiah at that time and leading them to make this great reform.

He says that there is so much of doesn't seem to relate to that that he has no doubt

that the original D document is a comparatively small part of Deuteronomy, and that

other things were added later from time to time. Well, the fact is that you take the

book as it stands and while there are many laws which are definitely finding effect in

Josiah there, they are scattered along with other laws dealing witl)á wide range of

subjects, often seemingly trivial. The standpoint is entirely that of the time of Moses.

Nowthis we could look into at great length to look at particular details, but

we'll just mention three here:

a, Israel is ev4rywhere treated as a unit. There is no suggestion in Deuteronomy

whatever of a divided kingdom. It is pretty hard to think that the book was written

in the northern kingdom and no mention whatever of the division of the kingdom which

(10) and it is pretty hard to think of it written in the

southern kingdom and no mention of this, no slightest reference. Now God could

have led Moses in his address written centuries before to urge the people not to

break up, or to condemn them for any thought of breaking up, and departing one part

of them from the law of God. He could have done that, but God didnot lead him to do

that, so if there was that attitude it would not be to me an argument against Moses

having written it, but it is pretty hard to think of somebody writing at that time and

not having the slightest thread of any realization of this fact which had existed already

for centuries, until just before the time of Josiah, that the kingdom had been divided

into two parts, each claiming to be the true Israel, there is not a suggestion of that

in the book of Deuteronomy. Then small b:

b, The Law for Extermination of the Canaanites. This is stressed in Deuteronomy.

It-w4t The law for extermination of the Canaanites. It was vital at the time of Moses,

that they should wipe out the Canaanites from the land in order that they would not be

led astray by the abominations of the Canaanttes. But in the time of Josiah the
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Canaanites had not been there for centuries, and to have this stressed, which we

find in more than one passage in Deuteronomy, on Lhe extermination of the Canaanites,

is very strange to think of anybody putting in , lri'a book that was written at that time.

c, The injunction to destroy the Arnalekites. I understand that down in Phila-

delphia here there is a place in back of a buildingjh somewhere that was set apart

by William Penn for Indians to camp on when they came into Philadlphia, so they'd

have a place to camp there when they visited. I believe the place is still there now.

I don't know how many people know anything about it, but it certainly would be strange

for somebody in a great address today would urge us to respect the rights of the

Indians and not interfere with their cam ping place in Philadelphia, It would be quite

natural for William Penn-- question? (12 3/4) That's what they would have to say.

I don't know what elee they could say. Yes. But once you say that, then all the more

when you're thinking of the idea of apious fraud, it is hard to think it is something that

got in there accidentally, that would certainly have to be a pious fraud, if they put

those in to pretend (13 1/4) Yes?

(13 1/4)..

P.137. (3/4) (WG ~_
- If 9 CCA Ma~k4 44/f/6 21),

the Lord is going to be wiped out completely from the land. He said it could not

possibly have been written except in the time of Josiah, when things were looking

up and everybody was cheerful and happy. Well, others find

in the time of Josiah, because, they say, if that was done then, the people who wrote

it must have made an intentional attempt to deceive. It couldn't possibly have been

written then and been accidentally been thought to be an old book. If it was written

then the three, Hilkiah and these people, were right in on a definite plot to deceive.

(11/4)

But we noticed yesterday there are a good many things in it like the law to exterminate

the Canaanites and strong injunction to destroy the Amalekites, that are very unsuitable
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for that time, and it is very nu rked the fact that all the people of Israel la ye one

name. There is a constant stress on your tribe, your nation, the piece out of all

your tribes, and all that. There is not the slightest suggestion anywhere in it of a

division of the kingdom, and it is mighty hard to think of somebody making up a book

like this, when for centuries the kingdom had been divided, and not having the slight

est echo of that in it. It is very interesting that Carpenter who was so convinced of

the date of D, of the D document having been written in the time of Josiah, that he

finds things in it which he says it is pretty hard to think of as having been written

at that time. He says there is no apparent of- appropriateness as far as the program

of the Deuteronomic reforms are concerned, in the historical retrospect, chapters 1-3.

But neither is there, for example, in the law which regulates birds' nests, or (2 1/2)

upon a roof, chapter 22. With what feelings could Josiah have

listened to these details? In other words, he feels that a great deal in the book must

have been added later, couldn't possibly have been put ink' a book that was written

in order to produce this great reform and to lead Josiah as he makes these great changes

And therefore he feels that actually the P document is a comparatively small part of

the Deuteronomy, and most of the rest of it is additions which are made later. 8o

when you atart dividing it up piecemeal like that, you can see what it does to the

strength of the (3) of the argument as a whole. Anybody that

looks at it simply as a book here, a book that Deuteronomy come

from (3 1/4) all these things in it that don't fit the date of Josiah at all

make a pretty strong argument against the critical viewpoint. Then 2:

2, The critics exaggerate the promise of centralization of worship both in Deuteronomy

and in the reforms of Josiah. From the way they write you would think this was the'

main purpose of the book. Y'i would think that this is the vital thing that is set

forth to do, but it is interesting that such critics as Welch who 40 years ago strongly

maintained that it was written in the northern Jdngdom, Welsh maintained that the
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passages dealing with centralization of worship were later insertions, that they were

not in the original at all, and if (4 1/4) the fact that he produced shows how that

while it is very clear and strong that the altar should be one altar, one central altar

at which the sacrifices are to be performed, these are comparatively small parts of

the book as a whole. It is strongly and clearly given, but is by no means the out

standing thing in it, as the critical argument waild almost lead you to believe.

Then when you read the read the account in 2 Kings 22 of Josiah's reform,

you find that the whole bent of his reform was against heathenism, it was against

idolatry, it was against the worship of false gods, that was the stress of it. He

destroyeth the high places, but many of the high places are places of idolatry and

heathenism, and a great part of the stress was on removing the heathen emblems, the

heathen (5 1/4) and the heathen deities and all that sort from the central

temple at Jerusalem, remlng all these signs of heathenism that had been brought in

during the wicked reign of Manaeseh, that is the main point of his reform. It is not

primarily a stress on centralization of worship, though that does enter into it.

And then a very interesting thing in that connection is that right in the book of

Deuteronomy itself we find a passage which would seem to contradict the idea that the

main stress of Deuteronomy is on, the êentralization of worship. We find this in

Deut.27.l-8. Listen closely to this and see how you think this fits the idea that Deut

eronomy was written at the time of Josiah in order to lead theto do away with all of

the altars and to centralize their worship in the altar at JerusMem:

And Moses with the elders of Israel commanded the people, saying, Keep all the

commandments which I command you this day. And it shall be on the day when ye

shall pass over Jordan unto the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee, that thou shalt

set thee up great stones, and plaister them with plalster.A.nd thaw shaltrite upon
ck Qcse OJ)c)

them all the words of this law) (w±zp3c ccr that thou mayest go in unto the

land which the Lord thy God giveth thee, a land flowing with milk and honey ,th±cr
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the Lord God of thy fathers hath promised thee. Therefore it shall be when ye have be

gone over Jordan that ye shall set up these stones,which I command you this day, in

Mount Ebal, and thou shalt plaister them with plaister. And there shalt thou build

an altar unto the Lord thy God, an altar of stones: thou shalt not lift up any iron tool

upon them. Thou shalt buffd the altar of the Lord thy God of whole stones, and thou shalt

offer burnt offerings thereon unto the Lord thy God: And thou shalt offer peace offerings,

and shalt eat there, and rejoice before the Lord thy God. And thou shalt write upon the

stones all the words of this law very plainly.

Now how many of you know where Mount Ebal was? Mount Ebal, was it at

Jerusalem? Was it at Shiloh? It was not near either one, but Mount Ebal and Mount

Gerazim were two mountains right at Shechem, the place where the modern Samaria

are. Quite a distance north of Jerusalem and not particularly near Shiloh. And there

the book of Deuteronomy commands that after they cross over the Jordan, there they

are to build an altar and there they are to sacrifice burnt offerings and peace offerings.

Well, now, if the main purpose of Deuteronomy is to enforce centralization of worship

why on earth would they be given a command like this? Why would anybody insert it?

Well, of course the critics believe unanimously it was not in the original Deuteronomy.

It was inserted later. But if the idea that they can sacrifice in different places through

the land is something which you find in JE, make the sacrifice wherever the 11.ord puts

His name, but that ow with this Deuteronomi. law, all that is changed and there is only

one place where they can sacfifice that is W'ig import of Deuteronomy. How would

anybody afterward add into Deuteronomy a statement that they were to build an altar

on which they sacrificed, at Mount Ebal? It is simply entirely inconsistent with that

idea. It is interesting to i see what Driver in his commentary on Deuteronomy, what

of
he thinks 1f this section in chapter 27 here. He says, the beginning of chapter 27,

he says, verses 1-8, the passage appears to be composite, verses 1-4 and verse 8

belong closwly together, all relating to stones and w1a t is to be written on them,
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but they are interrupted with verses 5-7 relating entirely to the altar. He says

verses 1-4 and 8 and also verse 7b abound with marks of the Deuteronomic style,

which are absent from verses 5-7a. It seems, he says, that an older injunction

from JE found in verses 5-7a respecting a sacrifice on Ebal has been taken up by D

or will follow (9 3/4) Supplemented by the addition to 7b and

combined with the instructions written the in

scription on stone cE the Deuteronomic law.

Now that is a very involved way of getting this passage together, based on

the claim or ability to tell from each verse whether the style is Deuteronomic style

or not, but whether this was written, according to Driver's theory , these two verses

aboutK their sacrificing there were written long before. Well, if the big of Deuteronomy

has its big stress the centralization of the one place for worship, that's the big stress

of Deuteronomy, ai d in the P document, that is so well e8tablished now it is just

t en for granted, in the P document. How did some Deuteronomic witers, in connectior

with the writing of Deuteronomy or shortly afterwards somebody wrote in the full style

of Deuteronomy, writing this 1-8, insert these two verses in the middle of it, from JE,

contradicting the major thes of the book, according to that theory. As you see, it is

like the passage in Joshua, where the people aciss the Jordan erected a schismatic

altar so the other side were even going to make war on them, and of course, they say

that is a late Deuteronomic addition added, because it accepts the altar of centralizatiox

of worship. Now here, right in Deuteronomy you have this injunction, and if this

injunction' if it is Deuteronomy as its main stress, centralization of worship at

the altar, it just is inconceivable anybody later could Ia ye put that in. It just

makes it impossible, an impossibility, in the (11 1/2) whole theory.

However, if you take it from our viewpoint that Moses gave this whole book,

this is what Moses gave rather than what anybody wrote at the time of Josiah, then

you find that in the book he laid down the normal order for the situation after they are
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established in the land and the Lord has given them rest from all their enemies round

about. But before that time, before their establishment, the Lord has given them

rest from their enemies round about, it is important that they keep up sacrifice and

keep up their regular worship, and consequently when they come into the land,

according to Ie plan of strategy of the book of Joshua, they come together and then

they go to the north of Jericho and go up the valley which brings them up near Mount

Ebal, right in Lhe center of the land and then from that place they conquer to the south

and then to the north, which is half the effort it would be to conquer them all at once.

And with that stratey of the book of Joshua, the first place they get a solid foothold

in the land, is by Mount Ebal, and there they (12 1/2) and write the law

of God on the stones of this altar they made, and have sacrifices there at the beginning

of their campaign. It fits perfectly with something written at the time of Moses, laying

down the regular system for the time when the land has rest from its enemies, when

they are to centralize, but which does not take effect before the land is conquered,

and which can be laid aside if necessary &ring the time when they're under Philistine

oppression and cannot get together in one place, sacrifice should be centralized, but

better to have sacrifice uncentralized than not to have it at all. It fits perfectly with

the idea of Moses having written it. But to get the boLof Deuteronomy together in

this way, as the critics say, at a later time, imposes simply an impossible situation

in the day of Deut.27.b and 7 into it at all. So that we find there that the heading

I've given this unda is that the critic éxaggerate the promise of centralization of

worship both in Deuteronomy and in the r reforms of Josiah. That is a very important

point, but I might almost say that it is even more important that these two verses

in Deuteronomy, there is no conceivable way they could have been put in the book

at the later time, if the critical theory is correct, and if the critical theory of the

centralization of worship isn't correct, then Lhere is no basis for putting the book at

that time anyway. So maybe I should have given a spparate heading for this particular
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feature or some of you will forget, but I hope with the stress I've given, now you'll

all remember, because I feel it is very important...

P.138. (1/2)

... F, lam not going to spend a lot of time:.

F, Alleged Contradictions Adduced to show it to be Non-Mosaic. And under this:

1, Changes of Laws. There are cases where there are slight changes in the laws in

Deuteronomy and the other sections, and there are some of a fair amount of impcrtance,

and these contradictions they claim that it and the rest of the Pentateuch couldn't have

been written at the same time. Actually, on careful examination and the recognition

of the fact that this is given, not at the beginning of the wilderness journey but at the

end of it, with the entrance into Canaan in view, the slight chance of (1 3/4)

in Deuteronomy are entirely understandable. They say, for instance, that on the law

of assylum that JE--there is also a place of assylum, but if you read the law of JE,

in Ex. 21 it says there explicitly, that I will appoint a place where you may flee, when

you are accused of murder. He says I will appoint a place where you may flee. There

is no poltit at the beginning of the wilderness journey to tell about places of refuge.

But the principle of it is right there, in the book of the covenant, I will appoint you a

place to which you may flee. It goes on and says that in the case of murder, from

my altar you may take him away, but that doesn't say the altar is the place that God

is going to appoint. Even from God's altar, even from as safe a place as that, a

murderer may be taken away and be killed. But lie says I will appoint a place. Now

in Deuteronomy just before they enter the land, Me gives explicit laws about the

place of refuge. The critical theory holds that they had altars all through the land

so that was assylum for them until the time when Josiah took away the altars, and the

wttui& writers of Deuteronomy, realizing that the removal of the altars would interpose

a real problem here, made up this idea of cities of reige. Well, you'd have a rather

difficult job persuading people all over the land of Israel who had never heard of
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a city of refuge before, persuade them that this was something that Moses introduced,

and that they should now (3 1/4) They certainly, even

if they had fallen into disuse there would be some recollection of their having been

g iven the cities of refuge. It is a rather quee'sort of thing to think that you can

introduce, not as a new thing but as a revival of an old thing, -md simply by an edict

in a new book written at that time. There is no contradiction there at all, but it fits

perfectly with the idea of Moses. Also in the case of self-enslavement, of perpetual

self-enslavement, in that situation you remember that he says in the first that you are

them
to bring mai to God, --the translation (4) which

doubtless means to the center of worship, and there you are to put the man's ear

against the doorpo and drive the awl through it as a sign of his permanent self

enslavement. Now in Deuteronomy it doesn't say, bring them to God, it simply refers

to their doing it at the door of thei r own place, because the critics say that is because

worship is not centralized at Jerusalem, but it is more reasonable to think, it is because

they're now going into the land and going to become scattered, instead of haiiing all

these together around one central sanctuary in the heart of the camp during the bulk

of the 40 years previous to that time. So the alleged charges of law, there are different

though
changes of law, many of the alleged ones are simply a matter of different terms

used to express the same thing, but when a law is actually changed, the change of the

law is explained in view of the fact that the book of the covenant laid down general

principles, expressthjd'ertain laws, and laid down what is vital for their life in the

wilderness. And the book of Deuteronomy gives more of these as they enr the land

where they're soon going to be scattered about, over a wider area, and it is important

to drive these laws into their minds and hearts. Mr. MacKeen? (5 1/2) No, I'm

glad youasked that question, because that is a very important thing to have in mind.

The book of the covenant is a ecific technical term which is used for Exodus 20-k,'

because in Ex. 24 it says that Moses and the elders of Israel met together, had a meal
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before the Lord and ratified this book of the covenant, and God commanded Moses to

write it down very explicit1y. This boo//#h of the covenant, that is those four

chapters. That is called there, the book of the covenant. Now the modern Jews call

that section Mish Mahim, which is the Hebrew word for judging, because after it

gives the ten commandments then God spoke to Moses, these are the judgeq, these

are the Mish Mahim . I don't care which you call it, but I will refer to those specific

three or four chapters, now those chapters are of tremendous importance, because they

are the law of E. You see, land E are almost entirely narrative, but there is a little

bit of law in them, and that law is the book of the covenant. So it is the change betwee

the book of the covenant and Deuteronomy, the change we are now speaking of, We are

not speaking of the law book of the priests, which they call F, which includes a great
of

part of Leviticus and a very considerable part of Numbers, but L1L the book of the

covenant which is E. Then they claim there is a little bit of law in J in Ex. 34, but

we haven't paid much attention to that. Although in view of Mr. MacKeen' s question,

there is just another wad I'd like to say here, which is vital.

Mr. M8cKeen spoke about the higher critics' (7 1/2) and it

is common parlance in higher critical circles to speak of the higher critics, meaning

the espousers of the Graf-Wellhausen theory, and in general I don't see any great

harm in that terminology, but I do think that, if you come into discussion with people

fJ,eld,
who are working kit1t that one can avoid unneeessary offense, because the term

"higher critlUs7" properly understood, simply means one who is interested in determin

ation of authorship and authenticity. Therefore, anybody who studies ti-at question

about any book is in that way a "higher critic." A higher critic doesn't man one who

destroys, it doesn't mean destructive criticism. If --a lower critic of Shakespeare

is one who tries to determine the correft text of Shakespeare, a higher critic of

Shakespeare is one who tries to determine whether Shakespeare wrote it or somebody

else, and there is no question but certain of the poorer of Shakespeards plays were
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written partly by Shakespeare and partly by other men, and it is an interesting thing

to try to do that. So that the term "higher critic" as properly used does not imply a

particular view at all, but simply a study (8 3/4) of the facts.

Now we often speak of destructive criticism, meaning higher critics who take

an approach that is destructive. It is hard to get a really satisfactory term. Perhaps

the supporters of the Graf-Wellhausen Theory is a better way yet of expressing it,

But I just think it is well to have in mind the danger in that term "higher criticism,"

because we have been doing higher criticism in trying to prove Moses wiote it. If you

prove Moses wrote it that is higher criticism. Well, now that was 411, the matter of

changes in laws.

41:2, Alleged Historical contradictions. And these actually are quite minor. We could

spend a good bit of time on the allegations that certain statements in Deuteronomy

contradict certain statements in Nurrbers. The --It amounts principp1y to something

like this, that in one of them God commands, send spies out, and in the other Moses,

you asked me to send spies out. And it is alleged to be a contradiction. Well, suppose

that it is a contradiction, it doesn't prove the Graf-Wellhausen. But there is no reason

to say it is a contradiction. If God commanded him to send spies, tIR t doesn't prove

the people didn't ask him to send spies out. There is no reason why both could not

be true. The same is true of the jlges. He says, I appointed judges, men to work

with me, now we're told in Numbers that Jethro, his father-in-law adirised him to

appoint them. Well, there is no ntradiction. In one it is saying his father-in-law

advised him to do it, and in the other is saying that he did it. There is no contradiction

But there are alleged contradictions in small matters. But one which perhaps is some

what larger is the matter of where Aaror4ied. One says he died at Mount Horeb, the

other says he died at Moshera. And in Nujers we have a list of places he went to,

with Moshera named and then three or four other places named and then Mount Horeb.

While it is arranged in a different order in Deuteronomy. But evange1ical$ students
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consider that these places described, where in the on4'went down as Numbers

tells, and then as Moses tells in Deuteronomy he describes it when they came back

up, and Mount Horeb is a large area, and most (11 1/4)

the place where it happened. We don't know where these places are anyway, so it

is hard to understand the precise details about them. There is not a contradiction

between them. And if there was ever such a contradiction, it wouldn't prove the

critical theory. In fact you might say one of the evidences of the fact that the four

gospels are genuine products of the apostolic age, is the very fact that we have apparent

minor contradictions between them. One man didn't make up a story and a couple of

other people copy it verbattm, but four different men gave the facts as they were able

to gather them, and the result is that when you examine them superficially you find

all sorts of apparent minor contradictions, but when you examine them carefully you

find that on all the basi things they agree, and that most minor contradictions are

explained when you look at the matter carefu1l, and the fact that there may be certain

cases where we are not sure exactly what it means, does not mean that (12 l/.4)

how the statement two different

ways could fit together perfectly, and we have Moses speaking to the people in his

farewell, he gives a survey of situations and in his survey he may look at things

from a slightl .Int or he may recall certain different incidents than he did when

he wrote down the account in the book of Numbers or in the book of Exodus. That

doesn't mean there is a contradiction but it may be that he gives different aspects

of the facts and if we knew the whole facts we'd see perfectly how they fit together.

But if Moses didn't write this but somebody wrote it at a )later time trying to palm

it off as the work of Moses, we can be quite sure that he would look into what was

already there very carefully, to be sure that he agreed exactly and verbally rather

than have any apparent slight contradictions in what he wrote to what had already

come to be widely (13 1/4) the work of
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Moses. ISo these slight apparent contradictions are not really an argument against

the Mosaic authorship and they certainly are not an argument for the Graf-Welihausen

Theory. They are like the matter of alleged discrepancies which we examined rather

briefly as the first of the four arguments for development even this (13 3/4)

even if it could be proven it would not prove the Graf-Welihausen Theory.

*3, Certain phrases in Deuteronomy are claimed to be inconsistent with Mosaic

Authorship And of course we come back to that outstanding one that we discussed at

an earlier time. These are the words which Moses spoke beyond Jordan. And if

Moses wrote it, "beyond Jordan," why did he say this is what Moses said beyond

Jordanf, when he was beyond Jordan when he said it? Wouldn't "beyond Jordan" then

refer to the other side, and of course the fact of Lhe matter is that in the early chapters

of Deuteronomy we find the phrase "beyond Jordan" used covering both sides, across

the Jordan. If you were on one side...

P.139. (3/4)

... but it comes to be used mainly for the land to the east, so that as a rule (1)

but it can be used and here in the early

chapters of Deuteronomy it is very clearly used of both. But just starting Deuteronomy,

using the first verse, you can make a big argument. This can't have been written by

Moses because whoever said Moses was beyond Jordan when he gave these must have

been on the other side of Jordan, or he couldn't have said it. Well, that is (1 1/4)

but in Rome they spoke of the part of northern Italy just south

of the Alps as cisalpine Gaul, on this side; and then they spoke of the section north

and west of the Alps as transalpine Gaul, and even when Julius Caesar was up there

in Transalpine Gaul he referred to coming from cisalpine Gaul. He says I came from

this side of Jt,r Gaul. Well the reason is (1 3/4)

cY And that happens constantly in matters.
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So that the matter of a phrase is one that could be gone over at great length but I

don't think it's necessary for the two are simply facts, we can now go on VI.

VI, General Conclusion Regarding the Graf-Wellhausen Theory.

A, The Critical Attack on the Mosaic Authorship of the Pentateuch is not Proven.

When a new discovery is made in science, or in history, or in literature, it usually

takes a very complicated presentation to give the evidences for this alleged new

discovery. But if the new discovery is a genuine one, usually on further examination

the argument seems to simplify and eventually new evidences &e discovered so that

almost anything which becomes established reaches the point where it can be proven

very simply so hat evidence is given in (3 1/2)

very validly the strong evidencQánd nobody needs a tremendous lot of argument to

prove it. That is true in case after case where a great advance is made in knowledge.

It may be a tremendous advance in knowledge to work the thing out, but after you

find it you find more and more simple evidence to point toward.

Now that is not true of the denial of the Mosaic Authorship. You make a theory

denying the Mosaic authorship and then you have to explain away certain sections

that are inconsistent with your theory, and then you have to make certain changes,

a nd certain changes in this and that and the argument gets more and more involved,

and ma e and more complex the further you go, instead of becoming simple.

There were big discussions centurth s ago on is the earth round or is the

earth flat? Now we have certain various LJ simple evidences, of course today

people have gone around. TIt establishes the point. Take an eclipse of the moon

and you can see the round form of the earth going across the moon. Very clear.

Take the horizon. The higher you get the further away you see, and the smoke

of boats seen from beyond the horizon. There are certain simple clear evidences.

Take the fact that the earth goes around the sun instead of the sun around the earth.

There are very clear simple evidences which can be given to show that. It was a
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great discovery to prove but after it is proven, the evidences worked out quite

cleaj. It was not that way at all with the denial of the Mosaic authorship.

Denial of Mosaic authorship authorship raised more questions than it solved,

and presents us with a tremendous body of things to try to explain away, which are

far more easily explained, the (bulk of them, on the acceptance of the Mosaic

authorship. TI-a t is not to say we understand the answer to all these problems by

any mans. We don't know I all about any& history. You take almost any

battle in the Civil War, and you read three or four accounts of it, and one account

one General made a terrible mistake which (5 1/2) and according to

another account, this man did the very best he possibly could and something entirely

different happened. Some of the most important facts, in connection with them, are

greatly disputed and difficult to prove. You 1ave so many facts entering into the

event of a particular day. Now you take all the events that enter into the Mosaic

period and there are many of them that we simply don't know and it is natural enough

that there are many things we don't fully understand, but there are far more things

we don't understand when we try to explain them as coming together by such a long

complicated and unprecedented process. A process you cannot find a real comparison

to anywhere else as the Graf-Wellhausen Theory. And that leads very naturally to

B, The Development of the Graf-Wellhausi Theory was part of a movement, widespread,

that is now almost entirely abandoned

I have often quoted to you in this course from Abbott s , The Docnts of the

Hexateuch, which appeared in two volumes. The first volume he called the oldest

book of Hebrew History, and this gives the texts of the J and E documents, as he

understands them. The second volume, which gives the texts of the D document and

the P document, as he urderstls it, follows a few years later, but even then it was

1898 when it came out. But it is interesting that in his preface to this, he speaks

of the long delay in the 44 issue of this second volume, but he said , in the 4 light
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of later iuvestigations I have been able to make some improvements in details, but

on main points my position remains unaltered, I still believe that the views advocated

by Kuenen, Welihausen, Robertson, Smith andDr. Driver are in substa-i ce established

as foundation for all subsequent inquiries. These views must be tried on their own

merits, It is true, he said in 1898, that (8) dissection of the l' Iliad

into some 18 ballads has long since been abandoned by sober Christians. It is also

true that (8 1/4) ReConstruclbn of early Christian History is deem

demonstrably untenable, but surely it is strange logic as far as (8 1/4)

argument, that because Homeric and New Testament scholars have erred therefore

Wëllhausen' s analysis of the Hexateuch is worthless. One has only to remember the

difference twhich meter makes, not to speak of the fact' the Iliad is a great

achievement of literary art, and this Deuteronomy wasn't. To see that there never

could be any exact parallel between theories on the composition of the Iliad and the

Hexateuch. It would be 4ai Lliut-4 =the highest degree to analyze Leucidides as we

have just declaimed to ananyze the Hexateuch, or the book s of Samuel, or to deny the

unity of authorship in the plays of Sophocles, though scholars with scarcely an

exception constantly asserted that the book of Isaiah was written by several hands

and of very diverse king.

I think those statements of Abbott of which I only read you a selection give

a very clear evidence of the fact that the attitude which was taken in 1850 of taking

Sophocles and Homer and all these things and dividing them up into all sorts of

docuiits which was given up regarding all of those, and is practically not done at

all, he is maintaining toward the Bible along. And it of course has ext8nded further

since that time, in relation to the Bible, but he admits that it is given up almost

entirely regarding --not entirely given up, you still find a little of it in ot classtca

scholarship, but not much, while at that time it just ran riot.

And today when we find a new classic of ancient Babylonian literature,
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excavated, that never was known before, no one thinks we can start in and divide

it into the ABC and D documents and show how they fit together. A hundred years ago

that would be fhe first thing they'd try to do. Yes? (10) It is a preface at the very

beginning. That is one of thany evidences that can easily be found of the fact that

is
this was a widespread movement which was done to all literature, and abandoned

now, almost entirely, except in regard to the Bible. I think I mentioned to you

picking up in 1920 what was the the new Cambridge Ancient History, and reading the

Introduction, that people will be surptlsed to read that the old ideas of the Iliad of

Homer being unhistorical and simply a lot of different Greek poems fitted together had

been given and we now recognize a great genius who wrote the Iliam of Homer, but

that when it comes to the Bible on the other hand , it is now proven that Moses did

not write the Pentateuch but that it was a number of different writers over a widespread

period of tine.. This has been maintained because of its union with the theory of

evolution, the union with the development theory, and I've tried to show you that a

hundred weak arguments put together do not prove anything. One strong argument

may. You can't jump across a ravine in two jumps, a hundred jumps that go three

fourths the way across won't get you over. You have to have one tot you all the way.

And here we have a hundred different argune nts th ich sound like a tremendous

accumulation ct arguments, but any one of them,carefully examined, prove the false

far greater of establishment of the critical the ry, yet it is today taught as the

established result of modern scholarship and practically beyond question.

Now it is true that your leading scholars today, your leading linguistic

scholars, investigators of ancient antiquity, love to point out how Addis and

these others divide into Dl, D2, D3, how they divide it into Dl, 2, 3,4, and Jl, J2,

and say that all this is rizJLculous, this dividing verses up into little sections,

they love to poke fun at that, but they maintain tenaciously, as Aibright says,

that there is no doubt of the once independent existence of the great documents
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J, E, D, and P. The insist upm this, though it is simply a carryover of a method

now largely abandoned and yet its results are taught as th oncensus of scholar

ship which anybody who knows anything about the Bible is supposed to know to

be true. So it is very important to have an understanding of this situation. Then C:

qrave
C, The Method of the Graf-Wellhausen Theory has flaws. That is the method,

instead of saying here is Deuteronomy, when does it come to us, let's see what the

evidence is on it, they find something that proves it comes from the time of Josiah,

all right, here are things that don't, look the other way, all right, take them out,

they're not part of it, take them out. They do not take a thing as it stands, and

examine it as a whole and see what they can prove, but when you start with the

assumption that you can divide it up into all kinds of little sections and then prove

about them, you might as well say you can prove anything you want. I could prove,

for instance, that every dollar bill in the pocket of anybody here has got the number

6 in the number on it. I could prove that very easily if you give me the atithority to

take all of those that don't have six in and say they're not rãly in this room , they're

in the next room...

P.140. (3/4)

... very important, not just because it is important whether Moses wrote them. It is.

It is the foundation of the Bible. It is the start of the five books of Moses. It is the

solid foundation of the whole Scriptures. Referred to more in the New Testament than

a ny other part, and when Christ could easily bring a good clear argument from some

other part of the Bible, he often brought an argument that wasn't half as clear from

the Pentateuch because 4t of its being the foundation, and therefore seeming at least

to appear to have greater authority, but still the great importance of this book is not

simply to show that we can believe in the Mosaic authr ship, but it is to have an

understanding of the fallacy of the method wh ich the critics apply to every single book

of the Old Thstament. There is not a single one they don't. Up until maybe thirty
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years ago it was said that Ezekiel is the fulcrum upon which the whole criticism

turns, that the book of Ezekiel shows exactly what people thought this particular

time and we can compare with it, it makes a tremendous evidence (1 3/4)

But about thirty years Use ago they extended the same methods to Ezekiel

and now they divide Ezekiel into all eorts of separate documents, d they do that

with every book of th Old Testament. It is most distressing to take Briggs' two

volumes on the Psalms, in the International Critical Commentary, and you'll find

hardly a Psalm but what he divides into two or three different original poems which

have been put together. Two verses are from this poem which was written at this

time and three verses are from another poem written 400 years later, and two verses

from the 'first one and three from the second. Sometimes you have two different

poems, sometimes three. It is a method which has just gone wild, but it is the

method used in dealing with every book of the Old Testament and it finds its results,

its conclusions in the Sunday School literature which is today attembing to foist it

upon all of our large denominations, and the churches, the effort is being made to

force the individual churches to use it and teach it in their classes in Sunday School.

And it is in the literature, it is based upon this false theory. So we could take a

coupe of years and take every book, and go through the arguments for it generally,

and those against it generally, different parts, and á&l that, but I think we do far

batter to take jne vital section and try to get a greater understanding of the method

aá it applies there, with all the strongest of the arguments and then see just what

they really say. And I have tried very hard to be objective and not to brush aside any

evidence but to look at it fairly and squarely. Because I think that i the only way

of dealing with them, 'itch in the end will produce results. You can simply ridicule

and with unthinking superficial people you way win a few over, and people already

with you, you may arouse to stron'suppor1Ing you, butwAh really thinking people

are repelled by that sort of treatment. And examine them fairly and objectively,
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and see just how much there is to it, and then is I think the end

accomplished

D, We are today in a position to test the historical accuracy of the Scriptures- - -. S

far better than ever before, because of the great advances ix)ércheology. I told you

once,and I think it is worth repeating, about the time about 12 years ago when we were

in Wilmington, a professor in Crozier Seminary said to me, Dr. Pritchard who will

be professor in University of Pennsylvania next year, is now out in San Francisco

for the last three or four years, excavated at Gibeon, very widely known in his field,

he said to me, at Crozier we're goling to have Professor Pfeiffer of Harvard speak

tomorrow night, maybe you could get up and here him, or some of your students.

Well, I couldn't make it but I told my students and I think there were 15 went

up and they got there a little late. It was about ten miles. They artived there and they

told me later that they were in the hall outside when they heard Pfeiffer, they heard

Pritchard intducing Pfeiffer, and Dr. Pritchard hi, Dr. Pfeiffer, you will be happy

to know that everybody here thoroughly agrees with you in your solid acceptance of the

The boys
Graf-Wellhausen theory of the Pentateuch. That was part of his introduction. vuiu

he
c ame in right after lift-and said that, so his statement was not true afterward, but it

was true right before. They came in and sat down. Pfeiffer spoke for about three

quarters of an hour and he gave evidence after evidence from archeology of the accuracy

of a particular statement in the Bible. Statan ents in the Pentateuch, statements in

other parts of the Bible which had previously been thought to be unreliable but

archeology showed the remarkable accuracy of them. And then after he finis hed that,

he ended up with his conclusion, that we must never forget how much we owe those

great scholars who developed the Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis, and gave about (6 3/4)

It is lip-service support, and I think heartily by

most of the university teachers today , to the Graf-Wellhausen Theory. But at point

after point, where a statement in the Scripture previously seemed to be the imagination
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of a later day new archeological evidence shows how it exactly fit the facts of the

time and often facts which were not known at the time when the critics think that the

particular point or the particular section was written.

I ne ntioned to you about hearing a professor who solidly accepted the Graf-
mention

Welihausen Theory in its main eseentials, say, just about a year ago,/a certain

statement in the Pentateuch about the maid being given to Rachel, and he said, all

the scholars unanimously agree, this is part of the P document. The story is from the

J document, but where it says Lban gave Rachel Zilpah as her maid, they all say

that is the sort of a genealogical sort of a statistical statnent that only P would be

interested in. That simply because all scholars agree, but he says they're all wrong,

because he says, we have now discovered in Nuzi a sizeable number of marriage

documents from th very time, the very area, in which Laban lived, and in these,

in every case where a family of some standing have a ddughter who is married, they

always say and the father gave her so-and-so to be her maid. This is part of the

established custom, in fact, he said, these accounts of the marriage of Rachel, and of

Leah, he said, they're just exactly on the form which was the regular established

form of manriage document at that time. Well, he didn't go on'With that. There is no

way in which the writer of the J document 4 centuries later would have known , which

is (9) and no way in which the wtiter of the P document a

thousand years later ever would have dreamed of, but at point after point, archeology

knocks the foundation out of the sceptical presupposition in the back of the critical

theory as held a century ago.

Now certain ones gave hours in which you'd like to take a make-up quiz, and

we will have it ready for you at those hours specified, and if anyone else would like

to take it at the same hour you're perfectly free to do it. I won't have it ready at the

time when nobody said, but at a time when anybody said I don't care how many take it.
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Entirely optional. Some of you are perhaps quite disappointed that last week and

this I did not give any quizzes. We were able to cover that much more...
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MacRae. (Gloria - typist)

A. The Thportanoe of tJ2e Subject.

Sixty years ago, even forty years ago, you could go into almost any

- theological seminary, and you would find the students asking, "is this true,

or isn't it true?" Was the Pentateuch written by Moses or is it made up

of various sections written by different people at different times? The

professors in those seminaries today are convinced of the higher criticism,

and the students who go there are mostly convinced of it, or at least are

ready to take what the professors say, and there is no great argument

about it. Practically every student who is in a present-day liberal

seminary, or has taken a course in a present day university is convinced

of the higher criticism, but he is largely convinced of it because his

professors have told him about the higher criticism. He has probably

been given a few arguments which seem to him to be very strong. He does

not know much about it but he has assumed that his professor is correct.

Now if you simply come along with some ridicule, he will put you down as

an ignoramus and pay no attention to you. However, if you show that you

know the real basis on which it rests and the arguments which were

advanced a hundred years ago, and carried the day for it, if you show

that you know more about it than he doe, then you can go on and show that,

though there are some strong arguments for it, it also has some very great

weaknesses. If you can show what those weaknesses are, and some of the

newer developments that are not usually taken into account by those who

are convinced of the higher criticism, you have a tremendous advantage.

So I feel that, rather than give you a little information about all
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it is good to look in depth at one vital section -- the Pentateuch. We

shall examine the many changes in the higher criticism during the last two

hundred years, and see how the views that were held in one period or

another have gradually changed. We shall look at the arguments that led to

these changes, and see the very questionable basis on which the whole thing

rests, as it is taught today. If you can get a real understanding of this

matter you will have something that can be of tremendous value to you in

your Christian service. It may be of great value to you now as you deal

with individuals, or you may have very little use for it for a few years, but

I am sure that if you get a real knowledge of it, there will

be many times within the next ten years when you will find this knowledge

extremely valuable. However, you need to have more than a superficial

knowledge, in order to have a really good understanding of what the

destructive higher criticism of the Pentateuch is, how it has developed,

and why it is wrong.

Since we feel that our primary task in the seminary is to give you a

a good start in understanding the Bible, and a foundation in methods of

doing Christian work, so that you can go on to serve the Lord effectively,

we confine our study of the higher criticism of the Pentateuch to this one

course. Therefore it is very important this course gives you a clear

understanding of the main points in this very large subject, that you get

its principle features solidly in mind, so that you will have them when you

need them, even if it be five or six years from now.

It is important to realize that this is not a straw man; it is not

some kind of a fool idea that a few people hold. This 18 a theory built up by
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a number of very brilliant minds, examining a large mass of data, and coming

to certain conclusions of which they are thoroughly convinced. You can deal

with them much more satisfactorily if you realise the force of

the arguments with which they deal and understand the strength of certain

aspects of the data that they have and also the importance of certain

other data that they are apt to overlook.

Whenever you discuss the Bible with someone with a modernist

background, the question of the higher criticism is sure to be involved. It

will enter the understanding of any magazine articles if the author has done

has done any study of religion other than from a fundamental viewpoint, and

this is a matter in which each section builds on the section before. It is

more like Hebrew in that regard. If you don't get the first ones, the second

ones will be meaningless to you. And if you don't get the second ones, the

third ones will be meaningless to you. It builds right along in sections.

B. The Importance of the Pentateuch.

Its place in the Old Testament:

Pentateuch, is a Greek word, which means five-fold. The Pentateuch is

the five-fold book. It is the five sections that make up one production.

Yet the critics no longer talk of a Pentateuch, they talk of a Hexateuch;

they combine Joshua with it, and then divide it up the way they do the rest.

We call it the Pentateuch, The Five Books of Moses is perhaps a better way

to call, it. It is the beginning of the Scripture and everything else in the

Old Testament looks back to it. The Jews very properly gave it a place of

preeminence, in their synagogue and in their study. They always read from

the Pentateuch in their services. They read from other books, skipping

through various sections, but they go straight through the Pentateuch.
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of the Old Testament starw1

importance in the Old Testament and in the Bible a wh4: M&.w tht

argued with the Sadducees, he might have used arguments from later parts

of the Bible that would have been clear and easy to understand, but instead

of doing so, sometimes he gave arguments from the Pentateuch that were

more complicated. This was not because he didn't think they believed the

rest, but because he knew that they realized the primacy and solid

foundational nature of the Pentateuch. Thus, He rested His argument for

immortality, not simply on the resurrection, not simply on the clearer

statements in the last part of the Old Testament, but on the statement

about God being the God of Abraham!

Throughout the Bible, the Pentateuch is foundational. The main

principles are introduced and they develop from that start. If you can

blast the Pentateuch into a thousand pieces, you will have disrupted the

foundation for the rest of the Old Testament, and the New Testament claims

throughout that it is based upon the Old Testament. The apostles are

constantly saying: "this is what the prophet says", "this is what Moses

says", or "this is what the Old Testament teaches". They build upon the Old

Testament; in the Old Testament the Pentateuch is primary. The Pentateuch

has a place in the Old Testament, and in the Bible that gives it a very

special importance. In the course in Old Testament History we study its

contents to some extent. In this course we are not particularly interested

in its contents, except as they enter into the questions of the higher

criticism. The higher criticism deals with authorship, though not

exclusively with authorship.
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C. The Importance of the Authorship of the Pentateuch.

Who wrote the Pentateuch? You might say: what difference does it make who

wrote it? God gave it to us! It is His revelation. If we accept it as true

and take what it says as correct and to be believed, what difference does

it make who wrote it?

Well, the higher critics do not accept it as true; they believe it

represents human ideas at many different periods, combined together into

one rather heterogeneous collection. But it is important that we believe

in its authorship. If we believe its true, what difference does it make who

wrote First and Second Kings or First and Second Samuel? How many here

think Samuel wrote 2 Samuel? Nobody. 1m glad there is nobody because all

of it deals with events after his death, during the time of David. It is

perfectly obvious that Samuel did not write this account of events after

his death.

Samuel is a book about David's reign. We believe 2 Samuel is true but

we don't know who wrote it, and it doesn't matter. Who wrote the book of

Hebrews? Nobody knows, but God gave it to us. The Holy Spirit led the

writer, whoever he was.

All who accept the higher criticism believe that at least portions of

the Pentateuch are entirely contrary to fact, and some of them believe that

most of it is simply mythology and legend o.2d.

There has recently been a trend back to accepting the main historical

facts of the Pentateuch. It is different from the situation 40 years ago,

because 40 years ago, because 40 years ago the effects of archeology had

not been felt to the extent that is has today. Forty years ago it was

comparatively rare to believe that Moses even existed.
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I heard a professor at the University of Pennsylvania recently speaking

very highly of Moses as a great founder of the nation. He believed

thoroughly in the greatness of the man, but he says the only thing he did

was to found a nation. He says that is enough greatness for any man. He

says that Moses didn't make laws, that he organized a committee that

gathered together some laws from some other nations and thus produced a

rather poor combination of laws. But he believes much more about Moses

than most of the higher critics did 50 years ago.

Who wrote the Pentateuch? Perhaps it wouldn't matter if God did not

tell us. But if it is true, then all of its statements are true, and in

Exodus 17 we find a definite statement. In Exodus 17:14, we read: And the

Lord said: write this for a memorial in the book", (our English version says,

"in a book', but the Hebrew says, "in the book." "Write this for a memorial

in the book and rehearse it in the ears of Joshua.' There Moses is

commanded to write the account of the event that has been described in the

previous verses. Here is a claim that Moses wrote at least what is

recorded in Ex. 17:14.

Now in Ex. 24 we read in v.4: "And Moses wrote all the words of the Law,

and rose up early in the morning and built an altar." Then in verse 7 we

read: "and he took the book of the covenant and read in the audience of the

people, and they said: "all that the Lord hath said will we do, and be

obedient."

The book of the covenant is Ex. 20-23. Now it says here that Moses

wrote all the words of the Law, and it says in verse 7 that he took the book

of the covenant and read in the audience of the people, and they said: "all

that the Lord hath said will we do, and be obedient". So these two passages
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in Exodus claim that Moses did some writing. In Numbers 33:2 we read: "And

Moses wrote their goings out according to their journeys by the

commandment of the Lord. Then there is a list of the various places the

Israelites visited on their travels through the wilderness.

Deut. 31:9-12 says: "Moses wrote this law and delivered it unto the

priest the eons of Levi, which bear the Ark of the Covenant of the Lord

unto all the elders of Israel." And verse 11 says, that Moses commanded

them..."when all Israel is come to appear before the Lord thy God in the

place which he shall choose, thou shalt read this law before all Israel in

their hearing. Gather the people together, that they may hear, and that

they may learn, and fear the Lord your God and observe to do all the words

of this law." Deut. 31:9-12 says: "Moses wrote this law and commanded it be

read to all the people and read in subsequent years to them." Does that

claim the whole Pentateuch was written by Moses, or does it just mean the

book of Deuteronomy? Well, it is pretty hard to think of it as being less

than the book of Deuteronomy. In this same chapter, verses 24-26 we read:

"And it came to pass when Moses had made an end of writing the words of

this law in the book, until they were finished, that Moses commanded the

Levites to bear the Ark of the covenant of the Lord your God, that it may

be there for a witness against thee." Deut. 31:9-12 and vv.24-26 say that

Moses wrote the book of the Law of God and commanded it kept by the Ark.

Was this the book of Deuteronomy or was it the whole Pentateuch? At any

rate the claim is made that Moses wrote a very substantial amount of

material to be kept by the Ark. We are also told in the passages we noticed

in Exodus and in Numbers, that he was told to write certain things and put

them in the book though we do not have a definite statement in any of the
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first four books that Moses wrote this book in its entirety.

So er Interial- Evidence 8 a., Direct Statements of Authorship, which
-

"If lave ra~o you.

(~b~-6The
Pentateuch claims to contain information that came through

Moses. YAh find repeatedly in various books of the Pentateuch claims

that "the Lord spoke to Moses, saying. You find this statement over and

over. The statements that Moses actually wrote are comparatively few, yet

there are a considerable number of them, as I have read to you. But the

statements that God spoke to Moses are numerous, and there is nothing in

the last four books of the Pentateuch which is not connected with a

situation where Moses was present and would have personal knowledge of it,

according to the way the account stands.

Now somebody may say, well, what about Genesis? Does Genesis

anywhere say it was written by Moses? No, it does not. There is no

statement in Genesis that it was written by Moses.
[W:ell,

then, maybe were -1

the last four books written by Moses and not Genesis7 Well, that might be

a question that you would find it interesting to try to figure out, but it

would be a theoretical question, not a practical question because there is

nobody that I know who believes it. The higher critics, for instance, who

divide it up into sections believe that certain parts of Genesis and certain

parts of the other books go together and were written by the same

individual. They believe there were many points where you have close

contact between certain sections and certain sections of the other books.

Genesis is an introduction to the other four books, telling the history of

Gods dealing with mankind for that time. If we believe that Moses wrote the



other books it would be quite natural for us to think of it as at least
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highly probable that he wrote the first book also. That is as far as we

need to go on that at this point. The internal evidence is very strong that

Deuteronomuy claims to be written by him.
(s

definite that parts of

Exodus and Numbers claim to be written by him. Its clear that Exodus,

Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy all claim to contain great sections

which it says the Lord spoke to Moses, and that everything in these four

books, at least after the very first parts of Exodus, which would be before

he was born--everything else is something with which Moses was specifically

and directly connected, and it is not at all unnatural, though not required

by any specific statement in the Pentateuch, to believe that Moses also

wrote Genesis and prefaced this to the rest.

We shall turn aside there, for a moment to ask what we mean by Mosaic

authorship. Does that mean Moses wrote every single word of these books?

Personally, I think he did. But I would not argue about this.

No, I shouldn't have said that I think he wrote every word in Genesis,

for there are one or two cases where a town is given a name which came into

use later on. In such cases my guess is that Moses used the name the town

had in his time and that later on somebody put in the name the place had at

the later time. Thus, if you would read that somebody came to New

Amsterdam in 1650, and wrote a new account, you might say he came to New

York, even though it wasn't called New York then , but the place we call New



York is the place to which he came. There are probably--I don't mean to be

dogmatic on it, I say there are probably places where certain names may

have been changed later so they would be intelligible to people using the

later names.

Now personally I have no difficulty in believing that God may have led
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Moses to write the account of his death, just before it happened. I
(on't

see any difficulty in believing that Moses may have written the last half

of the last chapter of Deuteronomy, telling how he went up in the mountain

and died. God told Moses what was going to happen and might have had him

write it in the book before he went up the mountain. That's possible though

most people prefer to think that Joshua added it afterwards. Even so, it

doesn't affect the authorship of the book. Moses can be author of the book

even if small changes were made in it later on by others who also wrote

under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit and were kept from error. We

believe that the Pentateuch, as it was in the original manuscript, was

inspired of God and free from error and if a few sections were put in by

other people than Moses, we believe they were also put in under God's

guidance. That is not our question in this course. Our big question is the

authorship of the book as a whole. I incline to think practically every

thing in it, maybe even every word, is what Moses wrote.

Now if somebody wants to think that when it says that "Moses was the

meekest man on earth" and therefore prefers to think that Aaron or Joshua

put it in later, I say; "If you want to think so, I don't object to your

thinking it, so long as you believe that God inspired the man who put it in."

Personally, I think that Moses put it in, because I think in the light of the

context, he was amazed at the meekness that he had shown in that situation.

I don't think anybody else would show such meekness when people were

criticizing his wife the way they did, but he sat back and left it in the

Lord's hands and the Lord took care of it entirely, without Moses lifting a

finger. And Moses was amazed and wrote that Moses was the meekest man on

earth. And I think he was. But if you want to follow Professor Alders of
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the Free University at Amsterdam when he says that Moses never could have

written that and so somebody else must have put it in, I don't object,

though I don't agree. But that's not our point. Our point is that the

authorship of the book of most of what is in it--I would say of practically

everything, but if you prefer, of the bulk of it, came from Moses, and that

the whole thing is true and describes events and gives ideas that God wants

us to have.

I would say that the Pentateuch, as it was in the original manuscript

and substantially as it was in the time of Ezra, and almost as it is today,

contains a few minor errors of copying, but except for that I would say that

it is true and it is God's Word and it is entirely dependable, that I know.

Mr. Abbott asks: "If the title of this section is The Importance of the

Authorship of the Pentateuch, and you've given all this, could you now state

it in a sentence? The importance of the authorship of the Pentateuch--I

Just took a minute or two to discuss what I meant by authorship but I didn't

necessarily mean Moses wrote every single word, though I don't see any

reason why he shouldn't have written practically every word. $1 Internal

Evidence: a., Direct Statements of Authorship; b., It claims to contain

information that came through Moses.

2. The Attitude of the Lord Jesus Christ

This is of tremendous importance. I really question whether many

people realize just what the attitude of the Lord Jesus Christ was.

Because if they did they would feel that the very basis of our Christian

religion is at stake in this question of whether Moses wrote the Pentateuch

or not. In Matthew 8:4, Jesus said: "go thy way, show thyself to the priest,

and offer the gift that Moses commanded. Did Jesus Christ know that this
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thing that the Jews thought came from Moses came from an unknown writer

of a thousand years after the time of Moses? Did He know that and still

say "the gift that Moses commanded?" Certainly He implied that Moses had

actually commanded that this be done.

Matt. 19:7-8: "they say unto him why did Moses then command to give her

a writing of divorcement and to put her away? Jesus said unto them, the

reason that that's contained in the book of your law is because of the

hardness of your heart"--He could have said that and it would have

sidestepped the question of who wrote it, but He did no sidestepping. Jesus

said, in verse 8, Moses, because of the hardness of your heart, suffered

you to put away your wives, but from the beginning it was not so. In other

words, he applied it to Moses specifically as having done it. Some people

say: "Oh, that's just a term for Law, they say Moses did it, they mean it is

written in the Law. Well, we don't use the term for Law that way; we don't

say for Law that was written last year, "Blackstone commanded,' or "King

George commanded." We don't do that, and it is ridiculous to say that that's

what the Lord did. He certainly thought that Moses had commanded it when

he made that statement.

Look at Mark 1219-26 which I referred to a few minutes ago. The

Sadducees are asking Him a question about the resurrection. In verse 26

we read: "And Jesus said, as touching the dead that they rise, have ye not

read in the book of Moses, how in the bush God spake unto him saying. Now

He could have said, "Have you not read in the book of Exodus, how in the

bush God spoke to Moses saying." Then it would say nothing about who wrote

it, and nobody would be excited about it. he wouldn't be saying they were

wrong, He just wouldn't be discussing the question. But when Jesus said,
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"have ye not read in the Book of Moses, He was saying, "This is the book of

Moses." In Mark 7:10 there is another reference to what Moses commanded.

There are many such--I will not try to give you nearly all of them, but I

want to give you a few outstanding ones. But Moses said, honor thy father

and thy mother." That is in the Ten Commandments--God said it. Why did He

say Moses said it? Well, it means that Moses wrote it in a book in which he

says that God said this.

Luke 16 is a very interesting chapter. In verses 29-31 we read about

Lazarus who had gone to Abraham's bosom. The rich man, in his torment,

asked that Lazarus be sent to warn the mans brother. Jesus said:

"Abraham saith unto him, they have Moses and the prophets, let him hear

them." Why didn't he say, they have the books of the Law and the

Prophets'?" That wouldn't imply who wrote it. He said, "they have Moses and

the Prophets," and he said, nay, father Abraham, but if one went unto them

from the dead they will repent," and he said unto them: "if they hear not

Moses and the Prophets, neither will they be persuaded though one arose

from the dead. Jesus explicitly said that Moses wrote the Pentateuch. He

put the seal of His authority upon this fact, and so the question at stake

is not merely as to whether the Pentateuch is written by Moses, what is at

stake is whether Jesus Christ is the Lord of Glory or is not. If He were

the Lord of Glory and knew that it was an old superstition that Moses wrote

the Pentateuch, which wasn't true, but it was a good book and worth their

reading, He could have easily side-stepped the question. Instead time after

time He explicitly said that Moses wrote it. John 5:45-47 is another very

good illustration: Do not think that I will accuse you to the Father, there

is one that accuses you, even Moses, in whom ye trust. For had ye
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believed Moses, ye would have believed me, for he wrote of me, but if ye

believed not his writings, how shall ye believe my word?" How could Jesus

say that if He knew that Moses never had written it at all?

Many of the higher critics have believed that Moses never wrote

anything. They used to even believe that writing was unknown at that time.

Now of course that is quite given up, because we have much writing from

before the time of Moses. "If ye do not believe his writing, how shall ye

believe my word?' The attitude of the Lord Jesus Christ is very clear on

this point, and therefore we can't say: "Well, let's believe in Christ, be

safe in Him, but what difference does it make who wrote the Pentateuch?"

If Jesus didn't know what He was talking about, how can we be safe through

believing in Him? The foundation of our religion is at stake in the question

of whether Moses wrote the Pentateuch.

Now I don't mean we should go out to the unbeliever and try to convince

him Moses wrote the Pentateuch, as a way of bringing him to the Lord. To

be saved, a man needs to see himself as a sinner and to see Jesus Christ

as the all-sufficient Saviour -- not to be convinced of the authorship of

the Pentateuch. But after a man becomes a Christian then he needs to know

where to get his knowledge of Christian beliefs. And if he is a Christian he

will want to follow the Lord Jesus Christ and therefore will know this to be

a fact, that Moses wrote the Pentateuch, because Jesus explicitly set the

seal of His approval upon it. So we will see more and more as we go on that

it isn't just a question as to who wrote the Pentateuch, but is the

Pentateuch true? You cannot hold the higher criticism and believe that the

Pentateuch is true, you can't do that. But it centers around this question

of the authorship. Is it written by the one man, at one time, giving the
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ideas God wanted him to have, or is it written by many men at different

times, with different sections brought together into something that is

entirely different from what any of the writers ever imagined that the book

would be?

3. The Authority of Jesus Christ.

What is our attitude toward Him? The question is not what you think of

Moses; it is what you think of Christ. If you think of Christ as the Savior,

if you think of Him as the One who truly is the Lord of Glory, and knows all

things, then you have to believe what He says, and when He says it as

clearly and strongly as this, and bases so much of His teaching upon what

Moses said, there can be no question about it. The authority of Jesus

Christ is thus involved.



EXAMINATION IN: INTRODUCTION TO THE PENTATEUCH

Monday, May 14, 1962

English Bibles are to be used in this examination. Time: Not over 2 1/2 hours-
plan your time so as to finish.

1. a. Clearly state exactly what is the critical view of the Pentatèuch, as widely
held at present.

b. Clearly and fully state the part that each of the following men had in the
development of the Critical Theory: Eichhorn, Hupfeld, GraL

2. a. As fully as you can in V2 hour, discuss the argument from Parallel Passages.

b. As fully as you can in 20 minutes, discuss the argument from Variation of Style.

3. As fully as time permits discuss the bearing and interpretation of each of the
following verses: (a) Gen. 37.28 (i) Deut.l2.10-ll

(b) Ex. 4.24 (J) Deut.12.21
(c) Ex. 6.3 (k) Deut.27.1-8
(d) Ex. 21.14 (1) Deut.31.9
(e) Numb.6.25 (m) Josh.22.29
U) Num. l2.3 (n) 2 Kings 22.8
(g) Deut.l.1 (o) Phil. 2.8
(h) Deut.lO.6
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